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*w»* Plans Uncertain smmmm
College Gains 355 Acres
NUMBER 1
ARU Tops In Rushing
For Future 'Development^^ Levels Comnlaint
A new art building? Expanded "The College is very grateful to
inine facilities? New dormitories Mr anri Mrc r^\ ar^an r„- _. *"din g
for girls if and when Bowdoin goes
co-ed?
No one knows for sure right now,
or at least no one is saying, what
the College will do with 355 acres
of land south of the campus
acquired last week. The land was
gained through the interest of Mr.
and Mrs. George E. Coleman, Jr., of
Brunswick.
The newly acquired land, which
includes the former Coleman
Research Farm, is more than triple
the size of Bowdoin 's 110-acre
campus. The property, which lies
between Mere Point Road and
Harpswell Street, is less than five
minutes from the campus by
automobile and includes
considerable shore footage.
It was acquired "looking forward
to the long-term development of
the College," in the guarded
explanation of Acting Pres. Athern
P. Daggett. He said the land "is not
necessarily related to any specific
program developments now under
discussion" and added that
Bowdoin "has no specific plans at
the present time for use of the
property."
. d s. Coleman for
providing the opportunity to
acquire this valuable land for its
future development," declared
Pres. Daggett.
Mr. Coleman, an internationally
known poultry specialist, said he
and his wife are happy that they
have been able to make the land
available to the College.
Pres. Daggett said Mr. and Mrs.
Coleman have made a gift of the
major portion of the property
The new two-day fraternity
rushing program produced some
wild upsets in the scramble to
attract new members from the
freshman class, and — almost
expectedly - charges of illega.1
"dirty" rushing emerged. ,
Alpha Rho Upsilon, with a
$60,000-remodeling job of its
house as a major selling point,








maximum legal number of 26.
Delta Sigma had 20 and Zeta Psi
18.
Four of the campus's perennially
strong houses - Alpha Delta Phi,
Alpha Kappa Sigma, Beta Theta Pi,
and Delta Kappa Epsilon - all had
severely sub-par recruiting, AD had
15, Kappa Sig 10, Beta 13 and
Dekel4.
Of the others, Phi Delta
attracted 10 new pledges





Reaction Appears Generally Favorable
To Student Council SCATE Booklet
Reactions have varied between
"embarrassingly precise" and
"snotty," but in general the faculty
seems to have accepted the Student
Council's Student Course and
Teacher Evaluation (SCATE)
handbook almost as-readily as the
freshmen for which it was written.
The 44-page booklet, r cched
through student quesi,.^. naires
and written by Student Council
Nagy Sees Upcoming Crisis
In Leadership Of Soviets
Ferenc Nagy predicted Thursday
night that there will soon be a
serious crisis in the leadership of
the Soviet Union. The former
Hungarian Prime Minister said that
the Czechoslovakian affair has
forced the leaders to choose
between even sterner suppression
of their own intellectuals or a
reconciliation with liberalizing
pressures from within.
A senior center audience of 250
heard Nagy.
Nagy believes that the Soviets
realize the impossibility of endless
suppression, and that this fact
combined with the pressures
applied by western Communist
parties will force the Russian
leadership to develop more
reasonable policies.
Mr. Nagy, speaking on the role of
the intellectual in the
Czechoslovakian crisis, claimed
that the Soviet Invasion was aimed
at "preventing the invasion of
Soviet Russia by her own
intellectuals" rather than at
bringing the Czechs into line. He
explained that the Czech
intellectuals identified with the
people, and the Soviet intellectuals
are doing the same. Nagy
mentioned that they reacted
similarly under the czars.
\
In Czechoslovakia, said Nagy, the
intellectuals (primarily writers and
poets) had made suggestions to the
leadership of the party. What
resulted was a working alliance
between intellectuals and liberal
party leaders which succeeded in
dumping the* old Stalinist regime
last spring.
The "unforgiveable crime" of the
liberal leaders in Russian eyes,
however, was that they "wanted to
share the power with the people,"
according to Nagy. This was why
the Soviets "reacted brutally" even
though it wasn't "the first
deviation." The Yugoslavs,
Chinese, and Rumanians, on the
other hand, kept the reins of power
in the hands of the central party.
The Czechs' "maturity, unity,
and discipline" will keep them
together, Nagy feels. When the
invasion took place, he said, this
unity prevented the Russians from
finding any Quislings. Now, the
reforms will be slowed down, "but
I don't believe that it has been
entirely stopped." "They are
together now, and they will do
everything.
. .to steadily if slowly
move toward their goal."
committee members, was
distributed seven days ago to the
freshmen, administration and
faculty heads of departments. Over
200 copies were distributed to
upperclassmen Monday.
"On the whole, I think the,
faculty and students seem pleased
by the results of the SCATE
study," said June graduate Peter
Hayes, who — with another June
giad, Dana Wilson — edited the
final report. "I am gratified that
the Dean of the Faculty has told
me that he plans to have the
SCATE booklet reproduced for
distribution to members of the
governing boards."
Work on the SCATE handbook,
which describes from the student's
angle all courses open to freshmen,
began in the middle of last year
when questionnaires concerning
courses were distributed to
freshmen and selected juniors. The
questions concerned structure of
the course, work load and interest
level.
Results of the questionnaires
were computed by Student
Council committee members and
individual course evaluations were
written — usually by a committee
member majoring in the
department of the course described
— late in the second semester.
Hayes and Wilson edited the
descriptions this summer for style
and clarity.
^/\\ was pleased with the booklet,"
Hayes reflected. "It came off much
more professionally than I
expected." Hayes said he hopes
SCATE is broadened this year,
both in the information sought on
the questionnaires and in the
number of courses examined
.
Cos! of the SCATE project was
approximately $135, to be paid by
the Studen tJCouncM
Charges of dirty rushing quickly
followed the unexpected results.
Peter Wilson, President of Sigma •
Nu, read a statement to the
President's Council and the
Student Council expressing his
indignation over the "malicious,
widespread illegal rushing" this
year, and he asked that a
Presidents' Council committee be
established to cooperate with the
Student Council Rushing
Committee in investigating alleged
violations. Wilson threatened to
take the issue to the Faculty
Committee on Student Life if
serious attention is not given to the
matter.
Wilson, disappointed by
attracting only 16 pledges to Sigma
Nu, said freshmen have brought
several cases of illegal rushing to his
attention. Sigma Nu attempted to
sell a program rather than an image
to freshmen, .according to Wilson,
and it had received very
Selection Group
Meets: No Results
The special committee to
select the
-next President of
the College met in Brunswick
last Friday, Saturday and
Sunday to consider a small
list ol "final candidates," but
no positive fiction was taken
in the direction of naming: a
successor to James S. Coles,
the Orient has learned.
Bowdoin has been without
a President since Nov. 10,
1967 when Coles resigned to
become head of the Research
Corporation, based in Xew
York City.
For Bowdoin, Nation: Daggett
Civil Rights Commitment Grows
Acting Pres. Athern P. Daggett said that Bowdoin
must keep step and do its part for world betterment —
especially in the area of civil rights — in his Opening
College Convoca i;on Tuesday in the First Parish
Church.
"Amid the divisions and uncertainties of our time,
let us move forward together," said Daggett in
officially opening the 167th academic year of the
College to 950 students.
"Today, however, even less than formerly, we
cannot live on past accomplishments. In the crisis of
the present, Bowdoin has taken part.
. .What has been
accomplished, however, is dwarfed by what is
needed."
Discussing the compromises that followed early
civil rights legislation, Dr. Daggett said "Not in a
century has a struggle been waged so fiercely to
remake the compromises that once may have seemed
acceptable but that now are totally inadequate. In all
this' the College must take its part. We cam\pt and
would not escape the world in which we live. We never
have. Bowdoin has a proud record to maintain."
He noted that in 1826 Bowdoin graduated John
Brown Russwurm, one of the first two blacks to
receive degrees from any American college or
university; that Bowdoin student leaders have been
influential in locating possible black candidates for
Bowdoin, and in obtaininga $150,000 grant from the
Rockefeller Foundation to help provide scholarship
assistance. Dr. Daggett said the College is "committed
to do what we car." to reach the goal of 85 black
students enrolled at Bowdoin by 1970, a suggestion
made by the Bowdoin Undergraduate Civil Rights
Organization (BUCRO).
"The difficulties involved in seeking to achieve this
goal are many and complex," he said. "And most
assuredly, it requires throughout a sympathetic and
understanding environment if these students are to be
ablejtostay."
Citing undergraduate participation in policy
making, a not new phenomenon at Bowdoin,
Professor Daggett noted the presence of students on
the new Committee on Bowdoin 's Responsibilities to
the Disadvantaged, the Student Activities Fees
Committee, and on the Lectures and Concerts
Committee.
Professor Daggett suggested that to meet increasing
student interest in policy making, the Student
Council might "choose a committee to consult with a
Faculty Committee to determine how best this
student interest can be met."
"These are days of deep divisions in the society of
which we are a part. A college is especially sensitive to
these divisions," Acting President Daggett declared.
"Only through keeping open the channels of
communication can it hope to continue to play its
role. Its whole tradition stresses the role of protest
and dissent in our free democratic society, but it is a
role that must be kept within the limits of free
discussion."
The Convocation was held in the First Parish
Church near campus.
encouraging responses from
freshmen who took the trouble to
write the fraternity expressing
their interest. Sigma Nu's program
stressed the success of the new
house honor system and the
importance of encouraging
individuality among fresbnen.
John Delahanty, Presidcn of
Alpha Kappa Sigma, >lso
speculated that dirty rushii g was
partly responsible for Kappa Sig's
getting only ten pledges. He also
thought that the speed with which
some houses closed was probably a
factor, because freshmen may have
been frightened into joining the
house where the had dinner for
fear of not gettin, .to any house.
Delahanty suggested that
fraternities be allowed to bid on
Friday, though freshmen would
still have to wait until Saturday to
'drop." He also thought bringing
bark the three card system would
slow things down and give
freshmen the opportunity to leave
houses where they were being
pressured to join.
ARU's success can be attributed
to several factors, according to
Terry Gilbert. ARU has tried to
point out the advantages of its
orientation program, and Gilbert
thinks this appealed to freshmen
who find the traditional fraternity
program irrelevant. He also
thought some dirty rush tactics had
backfired: "Other houses rush so
hard and dirty they drove freshmen
to us." Gilbert hoped' that next
year's rushing would be fairer and
believed Wilson's remarks were
justified. Gilbert added, "I also
hope the bigger houses will leam to
treat freshmen as humans next
year." For next year Gilbert hoped
the pre-bid period would be
shortened because he thought
houses ran out of things to say, but
he did not think that Friday
bidding should be allowed because
of the pressure this would put on
freshmen. He fears that the larger
houses, reacting to their «m*ll
turnouts, will be dirty rushing next
year if this year's alleged abase* aw
not corrected. He made no
suggestions for that correctioo.
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Nine Bowdoin students will
study away from Brunswick this
fall. Eight will study in Europe -
six for the entire year and two for
the first semester. One student will
spend the year studying in New
York City.
Spending their whole junior year
abroad will be Tom Berry, Ron
Calitri, Richard Crispin, Mike
Garroway, Roger Homer and Fred
Katzenberg.
George Isaacson and Alec Turner
will spend the first semester only
studying in Europe.
Bob Eddy will spend the vear ir
NYC.
Dr. Robert R. Nurjn, Associate
Professor Of French at Bowdoin,
will spend the academic year in
France as Professor-in -charge of
the 1968-69 Sweet Briar Junior
Year in France Program.! Professor
Nunn has been a member | of the
Bowdoin Faculty since | 1959.
Participating in the Sweet Briar
program will be Berry, a French
major and member of Delta Kappa
Epsilon Fraternity; Garroway, a
Music major and member of Theta
Delta Chi Fraternity; and
Katzenberg, a Government major
and member of Sigma Nu
Fraternity.
Studying at The Center for
International Studies, Bologna,
Italy, in a program sponsored by
Dickinson College, will be Calitri,
who is majoring in History. .
Crispin and Homer, both
majoring in German, will
participate in the Wayne State
University Junior Year Program in
Munich, Germany. Crispin is a
member of Delta Kappa Epsilon
and Homer is a member of Phi
Delta Psi.
Isaacson will spend the first
semester with the Whittier College
Junior Year Program in
Copenhagen, Denmark.
Turner, a History major and
member of Psi Upsilon Fraternity,
will spend the first semester with
the Syracuse University Foreign
Studies Program at the University
of Poitiers, France.
Studying in New York at New
York University will be Eddy, a
Psychology major and member of
Psi Upsilon Fraternity.
Julian Bond, who led a seat-
ing fight In the summer Demo-
cratic Convention, will speak
at Bowdoin Sunday, October 6
on "Politics 1968." Bond's
stormy political career began
with his controversial election
to the Georgia legislature a
few years ago.
Ten $m BPScholars Join *,.
OtherForeign Students Here
Twelve new foreign students —
including 10 Bowdoin Plant
scholars — will attend Bowdoin I
during the 1968-69 academic year.
The Bowdoin Plan, which is the
most widespread program for
i
foreign students in the College, is
an arrangement whereby thej
Five Language1 Instructors
Among 10 Teaching Fellows
Ten teaching fellows have beer
appointed by the College for the
1968—69 academic year, five of
them in the field of foreign
languages.
The language teaching fellows are
brought to the Bowdoin campus
from foreign countries to conduct
classes in their native tongues. In
addition, they are allowed to enroll
in two courses of their choice.
LS
The language fellowship program
an extension of the Bowdoin
IN A CRISIS, it takes courage to
be a leader . . . courage to speak out
... to point the way ... to say,
"Follow Me!" In a crisis, it takes
action to survive . . . the kind of de-
cisive action that comes from a man
of sound instinct, as well as intelli-
gence.
If America is to survive this crisis
... if the youth of America arc to
inherit a sane and even promising
world, we must have courageous,
constructive leadership. The kind of
leadership that only George C.
Wallace—of all Presidential can-
didates—has to offer. That's why
young Americans who really think
support Wallace.
THEY KNOW that it takes cour-
age to stand up for America against
the pseudo - intellectual professors,
the hippies, the press and the entire
liberal Establishment. And they've
got that courage.
Thousands and thousands of
tomorrow*s leaders—the thinking
young men and women of America
who have courage and who are
willing to act — are joining
YOUTH FOR WALLACE. You
should join, too.
There are no dues. Send in the
coupon to receive your membership
card, the YFW Newsletter and a
copy of "STAND UP FOR
AMERICA," the story of George
C. Wallace.
ifouth for Wallace
I am years old and pledge to support George C. Wallace for President.
Please send me my membership card in YOUTH FOR WALLACE and the
Newsletter.







Plan, under which each of. the
College's 12 fraternities provides
room and board for a foreign
student and the College covers
their tuition costs with the help of
the Bowdoin Alumni Fund.
Two of the Teaching fellows are
returning from last year, Malcom
Best — now a degree candidate of
the Class of '70 — in Spanish and
Issoufou Kouada — now of Class of
71 — in Chemistry and Physics.
Best is from Montevideo, Uruguay,
and Kouada is from Gaya, Niger.
Other language teaching fellows
will be Jean ' M. Cuillerier of
LeMans, France (French),
Karl-Wilhelm Dietz of Mainz,
Germany (German) and Herfrief
Meyer of Mainz, Germany
(German).
Other teaching fellows are Phil
Coleman, Bates '68 (Chemistry);
John C. Davis III '57 (Physics),
Mrs. Edward H. Hanis, Rutgers
(Biology), Michael C. Sharp,
Amherst '68 (Biology) and Charles
H. Towle, Middlebury '67
(Biology).
Words are wise men's coun-
ters, — they do but reckon by








fraternities provide room and
board for selected foreign students
for one year while the college
provides tuition support.
BP scholars for 1968-69, their
homes and sponsoring frats are
Tord J. Cederbergand Staffanstorp,
Germany (Beta Theta Pi); Gunter
Frankenberg, Wilhelmshohe,
Germany (Chi Psi); Jorgen
Kibsgaard, Hobro, Denmark (Delta
Kappa Epsilon); Thomas Lindblad,
Vasteras, Sweden (Psi Upsilon);
Eric'W. Martin, Stockholms Lan,'
Sweden (Alpha Rho Upsilon)';
Wolfgang Meissner, Berlin,
Germany (Zeta Psi); Takeshi'
Nobayashi, Osaka, Japan (Phi
Delta Psi); Spyros Papayiannis,
Thessaloniki, Greece (Alpha Delta
Psi); David P. Redman, London,
England (Alpha Kappa Sigma); and
Staffan E. Svanqvist, Arjang,
Sweden (Theta Delta Chi).
Returning as second year
Bowdoin Plan students will be
James G. Cooks of Ontario, Canada
(Delta Sigma) and Johnny Pierre
Khoury of Jerusalem, Jordan
(Sigma Nu).
Non - Bowdoin Plan foreign
students at the College this fall
will be Mohamed A. Yassin of the.
Somali Republic, Issoufou Kouada
'71 of Niger, Mwindaace N.
Siamwiza '69 of Zambia, and
Hubert Clyde Vanhorn of San Jose,
Costa Rica.
Kouada, Siamwiza — who both
attended Bowdoin last year — and
Yassin are sponsored by the
seven-year old African Scholarship
Program of American Universities
(ASPAU). Four ASPAU students
have been awarded Bowdoin
degrees so far.
Vanhorn and two other students
who were here last year— Byron A.
Santos '70 of Guatemala City,
Guatemala and Camp Romero '71
of Barranquilla, Columbia — are
sponsored" by the two-year old
Latin American*' Scholarship























LITHOGRAPHS, ETCHINGS AND WOODCUTS




10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
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Cbmmt/mb^bns, Curmahm, Election?
Student Council Probes Changes
Better faculty
-student relations,
alterations in certain curriculum
requirements and significant
changes in the system of electing
student council officers and
representatives are the primary
goals of the Council this year.
"Our main project is to improve
faculty
-student relations, primarily
through introduction of students
on standing and special faculty
committees," said Student Council
President Ben Pratt '69. "We have
no concrete plans now, but we
hope to work hand-m-nand with
the faculty in promoting better
understanding on campus.
"We feel the best way for
students to improve
communications with the faculty is
to work together with members of
the faculty on matters ofi
campus-wide importance," said
Pratt. "This is a valuable method
that has never been exploited
before. We hope to find ways to
make it work."




Since July 1 the campus Grounds
and Buildings Dept. has been
installing new heating pipes behind
''dormitory row." The
$70,000-project is to replace the
"weakest link" in the college's
central heating system and to
eliminate the over-heating
problems occurring in such dorms
as Hyde and Maine.
Installation of these new lines
replaces pipes that are over 40
years old. Construction was to have
•- been completed by the first day of
classes on Wednesday, but the
delay in receiving a steel shipment
has set back the project over a
month.
Mr. John F. Brush,
superintendent of Grounds and
.
Buildings, said that the project
should be fully completed in late
October.




science requirement and the future
of Saturday classes. The Council
Curriculum Committee, chaired by
Willard Warwick, '69, will be
responsible for these discussions.
In addition, the Student Life
Committee
—chaired by John Cole
'69 - will suggest possible changes
in the Student Council
Constitution, including the
possibility of making the election
of Student Council Officers more
of a campus-wide affair since the
officers are often called on to
represent the entire student body.
Other projects for the year will
probably include expansion of the
Student Course and Teacher
Evaluation (SCATE) project and
review of the new rushing system,
used for the first time this fall.
jCommittee To Investigate Ways!
I To Help Disadvantaged Blacks I
Declaring that "we cannot and
would not escape the world in
which we live," Acting President
Athern P. Daggett of Bowdoin
College today announced the
appointment of a new"Committee
on Bowdoin 's Responsibilities to
the Disadvantaged."
The committee, which includes
six faculty members and four
students, will explore Bowdoin's
continuing efforts to meet the
educational needs of the
disadvantaged black population,
Prof. Daggett said. The group will
make recommendations to
appropriate committees of the
College's Governing Boards and
Faculty.'
Professor Daggett said that he
and Bowdoin's three deans held
two recent meetings with student
leaders of the Bowdoin
Undergraduate Civil Rights
Organization (BUCRO), who said
New Freshman Class.
Sports Wide Diversity
they were anxious to increase the
number of black especially black
disadvantaged, students among the
College's undergraduate
enrollment of 925.
The students, Professor Daggett
said, "suggested 85 as a reasonalbe
figure for the total number of black
students in the College. That
seemed not unreasonable. They
asked for the fall of 1970 as a goal
for the achievement of that
number. While pointing out the
difficulties involved, we felt that
that date could well be accepted as
a goal."
Acting President Daggettradded,
"the College community has been
sensitive to the poignant problems
of our times," including "The
plight of the disadvantaged."
"The seemingly easy answer," he
added, "is to take more students
from the disadvantaged sectors. We
have thought that we were trying
to do that. In some ways wejiave
been a poineer.
"A current survey of the U. S.
Office for Civil Rights credits us
From Portland, Maine, and
Portland, Oregon, from the piano
bench and the football bench, 245
members of the Bowdoin Class of
1972 began college classes
Wednesday.
One hundred sixty-six years ago
Bowdoin welcomed the eight
members of its first class, five of
them from Maine. This year 55
students came from Maine and the
remainder from 31 states and
foreign countries. Richard W. Moll,
Bowdoin's Director of Admissions,
said this represents a considerably
broader geographical
representation than ever before.
From varied geographical i;—
Bowdoin's Class of 1972 comes
from varied social background* «.;.
exhibits a wide variety of interests.
The class includes musicians,
writers, athletes and ma;-" Who
have demonstrated their potential
for academic and social leadership
One-third of the freshmen were
Presidents of their Senior Classes or
Student Councils. And their
combined College Board scores are
the highest of any entering class in
the history of Maine's oldest
college, medians of 614 verbal and
654 math.
Seventy percent of the Class of
1972 attended public high schools
and nearly two-thirds of these
ranked in the top ten percent of
their class. Of the 30 percent who
attended independent high schools
and preparatory schools, 37
percent were in the top 20 percent
of their class.
Several of the new students have
spent extended periods of time
studying in such foreign countries
as Germany, Switzerland, France,
England, British Guiana and Brazil.
Half the class participated in glee
clubs or played musical
instruments in high school. Some
played in popular rock groups and
several were members of state
youth orchestras.
One-fifth of the incoming
freshmen have received two or
more varsity letters in football
during high school, and athletic
accomplishments in other sports
seem equally impressive. There are
several members of all-state
football teams and numerous other
outstanding schoolboy athletes.
Ever since the College began it
has attempted to attract
undergraduates with a diversity of
interests and accomplishments. A
member of the very first Bowdoin
class was a carpenter. The current
fresh <nan class includes a student
who is the first from his
community to attend college, three
students who were helped toward
college in the Upward Bound
program, an author who has
recently finished his first novel,
u»»„ j student who was teaching
achers to use the Columbia
University computer when he was
only 14.
with 23 Negroes and five other
non-whites. To enroll even that
number has not been easy. It is the
product of considerable effort and
planning on the part of the College
and the students.
"It requires heavy scholarship
subsidy if the disadvantaged are to
be able to come. It requires tutorial
assistance, special dispensations
extending to lightened course loads
and allowance for initial failure,
and, throughout, a sympathetic
and understanding environment if





initiative in their own approach to
the problem. In their Project 65
they have used their spring
vacations the past four years to
travel to schools and to locate
possible candidates for Bowdoin.
Undergraduate effort was
instrumental in obtaining a
Wellesley Incident' Producer
To Speak On Campus Sunday
$150,000 grant from the
Rockefeller Foundation to help
provide scholarship assistance. This
past year the students organized
and carried out a symposium on
'College Policy and the Negro'
which was strikingly successful."
The student civil rights
leadership, Professor Daggett said,
"is interested in commitment to a
larger number of Negro students, in
the presence on the Faculty of
Negro teachers and administrators,
and the inclusion in the curriculum
of courses that will put in proper
perspective the Negro's
contribution to history, music, art
and literature."
Asserting that "these proposals
are not unreasonable," Prof.
Daggett said they will be among the
subjects to be considered by the
newly created committee.
Faculty members of the new
committee are Professor Paul V.
Hazelton, Chairman of thel
Education Department, who was'
named Chairman of the
committee; Professor Burton W.
Taylor, Chairman of the Sociology
Department; Professor Dan Levine,
History Department; Professor
Paul L. Nyhus, History
Department; Professor Edward B.
Minister, Sociology Department;
and Professor James A. Storer,




all members of BUCRO, are Bob
Ives '69, Virgil H. Logan, Jr. '69,









Dennis Hutchinson and Bill
Georgitis were elected Monday by
the Student Council -to serve as
Respondent and Marshal,
respectively, at James Bowdoin
Day exercises Oct. 1 1
.
Both are seniors and members of
ZetaPsi.
Hutchinson is Editor-in-Chief of
the Orient and a member of
Student Council. Georgitis served
as house treasurer last year and has
worked actively on Student
Council committees.
,
In other action Monday night,
the Student Council referred to the
Rushing Committee a demand by
the Sigma Nu fraternity for an
investigation of alledged "dirty
rushing" during the two-Hay ruSh
period last Friday and Sat urday
.
Sigma Nu President Peter Wilson
'70 cited "eye-witness reports" of
"blatant instances, of illegal
Donald Fouser, producer of the
controversial WGBH-TV (Boston)
program 'The Wellesley Incident",
will speak at Bowdoin Sunday at
7:30 p.m. in Wentworth Hall of the
Senior Center.
He produced "The Wellesley
Incident" after a furor erupted
over a performance by the Theatre
Company of Boston in Wellesley
High School on "Black History
Day" last May 31. The principal
cause of the uproar was the use of
four-letter words in the production
of LeRoi Jones' "The Slave".
WGBH set out to make a case study
of the affair, seeking to answer the
question: "How can a public
school deal with the abrasive issues
and protests that are so much a part
of our time without tearing itself
apart?"
The result was a 90-minute case
study featuring the dramatic
presentations as performed in
Wellesley, and a series of
discussions.
The first discussion was by a
group of white students from
Wellesley and black students from
the Boston suburb of Roxbury, all
of whom had attended the original
"Black History Day" performance.
The students discussed the issues of
race relations and alienation raised
in the performances.
The third segment of the
program featured several Wellesley
parents and teachers from other
communities who centered their
discussion on the use of "dirty"
words. After their discussion, the
adults were shown a video tape of
the student discussion. The final
segment of the program dealt with
the adults' reactions to the
students' ideas with a reevaluation
of their own outlook.
The recent showing of "The
Wellesley Incident" on WGBH
stirred the community and brought
reactions ranging from
"disgusting" to "fascinating".
The controversy which has led to
the localization of some Bowdoin
fraternities has finally ended:
Sigma Nu national has dropped the
, "anti-color" clause.
Several years ago, faculty debate
over the discriminatory policy of
the national Sigma Nu sped up a
drive by Bowdoin's Delta Psi
chapter to abolish the - clause
prohibiting Negro and Oriental
membership. This summer, under
the joint sponsorship of the
Bowdoin ,and the Wofford
chapters, the national rule was
revoked.
The Bowdoin Sigma Nu
delegates, Timothy Montgomery
'69 and Peter Wilson '70, were able
to get the unanimous
recommendation of the
Jurisprudence Committee which
handles all convention legislation
before it reaches the floor. When
the measure reached the floor it
merely became something to vote
on and not to debate. The plenary
assembly passed the legislation by
an over-whelming vote at the
convention, the forty-third Grand
Chapter of the Fraternity, in
Denver, Colorodo.
rushing" in a w ri tten statement
read to the Council. Wilson said
that if Sigma Nu is not satisfied
"with the speed and justice of the
investigation, we will go to the
faculty Student Life Committee."
John Demenkoff '70 is Chairman
of the Rushing Committee that will
look into Sigma Nu's complaint.
Other committee members are
Geof Ovenden, Hutchinson, Brian
Mitchell and John Walker.
In the only other item of major
business, the .Student Life
Committee was asked to consider
possible nominations for Bowdoin
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Par! Two from Anti-Mpinoirs j, 'fc'-'jk
The War Against
The Young
Kit hard 1**mi ii'i ^
m
Phis ("tunnu'iits fmniihr Combatants
A Special Section
It's r real war, says Richard
Poirier. our man at the front.
and it threatens the destruction
of our best natural resource,
the rebelliousness and hopeful-
ness of our young.
"Why we're against the big-
gees," and other voices from
the battlefield.
. . . and Nicholas von Hoffman
describes the puzzlement of
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Welcome 7< 'Where The Action Ain't'
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draft-dodging leftists.
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offer is a first-class edi
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c.ion ain't," at least in the opinion of the DAR
ptember's Esquire magazine. Bowdoin rated




cated situation is bad. About all Bowdoin has to
ion - if you pick and choose courses carefully -
and the opportunity to work for the peaceful improvement of society
through such organizations as BUCRO, the new committee of Bowdoin's
responsibilities to the disadvantaged etc.
Bowdoin may be dullsville by some standards. Too bad.
SCATE: A Qood Investment For Students
The Student Course and Teacher Evaluation (SCATE) report
distributed during the past seven days by the Student Council, which
organized and subsidized the project, is one of the most intelligent and
constructive projects to be done on campus in a long time. Everybody
talks about improving the content and presentation of courses in the
curriculum, and finally something concrete has been done.
SCATE should be done again, and expanded to include the entire
curriculum. Of course, the project could be improved: more students
could be polled and information obtained could cover a much broader
range of topics and criteria.
Improvement of the curriculum, particularly to rake four years at
Bowdoin more attractive and meaningful, is vital. Students should have a
direct say, especially when each invests nearly $3,800 a year Keep
SCATE going.
Delay Needed Between Bids, "Dropping"
The new two-day fraternity rushing program, enacted last Spring by the
Student Council, has undergone its first test on the firing line. Maybe it
should be taken back to the factory to see why it jammed.
Of course, the two-day program is sound in theory: it gives freshmen the
opportunity to see more houses and to become better acquainted with
house members. But shouldn' t thMeieaiieast be a
bids are given and the time when freshmen can "drop" (i.e., accept bids)?
Under the present system, a freshman feels almost compelled to accept
the bid offered by the first house he comes to after the bidding opens (for
fear of not getting another bid or for fear of not reaching another house -
where a bid may be waiting - before it closes).
Some sort of a delay, if even for a few hours, is needed.
Broad, Careful Examination Is Necessary
The emphasis everywhere is on greater commitment in the College
community to an active role in the nation-wide struggle for the
advancement of civil rights: the Afro-American Society at Bowdoin is
seeking to provide a vital locus of identity for the College's Black
students, the new student-faculty committee on Bowdoin's
responsibilities to the disadvantaged is actively seeking more Black
students - they say 85 by 1970 - and Acting Prcs. Athcrn P. Daggett
stressed in his Convocation speech Tuesday the need for the College to
keep h ^o with the quickened pace of the civil rights movement.
We agree that the College must do more to ameliorate the plight of the
disadvantaged racial groups in the country. But maybe a goal of 85 Black
students at Bowdoin is not the most feasible or beneficial solution. And
there are other disadvantaged racial groups - like the American Indians in
Maine and the Spanish-Americans in the West - who also need help
desperately but who lack an effective voice.
Therefore we urge a broad, careful examination of precisely what
Bowdoin's course should be in the crucial civil rights movement.
Theatre Situation 'Outrageous'
To the Next President of Bowdoin College
Dear Mr. President:
When you have chosen to accept the presidency of
Bowdoin College, you will have done so because of its
rich tradition of excellence as one of the nation's
foremost undergraduate colleges; because of the
remarkable physical and academic growth achieved
here under the leadership of your immediate
predecessor; and because of the challenging future
prepared for that heritage of tradition and growth.
You will also, perhaps, have been intrigued by the
prospect of re-shaping the destiny of a great liberal
arts college which has sometimes shown itself
indifferent to the arts.
Thirteen years ago thePickard Theater in Memorial
Hall of Bowdoin College was completed. For the last
ten of these years, the Brunswick Music Theater
company — a commercial, profit-making group
having absolutely no defensible claim to affiliation
with this or any other college — has held
uninterrupted sway over the summer theatrical
offerings of Bowdoin. Somehow the proposition that
what is good for the audiences of Broadway musicals
is good for Bowdoin College seems to lack the
requisite support of philosophical rigor. Why
Bowdoin should so illogically seek to distinguish itself
from other institutions of higher learning — whose
intellectual and administrative principles are of less
malleable alloy —"is not clear. Nor is it clear why
Bowdoin, having presumed to contemplate the
adoption of full-time graduate study in its classrooms,
should lend its auspices and facilities to cultural
prostitution by the Brunswick Music Theater.
The situation is one of blatant self-abuse on the part
of the college and is irreconcilable with the aims for
which it was founded: namely as President Joseph
McKeen said at the first opening of the college, that
those who support and resort to its influence should
do so "not that they may be able to pass through life
m an easy or reputable manner, but that their mental
powers may be cultivated and improved for the
benefit of society." Admittedly, all work and no
plays may make dull Jacks and Jills. But to suffer the
I leas delay between the time summers of spiritual sloth now sponsored in Pickard
residents of the community. Not cultural snobbery,
but the better part of intellectual and institutional
integrity requires that Bowdoin promote a summer
program in Pickard Theater of far other kinds of
'
" theater than it does now. '
%
' The long-standing irony of the college's self-abuse
was accentuated by events of the past few weeks.
While the Brunswick Music Theater was stopping the
world so that its patrons could get off, Bowdoin's
Director of Dramatics -* barred for the summer from
the use of the theater and evicted from his office there
— was beginning his guest directorship of a George
Bernard Shaw play in the nationally respected
summer program of Harvard University's Loeb Drama
Center. Noblesse may oblige Bowdoin to be
charitable to the greatest of her sister institutions.
But it is consummately fatuous of the college to
forget that the noblest charity must sometimes
begin at home.
By relaxing its integrity so dispiritingly as it has in
this matter, the college has denied its identity and
sacrificed self-esteem and that esteem of others most
worth having. Nathaniel Hawthorne, the most
distinguished artist ever to graduate from the college,
has succinctly put the issue — and its dangers: "No
man, for any considerable period, can wear one face
to himself, and another to the multitude, without
finally getting bewildered as to which may be the
true."
Nor can any college afford apathetically, or
cynically, to disregard during the summer the ideals
which it exposes during the fall and spring semesters.
In this case of the wanton misuse of Pickard Theater,
the way towards Bowdoin's redemption of its'
integrity seems self-evident. I suggest that the
Director of Dramatics be commissioned to plan a
sustained repertory program of classical and modern
drama for presentation in the summer, 1969; that
such a program in Pickard Theater ought to be an
annual part of the offering of the college; and that
opportunities to participate actively in that program
be extended to the undergraduates, to the faculty,
and staff of the college and their families, to the'
students, faculty and families of Bowdoin's summer
instructional programs, and to residents of the
Brunswick area. The summer performance of works
U>f dramatic excellence in Pickard Theater would
ensure its richest possible, year-round use. When
Bowdoin establishes such a program, iTwill fully be a
college for all seasons - and no longer a part-time
aspirant to being all things to all men.
I am as confident that my former colleagues on
the Bowdoin faculty will encourage a program like
this as I am convinced that its establishment should be
one of the first achievements of the tenth president of
the college. As the man who will have accepted the
responsibilities of that office, you will understand the
necessity for my fronting this matter so outspokenly.
Genteel remonstration is hardly appropriate to an
outrageous situation.
Theater is not to foster the spiritualexcitement of the
undergraduate candidates for the degree of Bachelor
of Arts, of the summer candidates for the degree of
Master of Arts, of their teaching faculties, or of other
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No social system at the college can be permitted to
exist because it exists traditionally. The fraternity
system may have been the 19th century's equivalent
of the New Left, but, in order to preserve its value
today, it must be liberalized. The Victorian concept
of social living is no longer valid.
Phi Gamma Delta is one of the houses which has
recently ridded itself of the blackball system, along
with the discrimination and compatibility clauses
once held by its national. The members of Phi Gam
have spread their spectrum from the Little Theater to
the football field. Several other houses are also
moving towards more modern modes of social living
This is a beginning which must be carried much
further.
The American Council on Education has found that
fraternity men describe themselves as
"non-intellectual, happy-go-lucky, relying on others'
opinions, conventional,.
.
." This is the type of
self-acknowledged image which fraternities need
change if they find the use of "aborigines" a
distasteful application for the fraternity man.
Fraternities must combine for the betterment of the
entire society, not retreat into 19 subculture! bodies.
Participation in community envolvement programs,
sponsoring speakers, forums, colloquiums, cultural
events
. .
.are the type of programs in which
fraternities should be involved.
The IFC has sponsored one speaker in the past two
years. The one-to-one tutorial program is suffering
from lack of participation. Fraternity men must move
from the poolroom into the community. The selfish
apathetic, and conventional attitudes which the




The lack of direct communication between the
administration and student body has been the
primary cause of the unrest that has plagued the
College for nearly a year. The College Development
Committee proposed by the Senate is an intelligent
idea that may solve the problem of communication,
and thereby end the sense of mutual suspicion that
has divided the College into hostile camps.
The proposal, as it is presently worded, is still a
rough draft Several of its recommendations are
ill-advised. The TRIPOD does not support student
participation in the hiring and promotions of faculty ;
nor do we feel that students should interfere in the
policy of the Admissions department. Also, we agree
with Dean Dorwarfs suggestion that the proposals
statement on parietals be reworked. It is vital that theSenate re-examine and improve the proposal with the
greatest possible speed.
The Trustees would do the College a great service ifthey were to accept the establishment of the CollegeDevelopment Committer. A closer relationshipbetween the administration and the students would
£S^ D°n f tht' type of incident &*» occurred
ISw ^J" mrUngS between the Trustees and
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It's getting to be a habit.
For the second straight year,
Bowdoin is sending a graduate
student to Oxford University in
England. Last fall, it was Rhodes
Scholar Thomas H. Allen '67.
And in exactly one week, Allen
will be joined by June graduate
Peter Hayes. Actually, Allen is at
Waltham College and Hayes will
enroll at Balliol College. But both
are involved in two-year programs
leading to a Bachelor of Arts degree
in Politics, Philosophy and
Economics (roughly equivilant to a
Government major in the United
States system).
Hayes will be studying under a
Keasbey Memorial Foundation
grant, whose conditions are
approximately the same as those of
the Rhodes Scholarship. Four




students each to compete for the
quartet of Keasbey grants awarded.
The foundation is 10 years old.
This is the first year Bowdoin has
had a Keasbey Scholar. The College
'Hayes' Observations
.Lack Of Coeds, Site, Frats
Hamper Bowdoin Applicants
For the past three months, magna cum laude June graduate Peter Hayes
has worked as Assistant to the Director in the Admissions Office. It's been
an interesting, eye-opening and often frustrating experience for Hayes,
who has conducted interviews, arranged roommate combinations for
entering freshmen and conducted a study on the relevance of College
Entrance Examination Board test scores to "performance" in college.
Hayes has formed a number of opinions and made several observations
regarding the crucial job of the admissions office. Among his views
:
Peter Hayes • • .Off to
Balliol for two years.
I m tremendously excited
about going," said Hayes
enthusiastically this week. "The
experience of studying outside the
United States, especially in
England, will be irreplaceable."
Hayes said he was eagerly
anticipating the coming months —
perhaps with a bit of apprehension
of the unknown — exposure to the
"Oxbridge" (Oxford-Cambridge)
education system, which is
completely different from the U. S.
system. Upon arriving at Balliol,
Hayes will be assigned two tutors.
Each tutor will provide him a
weekly reading list of books from
which a paper must be written.
Hayes will meet each of his tutors
for one hour per week to defend
and discuss the papers. At the end
of his second year of study, he will
take six hours of comprehensive
examinations during each of three
days to determine the "grade" (i.e.,
first, second, third or ordinary) of
his degree.
Most of Hayes' work at Oxford
will relate to one general theme,
the progress of underdeveloped
countries.
Hayes readily expects to gain
much from his experience at
Oxford. "I hope to gain in at least
four different ways," he said
precisely. "One, the exposure to an
entirely new culture will have a
great mental impact on me and Will
throw me on my own resources.
"Two, the individualized
learning under the tutor system
should be a great experience. It will
require more mental self-discipline.
Three, I hope to travel, especially
in Europe — something I've never
done. And four, I hope to gain a




Come hither, come hither, come hither:
Here shall he see no enemy




"It's like TIME magazine," quipped one w<ig in reference to the Student
Council's SCATE handbook. "You read it primarily for entertainment
and secondarily for information." •"
For some — and probably many — that was the immediate reaction to
the Student Course and Teacher Evaluation (SCATE) report distributed
last Friday to the freshmen and Monday to upperclassmen. But the
SCATE report is good for more than "a few chuckles," in the words of
one student council officer.
The SCATE report, which is not the first but certainly the most
comprehensive and professionally executed evaluation, has had and
should continue to have an important impact. 'The immediate effect
should be two-fold
: 1 ) freshmen will be steered away from poorly taught
or painfully uninteresting courses, and 2) conscientious teachers, who
received valid and constructive criticism in the report, will improve the
presentation of their courses.
* * *
It is hard to overestimate the value of these two points, especially the
first one. There is nothing more discouraging for a freshman, particularly
a highly capable freshman with outstanding preparation, than to be
"stuck" in an uninteresting, poorly presented course that is probably a
repetition of material covered in high school.
In suffering through such an unappetizing course, the freshman usually
becomes soured on the department offering the course, and - much
worse - soured on Bowdoin in general. The College has valuable
expends to offer, as evidences by the ^popularity of such
ON THE JOB OF ADMISSIONS
V
"This has been a very rewarding experience for me. I've had the
opportunity to work with a very highly skilled, diversified staff under a
very dynamic and imaginative director. I think I've learned a lot about the
college, the 'average American freshman,' and myself."
ON THE SUB-FRESHMAN APPLYING TO BOWDOIN
"Bowdoin's greatest problem is not the students that are selected or
turned down, but it is the ones that are selecting us to apply. That is, the
pool from which we draw could and should be better overall.
"For prep school students, Bowdoin is generally a 'safety ' school for theboy in the middle of his class. For the public school student, Bowdoin
lacks an outstanding reputation outside the New England area."
ON BOWDOIN'S HANDICAPS IN
ATTRACTING STUDENTS
"In general, we seem to be handicapped by three factors: 1 — Lack of
coed students, 2 — Maine, that is, most kids consider Bowdoin to be 'up in
the boondocks' despite the size of Brunswick, and 3 — The high
percentage of fraternity membership, which is 90 — 95 per cent, I
believe. For most kids, the frats are not the crucial factor, however."
ON THE OBJECTION TO THE FRAT SYSTEM
"Of those that come in spite of their fears of the pervasive fraternity
system, it seems to be the brightest and most active freshmen who object
most vigorously to the system."
ON BOWDOIN'S CHIEF ATTRACTION
TO APPLICANTS
"Without a doubt, the most appealing aspect of Bowdoin is its size.
"
ON PREDICTING BEFOREHAND SUCCESS
IN COLLEGE
"One frustrating thing I've found is that it's very difficult what factors
(such as CEEB scores, class rank, outside activities, etc.) accurately
indicate that a man will be successful in college. It seems to be a pattern of
success — the person is a 'winner' — or a trend that is truly indicative of
future success."
ON FINANCIAL AID AND ITS ADMINISTRATION
"We obviously need more money. Bowdoin is getting costlier, and —at
the same time — we're receiving more applications from those who can't
afford to completely pay their own way. It's not fair to turn a man down
because he's unable to pay when you accept another man with the same
ability who is able to pay."
Hayes finishes work in the Admissions Offices Wednesday.
Hayes says the two- years at
Oxford will, "provide valuable
training for my career, which will
probably be in the foreign service.
When I return, I'll either go to law
school or to graduate school in
international studies."
All is not quite "rosy" for Hayes,
however. His Selective Service
status is currently 1-A, although he
hasn't heard from his local board in
over eight weeks since requesting a
personal appearance to appeal his
1-A designation. He hopes, through
bureaucratic bungling, that he'll be
left alone.
Hayes' selection as Keasbey
Scholar climaxed a busy, fruitful
year. During his senior vear, he:
— Served as Student Council
President, his fourth year on the
Council;
— Was elected a James Bowdoin
Scholar for the fourth time;
— Was elected to Phi Beta Kappa;
— Was awarded Highest Honors
in Government, for which he wrote
a paper that must have set records
for title length ("The-Tanzanian
Experiment: Democratic
Nation-Building with a Socialist
One-Party State") and size (over
300 pages);
— Won Honorable Mention in
competition for a Woodrow Wilson
Scholarship;
— Won three prizes: The
Goodwin Commencement Prize,
the Lucien Howe Prize and the
Philo Sherman Bennett Prize;
— Graduated magna cum laude;
— And edited the Student Course
and Teacher Evaluation guide.
During the summer, he worked in
the Admissions Office, doing
interviews, making roommate
assignments and undertaking a
study of the relationship between
college board scores and
performance (based on grades) in
college.
He has been busy.
freshman-oriented courses as Government 21, but the average or
above-average freshman wouldn't know it with a first-year exposure
exclusively of Bug 1-2, Ec 1 -2, English 4 etc.
By highlighting the attractive and enjoyable courses, the SCATE book
does the freshman - and upperclassman as well
-a very valuable service
* * *
Of course, such an evaluation is not without its problems and
drawbacks. Student Council members who worked on production of thehandbook feared that students would view SCATE as a chance to "get at"
certain unpopular professors. There were also fears relating to the faculty
side of the story: 1) perhaps the effect of the book would not be toimprove but to merely make tougher the "gut" courses (Yes, Virginia
Bowdoin does have snap courses - they aren't all taught at the University
ol Miami), and 2) faculty rivalries would develop, with professors playing
up for popularity among students instead of respect.
First indications are that the Council's fears were unwarranted In the
students case, statistics show that comments on the courses did not vary
significantly whether the student polled earned a Pass or-High Honors in
the course.
Of course, only time will tell with regard to the second set of "fears "
There is still another danger, and that is that the SCATE report will be
taken personally by the faculty and that students will consider thehandbook as THE last word on teaching. The evaluation should be
considered in neither way.
* * *
The premise of the handbook is to "tell it like it is." Any other tack
would have been intellectually dishonest. If the book had been written
with the notion of preventing anyone from taking offense, it would have
emerged as bland as the official report of a Girl Scout Lawn Party. Some
may be hurt by SCATE, but - as one of the editors stressed - "there was
absolutely no disrespect meant."
In addition, student must bear in mind some faculty men are hired for
reasons other than teaching ability, per se. For instance, Associate ProfCharles E. Huntington of Biology (SKATE's "Bird Man of Sills") is notthe most dynamic teacher on campus, but he is one of the leading
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StUdent P"bH«"tio "«. h*ve you noticed the newi t? In the past few years, The Bowdoin Orient has more of a politicalforum - unfortunately, usually espousing only one view- than a«Snewspaper. Things are different this year. n campus
For one thing, vieHvs and causes not compatible with the generalpersuasion of the editors have been allowed to be voiced For inSanc^take a look at page three, where Alabama's "favorite" ex-govemor- w?d
In the past, Wallace would not have made it
second floor of the Moulton Union. Bu* fc
potential advertisers, Wallace's ad runs tcday
This is the new Orient. More comprenens
hope - more of a spokesman for the thougl
~ist the wastebasket on the
the sake of fairness to all
the members of the Bowdoin College commun
'e, more relevent and — we
and feelings of its readers,
i y-
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' Dr. Leland M. Goodrich, a world
reknown expert on international
relations, and Howard Nemrov, an
internationally known author,
highlight the 19-man list of new
faculty members for the 1968-69
academic year at the College.
The new faculty members are:
DR. JOHN P. ARMSTRONG,
Visiting Professor of Government
during the first semester. Professor
Armstrong, who holds M. A. and
Ph. D. degrees from the University
of Chicago, has written many
articles and books about the
politics and foreign relations of
Southeast Asia. He has been a
visiting Bowdoin faculty member
on three previous occasions.
GABRIEL J. BROGYANYI,
Assistant Professor of Romance
Languages. Mr. Brogyanyi was an
Instructor at Cornell. He holds a B.
A. from Columbia and an M. A.
from Cornell, where he is a Ph. D.
candidate. He has been working on
his thesis in Paris under a Fulbright
grant.
FRANKLIN G. BURROUGHS,
JR., Instructor in English. Mr.
Burroughs, who received his B. A.
at the University of the South in
Sewanee, Tenn., and his M. A. at
Harvard, has been a teaching
Fellow at Harvard while working
toward his Ph.D.
CLAUDE M. CARRIERE,
Instructor in Romance Languages.
Mr. Carriere is a candidate for the
Ph. D. degree at Brown University,
where he received his M. A. He
holds a B. A. from the University of
Wisconsin.
CRAIG DIETRICH, Instructor
in History. Mr. Dietrich, who holds
a joint appointment with the
University of Maine in Portland,
has—oeen an Instructor at the
University of Minnesota and the
University of Maryland's Far East
Division in Formosa. He received
his A.B. degree at the University of
Chicago, where he is a candidate
for the Ph. D. degree.
DR.. GOODRICH, Visiting
Professor of Government during
the second semester. Dr. Goodrich,
Columbia's James T. Shotwell
Professor of International
Relations, received his A. B. at
One Research Associate,
11 Staff Members Added
Eleven new members of the
administrative staff and one
research associate have been
appointed by the college for the
1968-69 academic year.
The Research Associate is:
DR. ROBERT F. RITCHIE,
Research Associate in Biology. Dr.
Ritchie, Director of the Rheumatic
Disease Laboratory" at the Maine




first Research Associate at
Bowdoin. He received his M.D. at.
the University of Rochester and
served his internship at the New
England Center Hospital in Boston.
The new administrative staff
members include:
MRS. F. WEBSTER BROWNE,
Acquisitions Librarian in
Bowdoin 's Hawthorne-Longfellow
Library. Mrs. Browne has been
Assistant to the Librarian of the
College for the past five years' She
attended Katharine Gibbs School
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Administrative Assistant to the
Dean of Students. Mr. Livesay,
Who received his B.A. from
Wesleyan University in 1967, has
been a law student at the Boston
University School of Law.
MRS. SALVATORE J.
SCIASCIA, Cataloger in Bowdoin's
Hawthorne-Longfellow Library.
Mrs. Sciascia, formerly Base
Librarian at Loring Air Force Base
in Limestone, Maine, received her
B.A. degree at College of Emporia,
Kansas, and her M.A. in Library
Science at the University of
Denver.
MRS. ALEXANDER V.
(Please turn to page 7)
Skippers do it!
Bowdoin and his A. M. and Ph. D
degrees at Harvard. He is a
Bowdoin Trustee and served as
Secretary of the Committee on the
Peaceful Settlement of
International Disputes at the San
Francisco Conference which drew
up the U. N. charter in 1945.
MRS. CHARLES A. GROBE,
JR., Lecturer in Mathematics. Mrs.
Grobe, who has been an Associate
Professor of Mathematics at
Gorham State College, has been a
teaching Fellow and Junior
Instructor at the University of
Michigan, where she was awarded
her M. A. and Ph. D. degrees. She
received her A. B. at Bryn M&wr.
MAJ. RICHARD B.
HOOGSTRATEN, Assistant
Professor of Military Science in the
ROTC. Major Jioogstraten, a
decorated veteran of the Vietnam
conflict, holds a B. S. degree from
Lehigh University, where he held a
four-year scholarship.
THOMAS D. HOPKINS,
Assistant Professor of Economics.
Mr. Hopkins received his A. B.
degree at Oberlin College and his
M. A. and M. Phil, degrees at Yale,
where he is working toward the Ph.
D. degree. At Yale he has held an
honorary Woodrow Wilson
Fellowship and a National Science
Foundation (NSF) Cooperative
Graduate Fellowship.
JOHN M. KARL, Instructor in
History. Mr. Karl, who has been a
Teaching Fellow at Harvard,
received his B. A. and M. A. degrees
there. -..,
JAMES S. LENTZ, Coach of
Football and Lacrosse. Mr. Lentz
has been Harvard^ defense coach
since 1962. A former coach at
Gettysburg College, he received his
A. B. degree there and an A. M. at
Columbia.
DR. BURKE O. LONG, Assistant
Professor of Religion. Dr. Long, an
ordained minister of the Methodist
Church, has been an Instructor at
Wellesley College. He received his
Named
Groton, Mass. he received a B. A. a*
Yale University and a B. A. a
Cambridge University, England
where he studied under a Mellon
Fellowship. He was awarded his M.
A. at Columbia.
DR. A. MAURICE TAYLOR,
Visiting Professor of Physics. Dr.
Taylor, a distinguished British
physicist, was Visiting Professor of
Physics on rhe Tallman
Foundation at Bowdoin in
1964-65. He received hisM. A. and




Dean of Upward Bound.
UpwardBoundPlan Aids
Profs As Well As Youth
98
(includng 1000 staples
Larger m» CUB D»»k
Staple: only Sl.fr*}
Unconditionally guaranteed^*
At »ny stationary, variety, or book Mora,
«
INC.
LONG ISLAND CITY, NY. 11101
English £eat her
For men who want to be where the
action is. Very intrepid Very mas-
culine. ALL-PURPOSE LOTION.
$2.50. $4 00, $6.50. From the com-
plete array of ENGLISH LEATHER
men's toiletries.
A MflfM-Ci V* MtM UJSlTAM. IS
B. A. at Randolph-Macon College,
a B. D. at Yale Divinity School, and
M. A. and Ph. D. degrees at Yale
University.
MR. NEMEROV, Visiting
Professor of English on the
Tallman Foundation during the
second semester. Mr. Nemerov,
Professor of English at Brandeis
University and a Fellow of the
American Academy of Arts and
Sciences, is a winner of numerous
prizes for his poetry and short
stories. He received his A. B. degree
at Harvard.
DUANE A. PALUSKA, Assistant
Professor of English. Mr, Paluska, a
candidate for his Ph, D. at Brandeis
University, has been on the faculty
of Wheelock College. He received
his B. A. degree at Knox College
and his M. A. at the Bread Loaf
School of English at Middlebury
College.
DR. R. H. RITTLE, Assistant
Professor of Psychology. Mr. Rit-
tle, a recent Ph *\ from Kent State
university, r^ oived his B.A. at
Lebanon Vs ,ey College and his
M.A. at Kent Sta.te. .,
DR. DANIEL W. RCfSSIDES,
Associate Professor of Socialogy,
Dr. Rossides, who has been a
member of the faculty of York
University in Toronto, received his
B. A. and Ph. D. degrees at
Columbia University.
JAMES B. SATTERTHWAITE,
Visiting Lecturer in English during
the first semester. Mr.
Satterthwaite has been a teacher of
English at the Groton Schooi,
,
"I HAVE called this news confer-
ence today to reiterate unequivo-
cally that I shall not cross the
Rubicon, directly or indirectly,
swimming, wading or walking.
Frankly, my private polls indi-
cate that a considerable majority
of the Roman Senate at this time
prefers the imperium of my for-
mer son-in-law and foremost
rival, Pompey, who, as luck
would have it,
_
For a rr»« copy of
Wm. f. tuck lay'i
NATIONAL HE
VIEW,writa: 130 E.
33 St., N. V. 10016.
By STEVE BANTON
Orient Staff Writer
For several years Bowdoin has
hosted the Upward -Bound
Program, which is designed
primarily to motivate and to
prepare disadvantaged high school
students for college.
According to Assistant Professor
Herbert Coursen, the nation wide
program has been highly
successful. The percentage of
Upward Bound studehts who are
forced to leave college for
academic reasons is lower than the
national average.
Associate Professor Daniel
Levine, thfs year's Dean of Studies
for the Bowdoin program, has said
"The Upward Bound program, at
least at Bowdoin, is an attempt to
rescue children of high school age
from the effect not only of an
educationally meager home'
environment but from a decade of
this compulsory miseducation."
This year's program was broken
down into three major parts — two




This fall Masque and Gown will
iresent "Macbeth," its first major
iroduction of the academic year.
Macbeth" will also be Bowdoin's
ntry in the fall regional judging for
lext spring's first American
College Theater Festival.
Assistant Professor Richard
.lornby said the Festival has been
organized to give national
recognition to the quality of
college and university theater
productions and to promote
increased public interest in theater.
To be held in Washington, D. ft,
the Festival will feature ten
productions over a two-week
period starting April 27. The ten
regional productions will be
selected by thirteen regional
committees and will be given in the
recently restored Ford's Theater
and in the recently constructed
theater on the Mall. Each
production will be presented three
times.
Also in Bowdoin's region are
Brandeis, Dartmouth, Middlebury,
Bryant, Emerson and Southeastern
Massachusetts Technical Institute.
These schools and their theater
groups were selected from the
applicants to the Festival.
Up to three productions can be
nominated by each regional
committee for further







"The perfect guest is tine
who says, "goodnight," and
goea.*U
Seminars similar to those offered '
at the college level formed the
academic program designed to give
high school graduates a preview of
college work. The two seminars
were given in poetry and "great
innovations," by .Professor
Coursen and Associate Professor
Rensenbrink, respectively.
The "Bridge" program -.
organized for those still attending
high school - consisted of
dramatics under Assistant
Professor David Cox of Long Island
Community College and writing
under Professor Coursen.
Extra-curricular activities
included everything from sports to
a seminar on flying.
Perhaps the most significant
contribution made by the program
came from the students
themselves, according to Levine.
They taught their instructors to
question the value of present
testing and methods which stress
repetition oflectures. ,
Some Upward Bound students
felt the greatest asset of the
program is meeting and getting to
know others whose preconceived
ideas differed from their own.
Professor Coursen found most
rewarding the visual change in the
response of the kids. Also
rewarding is that most Upward
Bound students go on to some
form of higher education at some
of New England's best schools.
Professor Coursen cited figures
showing pupils at Bowdoin, Bates,
Colby, and other prominent
institutions.
On October 4 Upward Bound
will hold a Conference in which





An eight-film series has been
announced for the Art "Associates
Film Program of the College's
Museum of Art. The series will
begin Oct. 6 and will be shown
Sunday evenings at 6:45 and 9, and
Mondays at 7:30 p.m. in Smith
Auditorium. A short will
accompany each feature.
The first film of the series will be
an Austrian movie, "The Good
Soldier Schweik", based on the
satirical Czech novel by Hasek,
with Heinz Ruhmann (Captain
from Kopenick), Ernst Stankowski
and Ursula Borsodi.
Accompanying the feature will be
Stan Brakhage's 1962 short, "Blue
Moses" with Robert Benson.
Other films scheduled for the
year include "All These Women"
Nov. 3-4; "Red Desert", Dec. l-2 !
"Yojimbo", Jan. 5-6; "Viridiana"'
Feb. 2-3; "The Shop on Main
Street", March 2-3; "One Potato,
Two Potato", April 13-14; and
Hallelujah the Hills", May 4-5
There will also be a Film Festival
devoted to contemporary films'
from Czechoslovakia, March 2-7
with "The Shop on Main Street"
'Loves of a Blonde", another
feature-length film and an evening
of recent thort films.
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sr Spear Win Speech Prizes p^'Sommer Digest—^
ncement
i*
The problems of the individual
and the nation in observing,
reacting and adjusting to the often
harsh realities of the worl<f were
discussed by four students chosen
as speakers for the 163rd




were Nat Harrison ("The
Suspension of Formalism in
American Political Thinking"),
Peter Hayes ("American Infirmity
in Foreign Affairs"), Doug Lister
("America's Misuse of Human
Resources"), and Richard Spear
("Why do the Heathen. .'.?").
Hayes won the Goodwin
Commencement Prize as author of
the best speech, while Spear
received the Class of 1868 Prize for
the second best speech.
Hayes said he is trying to speak
for "those of us at whom the
suspicion gnaws more tenaciously
every day that world events are
surpassing the capacity of a myopic
American citizenry and of the
government it merits to
comprehend and to control them."
He said America's world outlook is
colored by predilections,
prejudicies and preferences, and
that "our vision of a world
surgically divided between
freedom-lovers and
communism-lovers is a fantasy."
Imbued with "an- incipient
arrogance" and sense of moral
rectitude, thp-United States, Hayes
said, "has a tendency to go about
its international business naively
proclaiming that its are the noble,
selfless intentions, in a world where
noble intentions are easy to
corrupt." A "crisis orientation of
our foreign affairs" and "our crisis
mentality," he added, "prevents
our government and people from
distinguishing between the
transient and the vital. . ."
"While one-half of the people of
I the world have been caught up in
the contest against poverty,
ignorance, and disease, our nation
has been blind to their struggle,"
Hayes said, "preoccupied —first in
Berlin, then in Cuba, now in
Vietnam — with our duel against
Marxism-Leninism." He said
"there must be a general realization
that foreign policy is not a matter
of right and wrong as we define
those words, it is the
accommodation of national 1
interests, and there must be a
corresponding understanding that
our historical and national interests
are bound up in the fulfillment of
the aspirations of the impoverished
peoples of the-earth."
Acting President Athern P.
Daggett awarded 207 Bachelors of
Arts degrees, eight Masters of Arts
degrees to mathematics teachers
who completed a graduate study
program supported by the National
Science Foundation and nine
honorary degrees to outstanding
Americans.
Five of the honorary degrees
bestowed the title Doctor of Laws:
James S. Coles, former President of
the College; William C. Foster,
Director of U.S. Arms Control and
Disarmament Agency; John W.
Gardner, Chairman of the Urban
Coalition and former Secretary of
Health, Education and Welfare;
John C. Pickard, '22, trustee of the
College; the Rev, Leon R. Sullivan,
Pastor of the Zion Baptists Church
of Philadelphia and founder of the
Opportunities Industrialization
center.
Two were given Doctor of
Human Letters degrees: Fred R.
Dingley, Principal of Lee (Maine-)
Academy, and Theodore M.
Greene, philosopher-author and
visiting professor of philosophy at
the College.
And two received Doctor of
Literature degrees: John T. Gould
'31, author and columnist, and
Marguerite Yourcenar, novelist and
essayist.
At the Commencement Dinner
which followed the graduation
exercises Professor Daggett
announced trjat the 1968 winner of
the Bowdoin Prize is Austin H.
MacCormick, internationally
famed penologist jtnd expert in the
fields of alcoholism and drug
addiction.
The prize is awarded every five
years to the Bowdoin alumnus or
faculty member who has made
"the most distinctive contribution
in any field of human endeavor."
Mr. MacCormick, a member of
Bowdoin's Class of 1915, has been
an Overseer of the College since
1933.
The 1968 Alumni Service Award
was presented jointly to Philip S.
Wilder '23, Bowdoin's Adviser to
Foreign Students, and the College's
309 Students Named
To Spring Dean's List
Twenty-one students who earned
all High Honor grades during the
Spring Semester^head the list of
309 named to the Spring '68
Dean's List. Eleven seniors and ten
underclassmen received all HH's in
June.
Seniors who had High Honors in
all second semester courses were
Jim Bishop, Al Fink, Marc Garnick,
Peter Hayes, Jay Jellison, Richard
Spear, Bailey Stone, Bill Strauss,
Bob Timberlake, Kenny Walters
and Mark Win Keller.
Underclassmen with all HH's
were Mike Brewer 71, Mike Clark
'69, Tim Devlin '69, Paul Gauron
'69, Steve Glinick 71, Kip
Horsburgh '69, Glen Johnson '69,
Kent Johnson 71, Kingsley Metz
'69 and Steve Rustari 70.
The entire Dean's List included
84 seniors, 93 juniors, 53
sophomores and 73 freshmen. The
list had 116 students from
Massachusetts and 60 from Maine.
New York was represented by 27
students, Connecticut 24, New
Jersey 17, Pennsylvania 19 and
New Hampshire 8.
There were five students each
from Illinois and the District of
Columbia, four from Maryland,
and three students each from
Missouri, Ohio, Rhode Island and
Virginia. Two students each from
California, Delaware and Vermont
were named.
Represented by one student each
were Colorado, Georgia, Hawaii,
Indiana, Michigan, New Mexico,
Oregon, South Carolina,
Wisconsin, Wyoming, Columbia,
Finland, Italy, Zambia, Sweden
and the West Indies.
Dean's List honors are awarded
each semester to students who earn
Honors or High Honors in at least
three-fourths of their courses.
Assistant to the President,
Emeritus"; and Donovan D.
Lancaster '27, Director of
Bowdoin 's Moulton Union
.
The Andrew Allison Haldam
Cup, which goes to a graduate who
has displayed "outstanding
qualities of leadership and
character," was presented to
Douglas W. Brown, a Dean's List




1 (Continued from page 2)
SKARULIS, Programmer Analyst
in the Bowdoin Computing Center.
Mrs. Skarulis, a former Associate
Member of the technical staff of
Bell Telephone Laboratories, Inc.,
in New Jersey, holds B. A. and
M.A. degrees from St. John's
University.
DELMAR A. THIBODEAU,
Staff Associate in Bowdoin's
Public Affairs Research Center. Mr.
Thibodeau, former Administrator
of the Andover, Maine, Satellite
Station, holds a B.S. from
Georgetown University and an
M.A. from The George Washington
University.
DAVID R. TREADWELL, JR.,
Assistant Director of Admissions.
Mr. Treadwell received his B.A.
from Bowdoin and his M.B.A. from
the Harvard Business School.
Before joining his alma mater's
staff, he was an Assistant Account
Executive with the Grey
Advertising Agency in New York
City.
EDWIN G. TYLER, Serials
Librarian in Bowdoin's
Hawthorne-Longfellow Library.
Mr. Tyler received his B.A. from
the University of Virginia and his
Master of Library Science degree
from the State University of New
York at Albany.
« CARL E. VEAZIE, Staff
Economist in Bowdoin's Public
Affairs Research Center. Mr.
Veazie, former Chief Economist of
the Connecticut Interregional
Planning Program, received his
A.B. degree at Whitman College,
Wash., and his M.B.A. at Columbia.
MRS. LANCE C. VINSON,
Gataloger in Bowdoin's
Hawthorne-Longfellow Library.
Mrs. Vinson, a former Librarian in
the Art and Music Dept. of the Los
Angeles Public Library, holds a
B.A. degree from Scrjpps College,
Calif., and a Master of Library
Science degree from the University
of Southern California at Los
Angeles.
SPEC-4 DANIEL L. WARFEL,
Administrative Specialist in
Bowdoin's Reserve Officers
Training Corps. Spec-4 Warfel
holds a B.S. degree from Butler
University.
DANA R. WILSON, Assistant to
the Director of Admissions. Mr.




Prof. Herbert Ross Brown of the Dept. of English, a distinguished
author and the senior member of the Bowdoin faculty, was named as the
sixth recipient of the Bowdoin Alumni- Council's Award for Faculty and
Staff. The award was given for "service and devotion to Bowdoin,
recognizing that the college in a larger sense includes both students and
alumni."
Prof. Brown will receive the award on Alumni Day, Oct. 19.
A member of the Bowdoin faculty since 1925, Prof. Brown is the
Edward Little Professor of Rhetoric and Oratory and former Chairma - of
the Dept. of English. He is a Phi Beta Kappa graduate of Lafayette College
and holds an M. A. from Harvard University and a Ph. D. from Columbia
University.
He spent the summer teaching two courses at the Harvard Summer
School.
PROF. EMERITUS WARREN CATLIN DIES
Prof. Emeritus Warren B. Catlin, a widely known economist who was an
active member of the College faculty for 42 years, died July 10 in
Brunswick. He was 86.
Prof. Catlin was a member of the faculty from 1910 until retirement in
1952. Among his students was former U. S. Senator Paul H. Douglas '1 3,
who also became a noted economist. Prof. Catlin was a prominent author
in his field, and one of his books - "The Progress of Economics: A
History of Economic Thought" (1962) - has become a landmark as a
history of world economic development.
JELLISON AWARDED IT LimiGHT GRANT
Jay Jellison a member of Phi Beta Kappa and a cum laude June
graduate with High Honors in Physics, has been awarded a Fulbright
Grant /or study in Germany. Jellison plans to study physics at the
Institute of Technology, Karlsruhe, Germany.
Another June graduate, Dave Kimpqrt, received a Fulbright'award last
spring.
£IGHTEARN MASTERS DEGREES IN St MMER
The College awarded Masters of Arts Degrees to eight secondary school
teachers from seven states and Canada who completed graduate studies in
math during the summer. Speaker
-at the August Commencement
Exercises was Dr. Gerald E. Meike, Asst. Prof, of Mathematics at Wright
State University, Chicago, 111.
ROOT, kAMERLING WIN AWARDS
Professors William C. Root and Samuel E. Kamerling have been jointly
awarded the 1968 James Flack Norris Award for Excellence in the
Teaching of Chemistry by the American Chemical Society (ACS). The
award, generally considered as the top national honor in the chemistry
teaching field, will be presented to Root and Kamerling Oct. 15 in
Boston.
O0LLEGE RECEIVES NSF GRANT FOR MATH SEMINAR
The National Science Foundation (NSF) will support the College's fifth
consecutive Advanced Science Seminar in Algebra during-the summer of
1969. The seminars are designed to improve postgraduate mathematics
education and mathematical research.
PERLMUTTER NAMED PSYCH DEPT. CHAIRMAN
Prof. Lawrence C. Perlmutter has been named Acting Chairman of the
Dept. of Psychology for 1968-69, in the absence of Prof. Alfred H
Fuchs. Fuchs will be visiting Professor of Psychology at Victoria
University in Wellington, New Zealand during the school year.
MITCHELL, FOX GIVEN PROMOTIONS
Barry M. Mitchell has been promoted from Asst. Professor, to
Associate Professor of Mathematics, while Douglas M. Fox has been
promoted from Instructor to Asst. Professor of Government.
MORGAN NAMED P. E. BUSINESS MANAGER
William E. Morgan, an employee of the College since 1931 has been
named to the newly created post of Business Manager of the Dept of
Physical Education. He has been assistant to the Director of Athletics
since 1936. i
Eleven Seniors. Four Juniors












Eleven graduating seniors and
four juniors were elected in June to
membership in the College chapter
of Phi Beta Kappa.
The new members raised to 25
the number of seniors who have
been elected to the national
honorary fraternity for the"
recognition and promotion of
scholarship. The total, which
represents more than 1 2 per cent of
the senior class, is one of the
highest in Bowdoin's history.
Prof. Roger Howell,
Secretary-Treasurer of the
Bowdoin chapter, announced the
new members: seniors Marc
Garnick, James Gessner, Charles
Gianeris, Chris Hanks, James Lyon,
Mike Morris, Gary Roberts,
Richard Spear, Bill Strauss.
Richard Taylor, Mark WinKeller
and juniors Tim Devlin, Kingsley
Metz, Bill Mobergand Ken Walton.
Metz was awarded the Almon
Goodwin Phi Beta Kappa Prize,
which goes to the highest ranking
member of the junior class each
June.
Seven members of the Class of
'68 were junior Phi Beta Kappa
electees: Jim Bishop, Al Fink,
Steve Kaplan, Dave Kimport, Mark
Pettit, Bailey Stone and Kenny
Walters. Seven other Bowdoin
seniors were elected to the group in
April: Steve Bickford, Ed Finsilver,
Peter Hayes, Jay Jellison, Doug
Lister, Peter Partnow and Bob
Timberlake.
Other officers of the" Bowdoin
chapter besides Howell are Prof.
Nathan Dane II, President, and
Prof. Samuel E. Kamerling,
Vice-President.
DR. HEAD BECOMES ACTING COLLEGE PHYSICIAN
Dr. Rufus W. Head, a 1967 graduate of the Duke University Medical
School, has been named to serve as acting'physician for the Colleae in he
absence of Dr. Daniel F. Hanley. *
Dr. Hanley, who is chief physician for the U. S. Olympic team, , in
Mexico City supervising medical-arrangements for the 19GS games
i OTC AWARDS 22 COMMISSIONS
Nineteen Bowdoin seniors received commissions in the U. S
Reserve, two were commissioned in the* Regular Army and anoi
commissioned in the U. S. Naval Reserve during Commissioning E
in June.
Regular Army commissions went to Jim .Georgitis and John
both Distinguished Military Graduates, while Dick Berry received
Reserve Commission.
AROTC MAKES PROMOTION. APPOINTMENT
Lt. Col. Ralph B. Osgood has been appointed Chairman of the Dept- of
Military Science and has been promoted from Asst. to full Professor.
Osgood succeeds Lt, Col. Richard S. Fleming, who is now at Foit Ord
Calif.
Capt. John M. Sut ton, a decorated veteran of the Vietnam War and Asst.
Prof, of Military Science at the College, has been promoted to Major,
SEVEN UNDERGRADUATES IN RESEARCH PROGRAM
Seven Bowdoin students participated in Undergraduate Research
Foundation (NSF). Five were in chemistry: Charles Clapp '70 Mike
Minihane "70, Dan Quincy '68, Richard Waldron '70, and Charles Whitten
'69. Two were in biology: Ed Burtt "fO and Ed Minot '70.
NATIONAL PSI U. CONVENTION IN BRUNSWICK
Bowdoin's Kappa Chapter of Psi Upsilon hosted the 126th annual
national convention of the fraternity Sept. 3-6. Approximately 75
undergraduate and alumni delegates from 27 chapters in the United States
and three in Canada attended.
SIGMA NU ADOPTS NEW HONOR SYSTEM
The Sigma Nu fraternity has adopted a new honor system which
includes a much less demanding orientation program than before.
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Mfl Six Lettermen
v# «* --*»*" .i-*.'
Test On Sat.
In their 79th season's opener, the Bowdoin gridiron will have its
newly
'strengthened' pass defense tested by one of the collegiate east's
best passlg quarterbacks. John Korzick, Worcester's Little All-American
of 1965 will be leading the Polar Bear's opposition Saturday at 2:00 on
Tech's Alumni Field. Bowdoin's 18
returning lettermen good senior
leadership, and fine team spirit
may prove to compile a seasonal
record better than last year's one of
2-5, according to the new gridiron
coach, James Lentz.
Captained by seniors Dominic
Femino, Robert McGuirk, and
Richard Wormell, the 1968
gridiron will once again run its
Winged-T offense with such
modifications as made by Coach










































































concentrating on improving a weak
pass defense. The 19-14 loss to
Dartmouth at a September 20
scrimmage showed what an air
attack could do to the Polar Bear
Secondary. Punt coverage is also
being stressed at the daily two-hour
practice sessions.
Leading- the offense this season
are Pete Hardy (quarterback), Tim
Rogers (halfback), and Tom Carey
(center). Ray Bolduc (end) and Jim
Heller (safety) are the leading
defensive prospects. While nearly
all of the other positions seem to be
filling out, the end spots are still
shallow in strength. Though John
Amrol and Steve Rathmell will be
starting at the end positions, there
doesn't appear to be too much
depth behind them. Injuries have
also taken their toll, knocking out
three prospective starters: Duke
Albanese ( middle guard), Lee
Moulton (safety), and Steve Hardy
(linebacker).
The season's opener is Saturday
at Worcester Polytech (2:00). With
22 returning lettermen, Tech will
be looking to avenge Bowdoin's
17-7 victory of last year. The
offense, running off a Wing—
T
formation, will be placing more
emphasis on explosive force. A lack
of size will be hurting the team's
basic 5-3-3 defense. However, two
returning lettermen who missed
last season may prove to be the
squad's surprise extra punch. They
are quarterback Jack Korzick, who
earned Little All-America honors
for his 196;) passing feats, and
225-pound lineman Dick Sandora,
who in 1965 kicked the 31 yard
field goal that gave Tech a 15-12
PREPARING FOR BOWDOIN OPENERS - Staking plans for
Bowdoin CoIIckp'n opening foot hall frames an- new head coach
•Inn Lentz and his tri-euptains (I. to r.), defensive end Dick
Wormell. cornerha.k Boh VIcGuirk, and all-East linebacker
Doin I'cinino.
Quick Line-play Holds Key-
to Successful Soccer Year
Quick line-play and veteran fullbacks should push the Bowdoin Rooters
past their 5-6 record of last year and perhaps even on to recapture the
Maine State Series Cup.
Stressing depth of attack as well £>,„ ^ ffm
Harrier Pace
"On paper it looks like a real fine
team", commented Cross Country
,
coach Frank Sabasteanski
("Sabe"). With six returning
lettermen and eleven members of
last year's 6—1 frosh squad
returning, this season may be the
best in recent years. Last year the
varsity ran a winless season, with
no seniors on the team.
Serving as the team's captain for
his second consecutive year will be
senior Rod Tulonen, who along
with Claude, Caswell, '69 and Ken
Cuneo, '70, has managed to run
every Bowdoin Cross Country
course faster than any other
number one Bowdoin men of
previous years. Other returning
record holders are freshmen Marl
Cuneo (Two Mile - 9:42.9), Bill
Lever, and Bob Legere.
This year's schedule opens
October 5 at St. Anselms." After
that, the meets have been
scheduled to precede all home and
away football games. A newly
revived event on the largely
traditional schedule is the Maine
State Meet (Bates, Colby, Maine,
and Bowdoin) to be held at
Bowdoin October 29.
victory over the Polar Bears. The
Worcester team closed their last
season with a 1-6 record.
as a skillful and hard running game,
Coach Charlie Butt's squad has
remained undefeated against the
likes of Middlebury and M.I.T. in
scrimmage play.
Centering around senior
co-captain Dave Knight, the line
relies on the swift play of inside
Lee Rowe and wing Bill Williams.
Aiding goalies John McGrath and
John Skillings will be an aggressive
hustling defense headed by the
vete.ran fullback line of co-captain
Sandy Ervin, Rollie Ives, and Dave
Forsberg.
The halfback force promises to
give added defensive power whHe
maintaining a constant scoring







include veterans Ned Brown and
Rick Barr and sophomore Tom
Huleatt.
When this year's Olympic Games open in Mexico City on October 12
the spotlight will be on the athletes. However, there are practically no
athletes that can enter the sports arena without previous training or once
they are there, continuing professional and medical care. It is in this'latter
aspect that Bowdoin will be paying particular attention to the world's










Dick Wormell is making the most of his college career. While studying for
his medical degree here at Bowdoin, he is also preparing to fulfill his military ob-ligation as an officer. Dick Wormell is taking Army ROTC.
But he still has(time for sports. During the fall he plays defensive end and
•s a captain of the football team. In the spring he is co-captain of the baseball
team.
You don't have to be an athlete to make the most of your college careerCheck out Army ROTC today. Visit or call the Professor of Military Science E«-
tension 317. '
To be selected to serve the U.S. Olympic team in any manner is an
obvious honor, and to become the head physician for the team is one ofthe more distinguished capacities. College physician Dr. Daniel F Hanley
will be serving in this position in 1968 after serving on the Olympic's
medical staff for the past two Games. As head physician for alllheT S
fhrl! T ?* 'S /esponsible for directing a medical and training staff of














Sabasteanski will also be in Mexico City from October 9
- October 24. An internationally known coach of track and «o«country Sabasteanski is going to the Olympics in an unofficial capaciSDue to the presence of some of the world's greatest runne s he 2eS thetap a. an excellent opportunity to speak to many of hu^Lrmer ccTchinlproteges as well as "get into the feel of things" that are a piTof the greatathlete He doesn't plan to hold any clinics or such for his own teams bu
frndamentr°




outstanding A. A. U. trackmen who LffifiSKtollffXhf
reques of the State Department, he went to Ghamrfo help ££j£nat.on s Olympic Track team. More recently, he was coach 5flSSoutSI
A frequent topic of conversation for Olympic observers this v«»a , =«„
^Z T^iVJ MexiC° City 'S hi*h ^tud^SnSn^thTco^the a titude will definitely slow down the times. The trick will be to start
some runners adjust better than other <>aZ^«>
t generalize since
Mexico's reknowned food,^c^l^J^th^m ? °Tthe American. However if'the athlete fnuTJtV I . bestenema for
medical staff, there ^^i^^ctof^^T^^
treateningdysentary, said Sabasteanski P ™ Wth the
The Bowdoin trio returns in late October Perhans if H««OB .
JSXXZ itaS&JSWSffTcaE S2 '69
* * *
More on this in future Orients.
I
As the Bowdoin gridiron heaHc ™it «.„ u_ r
Yovicsin of Harvard
V °m h,s former head coach, John
fo^a^^
tightening up the Polar Bms' weaL« 1^' and he *"""« *° be
brilliant defensive caching sElls^nto^^-!^3 - Takin* his ow"
Picked up twmH^i^^^^^^^^ri^hBhu
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Julian Bond
To talk on Polities '68
1#TNeuf Gym Sunday
Julian Bond, the Georgia state legislator and central figure in a
credentials debate at the^ recent Democratic National Convention in
Chicago, will deliver a lecture at Bowdoin Sunday. His timely subject
will be "Politics 1968".
The lecture will be given at 7:30 p.m. in the New Gymnasium on
the Bowdoin campus. Admission is without charge and open to the
general public.
In order to accommodate a large expected audience, College of-
ficials this morning switched the site of the lecture from Pickarcl
Theater to the ,2,500-seat New Gym. The lecture is expected to draw
a heavy turnout from Brunswick and the surrounding area.
Mr. Bond, who helped found the Student Non-Violent Coordinating
Committee (SNCC) in 1961, was elected to tfie Georgia House of
Representatives from Fulton County in 1965. Because of his opposition
to the Vietnam war and to the draft, he was barred from the House in
1966. The U.S. Supreme Court ruled that his constitutional rights had
been violated when the House refused to seat him, and he was later
admitted.
One of the first Negroes elected to the Ge&rgia House since the early
part of the century, Mr. Bond was the central figure in a challenge to
Georgia's Democratic Convention delegation which had been hand
picked by Georgia Governor Lester G. Maddox and the state party
chairman, James H. Gray. Mr. Bond's slate of challengers succeeded in
having the 42 Georgia convention votes divided between the two
groups.
His name was entered in nomination against Maine Senator Edmund
S. Muskie for the Democratic Vice Presidential nomination. But Mr.
Bond, who is only 28 and unable to serve, withdrew his name from
consideration.
,
Mr. Bond will hold a Press Conference immediately following his
speech at 8:30. There will be a reception and informal discussion at the
Senior Center at approximately 9:15.
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Student-Environment Committee
To Hold Meeting This Weekend
The Study Committee on
Underclass Campus Environment,
which was formed because of the
Governing Boards's concern over
the " Allen -Bicklen-Ranahan
Report" (May 1967) condemning
fraternities, is meeting on campus
this weekend.
Members of the faculty,
administration and students are
scheduled to "appear before the
12
-man committee today,
Saturday and Sunday. ————
—
coeducation. In an interim report
of the committee published in the
summer issue of The Bowdoin
Alumnus, Mr. Pierce outlined
some of the group's tentative
findings:
The committee was not
prepared to make a concrete
recommendation
. yet on
fraternities. In addition, the
group: felt that "orientation. . .
has no place among
undergraduates today," "noted
some apathy toward traditional
extracurricular activities. . ." and
noted "an almost overwhelming
sentiment in" the upper three
classes in favor of either
coeducation or a coordinate
women's college."
Anonymous Donor Starts
PINNED TO THE WALL — Mr. Donald Fouser, producer of the
controversial 'Wellesley Incident' TV program, is pinned to the wall
by students during an informal question period following his Senior
Center talk to 125 people — about 60 percent of them townspeople —
last Sunday. See stories, page two. (Orient Photo)
Students Begin Planning
Free Seminar Program
Juniors Jeff Emerson and Bruce
Jordan are organizing Bowdoin 's
third Free Seminar Program
(FSP), which will operate during
the Spring semester.
Emerson and Jordan hope the
1969 version can match last year's
successful program which drew
235 students and Brunswick
citizens to 15 non-credit seminars.
FSP's goal, according to Emerson,
is "to introduce vital intellectual
activity, other than traditional
academic work, to the college
community.
The informal, non-credit
seminars may be taught by
anyone on any subject. Emerson
and Jordan say they are looking
for faculty or interested persons
to offer seminars, and students
interested in setting up the Spring
program.
j
Enrollment will be open on a
first-come, first-served basis to
student, members of the college
community and townspeople.
The committee was formed a
year ago to study various facets of
undergraduate environment and
to make recommendations to the
Governing Boards for appropriate
action. Meetings were held for
two days at a time in October,
November and February. In
addition, the committee went to
Williams College for two days in
April to study the Williams
solution to the frat problem.
Committee members for this
academic year are chairman
William C. Pierce '28, Willard B.
Arnold III '51, Louis Bernstein
'22, Paul B. Brontas *54, Herbert
R. Brown '63, F. Erwin Cousins
'24, William H. Gilliver, Jr. '25,
Paul V. Hazelton '42, John R.
Hupper '50,. John C. Pickard '22
and students John B. Cole '70 and
Bill Moberg '69.
Specific areas which the




One Of Largest Bequests Ever
Prof. Catlin Wills College $1.8 Million
Bowdoin College announced today that the late
Professor Warren B. Catlin, a widely known
economist, left the College an estate estimated at
about $1.8 million.
Professor Athern P. Daggett, Bowdoin 's Acting
President, said he has been informed that it is one of
the largest bequests in the history of Maine's oldest
college.
"By his bequest he shows not only loyalty to the
College but also confidence in it and in its future,"
vTrofessor Daggett declared. "This is an inspiration
for us and for future generations of Bowdoin men,"
thex Acting President added.
InXhis will, on file in Cumberland County Probate
Court^ft-Portland, Professor Catlin said Bowdoin is
to receive the remainder of his estate after several
family bequests.
Professor Catlin specified that he was placing no
legal restrictions on Bowdoin's use of the money
but expressed his hope that the College would use
the fund for one or more purposes which he
suggested.
He proposed that Bowdoin establish an endowed
chair in. the field of Economics, to be named the
Adams—Catlin Professorship in honor of his mother
and father.
He also suggested that the balance of the money
could be used for Bowdoin's Hawthorne-Longfellow
Library, to which he bequeathed many books; to
establish a loan fund for needy students; or for a
Faculty Club. The College's Governing Boards will,
at a future meeting, determine the purpose for
which the bequest will be used.
Professor Catlin, who died last July 10 at the age
of 86, joined the Bowdoin faculty in 1910 and
retired the classroom in 1952.
The current occupant of that chair, Professor
James A. Storer, Dean of the Faculty, was the
principal speaker last Monday at a memorial service
held in the Bowdoin Chapel for Professor Catlin.
Professor Storer said that among the most famous
of Professor Catlin's former students is Paul H.
Douglas of Bowdoin's Class of 1913, a former U.S.
Senator from Illinois who is now Chairman of the
National Commission on Urban Problems. Dean
Storer recalled that Mr. Douglas once said it was
Professor Catlin who "aroused my interest, gave me
the courage to go on. . ."
The Constance and Albert
Thayer Speech Center Fund has
been established at Bowdoin by
an anonymous donor and friend
of the Thayers.
The Fund will be used for
support of the College Speech
Center, which was built under the
direction of Professor Albert R.
Thayer, Bowdoin's Harrison King
McCann Professor of Oral
Communication in the
Department of English.
The Bowdoin Speech Center
features closed circuit television
and audio-video tape instant
replay systems, and was the only
one of its type in the nation when
it was built in 1966. Since that
time numerous college and public
school teachers and students have
visited the Center and its concept
has been widely copied.
LARGE BEQUEST — The late
Warren B. Catlin, Prof. Emeri-
tus of Economics, has left one
of the largest bequests in the Col-
lege's history — $1.8 million — to
be used for endowing a chair in
Economics and for other major
campus projects.
An audio-video room, a
listening room, and six individual
studios make up the bulk of the
Speech Center complex. The
audio-video room includes a
professional studio unit with a
television camera, a 23-inch
monitor for closed circuit replay,
and a variety of recording
•equipment.
In addition to the classroom
work conducted in the Center, the
studios are available to Bowdoin
students who want to practice for
debates and speech contests, or
work on individual speech
problems^
Professor Thayer and his wife,
Constance, have been at Bowdoin
since 1939. A native of
Torrington, Conn., he received his
A.B. degree in 1922 at Bowdoin.




Vassar College, for 107 years an
all-woman school, will become
coeducational now.
The school, located in
Poughkeepsie, N. Y., has not
made a formal announcement, but
plans have been circulated to the
faculty explaining the move.
Exchange programs with
Williams College, beginning in
January, will be the first step
towards "integration." Other
men's schools besides Williams,
including Wesleyan University, are
included in the exchange program
plans.
The 1,600-student school will
admit its first male students —
215 is the number currently called
for - in 1970. Between 1970 and











In an informal talk last Sunday,
Mr. Donald Fouser, producer of
Public Affairs Programs for
WGBH-TV in Boston, discussed
the background of and the
reaction to the now renowned and
perhaps notorious television show
"The Wellesley Incident," a
program which he conceived and
produced for presentation on
Channel 2 last month.
The first part of "The Wellesley
Incident" is a slightly expurgated
version of a play performed
before the student body Of
Wellesley High School on May 31
as part of a Black History Day
program. The play was written by
someone who, in Fouser's words,
"wanted to rattle the teacups in
Wellesley." He more than
succeeded and in the process
raised issues in race relations,
obscenity, and educational policy.
Because of FCC regulations and
provisions in the criminal code,
Fouser had to edit some
"obscene" words from the play
and the discussions which
followed the TV showing. He did
this most unwillingly because of
his firm conviction that the
objectionable words belonged in
the script. In addition, he had
hoped to reach the broader issue
of obscenity in a legal action
' before the Supreme Court in the
case of 'U.S. vs Fouser'."
The most significant part of the
program was the discussion among
the students from Wellesley and
Roxbury. "We were-- really
surprised that the kids raised the
relevant issues of racial relations
and educational policy. The
adults, despite my efforts to turn
the discussion to these questions
repeatedly came back to the issue
of obscenity."
In response to- Questions
ADLER 72s
The gym sock that grew up
THE ADLER COMPANY Cincinnati, Ohio 45214 A Division of Burlington Industries ffl
concerning the racial crisis, Fouser
foresees "real trouble because of
the insensitivity of white adults
on the racial issue and the division
within the black community
itself. At present "only the
blacks are driving the cities and
they want to be separate from the
white community.
. .We either
have to absorb blacks or kill them
This is evidence that there are
more obscene things in our
society than words."
Channel 2 is currently
telecasting an all-black show
which Fouser had trouble staffing
because of the lack of qualified
black producers in the television
industry. "Since the educational
stations can't afford to pay their
employees very much, poor
people and blacks are excluded
almost automatically from staff
work for the simple reason that
someone has to be well-to-do if he
wants to work here and survive
But we must recruit blacks for
television because only a polyglot
station can reflect Boston."
Rather than deal with issues
that are palatable to most of the





Members of an academic
community seldom bypass an
opportunity to display what they
see as commendable ivory-tower
ignorance. Hence, Bowdoin's
reaction to "The Wellesley
Incident" and the lecture by its
producer, Donald Fouser, was
essentially one of surprise at the
furor raised in Wellesley. There
was, however, sincere interest in
determining the motivation
behind that furor and finding a
way to stem its negative effect on
black-white relations.
On Broadway, a play's most
respected critic is the man at the
next washbasin during
intermission. At the Senior
Center, one turns to one's fellow
punch drinkers in the Hutchinson
—
;
Room for a similarly prized
opinion. Most concern centered
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like Mr. Fouser have in producing
a program Sunday's audience
found educationally stimulating,
and, in times of racial
misunderstanding, necessary. How
can a nation be made to face the
problems of the ghetto street if it
refuses to listen to the very
language of that culture? And
how can the members of one
generation tolerate the attempts
of another to hinder mutual
understanding? In these questions
and in other comments around
the room was the implicit
assumption that the Wellesley
parents had adopted an
inapplicable definition of
obscenity. The appearance of f k
in a heated dialogue provided the
parents with an issue that was
used as an excuse to denounce the
presentation of black discontents
to their white children.
At least one listener saw the
importance of discovering the
psychological foundations of
overreaction to such language but
feared lest the more liberal
thinkers dismiss obscenity as a
necessary concept.
Other issues raised between
nibbles included the
responsibilities of suburbs to their
center cities and the degree to
which job training versus*
educational programs can be
effective in dealing with the
underprivileged.
"BET YOU DON'T KNOW who
was just elected President
of the General Assembly of
the United Nations. For that
matter, bet you don't re-
member the name of the gen-
tleman whom he replaces,
or what he did. Hell, we're
willing to bet that he doesn't
remember for fr## «,pr 0T
what he I wm t. luckUy'i
ft . j » NATIONAL *E
1 VIEW, write; D*pt.
H, 130 E. 33 Stmt,
N.V. 10016.
!







and expert in the fields of
alcoholism and drug addiction,
will be awarded the 1968
Bowdoin Prize on Thursday Oct.
17. The prize is the most
distinctive non-academic honor
conferred by Bowdoin.
Acting President Athern P.
Daggett will present the $7,800
prize at 1 1 a.m. in ceremonies at
Pickard Theater, Memorial Hall.
The noted penologist will be
the eighth distinguished son of
Bowdoin to be awarded the prize
since its establishment in 1933.
The prize is conferred every five
years on the Bowdoin alumnus or
faculty member judged to have
made "the most distinctive
contribution in any field of
human endeavor." The selection
committee consists of the
Presidents of Harvard and Yale
and the Chief Justice of the Maine
Supreme Court.
Mr. MacCormick is Executive
Director of The Osborne
Association, Inc.
An Overseer of Bowdoin and a
member of its Class of 1915, Mr.
MacCormick has received
numerous honors during the
course of his distinguished career,
including honorary degrees from
Bowdoin and St. Lawrence
University, the War Department's
Exceptional Civilian Service
Award and the Presidential Medal
of Merit, highest award a civilian
can be given for war service.
Previous recipients of the
Bowdoin Erize were the late Dr.
Fred H. Albee '99 of New York,
noteo\ Orthopedic surgeon; the late
Harvey Dow Gibson '02 of New
York, for many years President of
the Manufacturers Trust Company
and World War I General Manager
of the Red Cross; former U.S.
Senator Paul H. Douglas '13 of
Illinois, who is currently
Chairman of the National
Commission on Urban Problems;
the late Dr. Kenneth C. M. Sills
'01, President of Bowdoin from
1918 to 1951; Rear Admiral
Donald B. MacMillan '98 of
Provincetown, Mass., famed
Arctic explorer; the late Harold
H. Burton '09 of Washington, D.
C, Associate Justice of the jjj.S.
Supreme Court from 1945 to
1958; and Hodding Carter '27 of
Greenville, Miss., a Pulitzer
Prize-winning editor and publisher
and an Overseer of Bowdoin.
Student Courieif"
Committee Set To Study
Campus 'Communications
WINNER - Mr. Austin Mac-
Cormick is the eighth recipient
of the Bowdoin Prize, which is
the College's highest non-nca-
demic distinction. The award is
given every five year.
WBOR Begins Broadcasting
Without Teletype News Servi ce
WBOR Bowdoin's student-operated FM radio station (91.1), beiranbroadcasting for the 1968-69 academic year on Monday - with anumber of changes since last year.
The biggest change involves WBOR's news reporting. Due to a cut in
its allocation from the Student Activity Fee Committee, the radio
mmw iff " f°rCed to susP*nd use °f>ts United Press International(UP1) teletype service.
Instead of regular news reports during the day, WBOR will have one15^mute program of news and opinion from 7 to 7:15 each evening.Other WBOR features this year will include a special theater anddrama series, special foreign language programs produced by campus
loreign students and clubs and a poetry series
Program director for WBOR is Charles Farwell. Dale Mitchell is
station manager and Dana Harknett is assistant manager.WBOR plans to begin broadcasting each morning from 7:30 until 9Complete programming will resume from 11 a.m. until midnight. I , , * «—&»""••««.
i
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Applications Now Available Colby President
For Danforth Teaching Grants IsJBSSPeaker
Students interested in college
teaching as a career are eligible to
apply for graduate scholarships
awarded by the Danforthr
Foundation of St. Louis, Mo.
Professor William D. Geohegan,
Chairman of the Bowdoin




involvement of students on
faculty committees, the Nov. 1
Bowdoin deadline date for
nominations.
The Fellowships are open to
men and women who are seniors
or recent graduates of accredited
colleges jn the United States, who
have serious interest in college
teaching as a career, and who plan
to study for a Ph.D. in a field
common to the undergraduate
college. Applicants may be single
or married, must be less than
thirty years of age, and may not
have undertaken any graduate or
professional study beyond the
baccalaureate.
Approximately 120
Fellowships will be awarded next
March. Candidates must be
nominated -by Liaison Officers of
their undergraduate institutions.
The Foundation does not accept
direct applications for the
Fellowships.
Danforth Graduate Fellows are




annual hvinjTstiperid of $2400 for
single Fellows and $2950 for
married Fellows, plus tuition and
fees. Dependency allowances are
available. Financial need is not a
condition for consideration.
Danforth Fellows may hold
other fellowships such as Ford,
Fulbright National Science,
Rhodes, Woodrow Wilson, etc.
Dr. Robert E. L. Strider, Presi-
dent of Colby College will be the
main speaker at James Bowdoin
Day exercises next Friday morn-
ing. Dennis Hutchinson will be
Student Respondent and Dick
Mersereu, not Bill GeorgUis as
reported in last week's Orient,
will be Student Marshal.
The program will begin at
10:30 a.m. in the Pickard Theater
of Memorial Hall, to be followed
by a luncheon.
The Student Council took its
first concrete step toward
improving faculty-student
communications Monday night by
establishing a committee to
investigate the possibility of
placing students on faculty
committees concerning the
campus.
Members or the new Student
Council Committee are Ben Pratt,
Pres.; Stew Blackburn '71, Steve
Schwartz '70, Rick Whitcomb '71 "
and Mike Princi '69. Pratt said the




particularly the invOlvmenl' or
studenut? on faculty committees.
He said certain members of the
administration have reacted
favorably to the idea or having
students as active participants on
faculty committees.
Pratt also appointed one other
committee Monday. Council
Vice-President John MacKenzie
will head a committee to revise
the Council constitution.
Members are John Skillings '69,
Chris Dematatis '71 and Bruce
Brown '71.
In other business, the Council
discussed but took no action on a
motion to pay the Editor-In-Chie!"
or the Bugle $150 lor production
or the I96H-69 yearbook. The
motion was tabled to allow
Council representatives an











to Earn Over $100
Write for information to:
Mr. Ed Bonovy, College
Bureau Manager
Record Club of America,
Club Headquarters
York, Pennsylvania 17401
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with their constituencies. ^rv
In addition, the Student
Council Monday:
—Heard a report from the Joint
Committee to Investigate Illegal
Rushing (see story, page one).
—Elected Tom Harvey and Tim
Warren, both juniors, to two-year
terms on the Student Activities
Fee ("Blanket Tax") Committee.
The Committee will hold its
Autumn hearings Monday.
Next Student Council meeting
will be 7 p.m. Monday in the
Moulton Union.
FREE PLAIN PIZZAS
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Reed
and Son









•Send any black & white or color
photo (no negatives) and the name
"Swingline"cut out from any Swingline
package (or reasonable facsimile) to:
POSTER-MART, P.O. Box 165,
Woodside, N.Y. 11377. Enclose S1.9S
cash, check, or money order (no
C.OJD.'s). Add sales tax where appli-
cable.
Poster rolled and mailed (post-
paid) in sturdy tube. Original mate-
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FSP Deserves Student Support
Here's a chance for some constructive student activism.
Two students - juniors Jeff Emerson and Bruce Jordon - are
organizing the third annual Free Seminar Program (see story, page one)
for the spring semester. They need faculty members who are willing to
conduct the non-credit seminars in the spring and students to organize
the program. We think the FSP deserves active support by the student
body and the college community in general.
Students often complain - and rightly so - that some courses are
,
irrelevant and that the pressure for grades inhibits the opportunity to
learn. Neither of the problems exists with the FSP: this is an
educational program with no administrative or curricular string
attached.
Besides offering students a chance to study what they want to, the
program serves as a testing ground for courses that may one day be
added to the regular College curriculum. The interdepartmental course
on urbanization - offered regularly for the first time this fall - was
scoffed at as an impossibility to execute efficiently, but its success at a
free seminar last spring won it a place in the catalogue this fall.
FSP is constructive and very worthwhile. It deserves your support.
Let's Improve Sports Coverage
If you missed the results of Bowdoin's football and soccer games
Saturday iff the Monday edition of the Times-Record, look again. But
ger a magnifying glass first. The combined story on both events was less
than six column inches long, about one-half to one-third the average
length of a Bowdoin football story alone in last fall's Times-Record.
Such scrimpy coverage of Bowdoin athletics by the Times-Record is
inexcusable. The interest is there - since the College is undoubtedly
one of the top three employers of customers in the TR's circulation
area - and the manpower for covering Bowdoin sports is there, too-
students have volunteered to work for modest remuneration if the TR
sports editor is unable to do the job.
The Times-Record should start doing the job, or stop charging a dime
from every student who is foolish enough to buy a copy of the paper in
the Moulton Union with the expectation of getting adequate coverage
of Bowdoin athletics.
Quest Editorial: Political Doldrums
bumperstickers and lapel buttons, election year usually is a time of
increased political activism. Our campus antennae right now, however,
seem to be picking up strong signs of a collective call for "Time Out"
accompanied by a massive, exhausted sigh among those who would
ordinarily be in the midst of the battle.
The reasons are not hard to find. After almost four years of
tremendously active politicking by the nation's youth, they were
spurned by both the Republicans and the Democrats. The GOP ignored
them and the Democrats beat them. The election seems dull and neither
candidate offers the policies for which many of us have been working
so long.
If there ever was a time for a deep breath, a step back and a long,
restful, objective look, it would seem to be now. Yet this would be to
ignore what may be the most significant lesson of recent years:
unrelenting pressure is a powerful political Weapon. It brought a man
like Sen. Eugene McCarthy into the picture and forced President
Lyndon Johnson out of it.
There is also no reason to spurn the election altogether, when some
fine, progressive candidates are running in local elections. They will
need all the help they can get.
Finally, with regard to the Presidential campaign, there is no reason
to heed the calls to national unity when there isn't any. A second term,
or even a second nomination, is no longer a certainty for any President.
Continued pressure can make the national parties take overdue notice
in the next four years. -Reprinted from The Williams Record
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Wednesday's Asian history class
was not simply a class but an
awe-inspiring educational
experience of the first order.
About fifty students were in
Smith 117 to feel the richness and
pride of five thousand years of
Viewpoint
Chinese artistic culture flow from,
visiting lecturer I-Hsiung Ju. Not
only the artist's words but his
intensity, sensitivity and
especially a. display of his own
paintings gave the audience a
significant glimpse of the Chinese
mind: its pictorial rather than
verbal conceptualizations, its




(Continued from page one)
where he joined Zeta Psi
Fraternity. He was awarded his
MA. in Speech at Emerson
College and took other graduate
studies at Harvard, John Hopkins,
Columbia, and the University of
Wichita.
Professor Thayer was Instructor
in English and Debate at
Lafayette College from 1922 to
1924, and an Instructor in English
and Coach of Debate at Bowdoin
during the 1924-25 academic!
year.
Professor Ju described the
mechanics of painting a large
landscape that hung at the front
of the room but, in doing so
actually guided his entranced
audience through his work —
which he referred to as a "word"
— and through the generations of
minds that created it.
While showing slides of other
works of Chinese painting and
sculpture, many his own,
Professor Ju made his audience
aware that the Chinese artist has
always "written" for the ages. His
work will, not may, last for
eternity. He commented, too, on
the lack of blood, or protest, in
Chinese art, noting that he could
create only that which is
beautiful.
My purpose here, however, is
not to summarize the many lines
of thought that the artist drew
into his discussion but to
acknowledge the presence of a
great mind and a truly emotional
man.
The professor closed his talk by
creating a new "word" which he
left with the college. The graceful,
sweeping motions of his hands
and arms which had colored the
entire lecture became a dance-like
performance in his moments
before the rice-cloth. Opening,
experimental strokes became a
tree. Seconds later a small bird
appeared, hovering near a branch.
The. artist added short poem and
his seal and suggested that he may
have drawn himself: a small bird,
hovering for some forty -five years,
trying to find a small branch on




"Woe to that land that's govern'd
by a child."
Richard IH
Surely we have not reached the
age when a group of clever
students can instruct instructors
in their art. » When you sadly
remarked that English 13 would
not consist of "pompous
oratory." obviously alluding to
that pompous SCATE pamphlet, I
wonder if you realized that it was
precisely that cheerful
countenance and ebulient oratory
which has made you, Prof. Brown,
the most sought after speaker on
the campus? Many of us realize
that Shakespeare is a valuable part
of our education, but generations
of students here have discovered
that a lecture course with Herbert
Ross Brown is one of the richest
experiences the college has to
offer. I hope that the witty
editors of SCATE have not
deprived me of that experience,
which I perhaps unwisely
postponed until this, my senior
year.
John C. Rutherford '69
Vassar
(Continued from page 1)
1975, the number of women
students will be cut by 80 per
year and a proportionate number
of male students added.
Vassar spurned an offer by Yale
University last November to move
from Poughkeepsie to New Have*n,
Conn., in order to make Vassar
and Yale affiliate schools.
What Others Say
Sparked bv the heat of the - Prpc iHpnthl
-^amfHHgn- adonTed^wtttr~s
I
:S No Failure- Yet
(ED. NOTE: These editorials, reprinted from other
college newspapers, do not necessarily reflect the
opinion of The Bowdoin Orient. Instead, they are
offered as a barometer for measuring what other
schools are thinking, saying and doing).
Six months ago, Martin Luther King was
murdered in Memphis. At Amherst over 1000
students spontaneously gathered on the town
common to try to make sense of the murder of this
man and to voice a commitment to try to fulfill his
dream through responsible action.
This same commitment led to violent upheaval at
other schools, forceful confrontations and
obstruction based on a call for immediate and
dramatic action. At Amherst, the commitment
resulted in the establishment of both ad hoc and
official committees, a concerned dialogue between
students, faculty, and administration, searching for
proposals to enact orderly change.
The Black White Action Committee, a
broadly-based group appointed by President
Plimpton to provide a focus for the diversified
proposals, after conscientious consideration and
debate, delivered a carefully written and
persuasively documented proposal that constituted
a substantial program for immediate and extensive
change at Amherst. At the same time, the Board of
Trustees issued a four-point statement that
established a framework of co-operation between
the College and blacks, and indicated the readiness
of the Trustees to consider specific proposals from
the committees. The students, faculty, and
administration, working together toward a single
goal, had seemingly evolved a satisfactory beginning
program within which to work.
Now, three months after the drafting of the
proposals, after a summer of racial violence and
political unrest, Amherst remains essentially the
same place it was before the King murder. There
will be a Black Center, there are several new courses
on black culture, and BWAC will continue to meet.
But the extensive revisions contained in the
programs have yet to be instituted, and, with the
passage of time and the loss of the urgency and
impetus from the King murder, are in danger of
being overlooked or at least displaced from their
position on the list of priorities.
The fault for the lack of any dramatic fulfillment,
is shared among the same coalition of students,
faculty, and administration* that last year offered
such promise. The students, after eagerly forming
committees, refrained from undertaking any
significant student-organized, student oriented
action toward improving relations with blacks,
learning about blacks, or raising money to finance
black activities. Nor have they shown a willingness
to use the power of their numbers to press with
forcefulness for the enactment of the very programs
they suggested. The faculty, which determines the
curriculum, has still failed to institute a student
exchange program or courses which investigate all
facets of black culture from ghetto economics to
black music. The administration, faced with the
problem of financing that which is so admirably
approved, must cope with an acute shortage of
funds and may have to decide to sacrifice
professor's salaries and make cutbacks in other
departments to the priorities of scholarships and the
needs of the blacks on campus.
It would be all too easy for Amherst as a
community to pursue only half-heartedly the
program for change that it so seriously and
honorably determined. The committees, the
discussions, the appointed programs have provided
an unusual opportunity for the students, faculty,
and administration to dedicate themselves to action,
to work together to implement the proposals they
drafted together. For the students this means an
increased awareness of the blacks on campus,
participation in the ABC program, contributions to
help fund the programs they want instituted. For^
the faculty it means a continuing look at the
curriculum, and greater involvement in tutorial
programs for disadvantaged students. For the
administration it means placing the proposed
programs at the head of the priority list for
expenditures.
If Amherst fails to fulfill the programs which
only three months ago seemed so vital, if this
opportunity for total community involvement slips
away unrealized, it will represent a gesture of



















Black Organisation Plans Busy Year;
Goals-Culture And Locus Of Identity
Rv Rlf.K SMITH anA «,„;. _..:.. ..__ . • . ' „.
.
T •'By IC SMITH and
JACK LAWLOR
Orient Staff Writers
You can go crazy at an
all-white school, man! You've got
to have somewhere to go where
you can talk to your own people.
That "somewhere to go" for
the Bowdoin black student will be
the Afro-American Society. While
planning a variety of cultural
activities, the Society, in its first
full year of existence, hopes to
provide a "locus of identity" for
Bowdoin 's blacks.
Last February, a small group of
Bowdoin 's black students began
plans for an all-black campus
organization. Believing that
Bowdoin 's once promising policies
for increasing the college's
awareness of black culture had
begun to fall behind the times,
Virgil Logan '69, Harrison Tate
70, Bob Johnson 71 and Ronald
Hines 71 felt the need for
forming a group complementary
to BUCRO, but independent of it.
BUCRO, the Bowdoin
Undergraduate Civil Rights
Organization, is not the black
fraternal organization that the
AAS hopes to be. Members of the
Society plan to keep each other
informed about events in their
own black communities and to
discuss personal problems arising
from an essentially all-white
environment. Hank Hubbard '69
.noted that such discussions are
especially helpful to incoming
black freshmen who often have
difficulty communicating with
'Wellesley'-
(Continued from pace 2)
their white classmates from
Fairfield County. The idea is to
develop self-confidence in the
relevance of college experience,
not to alienate black students
from the Bowdoin community.
In addition to the
self-education function, the AAS
intends to educate the College in
the various aspects of black
culture. Radio shows, more black
recordings and literature in the
Moulton Union Bookstore,
fashion shows, student written
plays, Gospel singing, and a Black
Arts Festival are some of the
items included in this program.
Already in operation is the
Afro-American Hour on WBOR.
Aired every Wednesday at 10 p m
and directed by Kayode Bright
69, the program consists of
music, debates, interviews, "soul
news," poetry readings, and
discussions all pertinent to
increasing the campus's
appreciation of black culture.
Like BUCRO, the Society is
pushing for more course offerings
in black history and African
problems. At present only
Professor Dan Levine's "The
Negro in American History" and
Professor John Rensenbrink's
"Political Analysis and the Forces
of Change" are directly concerned
with these areas. Rensenbrink is
also serving as the AAS's advisor.
While claiming no affiliation
with similar organizations on
other campuses, the Bowdoin
AAS will be in contact with its
counterparts throughout the
academic year. Although no
definite plans have been
announced as yet, there is the
possibility of a regional
conference to be held here next
spring
And this dual service gives it
the mark of a true campus
organization. When the AAS
received official College
recognition last spring, many
white students were puzzled that
such an organization was
necessary when Bowdoin already
had BURCO. It should be evident
by now that the Society wasn't
created to compete with the older
group. With a little understanding
by both blacks and whites, the
AAS can meaningfully contribute
to Bowdoin all that it ambitiously
sets forth in its program. It has
that much potential — and that
much hope.
DISK JOCKEYS - Kayote Bright '69 (left) and Ron Hines 71 man the
turntables during the WBOR radio show produced by the Bowdoin
Afro-Amencan Society. (0rient ph
Schools Offer More Black Courses
community, Fouser feels
television, especially educational
television, has an obligation to
treat controversial matters
"because part of our role is to be
a groundbreaker in such issues."
Unfortunately Channel 2 is one of
the few stations which exercises
wide discretion in programming.
"Stations in other large cities like
Chicago, New York, and
Washington don't have the
widespread popular support that
we enjoy and they must be very
careful in their presentations."
He is particularly critical of
commercial television, which has
largely avoided controversial
issues. "One possible exception
was the coverage of the
Democratic convention, but I
suspect that most of the
editorializing was a reaction to the
restrictions which had been placed
on the networks by Mayor Daley
rather than a comment on the real
issues." The producer of "The
Wellesley Report" feels that
possible adverse public reaction
should not prevent a television
station from presenting programs
which are of vital significance and
relevance to the community.
""R is to be expected that
members of a new organization
will differ when deciding which
goals should be most emphasized
— such is the case with the
Afro-American Society. Some
members stress the recruiting and
curriculum changes that BUCRO
has advocated, others the cultural
activities, and still others the





















By THE COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE
W. E. B. DuBois, LeRoi Jones and Malcolm X are
being read along with William Faulkner, ErichFromm and Paul Samuelson in classrooms across the
country this fall, as colleges and universities
integrate their curriculum as well as their campuses
Ever since last spring and the uproars" in many
schools following the assassination of Dr. Martin
Luther King, Professors and administrators at
countless institutions have organized courses and
| even departments in Afro-American Studies.
Much of their activity is directly traceable to
pressure last spring from student groups who felt
that in presenting only white American history and
sociology and literature, colleges were ignoring or
downplaying an important facet of the nation's
culture. Professors, who decided that America's
racial crisis necessitated a deeper and more diverse
knowledge of American minorities than present
scholarship made possible, joined the fight.
Previous study of black civilization had h»»„
limited almostentirely to the history or geography
of Africa. Now, students wanted to learn about the
Negro in America - his history and his
contributions to their society, his political and
intellectual evolution from slave into militant. Most
of the courses in black studies deal with Negro
literature (writers like LeRoi Jones, James Baldwin)
Negro American History (on which DuBois and
historian Staughton Lynd have written), and
music and folklore. Also common are courses on








Economy of Discrimination'; CorneHUniversity is
introducing "Economic Development of the Urban
Ghetto"; Northeastern Illinois State College offers a
"Seminar in Inner City School Problems".
Under pressure from sociology students, many
universities which used to send students into nearby
cities to work in housing projects or voter
registration as part of other courses are! now giving
credit for "field work" in ghetto neighborhoods.
In schools which so far have not established
courses or decided to give credit for existing
community action programs, students and
professors have set up their own non-credit or "free
university" courses in black history and literature or
"soul music."
Why the sudden furor over black studies? Many
educators, as well as students, have been accused of
neglecting black students and black culture in their
curriculum plans; students have felt guilty about the
common exclusion ofblacks from intellectual
credibility. Most academicians now have pypresspH
the need for learning more about the cultures that
function within the larger one of WASP and
Irish-Catholic America.
At Cornell, which is contemplating an
undergraduate major and a graduate field in African
Studies in addition to its new courses, graduate
student Paul DuBois, in an ad hoc committee
report, told the university:
"Obviously, change will neither be easy or
immediate; the potential contribution of the
program can only be realized after careful
consideration is given to its precise structure and
content. Yet, the need for care and precision must
not be used as an excuse for inaction and delay.
"The University must soon confront its social
responsibilities or its primary contribution will have
been to the disintegration of its own and the larger
society."
HV+td
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PAGE SIX THE BOWDOIN ORIENT
In Admissions Office Travels
t FRIDAY, OCTOBER 4. 1968
frrtah Coffee A Spudmita
Amy Time Spodaat lime
THE SPUDNUT SHOP
Ut Maine St^ Brnwwlck
"Tell it like it is."
In an effort to do just that, the
College Admissions Office is
employing recent graduates of
Bowdoin to answer the questions'
of high school students who are
thinking about applying for
admission to Maine's oldest
institution of higher learning.
Richard W. Moll, Bowdoin 's
Director of Admissions, explained
that the use of young Bowdoin
graduates as interviewers and
recruiters has a two-fold purpose:
"It helps us better relate
Bowdoin 's goals to interested
'Tells It Like It Is'
secondary school students. It also
brings to our office the youthful
and up-to-date insights of men
who have just completed four
years as Bowdoin students."
Hired for the 1968-69 academic
year as an Assistant to the
Director of Admissions was Dana
R. Wilson, a 1968 graduate who
received his B.A. degree last June
and went to work in the
Admissions Office the following
week.
Also working in the Bowdoin
Admissions Office this summer is
another member of the College's
Class of 1968, Peter Hayes. Last
summer Rhodes Scholar Thomas
H. Allen '67 served as an
interviewer.
Mr. Moll said a new Assistant to
the Director will be appointed
from the graduating class each
June to serve for a full year.
Applications for next year's
position will be considered in
December.
"As a recent graduate I am
hopeful that I can better
understand the concerns and
desires of today's young men in
applying to college and convey to
them — in meaningful terms —
what Bowdoin has to offer both
in and out of the classroom," said
Wilson, first occupant of the new
full-time post. "I think it will be
beneficial to the men who apply
for admission and to the College,"
he added.
Ha has been interviewing
candidates for Bowdoin 's Class of
1973 since June. From
mid-September to January he'll
travel to high schools in various
parts of the country talking
largely to men from areas not
already represented in the
Bowdoin student body.
His travels will take him as far
South as Atlanta, Ga., as far west
as Denver, Colo., and as far north
as Minneapolis, Minn.
As a recent student leader
himself, Wilson is ideally equipped
to answer almost any question
about Bowdoin. A former Viee
President of the Bowdoin chapter
of Theta Delta Chi Fraternity,
Wilson was graduated with honors
%*•
in Psychology. He was a Dean's
List student, President of ,the
Bowdoin Glee Club, Musical
Director of the Bowdoin
Bachelors and Chairman of the
Student Judiciary Board,
In addition to his recruitment
duties, Wilson has been arranging
informal luncheons for the
Admissions staff to exchange
ideas with members of the various
departments of the College. In
this way, the staff can become
more aware of what the
departments are looking for in
students, and can better answer
applicants' inquiries. He has been
intimately involved in the





The College Museum of Art will
feature an exhibition of the
paintings of American artist
Arthur Dove through Oct. 6. The
35 paintings trace the
development of the artist from
some of his earliest work to
paintings completed just before
his death in 1946.
Richard V. West, Curator of the
KING'S BARBER SHOP
213 MAINE STREET - BRUNSWICK
Roffler Sculpture-Kut






WASH & DRY & 24 HOUR SHIRT SERVICE
FREE ALTERATIONS
Bowdoin Museum, ranks Dove
with those independent geniuses,
such as William Blake or Albert
Ryder, who spend their lives
refining their art, sometimes
pointing to the future, but not
necessarily connected to it. Dove
was exposed to outside art trends,
but rejected them, content to
experiment freely on his own,
unchained by a dialectic. Mr. West
described the artist as a poet who




The College Concert Series will .
offer some 15 musical programs
during the 1968-1969 season.
In addition to five concer
• Saddle Shoulder For Better Fit
• Moth Proof
• True Shetland Colors -
• Sizes 38 to 46
• Regulars and* Longs
• Crew Neck
$16 Longs $17





the Curtis-Zimbalist Series, the
College will sponsor the annual
Faculty Recital and several
Bowdoin Music Club concerts as
part of an expanded program of
musical offerings for residents of
the Brunswick, Portland and
Lewiston communities and
surrounding areas.
The Bowdoin Music Club
Concerts and all other Bowdoin
concerts will be open to the
public free of charge.
Artists performing at Bowdoin
in the Curtis-Zimbalist Series
include pianist Malcolm Frager,
Oct. 22; the Curtis String Quartet,
Nov. 11; The Festival Winds,
March 5, 1969; and the Aeolian
Chamber Players: Contemporary
Music Festival, May 16-17, 1969.
MU Displays Works
Of Ogunquit Artists
Selected works of five
Ogunquit, Maine, artists have gone
on display in the Gallery Lounge
of the Moulton Union.
The show, open to the public
without charge, will continue
until Oct. 31. The exhibition was
provided by the Ogunquit Gallery,
which is directed by Chris Ritter
of Ogunquit, Maine, one of the












You'll never get anywhere without it.
Nothing helps a young engineer's
career like being given a challenge.
Which is another way of saying a chance
to fail now and then. To make his own
mistakes.
At Western Electric we give our newly
recruited engineers responsibility almost
immediately. They make their own de-
cisions. Learn from their own errors.
Don't get us wrong. We keep our
demands reasonable enough so that our
recruits can make their decisions at their
own pace. But our thinking is, a man
feels awfully good about even a small
decision when it's his.
If you're the type who'd like the chance
to make your own moves, see our recruiter
or write College Relations, 222 Broad-
way, New York, N. Y. 10038.
A lot of hard work never hurt anyone.
<D Western ElectricMANUFACTURING & SUPPLY UiUT OF THE BELL SYSTEMAN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
/




Where Haye AIL The
:ers Gone
by Martin Friedlander
I heard an interesting story yesterday. When a student stopped into
soccer coach Charlie Butt's office to speak to him and head varsity
manager Bill Faraci, he was confronted with a barrage of propaganda
meant to coerce him into becoming an assistant soccer manager. The
dialogue worked, and now, for peeling oranges and watching a game foi
two hours a week, the student fulfills his cal requirement. Not a bad
Two hours for two weeks sounds like an awfully short amount of
time necessary to be a manager. Actually, that's going on the
assumption that there are several other such assistants. Such is not
generally the case on the Bowdoin sporting scene. Considered by many
to be the coach's left hand man, the manager today is probably the
most obscure position on this campus. (Yes, even more obscure than
the sports editor of the paper).
It's difficult to outline a manager's duties since they generally vary
with each sport. However, one can safely say that the manager does
whatever the players cannot do themselves and the coach has no time
for That's talking about the dedicated manager. He is in complete
command of all road trips, and this includes meal money,
accommodations, reception at the opposing school, gate passes,
equipment, and even assuring some sort of reasonable hours are kept by
the players. At home he is the attendance taker, the public relations
man the field man, and general tool. One must not misinterpret the last
statement, for if one is doing what they enjoy, and are appropriately
rewarded, the chore cannot be termed one of a tool.
Many say a team requires about 20 hours of managers a week. It
sounds like alot of work, but that's assuming there is only one manager:
and this is where Bowdoin 's problem lies. Managers have become so rare
on campus that the football team went without even one until a week
ago when an injured player was convinced that though he couldn't play,
the best way to remain close in contact with the sport was to manage it.
The soccer team has only two managers, and one of those graduates this
year (he hopes). So, where lies the problem?
Many claim managers should be paid. For that matter, so should
anyone else who participates in extra-curricular activities on campus.
The manager gets the same regard as a player from the college, and at
some schools is even eligible for athletic scholarships. At Bowdoin, if he
is an underclassman, his cal requirement is fulfilled. If he is smart, he
can even make money by skimping on meals when the team travels. Of
course there is also the personal satisfaction gained by doing a job well
done. There is nothing more rewarding than working with a team and
seeing them come off a field winning.
I can't offer a solution to the problem. I can only shed some light on
a position that has fallen into obscurity. Managing a team does not end
one's social life during season as is thought by many. It doesn't even
attach a stigma of 'wimp' to your name. Maybe its just the same
problem that afflicts many qther areas of the college: apathy. I would
day when the teams themselves are as shorthanded for
Booters




Experience also looms as a key
factor for the freshman team.
Among a sizable turnout of fresh-
men the top candidates appear
to be veteran racers Dave Pot-
ter, Andy Reicher, Andy Ger-
main, and George Marvin. The
Frosh open their season Sunday
with a meet at Yale.
hate see the
players as they are for managersJ"W?Vffr , i" rf ff'n fl bv the^l4 men on
—
WTtn^s^veTaTgooor prospects ready
Ihe football team (there~We^20out in 1930), I'd say we weren't to fill in
heading away from that situation.
For those of you new on the Bowdoin scene, a point of information.
As stated in the football article, Wesleyan's assistant football coach,
Pete Kosty is Bowdoin 's former varsity head. Upon accepting his
position with the Cardinals, Kosty commented that at first he really
wasn't interested in the position. He continued, "however, after I went
over the list of men who will be playing for the Cardinals I changed my
mind. We just don't see kids like that at Bowdoin." I wonder how great
an element of truth lies in his statement.i
Gridder Secondary Faces Cardinals'
Strong Passing Quarterback Tomorrow
The varsity gridsters travel to Middletown, Connecticut tomorrow in their second game of the sea-
son to face Wesleyan. Bowdoin has been slated as the underdog in the game scheduled to begin at 1:30.
Wesleyan displayed an explosive offense last weekend as they defeated Middlebury. 42-40.
Heading the Wesleyan offense will be quarterback Pete Pandora who tied a New England college
record when he hurled five game. The Bears managed to T4iis weekend, when the var-
gain 89 yards rushing and 54 sit.y travels to Wesleyan. they
passing in a game marked by w iil face former head Bowdoin
120 yards of penalties (total) and football coach Pete Kosty.
many fumbles.
The Booters risk their 1-1 record tomorrow as they travel to Middletown, Conn., to do
battle with a perennially tough Wesleyan team. Speed will "be all-important as the Polar Bears
play at 10:30 on the narrow Cardinal's field.
Great depth in the 42 men out
for soccer seems to be one of the
Bowdoin squad's strong points.
Fifteen returning seniors gives
coach Charlie Butt a veteran
squad. Last season's frosh cap-
tain, Tom Huleatt fills his start-
ing halfback berth as the only
first string sophomore. All New






Experience should hold the
key to Bowdoin's sailing fortunes
this fall at both the varsity and
freshman levels. Where the team
lacks depth Commodore John
Foss hopes that a veteran core
will spell the difference between
a good season and an otherwise
mediocre one.
The varsity sailing team al-
ready has one meet under its belt
with a fifth place finish in the
Hewitt Trophy competition held
last weekend at Maine. The team
was very encouraged by the fact
that Colby and Middlebury tied
for third place, a lone point ahead
of Bowdoin. Saturday the team
travels to the Coast Guard Acad-
emy at New London for the
N.E.I.S.A. sloop eliminations.
In addition to Commodore Foss
the only other letterman return-
ing is Bob Vaughan, although
there is considerable experience
in veterans Bill Babcock and
Steve Weld. These four should
form the nucleus of the team.
last year, Rollie Ives, and co-
captain Sandy Irvin round out
the leading backfielders.
In the past week's perform-
ances, the booters went down to
a tough Springfield team Satur-
day, 3-0. Scoring for the Chiefs
were P. LeSeur on a scramble,
J. Arguin on a loose ball, and
co-captain P. Cotton on another
scramble. The Bowdoin squad,
commented, one player, "looked
sloppy, buteven more important
to the loss was the fact that we
were totally outplayed."
Traveling to U.N.H. Wednes-
day, the Polar Bears picked up
their first victory of the season
by topping a tight battled 1-0
game. LeRoe tallied the lone
Bowdoin goal on a lobbed pass
from Tom" Sheehy in the fourth
quarter. Goalie letterman John
McGrath offered a last moment
foot save to halt a Wildcat break
away.
DANCING IN THE STREETS?
Maybe in the fields, as fullback
Bobby Ives attempts to block
kick of German Bowdoin Plan
student Gunter Frankenberg in
recent Booter practice.
Future Varsity Fortunes
Held By Frosh Squads
By ED MACIOCI
Orient Sports Writer
Sporting 52 football and, 185 other high school varsity sports
letter-winners, the class of 1972 promises to offer Bowdoin squads
more talent than ever before. Assuming that fine frosh squads set
the foundations for winning varsity ones, the leaders of this year's
teams may very well be the ones to watch in coming seasons.
According to freshman football
coach Fred Harlow, "depth, de-
sire, and just hard, tough foot-
ball descrjbe^jhjs^^eaxls^^quad.-
touchdown passes against Mid-
dlebury. His favorite targets in
that game were end Stu Black-
burn, the cardinal captain, and
halfback D'Arcy LeClair. Two
Wesleyan records were set in
that game, a total of 491 yards
rushing, and one of 286 yards
passing. Panciera tossed all those
passing yard gainers, and may
offer the Bowdoin secondary a
problem in containment. The Po-
lar Bears are not known for
their strong pass defense.
At Worcester Polytech last
Saturday, the team suffered its
first defeat of the season, 14-10.
WPI led off the scoring as they
« picked up a Bowdoin fumble on
the first play for a touchdown.
The extra point followed and at
the half the Bears had picked up
only three points on a field goal
kicked by Delahanty. In the
third quarter, the Bears made a
charge down the field for a
touchdown scored by Pete Hardy.
Delahanty scored the extra point,
bringing Bowdoin to the lead, 10-
7. However, with about four
minutes to go, the Engineers
scored again, locking up their
After trouncing North Yarmouth
Academy Friday, 28-6, the team's
future is "looking very promis-
ing." This Saturday the fresh-
men will travel to Worcester
Academy to play against a repu-
tedly hard-hitting team.
The Bowdoin frosh have two
experienced quarterbacks, either
of whom could start anytime. Bob
Foley, a scrambling type ball
player, is the present first-string
quarterback. His play-calling
ability and pinpoint passing are
two of the major assets to the
team's offensive attack. Having
played in the New Hampshire-
Vermont Maple Sugar Bowl
Game last year, "Fols" also likes
to run with the ball.
Whit Raymond, the back-up
quarterback, is also a promising
frosh prospect. Accurate passing
and hard running a^re his creden-
tials. Adding to the backfield is
fullback Steve LaPointe. A dex-
terous ball-handler and tough
blocker, he also likes to hit hard.
Such ends as Jim Newman and
Cliff Webster are leading the
.team's pass receivers. Newman




excellent receiver. Webster, a
speedster, proved his ability as an
end when he made a finger-tip












Fifth in Hewitt Trophy Competition
This Weekend
RUNNING ROUND THE END ... is quarterback John Benson. The
Polar Bears go against Wesleyan tomorrow as they try to improve
their 0-1 record. Above photo is a practice shot.
Saturday
Football at Wttltyan
Fr. Football at WorrcaUr Acad.
Sotcer at Wnlejran
Sailing at Coast Guard
Sunday





the North Yarmouth game.
Arnie Tompkins, a burly tackle,
heads the line. His good reaction
and hard hitting make him ex-
cel not ,pnly as an offensive line-






Bolstered by an excellent
group of returning freshmen, the
Bowdoin harriers captained by
senior Rod Tulonen are looking
forward to the ultimate in sports
achievement, an undefeated
season. If realized, this will set
precedent in Bowdoin cross
country history. In Coach
Sabasteanski's absence, Tulonen
will guide his teammates through
a rigorous practice schedule
designed to prepare them for the
upcoming dual meets with such
teams as St. Anselms, Colby,
Bates, and Amherst.
Opening at St. Anselm's on
Oct. 5, Bowdoin's solid five will
strategically attempt to stay
together for the first two miles
of the race just behind their
opponent's leaders. Continued
Tulonen, "Then, en masse, they
will overtake the forerunners
and quicken the pace. Finally in
the last half mile, they will
ideally battle among themselves
for the top finishing spots."
Few people realize the extent
of training program to which the
harriers subject themselves.
Three weeks before meets, the
runners often pace at a 100 mile
per week clip before and during
organized double sessions to
prepare themselves for the rigors
of the four mile courses. Every
course usually combines a good
sized hill with woods, cowyaths,
streams, grass, and other rugged





Beset by the spectre of Strom Thurmond, Georgia
legislator Julian Bond expressed conditional support
for Hubert Humphrey and outlined his program for
"solving America's white problem and making
democracy safe for the world" before an audience of
1300 last Sunday evening in the New Gym.
Bond, who in the wake of Robert Kennedy's
assassination, Eugene McCarthy's defeat, and the
Democratic National Convention seems destined for
prominence in the so-called new politics, clearly
impressed his listeners with a calm, eloquent delivery
and cool, dispassionate demeanor.
In his prepared speech, Bond concentrated on the
condition of America's blacks in 1968, a condition in
which, he claimed, "things have not gotten better,
but they have gotten worse." For evidence he cited
some seemingly paradoxical results of nearly 15 years
of civil rights activity.
Median black income is less than the corresponding
figure for whites despite the poverty program.
Percentage-wise, more blacks are unemployed, more
black families live in poverty, and more black infants
die. Today the average young black in the ghetto has
BY JACK LAWLOR Orient Man. Editor
a 50-50 chance of being out of school, is probably
unemployable, and was educated at four different
schools in half day sessions before dropping out after
the sixth grade. Despite massive efforts in the
traditional, peaceful means of redressing grievances
(court decisions, sit-ins, marches, and politics), rSore
blacks are attending all-black schools »north of the
Mason-Dixon line than ever before and the budgets of
federal programs such as the Job Corps and aid to
education have been cut.
In trying to pinpoint the reasons for this worsened
condition, Bond blamed the war in Vietnam and the
fact that over the past 50 years the blacks have
become an urban centralized population, thus
multiplying the inherent problems of the ghetto.
While conceding that poverty is also a white problem,
Bond said "poverty is not the province solely of
blacks, but whites are poor in spite of being white;
for blacks, poverty is a problem of both race and
class."
According to Bond, the Vietnam war has had more
drastic effects than merely ruining the poverty
program. "Since 1917 this country has endured
^H
gression
racially motivated violence during war. The violence
which is now the policy and belief of the U.S.
government has influenced the police station." Bond
compared the process which led to "the violent status
quo" in America to the pacification and resettlement
programs in Southeast Asia.
In order to cure the economic, political, and
sociological problems that nojfr make the ghettoes
little more than colonies, Bond urged that the job,
welfare, police, and health systems be made
responsive to the needs of the people by Controlling
those who now control the systems. Specific courses
of action include blacks casting their votes as a unit,
educating blacks from within? forming a Negro-white
coalition, and maintaining the paramount of race
consciousness and self-interest.
Concluding that the only equality being offered to
blacks is "the equality of being poor, Unemployed,
uneducated, and sent to Vietnam," he warned that
unless the society began working for all and not just
for some "America's dream will turn into America's
nightmare, for dreams deferred do explode."
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Nearly 60 Students Turn Out
For SDS Organizational Meeting
By BRUCE GRIFFIN
Orient Stuff Writfr
Nearly 60 interested individuals
were present in Wentworth Hall
Wednesday night to help give the
local chapter of Students for a
Democratic Society (SDS) an
impressive beginning.
An impromptu Steering
Committee of four sophomores
and a token senior sat at a table
and made groping statements
designed to give those present
some idea of the aims and
conceptions of Bowdoin's SDS.
Following these opening remarks,
however, general discussion and
questions from the floor resulted
in a spirited give-and-take which
lasted for well over an hour and
i which eventually gave shape to
the organization's future.
,
The Steering Committee was
organized in previous meetings of
students who wanted to get an
SDS chapter started at Bowdoin,
and is admittedly a temporary,
measure designed to hold things
together until the general
membership decides upon a more
permament leadership. The four
sophomores were David Gordon,
David Malcom, Christopher
Kessler, and Robert Lamprey,
joined by senior Steve Ketaineck.'
A mimeographed policy
statement was available at the
door. Its three main thrusts were
for power and rights for
minorities, ajid end to the war,
and reform of higher education.
The final quotation is attributed
to a Bowdoin student: "The
purpose of SDS is to expose the
college and the community to
radical thought through education
and involve them in meaningful
change through action."
Both the education and the
action were discussed at the
Wednesday meetjng, the latter less
spacifically. It was suggested that
a free seminar on radical thought
be set up. Apathy and inaction on
the part of Bowdoin students
were constantly scored. As a
Steering Committee member put
it, "Our prime purpose is to make
people on this campus and the
surrounding area aware." There
was an oft-repeated desire to
"make the Bowdoin student
think."
Committee members
emphasized that the group will be
idepend c nt—et—the—Gollej
Organizationally and financially.
"SDS does not want to be part of
Bowdoin," said one member. To
emphasize this point, someone
suggested that the group be
referred to as the SDS Chapter in
Brunswick, Maine.
Committee members expressed
the belief that SDS would fill a
need at Bowdoin necessitated by
an anticipated decline and fall of
BUCRO. The thinking is that the
formation of an Afro-American
Society at Bowdoin has doomed
BUCRO as a viable rallying point
for political and social activists on
campus. It was a "one-issue
movement", whose one issue is
now passe. On the other hand,
SDS plans to be a "multi-issue
campus organization concerned
with campus issues, Maine issues,
and national issues."
Among the campus issues that
were suggested for cor. .ideration
and eventual action were Saturday
classes and coeducation, as well as
a general plea to "make the
> llege—relevant." Hopes
expressed that the local SDS
chapter could attract participation
on a regional basis, including high
school students and area radicals.
One Maine problem raised for
consideration was the dilemma of
Indians in the state.
Bowdoin radicals appear to be
rallying to do away with what
they consider "ridiculous political
inaction." One characterized the
campus figuratively as "Antarctica
- we're frozen." A basic stated
belief was that "liberals are not a
viable part of today's politics,"
because they are part of the
government, and the government
is opposed to change.
After a dormancy of two years
(Bowdoin once had an SDS
chapter stocked with a small
number of early-60's style
activist-enthusiasts which was
generally ignored by the rest of
the campus), Bowdoin radicals are
regrouping for a new and vigorous
attack on the "Establishment".
Julian Bond
. . . Explains Black Dilemma to Bowdoin audience
Capt. Anderson Of Famed
Platoon To Speak Here
Capt. Joseph B. Anderson, Jr.,
U.S.A., will discuss the Academy
Award-winning documentary
"The Anderson Platoon" at the
Crandall Productions
Profs Score Summer Theatre
By ALAIN KOLOD Orient News Editor
"In my opinion Victoria CrandalPs summer
theatre is a disgrace to this college. Not only is it
not worthy of a liberal arts college, but because of
the damage they do each summer the college loses
money." According to Richard Hornby, Director of
Dramatics, the summer theatre that has been
operating at Bowdoin for ten years is . a telling
example of the administration's attitude to the arts.
Hornby claims the productions are of very low
quality. "No one is around here in the summer to
see just how bad the productions are. They are of
very poor quality. The Crandall outfit is a cut-rate
operation, and it is not uncommon for their sets to
fall down and their actors to miss cues and blow
lines."
Hornby explained that the poor quality of the
productions results from several factors: The plays
are drastically under-rehearsed; the players put in
about one-tenth the. time of the average Broadway
musical. Musicals are very expensive to produce, and
because most summer theatres seat at least 1000
while Pickard theatre seats only 600, Miss Crandall
must cut costs wherever she can.
Wolcott Hokanson, Vice-President For
Administration and Finance, thinks the summer
theatre should be viewed as part of the college's
total summer program of concerts, institutes, and
other events. He said, "There is general public
relations value in these activities because they bring
people to the college who might not otherwise
come." He noted that many people get a chance to
see the Art and Arctic Museums before curtain time.
There is no universal agreement about the value of
individual programs and the quality of performance
is really *a matter of personal judgment as well.
"This applies as much to the chamber music
concerts as to the summer theatre. Mr. Schwartz is a
talented composer if we can judge from his
recognition, but there is no universal agreement
about his works if we use the criteria of student
attendence."
Hornby replies that if the summer theatre were
widely known, Bowdoin would be the laughing
stock of the academic world. "Just consider who
the publicity is reaching and how much it is worth.
Burlesque shows might be even better for
publicity." Professor Louis Coxe, Chairman of the
English department, agrees with Professor Hornby
on the quality of the programs. "If the summer
(Continued on hack page)
Senior Center Wednesday at 7:30
p.m. The film will be shown in
conjunction with a Bowdoin
Senior Seminar on Vietnam.
"The Anderson Platoon" was
filmed by a team of three P'rench
photographers who accompanied
Captain Andersons Infantry Rifle
Platoon of the 1st Air Cavalry
while on duty in Vietnam. The
65-minute movie shows platoon
life and has been hailed as an
authentic and inspirational piece
of war reporting.
Captain Anderson, a native of
Topeka, Kans., is currently
aide de-camp to the Commanding
General of Fott Dix, N.J., Maj.
Gen.K.W, Collins. A 1965
graduate of West Point, Captain
Anderson attended Airborne and
Ranger School at Ft, Benning,
Ga., and was with the 82nd
Airborne Division until 1966. He
served with the 1st Air Cavalry
Division from July, 1966 to July,




Anderson include the Silver Star,
the Bronze Star with "V" device
(for valor) and the first Oak Leaf
Cluster, the Air Medal with "V"
device and first Oak Leaf Cluster,
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HTticize
By RICHARD E. FUDGE
(For The Orient)
Mrs. Doris Davis, director of
the Upward Bound Program at
Bowdoin, together with Professor
Dan Levine, Dean of Studies of
Upward Bound, helped sponsor a
conference last Friday in the main
lounge of the Moulton Union,
concerning with disadvantaged
student in college. Sponsoring the
conference along with Bowdoin
were Gorham State College and
the University of Maine.
Approximately 75 people attend-
ed the morning session.
Of the topics discussed, the
main one was the ability to
identify the potential college
student. This problem definitely
handicaps Upward Bound's
primary purpose of recruiting
students whose scares on
apptitude tests may not be
exceptionally high and who may
be bright, but not necessarily at
the top of his class.
The students' main drawbacks
are largely the fault of the
institution which he attended.
Coming from a socially and
economically disadvantaged
environment, where elementary
schools are almost always
overcrowded, he received an
inadequate education. By the time
he reaches high school, his desire
to learn has been sharply
diminished, because he has been
"turned off" by education.
Mrs. Davis wasnt available for
immediate comment, but
Professor Levine gave his analysis
of the conference and what
conclusions were reached. He said,
"Every teacher who has taught in
Upward Bound says he has
learned more than he actually
taughj,. These young adults have
brought about an awareness to the
college „ teacher, because they
have, in a sense, 'lived more', due
to their environmental
conditions."
In conclusion, Professor Levine
said convincing other colleges to
take notice to these persons who
are often overlooked is of prime
concern. He went on to say that a
permanent committee will be
established whose responsibility in
part will be to circulate the news
of Upward Bound.
, (Continued .from page 1)-
. .
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theatre is attracting 'friends' of the college, they are
not the kind of friends we want. We need friends
with taste, judgment, aesthetic, and moral sense.
This college is not a branch of the Chamber of
Commerce. Its job is not to help merchants on
Maine Street, but to promote the intellect and
creative imagination of its students."
"Consider the fate of Grayson Kirk as an example
of what happens when a college goes into big
business." Coxe does not believe Bowdoin should
deal with what he calls "the outmoded garbage from
Broadway". "If the summer theatre of musicals is
such »a good thing why don't Harvard, Yale,
Princeton, Amherst, and Dartmouth have them?"
Coxe claims that the college has allowed itself to be
used commercially because it would rather give the
people what they want than fulfill the promises in
its charter. He believes the administration has little
regard for matters of art and morality. "We are
acting immorally in deliberately ignoring what we
advertise as the promise of the college.
According to Coxe, the experimental theatre at
Boothbay has demonstrated that serious theatre can
be successful during the summer. "It's about time
the faculty rather than the administration decided
what should go in the theatre," he remarked, "The
administration's job is to pay the bills."
However, the aesthetic quality of the summer
productions is not the only issue according to
Professor Hornby and Professor George Quinby,
former Director of Dramatics. Hornby says the
summer company is destroying the theatre. "They
don't care what they do to the theatre. Their
attitude is to use a theatre until it collapses and then
throw it away. The Crandall company has burned
and cut-up the school's stage curtains and once ran a
saw across the stage floor." Says Hornby, "They
leave our scenery out in the rain to rot and warp,
and they appropriate our scenery and equipment for
their productions and then store it away with their
stuff, which we have no access to. Because we can't
take inventory, we don't know what's missing until
we go to use something and find its gone." Hornby
claimed Crandall does not tell him what her
company has destroyed, so it is difficult to assess
her for the damage, "and if they only abuse




. , A very conservative, estimate; would hold the -
Crandall company responsible for 50% of the total
damage to the theafre, Hornby asserts. But in the
ten years the theatre has been running neither
Hornby nor Quinby has been able to get the money
necessary for repairs. Hornby estimates the cost of
completely repairing the theatre at $24,000; and he
thinks Miss Crandall should pay half of this. The
$2000 the theatre gets for maintenance a year does
not even keep up with the cost of yearly wear and
tear, so the theatre deteriorates a little more every
year.
Mr. Hokanson asserts that the rental received for
the use of the theatre is all put back into the
theatre. However, not all the money is available for
repairs because it also pays for the operating costs
of the building. The Drama department is treated
like every other department: its most important
requests are granted and those deemed unnecessary
are turned down. Hokanson says he would be glad
to consider suggestions for the use of the theatre
during the summer. "At least three times
suggestions to do something different have been
made, but when we looked into them, we found
they were either impractical or else no one was
interested. I haven't seen any plan from Mr. Hornby
about running the theatre. We would even be willing
to subsidize a program until it got off the ground, as
with the Chamber Music concerts, but several
thousand dollars is different from $25,000."
Professor Quinby said that during his period as
director of dramatics he made two suggestions for
the protection of the theatre that were ignored
every year. First, he suggested that the college
maintain someone to supervise the use of the
theatre. Secondly, he suggested that a one summer
break be given the theatre for major repairs which
will take several months. Unfortunately, he said, the
administration did not feel it could afford not to
rent the theatre. Quinby said the rental money was
supposed to go for repairs, but that during this
tenure he saw very little of the money. Quinby
doubts that the summer theatre has been
worthwhile for the college financially. We could
rent to two or three companies a summer and have
tryouts for new plays. This seems to me to be the
most useful iway of using the theatre given our
limited financial and technical resources."
Orient Loses Out Young Dems Plan Campaign
McDonakfs is your kind of place.
Cook's Corner Brunswick
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Beginning next week, the
Orient will publish a four-page
issue (half-size) approximately
every other week for the rest of
the year. The cutback in size is
due to a reduction in allocation
by the Student Activity Fee
Committee. The Committee
allocated the Orient only 75








PresidenW-Paul Barton of the
Bowdoin Young Democrats
announced""* that a Special
Committee of Bowdoin Young
Democrats For Humphrey-Muskie
has been formed on the campus:
Named as chairman of the
committee is Lawrence
Putterman, '70.
In an interview with the Orient,
Putterman elaborated on the
specific goals of this group. First,
to promote and publicize the
personal achievements of both Mr.
Humphrey and Senator Muskie to
Maine citizens. Second, to
stimulate a discussion of
differences on issues in the
remaining weeks before November
5, instead of capitalizing on the
misconceptions and fears that
have been generated in the earlier
parts of the campaign. Third, to
aid the Democratic candidates in
winning Maine's small number of
electoral votes. And fourth, to
convince a wide segment of the
local community that some
college students do, in fact, have
more than just a passive interest in
this year's Presidential race and
are willing to support the
Democratic ticket.
Putterman had some additional
comments on the membership of
his committee. He felt that some
students were prompted to join
because of a recent story in the
New York Times stating that
Maine was, in fact, a "toss-up"
between the two major
candidates. Furthermore, he felt
that Bowdoin students,
particularly those from Maine,
appreciate the significant
achievements Muskie has
contributed to his home state, and
wanted to help. Putterman
concluded by saying that, aware
of the startling possibilities that
could develop if the election
reached the Congress, his
committee thought it better to
have Senator Edmund Muskie s
name in consideration for the
Vice—Presidency in the Senate,
rather than just Spiro Agnews
and Curtis LeMay's.
w»
for FULL-CIRCLE BANKING SERVICES...
from MAINE'S LARGEST NATIONAL BANK...
there are now 25 offices across the state
from which to choose
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Group Plans
More Studies
The Study Committee on
Underclass Environment closed
out three days of meetings
Sunday after visiting four
fraternity houses and hearing
"testimony" from several faculty
members, the Dean of Students,
the Dean of the College and one
student.
Friday evening, two-man
groups visited the Zete, Deke
Kappa Sig, and Delta Sig houses.
Afterr dinner, they broke up to
informally talk with the brothers.
During Saturday and Sunday,
the agenda was full as the
committee met with many
members of the faculty, student
body, and alumni to discuss
various issues.
The committee has not yet
reached any decisions on its study
and is not yet ready to
recommend to the Governing
Boards any actions to improve
student environment on campus.
In continuation of its study the
committee will visit Amherst
College to observe its fraternities,
dining facilities, and other factors
relating to student life. By then,
two other subcommittees will
have visited both Colby and
Hamilton. Another long weekend
meeting is planned for sometime
in December.
Mr. Dean Abelon, special
secretary for the committee,
student environment is "one of
the most important on campus
today" and would like to hear
from all students who have
opinions on the subject.
PACB THREE









One of the highlights of the
Bowdoin Alumni Day program
this year will be a concert by the
Detroit sound soul group, Martha
Reeves and the Vandellas. They'll
perform at 8 p.m. Oct. 19 in
Bowdoin 's New Gymnasium.
Tickets for the concert are
available in advance at $5 per
couple and $3 single. Those
wishing to purchase tickets may
call at the Moulton Union
Information Desk Monday
through Friday from 8:30 a.m. to
5 p.m., and Saturday from 8:30
to noon.
Tickets will also be available at'
the door — at $6 per couple and
$3.50 for singles. The doors will
Variety Marks Parents' Weekend
It's Parent's Weekend. This
year's program, sponsored by the
Fathers Association, offers a
variety of activities, including a
scholarship convocation, five
sports contests, meetings of the
Fathers Association, the Acting
President's reception, and a
y^Sports Night" program. In
addition, parents are invited to
attend classes with their sons.
Registration will take place
Saturday in the main lounge of
the Moulton Union from 8:30 to
9:30 a.m. Late registrations will
be accepted from 11 a.m. to 1:30
p.m.
The weekend schedule began at
10:30 a.m. today with James
Bowdoin Day Exercises honoring
outstanding undergraduate
SC Decides No Punishment
scholars. Dr. Robert E. L. Stridor.
President of Colby College, spoke
at the convocation, which was
held in Pickard Theater, Memorial
Hall.
Saturday, following registration
and coffee, there will be a varsity
triangular sailing meet at 9:30
a.m. The Fathers Association will
hold its annual meeting at 9:45
a.m. in Pickard Theater with
acting President Atherh P. Daggett
as guest speaker. His topic will be
"To Be at Home in All Lands and
All Ages".
At 11 a.m. two athletic events
are scheduled. The varsity soccer
squad will meet Amherst while
the freshman football team
tackles Vermont Academy. Both
games will be held at Pickard
Field. Following the Parents'
Luncheon at 12:15 p.m. in
Sargent Gymnasium, the varsity
cross country team will run_
members of the faculty and their
wives.
At 8:15 p.m. in Smith
Auditorium, Sills Hall, Daniel K.
Stuckey, Director of Athletics,
will present a "Bowdoin Sports
Night". With Mr. Stuckey will be
Dennis Hutchinson '69, and
Walter N. Plaut, Jr. '70.
Hutchinson is a member of the
Captain's Committee and Plaut a
member of the White Key, the
i n t e
r
fraternity athletic
organization. Also taking part in
the program will be the coaches
and captains of fall sports.
Highlighting "Sports Night" will
be filmed excerpts of Bowdoin 's
first two varsity football games of
the current season.
The Museum of Art in the
Walker Art Building will be open
Friday and Saturday from 10 a.m.
to 4 p.m., and Sunday from 2 to 5
open at 7:15 p.m.
Martha Reeves and the
Vandellas — Rosalind Ash ford,
and Martha's sister Lois — is billed
as one of the top recording acts in
the nation. Beginning with their
rhythm and blues hit, "Heat
Wave", which was nominated for
a "Grammy Award ", the girls
have gone on to record many
best-selling albums and hit singles,
including "Come and Get These
Memories", "Quicksand" and
"Honey Chile".
Martha and Rosalind began
singing together when they were
children, and performed for
various community functiins.
Martha joined Motown Record
Corporation as a secretary until
one day she and two of her
friends were asked to fill in at an
emergency studio session. The
Motown executives took note and
started the group on its way. Lois
Reeves is the latest addition to the
group, replacing Betty Kelly, who
is now performing alone.
During the intermission of the
Oct. 19 concert, first and second
place trophies for the best
Homecoming Display will be
presented. The theme of this
year's contest is "Politics 1968".
The displays, made of chicken
wire, wood and other available
materials, will be constructed on





The Student Council accepted
without comment Monday night a
report by the Joint Committee to
Investigate Illegal Rushing which
recommended that no punitive
action be taken this year with
regard to alleged irregularities that
occurred during the rushing
period.
The Committee conducted a
campuswide survey in effort to
uncover any evidence of "dirty"
rushing, but was unable to find
any serious incidents with
substantial proof. The Committee
recommended that a copy of
rushing rules be distributed next
summer to each incoming
freshman.
In other action, the Student
Activities Fee Committee decided
not to authorize the Council to
pay the editor of the Bugle. Any
pay the editor receives will have
to come out of the $5000 Bugle
budget. A proposed amendment
to the constitution eliminating
nominating petitions in favor of a <
class meeting for junior class
officers was defeated. The
lectureship committee submitted
the name of R. Buckminster
Fuller as a possible college
speaker. The Council decided that
the expense of getting him was
prohibitive ($3000), and advised
the committee to seek somebody
else.
Also, the officers of the
Council Were empowered to
submit a proposal to the
administration and faculty
requesting that fraternities be
allowed to remain open to dates
for both nights of Homecoming.
Finally, the light sleepers of
Appleton and Maine can look
forward to undisturbed morning
slumber — thanks to the efforts of
crusading Steve Schwartz, the
chapel bell will no longer peal at
7:30.
against Amherst at 1 p.m. At 2
p.m. on Whittier Field, Coach
Jim Lentz's varsity football squad
will meet Amherst.
The Acting President's informal
reception will be held in the main
lounge of the Moulton Union
after the varsity football game.
Parents and their sons will have an
opportunity to meet Professor
and Mrs. Daggett as well as
p.m. An exhibition 51 Twentieth
Century Graphics from the
Museum Collections will be
featured. The Peary -MacMillan
Arctic Museum in Hubbard Hall
will open Friday 10 a.m. to 4
p.m., Saturday 10 a.m. to 1:30
p.m. and 4 to 5 p.m., and Sunday
2 to 5 p.m. On Saturday evening
parents of seniors have been
invited to be guests of the College
for dinner at the Senior Center.
Welcome
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Parents and Friends of Bowdoin
WE HOPE YOU WILL PAY US A VISIT
WHILE ON CAMPUS
Before and After the Game
STORE HOURS: 8:30 A.M. - 1:00 P.M. - 3:45 - 5:30
THE SMOKERS' CORNER
Wide variety of pipes with prices and shapes to fit every
need, including Kilimanjaro and Amboseli lined with meer-
schaum.
Also check our line of tobacco and smoking accessories.
Parkview* Drugs
134 MAINE STREET BRUNSWICK
TRAVEL BARGAINS
$280 Jet away to Europe June 18. return August 29. Open to the
Bowdoin Community and families. Bowdoin-Europe '69.
$165 and up — Bowdoin Bermuda Week during spring vacation. In-
cludes air fare, hotel, meals, and all activities!
$6.05 Greyhound BowdcJin Special at Thanksgiving and Christmas.
Bus goes non-stop from Moulton Union to Boston. ($10.90 Rt)
For further information see Jim Novick '69, Chris Dematatis '67 or
your travel agent at Stowe . . .
H. B. STOWE TRAVEL AGENCY
9 PLEASANT ST. BRUNSWICK
725-5573
Mary and Bruce White '22
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Entertaining, But Insubstantial
He was intelligent, eloquent, polished and glib. Perhaps
above all, however — and we think unfortunately — Julian
Bond was flippant. His well-delivered and very well-received
talk last Sunday before an audience of 1,300 was over-spiced
with jokes and flip remarks. At that, even a few of his jokes
were stale. Despite the emphasis on clever comment rather than
first-hand analysis, Bond did stress two key point: 1 ) he backs
Hubert Humphrey for President, as the least of three evils, and
2) resolution of the black dilemma in America cannot be ac-
complished without* continuous pressure, but this pressure
should not be —
-
if at all possible — violence. Bond did not
carefully defend either of these points. Instead, he relied on the
force of his own first-hand experience to argue his case.
In all, it was a pleasant evening — entertaining, but not
very substantial.
A Bit Of Heavy-Handedness
Elsewhere on this page, there is a letter written by the
Zeta Psi house apologizing for a prank committed downtown
by six members of its pledge class during orientation. The eager
freshmen were attempting to borrow, at 3 a.m., a large poster
from the Cumberland Theater. The freshmen were apprehend-
ed by Brunswick Police, reprimanded, and sent home. That
seems proper punishment for a childish act, done in good faith
but by mist.
-Re (see Letter to the Editor). The House wrote a
letter of apology to the Brunswick Town Manager, which prob-
ably should have settled the whole unfortunate business.
But wait. Heres come the Student Council Orientation
Committee, pointing its powerful finger at the Zetes and de-
manding supplication before the entire college — in the form
of a letter to this newspaper — for the incident. This seems to
be going too far. After all, the college community at large was
in no way involved in the tomfoolery of tse Zete pledged.
It would almost be just as ludicrous to require every obnoxious. '
drunk emerging from a house party — Yes, Virginia, there is









At the* request of the
Campus-wide Orientation
Committee, we the orientation
committee of Zeta Psi, would like
to clarify an incident that
occurred early last Friday
morning involving members of our
freshman delegation.
While on a scavenger hunt
sponsored by the House several
pledges attempted to remove a
movie poster from the
Cumberland Theater and were
seen by the police. Our intention
was for them to secure a small
cardboard poster of the type that
is found in the dormitories and
Moulton Union. It is unfortunate
that such an incident arose,
especially because of a
misunderstanding. However, since
this event was sponsored by the
fraternity and occurred during
orientation, we must accept the
entire blame. We realize that
through our lack of foresight we
gave the freshmen an opportunity
to become involved in an
,





"By occupation of universities
the students show that they do
not want the established society."
French Teaching Fellow Jean
Cuillerier recalled this observation
of French Student Leader
Cohn-Bendit in his remarks to the
Viewpoint
Bowdoin International Club last
Friday night. The evening's topic
was student unrest around the
world and the main speaker was
M. Cuillerier, who himself
participated in the student
revolution in Paris this spring.
Anxiety about the future
disgust for today's bureaucratic,
technocratic society, and
opposition to the American war in
Vietnam, all contribute to student
dissatisfaction. Discontent with
the structure of society and
university conditions leads to an
intellectual apathy supported by
popular ideologies and
philosophical theories. The
student riots and seiges of campus
buildings are, of course the result.
The speaker continued with a
brief description of the French
ratf T* &i:.'j
write an open letter apologizing for his improprieties.
Now really. There are much more serious problems with
the new orientation program. For examples, some houses— at
least two known by the Orient— still have "line-up" which are
verboten under the new set-up.
Met's investigate the serious and forget the foolish.
SDS Contains Potential
Wednesday marked the beginning of a new era of student
activism at Bowdoin. The Students for a Democratic Society
officially set up business, with 60 at the first meeting.
SDS has great potential at Bowdoin. It could be a refresh-
ing gust of activitism. It could shake ajew people out of their
complacency. It.could be constructive. We hope so.
System Of Priorities Necessary
The Orient will be operating on a greatly reduced budget
this year, thanks to a cutback over 25 percent by the Student
Activity Fee Committee. This cut means probably that the
Orient will be forced to publish at least four four-page issues
each semester, which will mean serious reduction in campus
coverage.
We aren't alone. WBOR lost its teletype this year, too. It
seems that the Blanket Tax Committee has adopted a "univer-




K- •--.' . ..*
(Sponsored by the President's Council)
By Doug Showalfer, Chi Psi
Friday
A freshman torchlight race will leave Deke at 7:15 for a
bonfire rally at Whittier Field.
Saturday
8 p.m. til 1 a.m. - "The Caballeros" at Psi Upsilon.
8:30 p.m. til Midnight - "The Smoothy" at AD.
college world, stressing the
difficulty of using the acquired
knowledge in practical life and the
old-fashioned structure of the
French educational system. He
found the system's emphasis on
memorizing facts rather than
exploring human nature
particulaly disturbing. "There are
too few facilities for up-to-date
sciences as for instance computing
science and advanced sociology
research and the contacts between
instructor and student are
minimized," Jean noted. He
admitted university conditions
vary from country to country, but
indicated that generally there
were feelings of discontent.
Jean also gave a brief and
informative account of what
actually happened in France and
offered an explanation of the
election results shortly after the
revolution: Most Frenchmen
never realized what was happening
and therefore became uncertain
and afraid. Consequently, the law
and order promised by General de
Gaulle appealed to them. In the
American press these events in
France were usually referred to as
the "French Revolution of 1968".
Jean Cuillerier does not agree:
The reasons behind the student
actions were not strong enough to
make a new French Revolution. It
was only an intellectual
revolution, but one which
accented grave weaknesses in the
social fabric.
Concluding with comparisons
between what has happened
recently in Paris, Prague, Berlin
and Chicago Jean Cuillerier stated;
"The pictures are all the same:
violence, reaction against young
people and new ideas. The
students do not want to accept
either the capitalistic or the
communistic societies as they are
established now. Perhaps they
have no alternative to suggest, bur
they feel so badly for the society
of today that they quite simply
must protest against it and so they
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What young people wear is often a battle flag for
the war between the generations — really, one of
that war's sillier aspects.
Thus the decisions in New York and Boston
schools to let youngsters have their head about cloth-
ing styles only makes sense.
At New York's Horace Mann prep school an old-
line and prestigious institution, the boys had to wear
a conservative suit or jacket and necktie at all
times. No beard or mustache or long hair, either
But this tradition, carried on since 1887 when the
school was founded, may be lifted this fall now that
the boys have just been given the right to draw up
their own dress code.
And at Boston's English High School, also long-
established and weighted with tradition, a hot an*
stubborn feud between black students and school and
city officials over the wearing of African garb hasfinally been resolved - in the youths' favor.
Ironically, at Boston's even older Latin School
students just voted 1.003 to 971 to maintain the pres-
















°/Ulnt issues are academic standards
and student productivity. These should be the rallving point of the older generation that mav be con-
cerned over the qualifications of those being pre-pared to join them as adults. How strange it is That
the present era of social promotion in the schools
is not seen as contributing to the youth-adult con-
flict. The young want what they are doing to be
relevant. How distasteful it is to them not to be chal-
lenged.
—The Christian Science Monitor
Society's Child
whX g the urban black from the suburban
cn,,lH tl . yfmal gap in CultUre - Hi«her education
chasm
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C°mmUnity if finances are available,
nurtured
aal and communlty needs could be
vZlZ \ hy pro*rams ^r disadvantaged urban
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at Muhlenberg has been successful.
Ufa eueVtuaTwTh T* ° *^ te
advisor tr, L,„ , « the aPPO'ntment of an
also S £ m •T Negr° students - "hose task will
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Poverty Work Alters Gordon's Attitudes iThe Porpfivr 0/2/
'"
' T
Towards Politics And Social Reform
by BRUCE GRIFFIN J
£ %
Orient Staff Writer.
When an organizational mee.ting
of the Students for a Democratic
Society was held Wednesday
evening to provide a heretofore
nonexistant rallying point for
campus radicals, it was greatly due
to the efforts of a sophomore
named David Gordon.
Before this last summer,
however, it is unlikely that
Gordon would have involved
himself with SDS. He used to be a
"liberal Democrat sympathetic to
radical causes," but SDS was
definitely beyond his political
range. As a high school student,
however, even Dave's "liberal"
beliefs were a couple steps ahead
of conservatively middleclass
Lynn, Massachusetts. He was once
called into his high school
principal's office and accused of
being influenced by Communists
after he had helped circulate a
petition calling for the end of the
war in Vietnam.
This summer Dave was a federal
antipoverty worker in New York
City, and what he saw, heard, and
did combined in a radicalization
process which is reflected in his
present views. He worked in
Williamsburg, which is on the
border of Bedford-Stuyvesant in
Brooklyn. It is the largest Puerto
Rican neighborhood in New York
with 20 percent blacks and small
remnants of the original Jewish
neighborhood. The
Jewish-controlled Democratic
machine "runs" the area's politics,
however.
Dave worked for a summer
poverty program sponsored by a
local club. The New York regional
- poverty administration designated
—
Williamsburg as a poverty area
(the 6th worst out of about 30
areas in New York), and set up a
locally elected Williamsburg
Community Corporation. Local
groups then drew up plans for
summer programs, which were
submitted to the Corporation.
They approved a certain number
and sent them through the
regional office (the Community
Development Agency) and on to
the Office of Economic
Development in Washington. If
I byt). M Acanthus I
I here is an old Greek myth that one day Aphrodite decided to quit
'
her Olympian home and descend into the midst of mortal men: The



















cy ^^^Sgtt^ ^ed heJfereal b^* in the middle of a.ocky moumamstde.invoked," says Dave. ""* K?£ S" £* oTgaS Wlth *g°od dea, „°f wear and tear she made her way down to a crudeDave did all the bookkeeping themselves the white cops went in
«Lof fPr°J? ' 3 SUmmer sewing and the Black Panther
m£2 7 T8e g,r,S : HC *° headquarters was shot at." Hehelped set up the recreational part referred a number of times to howof the project, and acted as the the white police "go in togo-between with the CDA. Dave
says his program was "one of the
best" in the area.
What, then, did he see that
changed his thinking so much? "I
saw the anti-poverty program
doing nothing," is the reply.
"Most of the summer programs
are recreational, and when they're
recreational, you know what
they're for - to keep things quiet
. .
.
They don't help!" "They stop
trouble, but so what? They're
keeping the stores intact, that's
all."
Dave sees the program he
worked with as "a way for the
people who are running this
country to keep the poor people
in line. ' He adds, "The
an ti
-poverty program is pure
politics
. . . what happens is that
poor elites are formed, they get
on the community committees,
and they get stuff for friends
machine." Furthermore, "The
central agencies are these huge
bureaucracies where nobody
knows what anyone else is doing."
Living on the border of
Bedford-Stuyvesant, the black
Brooklyn ghetto, Dave had a
chance to compare black, white,
and Puerto-Rican attitudes. "The
Puerto-Ricans are non-militant,"
he says, "The blacks are militant,
and they get more of what they
want." The reason? "The black
ox-cart path and followed it until she came to a village of mortal men, a
distance of some thirty miles altogether.
The combination of the heat, the dust, and the rough ground under
foot served to render the goddess somewhat less than Olympian in
appearance. With one broken sandal and her sapphron robes in disarrav
SteySATpK! ""«« ! "'° «• *«" square, where all £ women we"pS
police protection, so they turn to
around tne Public fountain doing their laundry.
"I am Aphrodite, goddess of love, and 1 seek refreshment from my
journey," she announced to the women busily engaged in their task
Her divine hauteur, however, did not favorably impress the group, who
judged her, from her dishevelment, to be some sort ofjnsolent wanton.
"Alright, girls, let's get her!" shouted a belligerent housewife, already
out of temper from her chore. All together the wives tossed the goddess
into the public fountain, head-first. Aphrodite bobbed to the surface,
sputtering Olympian •anathemas, and all at once she apotheosized
herself back to her distant home, vowing never to mix with mortals
again.
This myth illustrates, in its quaint Hellenic fashion, the situation of
one Bowdoin professor, who considers himself an immortal who
tumbled off Parnassus into the company of men and hasn't been quite
able to bap back again. 1 speak of the Snookums Professor of Inverse
Syntax, Elmore Pox. Prof. Pox, for the last thirty years has been
writing a twelve-book epic poem, which, as he subtly intimates to
anyone within shouting distance, "will make the Iliad read like a recipe
for cranberry turnovers". No one has gotten a look at the manuscript as
of yet, though with all sincerity Elmore Pox insists that there is one.
But what he has given us so far is an interesting journal that describes
the creation of the epic from the chaos and old night of his
this summer is going to play a part imagination. I now reproduce it in its entirety
be felt outside of that the Musc c,10se me ' because I know that I can achieve a happy balance
organization. Dave talks about between commercial success and artistic integrity I've plotted out alike black-controlled
success-integrity graph, which clearly states (at least for ihe fiscal yearuniversities in the
Bedford-Stuyvesant" to suppress
the Panthers instead.
In addition to this first-hand
experience, Dave read the radical
press and talked with people of
radical convictions, all of which
contributed to his own
radicalization. "The center of
radicalism in America is New
York City
. . . Conditions there
tend to radicalize because people
have no control over the decisions
which affect their lives."
Dave also added, "Lindsay is
not a successful mayor, and it's
not all his fault.'. The Mayor
supports local control and the
aspirations of the poor, but he
meets with great resistance from
the Democratic machine and the
unions, "which have tremendous
power in New York." "There's
they play up to the Democratic not real democracy," says Dave
who took part in a number of
demonstrations, including some
for local control and the demands
of the poor, and others of a
national political nature.
What David Gordon learned
>3o> that I can have my cake and eat it too. I just hope Roosevelteducate blacks for the needs of
for a the ghetto and not the needs of doesn't catch up with me with his integrity surcharge tax
August 1 2, 1939. Last night I dreamed that I was standing before
ike that
don't believe this." Another
curious observation: "Puerto
Ricans are generally too small to
qualify as policemen, so very few
are."
"Bedford-Stuyvesant can really
be described as a colonial
opposition." At another point in
the conversation, he muses,
here you just can't realize
.
College Benefactor
SCATE-Like Book Wrong On Catlin
By ROGER MICHENER
(For The Orient)
These days of student activism and SCATE
evaluations are not such new ones: Twenty years
ago a course and teacher evaluations similar to the
one of today dealt Professor Warren B. Catlin a
harsh blow by calling him i'astringent" and making
the claim that while his knowledge of theoretical
economics was excellent, his practical understanding
of the discipline was non-existent. It is doubtful
that the magnificent practicality of his nearly two
million dollar bequest to the College will be
exceeded by those writers bf SCATE evaluations,
either then or now.
Professor Catlin was called to the College for the
Fall term in S910 by President William DeWitt
Hyde, and he held for forty of his forty-two years as
a member of the active faculty the Daniel B.
Fayerweather Professorship of Economics and
Sociology. Warren Catlin was a teacher of the old
school: He taught wisely, with care, and inspired his
students, but he was reserved and did not appeal to
all in the classroom being loathe to make
concessions either to the subject matter or to his
students. By all accounts, he was a retiring,
self-effacing man whose primary concern was being
at ease with ideas as demonstrated by his lifelong
devotion to economics.
His commitment to the study of economics was
seconded by his fondness and care for the College.
Trees were his delight. Often he was seen watering
and nuturing a lone tree, preserving its loveliness for
future times. Professor Catlin always walked onto
the campus through the handsome Johnson
Gateway near Hawthorne Longfellow Hall. His
concern for the beauty of the College is preserved in
his earlier generosity, the Warren B. Catlin Walk
going through the gateway, donated, says the
people have been around
long time, so they don't have any
illusions any more
. . . The Puerto how schools" like Bowdoin could
Ricans still think the American heh> set them up. Bowdoin itself two hu8e bookends, as big as the gates of Hercules (hmm
Dream can come true for them, "soht of educates blacks into simile just let me write it down and file it away under G for eeni'uO
man wants." wh,ch slowlv evaporated to reveal twelve books, each with my name
"I'd like to see the student imprinted in gold letters. Now I know how many books to write for my
he°ts
d
fst?asss; k ! ™iyt had,rncd one ° r ,hc voiumcs and fMmd °»' *h°
n P
uhlishetl ll - ,h at would save me the trouble of having to run around
Up the puplishing circuit.
December 19,1947. I'm still trying to find a rhyme for the first line
of the epic. So far, I've managed to grind out: "Now airy Muse come
hither on thy chariot." That's pretty good for an opener. The problem
is, what rhymes with chariot and is consistent, within the thematic
context? Harriet might do, if the Muse's name were Harriet, but I don't
remember any Musc by the name of Harriet. There may have been a
Gertrude, but that is the scholar's concern, not the'artist's. Perhaps she
could arrive in something else, like a gondola or a hearse. Maybe she
doesn't need to arrive at all. Who needs her anyway?
March 3, 1950. I've decided to change everything around again; my
epic needs a metrical spring cleaning anyway. I was thinking of having
alternating diameters and hexameters, whose visual symmetry would
occasionally be broken by a double trimeter-tetrameter. I might also
rhyme the first and fourth words of every line with the secoiv' and
third words of cvdry line on the next page. The elTcct'of all this would
be to create a sort of chaos-cosmos, which woiild defy cn.cal
inspection. Also, I think the stresses in every line should fall in between
the words, not on them. This would save wear on the words themselves,
I think. I know I myself can't stand words that are worn around the
edges and have little fissures all over the surface, the natural result of
stressed intonation.
July 19, 1963. Literary critics will recognize the infiue ice of
Baudelaire upon my work. I can't conceal the debt I owe to 1 anche
Baudelaire's How to Grow Hollyhocks. Thematic imagery of my
.-pic is
essentially based on Blanche's chapter on cross-pollination of di 'rent
blossoms. The way I see it, if I cross the animal imagery of Book I with
the vegetable imagery o( Book II, and them add the fire ima :ry of
Book III, I should have a pretty tasty stew imagery for Book IV.
February 29, 1967. This epic business can get pretty comp cated.
According to Aristotle, a single event may appear three times in the
course of the epic, unless the same event occurs three times
simultaneously, which, arguing ab sinistra extrema ad de .teram
absurdam, means that the event no longer enjoys a treble nah e, but
rather, arguing in the opposite direction (unless you started arg ing in
wrong direction to begin with), the three events merge into one and
disappear entirely. poesie, thou subtle bawd!
marker, in 1954. And if the Governing Boards sees
fit to establish the Adams-Ratlin Professorship in
Economics as he wished, his contribution will be
complete in all ways and the faith he so fully
demonstrated by his years of service to this
institution will be vindicated.
As a scholar, Professor Catlin was famous and
respected: Famous from his travels and studies
when on leave, and respected for his trenchant
insights and ideas. His first book on labor economics
published in 1926 earned him the reputation of an
intellectual and a radical. His supposed radicalism
was confirmed in the minds of many in those days
for he lectured to Maine groups on such problems as
divorce, taxation reform, and work laws. But, by
contrast, the review of his last book published in
1962, The Progress of Economics: A History of
Economic Thought, written by his most famous
student, Senator Paul H. Douglas concludes:
"Professor Catlin has crowned his extraordinarily
useful lifetime of teaching at Bowdoin by this
eminently scholarly work. It reflects great credit
upon him and upon Bowdoin, and it gives great
pleasure to those of us who were his students and
who have always been his friends." Elsewhere,
speaking less professionally, Paul Douglas has
written: "I owe a great debt to his interest, his
teaching and his friendship. He was to me an
inspiring teacher who opened up many new fields
and interests. I want you to know that there are
many of us who are grateful for his life."
"A poet once asked whether anything is lovelier
than a tree. You have enabled your fellow citizens
to reply: 'A human being who not only loves trees,
but plants them, and preserves their loveliness for
generations yet unborn; a humanitarian to whom
nothing human is alien; a public-spirited citizen who
speaks the truth, fears no man, and does his job."'
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To Bowdoin Participant
Brunswick Vietnam Peace Vigil ^Seems
'Relaxed, Polite, Mannered, Responsible
YSA SPEAKER — Danny Rosenhine, with some of the literature he
and his co-workers were selling, stumped for the Socialist-Workers
Party ticket in a talk Sunday in the Moulton Union. Rosenshine
drew a small crowd. (Orient Photo by Mike Tenney)
YSA Worker Solicits
Support For Halstead
"You can't reform the
Democratic and Republican
parties." With this as their basic
premise, three workers for the
Young Socialist Alliance (YSA)
presented their case for the




Come Here, and Get Itl
ticket in the Moulton Union
Gallery Lounge last Sunday
afternoon.
A table covered with literature
was set up at the doorway while
Danny Rosenshine, the YSA
spokesman, spoke to a group of
about 25, workers and
photographers included.
Rosenshine explained that the
SWP hopes to win in November,
in the sense that it wants to "win
people to the concept of changing
this society." The main thrust of
the SWP campaign is toward
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lo\al wing self-determination for
black people.
The YSA was formed about
ten years ago after young people
associated with the Communist
movement became disenchanted
with the Stalinist bureaucracy and
its crushing of the Hungarian
revolt. Although it is independent
of the Socialist Workers, the YSA
supports the aims of the SWP, and
is campaigning for Halstead and
Boutelle this fall.
"You have a world student
revolt going on right now," said
Rosenshine, urging students to use
the power that they discovered
last spring. While citing the
suppression of the black man as a
major concern to students, he said
that "the war has been the central
thing." Besides voting SWP, he
pointed out, students also will be
able to participate in massive
anti-war demonstrations planned
for this fall by the Mobilization in
Chicago to coincide with
sympathetic demonstrations and
strikes in Japan and Britain.
(ED. NOTE — Sunday marked
the third "Vietnam Peace Vigil"
this Fatt in which Bowdoin Stu-
dents have participated. What
are vigils like? What is "be-
hind them?" Paul Batista, a ju-
nior who has participated in the
vigils, depicts his impressions).
Sunday noon is bright, brisk,
hard. I arrive to find the main
body of protestors already
assembled, a majority of them
elderly women who give the
impression of being delicate and
sympathetic: they want to feel
effective, they want to be with
you. I find them difficult to talk
with, which is no doubt my fault
more than theirs. But still they are
inaccesibly polite, like the seven
or eight other students who are
present. We form a single line
flanked by explanatory banners;
the one nearest me reads: Join
Our Protest. For the half hour
that we congregate it will attract
no one. N
Vigil is too tense a word for all
this: there is no strain and
certainly no suggestion of
violence. It is relaxed, polite,
mannered, everything consciously
in the best tradition. Part of what
must attract them is the
respectability of the exercise. This
is how we acted in the best of
times and for the best causes.
Lowell would have to approve of
us, a great sanction; all these
women, delicate and untouchable,
are good, and they come here
because we too are good. Call it a
get-together, friends among
friends.
The mall faces a row of disued
buildings;—faces—too the main
late, wears tight slacks, has a
mildly interesting face; her
children are all blonder than she is
and all of about the same age.
Touching, these children playing
on the mall while we are involved
in such serious buisiness. Are any
of the spectators touched?
Ritual is a better word for this
than vigil, because mid-way
between the half-hour we have to
circle
-the mall between the two
banners. After the initial
confusion about direction we
begin to move. The mother, seen
from behind, has a better figure
than I expected. We walk slowly
and complete the circle, and the
point of it all seems to have been
to attract attention. So the
spectators are of real importance:
even if we are not attracting
people we at least have to be seen.
That too is part of the best
tradition, as was the
announcement that said the vigil
would be held only if weather
permitted. Quite polite, extremely
practical, it lets others know that
we are going to be quietly intense
but no obnoxious. We are still, I
keep on telling myself, not being
effective. McCarthy showed us
that more than good intentions
and good people are necessary if
we are going to be convincing.
And that is exactly what we are
not. A car pauses near the curb,
the driver, a young Southerner
from the Air Station, asks if any
of us have ever been in the service.
He too is polite. No, none of us
have been. Then how can we
think that we know more than the
people who are 'running this
country know? He is unagressive.
I have said a few loud rather
asks: Who is running this country?
Because he is a good Southern,
boy he answers: the people. And
aren't we the people too. Of
course we are, he is just curious,
but the service, he says, might give
us a different opinion. It might.
He drives on. The sense of failure
gathers and increases, but graceful
failure, one of these kindly





(ED. NOTE — The local Viet-
nam Peace Vigils are now in
their 20th month. The following,
which was circulated last week
by Bowdoin students, explains the
aim of the peace vigils).
In February 1967, silent vigils
for peace in Vietnam were or-
ganized through the joint efforts
of members of both the Bruns-
wick and Bowdoin communities.
The vigils have been held every
Sunday morning from 12:00 to
12:30 (weather permitting) on the
mall in downtown Brunswick, di-
rectly across from Deering. The
people present at the vigils ad-
here to no single philosophy ex-
cept to a desire for peace. Again,
this year members of the 'Bow-
doin community are invited to
participate in the vigils. If you
are opposed to the war in Viet-
street and a few spectators who
are, after all, the target of this
effort. They have to be convinced,
we already are. Although there is
no hostility there is also no
response, so we are ineffective. I
tell this to someone near me and
he denies it: he has come for
personal reasons, he has satisfied
himself, and they can damn well
do as they please. Do we really
seem that much of a closed
society, always the friends among
friends? The protest increases
slowly and will never be large; one
of the additions is a mother with
three young children. She married
clumsy sentences, so someone else this Sunday.
Nearly 40 Bowdoin Alumni






Bowdoin graduates have served
in the Peace Corps in over 27
foreign countries since 1961.
According to figures released
by the Peace Corps Regional
Office in Boston, Bowdoin
volunteers tend to seek the
relatively independent and
unstructured life of community
development workers. Of the 39
Bowdoin alumni to serve in the
Peace Corps, 15 have worked in
community development in rural
villages and urban slums around
the world.
Community volunteers live and
work in the communities to act as
catalysts for changes in social,
economic, education or health
Gelds.
While some Bowdoin graduates
have been working in the
communities, others have been
working in agriculture, surveying
and construction. About a dozen
have taught or are now teaching
English, science or physical
education in foreign schools.
Of the 27 countries welcoming
volunteers from Bowdoin, eight
have received more than one; with
Nepal receiving four. Sierra Leone
and Ethiopia have received three
each, and two Bowdoin men have
served in the countries of Peru,
Korea, India, Ghana and
.Columbia. Of the colleges in
•Maine, only the University of
Maine has sent more volunteers to
the Peace Corps than has
Bowdoin. Bowdoin ranks 165th
among the 2,800 colleges and
universities whose alumni have
served overseas.
A team of two Peace Corps




information on 1969 Peace Corps
projects in 59 different countries
and showed a film of volunteers at
work overseas.
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Bond Refuse
To Give Tal
PLENTY OF INTEREST - Georgia legislator Julian Bond chats
with Bowdoin students and others following his lecture on Politics
'68 last Sunday.
YOUNG POLITICIAN
- Though he is only 28 vears old, Julian
Bond has gained nation-wide attention - much the result of his
seating fight during the Democratic Convention in Chicago. (Orient
Photos by Mike Tenney)
Violence Not Adocated
Pressure Can Force Change
By ALAN KOLOD
Orient News Editor
"I didn't advocate violence. I
simply observed that change
comes only when it is forced and
violence is one way of forcing
Bond
(Continued from page 1)
In response to a ipagito&Loa-
Richard Nixon's proposal for
black capitalism through tax
incentives and establishing
industry in the ghettoes, Bond
replied that corporations are
primarily interested in capital
investment, not human
investment and therefore any
program based on the initiative of
industry was doomed to failure.
His endorsement of the
Humphrey—Muskie ticket was the
result of a process of elimination.
The close association of South
Carolina's Strom Thurmond and
Nixon convinced Bond that a
Republican administration would
be largely regressive in the civil
rights area. As for Wallace, Bond
gave him credit for being a
shrewd, smart politician and
wryly observed that the
Alabaman's candidacy "offered
the voters whose primary interest
is racism a choice for the. first
time since 1948."
Bond had sharp words for those
who intend to sit out the
presidential election. "There is
probably little difference between
the proposed foreign policies of
Humphrey and Nixon. But
domestically Humphrey offers at
least a holding action if not a
continuation of the things that
have been done in the South. I
would rather have Mayor Daley
advising Hubert Humphrey than
Strom Thurmond counselling
Richard Nixon."
The Georgian had a few good
words for former presidential
aspirant Lester Maddox.
Combining the Southern political
trends of racism and populism,
Maddox has been a more liberal
governor than his predecessor Carl
Sanders and has given blacks the
opportunity to exert influence in
areas where tltfey have a special
interest.
Finally Bond suggested changes
in the convention system, a
system which has come under
severe attack since the summer.
"The voters in each state should
pick the delegates and the election
should be held as soon as possible
to the convention in order to give
late declarers, like Maddox and
McGovern a fair chance."
change."
This is how Julian Bond
clarified his remarks on violence
in the press conference following
his prepared speech. Bond, who
has chosen electoral politics as his
means of forcing change, claimed
that students were particularly
suited for political work because
of their energy and the relatively
large amounts of free time they
have available,—
—
influence of Negroes in national
politics was limited because it was
almost impossible to get a
candidate on the ballots in all
fifty states. He thought it a good
idea for men like Eldridge Cleaver
to run for national office, but the
problem was that only the people
in California can vote for Cleaver.
"The. people in California can be
happy because they can vote for
Cleaver, but I can't be happy
because I have to vote for
Humphrey."
Bowdoin Blacks See Bond
At Tennesse
Georgia legislator Julian Btv
scheduled to address University
Tennessee students October
refused to appear in Knox-
because students there had b
forbidden to invite Dick Greg
to the campus a week rarlier.""
"If the chancellor of
university thinks the students
too simple-minded to r
Gregory, they are obviously
simple-minded to hear me," B<
said when he discovered he !,
been invited in Gregory's place
certainly don't want to poi
student minds."
Chancellor Charles H. Wet
had denied a student speak
program permission to in'
Gregory, saying he had "noth
to say to the Univen
community'" and that
appearance would be "an outr
and an insult to many citizens
this sta*e. '
"It's not a matter of Greg
himself," Bond said. "It's a ma
of students being allowed to m
their own decisions. I wouh
care if it were Harry Truman
George Wallace being der
permission. The issue would
the same freedom of choir
Bond was nominated for
Vice Presidency at last mon'
Democratic National Convent
and later withdrew because he
too young.
Bond, suffering from a se\
sore throat Sunday, will wind u
70-day, 90-speech tour next we
He spoke at the University
Maine Sunday morning bef
coming to Bowdoin. Fr
Bowdoin, he went to upstate N
York for three speeches in t
days, Monday and, Tuesday.
Bond, who has campaigned for
Hughes, O'Dwyer, and Dick
Gregory, claims to have no
political aspirations of his own.
"All I want is to represent the
people of the 111th district in
Georgia." He explained that
liberal southerners were much
more worried about the
consequences of a Nixon victory
than northerners because of the
fear that Senator Strom
Thurmond of South Carolina will
have great influence with Richard
Nixon. "Agnew is a clown. Muskie
is a very good man," he
commented on the
vice-presidential candidates. Bond
predicted that George Wallace
would carry Georgia, Alabama,
Mississippi, South Carolina, and
Louisianna, that Wallace might
also carry North Carolina and that
he would probably lose Virginia,
Texas, and Florida.
Bond did not see much hope
for black people through black
capitalism. In fact, his solutions
might be more correctly labelled
black socialism. Corporations,
according to Bond, have little
interest in human beings: their
purpose is to make profits for
their stockholders, whether white
or black. "What we need is a
system more responsive to the
needs of the poor people" The
poor people must control their
own destiny through co-operatives
and community services that
supply the needs of the
community.
He felt that political
demagogues who trick black
people with promises to solve
their problems immediately might
be responsible for an increase in
frustration that leads to violence.
Responsible men like himself and
Mayor Stokes of Cleveland do not
promise to fix everything up but
simply tox change things. Bond
said it was an insult to the black
community to imply that they
stopped working themselves and
placed all their hopes in their
representatives or mayors.
However, he did admit that if
electing black men to office did
no good violence might errupt.
Bond claimed that the political
As A Badical-Moderate '
Julian Bond is neither radical nor modcratr according to Virgil Lo-gan '69. but a hybrid of both philosophies. Uniquely Mr. Bond is probabh
one of few leaders who have and can command the respect of black
militants and moderates.
Harrison Tate '70 said that most advocates of black power unci black
control of ghettos tend to over simplify the problem. Mr Bond has no
elementary urban proposal, although he saw a political solution to' the
urban crisis. The substance of his speech did not have the impact which
it, should have, observed Virgil Logan. Meaning and purpose was lost
somewhat through Mr. Bond's use of humor. Winning people to |„s side
was no problem for the Georgia Representative whose low-key approach
was reminiscence of Senator Eugene McCarthy and his "magie mystery
tour."
Both are -new orcVr" politicians seeking a cliangc in tli ( . ••|ja .su- or-
der." Some black students finding Mr. Bond's concepts too general tried
to clear up several during the question-answer period. These efforts were
fruitless siacr ho answered questions from both sides (if the spe.tiuin
Postet
from any photo
Car Buffs do it!
Why should a traditional
twill have a fuller
bottle shape?
Only a fuller under-the-knot bottle
shape is right with today's bolder
shirt collars and wider lapels. This
distinctive shape shows off to best
advantage the richer colors and
stripings of Resilio's luxurious
Cambridge twills. Resilio Tradi-
tional Neckwear, Empire State
Building, New'Vork, N.Y. 10001.
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For men who want to be where the
action is. Very racy. Very mascu-
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Polar Bears Defeat Maine 3-0; GrMers Face perennial Stymk
Lord Jeffs Down Dartmouth Aerial Attack Threatens Defense
— The ^owdom Soeeer Team split a two game schedule this week, losing tc
Wesleyan 1-0 and rebounding to beat Maine 3-1. The Wesleyan game witnessed
Bowdoin soccer at its best. The squad has been hard pressed to play evenly against
any Little Three school in recent years, but the fine passing and tremendous
hustle of the Bears kept them in
the game all the way. A reluctance
to shoot proved most costly as
several ' excellent scoring
opportunities went by the boards.
The Wesleyan goal came at
16:15 of the final period as Phil
Brooks headed home a long cross
from Kris Haraldsson. John
McGrath had five saves in the
Bowdoin nets as did John Felt for
Wesleyan. Outstanding
Harriers Score First
Victory In Two Years
By TOM GARABEDIAN
ORIENT SPORTS WRITER
Aiming toward its goal of an undefeated season, the Bowdoin
performances were turned in by Cross Country squad trounced St. Anselm's team last Saturday by a
39. The win marked the squad's first victory in
forwards. Dave Knight and John
Brandenburg ably assisted by
halfbacks Tom Huleatt and Jeff
Sexton and the entire full line.
Against an increasingly
improved Maine team, the
reluctance to shoot disappeared
and three goals were scored. After
a Maine penalty kick by Harry
Price, Lee Rowe put in the first
goal with a ball stolen in the
penalty area during the first
period. Later tallies in the forth
quarter came from Dave Knight
on the rebound of a Lee Rowe
shot and from Bill Williams who
took advantage of a missed Maine
clear. McGrath stopped 1 1 shots
while Frank Stewart had 8 saves
for Maine.
Hopefully, this offensive thrust
can be maintained against an
always tough Amherst team
Saturday at 11:00— in the first
meeting of the two teams in
Bowdoin Soccer history. The Bear






















Fifth in Hewitt Trophy Competition
Fourth at Coast Guard








Aiming toward its goal of an
undefeated season, the Bowdoin
Cross Country squad trounced St.
Anselm's team last Saturday by a
score of 18-39. The win marked
the squad's first victory in two
years.
Crossing the finish line first in
the record setting time of 22:16
was sophomore Brian Sheridan.
Nine seconds behind him was
captain Rod Tulonen whose time
of 22:25 also betered St. Anselm's
former track record. Clinching a
victory for Bowdoin were Ken
Cuneo placing fourth, Mark
Cuneo taking fifth, Claude
Caswell finishing sixth, and Dave
Goodof earning tenth place.
Coach Sabasteanski was pleased
with the win and remarked that
the team "ran quite well in their
opener". The win was engineered
with two promising sophomores,
Bob Legere and Bill Lever, on the
Looking to break out of a seven year losing streak to the Lord Jeffs, the Bowdoin
varsity Football Team meets Amherst on Whittier Field tomorrow at 2:00 in the first
home football game of the season. The gridders presently sport a 0-2 record, having
lost to Wesleyan last Saturday, 14-27. The Lord Jeffs stand at 1-1, defeat AIC last
weekend, 34-7.
Basically an off-tackle team,
the Lord Jeffs balance out their
play with a good passing attack.
Led by quarterback John Kehoe
and back Bill Foye, the Amherst
team lost their season opener to
Springfield, 28-14, but bounced
back to crush AIC. In last
weekend's game, the Lord Jeff's
quarterback favored end runs in
tight situations, and between
himself and Foye accounted for
250 yards. Though the power
plays accounted for most of the
touchdowns last Saturday, the
aerial attack was generally
responsible for putting the Lord
Jeffs in position.
At Middleton Connecticut last
Saturday the Polar Bears lost their
second game of the season to an
effective passing attack executed
by the Wesleyan team. Though
the Bears tallied 230 of their own
yardslin the air, it couldn't quite
compensate for the Wesleyan dive
plays which accounted for 171
yards on the ground. The
Cardinals also managed to
out-throw the Bears by 30 yards.
Both the Bowdoin touchdowns
came on passes to the halfbacks.
Mike Jackson and Paul Wiley were
at the receiving e.nds of the passes
thrown by quarterbacks John
Benson and Pete Hardy. So far
this season. Hardy and Benson
THE NET RESULT
. . . may be
observed at the above practice
photo, he Hooters face an Am-







^-~^^*-^v^ by Martin Friedlander
He's Denny McLain pitching Detroit to a 31-1 victory over the
Cardinals. She's 15 year old, 4'10" Olympic gymnast Cathy Rigby, or
any one of a million other such people around the world. Some do it
for money, others for the personal satisfaction, and still others out of
sheer masochistic tendencies. Anyway you hack it, the athlete is his
own individual.
On u more local level (like Bowdoin College), the athlete is the guy
who, during season, is always late for dinner, gets excused absences for
most Saturday classes, and gets out of cal if he is an underclassman.
These are the generally known traits of the team member - but what
about the individual who is involved?
Athletics is a unique discipline. In the bottom of a football pile-up
one is expected to take a knee in the groin without letting the ref
observe your retaliation. On the soccer field you may suffer a broken
nose sooner than block a shot with your hands. If you're a swimmer,
your season starts in late September and doesn't let up until after the
New Ent;lands in March
. . . and half the time you'll *wim your daily
two mile.-, and actually wonder what the hell you are doing it for. The
baseball player reacts to the crack of a bat connecting for a solid hit,
and the runner knows, only rhythmic leg and lung action from the
sound of the starting gun to the tearing of the finish line.
Many students regard athletics as a means for discipline andliealthy
exercise. Daily scheduled workouts not only condition the body, but
also clean up the mind, though there probably is many an athlete who
would swear at the end of a workout that the latter part of the
statement couldn't possibly be true. Despite the rating of "professional
drinkers, the Bowdoin student-athlete still manages to exercise some
sort ul control during season He could be doing it for himself, or
perhaps for another. Commented one swimmer, "Of course I swim* for
the personal satisfaction involved, but I also do my best so as not to let
the coach down." This could be put still another way, as another team
memb*-r stated: it just isn't worth it to quit. I'd rather go through the
workouts than have the coach on my back. Of course that isn't the real
reason, 1 think, but it certainly helps to think about it when the
practices gel rough." Other topics for thought during workouts: girls,
grades, family, readings, etc. However, during competition, the
concensus of thought seems to center on victory. There is no greater
satisfaction than having worked hard for something and had it come off
in your favor.
However, despite the individuality involved in playing a sport there is
always the desire to perform, and this generally implies an audience.
Most people like to think there are others watching his actions,
especially during competition. Praise from one's peer group is
something which can easily compete with personal satisfaction as a
reason to do something and to do it well. Athletes need supporters
sideline with injuries
This Saturday the Polar Bears
are host to Amherst in a race in
which Bowdoin appears to be
favored. Capt. Tulonen
commented on the team's chances
of victory this Saturday. He said,
"The excellent physical shape of
Dup to a very strong defensive have combined-'to give the Polar
unit and some big breaks in the Bears 284 years (65%) and two
first half, Worcester Academy's touchdowns. The squad's rushing
frosh football team crushed the leader is still Tim Rogers with a
Bowdoin freshmen 30-0 last net gain of 84 yards in 33 carries.
Saturday at Worcester. Commented Coach Lentz on
Worcester's' strong defensive Tomorrow's game, "I know we
unit made use of a fine pass rush can be a much better team than
to hinder Bowdoin's offense, we were last Saturday Our
the'tea^ourYe^ ^f^Tferba°k Bob ?oley suc^ ^ going to depend on our










,meS ^ov,th dunn^ the season."
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instead of passing. Although the
victory our way.
frQsh were






The varsity sailing team made a
"fairly good showing" of itself
last Saturday in the meet at Coast
Guard which was won by
Dartmouth. The third place jinx
continued as Bowdoin lost to
third place Coast Guard by a
single point. Bill Babcock and Bob
Vaughan shared the skippering,
with John Foss and Fred Rea
serving as crew.
Saturday the team is host to
Connecticut and Maine.
Commodore Foss rates Maine as
'highly competitive". Maine has
already beaten Bowdoin while
Connecticut placed sixth in the
Coast Guard meet. Saturday's
races are at 10:00 at the New
Meadow River Basin.
The Freshmen had an
encouraging showing in the meet
at Yale, with not decided until the
last series of races. Bowdoin took
pleasure in finishing ahead of both
Brown and Harvard. The frosh
travel to Brown this Sunday, for a
repeat bout with many" of the
same teams which were at Yale.
Skipper Dave Potter felt that
ball many times, Foley kept alive
a few drives with pinpoint
third-down passes.
Despite the lop-sided score
Bowdoin's defense looked very
strong. Led by linebacker Arnie
Tompkins, the defensive unit
contained Worcester fairly well in
the first quarter. However
Worcester capitalized on a fumble
late in the first quarter to go
ahead.
The Bowdoin Frosh will try to
increase their record to 2-1 on





22 First downs 36
144 Rushing yd. 356
284 Passing yd. 382
236 Return yd. 333
29 Passes Attempted 54
19 Passes Completed 29
Had Intercepted 5
21 Punts • • 13
784 Punting yd. 381
A
t
While football is the Big spectator sport,; soccerTcross -country and Bowdoin was liandicappedTrT two
sailing are also home contests this weekend, and next weekend for that ways as "we were the only team
matter A winning team is never apathetic. They can't afford to be. Can not to nave a c°acn and the boats
vou
-/ were not familiar to any of us."
REACH IT. Gridder practices .sharpen pass defense, as is picturedm above photo. The Polar Bears face a tough passing quarterba**
who also likes to run in tomorrows but with Amherst.
Under New Exchange Program
Bowdoin will have about twenty female students




The Presidents of Amherst, Dartmouth,
Williams, Wesleyan, Connecticut College, Mt. Holy-
oke, Smith, Vassar, and Wheaton have agreed to
explore with their faculties and governing boards
the possibility of an exchange program that would
allow students from any one of the ten to study for
one semester at any of the others.
Athern P. Daggett, acting president of Bowdoin,
said that the.plan was not "anything very concrete,"
but he thought it was "not impossible for it to go
into effect next year." In fact, he remarked that
considering the speed with which changes were tak-
ing place "two years would be a long time to wait."
However, Daggett, who would like to see Bowdoin
participate in the program, says the final decision
rests with the faculty and governing boards.
President Daggett did not think acceptance of
the program would be a substitute for coeducation.
"If it works well, it will encourage coeducation."
According to Daggett, the exchange would enable
Bowdoin to deal with the problems of coeducation
without committing Bowdoin to a full scale pro-
gram; ~^~
Daggett hopes that from this modest proposal a
more complex and developed system of cooperation
among the ten schools will develop. As the prob-
lems of small colleges become more complex solu-
tions might be sought through cooperative pro-
grams. For example, if students could circulate
freely between the schools it would no longer be
necessary for each school* to try to develop esoteric
departments. According to Daggett, the basic prin-
ciple of the program is that each school must have
complete confidence in the others and be willing to
accept work done at any of the other schools.
Daggett met with the Presidents of nine other
New England non-coeducational colleges ^tt Smith
College in Northampton, Mass., September 29. Am-
herst President Calvin Plimpton said he was "very
pleased" with the results of the semi-secret meet-
ing. Other presidents made no comment.
(Please turn to page 3)
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MacCormick Given Bowdoin Pri
During Campus-Wide Convocation
Austin H. MacCormick of New
York City, an internationally
famed penologist, was awarded
the 1968 Bowdoin Prize Thursday
as the Bowdoin alumnus who has
made "the most distinctive
contribution in any field of
human endeavor."
Mr. MacCormick is Executive
Director of The Osborne
Association, Inc., of New York
City, a national non-profit agency
whose major objectives are to
improve juvenile and adult
correctional institutions and to
help released prisoners make new
starts in life.
The eighth recipient of the
Bowdoin Prize, Mr. MacCormick
'federal prison system to a posit-
ion of recognized preeminence.
In his half ad lib, half prepared
acceptance of the Prize, MacCor-
mick discussed his work, prison
conditions in general, and, among
many asides, the size of his own
Adam's apple and ill-fitting aca-
demic regalia.
Public ignorance about renal in-
stitutions and the work of the Os-
borne association in improving
these conditions were the primary
topics of the recipient's remarks
He cited examples of both im»
proved and disturbingly backward
prison systems.
In closing, Mr. MacCormickV
thoughts turned to Bowdoin. and
he prayed that the close ties be-
tween the college and small Maine
towns not be severed, for these
ties had brought him to the Bruns-
wick campus.
SATURDAY PERFORMERS —
will be the performers Saturday




A memorial book fund has been
established for James A. Auld, 20,
a junior from Pittsburgh, Pa., who
drowned last Friday while scuba
diving off Land's End at Bailey
Island.
Auld was a Dean's List student
and member of Alpha Kappa Ep-
silon.
An anonymous student donor
has made a' gift of $100 to estab-
lish the James Alan Auld Memori-
al Book Fund at the Library. It is
his hope that the Fund will grow
to be at least $1,000, so that it
can become a permanent endow-
ment fund, with the income from
it used each year to purchase
books in memory of James Auld.
The Auld Memorial Book Fund
is open to contributions from all
who wish to give to it — students,
faculty members, parents, alumni,
and friends of the College. Checks
may be made out to Bowdoin Col-
lege and can be sent to the Dean
of the Faculty. James A Storer.
Martha Reeves and the Vandellas
night at the annual Alumni Day
is among the Top 40 nation-wide.
SMALLER
Next week's issue of the
Orient will he only four pages.
Copy and advertising deadline
is 5 p.m. Wednesday.
was chosen by a committee
consisting of the Presidents of
Harvard and Yale Universities and
the Chief Justice of the Maine
Supreme Court. Established in
1933, the Prize is Bowdoin's most
distinctive non-academic honor
and is conferred every five years.
Bowdoin Acting President
Athern P. Daggett presented the
$7,800 award to Mr. MacCormick
at the campus ceremonies in
Pickard Theater. Memorial Hall.
He was Assistant Director of
the U. S. Bureau of Prisons from
1929 to 1933, helping raise the
Anderson Says Black Soldier
Better Off, But Not Perfect
Before an audience which was only a small fraction as large as
the capacity crowd which had jammed Wentworth Hall the night be-
fore to see "The Anderson Platoon," Captain Joseph B. Anderson Jr
spoke about "The Negro Soldier in Viet Nam" last evening. The
speech itself was primarily a recitation of statistics to show the
progress which the black man has made in the armed forces. Captain
Anderson elaborated upon his own beliefs in the lengthy question-and-
answer period which followed.
Anderson summed up his feelings when he said, "Things aren't
right, not by any means ... but I think we are moving." His figures
showed that the number and percentage of Negro officers has in-
creased dramatically, although the figures for general officers and
those studying for such rank are still very low. The Army now has
an official policy which essentially outlaws prejudice. Whereas black
soldiers a few years back had to be exceptional in order to rise in the
ranks, they now need only prove their competence as officers to earn
promotions. "It's very' unfashionable in the Army now to lie preju-
diced," says Captain Anderson.
The Captain pointed out that the Negro in Viet Nam is doing
more than his share; one-eighth of all combat deaths have been black,
and combat units have high percentages of Negroes. He explained
that this is due to the attraction of hazardous duty pay, the pride
taken in doing something others can't or won't do, and the lack of
education required for speciliazed non-combat assignments.
On the other hand, he cited the rather startling Negro re-enlist-
ment statistics (66 f/, as opposed to 20' ; white) as evidence that the
service does have its attractions for the black man. The black soldier
is treated like a man; many whites change their opinions for the bet-
ter, and those' that retain prejudices generally don't show them. An-
derson remarked that the Army is "definitely a good job for the man
who has nothing to return to."
Asked if he thought the progress that has been made is largely a
result of the war, Anderson replied that he didn't think it had influ-
enced the higher policy changes which have resulted in greater oppor-
tunities and a ban on prejudice It has, however, helped "at the bot-
tom of the pyramid," in the ranks
Alumni Day To Honor
Prof. Herbert Brown
Hundreds of Bowdoin alumni
will return to the campus
Saturday to participate in the
College's annual Alumni Day and
to pay tribute to Professor
Herbert Ross Brown.
Alumni Day will feature three
Bowdoin-Williams athletic
contests including a varsity-
football game, the annual Alumni
Day Luncheon, presentation of
the Bowdoin Alumni Council's
sixth Alumni Award for Faculty
and Staff to Professor Brown,
reunion seminars and committee
meetings, the Alumni Day
Reception and an evening concert.
Tonight at 8 the annual
Alumni-Freshman vs Varsity
swimming meet will be held in
Bowdoin's Curtis Pool.
The Alumni Day program will
begin at 8:30 a.m. with
registration and coffee for
Reunion Chairmen and their
committees in the Alumni House.
Glenn K. Richards '60, Bowdoin's
Alumni Secretary, will conduct a
Reunion Seminar at 9 a.m.
At 10:30 a.m. Coach Charlie
Butt's varsity soccer squad will
take on the Williams varsity.
-The traditional lobster stew
luncheon will be served in Sargent
Gymnasium at 11:30 a.m. to
alumni, their families, and friends
who have purchased tickets in
advance.
Highlight of the luncheon
program will be presentation, of,
the Alumni Award for Faculty
and Staff to Professor Brown,
Bowdoin's Edward 'Little
Professor of Rhetoric and
Oratory, who will be guest of
honor. The award, presented
annually for "service and devotion
to Bowdoin", carries with it a
special Bowdoin clock and a
distinctive citation.
Dr. Leonard W. Cronkhite 41,
of Marblehead, Mass., President of
the Bowdoin Alumni Council, will
preside at the luncheon. Invited
guests include Frank Thorns, Jr.,
Williams' Athletic Director, who
will deliver greetings from
Williams, and John P. English,
Alumni Secretary of Williams, and
their wives. .
Acting President Athern P.
Daggett '25, will greet returning
alumni in behalf of the College.
At 12:30 p.m. the varsity cross
country squad will run against
Williams, and at 1:30 Coach Jim
Lentz's varsity football team will
play Williams at Whittier Field
The Alumni Day program will
conclude with a concert by
Martha Reeves and the Vandellas
in the New Gymnasium at 8 p.m.
The Peary-MacMillan Arctic
Museum in Hubbard Hall and the
Bowdoin Museum of Art in the
Walker Art Building will be open




Malcolm Frager, acclaimed as
one. of today's most eloquent
pianists, will perform at Bowdoin
Tuesday evening in the first event
of Bowdoin's 1968-69
Curtis-Zimbalist Concert Series.
The concert will be held at
8:15 p.m. in Pickard Theater.
Memorial Hall.
_Mr. Frager will feature the
music of Beethoven. Schumann.'
and Schubert, and will give a
lecture on the nature of the 18th
and 19th century piano,
predecessor of today's instrument.
The lecture will be open to the
public without charge and will be
presented in the Bowdoin Senior
Center at 4 p.m. oh the day of Mr.
Frager s concert.
A winner of both the
world-famed "Concours de la
Reine Elisabeth'' in Brussels and
thP m prestigious Edgar M.
Leventritt Competition in New
York, Mr, Frager has recently
returned from his third tour of
South America, and a tour of
Japan and the Far East This past
summer he made his fifth
consecutive appearance at
Tanglejivood with the Boston
Symphony.
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Liberal Nfw Program
on
GAMBIER, Ohio - (I.l>.) -
Kenyon College has adopted a
curriculum in which there will be
no required courses whatsoever.
Instead of the familiar sequence
of required general education and
survey courses, the Kenyon
student will design a program
suited to his particular needs and
interests,
Bruce Haywood, College
provost, says, "The backgrounds
and interests of today's students
are *so diverse that no prescribed
set of courses will satisfy even the
majority. Our undergraduates
need guidance and assistance, but
not coercion."
The new program is composed
of three elements: guided
electives, the student's majoi
program and free electives.
The guided electives give the
Kenyon student a breadth of
understanding of the arts and
sciences. In conference with his
faculty adviser, each student
selects seven two-semester
sequences from nine areas of
study, ranging from the fine arts
to the experimental sciences.
The principle of liberal
education — bringing specialized
knowledge and breadth of
experience into harmony — is seen
in the design of the student's
major program. Here, eight
two-semester course sequences are
called for, but the student may
take no more than six in his major
department. 'Two to four units
will be taken in associated
departments, ordinarily in
subjects started in the program of
guided electives.
The third area is to encourage
students to investigate knowledge
which lies outside their immediate
interest. The faculty has approved
each individual taking up to four
semesters of free electives. Instead
of letter grades, the student will
be scored either "satisfactory" or
"unsatisfactory."
The new scheme leaves
untouched the comprehensive
examinations in the major subject
which all Kenyon graduates must
take. In addition, honors
candidates are required to
undertake an independent
research topic and defend their
findings before an outside
examiner. Becker writing in Trans-Action,
Haverford Psychologist Says
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HAVERFORD, Pa. - (LP.)- A
psychology professor at
Haverford College who has been
studying the "cool generation" of
college students says their
problems are the results of
changes in national education
goals over the past 10 years.
"We have abandoned the goal of
every major educational
philosopher since Socrates as well
as the goal most appropriate for a
democracy," states Dr. Douglas
Heath. "We no longer strive to
develop human excellence — we
strive to develop only intellectual
excellence," he added.
Dr. Heath suggests that emphasis
on intellectual development,
particularly in science and
technical fields is excluding
humanistic development and may
be making students less educable.
From a psychological point of
view, he says student unrest stems




Come Here, and Get It!
intellectual development at the
expense of emotional and social
development. At the same time,
Dr. Heath suggests it would be
better if students would "blow
their cool.'. He said: "To play it
cool is to become more detached
from one's feelings and moods, to
distrust spontaneity, to reject
tenderness, affection, sentiment,
weakness, serious involvement . .
"Coolness produces inner
emptiness, emotional bankruptcy
and boredom," he says.
Dr. Heath said analysis of data
on incoming freshmen at
Haverford since World War II also
revealed these important trends:
"Young people today are
becoming more self-centered.
They over-value the role of the
intellect.
"Young persons spurred by the .
New Left desire academic power,
believe they should organize the
university, and are more
competent than most faculty to
make academic decisions.
"Contemporary freshmen are
not hung up on sex, their parents,
or their academic work. Their
greatest preoccupation is
loneliness," Dr. Heath said.
KING'S BARBER SHOP
212 MAINE STREET - BRUNSWICK
Roffler Sculpture-Kut
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ST. LOUIS' Mo. - (LP.) - "Go
ahead and smoke marijuana," said
the dean, "just don't get caught."
Probably no college administrator
has ever given such advice. But
Howard S. Becker,, a
Northwestern University
sociologist, believes that such an
attitude on the part of deans is
the only way that campus drug
incidents can be halted:
—
-
a social science publication of
Washington University, does not
believe that student drug use can
be stopped. "Students want to use
drugs and can easily do so; few
college administrations will decide
to use the totalitarian methods
that would be required to stop it.
"One might institute a daily
search of all rooms and perhaps,
in addition, inaugurate a campus
'stop-and-frisk' law. But they are
not going to do these things, so
student drug use will continue."
Becker believes that the deans
are worried about student drug
use, but they are more worried
about the "great public-relations
crisis" of campus narcotics raids
and students on trial. Yet, Becker
argues, the more administrators
worry about student drug use, the
more such embarassing incidents
they will have to deal with.
"All increases in surveillance, of
course, multiply the number of
cases that come to public
attention," Becker says.
Becker's arguments are mainly
based on marijuana-smoking,
which he says is more widely used
than LSD. Marijuana, he says,
causes student health services
much less trouble than alcohol or
the amphetamines that many
students take to stay awake while
studying. "Marijuana," Becker
says, "has no demonstrable bad
effects."
Becker draws on his sociological
studies of drug use to note that
drug-taking students of today are
quite uunlike earlier drug users,
who learned to be careful about
hiding their habit. Today's
students, he says, get caught
because they are either ignorant
of the precautions they might
take to protect themselves from
arrest, or are convinced that they
have "a constitutional right to get.
high."
" Adminstators," Becker
concludes, "must take a calmer
view dTdrug use and students"
must become more cautious. The
main obstacles to such a bargain
will be nervous administrators
afraid to take such a step and
ideological students who wish a
confrontation on the issue. But
college administrators have
learned to live with sex and drink.
They may yet be able to learn to
live with drugs."
'HOME OF BEAUTIFUL MUSIC\
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Support Still Needed AndersonW ShouOot Now Be In Vietnam
By STEVE BANTON
Orient Start Writer
Last Wednesday's showing and
discussion of the "Oscar" — win-
ning documentary, "The Anderson
Platoon." illustrated a new style
and type of combat. Produced by
Pierre Schoendoerffer^ the film
represents a modified diary of mili-
tary action in the mountainous
regions of south central South
Vietnam.
Captain Anderson, a guest speak-
er of the Senior Center and pla-
toon commander in the film, ans-
wered questions related to the film.
On the Vietnam Conflict, Cap-
tain Anderson feels the United
States should not be there. Quali-
fying this opinion he believes that
we should support the men who
are there. The war could have
been won long ago but the strings
of foreign policy and foreign opin-
ion were brought into the decision
making process.
A standing room only crowd of
200 heard Andersen at the Center.
The production crew which fol-
lowed Anderson's platoon for six
weeks consisted of three French-
Student Council Okays
Fast For Biafra ' Day
Sophomore Dave Malcom was
selected Monday night by the
Student Council to organize a
UNICEF-sponsored "Fast For
Biafra" in the future. All
fraternity houses on campus, at
their own discretion, may close
their kitchens on a date to be
selected in order to raise money
for the starving African country.
Money saved by the kitchens
during the one-day shutdown will





A selection of graphics from the
collections of the Bowdoin
Museum of Art are being shown m
an exhibition entitled "Twentieth
Century Drawings and Prints." It
opened last Friday and will
continue through Nov. 3.
Covering the work of artists
from the early years of this
century to the present, the
exhibition includes works by such
traditional artists as John Sloan,
George Bellows and Ernest
Haskell, and works by
contemporary masters Leonard
Baskin, John Paul Jones and Jack
Levine. Also included will be
French masters Rouault and
Picasso, as well as modern German
artists.
Richard V. West, Curator of the
Bowdoin Museum, said the
exhibition was assembled to show
the museum's rich holdings in
many areas of graphic art and
does not emphasize any one
trend.
Co-ed—
(Continued from pare 1)
The proposed exchange pro-
gram was revealed over two
weeks ago by The Amherst Stu-
dent, Amherst's campus newspa-
per. Pres. Daggett disclosed the
plan last Sunday to the Bowdoin
Fathers Assaciation at an open
meeting.
Daggett revealed that the 10-
school meeting in September was
called by President John E. Saw-
yer of Williams College and Pres-
ident Thomas C. Mendenhall of
Smith College. "After consider-
able discussion," Daggett told the
assembled fathers, "the ten pres-
ent agreed that they would bring
the proposal to their faculties
and Governing Boards."
The acting president empha-
sized that "if this plan develops,
it will probably develop in a li-
mited way." Daggett also noted
wryly that "An epidemic seems
currently to be sweeping the
country for co-education."
Daggett's remarks to the Bow-
doin Parents Association were
reported by the Associated Press
and United Press International.
It has been since rumored that
the plan faces stiff opposition
from faculty and/or Governing
Boards at two of the schools in-
volved.
Only two frat houses were not
in favor of the one-day "fast."
In other major business
Monday, the Student Council
voted to provide funds to send
one student - a member of the
Bowdoin Undergraduate Civil
Rights Organization (BUCRO) -
to a national conference on
Institutional Racism over
Thanksgiving Vacation. The
conference is sponsored by the
National Student Association
(NSA).
BUCRO has not yet designated
who it wishes to send. In other
action Monday, the Council: —
Announced that faculty
authorization had been granted to
allow fraternities to open their
houses both Friday and Saturday
night for lodging Homecoming
dates
- Announced that candidates
for president or secretary of the
Class of 1970 may obtain
petitions at the Information Desk
of the Moulton Union Monday.
Presidential petitions need 4Q
men: Pierre Schoendoerffer, Dom-
inique Merlin, and Raymon
Adam. Schoendoerffer served in
the French army at Dien Bien
Phu and had been a prisoner of
the Vietminh for four months.
The Vietnam Conflict is not a
continuous battle but sets of skir-
mishes throughout—primar-lly^- th
rural sections of the country. A
platoon usually participates in bat-
tle four or five times in as many
months. The chief means of travel
is helicopters. Vertical assault and
heavy artillery are the bulwark of
many of the presently used tactics.
Units are usually in the fields
three weeks. to three months at a
time. This does not include short
trips back to the base camp to
make purchases and to take shrw-
ers. These luxury trips took piace
once a week. Most platoons arrive
.
in Vietnam at full strength loosing
many in the first actions against
the enemy. Replacements seldom
bring a unit to full' strength;
three-fourths strength is usually
considered good.
The battles in Vietnam do not
merely involve the Viet-Cong ani
the North Vietnamese. Malaria and
accidents pose a serious problem.
Head nets and extensive use of
insect repellants help to fight ma-
laria. Accidents and United States
booby traps, shown in the film,
killed and wounded several others.
These casualties composed the
bulk of the injuries inflicted on
the Anderson Platoon; only two
were injured by enemy action.
Captain Anderson, speaking af-
ter the documentary, stated that
newsmen do not report the day to
day activities because they are not
news in a newsman's sense of the
word. The unusual event js cover-
ed by reporters but this occurs af-
ter the fact.
signatures, secretarial petitions
need 30. Petitions must be
returned the following Monday.
— Discussed the possibility of
expanding the social rules to allow
women in campus lodging during
week nights.
— Called for a complete
published statement by the
Student Activity Fee Committee
— Recommended that the
College install lights in the Coffin
Street Parking Lot.
Test Competitor^
The Mathematics Department is
looking for undergraduates to
enter the William Lowell Putnam
Mathematical Competition. Now
in its 29th year, the Putnam exam
will be given on Saturday,
December 7.
Professor Alan J. Silberger, this
year's coach, hopes that all
interested students will see him.
He stresses that it is not necessary
to be a math major.
EUROPE NEXT SUMMER!
Bowdoin/Europe '69
The Price, Unbelievable, But True
'280.00
FOR: Bowdoin alumni, faculty, students and
families of alumni, faculty and students.
WHEN: Bowdoin Group flight departs New
York City on Wednesday, June 18,
1969, and returns to New York City on
August 29, 1969.
If interested: See Jim Novick, '69 or Chris Dematah*,
'67, student co-chairmen or Mr. Hagan at
Stowe Travel. Deposits of $50 due by Dec. 1,
fully refundable.
Stowe Travel Agency
9 Pleasant St. Brunswick
725-5573
"Serving Bowdoin College for 20 Years"
Capt. Joseph Anderson
. . .
Vietnam veteran explains back-
ground of Academy. Emmy-
Award-winning film "Ander-
son's Platoon" to large Senior
Center audience.
WBOR Officials Set
The Bowdoin campus radio
station, WBOR-FM, has
announced the election of Dana
R. Harknett as Station Manager.
Other new officials of the
student-operated radio station
include:
Assistant Station Manager - J.
Dale Mitchell '70, Program
Director - N. Charles Farwell '69,





Trials for the annual Edgar
Oakes Achorn Prize Debate at
Bowdoin will be held Oct. 24 at
7:15 p.m. in Room 116 of Sills
Hall on the campus.
Professor Albert R. Thayer,
Harrison Kmg McCann Professor
of Oral Communication in the
Department of English, said two
teams of two men each will be
selected from among freshman
and sophomore contestants in the
trials and will compete for $100
in prizes in the Nov. 13 finals.
«-_J?he topic, selected I as the
intercollegiate debate subject for
1968-69 academic year, is
"Resolved, that executive control
of United States foreign policy
should be substantially curtailed."
Each contestant in the trials will
present a four-minute speech (not
read) on some aspect of whichever
side of the question he prefers. He
will also be asked to give a
three-minute answer to a counter
argument to which he will listen.
Faculty advisers for the
competition are Professor Thayer,
who is "Faculty Adviser to the
Bowdoin Debate Council, and
Billy W. Reed.
Republicans and Democrats:
WE HAVE A PLATFORM YOU CAN READ
AND UNDERSTAND.
WRITE FOR FREE COPY - NO OBLIGATION.
The Universal Party, P.O. Box 516, Berkeley, California
94701





There's more than fahru superiority in G.tnt.
In addition, "needled into the warp and woof
of every Cant
-hut." there's flair, fit and show
three vital mhcrents that make all the differ
ence when a man wears
,i Gant
We chose Cant because they take shrrtmaking
-seriously. They're hard to please (hke we are)
when it comes to (it of collar, its roll, its profile
how much it shows above the suit collar.
They're fastidious about the way the body o\
the shirt drapes and folds All must integrate
to achieve that viable ingredient which gives
comfort and aplomb In substance, Gant shirts
arc keyed to the discerning tastes oi well-
groomed men who appreciate quality. These
men are our customers.
the CANTERBURY shop
HrunwirkHalh I'/nsn nl Ctwk* Corner
Often Mon.tri. 10 «.m.-V/«.m. Sttlurdmy W a.tn.-S p.m.
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Here Come The Alumm
It's that time of year again - reunions, cocktail parties football






To all returning alumni, Welcome. We hope you take time to see
more of Bowdoin than the Union, the Alumni House, vour old
fraternity and Whittier Field. Look at the luxurious Senior Center and
the glamorous Library. And too, look at the Walker Art Museum and
Hyde Hall. And notice the narrow cinder track around Whittier Field.
Remember - vividly, we're sure - your nostalgic Bowdoin of
yesterday. But, if you have time, look around at Bowdoin of today.
A Man With The Right Idea
In an age of gimmickry and mass media exposure, the old-fashioned
politician of the "door-to-door" variety is as out-moded as Aunt
Hattie's quilt. But there are still a few "old-fashioned" politicians left.
And you don't have to look too far to find them. Take senior Neal
Corson for instance.
Corson is running for the Maine Legislature on the Republican ticket.
He scored a major upset by winning the primary election with a
whopping 45 per cent plurality. And he did it without gadgets,
gimmicks or slogans. He simply wrote letters and went around talking
to people and shaking hands. ^
It's refreshing to find people, especially in the sub-30 generation,
who are willing to work at improving a system from the inside. Corson's
candidacy is the right step.
Therefore, the Orient urges the registered voters in the district made
up of Mercer, Cornville, Madison, Norridgewock and Smithfield to vote
for Neal Corson. It is an endorsement made without reservation and
with pleasure.
The End Of 'Cool Hand Luke'
Money Statements Misleading
To The Editor:
I was rather disturbed last week after reading of
the financial "woes" of the Orient brought about by
a supposed 25% cutback in its request for funds from
the Student Activities Pee Committee. However, for
the benefit of avid Orient readers who may now want
to vent their wrath upon the Committee, I feel that
there are several additional facts that should be
brought to light. The Orient requested $6175.00 in
Blanket Tax funds for 1968-69 and was granted an
appropriation of $250.00. a cut of 15%, not 25% as-
you stated in two different places last week. The
Orient Business Manager testified before the Com-
mittee that an appropriation in this vicinity would
necessitate reducing the eight 12-page editions orig-
inally planned for this year to only two or three of
this length. Not once did he mention that it might
be necessary to reduce your regular 8-page size to
four pages, let alone do this every week, as you stated
would be necessary in last week's edition. It seems
that nobody bothered to inform your poor Business
Manager of this situation.
You suggested that some priorities must be es-
tablished in dispersing funds, but failed to recognize
that of the twenty campus organizations presently
receiving Blanket Tax funds, only the Student Union
Committee gets more than the Orient. Is your defini-
tion to priorities Orient first and everyone else after
that? You were quick to argue that we have adopted
a "universal squalor" approach in dispersing funds,
but failed to point out that last year we recommend-
ed an increase in the Student Activity Pee which
added almost $13,000 yearly to funds available for
campus organizations. You bailed to mention that
even though we had this additional $13,000 to allo-
cate this year, requests still totaled almost $9,000
more than funds available, even with the increase.
Finally, you forgot to mention that the Orient ap-
propriation for '68- '69 still represents an increase of
$585.00 (7>,; ) over money received by the Orient
from Blanket Tax in '67-'68. Perhaps now we can
view your financial woes in somewhat better perspee-
Austin H. MacCormick ' I 5, a man who tried to make the
world of "Cool Hand Luke" no longer a reality, received the
College's top non-academic award — the Bowdoin Prize —
Thursday. Twenty and thirty years ago, when ignorance im-
pelled people to seek heavier punishments rather than enlight-
ened correctional methods, MacCormick called for a self-ad-
mittedly "hard-headed, soft-hearted approach." And today,
when "law-and-order" advocates cry for stricter use of "police
power" and less lenient punishment, MacCormick is again call-
ing for reason and enlightenment. The nation would do well
to heed him.
Penal reform is not the only area on which MacCormick
spoke reasonably, wisely and knowingly Thursday in his
Response. He prayed for three things: that Bowdoin never be
touched by destructive student rioting, that faculty-student re-
lationships — especially concerning freshmen — always be
close and that the College always have a place for a small boy
from a small town. MacCormick, who was the only male in
Boothbay Harbor High's 1 1 -member graduating class in 1911,
called for the College to "beat the bushes, and even drag the
shoreline" for promising students. He is concrete proof of the
dividends of "bush-beating."
MacCormick' s response touched deeply on the matters
that hold the greatest meaning for Bowdoin. It's too bad more
undergraduates didn't hear him. In fact, it's a shame.
THE BOWDOIN ORIENT
Member of the United States Student Press Association
tive.
Stephen Ketaineck '69
Student Activities Pee Committee
P.S. This letter contains my own opinions and ob-
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ED. NOTE Despite reader Ketaineck's detailed
effort to explain The Orient's allocation by the
Blanket Tax (technically the Student Activity Pee)
Committee, there are still a few problems. The
Orient's original budget request from the committee
was $6175, as correctly stated in reader Ketaineck's
letter. However, a re-estimate of printing costs this
Fall boosted the figure to $6700. The Blanket Tax
Committee allocated the Orient $5000, or 75 percent
of $6700. The extra $250 alluded to was allotted by the
committee this fall in response to the Orient's new
request.
Admittedly, The Orient — via its Business Man-
ager — did not adequately explain the financial
"woes" of the newspaper. In this we erred by not
explaining that an allocation of approximately $5000
would necessitate printing several half-size issues.
With regard to the statement that this year's
Orient appropriation is up 7.7 percent over last year.
we hasten to point out that original publishing plans
for this academic year called for 30 issues — an in-
crease of four, or an increase of 15.4 percent over
the number printed last year.
The Blanket Tax Committee has a difficult, thank-
less job. However, we think a re-examination of
criteria is needed in dispersing funds. No, ,we don't
think The Orient should come first — that's a fool-
ish statement. But we do think that allocations
should not be made to redundant organizations or to
organizations that are trying to serve a purpose ade-
quately handled by campus offices.
Quinbys Position Clarified
To the Editor:
With reference to the story by Alan Kolod on
the Brunswick Music Theater's occupancy of the
Pickard Theater. I wish to dissociate myself with
the statement made concerning the quality of their
offerings and productions. Having attended all of
their plays since 1959, except when I was out of
the country. I believe that I am in a position to
judge their artistic value. Considering the prob-
lems involved in any summer stock operation, Miss
Crandall's offerings represent the best plays avail-
able in the category of musical comedy and operet-
ta and have been produced as well as, if not better
than, those at similar theaters. The quality of sing-
ing and choreography has been superior, and for
some summers she has had outstanding costume
and scene designers. Since I was responsible, with
former Vice President Bela Norton, for bringing
her company to the campus. I obviously, do not
consider what she is offering a "disgrace to the
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As Mr. Kolod points out, I have been troubled by
the damage done to the theater by the hard usage
it has necessarily received over the years and have
unsuccessfully recommended — while I was Direc-
tor of Dramatics — that repairs be made to pro-
tect the building and its equipment. I have had
reports from the College Technician of Masque and
Gown scenery and tools damaged or lost by the
Music Theater. However, as I told your reporter
and which he failed to include in his story, several
of the most talented Masque and Gown actors dur-
ing the past ten years have benefitted from the
professional experience of working for Miss Cran-
dall, and some of them are now directing academic
theaters of their own.
George H. Quinby
Loss Of Teletype Unfortunate
to the editor:
"The time now is 9:00 o'clock and this is WBOR,
radio Bowdoin College. 91.1 mgc. on your Fm dial.
And now the ... I mean and now back to our music
program." There wont be any news on WBOR
tonight or any other night.
I experienced several feelings when I was
informed that WBOR was losing her tele-type.
Initially I was aggravated and remain so. How could
they?
What entered WBOR in the Fall of 1965 as "a
prestige symbol" soon became an irreplaceable
necessity. Standing along side a wall in the outer
office of the studio "that darn noisy machine"
joyously juggled, rang, clacked, and clicked the
news to us. News on the hour, headlines every half
hour, sports, weather, stock reports, news
commentary, etc. without fail. And how often did
DJs receive calls requesting the final score of an
important sports game or details on a news story
they had only caught word of around campus. As
election year '68 approached the WBOR tele-type
would have played an exciting role in election
coverage...
How can the Blanket Tax Committee or anyone
expect WBOR to perform as an effective instrument
if she is crippled by a lack Of funds? Or maybe the
Blanket Tax Committee doesn't want WBOR to
exist? I feel that a re-arranging of priorities by the
BTC is necessary; especially now in light of the
drastic cut in the Orient's budget and cuts in the
budgets of other essential campus organizations. If
campus activities are to be effective their budgets
are going to have to rise to meet today's demands.
At the very least the Blanket Tax Committee should
be prepared to explain their current actions. This is
the very least, they must, rln
Jon L. Clayborne *69
BUCRO Is Alive And Well
To the Editor:
In the last issue of The Orient, Bruce Griffin
reported on the organizational meeting of the local
chapter of SDS. The leadership of the organiza-
tion was quoted as follows: "The purpose of SDS
is to expose the college and the community to rad-
ical thought through education and involve them
in meaningful change through action." The organi-
zation's objective is a commendable one, and if
carried out, will certainly bring an element of in-
volvement and critical self-analysis which the
College unquestionably needs.
Griffin further reports: "Committee members
expressed the belief that SDS would fill a need at
Bowdoin necessitated by an anticipated decline and
fall of BUCRO. The thinking is that the forma-
tion of an Afro-American Society at Bowdoin has
doomed BUCRO as a viable rallying point for po-
litical and social activists on campus." While the
leaders of SDS may know their own objectives
well, they reveal a basic misunderstanding of the
purposes of BUCRO and Afro-Am. BUCRO was
founded as "an umbrella organization which -will
coordinate the activities and interests of students
concerned with an area broadly defined as 'civil
rights.' " The record of BUCRO activities serve
as a measure of its "activitism" : recruitment of
black and underprivileged students; the acquisition
of a 150,000 dollar grant from the Rockefeller
Foundation, with Administration assistance; spon-
soring of a Conference on College Policy and the
Negro; gaining the commitment of the College to
admit 85 black students, to hire black faculty
members, and to make curriculum changes to put
black contributions to academic disciplines in prop-
er perspective.
BUCRO has now reached a point in which it
must begin to do the tedious, unglamorous, be-
hind-the-scenes work of putting into effect its
proposals. The organization will co-ordinate with
the Afro-American Society in activities which re-
quire joint efforts. The Afro-American Society,
founded as a "locus of identity for blacks and as
an educational source for the College community,
has essentially a cultural orientation.
Student activitism takes on a variety of forms
at Bowdoin, and it is not the sole province of any
single organization. I welcome the vitality which
SDS promises to bring to the campus. I hope that
the group's name, Students for a Democratic So-
ciety, does not contradict its actions. "*












Senior Runs For State House
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V"'
-To-Door Tactic Rates
As Key To Corson's Campaion
By JACK LAWLOR
Orient Staff Writer
"From now until election day,
I'm going to conduct an extensive
door-to-door campaign in my
district and meet as many of the
voters as possible." Thus did Neal
Corson '69 take a temporary leave
of absence from Bowdoin last
Wednesday as he returned to his
home town of Madison for the**
final three weeks of his campaign
for representative in the Maine
legislature.
Corson, who announced his
candidacy last March, pulled a
shocker of an upset in the
Republican primary when he
received 45% of the vote to defeat
his opponents, one of whom
regarded Corson so lightly that he
didn't even bother to campaign.
"At first I was a little shy about
asking people to vote for me, but
after a while I got to enjoy it,"
Neal recalls. "However, now I'm
an official candidate of a major
political party, so I'm carrying
much more responsibility than
when I was running on my own."
Corson's district is comprised
of the towns of Mercer, Cornville,
Madison, Norridgewock, and
Smithfield. Among the 4000
registered voters are
approximately equal numbers of
Democrats, Republicans, and
Independents. Although Muskie's
candidacy will have adverse
coattail effects on Corson's total
vote, Neal feels that the
momentum of his primary victory
won't let up and that he has a
good chance of being elected.
A desire to become involved in
Maine politics was one of the






wanted to get into politics, he
thought he might as well get an
early start. "I felt I had nothing to
lose and everything to gain by
running in my early twenties.
Even if I lose the election, I've
gained invaluable political
experience that F couldn't have
acquired any other way." Another
reason for becoming a candidate
was the salary that goes with the
office. Maine pays its legislators
only $2000 and Corson felt that
he could support himself on this
salary whereas older, married men
would find it difficult to do so.




behind the decision to run was his
firm conviction that constructive
change is possible through the
political system. "I want to
involve others my age in the
structure and get them to realize
that system is not hopelessly
unresponsive to the needs of the
people." He feels that most young
people expect significant change
too soon. "Three years may seem
like a long time, but in politics it
is actually quite a short time.
Three years is all it takes for a
group of young people to assume
control of the political machinery
of a county. Of course it requires
a lot of hard work, but once
you've attracted a majority of the
voters you're the boss. Things are
not going to change overnight. I'd
rather achieve slow change than
react too quickly. The Wallace
campaign is an example of what
can happen when people decide
that immediate change is
necessary. The things that Wallace
advocates may sound great to
some voters, but this is not to say
that they will be well received if
they are implemented."
If elected, Corson has pledged
to return to his district at regular
intervals in order to explain his
votes in Augusta and answer any
criticism. "I'm fed up with
politicians who make promises.
I'm not promising everything for
everybody. The only promise I'm
making is to give my district
active and responsible
representation. One way I can be
a responsible legislator is to
explain what I do in the House
and thus give others a sense of
participation."
His staff for the remainder 'of
the campaign is headed by Cole
Bellamy '69, the campaign
manager. Corson's younger sister
is the staff secretary who is busily
typing out letters which will be
distributed in the door-to-door
effort. In addition, Corson
expects some of his ARU brothers
to- lend a hand and there is a
possibility that Gary Dunlap, who
was instrumental in the primary,
will take time off from his senior
year at UMaine to help his old
friend.
As one could guess, the Corson
campaign is not lavishly funded.
In fact, the entire cost of the
primary was $88.36, most of
which was mailing cost for a letter
sent to all registered Republicans
in the district. Corson can't afford
any newspaper ads, but the
Republican county committee
will run a series of ads endorsing
his candidacy.
Fraternity Fare
(Sponored by the Presidents' Council)
By Doug Showalter, Chi Psi
Friday
8 p.m. to 1 a.m. — "The Wax Museum" at Beta.~
8 to 12 p.m.— "Ozley" at Delta Sig.
8 to 12 p.m.— "The Spartans" at ARU.
8 to 12 p.m.— "The Cabaleros" at Zete.
8 to 12 p.m.— "The Herd" at Kappa Sig.
8 p.m. to 1 a.m. — "The Sextants" at Deke.
8 p.m. to 1 a.m.— "The Heard" at Psi U.
Saturday
All bands will play immediately following the concert
until 1 sum.: "Ozley" at Delta Sig, "The New York Times"
at Phi Delta Phi, "The Wax Museum" at Deke, "The
Chevelles" at Chi Psi and "The Heard" at Psi U.
Group Plans Election Demonstrations
NEW YORK (CPS) - With the
presidential elections two weeksaway, leftist student
and peace organizations across a broad spectrum
have begun planning a "fall election offensive,"
opening a new phase in the national protest of the
electoral system which begun in Chicago last month
and which will continue through the inauguration in
January.
The National Mobilization to End the War in
Vietnam (known as 'Mobe' for short), a loosely
formed organization which in the past has
coordinated many of the mass anti-war
demonstrations and which earlier this year called for
the protest in Chicago, is the one group so far to
become specific about its plans.
. Mobe leaders say they are calling on students to
"find new ways of voting this year — in the streets
rather than in polling places" since voting for one of
the three major candidates gives no chance to vote
for ending the Vietnam war now.
At an initial planning session this week in New
York, Paul Potter, a former SDS president who is
now on the Mobe steering committee, said his
organization is aiming at a series of national,
"decentralized" protest activities "leading up to,
but not including, disruption of polling places."
The thrust of the activities, he said, will be to link
the continuing war in Vietnam with the concept
that our present political system, rather than dealing
with the situation, tepds to perpetuate it. The
program's main features are to include: ,
On the weekend prior to the elections, possible
presentation of anti-war generals at public hearings
at which the issues surrounding the war would be
presented, combined with
-Delegations of anti-war demonstrators visiting the
nation's "35 key military bases," located mostly in
the East and South, staging marches and "love-ins."
concluding with
-The declaration of November 2 as Vietnam
Sunday and urging clergymen opposed to the war to
speak out against it to their congregations;
-The organization of mass rallies on the eve of
Election Day supporting a boycott of the elections
as irrelevant and illegitimate, combined with
activities the following day including
-Mass demonstrations at polling places of the
major candidates plus various other activities,
including leafleting and guerilla theatre
performances, at other polling places all across the
country.
"The important point about Mobe's planning,"
Potter said, "is that it provides a chance to
re-introduce the war in Vietnam as an issue
nationally."
Students, Mobe says, are "drawing the
connections between the war and society as they see
the relationship of their universities to both the war
and the federal government." On election day, it
urges them to center their activities on "pointing
out the ties that exist between the war machinery
and the university, through all-day teach-ins,
confrontations with draft boards or other actions
aimed at forcing universities to end military
research." Students are also urged not to attend
classes November 5.
There was also some unspecific talk about the
possibility that high, school students from several
public schools will walk out on election day in
protest. That day is normally a city-wide school
holiday, but this year the day off has been cancelled






ED. NOTE - (The following is
"Response" on James Bowdoin Day
Today the College honors
members of its undergraduate
body who have, in the simple yet
nebulous language of the official
bulletin, "distinguished
themselvest>in scholarship."
Students who achieve a high
degree of academic success are
one of a college's proudest
possessions, a set of crown jewels
garishly and proudly displayed in
ceremonies such as this morning's
convocation.
Yet the honor student is not
considered typical, especially
today, by most Americans. The
honor student did not stand in the
nation-wide spotlight last year;
instead, the nation focused its
attention on 14,000 students who




students certainly are not
indicative of the will of the
majority of students; indeed, they
represent a mere 2 percent of the
national college enrollment.
However, none can casually
dismiss today's student rebel as a
transitQry phenomenon, because
he reflects a pervasive anxiety and
frustration that grips most college
students today. Whether reacting
to. campus issues or national
matters, the basic anguish seems
to have the same origin.








First, most, students have been
relieved for the most part of
devoting the bulk of their energy
to the quest for financial security.
The all-encompassing drive for
economic security and stability,
which completely occupied our
fathers during their college days in
the Depression, is absent today.
Relieved of this burden, today's
student has had time to look
around and he does not like the
inequality he sees. He does not
feel at home in today's affluent
society.
Secondly, most students are
contemptuous of the inequality
and iniquity " and in general the
lack of humanity - extant in so
many social institutions. Today's
youth rebellion is inspired not by
an abstract ideological dislike of
"establishments" in general, but
by an immediate, concrete dislike
of a specific set of existing
institutions that the older
generation helped to build. We are
contemptuous of our government
because it spends $26.3 billion per
year on war and only $4.4 billion
on education; we are
contemptuous of national leaders
who pat themselves on the back
for advancements in civil rights
while twenty million Americans
are still treated as second-class
citizens; and we are not satisfied
with an educational system that
promises liberal education but
places greater value on grades and
scores than on competent
scholarship.
In sum, today's students are not
thinking about economic security,
rather about a kind of
psychological security. Our dream
is a dream of group harmony, or
of community, of internal
well-being, self-determination,
self-realization and the capacity to
enjoy life fully.
The denial of this dream, or at
least the prosepct of its denial, has
produced frustration manifested
in the civil dissonance and
disorder on the American college
campuses last Fall and Spring. At
Columbia University, 400
students forced closing the
university temporarily while they
the text of Dennis Hutchinson's
last Friday),
destroyed private property and
resisted efforts to restore order
and safety. At Oberlin College,
students threw eggs and stones at
Naval recruiting officers, kept
them locked in a building for
• several hours, and later overturned
their car. At a large midwestern
university, approximately 100
Students staged a lengthy sit-in in
the lob-by of the main
administration building to protest
the lack of parietal hours.
At Bowdoin, the reaction was
not as violent or as frenetically
demonstrative. It was more
reserved and pleading than volatile
and demanding. The presence on
campus of military recruiters did
not produce rock-throwing or
"argument by placard," but an
orderly and intelligent teach-in on
alternatives to military service
next door; the commissioning
exercises of 22 Army R.O.T.C.
graduates did not produce
disruptive demonstration, but a
dignified ceremony afterwards by
21 seniors who pledged not to
serve in the armed forces during
the duration of the Vietnam War;
the dissatisfaction over the
College's progress in providing for
the educational needs of the
disadvantaged did not produce
incoherent demands or an unruly
mob's sit-in, but a
student-initiated committee of
faculty and students to study the
College's increased responsibility
to the disadvantaged.
Why the difference? Why
doesn 't the-Bewdotn student fee l
as does the Columbia or Oberlin
student, that the guardians of the
status quo are so comatose that
there is no way of waking them
up short of a big bang and that
the status quo is so ossified that
there is no way of changing it
short of blowing it up?
The answer, it seems, is
two-fold. Basically, Bowdoin is a
very small college which has great
accessibility between students,
faculty and administration. For
the most part, there are no
artificial barriers between student
and faculty or student and
administration; the lines of
communication between groups,
unlike in many larger institutions,
are surprisingly widefi^pen. And
the opportunity for earnest — if
not concretely constructive —
discussions is also readily
available.
Secondarily, Bowdoin is highly
isolated from the turmoil that
often kindles student
demonstrations. The College does
not sit on the Morningside Heights
powder keg or next to the
turbulent Roxbury ghetto, but in
a quiet and peaceful New England
town that does not by its
concomitant parts demand
involvement' in the principal
problems facing the country.
Consequently, intimacy and
detachment produce a highly
qualified and reserved
involvement, which has been
pejoratively and I believe
inaccurately - labeled as
"apathy."
By most standards, student
activism needs a push at Bowdoin.
But student-initiated drives in the
past have given the College an
Honor System and parietal hours
on the one hand, and taken away
the evidently unwanted chapel
requirement on the other. Today
students are working to improve
the curriculum by making courses
of study more attractive and
challenging. Tomorrow should
bring more student involvment on
faculty committees and increased
activities by such student groups
as the Bowdoin Undergraduate
Civil Rights Organization
(Please turn to page 6)
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Says Colby President On MS Day
nee Is
Pres. Robert Strider
. . . Col-
by President stresses need for
relevance of all types in James
Bowdoin Day address.
"BET YOU DON'T KNOW who
was just elected President
of the General Assembly of
the United Nations. For that
matter, bet you don't re-
member the name of the gen-
tleman whom he replaces,
or what he did. Hell, we're








H, 150 E. 35 Street,
NY. 10016.
The President of Colby College
warned last Friday that the entire
educational process will be
irrelevant unless the things
students learn have some bearing
on the lives they're going to lead.
In an address prepared for the
James Bowdoin Day convocation
in Pickard Theater, Robert E, L.
Strider said "we who call
ourselves educators cannot simply
say that the satisfaction of
successful achievement in
understanding a problem is
sufficient reward. It must be
relevant."
Dr. Strider was the principal
speaker at the exercises, an annual
assembly at which Bowdoin pays
tribute to its leading
undergraduate scholars in memory
of James Bowdoin III, the earliest
patron of Maine's oldest college.
In addition to honoring its top
students, Bowdoin presented a
cup to a leading scholar-athlete
and a trophy to an outstanding
member of the College's ROTC
unit.
Acting President Athern P.
Daggett presented the James
Bowdoin Cup to Paul R. Gauron
'69. The cup is given by Alpha
Rho Upsilon Fraternity to the
THE SMOKERS' CORNER
Wide variety of pipes with prices and shapes to fit every
need, including Kilimanjaro and Amboseli lined with meer-
schaum. -— s—
—
Also check our line of tobacco and smoking accessories.
Parkview Drugs
134 MAINE STREET BRUNSWICK
student who has compiled the
highest academic record of\ any
varsity letterman during i the
previous year.
The General Philoon Trophy
was presented to Dick Wormell
'69. This trophy, given by Maj.
Gen. Wallace C. Philoon, U.S.A.
(Ret.) of Bowdoin ^""Class
-
oT
1905, is awarded annually to the
senior who has made the best
record at ROTC summer camp.
Also announced at the
convocation were the winners of a
book prize, awarded to students
who received High Honors grades
in each of their courses during the
preceding academic year. Acting
President Daggett announced the
award of honorary James
Bowdoin Scholarships to 81
undergraduates in recognition of
their academic accomplishments.
Dr. Strider said he is convinced
that "some of the things which go
in our institutions of higher
education do point to a kind of
relevance,." One of the objectives
of colleges like Bowdoin and
Colby, he said, "is to narrow for
you the domain of ignorance.
Human beings are born with
perception, or at least they soon
develop the capacity, but without
knowledge or wisdom."
One of the ways to achieve such
an end, he added, is by "reading
and reflecting and thinking." He
also advised students to "absorb
some notion of the beauty and
the dignity of the human race"
while learning to "sharpen their
intellects." '
The Chairman of Bowdoin 's
Department of Government told
the James Bowdoin Scholars at
the luncheon that the nation
should encourage the
development of "a liberal and a
humane eliter"~~ —
Professor John C. Donovan said
such a force should come to rival
in strength and influence the
present scientific-technical elite,
sometimes called the technocrats.
Donovan advised the young
scholars to "beware of the Hero in
politics, politicians are ordinary
men.','
"What I am urging is the
relevance of the human condition
in all of its all-too-human
imperfection," said Dr. Donovan.
"I urge a certain respect for the
paradoxes, the ironies and the
ambiguities of life in a complex
world ..."
The traditional student response
at the Convocation was delivered
by Dennis J. Hutchinson '69.
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(Continued from page 5)
(BUCRO) to suggest relevant ways
of fulfilling the college's
obligation to our area and to the
nation.
But in all our student activism
we must be careful. As the noted
historian Richard Hofstadter told
last June's graduates from
Columbia: .
The university is the only great
organization in modern society
that considers itself obliged not
just to tolerate but even to give
facilities and protection to the
very persons who are challenging
its own rules, procedures and
policies. To subvert such a fragile
structure is all too easy, as we
know. That is why it requires, far
more than does our political
society, a scrupulous and,
continued dedication to the
conditions of ordered and
peaceable discussion .... As
reform demands time, it demands
peace of mind, the ability to
change views and proposals in a
calm and deliberative spirit. ' It
cannot be carried out, although it
can be begun, in a moment of
crisis. It cannot be carried out
under duress.
Student activism should be
approached with some ideological
ground-rules in mind.
.
proclaiming that ours is the one
and only right way, and by a
brand of self-indulgence that
substitutes screaming and yelling
for hard work. Adrenalin is no
! substitute for reason and industry.
In the words of another June
commencement speaker:
1 Merely to shout 'J"Accuse' at
an older generation because the
cloth it has left you is in disrepair
is to do nothing useful. It is to dc
nothing but weaken whatever
connective threads are left
between generations and between
society.
There is no safety in the escape
route either. "Tune-in, turn-on,
drop-out" emits a hollow ring.
The ground rules are not
one-sided. Administrators and
faculty must not be ruled by
reactionary complacency in the
preservation of out-moded or
useless, institutions or by
over-reaction borne out of fear.
Reason, tolerance and
understanding are the ingredients
for dealing with the aroused
forces of change, not copy-book
maxims, police billy-clubs or
single-mindedness. Mr. Justice
Holmes understood the problem
and its solution 50 years ago:
When men have realized that
As students, we must guard
against being infected by
egocentrism in unequivocally
OUTFITTERS TO BOWDOIN MEN
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Trim fitting hopsack in durable per-
manent press slacks. Styled for young-
men in rich tones of brown, olive,
gray and blue. Including belt. $8.95
A. H. BENOIT & CO.
Maine St., Brunswick
time—has—upset many fighting^
faiths, they may come to believe
even more than they believe the
very foundations of their own
conduct that the ultimate good
desired is better reached by free
trade in ideas — that the best
truth is the power of the thought
to get itself accepted in the
competition of the market, and
that truth is the only ground upon
which their wishes can be carried
out .... It is an experiment, as all
life is an experiment.
With the ground rules
considered, it seems logical that
the reasonable forces of change
for us in the university and college
is not "student power" — with all




A greater participation of
students in university decisions
seems bound to come here and
elsewhere. Some students call for
student power - others shrink
from the term because they have
the sense of the arduous work, the
sheer tedium, the high
responsibilities that are always a
part of administrative power. I
would suggest that, except for
certain areas in which student
decision has proved workable,
what students need and should
have is influence, not power; but
they also need formal channels to
assure them that their influence is
in fact effective.
As students, we need to exercise
our influence carefully and
patiently. Change will take time.
There will be many experiments:
some will fail - and their failure
should be readily admitted - and
some will succeed — and their
success should be immediately
realized, implemented and
utilized. There must not be too
many experiments at once,
otherwise chaos will ensue.
Student activism, hopefully
manifested in "student
influence," is a powerful
instrument in the forces of
change. Yet it must be used as a
surgical scalpel, not a broadsword.
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You'll never get anywhere without it.
Nothing helps a young engineers
career like being given a challenges
Which is another way of saying a chance
to fail now and then. To make his own
mistakes.
At Western Electric we give our newly
recruited engineers responsibility almost
immediately. They make their own de-
cisions. Learn from their own errors.
Don't get us wrong We keep our
demands reasonable enough so that our
recruits can make their decisions at their
own pace. But our thinking is, a man
feels awfully good about even a small
decision when it's his.
If you're the type who'd like the chance
to make your own moves, see our recruiter
or write College Relations, 222 Broad-
way, New York, N. Y. 10038.
A lot of hard work never hurt anyone.
Western Electric
MANUFACTURING & SUPPLY UNIT OF THE BELL SYSTEM





FtwefTesl Against WilUams Sat.The Bowdoin vanity football team will look to n,^*,™ i
a. they face the Williams on Whittier F* d bSore a SI ™l * "* UUle Three Saturflayhave been downed bv both Weslevan iid Worc«S i I <l "* "W*end Cr°Wd ' The Polar Bears
Amherst last weekend 33-3
orcester so far this seaso
,
and received their third loss from
For The Times .—»«->_r>_^^-w-^^^^.
Non-Fire, Bon-Fire:
A Coach Comments
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lmd m™y more with thePotential. Its not that we don't h.-.vo ih* i ;i |en t t oirtense and
Despite the score of the Amherst
game, the Polar Bear performance
was not unimpressive. The Bow-
doin defense managed to hold an
aggressive Amherst line two times
on the one inch line, something no
other team has done yet this year
against the Lord Jeffs. However,
many Bowdoin fumbles let the
Bear offense inside the Amherst
20 yard line only once. An almost
all-senior Lord Jeff defensive line
frequently broke through thf
young Bear offense, hard-pressing
quarterback Pete Hardy. Hardj
still managed to complete ten oi
his 18 passing attempts, for a gain
of 141 yards. Most of these went tc
sophomore halfback Paul Wile>
who presently leads the team with
his flve-yard-per-carry average.
The Polar Bears' three points
came at the end of the second
quarter with Amherst in the lead,
14-0. Bowdoin received the kickoff
on the 50 and managed to run it
up to the 15 with less than a min-
ute left in the half. Junior John
Delahanty booted the Bear field
goal.
Amherst's scoring for the first
half came on runs of seven and
one yard, both taken in by wing-
back Jeff Moray. Successful points-
after- touchdown kicks put the
Lord Jeffs in the lead, 14-3 at half-
time. Though Amherst had the
ball for a major portion of the
second half, they could only put
19 points on the scoreboard before
time ran out. The third and fourth
quarters saw two more Amherst
touchdowns with extra points and
one field goal. The final Jeff tally
came late in the fourth period
when their defense trapped a Bow-
doin back In the end zone for two
points. - . - - - •-
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THE AGONY AND THE EC-
STACY
. . . comes in running
and then winning the race.
Brian Sheridan illustrates har-
rier form during the Bear 41-
15 victory over Amherst last
weekend.-
* Polar Bearings I
Football
33Bowdoin 3 AmherstM
Williams at 2:30 Sat.
Bowdoin Fr. 7 Vermont Acad. 14
1-2




Williams at 10:30 Sat.









put up a guud
we have a problem sustaining it
x'k of execution. We're working on this, and
:V.ented the coach
performance «« °" ^ field tomorrow," com-
ni?.
thf !?an thu n i.UtinC ;i(1 '^tment.s necessary to accommodate
;
new head coach^ the gridders are also facing the pHEmtfUng experienced opponent* squads with their own young one
^:






'Pht SP"' '" next soar's fortunes, thev can't offer
r.o experience so necessary in playing a game to victory'





Williams at 12:30 Sat.
Bowdoin Fr. 30 MCI







An impressive Parent's Day
crowd witnessed a powerful Am-
herst team defeat Coach Charlie
Butt's soccer squad 4-0 in the only
game played last week. This brings
the record to two wins against
three defeats.
The .first period saw the Polar
Bear squad play some fine soccer.
Bowdoin outshot Amherst 7-2 and
played an excellent pass and
thrust offense. Unfortunately, the
two Amherst shots were both goals.
The first came at 17:55 when
Mark Coffin pounded home a Bar-
ry DeLapp cross. At 18:23, Coffin
scored again after wading through
the Bowdoin defense and coming
in all alone on goalie John Mc-
Grath. The second period was
scoreless, but Amherst maintained
an offensive edge. It seemed that
the two quick goals after a fine
Bear effort demoralized the Bow-
doin squad. Its play deteriorated
rather than Amherst's play im-
proving. The long ball was used
more frequently and the good
short passing game fell into disuse.
This set the pattern for the rest
of the game which saw Amherst
goals coming at 14:25 of the third
when Coffin beat a Bowdoin full-
back and fired, a fine curving shot
to the far corner and at 7:14 of
the fourth when Roger Cunning-
ham picked up a loose ball in the
penalty area and scored low and
hard. During the game, McGrath
had seven saves and Randy Wheel-
er had five for Amherst.
Despite the score, there was
some reason for optimism. The
half line, especially Tom Huleatt,
played a fine game, and the of-
fense showed that at times it could
really move. The Williams team,
this week's opponent, plays a dia-
mond defense and a resumption
and maintenance of Bowdoin's









has the desire to play, as well as the
execute tins will. The boys I've been working
il) demonstrate this spirileUncss. Now its a matter of winning a
the rest of the student body. Every
whether winning or losing.* I would
in the team from the rest of- the
sme
aver on thai field is sacrificing.
•:e to see the same dedication
udents." So would we
It's ducking an 0cc3s.i1
oons, or musing at .the





egg, or avoiding a barrage .of water
• o] one of your classmates dressed up,
rally," the cficct it achieves is hardly!
tainment for the few that show up
n< oi anythin
for it,








A larsei ' fTmvd an(i a li,,le mo« organizationpu be the obvious improvements. Perhaps if it were held the Fri-
1
i> evening before the Homecoming Weekend game the results would
.'-n..,t. 1 ....-.r,,iy than, the present effect. The presence of girlslould definitely ada to the atmosphere, and if held early enough inhe evening there is no reason why a large, spirited turnout could
tot be expected. Though it would be a little later on in the season
h: n it presently is. there is still enough to be said for a
-mid-season"
pint booster.
Tradition may dictate a bonfire before the first home game but
ennition infers a showing of spirit A Homecoming weekend bon-
re would definitely improve the situation. Then again, Bowdoin
eeps in tradition ... but so do fraternities, and I hear thev are
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With Coach Sabasteanski visit-
ing the Olympics in Mexico City,
sophomore Mark Cuneo led the
undefeated harriers to a 15-41
•sweep victory over Amherst last
Saturday while finishing in the
double record setting time of 18:24.
That time broke both Rod Tulon-
en's former Bowdoin record < 18:35
1
and the old course record held by
Steve Kay of Amherst <18:34).
Sporting their second win of the
season, it is the first year in over
a decade that the harriers have
setoff on a winning note. Unde-
feated seasons have not marked
previous Bowdoin Cross Country
history.
Behind Cuneo were Rod Tulon-
en second, Brian Sheridan third,
Claude Caswell fourth, Ken Cu-
neo fifth, and Dave Goodof tenth.
Captain Tulonen ventured that
the solid sweep over the Lord
Jeffs was an especially pleasing
victory." The powerful win is the
Polar Bears' second in a row.
Saturday the Harriers face Wil-
liams in a home meet at 12:30 p.m.
Although several key members of
the squad have recently incurred
minor injuries. Captain Tulonen
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The Fat Boy Drive-In Restaurant
will donate the proceeds from
most of Saturday's sales to the
United Fund Appeal.
SPECIAL PRICE:
Two BLT's For the Price of One
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HOMECOMING — The most prevalent item last weekend dur-
ing Homecoming, next to returning alumni, were rock musical bands.
One of the most popular bands played Friday, at Beta, and this must
be how at least one of the band members looked. (Orient Photo By
Mike Tenney)
Students Seek Free Day
To Meet Campus Problems
WASHINGTON (CPS) — The
National Student Association is
asking colleges and universities
across the country to suspend
classes on Oct. 29 so students
can take "time out" to answer
the question "Where do we go
from here?"
"It is not a strike," says NSA
president Robert S. Powell, Jr.
"We have billed the event Time
Out to underscore the necessity
for students (and the nation) to
stop for at least a day during
this political fall and begin to
plan, common goals and strate-
gies for the coming year,"
Flagrantly bad teaching, ad-
missions procedures, university
complicity with the war, absur-
dity of social rules, irrelevant
curriculum, institutional racism
— these are some of the issues
NSA considers ripe for discussion
on campuses. It's up to the cam-
pus group — planning Time Out
to decide which ones are most
relevant locally, and to decide
how to handle them.
At the University of Maryland,
for example, the student govern-
ment decided the appropriate is-
sue is state support of higher
education. Maryland Gov. Spiro
T. Agnew t who's also the GOP
vice-presidential nominee, by the
way.) will be burned in effigy to
protest what is considered inade-
quate state assistance. Trinity
College here will hold a program
on Biafra.
Notre Dame and several Bay
Area (Calif.) schools will look
at Catholic education. Berkeley
will pursue the grape boycott
controversy. The University of
Chicago will hold a "Day of In-
quiry' on the Vietnam War. The
University of Minnesota will hold
a seminar on electoral politics. -
More than 1600 schools have
been invited to participate in the
project. So far students on some
100 campuses have indicated they
will take part.
The idea for Time Out was
born amidst the frustration of
the times. "During the past
year," NSA's Powell wrote stu-
dent leaders, "students won some
(Please turn to page 3)
Student Exchange 1st
Step In Cooperation
The Presidents of ten non-co-
educational colleges — five for
men and five for women — an-
nounced Thursday that they might
begin a student exchange next
September as the first step in
plans for a variety of cooperative
programs. Early details of the plan
were revealed in last week's issue
of The Orient.
The exchanges would be intend-
ed for sophomores and juniors in
good standing, "for a semester or
for a year," the college heads said
in a statement issued by President
Thomas C. Mendenhall of Smith.
Other institutions involved be-
sides Smith and Bowdoin are Am-
herst, Connecticut College, Dart-
mouth, Mount Holyoke, Vassar,
Wesleyan, Wheaton and Williams.
The -exchanges, which are still
subject to approval by the facul-
ties and governing boards of all
ten colleges, wouldl be designed
"to increase the educational op-
portunities for the individual stu-
dent, and all students are eligible
for the exchange at any college,"
the presidents' statement said.
The statement also disclosed
that the same colleges are plan-
ning to explore the possibility of
plex and developed system of co-
operation among the institutions.
As the problems of small colleges
become more complicated, he
noted, solutions might be found
through cooperative programs.
For example, he said, if students
are able to circulate freely among
the ten colleges, it would no longer
be necessary for each college to
try to develop esoteric depart-
ments. The basic principle behind
the college presidents' discussions,
he said, is that each college must
have complete confidence in the
others and must be willing to ac-
cept academic work at any of the
others.
At least one school, Vassar, has
said that the exchange program
will be part of a feasability study
on coeducation. Three men's
schools - Williams, Trinity and
Vassar — are already involved in
an exchange program with Vassar.
The Vassar program is sched-
uled to take effect in the Spring
semester.
Colgate has also announced ,
plans lor ' an exchange proaram
with Skidmore College
The 10-sehool plan was revealed
,
;
last Friday by two campus news-
papers of the schools involved, the
Orient and the Williams Record.
Pres. John E. Sawyer of Williams
emphasized that the exchange pro-
posal was still "under discussion"




—joint urban centers and joint M.A.
or M.A.T. programs in teacher
training. "Under the possible pro-
gram of urban centers," the state-
ment added, "the colleges will be
discussing cooperation both in the
establishment of centers and in
programs where both faculty and
students might share in the study
and resolution of urban problems.
"The graduate programs under
discussion concern the Master of
Arts or Master of Arts in Teach-
ing degree and the possibility of
the liberal arts colleges cooperat-
ing in training program that might
be designed primarily for junior
colleges and community colleges."
Under tentative plans for the
student exchanges, each college
would announce how many places
it can make available for the se-
mester or the year. The academic
program of any student would
have to be approved by both insti-
tutions, and the colleges would
agree to accept any qualified and
approved students up to the num-
ber of available places.
Acting President Athern P. Dag-
gett of Bowdoin expressed hope
that the modest student exchange
plan would lead to a more corn-
National politics will take the
spotlight in two areas for Bowdoin
students next week; Sunday in an
informal debate and both Tuesday
and Wednesday in a mock election.
The Senior
candidates.
, Students wfio arj . registered.
voters for 'the Nov. 5 general elec-
tion will be asked to place their
ballots ma separate pile at the.
Cente r is sponsoring
—
pooling places in ord er to gi
an informal debate Thursday
between teams composed of a fac-
ulty member and student repre-
senting the Republican and Demo-
cratic Presidential tickets. Teams
have yet to be chosen. The debate
will start at 7 p.m. in Wentworth
Hall of the Center.
On Tuesday and Wednesday
The Orient will sponsor a "mock"
election for President. Voting will
be at the Moulton Union Informa-
tion Desk for underclassmen and
at the Senior Center Reception
Desk for seniors. The polls will
be open from 10 a.m. until 10 p.m.
each day.
Ballots will contain areas for
designating the Republican, Demo-
cratic or American Independent
slate i if candidates. There will also
be an area for recording write-in
ve n
comparison between eligible voters
and students at large
Results of the election will be
announced in the next issue of
The Orient, Nov. 1,
All students — including Bow-
doin Plan students, special stu-
dents and teaching fellows — are
eligible to vote.
Next week's elecjion will be the
second "straw-ballot" election on
campus in 1968. Nearly 750 stu-
dents — or 80.9 percent of the stu-
dent body — turned out to vote m
Choice '68, the national mock pri-
mary election for college students
sponsored last April by Times-Life.
Inc. and UNIVAC Sen Eugene
McCarthy won at Bowdoin with a
plurality of 43.65 percent Gov
Nelson Rockefeller was a distant
second with 20.54.
Poet Jon Silkin To Read Works
At 8:15 Tonight In Center
Poet Jon Silkin, a teacher at the Iowa Writers' Workshop, will pre-
sent a reading of his works tonight at the Senior Center. The public is
cordially invited to attend.
Mr. Silkin will present his reading at 8:15 p.m. in the Mitchell Room
of Wentworth Hall. Instructor Peter Friend of the Bowdoin English De-
partment will introduce Mr. Silkin
The author of five books of poetry, Mr Silkin was educated at Wy-
cliffe and Dulwich Colleges in England and from 1958 to 1960 he was
Gregory Fellow in Poetry at the University of Leeds, England.
His two most recent books of poetry were published in 1966. They
are "Poems New and Selected" and "Nature With Man," which won the
1966 Geoffrey Raker Memorial Award.
Mr. Silkin is co-editor of the literary quarterly "STAND," which
started in London in 1952. In addition to his literary career, he has
served in the British Army and has spent six years as a manual laborer
in England.
His reading will be the first appearance of a poet at Bowdoin during
the current academic year and is in conjunction with the program of the
Northern New England Poetry Circuit, which makes poets available for
appearances on college campuses throughout the region.
TOM RUSH — Folk-sinper Tom Rusn will hold a special concert
November 9 sponsored by the Student I'nion Committee. Tickets jjv
available at the Information Desk at the Inion.
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'Fast' Ideas Is Wrong
To The Editor:
I have not been able to under-
stand the logic behind the "Past
for Biafra Day," whereby most
students enjoy lunch at Bill's and
dinner at the Stowe House, while
other students of lesser means (to
my own specific knowledge) must
skip meals or put out for a meal
they can ill afford. I deplore this,
method of fund-raising by embar-








Professor John c. Donovan flew
to Paris Tuesday for a three-day
meeting of the Manpower and So-
cial Affairs Committee of the Or-
ganization for Economic Coopera-
tion and Development. Professor
Donovan and officials from Swe-
den and West Germany were
members of a three-man team
which examined English manpow-
er policies during the summer of
1966.
BROWN HONORED
Before hundreds of cheering
alumni, Professor Herbert Ross
Brown received the 1968 Bowdoin
Alumni Council's Award for Fac-
ulty and Staff last Saturday.
ROTC OFFICERS NAMED
The ROTC Department has ap-
pointed these seniors to the Bat-
talion Staff: Berkeley T. Merchant,
Pianist Malcom Frager
Wows Bowdoin Audience
Commanding Qfficer, David L.
Fenimore, Executive Officer, and
William K. Moberg, Training Of-
ficer.
SKIDMORE GIRL NAMED
Betsy Mallory, a junior at Skid-
more College and the date of Bruce
MacDermid *69, was selected Queen
of the 1968 Alumni Weekend.
PDP won the Homecoming Dis-
play contest. Chi Psi took second.
NEW NEWSPAPER
This week saw the first appear-





A moderately-sized but enthusi-
astic crowd gathered at Pickard
Theater Monday night for a fine
piano performance by Malcolm
Frager. The event kicked off the
annual Curtis-£imbalist Concert
Series and will surely prove to be
one of the more memorable eve-
nings in that series.
The performance consisted of
works by C.P.E. Bach, Beethoven,
Schubert, and Schumann, in their
historical order. One wonders why
the Bach piece, the Wurtemberg
Sonatar was included In an other*
wise nineteenth century concert.
Although a fine piece in itself, it
suffered from being heard just be-
for the spectacular Appassionata
Sonata of Beethoven. Moreover
the pianist took liberties with the
tempo which are inappropriate
in a piece of the Wurtemberg's
vintage, while acceptable in the
Romantic literature.
The famous Appassionata Sona-
ta is a ninteenth-century virtuoso
piece par excellence. In the first
and third movements Mr. Frager
had brilliant mastery over the
rich, almost orchestral range of
the piece. He performed with pow-
er, expertise, and truly professional
restraint. The march-like second
movement was played with similar
dignity, while not as slowly as we
sometimes hear it.
The Schubert Moments Musicals
were performed with great sensi-
tivity to the unity of rhythm
phrasing, and dynamics. A careful
listener could miss nothing of the
color and harmonic subtlety of
these pieces, and they formed an
excellent backdrop for the magni-
ficent Symphonic Etudes of Schu-
mann. This was the work most of
the concert-goers seemed interest-
ed in and the one they were ex-
cited about afterwards. It seemed
that this piece, as performed, wBns
almost too big and powerful to be
played in such a small theater. Yet
nothing was muddy: unusual har-
monic effects were clearly expli-
cated through the maze of counter-
point, and again the colors were
carefully controlled in all their
richness.
That the Symphonic Etudes
could successfully conclude a pro-
gram including the Appassionata
Sonata is a measure both of its
own power and of Malcolm Fra-
ger's own endurance and versa-
tility. It was a privilege to have
this man on the Bowdoin campus,
and his performance was, as ex-
pected, truly professional.
Is Spanning The Atlantic
"-^ i-*~,i~*r^-~ by Thomas Lee
(ED. NOTE — Thomas Lee is a Bowdoin Plan student from Sweden
who is living at Psi U. while attending Bowdoin this year.
Since I have spent my whole life, except for the six last weeks, in
Europe I have been following the presidential campaign from a European
point of view. In doing so, I have noted some major differences in the
ways of political campaigning in United States and Western Europe.
Comparisons have been inevitable and certainly interesting.
On the surface at least you seem to take politics less seriously in
this country than in Europe. Something like the Republican Convention
in Miami with huge elephants and enormous flows of balloons involved
is quite out of question in a European campaign aiming at the highest
office in the nation. That is indeed regarded as making entertainment
and business out of politics.
Moreover, in United States you seem to overwhelmingly stress the
personal appeal and image of the candidate at the expense of his mess-
age. The issues brought forward seem to be of minor importance Signi-
ficantly the party Platform, where the political ideas of the campaigning
party are outlined is almost completely neglected. Further on what is
discussed during the campaign is rather the candidate's appeal than
what he is actually saying.
In Europe, on the contrary, the so-called issue appeal to the voters is
of great importance and consequently the constituency of each party is
a much more homogenous fraction of the people in Europe than here.
There are evidently no major differences between the average Democrat
voter and the average Republican voter, so the electorates choice is
mainly dependent on traditional party allegience. sometimes changed
by the great appeal of some specific, candidate.
Shortly, before my departure for Bowdoin I had the opportunity to
witness the campaign preceding the Swedish General Election of this
September and I then noticed some new tendencies in the campaigning
which obviously where related to the American method of running a po-
litical campaign. For instance, the greater stress now laid upon the tele-








ad been considerably "Popularized;' in. the sense" that
this year you could see morerrttractire- girls surrounding the candidate
and you could hear much more popular music and so on. As the Swedish
way of campaign is rather indicative of the general methods used in
other parts of Western Eiuope I can draw the conclusion that American-
style campaigning is a coming trend in European political contests.
Not only has the United States influenced Europe' the reverse isalso true. The issues of the three major candidates a^' d^scusTed moreand more particularly among the young people in this country t\uT ofcourse, might be due to the special circumstances of thl caSaJn and
rSTSf ° f the V°terS ' bUt ** the~^"
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vote to con«nue ^e SCATO pT^am^Int
Pres Ben Pratt submitted a report of the Student Activities Pee
^ZT%2 reCOmTT" WPrt^ions for 1968-69 (see a7comp?ny^charth This report along with John DemenkofTs Rushin* CommiSreport are available from student 'council members om ittee
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Receipts 1068-69 ' 2,672,30
37,800.00
Expenditures 1967-68
Balance June 30, 1968
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Famed Historian SLA. Marshall
To Speak Here On Wednesday





and historian, will speak at the
Senior Center at 7:30 p.m. Wed-
nesday. His topic will be, "Two
Wars — More to Come?" and the
public is cordially invited.
Professor William B. Whiteside,
Director of the Senior Center, said
General Marshall will be Bow-
doin's guest at the Senior Center
for two days.
After delivering his public lec-
ture Wednesday evening, the Gen-
eral will meet informally with stu-
dents participating in the Senior
Seminar on Vietnam. The Seminar
is conducted by Maj. Edward E.
Langbein, Jr., and Maj. John M.
Sutton, Jr., of the Bowdoin Mili-
tary Science Department.
General Marshall served in
World War I, and World War n
and Korea, and worked in the in-
tervening years as a columnist and
war correspondent. He was a war
correspondent for the Department
of Defense in South Vietnam in
1962.
A native of Catskill, N.Y., Gen-
eral Marshall has been awarded
the Legion of Honor, Distinguished
Service Medal, and the Bronze
Star and Citation Medal with Oak
Leaf Clusters. Among the many
decorations he has received from
foreign countries are the Legion of
Honor and Croix de Guerre with
Palm, from Prance; the Croix de
Guerre with Palm and Order
d'Leopold with Palms, from Bel-
\TheConstantine's\
"HOM1 OF BKAUTirgi. MUSIC
gium; the Italian Croci di Guerra-
the ^Ethiopian infantry Combat
medal; and the Medallion of Hon-
or from Israel.
The author of numerous mili-
tary history books, one of his latest
is "Swift Sword: the Historical
Record of Israel's Victory, June,
1967," published by American Heri-
tage. He has contributed articles
to leading magazines. General
Marshall's previous books include
"The American Heritage History
of World War I," "Night Drop,"
and "The War to Free Cuba."
Mai MorreU
. . . Man Wk*
Built Up Bowdoin Athletic Pro-
gram Dies at 73.
Students—
(Continued from page 1)
important victories on campuses
and in our political institutions.
Yet those victories, however sig-
nificant, hardly overshadow the
enormity of the 'task we still
face."
"The war continues, with no
early end in sight. Those political
institutions we worked hard to
change in community after com-
munity, in primary after primary,
are now producing a national dia-
logue that can appropriately be
termed base and repressive,"
Powell said.
Students are still excluded
from any direct role in policy-
making in those areas that affect
them, he added. "Despite our
demands to be treated maturely
and with dignity, we continue to
enjoy second-class status in the
educational community."
"Compounding our anxiety,"
Powell went on, "are the numer-
ous indications that we are en-
tering a phase in our national
life in which students and youth
as a class of people are going
to be the target of widespread
repression and harrassment by
governmental and political au-
thorities
Malcolm E. Morrell, who
retired as Director of Athletics in
1967 after a distinguished 42-year
career at Bowdoin College, died
last Friday at the age of 73.
Mr. Morrell succumbed to a
heart ailment at Regional
Memorial Hospital in Brunswick,
the college town where he had
lived and served his fellow citizens




established and perfected an
integrated physical education
program designed, in Mr. Morrell's
own words, "to provide each
student full opportunity for a
satisfying experience in physical
activities for the achievement of
health and physical fitness."
The family said donations may
be made to the Mai Morrell
Scholarship Fund at Bowdoin.
Describing Mr. Morrell as "a
Memorial Services
Held For Jim Auld
His fraternity's alumnus adviser
and his College roommate joined
Wednesday in paying tribute to
the late James A. Auld of
Pittsburgh, Pa., at a memorial
service in the Bowdoin Chapel.
Donovan D. Lancaster, Director
of Bowdoin's Moult on Union and
adviser to Alpha Kappa Sigma
Fraternity, and Frederick O
Buckley, Jr. '70, Auld's fraternity
brother, were the speakers at the
service attended by Bowdoin
faculty members and
undergraduates.
Auld, a 20-year-old Bowdoin
junior, drowned Oct. 11 while




courage and integrity," Professor
Daggett noted that "the Bowdoin
athletic program as it is today is
to a great extent his creation. Mai
Morrell so closely identified
himself with the College's
aspirations, standards and ideals
that it becomes virtually
impossibje to think of one
without the other."
Mr. Morrell joined the Bowdoin
staff as a coach in 1925 and
headed his alma mater's
widespread athletic program-from
1927 until his retirement last
year.









SPECIAL PRICES Available For
Reserved Tickets At
THEATRE BOX OFFICE
1 For Information Call
Between 7 & 9:30 p.m.
Shown: 2 & 8 p.m. Each Day
BRUNSWICK PLA?A
CINEMA H2
Fresh Coffee & Spudnute
Makes
Any Time Spudnut Time
THE SPUDNUT SHOP
212 Maine St., Brunswick
He cited as examples the anti-
riot provision stuck on student
loan appropriations by Congress,
federal and state authorities,
bribing students to spy on each
other, recent FBI and HUAC
concern over "student conspira-
cies," and local trammeling of
safeguards in disciplinary actions.
"Hence," Powell added, "we
plan to call Time Out from this
national confusion and hysteria,
and allow students to plan for,
and act upon, a common strategy
of how we can move from here."'
"BET YOU DON'T KNOW who
was just elected President
of the General Assembly ot
the United Nations. For that
matter, bet you don't re-
member the name ot the gen-
tleman whom he replaces,
or what he did. Hell, we're
willing to bet that he doesn't
remember | F^ . t,N rapy i
what he t" w... f. Bucki.y'i
fJirf" NATIONAL RE-
VIEW, writ.: D.pt.
H, ISO E. 35 StrMt.
NY. 10016.
Auld is gone, "his memory is still
vivid to all who knew him."
Noting that at the time of his
death Auld was serving as
Chairman of his fraternity's
Scholarship Committee, Buckley
said his friend "was the all-around
person. He enjoyed a good time,
yet he also knew the time and the
place to be serious. Jim had a love
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Before a crowd of nearly 3,000
the Polar Bears lost their last
chance for defeating one of the
Little Three this season by losing
to a closely matched Williams
team, .14-7. Constant rain kept
passing to a minimum arid
accounted for much fumbling on
both sides.
Coming out of a scoreless first
half, the Bears opened the scoring.
After nailing the Williams kicker
on the Eph's 25 yard line, two
power plays set the Bears up for
scoring. Dick Wormell received
Pete Hardy's 19 yard toss and
took it over for the six point tally.
John Delahanty converted to
bring the score to 7-0. Five
minutes later, with less than a
minute to go in the quarter,
fullback Dick Parmenter slipped
while punting from the Bowdoin
nine yard line. The Purple picked
up the out-of-bounds kick on the
Bear 25 yard line and scored four
plays later on a four yard plunge
by their quarterback. With half a
minute left in the period the Ephs
converted to tie the score 7-7.
The winning touchdown was
tallied by Williams one minute
into the final quarter. The Bears
were on their 'own one yard line
by a penalty call and kicked the
ball out to their own 41 where the
Williams receiver picked it up and
ran to the 10. The next William's
play saw their halfback skirt
around the end for the
touchdown. The conversion was
good, giving Williams the 14-7
victory, their fourth straight this
season.
In a game played under very
wet conditions, the Polar Bears
managed to steal six of the eight
Williams' fumbles while not losing
-one—
o
f the ir own—
Q
uarterback







Hardy completed 12 of 29 passes
for 100 yards and a touchdown.
John Amrol led the pass receiving
with four for 51 yards.
The Bears travel to Colby
tomorrow to face the Mules in the
80th contest between the two.
Colby has also yet to win a game
this season, giving 157 points to
their opposition while tallying
only 30 for themselves.
Bath, Maine 443-2541
Fri. - Sat - Sun.'
6:30-8:30
PALOMAR PICTURES INTERNATIONAL
WIRY WILEY. Paul Wiley (26) demonstrates ag- BALL CHASER
. . .Is John Brandenberg tailed by a
gressiveness against Williams players which has Williams booter. The Soccer team has tallied two
earned him the team's highest rushing average. more victories this week, bringing their record to
4-2. •*-..
Booters Down Williams And Bates
- Face Colbv Sat. With 4-3 Recordy
The Bowdoin College Varsity
Soccer squad won two games this
week and moved its record to four
wins against three losses. The
victories came over Williams on
Saturday, 2-1, and Bates on
Wednesday. 2-1.
The win over Williams
capitalized a three week struggle
to defeat a Little Three school.
After a close 1-0 loss to Wesleyan
and a 4-0 loss to Amherst, the
Bears were determined to take
Williams. Like Amherst, Williams
scored first at 7:47 of the first
period when Jim Slade scored on
a cross from Lyle Johnson, but,
unlike the Amherst game, the
Bears did not quit. They rallied
quickly at 8:38 as Rick Wilson
scored on the scramble following
a Lee Rowe shot.
The Bears passed well and
smoothly and managed to keep
the pressure on Williams for the
remainder of the game, forcing
them to be unbalanced. The
winning goal came at 18:15 of the
third period on a play in which
right wing Bill Williams crossed to
left wing Rick Wilson who set it
up for inside Rowe's head. John
McGrath stopped nine shots for
Bowdoin while Phil Norris
stopped five for Williams.
Later in the week, the Polar
Bears gained an important link on
the way to the State
Championship by defeating last
year's winner, Bates. The game
started with Bowdoin dominating
play with a smooth offense and a
solid defense. The first goal was
scored by Lee Rowe at 14:06 of
the first after he picked up a loose
ball from a Bill Williams shot and
was aided by a deflection off of a
Bates fullback. Lee returned "the
favor for Williams as he charged
the Bates goalie, forcing him to
drop the ball, which Williams put
in at 15:43 of the second period.
During the second half Bates
dominated the offense,
outshooting Bowdoin, 12-6. The
Bates goal came at 13-44 of the
fourth on an indirect kick by Ed
Hibbard off the Bowdoin defense.
This was shortly after a hectic
scramble during which McGrath
came up with three of his eleven
saves. Randy Amos stopped ten
for Bates.
A key to both of these wins has
been the very solid Bowdoin
defense. While all positions have
Despite the absence of Captain
Rod Tulonen, Bowdoin's cross
country team coasted to a 20-35
victory over Williams in last
Saturday's Homecoming contest.
Four Polar Bear harriers, Ken
Cuneo, Mark Cuneo, Claude
Caswell, and Brian Sheridan,
breezed into a first place^ie in the
time of 18:54 while sophomore
John Asatrian trailed in tenth
place to clinch the home win.
Arriving back in Brunswick just
in time for this Saturday's meet at
Colby, Coach Sebasteanski will be
surprised with the news of three
successive cross-country wins. A
perennial cross country power,
Colby will be the Bears' toughest
competition to date. In addition,
the Colby course presents a half
mile hill, an obstacle which the
Bears haven't yet encountered.
Next Tuesday at 2 PM, the
Bears are host to Maine, Bates,
and Colby in the state meet which
will provide a yardstick for the
harriers to measure their strength
against Bates. Commented one
runner, "Should we sneak by
Colby, only Bates' could prove to
be spoilers in our bid for an
undefeated season." However,
since Bates edged Colby in an
earlier match, Tulonen feels that
"a big win over Colby Saturday
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been covered adequately, Tom
Huleatt and Rollie Ives have been
described by Coach Butt as the
real keys to his defense. Their
ability to maintain composure and
position should be very valuable
as
(
the squad completes its first




Pushing Teams On .
by Martin Friedlander
It's nearly half way through the fall sports season and perhaps a
time to take another look at Bowdoin's principal athletic squads Team
records only tell a part of the story, and more often than not it is the
unglonfied part of the sport that deserves the credit fo rthe performance
presented to the spectator.
Obviously at the short end of the stick is the varsity football team
Plagued by a 0-4 record, the team's chief source of strength seems to be
a young, spirited contingent coached by one of the best defensive
coaches ever seen at Bowdoin. Upperclassmen Wormell, Femino, Tlogers
Pete Hard)- Parmenter. and Delahanty give the squad experienced play-
ers and leadership. Sophomores Papalardo, Bolduc, Jackson, Wiley and
SSL "' 8 fif' i969 SeaSOn ' A Sl°Ppy pass defen^ 22; beentightened up and this has been augmented by a nearly impenetrable
line. Offensively, though still plagued by sloppy ball-handling the teamhas picked up in the air as well as the ground. Though a smaller point
3";i ' It" 10,] ? t0 W PL at the start of th* season is^arTesTde-suable than the 14-7 one to undefeated Williams. The squad is picking
£ ESST and th0Ugh * may ** a whUe f0r the -coring to2up brighter days are coming. -
When I asked one soccer player who the team's next "big opponentwas he replied,
-we played them yesterday and won." Bates, downed by a2-1 score, has always been a perennial in Maine soccer powe™t en-
counter was typical of the new spirit now found throughout the iZaLed by captains Sandy Ervin and Dave Knight, junior Route Ives a£dsophomore Tom Huleatt, the team picked up moment toa 8-1 vtctorJover Williams ,who has so far this season beaten Brown and Dartmouthboth soccer super-powers). Commented one booter, "I've iw^SSSplaying a game as much as I did that one. Things Just clicked an?S™who couldn't give a damn before were really Z^SFvJTSRand sharpened passing skills have turned the talent into SSs TOeMaine Trophy does not seem so far off anymore
Cross Country
- nothing to say except that this should have han-pened 20 years ago. The talent and desire are there and mayS abk to
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*•% CANDIDATE VOTES VOTES TOTAL I
ijij Humphrey 64 141 205 §
:•: Nixon 3]
•100 131 1
|:|: t McCarthy 17 29 46 I
m Wallace 4 12 16 i
:£ jGregory 5 9 14 8
g "TRockefeller 11 11 1
;X t Lindsay I 5 6 &
;£ fCleaver 1 5 6 1
•ji;' tHalstead 4 4 1









Democratic candidate Hubert H. Humphrey polled
nearly half of the vote Tuesday and Wednesday to
easily win the campus-wide mock Presidential Elec-
tion sponsored by The Orient. Humphrey won 205
votes, or 44".l per cent of the vote cast. Republican
candidate Richard Nixon was a distant second with
131 votes (28.2 per cent).
A total of 466 stude-ntev--or-56.-3-ef H;he undergradu-
ates, voted in the two-day contest.
,.
Write-in candidate Eugene McCarthy, who. was
the victor last Spring at Bowdoin in the "Choice
'68" primary election, was third with 46 votes <10
per cent).
Third- party candidate George C. Wallace was a
feeble fourth with 16 votes, or slightly over 3 per
cent.
Humphreys overwhelming campus victory was sur-
prising, considering his meager showing in the
Choice '68 balloting just six months ago. Humphrey




ballot in the. April voting. Following McCarthy In
Choice
-68 were the late Robert F. Kennedy and GovNelson Rockefeller. v
thP? T^ glaring difference between the results of
lin£
P
i Tn and this Week 's election besides thew nner was the size of the turnout. Nearly 81 per
Sewr StUdent b°dy VOted in the one-day Choke"^election, over 30 per cent more than voted this
—"There are two^rincipal reasons for the difference
in turnout.
'
observed Orient Editor-in-Chief Dennis
Hutchinson, who served as campus Choice '68 co-
nS^lMf Tlng ' "FirSt - there was mu<h more
Z S\ln ^' °Ver a l0neer Pe"°d'of time, thenwe had this Fall.
"Secondly, and most importantly, the fervor ex-
cited among the vast majority of students by the
£222 Campaign is dea <* now. The Nixon-Humphrey contest presents a much less glamorous
less exciting situation to the average student. That's
probably the main reason for indifference."
BOWDOIN ORIENT
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Historian S.L.A. Marshall See;
Vietnam War Ending Soon
By BRUCE GRIFFIN
Orient Staff Writer
A man who might be called the
foremost military authority in the
United States told a Wentworth
Hall audience Wednesday night
that the war in Vietnam is almost
over. Speaking on "Two Wars . .
.More to Come?", Brigadier
General S.L.A. Marshall (USA
Ret.) stressed that "We are doing
far better than we know."
"This is simply no time to
despair," insisted ^the General,
who exhibited considerable alarm
at the present "despairing"
attitude of a certain segment of
the nation and its possible
consequences upon American
military and diplomatic policy. He
advocated patient determination
at this time, explaining that our
present position will bring results
soon. Closely anticipating the
events of the recent day or so, he
said, "I am reasonable confident
we will get action in Paris before a
*
new President sits in Washington."
This is not to say that General
Marshall has supported United
States policy in Vietnam right
along. "I personally deplore the
bumbling, stumbling steps that
got us into Vietnam," he said. He
strongly attacked the policy of
gradual escalation which we have
followed, saying that it greatly
hurt out military position. It did
not allow sufficient concentration
of forces, and completely took
away the element of surprise.
With step-by-step escalation,
claimed Marshall, "you would
signal your punches." He also said
that widespread search-and-
destroy operations were highly
ineffective.
Although deploring the initial
mistakes we made in getting
involved in Vietnam, and all the
errors since, General Marshall said
we should now take "a patient
view" toward Vietnam even
though it is "an irritation to the
world generally." Pulling out now
would jeopardize our position as
the number one world power, and
would place our friends, especially
Israel, in a precarious situation.
"The U.S. cannot quit in
Indochina without altering every
factor in the Mideast in Israel's
disfavor," said the General, citing
a remark that David Ben-Gurion
made to him a few years ago: "If
the United States falters as the
number one world power, Israel is
finished."
Marshall, who has been
involved in eleven wars over the
past fifty years, has a deep
interest in Israel, and his remarks
concerning that country betrayed
a great deal of respect as well as
affection. He asserted that Israel
will hold her position in the
Middle East as long as the U.S. is
around to balance Bussian
ambitions in that area. The Arabs
alone are not much of a threat.
balance Russian ambitions in that
area. The Arabs alone are not
much of a threat, all the land she
now occupies. Israel is sitting on
the real estate; she has the power
and the position. The fighting war
is not going to be resumed." The
only Arab country to be
considered a threat is Egypt, and
Marshall voiced a surprising
smount of contempt for that
nation's recuperative powers in a
military context, amount of
contempt for that nation's
recuperative powers in a military
context.
General Marshall cited Israel's
total utilization of perfect
marksmanship and the element of
surprise, rather than any brilliance
in battlestrategy, as the reason for
the devastating effect Israel's
armed forces had over a year ago.
He said that Israeli fire against
enemy airfields was so accurate
that correspondents were
convinced that a secret weapon
had been used.
Marshall spoke of Israel as our
firmest friend in the world today,
adding that "They get the
meaning and the responsibility of
freedom as you will find it
nowhere else in the world." -
WAR EXPERT - Retired general S.L.A. Marshall said the
Vietnam War is almost over and that elements of the U.S policy in
Vietnam havy been wrong in a speech Wednesday night in the Senior
Center.
Disbursement Methods f an
Activity Fee Mechanics "Elusive"
By ALAN KOLOD
Orient News Editor
The mechanics of the student activity fee and
their justification are often elusive.
To take one example, the Student Activity Fee
Committee felt an increase of $15 was necessary last
year in the assessment of each student. But, in order
for them to get their $15 the entire fee was raised
$25 because, according to some rule which the
students on the Committee do not understand, the
Athletic Department had to receive a $10 increase
However, the $900 dollars for Athletics does not
actually go to the Athletic Department at all.
Rather, it is placed in the general funds of the
college and used for appropriations to all
departments.
According to William Morgan, assistant director
of athletics, the College has long recognized that
student assessments cannot provide nearly enough
to meet the athletic budget, which hovers around
the quarter-million dollar figure, and has
accordingly undertaken the job of supplying the
department of athletics with funds to carry on its
programs in exactly the way it supplies funds to
every other department. Morgan says that the $35
from each student does not affect the athletic
department at all because money for athletics is
granted on the basis of the needs of the department.
In May 1963, the "Blanket Tax" Committee,
under the chairmanship of James Storer, prepared a
series of recommendations which included the
suggestion that the Athletic Department no longer
share in the receipts of the Blanket Tax, because it
presents no budget to the Student Council, is not a
student organization, and receives mo$t of its
money from general tuition fees. This proposal was
never approved, and as a result stuHpnt
organizations at Bowdoin have difficulty getting the
money they need because the activity fee must be
almost twice as great as the amount actually needed.
Another interesting, if incomprehensible, fact
about the operation of the Activity Fee is that
though one would think that the fee should be set
after it is determined how much money will be
needed, the fee actually is fixed before student
organizations submit proposed budgets to the
Committee. As a result, the budgets of student
organizations had to be cut by 20% in order to fit
the predetermined figure of $40,000. The two
major criteria the Committee used in its procrustean
operations are "what projects will most benefit the
entire college community?" and "which
organizations did not make good use of the money
allocated in previous years?"
This year the student council is sufficiently
dissatisfied with the report of the Activity Fee
Committee to have asked for a justification of the
allocations made. Students were upset by the
appropriations to the Afro-American Society
BUCRO, Bugle, Orient, Interfaith Council, and
Political Forum and next week the decisions of the
Committee regarding these organizations will be
reconsidered. (See story, page three).
The Afro-American Society, which has a lot ofW'e " UP tight." received an appropriation of$2250 to be spent on a Black Arts Festival
scheduled for April. Some people are annoyed that
this new organization, which has 26 members was
given the sixth largest appropriation. Others do not
like the idea of spending so much money on an
organization for black students which is reputed to
be discriminatory. Ben Pratt. President of Studer




Juniors will continue voting to-
day and Saturday for class offcers.
A total of 20 are running for three
positions in the election, which be-
gan Thursday.
Nine are running for President
of the Class of 1970. The top vote-
getter will be President and the
No. 2 vote-getter will be Vice-
President. Candidates for the top
offices are Bruce Bragdon, John
Delahanty, Dave Hudson, H. Rollin
Ives, Dave Lowe, Robert G. Mac-
Dermind III, Robert S. Newman,
Modest Severin Osadtsa and Stev-
en Mark Schwartz.
Bragdon. Ives, Newman and
Schwartz are Student Council
members. Delahanty, Ives and
Lowe are presidents of their re-
spective fraternity houses.
Candidates for Secretary-Treas-
urer are Steve Buchbinder, Fred
Buckley, Joe Calareso, John Cole.
Tom Harvey, John Johnson, Emil
Kallina, John McGrath, Brian
Mitchel, Steve Plourde and Barry
Stevens.
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There's more than fabric superiority in Gant.
In addition, "needled into the warp and woof
of every Gant shirt," there's flair, fit and show
—three vital inherents that make all the differ-
ence when a man wears a Gant.
We chose Gant because they take shirtmaking
seriously. They're hard to please (like we are)
when it comes to fit of collar, its roll, its profile
—how much it .shows above the suit collar.
They're fastidious about the way the body of
the shirt drapes and folds. All must integrate
to achieve that viable ingredient which gives
comfort and aplomb. In substance, Gant shirts
are keyed to the discerning tastes of well-
groomed men who appreciate quality. These
men are our customers.
the CANTERBURY shop
Brunswick-Bath Plaza at Cook's Corner





Now we have nothing against a good
bookkeeper. We've even been known
to balance a budget or two in our
time.
"
But the kind of graduate student
we're looking for comes with sights
set higher. He's interested in mak-
ing important decisions and making
them well. In learning to analyze a
problem, evaluate data, and arrive
at the best possible solution.
Our man may be looking for a
business career. Or he may just want
.to be the straightest thinking young
man in the Peace Corps.
Interested?
. Stop in at your placement office
and make an appointment to see our
representative. He'll be on campus
within the next few days to tell you
about our M.B.A., M.S., and Ph.D.
programs.
University of Rochester
College of Business Administration
Silkin 's *P&etry Reading
Leaves Mixed Reactions
— By CHUCK FARWELL
ORIENT LITERARY CRITIC
-Las^Triday evening, Jon SUkiftr British poet, editor, and critic, read
selections from his poetry to a relatively large audience in the Mitchell
Room at the Senior Center. This program was part of a series of poetry
readings sponsored by the Northern New England Poetry Circuit, the
organization responsible for the previous campus appearances of poets,
Donald Justice and James Scully.
But those in attendance witnessed something very different from the
two previous poetry readings. What they had seen before were poets
reading their poetry.
Bmngggggmc
What they saw this evening was
a "poetry reading," a highly
stylized literary program, which
left some enthralled, some
puzzled, and some simply bored.
The star of the show was Silkin,
whose talents include a highly
polished and dramatic method of
reading verse, as well as the ability
to skillfully articulate apparently
unrehearsed remarks about
Soetry, politics, social injustice,
ew, ana the rotten twentieth
century. A talent of much less
certainty is his ability to write
poetry of a consistently
noteworthy quality, and this was
the cause of the audience's mixed
reaction.
By his own admission, Mr.
Silkin's poetry isNdevoted largely
to social and political criticism.
He also admits 'to being a
"gloomy" poet, but defends this
role on the ground that conditions
of the twentieth century prevent a
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Now cynical or even "gloomy"
poetry does not have to be bad
poetry, but it does have to be
written with a high degree of
artistic restraint in order to
prevent it from becoming
despairing poetry. Unfortunately
Silkin's manner of writing does
not easily allow his somewhat
extreme outlook to be molded
into the necessary form. His
writing consists of long, loose,
rhetorical lines, almost
conversational in their directness.
As a result of this combination of
style and theme, his attempts are
often reduced to unrestrained and
horrifying portrayals of life and
death, as in the poem,
"Divisions."
Despite this, Mr. Silkin
managed to salvage even some of
his most unsuccessful poems by
reading them expertly well.
Nevertheless, the poems which
may have overpowered the
audience on Friday evening must
have seemed somehow lacking on
Saturday morning.
But to be fair to Mr. Silkin, it
must be admitted* that at least one
of his poems does not need the
support of his dramatic delivery, a
poem entitled "Death of a Son."
ot of the poem is the
death of the poet's malformed
son, "who died in a mental
hospital aged one." Surely he has
written no better lines than those
which comprise the final stanza of
this poem. "He turned over on his
side with his one year / Red as a
wound / He turned over as if he
could be sorry for this / And out
of his eyes two great tears rolled,







Peter McMann, Bruce Blaiadell
Nov. 1 - 7
ENJOY OUR
FROSTOP ROOT BEER
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By Student £ouneil -*--- i
s To BeHeviewed
COMING NEXT WEEK - Tom Rush wfll present a folk concert
Saturday, Nov. 9 in the Sargent Gymnasium. Tickets are available
from the Information Desk of the Moulton Union.
New Faculty Qroup
To Study Use Of Theater
A seven-man committee,
including one student, has* been
named to study the summer use
of Pickard Theater, The Orient
has learned.
The committee, which will be
chaired by Acting Dean of the
College Roger Howell, will review
the College's policy of allowing a
non—College group to contract
for use of the theater during the






Professor George H. Quinby,
Associate Professor Robert K.
Beckwith, A. Wolcott Hokanson,
Vice-President for administration
and Finance, and Tim Sabin '69.
The committee was evidently
formed in response to a
controversy over summer use of
the theater that began with a
length article in the Oct. 11 issue
of the Orient. The Orient feature
cited highly critical opinions of
the summer company and its use
of the theater from Hornby,
Quinby and English Department
Chairman Louis W. Coxe. Quinby
clarified and somewhat modified
his statements in a letter to The
Orient Oct. 18.
Victoria Crandall, the producer
of the summer productions which
were criticized in the Orient
article, struck back at her critics
in an article in the Oct. 1,8 edition
of The Portland Press-Herald.
The new committee, just
formed last week, will investigate
the charges and counter-charges
about the theater's summer use
and consider in general the
College's duty and role in the
matter.
The Student Council voted
Monday night to review at its
Nov. 4 meeting the allocations
made for this year by the Student
Activity Fee Committee. The
Council will have the opportunity
Monday to question specific
allocations and budgets.
Members of the Council
expressed particular interest in the




Political Forum, the Interfaith
Council, WBOR, The Orient, the
Student' Arts Committee and the
Afro-American Society.
Details of the budgets and
allocations for all organizations
under the "Blanket Tax"
Committee's jurisdiction were
published in last week's edition of
The Orient.
The Council did not decide
Monday exactly what action it
plans to take at its next meeting
with regard to the Blanket Tax
allocations besides general
discussion.
Interest in the Blanket Tax
allocations occupied the major
share of the Council's time
Monday, although several other
items were handled.
A motion by David Malcom,
71, to distribute ballots for this
week's Class of 1970 elections to
every junior by mail was defeated
after brief discussion.
Chris Dematatis 71 moved that
the Council withdraw its approval
voted last Spring of the
Afro-American Society because of
the organization's exclusive
membership qualifications.
Following brief debate, Dematatis
withdrew his motion.
In either action Monday, the
Council:
— announced plans for
upcoming meetings of the
Constitution and Student-Faculty
Relations committees.
— heard a report from the
Student Life Committee that no
action had been instigated
regarding the social rules, pending
the outcome of actions now being
considered by other campus
groups (such as the Senior Center
Council and the Student Judiciary
Board).
— decided to discuss Nov. 4 the
future of the Student Course and
Teacher Evaluation (SCATE),






Members of the Students for
Democratic Society (SDS) at
Bowdoin plan to participate in an
anti-election demonstration
Tuesday in Waterville. The group
voted unanimously Wednesday
night to take part in the protest,
which will be near the polling
place where Democratic
Vice-Presidential candidate
Edmund S. Muskie will vote.
Approximately 20 Bowdoin
students indicated that they plan
to take part in the demonstration,
which is being staged by state SDS
groups to show that "the election
is a fraud and that the people have
no real choice." The Waterville
protest is being coordinated by




Seven finalists and an alternate
have been selected for the annual
Alexander Prize Speaking Contest
at Bowdoin Dec. 2.
Professor' George H. Quinby of
Bowdoin's English Department,
faculty adviser for the contest, said
the finals will be held at 8:15 p.m.
in Pickard Theater, Memorial Hall.
Selected as finalists after a trial
competition were Steven J. Rusta-
ri '70, Franklin P. Gavett, Jr. '71,
William C. Harpin '71, Earl R.
Taylor '71, Joseph W. deFuria, Jr.
'72, Robert H. Lochte *72, and Ed-
win S. Whitford '72. Alternate is
Alexander L. Mesrobian '72.
The finalists will be competing
for prizes of $75 and $50. The
awards are provided from the in-
come of a fund established in 1905
by the Honorable DeAlva Stan-
wood Alexander, LL.D., of Bow-
doin's Class of 1870. The competi-
Humphrey Outpolls Nixon
(Continued from page 1)
The results in this week's
election were « even more
pronounced among the registered
voters on campus. This group cast
64 of its 129 votes for the Vice
President and only 31, or 24%, for
Richard Nixon (over 52 per cent
. of the registered SENIORS voted
for HHH). Governor Wallace
received 4 votes from these
students, while Senator McCarthy
drew 17.
Write-in votes comprised nearly
25% of the total; most were for
McCarthy and one of four
potential running mates: Senator
Muskie, Gov. Rockefeller, Mayor
'Lindsay and Sen. McGovern.
Negro comedian Dick Gregory ran
second in the write-in battle, a
surprising showing when one
notes that many potential
Gregory supporters have decided
not to vote at all as an expression
of dissatisfaction with the leading
candidates. * Note, too, that
Gregory and Black Panther
Eldridge Cleaver, together, drew
more votes than Gov. Wallace.
The only other significant write-in
candidate was Nelson Rockefeller,
but the New York Governor
received all his votes from
unregistered students.
Those "candidates" who
received less than 10 votes





Senator Ted Kennedy, as well as
the more questionable could-be
presidents such as comedian Pat
Paulsen, columnists Tom Hayden
and William Buckley, Birchite
rule-maker Welch, cool Calvin
Coolidge, and Fugg Kupferberg.
Perhaps the week's most
intriguing ticket, however, placed
Pat Paulsen at the top with
Jacqueling Kennedy for
Vice-President.
tion, "for excellence in select decla-
mation," is open to Bowdoin fresh-




The Bowdoin Bachelors have an-
nounced today that they are re-
vising their repertoire to put more
emphasis on "songs with a pur-
pose."
Robert B. Carpenter '71, the
group's newly elected Business
Manager, said "We hope to include
son^s that mean a little more than
I love you. These will not neces-
sarily be so-called protest songs.'
Toby Parker, III '69 is the' new
Musical Director of the Bachelors.
A new member of the octet is
Paul W. Hurd, II '71.
Veteran Bachelors who are con-
tinuing with the group for the cur-
rent academic year include Claude
E. Caswell, II '69, George H. Mar-
tin, Jr. '69, William K. Moberg '69,
Douglas E. Dennett '71. and Wil-
liam B. Renner, Jr. '71.
The Bachelors were formed in
1961 and nearly all the songs in
their repertoire have been written
or arranged especially for them.
They have given concerts from








Ironically, the U Maine SDS
chapter issued a press release
which appeared in Wednesday
newspapers stating that the group
planned no demonstrations over
the national election Tuesday.
Stew Blackburn, '71, President
ot the SB5 organization at~
Bowdoin, gave two reasons at the
Wednesday meeting for taking
part in the election
demonstration: unification of the
Bowdoin group and support of
the nation-wide protests planned
for Tuesday by various student
activist groups.
Blackburn is probably more
concerned with the first reason
than he is willing to admit. The
new SDS group at Bowdoin
almost died in Childbirth about
two weeks ago. After considerable
interest (over 60 at the first
meeting) and initial^ "success"
(organization of a "teach-in" last
week), the group almost broke up
because of disagreements over
policy and objectives. "It sort of
all blew up at once," said one
member.
Group Re-Organized
Almost as quickly as the group
broke up, it was back together
again. Blackburn was elected
President and Bob Lamprey,
another sophomore, was elected
secretary. Blackburn indicated
that now the group will focus its
efforts in two areas — national
(Vietnam, the draft) and campus
(Saturday classes, social rules,
coeducation, students on faculty
committees).
"We're not trying to do
anything radical now," Blackburn
said. "It's a bit silly to be
over-ambitious. We can't do much
until we are fully organized.
Approximately 25 showed up
for the lengthy meeting
Wednesday night. Of that number,
18 definitely plan to take part in
the election protest Tuesday in
Waterville.
The demonstration's organizers
hope to have 300 protesters take
part. Blackburn told the Bowdoin
group that the demonstration will
be "peaceful" and that permits
have been secured for the
demonstrators to be within 200
feet of the polling place.
Coffin Speaks
Frank M. Coffin of South Port-
land, Judge of theTf.S. Circuit
Court of Appeals in Boston, was
the principal speaker Wednesday
at the annual meeting of the
Maine Conference of Social Scien-
tists. The meeting will be held on
the Bowdoin campus.
Judge Coffin, a former Congress-
man and former Deputy Adminis-
trator of the U.S. State Depart-
ment's Agency for International
Development 1ATD1. spoke infor-
mally on the subject. "Musings on
Institutions."
Approximately 75 faculty mem-
bers from ten Maine institutions
of higher learning attended the
meeting.
"BET YOU DON'T KNOW who
was just elected President
of the General Assembly of
the United Nations. For that
matter, bet you don't re-
member the name of the gen-
tleman whom he replaces,
or what he did. Hell, we're
willing to bet that he doesn't
remember I for frM copy of
What he I Wm F Buckley's
NATIONAL RE-
VIEW, write Dept
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A Day To Extend Our Political Commitment
Most* voting-age college students relish the day
when they can cast their first vote in a Presidential
Election. Tuesday should be such a day - a day
when 21-year old students first take part concretely
in the process of selecting national leaders and
determining national policy.
But Tuesday4ooms as a dark day of frustration
for most voting-age college students. The emotional
and idealistic fervor excited by the McCarthy
campaign last Spring is dead. It died of several
causes, none of them "natural": financial
asphyxiation, political suffocation in Indiana and
premeditated murder in Chicago. v Jjh
For many college students, McCarthy's political
death signalled an end to political conscientiousness
and faith in the responsiveness and responsibility of
national politics. This "turned-off" feeling now
seems to manifest itself in a decision to sit out
Tuesday's election.
Is this position justifiable?
We think not.
«
Refusing to vote Tuesday or casting "protest"
votes for minor candidates constitutes a denial of
the progress made by student-initiated political
activity. When students decided to work for
McCarthy or the late Robert Kennedy during
primary election campaigns, they chose to work for
change in national policy within a political context.
And the effects of student political activism is
readily apparent now: President Johnson decided
not to run for re-election and botlr
1
parties changed
their posture^on the Vietnam—war-from-one-of—
victory at all cost to one of peace at the earliest
possible time. This may not seem like much of a
dent in the so-called "Establishment," but its
magnitude is enormous given the previous
intractibility of both the administration and the two
major parties.
Now is not the time to revoke our political
conscientiousness because of a setback. To do so
would by hypocritical and childish. If as students
we decide to participate actively in the political
process, we must expect setback, compromise and
tedious work.
Above all, we as students must face, an
unpalatable reality of politics: the political process
- as the late Joe Martin once said - is not one of
perfect men enacting perfect legislation but
ordinary human beings trying to cope with
complicated, human problems. It would be naive to
expect a choice between a saint and a devil or a
white knight and a black knight in Tuesday's
election. It is a reality that Tuesday's election
involves a choice among fallible, limited men who
are seeking the most powerful position in the world.
We must extend our political commitment - the
one Jirst articulated by John F. Kennedy and first
concretely manifested in the New Hampshire snows
- Tuesday. We must carry on in the spirit in which
we've begun. We must elect the man who we feel
will be the most responsive to us and the most
responsible to the country - and the world.
The choice is not easy or clear-cut. None of the
three major candidates offers a totally appealing,
intellectually satisfying program. Indeed, all three
seem to offer more pessimism than positivism. All
three seem too often nebulous and encumbered by
the strait-jacket of the staus quo.
But there are noticeable differences. George
Wallace plays on fear, Richard Nixon plays on
dissatisfaction and Hubert Humphrey plays on
hope. Wallace ofers stricter law enforcement and
total subjugation of dissident elements in society.
Nixon offers a reactionary step back to cure today's
ills: limited federal programs in the civil rights area,
the appointment of only conservative
strict-constructionist to the Supreme Court and
unclear, highly conditioned stands on the Vietnam
war, East-West relations and the spread of nuclear
weapons. Humphrey offers a bombing halt as the
first step to peace in Vietnam, continued federal
efforts to insure civil rights, and rehabilitative
programs to cure the causes of crime.
Vice-Presidential candidates cannot be
overlooked, especially in a century which has seen
death elevate four Vice-Presidents to the Presidency.
Curtis LeMay is a sincere but simple man who has
no ken of the complicated problems facing the
country and the far-reaching ramifications of
executive decisions. He is dangerously
1 Spark Voter Interest %
By JOHN ZEH
College Press Service
WASHINGTON — Senate, House, and local races give voters who are
disenchanted with the presidential choices about their only reasons to
bother to go to the polls this Noy. 5.
If at the presidential level there has been no meaningful debate on
the issues — even if there have been no issues — in Congressional
campaigning across the country the voters have been exposed the
worthwhile competition.
Nowhere has there been a more bitter campaign than in California,
where Republican Max Rafferty is battling Democrat Alan Cranston for
a seat in the U. S. Senate.
The two disagree on almost every issue, especially Vietnam. Rafferty,
state superintendent of public instruction, wants an "honorable"
settlement, "not an unconditional halt" to bombing. Cranston urges an
"immediate, unconditional" bombing hatt.
Both men regard each other as extremists — Rafferty right, Cranston
left?
Cranston, unemotional, is quite a contrast to his opponent. A typical
quote from Rafferty: "A generation ago, would our people have
tolerated for one single day a teacher who taught the youngsters
entrusted to his care the best way to lie out of the draft, the delights of
LSD, and the necessity for premarital sex?"
California's two nonpartisan polls show Cranston from 12 to 19
percentage points ahead, but some people fear that recent student
demonstrations at the Berkeley campus may fan reactionary fervor and
support for Rafferty.
Adding to the excitement in California is Paul Jacobs, the Peace and
Freedom Party's candidate for the Senate. He is given little chance
against Cranston and Rafferty of course, but he has managed to spread
the word of peace, black power, and new left groups.
"I think this country is sick," he says. "I think it is going to die. I
don't want to see it die. There is a lot that is worth saving."
Jacobs is a former labor organizer on leave from the Center for the
Study of Democratic Institutions at Santa Barbara.
He entered the race not necessarily to win, but "to raise some issues
that nobody else is talking about and show how complex these things
are." ,
Jacobs feels the two-party system has been destroyed. "George
Wallace has cracked it open on the right," he says, "and we have
cracked it open on the left."
NEW YORK
Republican Sen. Jacob Javits faces opposition from the right and left
in his bid to hold his place on Capitol Hill. The conservative is James L.
Buckley, brother of William F. Buckley, Jr., publisher of the Nationai
Review. James Buckley will no doubt do what his brother did when he
ran for mayor of New York City*— lose.
The liberal Democrat opposing Javits is Paul O'Dwyer, a zealous
supporter of Sen. Eugene McCarthy. He is given very little chance of
upsetting Javits. A large voter turnout would really hurt his chances,
since J*""** 's supports widespread. His liberal stands appeal to many,
even some Democrats. Neither a large Nixon vote nor a large Humphrey
showing would help anti-administration O'Dwyer.
In the 5th Congressional District of New York State, the area that
includes Long Island and South Nassau County, Allard K. Lowenstein
narrow-minded with no ear to dissent. Spiro Agnew
is an insensitive, careless man who was at best only a
"competent" state governor - he has indicated that
he has absolutely no comprehension of the impact the Democratic nominee for the House of ReprewntetivesT^A^iotner
of his speech, much less his actions. He is a McCarthy supporter, he is an attorney, and moved to the area expressly
to run for Congress. He is given only a fair chance to win because he is a
Democrat in traditionally Republican territory.
is
fear-monger and a, monolithic thinker in the worst
sense. Edmund Muskie is a quiet, sincere and
hard-working politician who has parlayed honesty
and sincerity - along with a realistic grasp of
national problems - into nationwide respect and
admiration. It is obvious who the best "second"
man is.
We believe that Hubert Humphrey is the best
"first" man, too. He offers positive action. He has
been responsive to the voice of the people,
especially the voice of youth. He appeals to reason .
. .
-and admittedly too often to emotion. He is also
verbose and frustrating at times. But he does not
play on fear and he has the courage to say exactly,
without reservation, where he stands.
Hubert Humphrey offers more than either Nixon
or Wallace.
We believe Humphrey deserves your vote.
But even more important, this election deserves
and needs your vote.
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MCGOVERN IN S. D.
South Dakota Republicans have been trying to convince the voters
that their man, Archie Bubbrud, would do a better job than incumbent
Sen. George S. McGovern. "Archie Represents South Dakota
Thinking, is their slogan, indicating what many consider McGovern's
biggest political liability - his national prominence as a Presidential
candidate at the Chicago convention.
Other observers say McGovern's differences with the Johnson




since South Dakota is traditiona,Iy
Despite his slump in popularity after Chicago, McGovern - his
billboards call him a "Courageous Prairie Statesman" - will likely win
this crucial fight contrasting national and provincial issues
MORSE AND
FULBRIGHT
Two of the Senate's most outspoken critics of President Johnson's
Vietnam policies, Wayne Morse and J. W. Fulbright, are also up for
re-election.
Fulbright, chairman of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, is
opposed by Charles J. Bernard, a wealthy businessman from Earle,
Arkansas. The Republican concedes he is an unknown
An upset-is not ruled out in the Oregon race, but Morse is considered
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PnrlSlS f? *?."" *ov?rnment » n°t doing its share. A point inackwood s favor is his organizational strength.
Contributing
rapher : Mike Tenner
Bob Armstrong.
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APPEAL TO YOUTH
IN OHIO
A factor in John Gilligan's primary victory in Ohio was his emphasis
on youth and new political leadership, and he has campaigned
flamboyantly against Republican William B. Saxbe in the race to the
Senate.
Moral and financial support from Ohio's labor movement was also
decisive in the earlier race, and may well be Gilligan's ace in the hole
again. Gilligan s victory would be another triumph for the liberal cause,
second only to his upset of Sen. Frank J. Lausche in the primary.
I
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Students Face Lack Of Choice






By 0. M. Acanthus
(Ed. Note: The following is the text of a speech
given over a week ago by Prof. Herbert R. Coursen,
Jr., at a meeting of the Students for a Democratic
Society ISDS]).
By HERBERT R. COURSEN, JR.
_
DEPT. OF ENGLISH
tlpoke recently with about 35 members of one
of Bowdoin's fraternities about Politics, 1968. I
asked the group, "Who among you can support with
any enthusiasm any of the three major presidential
candidates?" Not one hand went up. Allowing for
the intimidation involved in admitting that either
Nixon, Wallace, or Humphrey merited enthusiasm,
and allowing that some of the group may have'
pulled a muscle in their arms over the weekend, I
assume that few in this audience could lift a hand to
the same question. I conclude that Kenneth
Kenniston, author of "Young Radicals, Notes on
Committed Youth" is correct when he says that
"this campaign between Humphrey and Nixon and
Wallace ... is alienating and radicalizing students."
And, Kenniston continues, "the number of able
students who feel disaffected and estranged and
unrelated to the American social process has .
zoomed upwards in the past year. Many of these
students are in no way radicals; some of them are
fraternity types."
People keep saying, "You'd think the younger
generation would have grown up by now." I would
reply that Bowdoin's students seem to have faced
up to the lack of any real choice in 1968 — as some
of their elders Have not, having permitted the
process of rationalization to have become part of
their digestive tracts. And I speak as one who
swallowed L.B.J, in 1964.
But, let us examine the choices offered us in
1968.
With all due military courtesy to my former
Commander in Chief, Curtis LeMay, I must refuse
to salute his candidacy. Former Staff Sergeant
Wallace must nourish some joy beneath that lemon
face to be ordering four stars around. But one
understands, watching LeMay in action, why poor
George Wallace still receives a monthly check from
the "Federal Government" for nervous disorders
incurred while in the Army Air Corps during World
War II.
Wallace consistently achieves an admirable
succinctness — he is a man of few though similar
words. One must pause, however, before his
— an end who should have split long ago. Ague, in
fact, couldn't even make the Taxi Squad - he
would inadvertently insult the driver on hailing the
cab and so would be left flailing his arms in the
open — but with no one else playing in the same
park. It is unfortunate that Nixon didn't hold out
jor a first round draft choice from the Trojans. But
Nixon knows that—behind every Trojan stands a
wooden horse full of Greeks. And Nixon knows by
now that one Greek is one too many.
Only one candidate merits serious discussion
tonight
. . . Hubert H. Humphrey.
Why should I, with much of my liberal reformist
tendencies still poking up little periscopes of hope
through the deepening seas of my unbelief, refuse to
endorse the courageous Mayor of Minneapolis, who
forced a Civil Rights plank into the Democratic
Platform in 1948? Why should I refuse to support
Senator Humphrey, whose record in the upper
house convinced me as recently as 1964 that
Humphrey should be L.B.J.'s heir? Because
Humphrey must be held accountable for the debacle
of the Johnson-Humphrey Administration. To say
that he had to be loyal, that he had no choice but to
obey, is to offer the Eichmann defense, is to deny
the validity of the higher loyalty enunciated as
ex-post-facto principle at Nuremburg. No clause in
his contract called for Humphrey's soul, yet he gave
it eagerly, leaping forward to defend the Vietnam
tragedy, calling it less than a year ago "our great
adventure," saying even more recently that the main
problem with Vietnam was that he and Johnson
didn't sell it right to the American people. As if any
moral monstrosity can be sold, if smoothly
packaged, advertised, and marketed. As if all
Vietnam needed was the right PR Firm. Certainly
Humphrey tried to sell it — and his recent flood of
sincerity about ending the war MUST be mere
expediency, no matter how he tries to drown us in
it. One can't be both a loyal supporter and a
disavower of\ the same Administration. Yet
Humphrey tries to have it both ways — the faithful
lieutenant with private doubts. And he ends up by
having it no way at all. Johnson was elected in 1964
with an overwhelming mandate for peace in
Vietnam. 41 million of us voted for him even while
he was planning the escalations of early 1965.
Whatever "private doubts" may have wriggled
through Humphrey's squat frame, he was part of
that deception.
vagueness. He would make Washington a "model
city —a symbol of peace and tranquility." And so it
should be. But Wallace is a bit indefinite on the
"how?" - "It don't matter how," he says. And I
must admit to some traces of suspicion of any
presidential candidate who would select the late
Senator Joseph McCarthy as his Secretary of State,
the late George Patton as his Secretary of Defense,
and, as head of his proposed new cabinet post,
Secretary of the Secret Police, the late Martin
Bohrmann. Such men, at best, would be figure-head
administrators.
As for Nixon — why should he be condemned for
choosing a Greek? It was a stroke designed to
capture the elusive support of the Kennedy's, a
tactic profoundly misinterpreted until events on the
Island of Skorpios made it clear. After all, behind
every Greek stands a restaurant. And behind every
restaurant stand several Greeks. Nixon has tried to
put Spear Ague on the injured reserve list. Nixon
should have recognized that Spear was there already
Blanket Tax Committee
We are asked to vote for Humphrey because
whatever the flaws of his international vision, he is a
domestic liberal. But what good is such a man when
he allows all positive domestic programs to shrivel
and die even as the evil blossoms of war burgeon?
Anti-pollution spending cut because of Vietnam.
Poverty programs aimed at helping our
children cut because of Vietnam.
Scholarship funds cut because of Vietnam. Medical
aid to civilians wounded by the war in Vietnam cut
last year — in spite of the g-eat increase in such
casualties as the war swirls in and around the cities
of South Vietnam. Humphrey's liberalism in this
context is as ineffectual as a man quoting
Wordsworth to a tidal wave, or as the little boy's
final cry to his mother before entering the gas
chamber — "But, Mommy, I've been a good boy!"
What can Nixon do to the Great Society that
Johnson-Humphrey haven't already done? We walk
every day through its wreckage.
. .
.
(Please turn to page 7)
(Continued from pace 1)
Council explained that the money was granted for
the festival because "our curriculum is so
completely devoid of things like this. It was felt this
was needed to serve an educational function. It will
be open to the entire college community."
Bob Johnson, President of Afro-Am, explained
that the society was open to all students on campus.
"We don't lock the door and there is no
sergeant-at-arms to throw anyone out." However, it
is the feeling of most members that white students
who want to help black people ought to join
BUCRO. They are afraid that most whites who want
to join Afro-Am are trying to start trouble.
The Black Arts Festival is supposed to take in all
fields of cultural endeavor of black people. The
Society hopes to have one speaker of national
prominence, such as LeRoy Jones or Eldridge
Cleaver, an art exhibition, a performance of a play
written by Bob Johnson, a Christian jazz concert,
and a symposium on blacks. In addition, the society
wants to sponsor two lectures during the year.
BUCRO has also run into trouble this year. Some
of it may be attributable to prejudice, but a great
many of the objections to their appropriation of
$3700 have some justification. Most of BUCRO's
funds will be used to recruit black students by
sending Bowdoin students to high schools around
the country and paying the way of students who
would like to visit the campus but cannot afford to.
Some people feel that BUCRO has performed a
great service for the college, but that it is about time
the admissions office began to foot the bill. One of
the criteria the Storer Committee established for
deciding which organizations should receive blanket
tax funds was that the organizations should not rely
heavily on faculty direction and should not be
activities that fall under the duties of faculty
members. The Glee Club, Masque and Gown, and
received an appropriation of $2550 to be spent on a
Black Arts Festival scheduled that fall directly in
the purview of certain departments. It would seem
that BUCRO's recruiting operations should likewise
be funded through general college money. Another
criticism of BUCRO is that unless it begins to
change and help other groups which are denied their
civil rights, such as the Indians or or
Spanish-Americans, the Afro-American Society will
make it unnecessary. Virgil Logan, President of
BUCRO, argues that BUCRO is essentially a student
organization and that making it a branch of the
administration might destroy student
Bob Johnson, President of Afro-Am, explained
that the society was
Both the Bugle and the Orient were dissatisfied
with their appropriations, which were cut by $400
and $1400 respectively, from budget requests. One
of the Committee's reasons for making the cuts was
that many people were unhappy with last year's
paper and yearbook. However, the editors of the
publications argue that they fulfill special functions
of communication and representation which make it
imperative that they have enough funds to turn out
good products. The reductions will make it
necessary to reduce the quality of the publications
even more and may result in an even greater lack of
student interest.
Nowadays, when philosophers of art gather together in clandestine
symposium, a keyhole observer may see them huddled, over yellowed
manuscripts and fadded book-plates, conversing knowledgeably in
desperate whispers. The great and awesome problem of the age that
they discuss isr~ Is true Art found in vulgarity or insipidity? And this
is why the poetry of John Milton presents such a problem to the
modern critic, because Milton possesses both qualities in equal and
alarming degrees. Since true Art must reside in either the vulgar or the
insipid, the argument runs, somehow, there must be Art in John Milton.
But close scrutiny reveals no Art whatsoever in John Milton! Search
high and low, from one book to the next, and still, no Art!
The resolution of this dilemma has been, to call the poetry of John
Milton 'transcendant art'; this means that the genius of the poet cannot
be proven empirically (I dare you to try), but only as a matter of pure
faith. You may read Paradise Lost as diligently as you please, the
Miltonic testament runs, but its greatness will never reveal itself until
you are willing to dispense with the fleshly poem itself and simply
surrender yourself to the transcendant Divinity.
This age of wanton empiricism, however, will not support such a
doctrine of faith. But the 'transcendant art' hogwash has allowed the
Milton adherents enough time to revanp their strategy, with this result.
Whereas Paradise Lost should be cuddled in the lap of faith, it now
wears an armor constructed out of the most durable annotation that
can be smelted in the crucible of literary criticism- Not a single line in
Paradise Lost is left naked to the reader, but it must have its cloak of
critical comment. I shall now reach for my edition of Paradise Lost; I
open the book at random (I never open it any other way) and choose a
line:
Now (1) Morn (2) her (3) rosy (4) steps (5) in (6) th' (7) Eastern (8)
Clime
. . .
This is the only line on the page. The rest is devoted to
relevant explanation of the text:
1. 'Now' is used in a spacio-temporal sense, i.e., one feels- the force of
the moment' working in harmony with the immediacy of the place, cf.
Houston's Fairy Hours: 'How now Brown Cow.'
2. We can have no doubt that by 'morn' the poet means 'morning', or
that time of day which is distinguished from" noon and night. But
Munston and Hewitt, in letters to their mothers, suggest that Milton
might have intended 'mourn' instead of 'morn'. This produces an
interesting alteration in the sense, as well as playing havoc with the
grammar. If 'rosy' suggests some sanguinary element, Munston
continues, them perhaps Milton may be alluding to the sacrificial
demise of Impigenia. This would be really cute.
3. For the sake of reason let's ignore the last note. Now 'her' is a
possessive pronoun, reflecting back to Morn, thus making it reflexive in
..nature
.
But by be ing reflexive
,
'he r' tosses u s r ight back to 'Morn', an d
only if we are lucky can we sneak around 'her' (when she isn't looking)
and get to 'rosy'. So potent are many of Milton's reflexives that readers
are cautioned to blot them out before undertaking a sentence.
4. Precisely why Milton chose 'rosy' is a mystery. In all practicality,
we must admit that Morn would walk on dewy steps, rather than rosy
steps, since one is more likely to get one's feet dewy than rosy, in the
morning. Rosy-fingered Dawn of the Iliad is the obvious source for
Milton, but Homer would be aghast at the prospect of rosy-stepping
Dawn sticking her rosy feet in the air.
5. We may refute note 4 with the observation that 'steps' may mean
simply an ascent of some kind. If this is so (and who is going to say it
isn't?), the image may be morning climbing a roseate ladder, as it were,
into the hayloft of daytime. If this is what Milton intended (and who
cares if he didn't?), the image is a highly sexual one, implying an illicit
relationship between Dawn and Daytime. This is almost as ridiculous as
the myth which Milton drew upon, in which Dawn and Dusk appear
before Zeus to sue Daytime for non-support. For a similar treatment of
the myth, you'll have to hunt far and wide.
6. Don't ask me about this one. Your guess is as good as mine.
7. This word has always given me a dull throb in my knee.
8. The whole mystique of the orient is brought in with the mention
of 'Eastern'. Myths of all sorts run rampant from Egypt to Hindustan,
embracing. all the elements, man, and God. This has always been a
source of comfort to me, to know that no matter where I put my finger
on the Near-eastern map, I'll be sure to hit upon the tomb of a
god-king, or the nest of a phoenix, or a font of eternal truth. Does this
help much?
PLACEMENT BUREAU SETS SCHEDULE
Graduate School and Industrial Interviews
November-December 1968
November
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this fall to one and one-half
million college freshmen by the
American Council on Education
has been attacked as an invasion
of privacy and a possible violation
of due process hy the National
Student Association and the
American Civil Liberties Union.
The questionnaire, a detailed
four-page set of inquiries on home
life, interests, activities and habits,
is an attempt to correlate a
student's predilection toward
protest activities with his high
school record, his study habits, his
grades, and various other elements
of his background and interests.
The NSA and ACLU
spokesmen who studied the
questionnaire protested to the
ACE at its annual convention
recently that the form did not
provide adequate safeguards fori
the students completing it against I
"improper disclosures of
information and use of the
questionnaire by unauthorized
persons." '
Specifically, according to NSA ,
President Bob Powell, there is no I
guarantee that the information
given via the questionnaire will
not be seen by officials at the
student's university and used
against him. According to the
ACLU, requiring a school
president to sign statements that
the data will not be abused "is not
a satisfactory safeguard."
Another of the form's
omissions, according to Powell, is
of a statement telling the students
to whom the form is sent (a
random sampling of some kind)
that they are not required to fill
out the form, nor to answer all
the questions on it.
NSA also objects to use of the .
student's social security number
as a code number, since through
that number he is easily
identifiable to government agents
or other persons who might
obtain access to the information.
Both NSA and the ACLU called
on ACE officials to devise a
means, in the compiling of data
from the questionnaires, to
separate identification from the
data provided by the student, or
not to require personal
identification at all.
- Although ACE officials
dismissed the case against then-
questionnaire as overly paranoid
and are distributing the
questionnaires as planned (with
the help of the college presidents
and other administrators who are
ACE members), NSA in a letter to
ACE members said it was basing
its concern on years of past
experience with information
about students.
j4 The letter cited personal and
academic data which universities
until recently made available to
draft boards, HUAC, and any
other government or private
investigators who wanted it. Such
disclosures, according to NSA,
violate students' privacy —
defined by a professor as "the
right of the individual to
determine those to whom he will
reveal personal information about
himself, how much he will reveal,
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i Jeff Emerson Named I
Acting Debate Head
Jeff D. Emerson has been elected Acting President of the Bowdoin
Debating Council for the first semester of the current academic year.
Elected Manager of the Council was Bruce E. Cain '70..
Council President George S. Isaacson '70 is spending the first
semester as a member of the Whittier College Junior Year in
Copenhagen Program.
Emerson was a first prize winner in last year's Bradbury Prize
Debate, and for two years in a row was a winner in the College's Edgar
Oakes Achorn Prize Debate. ^
Cain has been an active participant in intercollegiate debates and was
a semi-finalist in the Wilmot Brookings Mitchell Debating Tournament.
STORER TO VISIT FLORIDA ALUMS
Professor James A. Storer, Dean of the Faculty at Bowdoin College
and Mrs. Storer will be the guests of honor at an informal dinner
meeting and ladies' night which will be held Nov. 6 by Bowdoin alumni
who live in the Northeast section of Florida.
The meeting will be held at the River Club on the top floor of the
nrudential Life Insurance Building in Jacksonville..






Chael ^""^ haS """^ e,e°ted Chairman of the Bowdoin
Walter W. Simmons '69 was elected Secretary-TreasurerJ/n and Simmons have won prizes for their photographicSSj at ,Bowdi '"- Jenney received a 'rBowdoin Orient" prize for
newsoaner VJ^IZ* k Photography to the College/ student?Z«mL ^u™," pnze Wlnner in a campus photography
SH££ SJ 2Pnn*. "e , also was an award winner in the Bowcfointudent Arts Committee's Student Art Contest.
The club has about 20 members.
AIESEC CHAPTER ELECTS OFFICERS
Senior Eric R. Eisenhauer has been elected President of the College's
chapter of the International Association of Students in Economics andCommerce (AIESEC).
Other newly elected officers include Vice Presidents, LawrencePutterman 70 and Chris G. Dematatis '71, Treasurer, Robert W
Armstrong, III '71, and Secretary, Stephen T. Horwitz '72.
.™ organization's advisory board includes Professor Paul G Darling
Officer
onomics DePartment and Russell S. Douglas, Development
Under the AIESEC program, college students receive business












f£ms - The Jobs enable participating students totake a tirst-hand look at the economic systems of other countries whiledefraying the cost of traveling abroad. Zz!~: ,
NEW MEDDIE NAMED
Steve "Hanscom '71 has been named as a new member of theBowdoin Meddies for this year.
ORCHESTRA WORKSHOP SCHEDULED
A Bowdoin Orchestra Workshop Rehearsal will be held Wednesday at8 p.m. in the Instrumental Rehearsal Room of Gih«nn Hall aii
mterested faculty and students are invited to atSnd
A"
KING'S BARBER SHOP
212 MAINE STREET - BRUNSWICK
Roffler Sculpture-Kut
Men's Razor Cut & Hair Styling
McDonakfe is your kind of place.
Cook's Corner Brunswick








French Fries iq c
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A modern fountain
representing one of the Bowdoin




The fountain has been named
"The Class of 1922 Fountain" by
the donor, Mrs. John C. Pickard
of Wilmington, Del. Her husband,
a member of the Class of 1922 is
a Trustee of the College.
in Represents Pine Tree
Mrs. Pickard made a gift to
Bowdoin for the express purpose
of installing the fountain in the
courtyard of the new Library and
specified that the money could
not be used for any other
purpose.
"li is truly a Bowdoin
fountain," Mrs. Pickard noted,
"ssince it was designed by Andre
R. Warren, the College's Assistant
Superintendent of Grounds and
'Buildings, and constructed
entirely at Bowdoin by , the
excellent workmen of that
department."
The fountain complex consists
of two separate walled-in areas,
one planted with shrubs and the
other containing the fountain.
Supported on a seven-foot central
column are three graduated bowls
cut into shapes that allow the1TP
I
\ f^\ . s\ m l o water to fall from the uppermost
S 1 nCrC A V jIIOKV ( Jll I llPSnUVr bowl down through the others* vi v i i J H/H^ V71I J. Ut »UciY < and eventually into a square pool
at the bottom.
A pump beneath the fountain
pumps over 100 gallons a minute
and recirculates the water from
the pool up through the central
column.
Resembling cast iron, the
fountain is*, constructed of
fiberglass that was formed over
Elaster bowls, cut into shape
efore it hardened completely,
and pigmented to match the
Monson slate of the
Hawthorne-Longfellow Library.
CLASS OF 1922 FOUNTAIN - The Class of 1922 Fountain, installed
Jack PickaTd
ag°' represents a Bowd°'n Pine Tree. It is a gift of Mrs.
Inexpensive 'Elephant
Helps Grounds-Keepers
The Bowdoin Polar Bear now has a companion. An "elephant."
The elephant, as it is popularly known, is the College's huge new
machine for vacuuming leaves. Constructed by the College's Grounds
and Buildings Department, the apparatus has a three-ton capacity and
cuts fall cleanup to nearly a quarter of the time of manual raking and
loading.
(Continued from page 5)
Only 20% or the 7.5 million who
voted in the Democratic Primaries
in 1968 voted for the
Administration. And yet the Party
gives us Humphrey and Johnson's
war plank and Daley's police.
McCarthy received twice as many
votes in Pennsylvania in 1968 as
Johnson had in 1964. Yet at
Atlantic City all of Pennsylvania's
votes went to Johnson and at
Chicago Pennsylvania's votes put
Humphrey over the top — in clear
defiance of the overwhelming will
of the state's voters. The Party has
said clearly to me and all who
have been working for years
against the war - we don't want
you. And it seems to me that I
have the right to say the same
thing to the Party
I can only remind the
Democrats that they knew who
the Republican nominee was
before they sent Humphrey
galumphing forth. If Nixon is
elected the Democrats have only
themselves to blame, no matter
how they may try to make
Eugene McCarthy their scapegoat.
Some of us this year choose not
to choose evil.
Humphrey has squatted like the
Frog Prince beside his slimy pond,
waiting for the . kiss of the
compassionate princess. Instead
he receives the endorsement of






Aetna Life & Casualty of
Hartford, Conn., has awarded
Bowdoin a $1,000 grant under
the company's 1968 matching
and incentive grant program of
aid to education.
The check was to the college
by Frank A. Rocque, home
office representative in Aetna's
Portland, Maine, Group Division
office. The total represents
Aetna's matching contribution
for gifts made this year to
Bowdoin by the company's
employees, agents and their
wives.
The gift to Bowdoin also
included a special 25 percent
"incentive payment" which
Aetna awards to colleges
receiving annual contributions
from more than half of their
alumni. Bowdoin was one of 28
institutions in the nation that
qualified for the incentive
bonus this year.
The Bowdoin grant is part of
a record $143,825 being
received by 384 colleges under
Aetna Life & Casualty program
this year.
Olcott D. Smith. Chairman of
Aetna, said "The growing
support they (Aetna employees)
give higher education in so
challenging a period is
encouraging." Noting that
Bowdoin is one of a handful of
colleges receiving the incentive
Payment, Mr. Smith told Acting
President A. P. Daggett "I
congratulate you for inspiring
such broadly based interest."
John F. Brush,
Superintendent of Grounds and
Buildings, said the cost of building
the machine was less than $1,000.
An apparatus of similar capacity
purchased ready-made would cost
in excess of $8,000, he said.
Dubbed the elephant because of
its long hose attachment, the
machine sucks the leaves into a
detachable trailer which is then
towed by jeep to a storage area.
"Leaves are too valuable to burn,"
Mr. Brush explained. "This year's
leaves will turn up next year as
fertilizer and winter bedding
material for the shrubbery."
Built by William. H. Coombs,
Assistant to the Superintendent of
Grounds and Buildings, and
William Skillings and Alexis
Lemieux, the machine has two
four-cylinder engines and was
constructed on two used airport
dollies that were modified by the
men in the Department.
Some raking still has to be done
because the size of the machine
prevents its getting into narrow
places. Leaves are raked into
windrows and are then picked up
by the machine. Objects such as
bottles and cans are broken and
shredd ed as they pass through th<
machine.
Campus trees have more and
bigger leaves than most trees, Mr.
Brush said, since they are well
fertilized and cared for. The
College's neighbors are happy to
see the "elephant" because that
familiar problem of one
neighbor's leaves blowing into the
other's yard seems to be solved.




resemblance to the loquacious Mr.
Toad of Kenneth Grahame's "The
Wind and the Willows." It was Mr.
Toad's defection from
responsibility, you remember,
that allowed the stoats, the
ferrets, and the weasels to take
over the gracious confines of Toad
Hall. On a recent panel program,
Mr. Humphrey expended 45
minutes to answer 3 questions.
One dare not ask him to speak
between the halves of a football
game for fear the players will
reach retirement age by the time
the second half starts. He is, as
one observer commented, "like a
mad vending machine," spewing
forth its packaged peanuts long
after the coins have stopped
dropping through the slot.
Why pretend we have a choice
in 1968? As Michael Novak says,
"So many basic issues and power
arrangements are untouched by
it." Beneath the issue of Vietnam
lies the ominous shadow of the
military-industrial-university axis.
Only one candidate even
mentioned that issue in 1968.
And again, beneath Vietnam lie
the premises of the Dulles policy
of brinkmanship and brush-fire
wars. As Novak says, '"Nixon can
scarcely carry out the Dulles'
policies more obsessively than
Johnson-Humphrey have." Again,
only Eugene McCarthy challenged
the assumptions underlying our
foreign policies. That Humphrey,
with all his intellectual
qualifications, has not penetrated
the false mythologies of American
policy is HIS failure. One does not
expect such depth of the
superficial Nixon or the simplistic
Wallace. That Humphrey does not
understand the profundity of
outrage over our international and
domestic crimes argues that his
frog-like mind has simply ceased
to function, argues his incapacity
for leadership. He would BEGIN
his term out of touch with the
very forces which once
constituted his strength and his
source of liberal ideas and ideals.
• Like the students I spoke to
recently, 1 cannot with conviction
vote for any presidential
candidate this year. When a man
acts without conviction he loses
authenticity.
. . ,
I must therefore reject the
decayed liberal who comes before
me begging for my vote. The
Democratic pros chose Humphrey
and they, with their heads in the
sand, deserve, as Tom Wicker
suggests, the kick in the tail
they're getting.
We have no choice in 1968. Wee
must hope to survive four years of
Nixon as we survived four years of
Johnson. But there is a hope. That "
a student body as invincibly
complacent as was Bowdoin 's four
years ago can become as
responsive to human issues as has
this student body — even though
the concerned students constitute
a minority, as they do I think on
any campus — promotes the hope—
that you who will live in the 21st
Century will not perpetuate the
crime of silence committed by me
and my fellow students of the
silent generation.
Fresh Coffee & Spudnuts
Makes
Any Time Spudnut Time
THE SPUDNUT SHOP















Will be open every Saturday
during winter months ' for




164 Water St. HaUowell
NECKWEAR SALE
Pure Silk Repp Stripes and Foulards
Imported Wool Challis
Formerly $3.00 and $4.00
NOW $1491












John Phillips Sousa might turn over in his grave if he heard their
rendition of his famed piece, but that wouldn't phase the Bowdoin
marching band. That is, it wouldn't phase the 22-man contingent
designated as the college band.
"I find it's hard to get the guys really fired up this year, the few that
there are. Our main problem seems to lie in recruiting and getting
everyone together for practices," commented band leader Gig OrtmanHe continued, "We more or less regard ourselves as a form of comic
relief at half time. However, there is a certain amount of talent
necessary before you can put on a show. We have it in about 7 or f
talented musicians, but I guess it didn't quite come through at theAmherst game or on James Bowdoin Day."
The trend in past years has been to offer this "comic relief" to the
crowds along with some amount of musical listening pleasure However
in recent performances the music just hasn't been coming through and
even the comic relief isn't entirely relieving. Lack of rehearsals,' and
even more important, a lack of
personnel, is sending the band
downhill and may even cost its
very existence next year. The
music department seems to regard
the band's performance as a
reflection of the department, and
has threatened extinction if the
quality does not improve. The
lack of numbers appears to be due
to a lack of student incentive, as
the talent is supposedly on
campus. According to a survey by
the Admissions department of the
^W^fm ' f. '•* freshman class alone there are 121%%JrlP Mf^m " h »gh school musicians" on
WA' m^iA '.-a-*!^x; campus. It's the same old
Bowdoin problem — the talent is
here, but only a few are willing to
offer it without prostituting.
In the days "way back when,"
the band was part of the R.O.T.C.
department and was actuallv a








fed again by student interest sometime in the
\lll%l "It subsidized by the student activities committee in
Pi 7*\ h
year £ bU',k ° the credit < or discredjt if yo« 'ike) goes toU g and managers Dave Anthony and Augie Miller
The rewards for the band members' efforts are few; you get freepasses to^ athletic contests, a seat on the 50 at footballgames and a
H'S'f fftCr thre7ea«u You may even get ice thrownlt you ^a?Amherst last year) or learn how to play a ski pole and tennis racket. Allthis is fine, but it may not last much longer
Unless recruitment is more successful next year, and the proposed
Tone AT?./










prOStitUtion is misread for su<*> then there
uts\ Ouf Colby, 17-0;
Faces 3-3 Batds Squad Saturday
The Varsity Football Team scored its first victory of the season last Saturday at the expense of Colby.
The Bears ruined the Mule Homecoming ceremonies in a 17-0 victory. High wind gusts kept the offenses
somewhat shaky, but a stalwart Bear defense kept Colby off balance all afternoon.




forced out of the game on a hip
injury early in the first period. He
was replaced by sophomore John
Benson who guided the two Bear
touchdowns later, in the game. Al-
so injured was tri-captain Dick
Wormell, who suffered a dislocated
wrist.
John Delahanty attempted his
first field goal early in the first
quarter, but missed. He came back
with a good one for 30 yards and
three points with 6:52 left in the
opening period. A strong wind kept
the Colby passing offense to three
punts off seven, six, and ten yards
respectively. The first Bowdoin
touchdown came late in the sec T
ond quarter after a 47 yard march
led by replacement quarterback
Benson. Fullback Dick Parmenter
and halfback Tim Rogers account-
ed for 38 of those yards. Wormell
picked up the scoring five yard
pass and Delahanty converged for
the extra point. With 4:35 left in
the half the score was 10-0, Bow-
doin.
After a scoreless third period,
the final tally came with a little I
over a minute left to play in the
game. After a 57 yard Bear drive,
Benson scored standing up with a
37 yard sweep around his right
end. Delahanty again kicked the
extra point bringing the final
score, to 17-0.
Five interceptions and continu-
ous smothering of the Mules was
claimed by a strong Bear defense.
Benson attempted only three pass-
es, completing one for the touch-
down. Colby went 11 for 27. The
Bears outran the Mules with 213
yards to their" 54.
The gridders travel to Lewiston
tomorrow to meet a favored Bates
BOWDOIN GRIDDERS ... are John Amrol (left) and Dick Parmenter.
Amrol is the team's second leading pass receiver and fullback Parmenter
has been averaging 3.5 yards per carry for the Bears. Each helped the
varsity blank Colby 17-0 last weekend in the season's first victory.
Mules Overrun Harriers;




Bates and Colby combined efforts last Tuesday afternoon to
outdistance the injury plagued Bowdoin harriers in the Maine State
Meet held on the Polar Bear home grounds. Winning on our four mile
course lengthened by some fifty yards in the phenomenal time of 17 50
was Steve Turner from U Maine.




team. It will be the 72nd meeting
of the two since 1889. The Bears,
without Hardy and Parmenter, will
have to stop Bates' quarterback
Jim Murphy and halfback Carl
Fitzgerald. Murphy is the nation's
third leading small college passer
and likes to hit end Walt Kackson.
Fitzgerald has compiled a 3.5 yard
rushing average on 239 yards in 94
carries.
lie Colby;
Look To Clinch State Title At Bates
The Bowdoin College varsity soccer squad suffered a slight set-back early this week before adding another
win to its attempt to capture the state title. This occurred Saturday when Colby tied Bowdoin 2-2 in a very
ragged game at Waterville. Later in the week, Bowdoin defeated Maine 2-0, bringing its record to five wins
against three losses and a tie. Bowdoin 's record in the state is now 3-0-1
Collecting five of the .first 11
spots, Bates easily grabbed the 35
points necessary to defeat Colby
(56), Bowdoin (62), and U Maine
(66). Placing for Bowdoin were
Mark Cuneo in fourth, Claude
Caswell in seventh, Brian Sheridan
in fifteenth, Rod Tulonen in
sixteenth, Ken Cuneo in
twentieth, and Neil Riley in
twenty-fifth. Captain Tulonen
stated that "Coach Sebasteanski
delivered a dynamic, inspiring pep
talk before the race but the
strength and depth of the




of Z Sport Shorts
Polar Bearings
1!»
The game at Waterville was
played on a raw windy morning
and the Bear squad did not seem
to be up for the occasion. Colby
scored at 0:26 of the first period
as Ilan Hadani took the ball down
the center, passed to Art White
coming in from the left, who
watched his weak shot bounce off
the knee of a Bowdoin fullback
and elude Goalie John McGrath.
*r^
This type of loose play seemed to
set the tone for the day.
Colby scored again at 11:42 of
the third* period as Frank
Apantaku slammed home a
rebound of his own shot. At this
point, Bowdoin finally decided to
play soccer and dominated the
remainder of the game. The
Bowdoin goals came at 19:15 of
the third period as Dave Kniirh*
HANDS
. . .
waa the call on the Maine hooter aa he fans to Bean LeeRowe (12) and an unidentified player. This week Bowdoin faces a
tough Bate* squad which lost to Colby in recent play. A win in this
contest could wrap up the state title for the Polar Bears.
picked up the ball on a scramble
and placed it in the open net, and
at 0:43 of the fourth period as
Lee Rowe fed John Brandenburg
across the goal line and John came
through with the tying goal. John
McGrath had eight saves while the
two Colby Goalies combined for
nine.
On Wednesday, the Bears met
Maine whom they had previously
beaten 3-1 at Orono. Despite the
fact that Bowdoin controlled the
game with adequate passing and
good defense, goals were hard to
come by. This, combined with
Maine's ability *to thrust quickly
and threaten constantly, made the
outcome unsure until near the end
of the game.
Bowdoin's first goal came at
12:27 of the second period as the
bench showed the regulars what
hustle was all about. Dave
Forsberg started the play down
the center by tipping the ball to
Hugh Lockhart, who fed Steve
Lang coming in from the left wing
for the score. This was shortly
after Steve had missed on a break
away. The icer came at 17:22 of
the fourth when John
Brandenburg fed Bill Williams on
the right wing. McGrath had eight
saves, and Frank Stewart had
thirteen for Maine.
Earlier last week, Colby
shattered the Harriers' hopes for
an undefeated season as they
thrashed the Bears, 19-38.
Bowdoin's inability to crack the
first four spots cost the match.
Friday, the cross country team
journeys to Boston to compete in
the Easterns. With their record at
3-1, the Bears will finish their House Football Standings
season next week with dual meets
against Bates (Tuesday) and Cp
LMBUe
3-0



















at Bates Saturday at 10:00
Bowdoin Fr. Exeter
Bowdoin Fr. 3 Hinckley
Bowdoin Fr. 2 Bates
Bowdoin Fr. 4 Colby
Bowdoin Fr. 2 Thomas
5-2




State Meet: Third (of four)
3-1
at Boston Friday (Easterns)
Bowdoin Fr. 76, Gorham 19, Morse 48
Bowdoin Fr. 39 Hebron 20
Bowdoin Fr. 40 Colby 21
1-3















Sailors Close Up Season
Nov. 3 At Yale Decagonal
With only one meet left in its fall season, the sailing team has shown
that it can compete with the best. Saturday (October 12) Bowdoin
tinished second to a surprising Connecticut team while defeating
favored Maine in a triangular meet at the New Meadows Sailing Basin
Winter Sports Begin
November 1 is the official start
for practices of the winter sports.
The varsity Basketball, Hockey,
Swimming, Track, Skiing, and
Squash teams start then-
competition in early December.
See future Orients for detail*.
:iW!'X'>:'fflW»'Av.v.',v.vAv.'.v ...... . .--
The meet was the closest of the
season as U. Conn, registered 19
points, Bowdoin 17%, and Maine
17.
Steve Weld and Bob Vaughan
continued to supply the team
with precision sailing, as
Commodore John Foss was
unable to sail since he had to run
the meet. The team had last
weekend off before its final meet
November 3 at Yale.
~l
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Macbeth Set
For 3 Shows
MACBETH — Macbeth (Jud Smith) speaks out during a dress rehearsal this week for tonight's
performance. The play will be given Saturday and Sunday nights, too. Tonight's performance and
Saturday's performance have been sold out.
(Orient Photo by Mike fenney)




Tom Rush, New England's contribution to the folk-rock-blues scene.
will appear in concert Saturday. Presented by the Student Union
Committee, the concert will be held at 8 p.m. in Sargent Gymnasium.
The son of a former Master at St. Paul's School in Concord. N.H..
and a Harvard graduate, Tom Rush has skyrocketed as a singer-song
writer. Since his early days of engagements in Cambridge coffee houses.
he has become a veteran of standing-room-only programs in Boston and
New York, and he has made three tours of England.
Tickets to the Tom Rush concert may be purchased in advance at the
Information Desk of the Moulton Union. Admission is„S2 per person
and will be $2.50 at the door. The Information Desk is open Monday
through Friday 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. and Saturday 8:30 to noon.
This year Tom Rush placed second to Bob Dylan in the Annual
National Folk Poll, but he isn't a folk singer. His style isn't rock and it
isn't blues. The 27-year-old singer has a style o\' his own.
He made such a hit while he was in college that he left for a year to
travel, sing and gather material for his songs. His fifth album. "The
Circle Game," received rave notices.
By CHUCK FARWELL
Orient Literary Critic
An unexpectedly large demand for tickets to the Friday and Saturday-
evening performances of the Masque and Gown's production of
Macbeth has prompted Director of Dramatics Richard Hornby to
schedule an additional performance, Sunday evening at 8:15. Mr.
Hornby said that the great interest of local high school students largely
accounted for the decision to produce a third performance.
Although no one is worried Hornby had indulged in a modest
about attendance, everyone is
aware that producaiing any of
Shakespeare's plays is a major
undertaking, especially when the
play is a tragedy such as Macbeth,
a play with which almost
everyone is familiar. The play is a
demanding one, but Shakespeare
audiences have a knack of being
even more demanding in their
insistance that Shakespear's
dramatic works be performed
according to their owrf high
expectations. This time no one
should be disappointed, except
perhaps those who may expect a
psychedelic light show within the
walls of Dunsinane. Fortunately,
Broadway's influence in this
regard has not extended as far as
Brunswick, despite the existence
of the Summer Music Theater.
The real success of the play
depends of course upon two
characters, Macbe*th (Jud Smith.)
and Lady Macbeth (Constance
Aldrich). Both roles demand a
delicacy of precision which all but
H. Rollin Ives has been elected
President of the Class of 1970.
Other class officers are Vice
President, John D. Delahanty and
Secretary-Treasurer, John H.
McGrath.
Ives, who is majoring in
Religion at Bowdoin, is a
Dormitory Proctor. A member of
Psi Upsilon Fraternity, he has
received varsity letters in baseball,
hockey and soccer, and has boon a
participant in the Fairbanks Prize
Speaking Contest.
Delahanty, a Government
major, is a member of the Student
Judiciary Board and Vice
President' of Alpha Kappa Sigma
Fraternity. He is a- Dormitory
Proctor
McGrath is a Government major
and Treasurer of Thela Delta Chi
Fraternity.
seasoned professionals find P1'
amount of technical innovation,
all of which adds to the
effectiveness of various scenes,
particularly the witches' scenes on
the heath. The set is a simple but
appropriate one which when
combined with good lighting
holds together scenes which might
fall apart if left solely to the
performers. Mr. Hornby obviously
knows which of his performers are
good and which are only
mediocre, and he hasadapted the
play accordingly. That mediocre
performers must be used at all is
simply the sad truth about all
small collegiate theater
companies.
This production will be the
College's entry in the regional
judging for next spring's American
College Theater Festival, but
regardless of the outcome of the
judging, it seems certain that the
Masque and Gown's Macbeth will
deserve the large audiences it will
draw.
Tickets for Sunday's
L'rformance are available at the
inpossible to maintain throughout
the play. Yet these two characters
may be the most successfully
performed (with the possible
exception of Brad Bernstein's
Macduff), for rehearsals that
indicate that both Smith and
Aldrich are capable of excellent
performances.
Most of the remaining members
of the cast must play two or more
roles, and this will of course prove
an obstacle to the achievement of
satisfactory performances of all
roles. Featured performers, with
their main roles, include Charles
Musco as Banquu, Mark Esposito
as the Drunken Porter, Virgil
Logan as Duncan, Tim Sabin as
Lennox, David Redman as
Malcolm, and Marcia Howell as
Lady Macduff.
In directing the play Mr.
Information Desk in the Moulton
Union.' A complete review will
appear in the Orient next week.
Seeking modification of
Bowdoin's social rules seems to be
a perennial occupation with
students. This week, however, the
Senior Center Council has made
strides toward some "meaningful"
changes in the structure of those
rules and who determines their
content.
The initial proposal to extend
pariteal hours was considered too
narrow and was rejected in favor
of a plan which would give the
student in the Center power to
make and enforce their own rules.
This prosal proposal was modified
by the faculty members of the
Senior Center Council to put the
(Please turn to page 3)
Program For 85 Black Students
Commitment Sports High Price-Tag
(ED. NOTE — This is the first In a three-part
series un Bowdoin's announced commitment to have
85 Muck students enrolled in the Colic In- by 1870.
Today's story explains the background and projected
costs of the project. Next week, financing and over-
all problems will he examined. In the final install-
ment, recruiting — both by the Admissions Office
and by students — will be discussed.)
By DENNIS HI TCHINSON
Orient Editor-in-Chief
Like any other idealistic endeavor, Bowdoin's
commitment to have 85 black students enrolled by
1970 is running into difficult hurdles The first, and
most obvious, problem is money In order to meet
the "goal" by 1970, the College is faced with the
job of producing over four times as much financial
aid money for black students than is now being used,
Ii i> an expensive price tag for a project that
was initially dreamed up only five months ago by
members of the Bowdoin Undergraduate Civil Rights
Organization i BUCRO i A group of BUCRO stu-
dents met with several top members of the Admin-
istration last May and proposed "an acceptance of
greater initiative in the recruitment of black stu-
dents on the part of the administration." Following
another similar meeting, the Administration agreed
that the proposal was "reasonable and necessary."
Acting President Athcrn P. Daggett took the next
step by establishing a 10-man "Committee on Bow-
doin's Responsibilities to the ..Disadvantaged" dur-
ing the summer. Clearly, "disadvantaged" in this
case meant, for the most part, "black." There are
six faculty and four students, all BUCRO members,
on the committee.
Daggett was forthright in expressing the College's
commitment. The students, he said, "suggested 85
as a reasonable figure for the total number of black
students in the College. That seemed not unreason-
able. They asked for the fall of 1970 as a goal for
the achievement of that number. While pointing out
the difficulties involved, we felt that that date could
be well accepted as a goal."
The college community, Daggett said, has been
and must continue to be sensitive to the poignant
problems of our times."
And so the commitment was made.
But ii is a long way from the position the College
now holds to the 85-man goal. There are, according
io the U.S. Office for Cifll Rights, 23 blacks and six
other minority non-whites enrolled in the College to-*
day. Adding over 60 more by the fall of 1970 isn't
as easy as it sounds. More financial aid money is
needed, more capable black students must be found
and a myriad of special considerations must be made
to help the disadvantaged black students adjust to
the highly competitive, upper-middle class "white"
atmosphere of Bowdoin.
Let's look at the monetary aspect of the commit-
ment, especially from the standpoint of increased
demands on existing financial aid supplies.
This jvear the College is disbursing approximately
$762,000 is grant and loan money. Of this, approxi-
mately $75,000 goes to the 29 black students. The
average "award" (grant plus loan) for black stu-
dents is about $2600, almost $700 more than
the average award to white students.
(Please turn to. page 6)
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More on the War Against the
Young: Martin Duberman says
those in power in our universi-
ties are blind to student
principles.
James Dickey on Allan Seager
and Theodore Roethke.
No More Vietnams? Is it even
realistic to insist on this?
. .
.
Where does the Vietnam ex-
perience leave us in our rela-
tions with the U.S.S.R. and
China? (The first of two ex-
cerpts from a conference at




WASHINGTON - Although the
nation's graduate schools did not
face the 70 per cent reduction in
fall enrollment some predicted
last year because of the draft, the
second semester crunch may hurt
them badly.
^lost universities were taken by
surprise this fall, when the 25-50
per cent of their students
expecting to be drafted returned
to school after all. Some
universities, which had accepted
more graduate students than they
could handle in order to make up
for the draft's toll, have been
faced with money and housing
shortages — and too many
students.
They had failed to calculate this
fall's election and its ramifications
on the draft in their estimates last
spring.
In February, when the Selective
Service System announced that
graduate students would no longer
be deferred "in the national
interest," both universities and
the government predicted that
schools might lose up to 70 per
cent of their first-year students.
They forecast a great increase in
female and middle-aged graduate
students. -
Selective Service officials
predicted that students would
make up as much as 90 per cent
of the draft call-ups in many
states. The Defense Department
said 63 per cent of the 240,000
draftees predicted for 1969 would
be students. Students made up 3.8
per cent this year.
But the crunch failed to
materialize this fall. For one
thing, draft calls beginning in July
were drastically lower than those
for previous months. And they
will stay that way until January
when the elections are well over.
How much calls will rise
depends on the manpower needs
of the armed forces, the status of
the Vietnam war, and the mood
of the new President. But they are
sure to rise at least a little,
according to Mrs. Betty Vetter, an
official of the Scientific
Manpower Commission, a private
research agency in Washington.
Her prediction is based on the
fact that draft calls for the last
few years have run in 18-month
cycles; the high point of the latest
cycle is due in January 1969.
Whatever the increase, it is sure
to hit students' harder next
semester; under present draft
regulations, the oldest eligible
males are first to go, and graduate
students newly classified 1-A are
perfect targets. Those who receive
induction notices during the
present school term are allowed to
stay in school to finish the term,
but must then report for
induction.
But despite the fact that total
graduate enrollment has changed
very little — in numbers, the edict
has not been without effect.
Graduate schools at several
universities have reported drops in
enrollment from one to 20 per
cent. Professional schools seem
harder hit than most. At
Valparaiso University, 25 of 150
students enrolled in the Law
School didn't register in
September. Lehigh University
reports a 13 per cent decrease in
enrollment.
And at many schools, graduate
departments found that women
Math Majors:
Will your first position
be worth your time and talent?
It will if you join the National Security
Agency. In fact, working for NSA will
bring you face to face with mathematical
challenges so great that they frequently
go beyond the known boundaries
of mathematical knowledge.
NSA is the agency within the
federal government that is responsible
for designing and developing
invulnerable communications systems
and EDP devices to transmit and
receive vital information.
The Career Scene at NSA
As a mathematician at NSA, you will play
an active part in defining, formulating
and solving communications-related
problems, many of major national
significance. Statistical mathematics,
matrix algebra, finite fields, probability,
combinatorial analysis, programming
and symbolic logic are but a few of the
tools applied by Agency mathematicians.
Theoretical research is also a vital
concern at NSA, owing to the fact that
the present state of knowledge in
certain fields of mathematics is not
sufficiently advanced to satisfy
NSA requirements.
Your Imagination, a Vital Factor
Because you will be working at and
beyond the present-day state-of-the-art,
your imagination will be stretched to its
limits. Mathematical problems will
seldom be formulated and handed to
you. Instead you will help define the
problem by observing its origin and
characteristics and the trends of daja
associated w ith it . You w ill then —
determine whether the problem and
data are susceptible to mathematical
treatment, and if so, how.
Career Benefits
NSA's liberal graduate study program
permits you to pursue two semesters of
full-time graduate study at full salary.
Nearly all academic costs are borne
by NSA, whose proximity to seven
universities is an additional asset.
Starting salaries, depending on
education and experience, range from
$8845.00 to $15,000.00, and increases
will follow systematically as you assume
additional responsibility. Further, you
will enjoy the varied career benefits and
other advantages of Federal employment
without the necessity of Civil Service
certification.
Check with your Placement Office for
further information about NSA, or write
to: Chief, College Relations Branch,
National Security Agency, Fort George
G. Meade, Md. 20755, Attn. M321.






and older (over-26) men made up
larger portions of their enrollees
than ever before. Some schools
claimed that their students are of
lower ability than they would
have been before the draft.
Such intangible evidence as
decline in graduate school quality
is, of course, almost impossible to
document. More obvious and
evident, though, is a decline in
morale among graduate students.
Young men faced with the
prospect of being drafted have
always been burdened with an
overwhelming anxiety few other
people experience. And graduate
students this year, knowing they
are sitting atop the proverbial
powder keg and may get THE
letter any day, are unusually
nervous and fearful.
Universities, which opposed the
move to end graduate deferments,
are reacting to their students'
concern in many ways. Several
heavily graduate universities,
among them Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, have
announced that students whose
education is interrupted by the
draft — either for two years of
service or for a jail sentence for
resistance — will later be able to
resume their degree work where
they left off, and will stand a
good chance of ~ having their
fellowships renewed.
Several schools are also
investigating new degree programs
like MIT's five-year engineering
program — in which the student
does not officially receive his
bachelor's degree until he receives
his master's in a fifth year (and so
is classed as an undergraduate for
five years).
The institutions are
understandably vexed. Many of
them — like their students —
concurred with the 1967
recommendations of the
President's Commission on the
Draft. The Commission's report
I
. . .
where imagination is the essential qualification
V
suggested a two-pronged attack on
the draft's present inequities and
injustices: abolition of student
deferments AND reversal of the
present oldest-first system so that
19-year-olds would be drafted




SAN FRANCISCO (CPS) -
Deans of some of the nation's
most prestigious graduate schools
are worried about recent publicity
that the abolition of draft
deferments has not hurt graduate
schools.
They fear the publicity will
make it difficult for them to
lobby for a change in the draft
law when the new Congress and
administration take office in
January.
Most graduate school deans had
predicted dire consequences when
graduate deferments were ended
last February. "Graduate schools
will be filled with the halt, the
lame, the blind and the female,"
was the most popular prediction.
But statistics show that graduate
schools' enrollments haven't
dropped significantly, and the
press has been full of stories that
the gradual? schools aren't badly
hurt.
"Nobody knows whether
graduaXrWhools are badly hurt,
says GtWaYjp Aril, president of the
Council of Graduate Schools in
the f. S. "Who are these
students?"
Arlt is urging that universities
gather more information about
their graduate students. He said,










HALLOWEEN WINNER - The "Country Pumpkin" was the winner in the Senior Center
pumpkin-carving contest last week. There was only a very small turnout for the contest, which promised
five bottles of wine to the winner.
(Orient Photo)
rtis String Quartet Senior Corsori
To Perform Monday Night Wins Seat In
The Student Council engaged in
heated debate for nearly an hour
Monday night over the Student
Activities Fee Committee's
1968-69 report, but little concrete
action emerged from the
discussion.
The Council decided
unanimously to accept the
Committee's report, but it left the
door open for "strong
recommendations" by the Council
regarding next year's allocations.
A possible system of priorities for
allocating the "Blanket Tax"
funds was debated, but no
conclusive guidelines were agreed
upon. A five-man committee was
appointed by Council Pres. Ben
Pratt to investigate the methods
and priorities used by the
"Blanket Tax" Committee: John
Ski I lings, Bruce Bragdon Bill
Lever, Tom Harvey and Tim
Warren. S killings was named
chairman.
The Skillings committee is to
make a report to the Council with
its findings.
Discussion of the budgets and
allocations of several campus
speaker and exhibits to emphasize
the contributions that blacks have
made to American culture.
Another $750 will be used to
finance Black History Week, a
traditional event scheduled for
febniafy.^lackltistoryWeek will
include forums and discussion by
faculty members and students.
Richard Hatchett, formerly of
New York University, has been
tentatively scheduled to speak




At seven o'clock Tuesday
morning, twelve members of SDS
at Bowdoin left for Waterville to
participate in a student
demonstration protesting this
year's "no-choice" presidential
election. In Waterville the
The Curtis String Quartet will
appear at Bowdoin Monday in the
second event of the 1968-69
Curtis-Zimbalist Concert Series.
The concert will be given at
8:15 p.m. in Pickard Theater,
Memorial Hall. Single tickets at
$2.50 ar available in advance at
the Information Desk of the
College's Moulton Union, or may
be purchased at the door.
Children's tickets at 50 cents will
be on sale at the door.
The program includes Quartet
in G Minor, Opus 74, No. 3, "The
Brod^ky, are members of the
present quartet. Geoffrey
Michaels, a distinguished
Australian violinist, joined the
group in 1965. Cellist David Cole,
the son of Orlando Cole, will
assist in the Schubert work. David
Cole has appeared at the Marlboro
Festival and at the Aspen, Colo.,
and Tanglewood.
The distinguished musical group
first came to Bowdoin more than
30 years ago, through the efforts
of the late Mrs. Sue Winchell
Burnett. Mrs. Burnett, herself a
Horsemen", by Haydn; Zoltan cellist of note, was the widow of
State House
Having survived the "coattails"
of Senator Edmund Muskie,
senior Neal Corson, 21, was
elected to the Maine House of
Representatives Tuesday as the
legislator from the district of
Madison, Mercer, Cornville,
Norridgewock, and Smithfield. In
the normally Democratic dfstrict,
Republican Corson narrowly
defeated incumbent Joseph
Belanger, a Democrat, by a vote
nf 1480 to 1298.
""orga nizattons
appointment of the Skillings
committee. The two organizations
which came in for the heaviest
que s t ioning were the
Afro-American Society and the
Bowdoin Undergraduate Civil
Rights Organization (BUCRO).
Virgil Logan '69, speaking for
the Afro-American Society,
explained plans for the $2550
allocated to AAS by the "Blanket
Tax" Committee.
Logan explained that $1500
will be used for a Black Arts




Bowdo in delegation joined with
Kodaly's Duo Opus 7 for violin
and cello; and Quintet in C Major,
Opus 163, by Schubert. The
public is cordially invited to a
reception in the Hutchinson
Room of the Bowdoin Senior
Center after the concert.
The Curtis String Quartet,
founded in 1927, has won fame
throughout Europe and America
and has been a favorite of Maine
audiences for more than three
decades.
Three of the original members,
violist Max Aronoff, cellist




Atty. Peter S. Smith of Reston,
Va., associated with the
Neighborhood Legal Services
Project in Washington, D. C,
spoke Thursday to junior and
senior Government majors.
A 1960 graduate of Bowdoin,
Mr. Smith received his law degree
from Cornell.
Mr. Smith was formerly a
United States Justice Department
Attorney. Hp served in the
Appellate Section of the Civil
Rights Division. He is a former
President of the Bowdoin Club of
Washington, D. C, and is
currently the Club's representative
member on the Bowdoin Alumni
Council.
the late Professor Charles T.
Burnett, a faculty member at
Bowdoin for 42 years
Macbeth
(Continued from page 1)
power in the hands of the
Council.
In either case, the laborious
process of having social rules
approved by the entire faculty
and Governing Boards would be
eliminated. This proposal,
however, must be approved by the
existing process. »
Dick Mersereau '69, Chairman
of the students on the Council, is
encouraged by the progress that
has been made so far and hopes
that the students' responsible
attitude toward social life can
become College policy.
Members of the Council are
Mersereau, Robert Ives, Jim
Barney, Ralph Berry, Skip
Cousins, Bob Blackwood, Jay
Simmons, Professors Sam
Butcher, R. Wells Johnson,
Edward Ceary, William Whiteside,
K.P. Freeman and Dean of the
Faculty James Storer.
The victory capped an intensive
dobr-to-door campaign that
Corson had conducted this fall
while cutting three weeks of
classes at Bowdoin. He returned
to the campus Thursday, but
presumably will have to absent
himself from the College in
January when the Maine
legislature convenes for its
biennial session.
The Humphrey-Muskie ticket
won in Maine by a margin of
approximately 13 per cent.
Though Corson was successful
in state politics, another member
of the Bowdoin community
Assistant to the President,
Emeritus, Phillip Wilder — was
not. Wilder lost a bid for a state
senate seat from Cumberland
County.
Bowdoin alumnus Horace A.
Hildreth, Jr. '51, a Republican
from Falmouth, lost a bid to
unseat incumbent Democratic
Congressman Peter N. Kyros.
Kyros and Democrat William D.
Hathaway kept their seats as U.S.
Representatives from Maine's 1st
and 2nd districts, respectively.
To Give Talk
Sunday Night
Richard Gittens of New
London, Conn., Second Vice
President of the Thames Valley
Community Action Program, will
speak at Bowdoin Sunday at 7:30
p.m. in Wentworlh Hall of the
Senior Center. The public is
cordially invited to attend.
Professor Douglas Fox of
Bowdoin's Department of
Government and Legal Studies
will introduce Mr. Gittens, whose
subject will be "Programs and
Problems in the Black
Community."
Mr. Gittens has been project
coordinator for a Connecticut
College project involving young
people in a program of Black
culture. He is President of the
Winthrop Tenants* Association in
New London.
The 32-year-old father of six is
a special student at Connecticut
College.
larger groups from Colby and the
University of Maine to form a
band of over 200 students.
The protestors had obtained a
parade permit from Waterville
Police allowing them to carry on a
peaceful demonstration 25') feet
from the polling place where
Maine's Senator Edmuud Muskie,
Democratic candidate for
Vice-President, was to cast his
vote. In* the middle of the
morning Seantor Muskie arrived at
the polls, went in and voted, and
then left. He saw the
demonstration but didn't pay any
noticeable attention to it.
The main objective of the
protest, according to SDS
organizers, was to remind Muskie
/
that some students were not
willing to forgive and forget, to
calmly accept a no-choice,
fabricated candidacy. In this most
protestors felt they succeeded;
Muskie saw the signs and heard
Ihe chants. But some students
thought that the demonstration
was not "politically pointed". The
whole thing w;is pretty dull.
A considerable number of the
Colby students present were not
supporters of SDS, and said so.
One Bowdoin student claimed
that "the Colby people wrecked
the demonstration" because they
suppressed attempLs at vigorous
chanting and pointedly denied
SDS associations to onlookers.
"We were just marching around
and everybody was getting
bored," he said.
After Muskie left the
demonstrators marched to a
nearby park and listened to
speeches by SDS leaders,
primarily concerned with tying
together SDS efforts in Maine.
Maine SDS is planning for a
regional conference to be held
November 23.
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The Election: A History Lesson
Tuesday's Presidential election is now history. And strange history it
is. Each Presidential candidate won approximately the same percentage
of the popular vote. Yet the final popular vote wUl not be known
probably until sometime late today, at the earliest. Of course, the
outcome in the Electoral College is clear-cut, and it has been since
mid-morning Wednesday. The mechanix of our political process are
almost more interesting than the results.
We wish the President elect the best of luck in dealing with myriads
of problems facing the nation. His first task, as he announced in his
victory speech, will be re-uniting the country. That job may take longer
than the four-year term won in Tuesday's election.
For students, there is a lesson to be learned from Tuesday's election:
the extent of die demands of political involvement, which - by the
way - goes quite a bit farther than merely public demonstration. Maine
Senator Edmund S. Muskie, who emerged from the campaign as a
respected and admired national leader, had some wise thoughts on the
subject o( political involvement for students Wednesday. A major state
newspaper reported Muskie 's reaction to a heckler following a speech
Wednesday in Waterville:
As Muskie finished hrs speech thanking the crowd, a youngster cried
"What about Chicago?" apparently in reference to the Democratic
convention.
Muskie replied that now that the campaign is over "I'll be interested
to see if you young fellows are one-shot citizens or whether you are
going to be interested next year when this election is behind us and two
years from now or four years from now or six years fronxnow.
Thus business of being a citizen in a country like ours is a continuing
responsibility."
Muskie said, "It involves getting involved up to the top of your heart,
your mind; getting involved not with your voice alone but with
whatever skill you have for communicating with other people."
It involves, Muskie said, "listening as well as talking, thinking as well
as shouting, applying your talents to working out problems as well as
complaining about the answers that other people provide."
Muskie said, "I want you young people to get interested and keep
interested."
He promised also that "I will check on you again in two years to see
if you are still interested."
f FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 8, 1968
»<*
Muskie was roundly applauded when he concluded the lecture.
We agree with Muskie. Now is the real time for concerned Americans
to become involved, Now is the time concerned Americans can really
effect the change they seem to so desperately want.
Time For Careful Consideration
The College has what appears to be its first "burning campus issue"
of the year: revision of the social rules, specifically with reference to
parietal hours. Action is being undertaken on many fronts (e.g., the
Senior Center Council, the Student Judiciary Board, the Student
Council and certain campus pressure groups) to bring about a
liberalization of.the existing social rules. We think the social rules need
reconsideration at once. An almost universal disrespect, if not disregard
in many cases, for the social rules has developed on campus. Students
and ad/ninistrators need to sit down and rationally discuss the problem
as it now exists, hopefully with an eye toward producing a more
realistic code of social behavior.
An Anniversary 'Celebration'
Bowdoin will celebrate a rather dubious anniversary day after
tomorrow: Sunday marks the end of a full year without a President of
the College. Exacdy 12 months ago Sunday James S. Coles resigned as
President of Bowdoin after 15 years in the office. During Coles' term,
the College underwent a vast growing period. We hope the selection of a
successor to Coles is forthcoming soon. Bowdoin needs to continue its
growth, and nothing major can be done until a new President is named.
Consider Blacks' Feelings
To the members of Student Council:
The experience of being black in the United
States is different from the experience of being
white. This has, in general, not been a matter of
choice for black people, but it is nonetheless
fundamental and must be recognized: being black is
different from being white. Bowdoin is part of the
society in which this fundamental fact is true, not
separate from that society. In fact
v
the college is, by
tradition, accident, design and history a white
college. Therefore when a black student comes to
Bowdoin he is doing something rather different than
a white student does. A white student continues
within white experience. A black student is coming,
usually for the first time, into a close, personal and
all enveloping relationship with a white institution.
Bowdoin provides no mechanism whatever to deal
with the intersection of black and white experience.
The only mechanism which attempts to do anything
about the intersection is the Afro-American Society.
Afro-Am has to function in two directions. It has
to meet the needs of the black students for a "locus
of black identity." It also has to educate a white
institution about the nature of the black experience.
Some portion of the latter task can be worked at by
both white and black students and faculty. To
perform the first function, however, it must by
necessity be an all black organization. It is not
discriminating against white students; white
students are simply irrelevent to its functions.
Should an organization like this receive student
activities funds? One must first look at why the
question arises. Why is there a great outcry about
the money going to an organization when it is a
black organization? How much has, say, Political
Forum done for the student body recently? I am
not convinced that all the questioning of the
appropriation is questioning in good faith.
It is, of course, difficult after all the talk of
integration (in which I still believe) to understand
an exclusively black group. A sincere white student
may feel rejected; but after all, he can join BUCRO.
The point is that the Black Revolution is teaching
all of us, black and white, a good deal. One thing it
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may be teaching white people is that there are a
number of ways of supporting the Revolution. A
white student may do voter registration work in the
South. This is thrilling, dangerous and useful. It is
not the only way. Another way might be allowing
and supporting an all black organization. I hear
white students frequently ask how they can help
Hard as it may be, one way may be to support
Afro-Am, and keep hands off. Indeed, this is one
measure of the college's, and the students' degree of
commitment to social justice.
To my mind, Afro-Am is one of the very few
student organizations performing any real function.
Most of the blanket tax money goes to carry on
functions which are traditional at colleges, and nice
to have around. If they disappeared, however, only
a few people would have their education seriously
weakened. If Afro-Am functions the way it ought
to, it will have great impact not only on the black
student, but on the way the college as a whole
perceives a wide range of educational issues.
I would be glad to discuss these matters further





The existence of both an honor code and a set
of social rules seems paradoxical to me. If we are
trusted to do what is morally right during an un-
proctored exam, we should be equally trusted on
a date.
The honor system is based strongly on the pre
mtse that an infarction against it is an offense
against the College community. We arc trusted
therefore, with the well-l)eing and rights of all our
contemrwrarics. Social hours, by contrast
.are apersonal matter, involving no one but ourselves and
our dates. If the college does not choose to control
those actions of ours which may affect others it
certainly cannot rightly dictate the rules of our
private lives.
I am not saying that social rules should be put
on the honor system; I bring up the point merely
to illustrate how two-faced the college seems tobe on this point. Social rules are too much of a
personal decision to bo either enforced by the col'-
lege or placed on the honor system. They shouldbe left entirely up to the individual, with the un-derstanding that the rights of others, notably i
roommate, should not be impinged upon
If we are trusted in the exam room, why not in












^.SjJJcin Review 'Pre ...'
To the Editor: . ;
„Chyek ;f"prjent Literary Critic") "FarwelPs. re-
.
,
yiew of Jon Sjjkjn's- poetry reading was "pre" all-
the way: pretentious, presumptuous, and propos-
terouV Before he decides he is a literary critic for
anyone or anything, he'd better learn to write
sentences less awkward than: "A talent of much
less certainty is his ability to write poetry of a
consistently noteworthy quality and this was the
cause of the audience's mixed reactions," and to
watch those split infinitives ("to skillfully articu-
late"). ...
And if he is that chary of gloom and doom poet-
ry, I suggest he restrict his reading to one of the
little old ladies of the Maine Poetry Society — you
know: three names, blue hair, funny hat.
Gerald Kamber
f
(ED. NOTE — Reader Kamber's comments are
too childish to deserve reply. However, one point
does need mention: Mr. Farvvell attended the Sil-
kln poetry reading, reader Kamber did not. Per-
haps reader Kamber was busy boning up on works
a of the "little old ladies of the Maine Poetry So-
ciety.")
Abolish Social Rules: SDS
AN Open Letter:
"The College exists to help able men do
what they themselves want to do. It does not
force the choice or presume to know what
ought to be done. The individual man decides
— and in this the College is unique . . ."
The above statement, published in a pamphlet
by Bowdoin College, was sent to the parents of last
year's freshman class. It states the College's phil-
osophy on 'what a college is for.' We feel it is
time for the administration to act in a manner
consistent with its policy statements.
„ The current area of contention is undoubtedly
the question of social rules here at Bowdoin. We
feel social rules should be abolished, and we put
forth the following in support of our stand
:
The administration states that the College is
an instrument in a man's preparation for future
life. Certainly, with this point of view, exposure
to conditions as they really exist in 'life after
graduation' should be considered part of that prep-
aration. Social rules inhibit this preparation by
sheltering the students at Bowdoin from such ex-
posure, leading to an avoidance of many moral de-
cisions.
,
~ Tne administration feels we are not respon-
sible enough to regulate our own social conducl
yet gives us an Honor Code in which we regulate
our academic conduct. Why should the adminis-
tration make this distinction? The individuals in-
volved should have a choice in what can only be
^termed-.--
1
an ind ividual decis ion
, and the adminlstra-
tion has no right to dictate morals or to "force the
choice or presume to know what ought to be done "
— Finally, we feel thai social rules 'abolish-
ment borders on a much broader topic, that of
students' involvement here at Bowdoin. Students
should certainly have the say in moral affairs that
effect us personally, and not through administra-
tion organs. What closer issue is there to student
lite than the abolishment of social rules'
These are, briefly, some of our arguments for
the abolition- of social rules. Mainly, we see the
present administration's stand as being inconsistent
with its stated policies and aims; namely, that "the
College exists to help able men do what they them-
selves want to do." We feel that the only way one





(Students for a Democratic Sociely)
SDS Can Help Combat Racism
To the Editor:
I would like to thank Virgil Logan for the faith
and support of SDS he expresses in his letter to the
Orient of October 18. We certainly agree that
activism can take a variety of forms and I would be
the last person to undercut the record of successes
made by BUCRO.
However, I think it is important to explain SDS's
position in regards to BUCRO. Whites in BUCRO
have worked with blacks in achieving the goals
Virgil mentioned and it was necessary that whites
and blacks work together. However, civil rights is no
longer the major issue involved in race relations. The
rocus should be turned to the root of racism,
rlacism seems to be a symptom of the major evils in
our environment and that now is the time to start
working at finding the basic problem and then
^ i" .™ ^0rreCl the sil"»tion. Therefore, whilepeople still have the unglamorous task of putting
into effect these proposals (which could be handledby the Afro-American Society) the other job of
going further into the problem will hopefully be
worked on by SDS.
It is my personal feeling that whites do not belong
in leading positions in BUCRO because that
situation fosters that kind of paternalism which is
not only embarrassing but also degrading to blacks,
rw«.i.
mVWn .wi«lulion » Chairman of theRecruiting Committee.











organizations are switching their focus to getting rid












Politics '68 touched the Bowdoin campus several times this year. Uh
March 17 and 18 Minnesota Sen. Eugene McCarthy visited Bowdoin
ostensibly to give a lecture on Africa. But his personal and political
appeal electrified nearly the entire student body. Less than two months
later, Sen. Edmund S. Muskie - then only the junior Senator from
Maine, not the Democratic Vice-Presidential candidate - gave a lecture
to the campus community on model cities. A lively, sometimes heated
discussion followed Muskie's talk. This Fall, interest in the election
decreased appreciably. Only a small audience turned out for a debate
on the two major Presidential candidates a week ago Thursday.
Incumbent Congressman Peter N. Kyros, Maine's lst-District
Representative, drew little attention as he toured campus last week
talking to students and faculty. But there were signs of concern: over
half of the student body voted in last week's mock election, and there
were more than a few students who pulled voluntary "all-nighters"
Tuesday watching the election returns. Political interest took many
forms at Bowdoin in 1968.
I
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Jerry Brown, Mrs. Pippo
The Dean's Tool







By the fall of 1970, when the College expects to have 85 blacks
enrolled, the total financial aid money being spent on black students
will be in the neighborhood of $250,000. The average award to each
black will be approximately $2950, assuming that tuition increases by
then will have boosted the yearly cost of going to Bowdoin to about
$4150. All of these figures are rough approximations, based on current
need.
The man who derived the projected cost figures is "Student Aid
Director Walter H. Moulton '58. And he is the first to qualify them.
"It is very difficult to figure precisely what our projected costs are,"
said Moulton recently.' "There are many factors that complicate any
attempt to make hard-and-fast projections. For instance, financial aid
needs vary from year to year for individual .students: Most middle and
upper-income families, for example, are able to^enerate more money
from year to year, but most disadvantaged families aren't able to
generate as much more money as quickly. There are many, many
other complicating factors in computing student financial aid needs."
One of the biggest problems for Moulton is trying to compute
what he calls "collateral" costs. These are the costs for summer pro-
grams to help prepare disadvantaged students for Bowdoin. "We have
no idea yet exactly what these programs will cost, especially when
we might have to consider factors such as programs will cost, especial-
ly when money lost by participating in summer programs."
Another factor is the possibility that some of the black students,
perhaps as many as 25 percent, will have to be on five-year instead of
four-year programs.
Even without an accurate estimate of the cost of so-called "col-
lateral" programs, the price-tag on the increased number of disad-
vantaged students will be high. Projected figures, tentative as they
are, indicate that financial aid need of blacks will- be approximately
$148,000 next year, $250,000 in 70-71, $302,000 in 71-72, $350,000 in
72-73, $343,000 in 73-74 and $335,000 in 74-75. Part of the reason
for the high peak in 72-73 is due to an effort to compensate for ex-
pected overlap and attrition: the College projects approximately 105
black students in five classes during that academic year. After 72-73,
the number of blacks enrolled will taper back toward 85.
The financial aid problem gets very sticky at this point. As soon
as 1971-72, financial need of black students alone will comprise rough-
ly $300,000 of the total projected pool of $800,000 available. Presently
approximately 30 to 35 percent of financial aid money — at least in
terms of entering freshmen —







something has to* give.- ,**••'»•'
This "give" is called "displacement" by College officials. And no
one wants to see it happen.
Prof. William D. Shipman of the Economics Department, Chair-
man of the Faculty Committee on Preparatory Schools and Admis-
sions, sums up the problem of "displacement" calmly, precisely and
with great insight and understanding. "First, the decision as to allo-
cating financial aid money by groups resides initially wth the faculty
but eventually with the Governing Boards," Shipman explained care-
fully. "Displacement would be a problem and I am~not anxious to see
it. The Admissions Committee's position at this time does not favor
any significant displacement. The Committee is not willing to simply
cut off aid to low-income Maine students or 'to low-income but very
able students from other parts of the country. Some means of finding
additional funds must be found."
Both Moulton and Shipman unequivocally support the College's
commitment to 85 blacks by 1970. However, both clearly see the im-
minent threat of "displacing" some funds from Maine students or
others to blacks.
The reasons for maintaining the College's "commitment" to
Maine are as cogent as those -for supporting the goal of 85 blacks.
"We have to remember Bowdoin's tradition in helping Maine stu-
dents," reminded Shipman. "And we also have to consider our loca-
tion. If we don't help the able but needy Maine student, maybe no-
body will. On the other hand, there is a nation-wide concern now for
helping needy black students."
Clearly there are many complex ramifications in the College's
commitment to black students, particularly inifhe area of student fi-
nancial aid.
The need to have a clear understanding of the financial aspect of
the black-student commitment is obvious. But an episode earlier this
fall involving a member of the Bowdoin Admissions Office emphasizes
another equally crucial aspect:
One of the College's Admissions officers had been sent to a large
high school in Harlem to contact black students. A counselor at the
high school was blunt with the Bowdoin recruiter, "Before you talk
to a single student of mine, I have to know if you can afford to fi-
nancially support these boys. Last year, a top-rated college came
through here spouting an attractive plan to bring more black students
to its campus. The top three boys in our class were so impressed that
they applied there. The boys were accepted, but only if they could pay
their own way. It was impossible for the boys to do so, and they were
crushed. So you'd better be able to pay for nearly everything, or I
won't let you talk to anybody. We don't want another college pulling
the same hypocritical stunt again."











Wisconsin Program Wins Praise
MADISON, Wis. (LP.) - The
University of Wisconsin program
of assistance to disadvantaged
undergraduate students on this
campus has been cited as one of
the three "most outstanding"
among public institutions of
higher education in the United
States.
The Madison program of
tutorial and financial assistance
was described by the magazine,
Southern Education Report, as a
"significant contribution" to the
education of "high risk" students.
Projects at the University of
California and Southern Illinois
University also were among those
cited.
Launched in 1966 with 24
students, the program is directed
by Mrs. Ruth Doyle, specialist in Size of the program is restricted
tho office of the dean of student "by "lack Of money," the magazine
X X\\\N \\\\
affairs.
"This is not a pilot project,"
Mrs. Doyle said. "We're not an
experimental group. These kids
can make it. The big state
universities have more of an
obligation to help these students
— and can do it with less trauma
— than the private colleges. This is
part of our responsibility."
Tutored by honor student
volunteers, the 24 were joined last
fall by another 63 students, all
rated at the bottom one percent
on the University's "predicted
success scale." This group
included 53 Negroes, four
American Indians, two Puerto
Ricans, and four whites.
\\\\\\ X VS\\\\\
for FULL-CIRCLE BANKING SERVICES ..
.
from MAINE'S LARGEST NATIONAL BANK.
there are now 25 offices across the state
from which to choose
explained. "The University's
present intention is to continue
enrolling 60 to 65 new students in
the program each year. In a
five-year program, this will add up
to some 300 students."
"Perhaps the most noteworthy
thing about the high risk program
at Wisconsin is the University's
own flexibility in response to it,
and that in turn seems to derive in
large part from Ruth Doyle
herself. Any university as large as
Wisconsin must inevitably be
somewhat bureaucratic; size alone
dictates tight organization and
regulations and a certain amount
of rigidity," the magazine
commented.
"But without lowering its
standards, changing its
requirements for degrees or even
altering the rules for academic
probation and dismissal, the
University has accepted a group of
students who were strangers to
the campus culture and poor bets
for success, and achieved a better
retention record with them than
with the freshman class.
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s Meet This Weekend
The.ninth annual combined fall
conference of the Bowdoin
Alumni Council and Directors and
Agents of the Bowdoin Alumni
Fund is being held now through
Saturday.
The three-day program includes
numerous committee meetings
and business sessions, as well as a
report by Acting President Athern
P. Daggett, a question and answer
period with Director of
Admissions Richard W. Moll, and
informal remarks by Trustee
SanforcTB. Cousins '20, Chairman
of Bowdoin's Presidential Selec-
tion Committee.
The meeting will include a
special dinner program tonight in
the Moulton Union Lounge,
where presentation of Alumni
Fund Awards will be made. Guest
speaker at the dinner will be
Donald V. Taverner, President ofWQED-WQEX educational
television stations in Pittsburgh,
The conference began Thursday




The Maine State Touring
Theatre Company will perform
Isben's "Hedda Gabler" at
Bowdoin College Nov. 16.
Sponsored by the Bowdoin
Masque and Gown, the
performance will be presented at
8:15 p.m. in Pickard Theater,
Memorial Hall.
Professor Richard Hornby,
Director of Dramatics at
Bowdoin, said the play is "a study
of repressed sexuality and
violence ... It is one of the most
powerful and exciting evet
written."
Tickets for the Nov. 16
performance may be obtained at
the Information Desk of the
College's Moulton Union or at the
door. The price is $2 per person.
Reservations may be made by
telephoning 725-8731, Ext. 375.
The State Touring Theatre
Company opens its first season
this fall. It was formed in
September and is composed of
professional actors, a stage
manager, a set designer, and an
assistant to the designer.
a familiar face at Boothbay,
played the role of Tesan in the
same production, and will appear
at Bowdoin. Another veteran of
the Boothbay production is
Evelyn Tracy, who played the
part of Thea.
Other cast members include
Bruce Oliver of Portland, who
received his B.A. degree in theatre
from Macalester College, Minn.,
anc< has worked with the Portland
Players Workshops; Maria Hawkes,
a native of Bath who starred in
"The Country Wife" at Bowdoin
last spring;
Also, Bill Harris, a graduate of
the Museum School of Boston and
a former resident of Lewiston,
who will play the part of the
Porter in the . Bowdoin
production; Tom Val, another
Boothbay veteran who has
appeared at the Oregon
Shakespeare Festival, at San
Francisco Actor's Workshop and
the Pittsburgh Playhouse; Julie
Jorgenson, a drama graduate of
Northwestern University who
appeared at Boothbay during the
Frankjyn Lenthallj Director of—
p
ast two seasons; and Edward
Newell, a Queens College graduate
who has acted in stock at many
theaters and is a
.
well known
model in television commercials.
Today's schedule includes
meetings of various Council
committees in the Alumni House
and a meeting of the Fund
Directors in Hawthorne-Long-
fellow Hall. Dr. Leonard W.
Cronkhite, Jr. '41 of Marblehead,
Mass., President of the Council,
will preside at a 12:15 luncheon
in the Moulton Union, which will
be followed by more committee
meetings.
This afternoon the Alumni
Council will hold its regular fall
meeting in the Council Room of
the Alumni House, and Alumni
Fund Directors and Class Agents
will meet in Sills Hall for work
sessions.
Tonight's program will include
an address by Mr. Taverner and
presentation of Alumni Fund
Awards. ,.
From 9:30 to 10:30 a.m.
Saturday the Alumni Council will
complete its business meeting in
the Alumni House. The Alumni
Fund Directors and Agents will
attend a question and answer
period with Mr. Moll in
Massachusetts Hall.
The Council and Fund
Directors and Agents will hold a
combined meeting in the Faculty
Room of Massachusetts Hall at
10:40 to hear the reporting of
Acting President Daggett. A
concluding luncheon will be held





Bowdoin debaters will compete
in two debate tournaments this




Walter N. Plaut, Jr., has been elected President of White Key.
interfraternity athletic organization at Bowdoin, for the curreni
academic year.
Elected Secretary of the organization was Wayne A. Mayo '70.
The White Key programs and supervises interfraternity athletics a
Bowdoin and serves as the official committee to welcome and mak<
;
arrangements for the entertainment of teams' visiting Bowdoin fron
other institutions.
REFEREE-OVERSEER DIES IIS BANGOR




has ,ost one of its most faithful sons" in the recent death
ot William R. Crowley of Bangor, Maine, a nationally known footbal:
referee and Overseer of Bowdoin.
Mr. Crowley, who officiated at a record 19 consecutive Army Naw
football games and was a widely known referee at other leading
intercollegiate gridiron contests, died in a Bangor hospital Oct 29 a:
the age of 83.
Professor Daggett said Mr, Crowley, a member of Bowdoin's Class ol
1908 and recipient of an honorary Bowdoin A.M. degree in 1928
served the College long and well, working in behalf of the Alumn
*und, serving on the Alumni Council, and since 1942 on the Board ol
Overseers.
PREP DEBATE FORUM SET
Secondary Schools in several New England states are being invited U
enter teams in Bowdoin's 39th annual Interscholastic Debate Forurr
Dec. 14.
Professor Billy W. Reed of the English Department, Faculty Advise>
for the "competition, said the topic will be "Resolved, that the Federal
Government should require the Selective Service System to operate by
means of a lottery, beginning with 1 9-year-olds."
There will be novice and senior divisions, with each school allowed to
enter two speakers — one affirmative and one negative in either oi
both divisions. Each division will consist of a number of separate panels
of six to* ten debaters each. Speakers will be permitted 12 minutes to
make their presentations.
Professor Reed said three judges will be appointed for each panel,
most of them members of the Bowdoin faculty. Individual certificates
of participation and honorable mention are awarded in each division. In
addition, trophies are awarded to the schools receiving the highest
number of points in each division.
The debates will begin at 2 p.m.
Last year the Deb ate Forum drew 34 debaters from nine secondan
schools in three states. Deering High School of Portland, Maine, won
both the senior and novice division championships. Deering also swept
both divisions of the Forum in 1964.
MAINE ARTIST HAS .SHOW IN Mil
Waterville, Maine, and at Eastern
Nazarene College in Quincy, Mass.
JJoth tournaments will be
concerned with the intercollegiate
debate subject: "Resolved, that
executive control of United States
foreign policy should be
substantially curtailed."
The first of the two
competitions will be held today at
Colby. The Bowdoin team will
include Bruce E. Cain '70, Jeff D.
Emerson *70, Gordon F. Grimes
*71, and Clark T. Irwin, Jr. '70.
On Saturday Bowdoin debaters
will travel to Eastern Nazarene.
Competing for Bowdoin will be
four freshmen, Vincent A. Di
Cara, Louis H. Mcintosh, David F.
Sheehan. and Michael H. P. Walsh.
B. W. Reed, Assistant Professor
of Speech in the Department of
English at Bowdoin, will
accompany the group to Colby
and will serve as critic and judge.
Professor Albert R. Thayer,
Bowdoin's Harrison King McCann
Professor of Oral Communication
in the Department of English, will
be critic and judge during the
tournament at Eastern Nazarene.
the Touring Theatre, is
co-producer at the Boothbay
Playhouse and the director of all
its. play*. He is a graduate of the
American Academy of Dramatic
Arts and ' has been Theatre
Consultant to the Maine State
Commission on the Arts and
Humanities.
Appearing in the production of
"Hedda Gabler" at Bowdoin will
be Harryetta Peterka, a teacher of
acting and a director at the
American Academy. She has
played the role of Hedda Gabler
at Boothbay. William Damon, also
Council
(Continued from pa*e 3)
Schwartz '70 objected to the use
of "Blanket Tax" funds to
support speeches by what he
termed "racists." referring to
Hatchett.
In other action Monday night,
the Council:
— heard a report that changes in
the parietal hours are being
considered by the Senior Center
Council, but that no concrete
action has been taken.
— heard a report by Dave
Malcom 71 that "Fast for Biafra
Day" will be held* sometime
before Thanksgiving, if at least six
fraternity houses consent to
closing their kitchens on the
specified rt-.y . Five houses (Sigma
Nu, Kappa Sig, Dek<\ ARU and
PDP) have already announced that
they will not participate.
— informally okayed expansion
of the Student Course and
Teacher Evaluation (SCATE)
project to include nearly all of the
curriculum next year.
Doing artistic design work for
the repertory company is Dennis
Metro, formerly of Bangor. While
in Bangor, he worked with the
Savoyards and the Bangor Civic
Theatre. Warner Brothers and
Desilu TV productions have used
his designs, and he has also
worked with Sir Laurence
Olivier's production of "Becket."
The Business Manager and
Managing Director of the Touring
Theatre is Larry Bisbee, a
graduate of Northeast
Broadcasting School in Boston.
He has worked with Armed
Forces Theatre in Europe and the
European Theatre Conference in
Heidelburg, Germany.
"Marine and Coastal New England" is the subject- of Maine artist
Gene Klebe's one-man show which has opened in the Gallery Lounge of
the Moulton Union. The exhibition will continue through December.
The show includes approximately 20 paintings, all water colors, by
the widely known artist. Mr. Klebe, Chairman of the Maine State Art
Commission, has made his home in Bristol, Maine, since 1945. He has
concentrated on the New England scene in nil seasons and in various
media. His works are included in collections around the world.
Mr. Klebe created the mural paintings exhibited in the State of Maine
Pavilion at Expo '67 in Montreal. His most recent awards include Best
in Show at the 1968 Academic Artists National Exhibition, the Digby
Chandler Award of the Allied Artists of America, and the Charles L.
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"THE GLITTER IS GONE. The
Camelot ol Jack and Jacqueline
Kennedy will never shine as
brightly again. Whether the Ken-
nedy mystique can be' reconsti-
tuted is another question . . . the
Kennedys are tenacious [in]
reaching lor the high places in
the hind To do so henceforth
they may have to renounce the
















Will be open every Saturday
during winter months for
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212 MAINE STREET
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Reservations with the special low rate are confirmed in/dvance |(based on availability) for Fri., Sat., Sun. nights, plus*Thanks- .
giving (Nov. 27-Dec. 1), Christmas (Dec. 15-Jan. 1) and July 1
through Labor Day! Many Sheraton Hotels and Motor Inns offer |
student rates during other periods subject to availability at time
of check-in and may be requested.
i SheratonHotels&Motor Inns© i
a Sheraton Hotels and Motor inns. A Worldwide Service of in ^"^














Last Saturday's victory over
Bates meant more than bringing
the record to 2-3. The game also
clinched the* Maine CBB
(Colby-Bowdoin-Bates) Cup. It
was the Bears first victory over
Bates in four years and the 27
point victory margin was the
largest over the Bobcats since
189$ when the Bears won 54-0.
Coach Lentz gave much of the
credit to the ability to establish a
ground running attack. Led by the
running of fullback Dick
Parmenter and the passing of
quarterback Pete Hardy, the
offense rolled up over 300 yards
in all. Roger Dawe, Ray Bolduc,
and Steve Oakes led the defense
with outstanding play while the
offensive line was lead by the
blocking of Richardson, Carey,
and Sewall.
The Bears face a strong Tufts
squad tomorrow in the last game
of the season. The Jumbos have
the depth to play a good passing
as well as strong running game.
Their defense leaves few holes and
determination to avenge last
weekend's 42-6 loss to Amherst
will harden the entire team. The
week before the Jumbos came
from behind 22 points to defeat
the Williams squad, 30-28.
A HARDY PASS ... is set to be thrown by TACKLE
quarterback Pete Hardy. Hardy rolled up 98 Cameron
rushing yards of his own against Bates while lending
also carrying over two touchdowns.
ACTION ... is illustrated by
Dewar (82) with Gordon Cutten
moral support in background.
Booters Clinch Maine StateTitle
Th
f
1968 Bowdoin College Varsity Soccer team ended its season this week by defeating Bates
A-2 and tying Colby, 1-1. This makes the final record for the team 6-3-2. It also established Bowdoin as
the undisputed State Champion's with state record of 4-0-2.





offense of the game. The first
Bowdoin goal came at 9:43 of the
first period as John Broomell
lobbed the ball into the penalty
area for Steve Lang, who passed
off to Bill Williams for the goal.
Bates tied the score at 19:37 of
1 he same period when Dieudonne
Amherst students recently faced a "hairy" situation when the
Student Council decided it was within their realm to judge a coach's
team dictate on hair length. After suspending a Cross Country runner
Xpr refusing to shorten his hair, a team coach then had his decision
review by the Student Council, a review nowher within* the bounds
of legal government. I quote the "Amherst Student"; participation in
an athletic sport requires discipline and an adherence to the rules.
The coach dictates these rules."
Such rules have recently been brought to trial in early Bowdoin
hockey .season workouts. Long hair has been deemed unbecoming an
athlete and ha? been cause for suspension until altered. It's an amus-
ing situation wnen a coach has to exclude a player from competition
due to personal appearance and an even more amusing one when the
player is willing to sacrifice the experience of competition Jo a princi-
pal as inane as coiffeur.
Gridders Coordinate Attack
"Our ability to establish a ground running attack certainly had a
large part to do with last week's victory. The offense executed very
well, and I was exceptionally pleased with the offensive line." Varsity
football coach Jim Lentz couldn't suppress that victory smile the
entise time he spoke.
In a young team like Bowdoin's, it is mandatory that constant
improvement keynote the season if it is to be a successful one. The
varsity gridders have been" doing
just that and their last two
games have borne this to fact.
The ability to finally coordinate
an effective ground and air attack
with one of the finest small col-
lege lines has turned this year's
liowdoin football fortunes.
Tufts has one of the finest
teams we will face this season.
It will take much well-directed
talent and even more spirit to de-
feat them. We've got the spirit,
and the only question about the
talent is whether Tufts has more
of it. Saturday will tell.
Ngnoumen scored on a hard shot
from right in front.
In the second period at 4:14,
Steve Lang and Bill Williams
combined " again as Williams
scored on a pass from Lang at
left wing. Bates tied the game
again at 10:12 of the same period
as Ngnoumen put a penalty kick.
The winning goal was scored by
John Brandenburg at 16:09 of
Ihe second period assisted by Bill
Williams who passed in to Bran-
denburg cutting from the left
wing. McGrath had five saves for
Bowdoin and Dwight Peavey had
14 for Bates.
Against Colby on Wednesday,
things did^not go as well as at
Bates, but the Mules attempt al
a tie for the State Crown was
thwarted. The Bowdoin goal
came at 20:18 of the third period
as Ned Brown started the ball
down the left side to John Bran-
denburg who pass* to Bill Wil-
liams for the goa!. Lolby gained a
deadlock at 17:17 of the final pe-
riod on a long lob shot by Frank










Coach Jim Lentz's football
squad did last Saturday what they
haven't been able to do as yet this
season - win two games in a row.
The varsity gridders upset Bates'
Homecoming by dealing the
Bobcats a 41-14 deathblow.
After a scoreless first quarter,
quarterback Pete Hardy topped
off a 35 yard drive with an 11
yard touchdown pass to Jackson
in the end zone. Delahanty kicked
the extra point. Less than three
minutes later, Cam Dewar
intercepted Bates' quarterback
Jim Murphy's pass on the
Bobcats' 4 6 yard line. The
Bowdoin offense moved the ball
another 26 yards where Delahanty
kicked the field goal to give the
Bears a 10-0 lead. Another Bates
mistake, this time a fumble, gave
the Bears the ball again at 12:00
in the same period. Seven plays
later, Hardy ran around the right
end for the nine yard touchdown.
Delahanty, after his first kick was
called back on a penalty, finally
succeeded in tallying the extra
point.
Bates rounded out the scoring
in the first half after they received
the Bowdoin kickoff on their own
32. After the drive, the Bobcats
set themselves on the Bowdoin
two yard,line. Three attempts
later thVy broke through the
Bowdoin defense, and finally
scored with 27 seconds remaining




Exhibiting the mercurial talent
which earned an over-powering
victory in the Maine State Meet,
the Bates cross country team dealt
Bowdoin its second successive
loss, 18-43, in Lewiston last
Tuesday.
Tom Doyle, the Bobcats
number one man, set a brisk pace
and broke the old Bates course
record in the process. For the
Polar Bears, Rod Tulonen grabbed
fourth place, Mark Cuneo sixth,
Claude Caswell eleventh, Brian
Sheridan thirteenth, and Miles
Coverdale fourteenth.
Unable to run in the Bates
match were Ken Cuneo and Dave
Goodof, both hampered with leg
injuries. Brian Sheridan, advised
by his doctor not to compete on
Tuesday, did anyway and
jeopardized his chances of running
during the remainder of the
season. Captain Tulonen felt that
"the morale of the team simply
dropped after so many untimely
injuries".
Six minutes into the third
period, Hardy ran three yards
around the end for his second
touchdown of the game. The
scoring came after Parmenter,
Rogers, and Hardy alternately
carried the ball down field 70
yards. Delahanty kicked the
point. At the end of the same
period John Demenkoff
intercepted a Bates pass on the
48. Hardy and Parmenter carried
the ball to the one yard line and
combined in a handoff for the
goal. Another interception, this
one by Steve Oakes, again set the
Bears in scoring position.
Sophomore quarterback John
Benson hit Charles Piasecki on a
short pass for the touchdown.
After the conversion, Bowdoin led
38-8.
Bates' final scoring came on a
fumble they picked up from the
Bears on a punt. After traveling
ten yards to the five, quarterback
Murphy landed the ball on
Ericksberg in the end zone.
Failure to complete the pass for
the extra points, the Bobcats




Not only have the gridders
brought home a trophy this sea-
son (fne CBB Cum. but the
booters likewise have copped a title. By tying Colby Wednesday they
assured themselves of the Maine state title, a winning season, and those
much prized Bowdoin athletic blazers. It was a good season.
In addition to the state title and a new tying record (four with Colby
over the past four years), Bill Williams established a new career goal
record at 11. This broke the old record of ten set by Dave Mather, '68




























Maine 66, Bowdoin 82
3-2
Vermont at 12:30 Friday
New England* Monday al Boaton
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As The Tenth President Of Bowdoin
BOSTON, Mass. - Prof. Roger Howell, Jr. '58 is
the new President of Bowdoin College.
Howell, Chairman of the Department of History
and Acting Dean of the College, was elected here
today as the College's 10th President by a vote of the
Governing Boards. He succeeds James S. Coles, who
resigned a year ago after 15 years as President to
become head »of the Research Corporation in New
York City.
Prof. Athern P. Daggett will continue as Acting
President until Jan. 1, when Howell will take office.
Though at 32 Howell is one of the youngest college
presidents in the nation, he is not Bowdoih's
youngest president ever. William D. Hyde and
Leonard Woods were 26 and 31, respectively, when
they assumed office. The average age of Bowdoin
presidents upon taking office has been 38.
Howell is the first Associate Professor ever
appointed President.
A native of Baltimore, Md., Professor Howell
attended the Calvert School and Gilman School there
before entering Bowdoin, where he compiled a
distinguished undergraduate record. A straight "A"
student, he was elected in his junior year to Phi Beta
Kappa, national honorary fraternity for the
recognition and promotion of scholarship, and
received Highest' Honors in History when he was
awarded his A.B. degree summa cum laude.
He was selected as a Rhodes Scholar and studied
from 1958 to 1960 at St. John's College, Oxford
University. During the 1960-61 academic year he was
a Junior Instructor in History at the Johns Hopkins
University in Baltimore, where he was a Gilman and
John Martin Vincent Fellow. Returning to Oxford in
1961, Professor Howell spent the next three years as
a. Research Fellow and Junior Dean of Arts at St.
John's and a Tutor in History and Political Theory at
Oxford's International Graduate Summer School.
He was awarded his M.A. and D. Phil, degrees at St.
John's in 1964, the year he joined the Bowdoin
Faculty as Assistant Professor of History and
Government. He was promoted to the rank of
Associate Professor in 1966, was appointed Chairman
of the History Department in 1967 and was named
Acting Dean of the College last July.
Professor Howell, one of the few Americans who
have taught English History at Oxford, returned to
England a year ago for a month-long series of lectures
at British universities.
The. latest book by Professor Howell is "Sir Philip
Sidney: The Shepherd Knight," a biography of the
Elizabethan poet, scholar, and soldier, published this
year both in England and the United States. He is also
the author of "Newcastle-upon-Tyne and the Puritan
Revolution," a detailed study of the Civil War in
North England, published in 1967; and the editor of
"Prescott: The Conquest of Mexico," published in
1966. Dr. Howell has, written numerous articles and
papers published in various professional journals here
and abroad.
He is presently writing a biography of Sir Henry
Vane the Younger, a Governor of the Massachusetts
Bay Colony and a leader of the English opposition to
Charles I. Dr. Howell is also currently editing a
volume of the letters and papers of Robert Jenison, a
preacher and major Puritan leader, for the
Northumberland Records Society of England.
Professor Howell has been Secretary-Treasurer of
the Bowdoin chapter of Phi Beta Kappa since 1 966
and he was recently elected Executive Secretary of
the New England Conference on British Studies, a
professional association of scholars. He is also a
member of the Executive Committee of the National
Conference on British Studies.
Professor Howell is married to the former Marcia
Lunt Noonan of Chestnut Hill, Par, and Chebeague















"Hedda Gabler", Ibsen's classic
The Bowdoin faculty has given
its support to two major
programs, the project for enrolling
Little-Mitchell House (or any
alternative housing units) be
renovated to accommodate up to
drama, will be performed by the
Maine State Touring. Theatre
Company at Bowdoin Saturday
more black students and the
program for coeducational
student exchanges. Resolutions
supporting both matters were
passed, with little dissent, at
Monday's faculty meeting, the
Orient has learned.
Now the faculty-supported
proposals will go to the Governing
Boards for consideration.
The first of these
recommendations, sponsored by
the faculty Committee of
Admissions and Preparatory
Schools, called for devoting a
major part of unrestricted income
(arising from new additions to the
College endowment funds) during
the present academic year to
increasing student financial aid.
The reason for doing this is
two-fold: to help counteract the
effect of rising tuition costs on
/the make-up of the student body,
and especially to help implement
the College's goal of having more
students from "disadvantaged"
backgrounds. The entire
recommendation passed with little
opposition.
The second recommendation,
supported by an ad hoc
committee on coeducation, called
for approval of the College's
participation in a 10-school
program involving the exchange of
groups of students between
schools for a semester or a year.
Schools involved besides Bowdoin
are- Amherst, Dartmouth,
Wesleyan, Williams, Mt. Holyoke,
Vassar, Smith, Wheaton and
Connecticut College. Under, the
plan, the College would accept
students from the other colleges
for either a semester or a year
(generally but not necessarily
during the Junior year) and would
permit Bowdoin students to select
such a semester or year at one of
the other schools.
In addition to supporting the
program in general, the faculty
recommended thai the
"twenty girls. The faculty also
recommended that a central office
be established with Bowdoin's
participation to administer the
exchange program and to help
study other possible areas of
cooperation among the ten
schools involved.
The financial aid
recommendation and the student
exchange recommendation were
the two principal items of
discussion during the two-hour
faculty meeting.
Another faculty meeting was
scheduled for 2:45 p.m. today.
This was to be a special meeting,
ostensibly to announce the
Governing Boards' decision on a
new President of the College.
Black Students
evening. The production" will be
staged at 8:15 p.m. in Pickard
Theater, Memorial Hall.
Tickets are $2 per person and
may be purchased in advance at
the Information Desk of
Bowdoin's Moulton Union or at
the door.
The State Touring Theatre
opened its first season this fall. It
was formed in September and is
composed of professional actors
and personnel.
Appearing in the production of
"Hedda Gabler" will be Harryetta
Peterka, a teacher of acting and a
director at the American
Academy. She played the title
role in the Boothbay Playhouse
production.
Prof. Roger Howell . . . Elected today as College's 10th President.
Fund-Raisers FaceEnormus Task
(ED. NOTE - This is the second in a three-part
series on Bowdoin's announced commitment to
have 85 black students enrolled in the College by
1970. Last week, the background and projected
costs of the project were discussed. Today's story
explains the financial aspect of the project. Next
week, in the final installment, recruiting and overall
problems will be discussed.)
By DENNIS HUTCHINSON
Orient Editor-in-Chief
The task of gaining money to support Bowdoin's
announced commitment of having 85 black students
in the College by 1970 rests in the hands of E.
Leroy Knight '50, Director of Development. And
the task is neither small nor easy.
Projected yearly costs for the program range from
approximately $250,000 in 1970-71 to $350,000 in
1972-73. Fall 1970 is the College's target date for
having an enrollment of 85 black students within
the student body. By Fall 1972, the number is
expected to be approximately 105 — due to
provision for attrition and for overlap (fifth-year
students).
What do the figures "$250,000" and "$350,000"
really mean in terms of actually raising new funds?
"If we speak strictly in terms of endowment, it*
means that we need to attract a capital sum of $5
million," Knight said recently. "Our average return
on endowment is approximately four per cent, so an
endowment of $5 million strictly for this project
would yield approximately $200,000 per year. This
would be enough, since the balance over $200,000
can be taken care of through other sources."
These "other sources" mentioned by Knight
include federal Educational Opportunity Grants,
non-institutional scholarships (e'.g., the Rockefeller
Foundation Grant, which runs out in 1975). Lets
look at the breakdown of sources for projected
costs for one year with 85 black students in the
College. Bear in mind that the figures are for regular
College costs only, not for special programs (such as
remedial or tutorial programs).
In 1970-71, the estimated costs — based roughly
on a projection of present costs and needs — for
providing financial aid to 85 black students at
Bowdoin will ' be approximately $250,000.
Approximately $65,000 of this amount can be
supplied by the EOG grant, non-institutional
scholarships and the Rockefeller fund.
Approximately $60,000 can be supplied by loans
through the College. That leaves about $125,000 to
be provided in outright grants by the College.






Phi Delta Psi isn't dead yet.
Events of the past few months
and especially of the past few
weeks have brought the house
close to the brink of financial ruin
and eventual disbandment. But
the brothers of Phi Delt have
attempted during the past week to
overcome some damaging personal
animosities and reunify the
membership.
Phi Delt's troubles entered the
critical stage last spring when the
house president and rushing
chairman both flunked out. As a
result, their rush this fall was
disorganized and netted only ten
freshmen, two of whom have
dropped the house since. This left
Phi Delta Psi with a very small
factious underclass membership.
Last week the house voted to
keep the kitchen open, and the*
(Please torn to page 6)
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Any theater company which
produces Macbeth is assured of at
least partial success: Macbeth
simply cannot be^badrTharwhlclr
distinguishes a good performance
from a merely adequate one is the
creating and sustaining of the
appropriate dramatic tension
through the fall of one character
from good fortune to death and
damnation. But Macbeth must
also be an emotional ordeal for
the audience. In this regard, the
more reaslitic the performance is,
the better it is. The moment the
audience begins to see the college
student behind the costume of the
Scotch lord, the play begins to
lose its vitality.
Thus Macbeth is always more
difficult to produce than say,
Much Ado About Nothing. A
mistake in a comedy can be
turned into a joke by a clever
actor, a mistake in a tragedy
however precents the audience's
"suspension of disbelief", and
thus destroys the necessary
dramatic tension. The Masque and
Gown's failure to avoid such
mistakes in its three performances
of Macbeth last weekend resulted
in a production which was only
adequate.
Twice, such mistakes destroyed
scenes in which the dramatic
action was moving quickly and
purposefully. The first occurred in
the banquet scene and was the
result of the failure to edit Lady
Macbeth's speech, which describes
Macbeth's madness "as but
custom". Since the existence of-
Banquo's ghost on stage forces the
audience to view the action
through the eyes of Macbeth, the
crisis is thus magnified. The
transformation from a savage
warrior to a rationalizing coward.
The change has to be played with
great sublety, or not played at all.
Anything but perfect acting
creates an mcohgruous^BTtuation
which seriously limits the success
of an otherwise dramatically
effective climax. Neither Brad
Bernstein nor Jud Smith was
capable of pulling off the
maneuver.
These two mistakes, and other
similar but less damaging ones,
could have been avoided by
editing the play with an eye
toward the possible reactions of a
modem audience.
Also disturbing was the sacrifice
of poetry to drama, which was
made by all of the performers
except Steve Thompson (Ross),
Tim Sabin (Lennox), and
Constance Aldrich (Lady
Macbeth). The performers
apparently ignored the poetry in
the effort to emphasize either the
meaning or the emotion of the
lines. As a result the lines were
either flat or melodramatic.
Individual performances ranged
from excellent to just plain bad.
At the top of the list was
Constance Aldrich, who played
Lady Macbeth almost perfectly.
The only deficiency in her
performance was the lack of a
certain sexuality which should
have colored her relationship with
Macbeth. It seemed odd that she
almost never touched him, even
on the occasion of his return from
the war.
4 years on campus, 510 trips to the library, 1 happenings, 6 walks to the Dean's office, and 1 long Commencement march
BassWeejuns*
audience has seen Banquo's
murder, and now it sees his ghost.
The more genuinely haunted
Macbeth appears, the more absurd
Lady Macbeth's explanation
becomes. The immediate result is
laughter.
A mistake of no less importance
occurred during the final
confrontation of Macduff and
Macbeth, the scene in which
Macbeth discovers that Macduff
was from his "mother's womb
untimely ripped," thus setting
him outside of the protection of
the witches' prophesy. Macbeth's
reaction to this information is a
complete but momentary
for FULL-CIRCLE BANKING SERVICES...
from MAINE'S LARGEST NATIONAL BANK...
there are now 25 offices across the state
from which to choose
M«mb«r F.DJLfc"^
MAINE NATIONAL BANK
rORMERLY FIRST NATIONAL BANK of PORTLAND
Although not as effective as
Miss Aldrich, Jud Smith was quite
good as Macbeth. In the early
scenes he is manipulated by the
witches and by his wife. As the
play progresses he becomes the
manipulator, whose actions
provide the dramatic thrust of the
remainder of the play. He failed
to do justice to the poetry,
particularly the "Out, out brief
candle" speech, but as a whole his
performance was admirable.
Charles Musco, as Banquo, was
simply too much of good guy:
Banquo is just as interested in the
witches' prophesies as is Macbeth.
Brad Bernstein played the role of
Macduff well, despite occasionally
being too melodramatic.
As for the minor roles, Mark
Esposito was superb as the
drunken porter. He was as
obscene and as funny as the role
would allow. Marcia Howell
played the awkward role of Lady
Macduff as if she didn't
understand it. But this writer
can't imagine it being played in
any other way. David Redman, as
Malcolm, failed to overcome a
serious physical handicap, i.e., an
East End British accent which
made him ineffective as a member
of the royal family.
Technical direction, provided
by William Moody, was generally
good. Elliott Schartz's musical
background was particularly
effective in the witches' scenes,
but terribly inappropriate in other
scenes, e.g., the banquet scene.
As for the performance as a
whole, perhaps the best thing
which can be said of it is that it
should be produced again.
Potentially, it is much better than
it was last weekend. The most
damaging errors could have been
easily corrected. Furthermore, for
all the deficiencies mentioned, the
Masque and Gown's performance
of Macbeth was thoroughly
entertaining, and there is
something to be said for showing
the audience a good time.
u • **#-»*,
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Quorumless Council
Still Does Business






At the student council meeting
on Monday evening several
matters of business were acted
upon. In a committee report,
chairman Dave Malcom stated the
progress of the Biafra sympathy
fast to be held next Wednesday.
Malcom distributed posters to the
representatives to be hung in the
fraternity houses to publicize the
forthcoming fast. In addition
flyers about the fast will be
distributed to all undergraduates
early next week.
Each house has the option of
not participating. If a majority of
the house does not wish to do so
then the house will not. However,
if there is a house which
sympathizes with the fast, but
does not wish to fast, it may
express its sympathy through one
composite contribution of its
members and eat as usual.
The Council is presently
revising its constitution. The first
segment of that revision came up
for approval on Monday. It was
voted that Article III and the part
of Article IV then under
consideration be approved.
Article II, however, was sent
back to committee for
reconsideration on a motion by
Stewart Blackburn. Article II
deals with the election of the
council's officers. Blackburn
wanted the revision committee,
headed by John MacKenzie, to
consider changing the election
process to one where the entire
student body would vote on the
nominees for council office.
In further business the Council,
continued its discussion of how to
finance the B.U.C.R.O. recruiting
of Black students for Bowdoin.
Presently the project is financed
by the "Blanket Tax." A report
was heard from Augie Miller
about his conversation with Mr.
Richard Moll, the director of
admissions. It is the Admissions
Office which deals directly with
the B.U.C.R.O. program.
According to Miller, Moll stated
that "... it is a feather in our cap
to have students recruiting on
(Please turn to page 6)
Nobel Prize Winner Watson
To Speak Here Nov. 22
Dr. James D. Watson
. . . Nobel
Prize Winner to talk on RNA.
Five Awards Are Presented
During Chapel Program
Five awards — three to
fraternities and two to individual
students — were presented at an
Awards Forum in the Chapel
Wednesday.
Professor Roger Howell, Jr.,
Acting Dean of the College,
presided over the program.
Mrs. Curtis E. Chase of Cape
Elizabeth, Maine, widow of the
first Bowdoin man killed in
Vietnam made the initial
presentation of the newly
established Curtis E. Chase
Memorial Prize to Bob Blackwood
'69.
Peter C. Wilson '70, President of
the Bowdoin chapter of Sigma Nu
Fraternity, presented the Orren
Chalmer Hormell Cup, which is
given to the sophomore who has
combined outstanding academic
achievement with intercollegiate
athletic competition in his
freshman year, to Bill Lever.
Acting Dean Howell presented
the Harvey Dow Gibson Memorial
Trophy, awarded annually to the
Bowdoin fraternity which has
shown the greatest improvement
in its scholastic standing during
the previous academic year, to
Delta Sig and Psi U.
Professor Howell also presented
the Student Council Cup and the
Peucinian Cup, which both went
to Delta Sig.
Dr. James D. Watson, Professor
of Biology at Harvard and a
recipient of the 1962 Nobel Prize
for Medicine and Physiology, will
speak at Bowdoin Nov. 22.
Dr. Watson's subject will be
"RNA as Genetic Material". The
public is invited to attend his
lecture in Pickard Theater at 8:15
p.m.
Dr. Watson, who shared the
Nobel Prize with two British
biophysicists, Dr. Francis H. C.
Crick and Dr. Maurice H. P.
Wilkins, was honored for his
contribution to the understanding
of the basic life process through
his joint discovery of the
molecular structure of
deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA), the
substance of heredity.
He won an international
reputation in 1953, at the age of
25, when he and Dr. Crick
presented a model for DNA, from
which much of the research in
modern biology stems.
Professor Watson is the author
of two books. His most recent is
the best-selling, "The Double
Helix", the personal account of
the discovery of the structure of
DNA. He has also written a
textbook, "The Molecular Biology
of the Gene".
A native of Chicago, Dr.
Watson holds a B.S. degree from
the University of Chicago, and his
Ph.D. from Indiana University. He
has conducted research in
Copenhagen, Denmark, as a
National Research Council
Fellow, and as a Senior Research
Fellow of the California Institute
of Technology before joining the
Harvard Faculty in 1955.
The holder of numerous awards
and prizes, Dr. Watson is a Senior
Fellow of the Harvard Society of
Fellows and an Honorary Fellow
of Clare College, Cambridge
University, England. He was a
consultant on President
Kennedy's Scientific Advisory
Committee and is now a member
of the Board of Scientific
Counselors, National Institute of
Arthritis and Metabolic Diseases.
He is also a member of the
National Academy of Sciences
and the American Academy of
Arts and Sciences.
Dr. Watson is a Director of the
Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory of






Class Of '58 Wins Three Awards
AtAlum Meeting Presentation
The Bowdoin-Class of 1!
its Agent, James M. Fawcett HI of
Brooklyn Heights, N. Y., have
received an unprecedented three
awards for their outstanding
participation in Bowdoin's
1967-68 Alumni Fund. The
awards were presented last Friday
night in a highlight of the ninth
annual fall conference of
Bowdoin's Alumni Council and
Alumni Fund.
A total of seven awards were
announced at a campus dinner for
members of the Council and
Directors and Agents of the
Alumni Fund, and their wives.
Making the presentations was
Gordon C. Knight '32 of
Middlebury, Conn., Chairman of
the Alumni Fund.












receive three awards in one
year for oustanding performance.
They received the Alumni Fund
Cup, the Class of 1929
Participation Trophy and the
Robert Seaver Edwards Trophy.
The latter two awards are
presented to the top performers
of the ten most recently
graduated classes.
BOOKS GALORE!
Will be open every Saturday
during winter months for
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Freedom Of Speach Is Vital
A resolution will be introduced at Monday night's Student Council
meeting condemning the speaking appearance on campus by an alleged
racist and anti-Semite. We believe that the resolution should be
defeated.
Therejire two points of^ argumen t concerning the resolution that
must bFconsidered. Basically, what power should the Student Council
exercise over the use of Student Activity Fee money by campus
organizations authorized to use such money? Secondarily, and perhaps
more "importantly, how far does freedom of speech extend in the
college community?
The answer to the first question is, we believe, simple. Campus
organizations have, or at least should have, complete autonomy in
spending their allocated funds. Without this autonomy, the Student
Council would be able to censor campus publications, to dictate
specific programs of all campus organizations, and generally to exercise
discretionary power over any campus activity utilizing "Blanket Tax"
funds. It must be assumed that by inviting a speaker to campus, an
organization has a reasonable expectation that the speaker will
contribute in some way to the College community. This very
assumption should be sufficient grounds for sanctioning almost any
speaker.
This consideration should end the argument as far as the resolution is
concerned. But there is a deeper issue involved: the extent of freedom
of speech in the college community.
We agree with Mr. Justice Holmes that "the best test of truth is the
power of the thought to get itself accepted in the competition of the
market ..." The quest for truth will not be abrogated by the presence
of a few alleged "smelly fish" in the market of ideas.
.
As Holmes also said, "If there is any principle of the Constitution
that more imperatively calls for attachment than any other it is the
principle of free thought not free thought for those who agree with





We salute the Governing Boards on their selection of Roger Howell as
the tenth President of the College. We consider the choice an excellent
one. Our only regret is that the class room will be deprived of one ol its
ablest and most stimulating teachers. '
Support Id-School Exchange Plan
The first step has been taken toward establishing Bowdoin's
participation in the 10-school student exchange program: the faculty
approved Monday of the College's involvement in the proposed project.
(See story, page one). Now the final decision rests with the Governing
Boards.
We believe that the Governing Boards should give their approval, too.
There are two principal reasons: I) the plan provides an excellent
chance for a "sneak preview" of what coeducation would or could be
like, and 2) the plan would be the first of a series of valuable
cooperative projects by the 1 schools involved.
For these reasons. Bowdoin should participate in the program.
Perhaps A Psychiatrist Is Needed
Elsewhere in the Orient, the results of a campus survey indicate that
there is substantial student support for the College's provision of a
consulting psychiatrist. In view of the pressures and confines of the
Bowdoin environment, it would seem that making a psychiatrist
available through the College is valid and reasonable.
A Resolution Against Hatchett
(ED. NOTE - The following is a resolution
introduced at Monday's Student Council Meeting.
The resolution, which concerns a man who has been
invited to speak at the College by the
Afro-American Society, will be voted on Monday at
the next Student Council meeting. It is presented
here instead of on page two with the story of
Monday's Student Council meeting due to its
length).
I. We believe that the purpose of college lectures,
like that of the college generally, is to inform the
community and contribute to tthe human
understanding in a quest for Truth. 1
We do not believe that the college should serve to
provide a forum for spectacle, for the appearance of
persons "so full of hate that they have to direct it
against as many outside objects as possible to keep
from destroying themselves."
Therefore, II. We believe that the invitation
extended to racist John Hatchett by the
Afro-American Society is evidence of a remarkable
poverty of imagination and taste.
Background: Mr. Hatchett is the author of "a
rambling, hysterical attack upon Jewish domination
of the (N.Y.C.) schools" (from Time Oct. 18, 1968)
in which be accused the Jews "and their power
starved imitators the Black Anglo-Saxons" of
"mentally poisoning" Black children.
On Feb. 29, 1968, the, Protestant Council, the
American Jewish Congress, and the Catholic
Interracial Council in* a joint public statement
condemned Hatchett's article (entitled: "The
Phenomenon of the Anti-Black Jew and the Black
.Anglo-Saxons: A Study in Educational Perfidy"
which appeared in the Nov.-Dec. 1967 issue of the
Afro-American Teachers Forum) as "a naked appeal
to racial and religious hatred."
Mr. Hatchett has called President-elect Nixon,
Vice President Humphrey, and the President of the
United Federation of Teachers "racist bastards."
Last month N.Y.U. President James Hester
dismissed Hatchett from his post as head of the new
Mai tin Luther- King, Jr. Afro-American Student
Center.
III. Now, clearly, no college or university of any
stature today would "sustain" a professor who
indulged in race-baiting or who espoused
anti-Semitism. Believing this attitude to be correct,
how then can we allow for the presence of lecturers
(who, after all, are accorded the same forum as
officers of instruction and thereby the prestige
associated with that forum) whose biases are
noxious: in this instance, for a racist who tries to
arouse hatred of Jews.
By paying a racist to speak to us, and so enriching
him, we are according him, and that for which he
stands, a legitimacy and a formal recognition which
is difficult to understand. We are declaring in
| Orient Music Review
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effect, that he has sornethmg to offer us which we
are willing to consider, seriously. If it is indeed true
that we are not prepared to take him seriously,
.--then; we, r0ust 'ask, for what other -purpose
fcorisisterit with the,rble? of the college 'as described
above) could his appearance be intended?





Washington and Jefferson's bi-annual literary
publication, The Journal, wishes to present a
representative cross section of the tastes, talents,
and opinions expressed throughout the country.
Though past editions have had specific themes
such as: "Thoreau," "Poe," and "Electric Poetry,"
we feel a need this year to provide a general outlet
for the pertinent, the provocative, and the
controversial from students and writers and wish to
have all geographical areas represented.
The Journal will include a first-hand interview of
two students working both in the chaotic climate of
the Chicago streets and on the convention floor
playing an active part in the "Draft Kennedy
Movement." In addition, an article concerning the
relation of drugs to today's music is in project.
The Journal welcomes the chance to evaluate and
print your graphics, prose, poetry, and essays. In
order to meet our January publication date, we ask
that your works be submitted before December 2,
1968.
All material submitted should accompany a
self-addressed, stamped envelope and should be sent
to: Peter Falion, Washington and Jefferson Col.,
Literary Journal, Washington, Pennsylvania 15301.
' =
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JOHN RUTHERFORD
Orient Music Critic
Although the mass (i.e. student) appeal of
chamber music is evidently limited, the Curtis String
Quartet's concert Monday night was well-attended
by the usual gre-haired locals and faculty wives.
Since the more competent and youthful Vaghy
Quartet is no longer in residence here, Monday's
concert was our last change to enjoy this medium
this year. And while not a great performance, it was
at least a good one.
Haydn's "The Horseman" Quartet opened the
program. Restraint well-attended by the usual
grey-haired locals and faculty wives. Since the
classic. Particularly impressive was the group's fine
blend, out of which the solo voices emerged only
slightly but just enough. Unfortunately, most of the
solo work was, in the classical tradition, in the
hands of first violinist Jascha Brodsky, who
remained out of tune for most of the concert and
uninspired in his cadenzas in this piece. Of course,
the notoriously bad acoustics of the Pickard Theater
stage have caused tuning problems before.
The high point of the program, for many reasons,
was the Duo for Violin and Cello by Zoltan Kodaly!
First. second violinist Geoggrey Michaels
successfully upstaged his superior in this rare
opportunity to escape the usual "second-fiddle"
role. Second, the piece itself is seldom performed,
because of Kodaly's obscurity in the shadow of his
contemporary, Bartok, and also because of its
mixture of two short-lived modern styles,
impressionism and Violin and Cello by Zoltan
Kodaly. First, second violinist Geoffrey Michaels
range of each instrument and a liberal dosage of
double-stops, not to mention complicated folk
rhythms; but it can offer a remarkably orchestral
sound from the two instruments. In this case, it was
a rare pleasure to hear the piece played with such
competence, dedication, vigor, and sensitivity.
Cellist Orlando Cole's son David was the guest
eel ist in Schubert's Quintet, which the elder Mr.
Lole boldly introduced as "the greatest" piece in
chamber music. No instrument is really a solo
instrument per se in this piece; as in the Haydn
piece snatches of solo and duet work emerged will
out of a fine blend. Again, however, the tuning waspoor this time with everyone sharing the blame at
one time or another. The ensemble was furtherdamaged by the occasional loss of rhythmic clarity
when the vertical structure became particularly rich.
The Quartet's various examples of sloppiness
were inconsistent with many clear evidences of
sens t.ve and intensive preparation, not to mention
Pern,rTT exP«*nce and good reputation.™P, the r"ea«re ^dience was a cause of the
SSZh • . enthusiasm. We do not feel that it iscontradictory to say that the concert was
shST'" 8 uWhi 'e su 8«eslin e t»at more students
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Now A
Criticises Bowdoin s Conservatism By 0. M. Acanthus
By JACK LAWLOR
Orient Managing Editor
Bowdoin's policy of enrolling students from,
economically deprived areas took on a new
dimension this fall when Edwin Ellsworth Adams
entered the College as one of two former Upward
Bound participants in the Class of 1972.
A veteran of the Upward Bound summer
programs of 1967 and 1968, Ed lives in Brooklyn
and first heard of Bowdoin in his junior year in high
school when he was encouraged to apply for
Upward Bound. Until the summer of 1967, the
program at Bowdoin was exclusively for students
from economically deprived areas in Maine. That
summer, however, Ed was one of the five students
from the Bedford-Stuyvesant district who came to
Maine to participate in the program. During that
first summer he took courses in marine biology,
psychology, and composition and rhetoric. Adams
also met Professor Dan Levine who strongly urged
him to apply for admission to Bowdoin when he
returned to New York in the fall.
Last summer, Adams returned to Upward Bound
as an advisor to three students. "I was a program
assistant and was mainly concerned with helping
them out if they had any problems. Sometimes they
had personal problems and I had to use my own
judgment whether or not to report these to the
directors. He also found time to take Prof. John
Rensenbrink's course on Great Innovators and
Heroes. "We did a lot of reading and at the end of
the course we picked a hero and wrote a paper on
him. My hero was Malcolm X."
But Upward Bound was not simply a matter of
studying. Recalls Ed, "There were so many things
you could do if you wanted to: camping,
composition, even aviation, with flights provided by
the air base." Was the program worthwhile? "No
question. The people I met and the opportunity the
program offered made Upward Bound most
worthwhile."
Ed is carrying a full course load, including
Professor Rensenbrink's Gov 21, a study of some of
the new African governments. There is a commonly
held notion that Upward Bound students who go on
to college are in a less favorable academic position
than other students because of their background.
Ed's experience soundly refutes this.
"The courses we took during the summer were no
less profound then the courses offered by the
college during the regular academic year. As a
matter of fact in some sense Upward Bound is more
of a liberal education than Bowdoin, for Bowdoin is
still conservative in many ways." Only now are
some of the conservative traditions starting to give
way. The most controversial at present are of course
reform of the social rules and the lack of women on
campus. Adams feels that the personal problems
these situations present are more dangerous to
students who have backgrounds similar to his than is
the academic problem.
"I think it's incorrect to say that because
someone comes from a disadvantaged area he
automatically is going to be less able to handle
college work than anyone else. As for myself, I'm
sure I can handle the workload. Whatever problems
I or someone like me may have are going to be the
same as those of other students — personal matters
largely a result of the College's location and lack of
women."
According To Survey
Need For Psychiatrist Declared
By PAUL MOSES
(For the Orient)
In December of last year a questionnaire was
mailed to all students at Bowdoin in an attempt to
determine student opinion on Mte need for some
type of resident psychiatrist at the College. At that
time 250 out of the 324 students who returned the.
questionnaire felt that a psychiatrist was needed on
Despite—the—large—number—of positive
responses no action has been taken by the governing
boards of the College, apparently in the belief that
no problem exists.
During the first three weeks of school this year
two students attempted, or made known their
intention to commit suicide. Since that time at least
one other student has seriously considered taking
his own life. These are not rumors but specifics on
the incidents must remain confidential for obvious
reasons. Still, no action is being taken.
To once more bring this issue to the attention of
the college community and because the members of
the present freshman class did not have their
opinions noted in the December poll, a
questionnaire, similar to last year's, was mailed to
each of the 243 freshmen on October 4. As of
October 29, 94 — or 39% — of these questionnaires
had been returned. Although some may feel that the
class of 1972 has not been on campus long enough
to receive an adequate sense of the College's needs,
this objection seems outweighed by the fact that the
first two or three weeks are the most difficult for
the freshmen. This is the time he may find himself
most in need of some professional counseling. This
assumption seems justified by the results of the
questionnaire.
The poll consisted of only three questions which
were to be answered with a simple "yes" or "no".
Space was provided for comment. The first question
asked, "If psychiatric counseling had been available
on campus this year would you have made use of
the service?" To this, 24 freshmen answered "yes,"
66 answered "no" and 4 said that they were unsure.
The 24 freshmen who answered affirmatively
represent 10% of the entire freshmen class even
though only slightly more than a third of the
freshmen returned the questionnaire. There is no
reason to assume that this figure is unusually high
for an entering class.
The second question is only of incidental ihterest.
It reads, "Did your secondary school provide
psychiatric counseling?" Sixteen of the freshmen
answered that their school did, in fact, provide such
a service. It is worthwhile to note that Bowdoin, a
supposedly enlightened college, fails to provide its
students with a service that many secondary schools
apparently feel is necessary.
The final question of the survey read, "Regardless
of whether or not you personally feel a need for
psychiatric counseling, do you think a counselor is
needed on campus?" To this, 85 freshmen answered
"yes" and one answered that he was unsure. Only 8
freshmen responded to this last question negatively.
Many reasons can be presented in favor of hiring a
resident psychiatrist and the freshmen's comments
on the questionnaire covered a wide spectrum of
arguments. One student stated:
"I feel ttafet psychiatric counseling is certainly
What is reality? Is reality of a component nature, with form presiding
over matter? Or is it mere animated clay, with a pneumatic inherence?
This problem should have priority over all philosophical discussions,
because man is first confronted with his environment, to which he must
orient his perception. Philosophy is always environmental, which is
absolutely contrary to the notion held by our modern pantheistical
positivists, that environment is always philosophical. Anyway,
perception has much to do with this problem, and this is where my
Aunt Mildred comes into the discussion. Her experience with reality
certainly will shed some light upon the problem. She writes:
"The other day I was sitting at my desk, pasting stamps into my
Gerber's Ail-American Stamp Album. It is an odious task, I assure you,
even with the new cherry-flavoured stamp hinges. Anyway, I harpooned
a pile of loose stamps with my tweezers and withdrew a 1917 Special
Delivery. Perhaps you know the stamp? It is aquamarine and depicts a
homey scene of a special-delivery boy with his bicycle in front of a
house. The door has just opened, and a woman attired in the fashions
of the day is receiving a letter (presumably special delivery) from the
boy. Also visible is a window, open, with lace curtains and a
window-box with flowers.
"I don't know why, but for some reason the stamp fascinated me. I
. held it for I don't know hows long, studying each detail, even the
cancellation mark. (It was cancelled in July 1918, in Munston, Illinois.)
Just the picture itself seemed to tell a story, a story of much passion
and intrigue. Soon the speculated story (with Death and
Transfiguration thrown in) took first place in my mind, and this stamp
seemed to be but a captured instant, a single frame of an endless
succession of frames. So static was, this scene that it suggested,
antithetically, great movement and' inevitability. Even -the fluttering
. *- •j , ... . . curtain at the window demanded an eschatological interpretation,
necessary at Bowdoin, even if it were only used
occasionally by students. That is one aspect of




"Many times freshmen have problems adjusting to
college life. While academic advisors may be helpful,
,p constant motion, save for the 1917 Special Delivery which I stdl
M
"Well, you can imagine how I felt when a sudden gust of wind blew
open the window and scattered my stamps everywhere. The wind
continued to circulate through the room, keeping every stamp in
and while stttderrts^dvice TBaybe helpful, someone
better qualified and equipped should also be
available."
Several of the freshmen remarked that they had
close friends who had expressed a desire to see a
professional counselor.
One of the freshmen, who felt that a resident
psychiatrist is not needed on campus, replied:
"Psychiatrists, by explaining all your problems
away accomplish nothing, in reality they are still
there. Any professor once he gets to know the
students a little is far superior to any trained
psychiatrist. Frat. Big Brothers help more than
anything!"
Now while this sentiment is undoubtedly well
intended, it seems to make several false
assumptions. None realise better the need for a
counselor at Bowdoin than the majority of
professors who will openly admit that they simply
are not qualified to deal with many of the student's
problems. As for fraternity big brothers, though
they may be useful in adjustments to some forms of
campus life, it seems unlikely that they can take the
place of a trained counselor and it is doubt'ful that
any would even try to assume such a role.
Perhaps the essence of this problem is contained
in a comment made by one of the freshmen. He
said:
"I think that this college has to undergo some
drastic modernizations, and it is almost
incomprehensible that there is no trained
(counseling) psychiatrist here.
By combining the results of this questionnaire
with the questionnaire of last December (with the
responses of the members of the class of 1968
removed) there are now 306 students at Bowdoin
who have expressed a desire to have a resident
psychiatric counselor on campus. It is important to
recognize where protests over this inaction should
be aimed. A majority of the faculty is now — and
has for a long time been — in favor of hiring such a
counselor. The deans, too, would like to see such an
addition to the College. Dean of Students Jerry
Wayne Brown is outspoken on this issue:
"No single person has any idea of the dimensions
of this problem. Out of respect for the individuals
involved neither professors nor deans discuss
specific instances or specific students. However,
there have been enough cases of severe
psychological disturbances — even attempted
suicides — to demonstrate the seriousness of the
problem.
"Students frequently arrive at Bowdoin with major
and minor psychological problems. The stresses' and
tensions of college life foster their own anxieties.
Handling all these problems is a task for a trained
professional. It is difficult, if not impossible, for the
office of the dean of students to operate effectively,
(Please turn to page •>
clutched, albeit feebly, in my tweezed grasp. It was the most inquisitive
and meddlesome breeze that I ever knew! It-leafed through my stamp
album, forwards and backwards, and then proceeded to rearrange the
furniture and adjust the pictures on the wall. I put my foot down,
however, when the brazen breeze presumed to hurry me upstairs to
make the beds.
"I grasped a brass poker from the fireside and began flailing the air.
In my free hand I still held the stamp. This must have frightened the
wind, for it blew out the same way it had blown in, in a great gush. All
the stamps fluttered tranquilly to the floor, and you never would have
guessed that a minute before they had been careening around the room
like raving madmen.
"I barelv had time to straighten my hair and begin to assort the-
truant stamps, when the doorbell rang. Whoever was ringing must have .
caught his finger in the button, because the bell continued its metallic
chortle until I opened the door. Well you may ask, as I did, who was at
the door. Well, on the front steps stood a boy dressed in an aquamarine
uniform, holding a letter in one hand while supporting an aquamarine
bicycle with the other. His face was familiar, somehow. Suddenly I
realized who it was! This person was the same special-delivery boy who
appeared on the stamp, which I still held in the tweezers. First 1
scrutinized the boy, then his likeness on the stamp, in a manner that
would have done justice to a silent movie. This curious apparition then
-thrust a letter into my hand.
"Mechanically I dropped a quarter into the tinted palm of this
visitation. He clambered onto his bicycle and rattled off down the
street. Upon reaching the end of the street, the aquamarine boy lost
control and crashed right into a lilac bush; an,explosion ensued and the
boy and his bicycle disappeared in a puff of aquamarine smoke. So too,
the letter in my hand dematerialized into the upper ether. The only
thing that recalled me to my senses, was that I realized that I had been
defrauded out of twenty-five cents."
My aunt's account of this strange incident ends here. But the problem
remains: which was the reality, the stamp or the apparition? Or were
they both immaterial extensions of space and time? Perhaps Aunt
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(Continued from page 5)
without the assistance of a trained psychologist. 1
would hope that the College would employ a
professional counselor who would work in
association with, the dean of students' office. Of
course, all information would be kept strictly
'confidential.
"1 know of no college of comparable size which is
without a professional counselor. In my opinion, a
resident psychologist is absolutely necessary at
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group at Bowdoin is sponsoring a
visit to Bowdoin by Dr. Gloria I.
Joseph, Assistant* Dean at Cornell
and Director of Cornell's Special
Education Projects, according to
Harrison Tate, spokesman for the
Afro-Am group.
Dr. Joseph will speak to a
college and community audience
in Wentworth Hall on Sunday
evening at 7:30 on "The Black
Challenge and the White College."
Tate said that Dr. Joseph was
one of the leaders in the
formation of Cornell's
A fro-American society and
recently wrote a widely read
account of the experiences of
black students at Cornellfor that
University's alumni magazine.
Currently she is writing a book on
the subject of her talk here
Sunday evening.
"We feel that she has something
valuable to present to a college
such as Bowdoin" commented
Tate, "especially considering the
commitment Bowdoin has made
to having many more black
students here jn a few years'
time." At present there are 25
American blacks at Bowdoin and
increasing this number to about
85 by 1970.
(Continued from page 1\
It is this figure - the $125,000
figure — that must come from,
new endowment and/or newly
solicited funds. And this is where
Knight's problems begin. It must
be remembered, Knight
cautioned, that the black-student
program is not the only capital
campaign in which the College is
involved.
"We must remember that this
project is only a part of a larger
problem, granted a significant
part," reminded Knight. "Last
year we embarked on a five-year
program to raise $20 million. We
have received approximately $4
million, so we are still looking for
$16 million."
The $5-million figure is brand
new and is not a part of the
$20-million project that Knight
explained.
It is perhaps a mistake to
indicate that money needed to
support 85 blacks in the College
must come from endowment
only. There is another major
source, annual contributions. It is
therefore more realistic to think
of the problems as one of raising a
certain amount of money —
probably about $200,000 to
$250,000 — each year through a
combination of endowment and
annual conributions.
Where will the money come
from? That's the big question.
There are five principal sources
for voluntary financial support to




groups. Each year, these sources
provide the college with
approximately $2.4 million.
Additional money to finance
the black-student project must
come from those sources.
and universities by two per cent in
the last year. "The foundations
have turned their attention from
higher education to the problems
of the urban crisis," Knight
explained.
On the bright side, alumni and
other individual donations have
gone up lately. "This is our real
strength," said Knight. "We are
looking here for completion of
our fund-raising program."
Bowdoin's alumni rates as one
of the most active in terms of
financial support in the country,
according to AAC and CFAE
figures. Bowdoin rates among the
top ten in the ''Private Men's
Colleges" division each year in
terms of the number of alumni
donors, the alumni gifts to the
annual fund and total alumni
gifts.
"I think personally that the goal
(of enrolling 85 blacks in the
student body) is a good one and is
compatible with our overall
goals," said Knight. "Right now,
it is a case of looking, searching
and watching for new sources of
money. We're making every effort
possible to acquire the necessary
funds to finance the project."*
"My problem is that the need
for money is going up, and we
must find sources to meet the
need," Knight said in summation.
The problem thus stated is simple.
Solving the problem is highly
complex. And it seems that the
solution may take time. In other
words, 1970-71 may be too soon
to expect the necessary financial
support for 85 blacks. • '
Tate said his group has plans to
invite other speakers to the
College for college-wide
discussions, and will next April
offer a week of Black Arts and
Culture at the College.
"Here is where the problem
begins," according to Knight.
"There is a greater need for funds
on one hand, and a decrease in
support from some sources on the
other."
For instance, general welfare
foundations — the biggest single
supporter — have decreased their
overall gifts to American colleges
Constantines
212 Maine Street— Brunswick
Headquarters For KLH Components
Quorumless
(Continued from page 3)
their own money." Moll also
stated, according to Miller, that
his office could not absorb the
cost o f the program i f the present
financial backing were stopped.
No action was taken by the
Council and the matter was
referred to additional research.
In a rather amusing sidesight: it
was discovered after two-thirds of
the meeting had elapsed that the
Council did not have a quorum
present to conduct a meeting at
all. This situation thereby
technically negated the Council's





Color Processing by Kodak
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Hallmark Cards - Stationery
(Continued from page 1)
members of the Executive
Committee, who had urged the
move to the Union, resigned. At
the most recent house meeting on
Wednesday new elections were
held and the majority of officers
were returned to their positions.
The leading champion of Union
dining was defeated for the
presidency. Phi Delt is now-
planning an alumni fund drive,,
and feels it has the support of the*
alumni to stay in operation.
ATTENTION BOWDOIN MEN!
(Undergrads and Faculty)
We Specialize in Unusual Finance Terms to Fit Every
Need - and Lowest Bank Rates!!
Look Over Our Complete Line of '69 Chryslers, Plym-
ouths, Valiants and Over 100 Clean Guaranteed Used
Cars
SPECIAL 10% SERVICE DISCOUNT




















Open Mon.-Fri; 10 a,m.-9 p.m.
Sat, 10 a.m. -5 p.m
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HARRIED . . . are Mark Cuneo (white, right) and Ron Tulonen. HEADING DOWN. . . is Halfback Mike Jackson (32), third in the varsity football
rushing department. Pete Hardy (10) comes up from right rear.
HEADING UP. Jeff Sexton heads ball as Tom Huleatt (left, black) and Dave Knight
(right) look on.
TAKING IT STANDING UP...is John Phillipsboum (black).





Fall, WA Season Past
Records Set This Season*
Football: John Delahanty, for Most Field Goals in
a season (7) >
New England Small College Record
Soccer: Bill Williams, for most Goals in Season
(tied 6)
Bill Williams, for most Goals in Career
4TL) ,
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 15, 1968^
_-i * :
The Team, for most Games Won in
Cross Season (tied 6)
Country: Mark Cuneo, Course and College Record
(18:25.2)
Filial Team Tallies
THE SPIRIT OF '68
. . . Despite the 2-4 record,
the gridders still managed the CBB Cup and
average turnouts of 2500 spectators, several of











Varsity; 6 - 3
State Title
Frosh; 5 - 2 1
/lifts f>owns ncarsBe 7-6
THE BLACK KNIGHT ... is Dave Knight
(right), named this year's varsity soccer senior
who has contributed the most to the team.
Knight was co-captain along with Sandy Ervin.
Gridders Close Out Season At 2-4
Even at 2-5, the Varsity Football Team went farther than many expected at the start of the season A new
coach and young squad nevertheless managed to cop the Colby-Bates-Bowdoin Trophy and hold powerful
and Williams teams to one touchdown victories. Tackle and placekick specialist John Delahanty set aNew England small college record for most Held
individual scoring with 32 poinls.
In mosf recent play, the





7-6. Before a crowd of .'5,000, the
bears struggled to score the
touchdown that would have won
For The Times
Swimmers Left Beached
s Pool Cracks Up Again
Martin Friedlander
Though less than two weeks into the season, the swim team has
already been dry-docked two limes. Cracking of the pool's plastic pipes
tend to render the niter system useless and allow the normal color of
chlorine green to give way to a fungus while. Many other schools have
such a plastic pipe system, but few have as much trouble as Bowdoin.
However, we are told in the catalogue not to fear infection, for the
Curtis pool is "provided with every modern device for ensuring
sanitation." 1 imagine this implies only when the pool is in use. Or
perhaps they refer to the time when the pool was built - 1927. Colby's
and UNH's pools dwarf our own. There the swimmer in the end lane
needn't fear drowning during the race due to the sidewall backsplash.
There are six lanes so each team can swim ah exhibition racer —
Bowdoin 's pool can handle only five at a time.
Those harnessed with a swimming cal requirement probably rejoice
whenever the pool is closed for repairs, but there are those who don't.
Among those who don't, there is the belief the pool won't last another
decade. Why not do something about the pool before it does something
about itself?
the game. At 15:00 in the final
quarter^, the Bears had possession
within field goal distance.
However, the Jumbos managed to
throw quarterback Pete Hardy for
a seven yard loss on the third
down. Delahanty's attempted
field goal from the 30 was
blocked, thus securing the Tuft's
victory.
The Jumbos led off the scoring
early in the first period on a 16
yard touchdown pass from
quarterback Peter Cohen to end
- The conversion
// v I lair Imiin
On the subject of hair, Chicago White Sox general manager, Ed Short,
commented in the November 10 edition of the "New York Times" with
reference to the team ban on extreme sideburns, goatees, mustaches, or
beards: "Our concern was to keep the proper image of major league
players before young fans especially." Joe Namath answered him,
"That's ridiculous. Who tells the little one it's a bad influence? The
parents do."
Frank Navarros, new football coach at Columbia commented, "We
don't have time to grow long hair, to be sidetracked. We're playing
football, we're concentrating. Long hair and beards lead to other things,
to lying under trees and singing songs. You know, within the group we
don't talk about such things. It just never comes up." Maybe that's the
attitude to take.
Frosh Harriers Harried
With a 1 -3 record, one doesn't imagine there is much lo be said for
the frosh Cross Country team. However, looking beyond I he statistics.
we find but five bare facts, or should we say runners? Honorary captain
Steve Holmes, Bill Talbot, Roy Bouchard, Mike Smith, and John
Wirzbicki made up the contingent. These were the only ones oul of
nearly 30 high school runners in the freshman class who bothered lo
come ou' Some were involved in other sports, but the majority avoided
the cm country track under such comments as "I'm bogged down" or
I m vf reluctant."
WTia.' m it that makes a good number of the freshman reluctant to gel
i: voived id intercollegiate sports'' We can buy the excuse thai he played
sports in high school because he had no real interest bul merely wanted
a good record to present to the college admissions officer. The
ov**rgenerali:zed statement that there is no lime for athletics once here is
a little more difficult to accept. When someone wants to do something,
he finds time. The freshman is all too often under the impression lhat
team membership is tantamount' to a choice; sports or academics. It's
too bad" that certain other alternatives are often clouded over in the
complaint of excessive work loads. How many stop lo Ihink about how
many hours a day are spent punting or complaining aboul ail those
things that take up one's time? It's here lhat most of us can find Ihe
extra time we bitterly complain we don't have.
was good, giving Tufts a 7-0 lead.
John Delahanty led off the
Bowdoin scoring by kicking a
field goal from the six yard line
with 4:23 left in the half. Four
minutes later, with seconds left in
the half, he scored aga'm, this time
from the 19 to bring the Bears
within one point of the Jumbos.
The second half went scoreless,
with each team having its share of
ball possession. Linemen Bolduc
and Pappalardo constantly broke
up Jumbo plays, but couldn't
make up for the penalties and
offensive execution errors.
Halfback Jim Rogers carried a
good deal of the team's game
yardage and tallied season total of
252 in 84 carries to make him the
leading ground gainer. Dick
Parmenter was next with 221 in
62 rushes. Quarterback Hardy
completed 48 of his 96 passes for
557 yards and three touchdowns.
John Benson went 10 for 19,
totaling 143 yards and three
louchdowns. Tied at two
touchdowns each for 12 poinls
were end Dick Wormell and
halfback Mike Jackson. Leading
pass receiver was Paul Wiley with
17 catches for 24 3 yards and one
touchdown. Safety Bob Newman
led in punt returns with nine. for
83 yards.
With only eight of the squad's
13 members not returning next
year, Coach Lent/, can look
forward lo a powerful
junior- (udded squad next season.
Team Statistics
Bowdoin Opp.
91 First Downs 119
779 Rushing Yardage 1118,
700 Passing Yardage 941
G04 Return Yardage 83 7
lib Passes Attempted 174






2107 Punting yardage 1400
35.7 Punting Average 29.8
30 Fumbles 21
15 Fumbles Lost 14
31 Penalties 39






With a 6-3-2 record, the Maine
State Championship, and three
new records, the varsity soccer
squad has ended their 1968
season. The team tied the record
of most games won (six) set in
'61, '65, and '66. Bill Williams
also grabbed two records of his
own, tying Barthalman (1962) for
most goals in season with six and
superceding Dave Mather's (1968)
record of ten career goals with 11
of his own.
"I was particularly pleased with
this year's squad, and even more
so with the terrific loyalty and
"Though we're a small squad, I support offered by the seniors,"




team records and statistics
To maintain complete coverage,
new talent is needed ...
Do you fit into this category?
If so, contact Martin Friedlander




think it shows great promise.
They've been working hard and
are even ahead of themselves
presently. They're swimming
much better now than they have
been at this point in recent years
and co-captain Rick Spencer looks
particularly strong." With these
words varsity swim coach Charlie
Butt set the opening mood for the
season.
Workouts unofficially began as
early as September 25 when
informal practices were held. By
November 1, the official start of
the season, the team was up to
6,000 yards a day. Workouts have
tapered off to somewhere under
3500 and all point to that first
meet on December 7 at
Springfield.
Returning lettermen include the
two co-captains along with John
Samp, Paul MacArthur, John
Spence, Barry Stevens, Bob
Stuart, Sophomores Parker Barnes
and Ken Ryan look particularly
strong at this point, and Simon
Etkins, John McPhillips, Dana
Donovan, and Martin Friedlander
said coach Butt. He continued,
"We look fairly solid next year,
though we're losing quite a bit up
front with the seniors leaving."
Elected as next year's
co-captains were Steve Lang and
Rollie Ives. Selected as the senior
who contributed most to the team
was this year's co-captain, Dave
Knight.
"I was somewhat disappointed
with the season, but certainly not
with the individual running. We
had our best team ever, bat so did
the teams that beat us; Bates,
Colby, and Vermont (their best
since 1958 when they took the
New Englands)." Coach
Sabasteanski also said, "With our
number six and seven men unable
to compete due to early season
injuries, we were hurt. In
addition, I would say the calibre
of distance running in Maine is
going up, thus making for stiffer
in-state competition."
The Harriers lose seniors
Tulonen (captain) and Caswell,
with freshman Bill Talbot and
round out the underclass Steve Holmes moving up to take








a Tufts player ** fuUback Dick Parmenter
(40) demonstrates blocking form which has made him one of the
team s most valuable players. Quarterback Pete Hardy (10) throws
one of the last passes of his Bowdoin career as he, along with seven
other seniors, are lost to graduation.







What could have been an ex-
plosive Student Council Meeting
Monday night turned out to be a
dud, although severalmajor mat-
ters were handled.
A motion by Steve Schwartz
'70 of Theta Delta Chi to censure
the Afro-American Society's se-
lection of John Hatchett as a
campus speaker for February was
tabled until next week. Debate
over Schwartz's resolution prom-
ised to be heated on both sides.
Schwartz opened the meeting
by asking that his resolution be
held over until next week to al-
low time for more letters to the
Editor and discussion in the fra-
ternities.
Next, Howard Rudy 72 asked
that the Franco-American Com-
mittee, which has been estab-
lished on campus with 35 charter
members already, be allowed to
use the name Bowdoin. As this
privilege means they can petition
the "Blanket Tax" Committee for
funds, Rudy soothed the Council




The public is cordially invited
rattend a lecture at Bowdoin to-
~
night by Dr. James D. Watson,
who won a Nobel Prize for help-
ing discover the molecular struc-
ture of the substance of heredity.
Dr. Watson, a Professor of
Biology at Harvard, will speak
in Pickard Theater, Memorial
Hall, at 8:15 p.m. on the subject,
"RNA as Genetic Material."
He and two British biophysi-
cists received the 1962 Nobel
Prize for Medicine and Physiology
for their contributions to the un-
derstanding of the basic life proc-
ess.
Dr. Watson won international
fame in 1953 when he helped
present a model for deoxyribonu-
cleic acid (DNA), from which
much of the research in modern
biology stems.
Black Students
the group will run its finances
through the French Department.
A motion was passed to allow
the officers of the Council to send
a letter of congratulations to
President-elect Howell in the
name of the whole body.
Moving to Committee Reports
John Mackenzie '69 stated the
Constitution Study Committee
had started to rework the old
constitution last week only to
find the Council did not have a
quorum. For this reason, they are
starting over in their considera-
tions, with the Council's vote be-
hind them this time.
There will not, however, be a
complete new constitution. Only
those articles recommended for
change will be considered next
week. A new article or a slight
change will only be accepted on
a two-thirds vote of the Council.
It looks like student influence
on campus may be due for a big
boost, courtesy of the Student-
Faculty Relations Committee.
Under Chairman Ben Pratt '69
the committee met with Dean
Storer to consider the feasibility
of coordinate student-faculty
committees possibly leading to
the placement of students along
side the faculty on committees.
The Dean seemed receptive to the
consideration and there will be
further meetings, according to
Pratt^-—~. —
The Social Rules met with
double attack this week. John
Cole 70, Chairman of the Student
-fctfe- Committee; outlined the
progress of thinking within the
committee. The group presented
a motion, which was accepted to
establish a joint student-faculty
committee to "design a social
code satisfactory to all bodies of
the college."
Later in the meeting, under
VACATION
The Orient will not publish
next week, due to the Thanks-
giving recess. Classes end at
noon next Wednesday and re-
sume at 8 a.m. Monday, Dec.
%
Next Issue of the Orient
will be a four-page edition on
Friday, Dec, 6.
new business, Dennis Hutchin-
son '69 distributed a letter from
the Student Judiciary Board (see
on page 4) stating its feelings on
the general unfairness and in-
equity of the present system of
Social Rules. Seeing as it is the
Board's responsibility to enforce
these rules, he expressed the hope
that the letter would add support
of the Student Life Committees
actions.
Hutchinson went on to empha-
size the Board made no recom-
mendations for a substitute to
the present system as this deci-
sion is entirely up to the student
body and the Council.
Bruce Bragdon 70 presented
the report of the Student Activi-
ties Fees Committee which is
looking into the questioning of
the "Blanket Tax" Committee's
1969 allocations.
Chairman John Skillings '69
informed The Orient that the
tentative praposals are to get the
Blanket Tax Committee moving
earlier by forcing clubs and or-
ganizations to submit their fund
requests in the spring so that the
committee may submit their pro-
posed allocations to the Council
in it's first fall meeting
THE CHALLENGE
_ Dr. Gloria I. Joseph, Asst. Dean at CorneU
explains the challenge of the "new breed" of black student A W-'£1SK Pba£? thinkinff m °-"i su,ce 1964> 8he -£
(Orient Photo)
White Colleges Must Accept Blacks












nead of a special education
project at Cornell, told a Senior Center audience of
over 100 last Sunday night that "white" colleges
must be prepared for a "new breed" of black stu-
dents
— black students with a new awareness of
their heritage.
Dr. Joseph is also an asst. Dean at Cornell „
The title of her speech was "The Black Chal-
lenge to the White College," which is also the title
of a new book she has written.
She began by describing the white universities
before 1964, when they were "blatantly racist"
The few black students present at that time were
either assimalists (blacks who joined the white so-
ciety, accepted its values, and "became white") or
isolists (blacks who rejected the white society and
would have nothing to do with it). In 1964, the
universities, largely as a result of the civil rights
movement, tried to jump on the integration band-
wagon by accepting more blacks as undergradu-
ates. They expected assimalists and isolists; they
got what Dr. Joseph calls the "pace-setters." These
students are the black challenge.
The "black challenge" was new to the univer-
sities. The blacks did not assimilate, because they
did not want to. They wanted to be black, they,
were proud of their race. No longer, said Dr. Jo-
seph, could they be called Negroes — now this is
a derogatory term. Now, the blacks were "mili-
tant": they have an "aggressiveness and political
and psychological ideology about blackness," a
pride in their color.
And it should have been no surprise that they
were changing. The whites had rejected them, and
had by themselves stopped integration in housing,
jobs, and education. After such complete rejection
by most of the whites, why should the blacks not
reject the white society itself? "After so many
years," said Dr. Joseph, "is it any wonder that the
blacks are no longer interested in integration?"
And was it any wonder the blacks drew together?
At least they could trust other blacks, not fear in-
sult and degradation. This is "militantism" — the
assertation of the right, the need to be black. At
this point, the blacks rejected the all-black col-
leges. In their blatant Uncle-Thorrlism these col-
leges were accepting the white society's values, and
(Please turn to page 3)
Recruiting Poses Special Problems
(ED. NOTE - This is the third in a three-part
series on Bowdoin's announced commitment to have
85 black students enrolled in the College by 1970.
Previous stories in this series have examined the back-
ground, costs and financing of the project. Today's
concluding story discusses the recruiting and general
problems involved with the project).
By DENNIS HUTCHINSON
Orient Editor-in-Chief
"Sure, there will be difficulties, but we are firmly
convinced that we can find enough talent. Our entire
staff is spending a lot of time on this - we know
BUCRO will help, and the alumni are proving most
enthusiastic in their assistance."
The speaker \< s Directoi of Admissions Richard
ibji t was recruiting — that is,
udent* to help fulfill the College's
vinjj -sfj blacks enrolled by J 970.
in i^oal, the College will have to
i alack freshmen in each of the
l approximately 25 each year




In order to me.
add approximate!- 30
next two years, and ih
from then on. And M
working with such student groups as the Bowdoin
Undergraduate Civil Rights Organization (BUCRO),
can contact enough potential candidates for
admission to do it (if the scholarship money is
available, as discussed earlier).
"Last year, we had 38 black students apply for
,admission and we accepted 21," Moll revealed. "Of
this latter number, 13 matriculated. And you must
remember that we didn't have Dana Wilson last year
concentrating on the project."
Wilson, a June graduate, was hired last year by Moll
to travel around to "virgin territories" in the country
seeking candidates for admission to Bowdoin. A
heavy portion of Wilson's travels have been devoted
to talking to black students in what Moll calls "target
areas": Harlem in New York City, Roxbury in
Boston, the Newark
-Paterson area in New Jersey, the
Baltimore-Washington, D.C. area and Detroit.
Moll feels that Wilson's activities, coupled with
activities by BUCR*0 andother groups, will produce a
sufficient "pool" of capable black applicants to
Bowdoin. The Admissions Office would like to have
100 applications from which to choose the 30-man
black entering class, for next fall.
The job of recruiting black students sounds fairly
cut and dried, but there's a big difference between
planning contacts during a staff meeting on the first
floor of Hawthorne-Longfellow Hall and then
actually going out into the "field" to make contacts
And Wilson - who has since September been to
Harlem, New Jersey and several Southern cities —
now knows this well.
"It was quite a shock the first time I went into a
so-called 'ghetto* high school," Wilson recalled
recently. "It was an old stone building in the heart of
a very poor section of a major Eastern city. The
building was probably modern and elegant in the
1920's, but now it's in poor shape: parts of the
ceiling need replastering, the walls haven't seen a new
coat of paint in years and so on.
"But what is most frightening is the atmosphere, '*
he went on. "Guidance counselors have to lock doors
behind them as they go from room to room. Most
guidance offices have 20 or 30"kids milling around a
small area. There is only one counselor for each 600
to 1000 students, so the counselors hardly know
individual students. Generally, the counselors have
worked with only the top 10 per cent of each class on
college applications. But there are many others who
have the ability and motivation to go to college — yet
no one knows enough about them."
(Please turn to page 6)
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Last Saturday evening in Pick-
ard Theater a small audience wit-
nessed a production of Henrik
Ibsen's Hedda Gabler, sponsored
by the Maine State Touring The-
ater, Foundation. It was unfortu-
nate that the house was small
because what many people missed
was a great play, performed very
well.
Hedda Gabler is a turn-of-the-
-cerrtury psychological .study of
what the playbill calls "an incur-
able romantic," a wildly neurotic
woman who manipulates the lives
of the people around her in order
to fulfill her own. She is an in-
curable romantic in that she de-
votes her life to the^creation of
one deed of "deliberate courage"
and "spontaneous beauty." Her
disturbed mind decides that the
suicide of a former suitor — a
clean wound through the heart —
-wouldjbeiust the thing.
*'* However; }er plan is altered
slightly in the "execution, and the
alterations are crucial — he kills
himself unintentionally while in
the apartment of another woman,
shooting himself not in the heart,
but In the bowels. The beautiful-
ly romantic suicide becomes a
horribly realistic accident. It is
all strangely reminiscent of Mary
Shelley's Frankenstein.
The rest of the cast is com-
posed—o^eharaoters which have
since become stereotypes: a
scholar oblivious to everything
but his own work, a woman blind-
ed by love, and a lascivious op-
portunist whose goal is a sexual
encounter with a married woman.
But what occasionally appears
to be melodrama in print comes
to life onstage as much more.
The dramatic action begins with
a relatively dull, expository first
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London sights and visits to Oxford
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A week in an international stu-
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' the second^ and third ^acts, anoy
' finally culminates in a masterful-
ly written and, on Saturday eve,-
ning, masterfully performed cli-
max. The ending is thoroughly
predictable, but that doesn't pre-
vent the audience from being
frightened out of its wits when
the inevitable occurs.
The performers in this produc-
tion were hampered by a poor set
which prevented them from mov-"
ing freely and which occasionally
forced them to remain in awk-
ward stage positions. The stand-
out performer was Tom Vail, who
played the difficult role of Hedda's
husband, George Tesman. He was
thoroughly believable as the naive
scholar, a part which can so
easily be unbelievable when
played by a less talented actor.
Harryetta Peterka, as Hedda,
over played her role in the first
act, thus limiting the possibility
of later character development.
But, in general, she performed a
demanding role well.
Bill Damon and Evelyn Tracy
performed their secondary roles
well, but Edward Newell failed
to be much more than handsome
in the role of Tesman's rival,
Eilert Lov Borg.
Julie Jorgenson, as Aunt Julie,
was everything an aunt should
be, and Maria Hawkes, as Berta,
was as much as anyone could
hope for in a maid.
Hopefully, the small audience
will not discourage the company
from returning to Bowdoin with
its second production, Don't Lis-
ten, Ladies. People in this area
only occasionally get the chance
to see a professional company
perform first-rate drama. Not to
take advantage of these few op-
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Social rules — pro and con,
black awareness in Africa, and the
new role for the black student
were the topics during a busy
week of provocative and
sometimes controversial student
forums in the College Chapel.
Four students spoke this week,
the most in any one week so far
this fall. The lineup was Robert C.
Johnson '71 on "An Inside View
of Nigeria" Monday, Roger A.
Renfrew 70 on "A Social Code:
A Viable Alternative" Tuesday,
Virgil H, Logan, Jr. on "The New
Role of Black Students"
Wednesday and John Liffman '70
on "Social ilules; A Reply"
Thursday.
Johnson
The first Forum of the week
was given by Robert Johnson
to no more than ten students.
Johnson's talk was devoted to
presenting the impressions of the
Nigerian crisis which he gathered




up to a very different picture
from that which most Americans
are getting. While Americans be-
lieve that the conflict is basically
tribal warfare, Johnson said that
Nigerians are convinced that the
present situation is the result of
foreign intervention. This is the
view that the radical "and black
press in the U.S. reflects, along
with the African press.
While the Biafran affair grew
out of tribal antagonisms, there
is a belief that it is being- pro-
longed by a conspiracy headed by
the colonialist, anti-black forces
of Portugal and South Africa,
along with the French, British,
and the; C.I.A. Before the war,
Johnson reported, Nigeria was,
militarily, the most powerful
black African nation, and thus
anathema to those wishing to
perpetuate white control. Another
reason for conflict : Biafra is rich
in oil.
Johnson expressed the opinion
that if Colonel Ojukwu (head of
secessionist Biafra) were truly a
man of heart and intelligence, he
would stop fighting immediately.
But even after the war is settled,
the hatred that remains is going
to hurt Nigeria deeply.
Renfrew
Roger Renfrew's talk on
Tuesday centered around his
proposal of a "social code of
conduct." He suggested that a
code could be set up around a
basic statement such as the
College's present policy statement
on conduct: "A student serving as
host is responsible for the
well-being of his guests and for
general conduct becoming a
gentleman. Other dormitory
residents should not be
unreasonably disturbed."
The rest of the code, as
Renfrew saw it, would be "an
attempt to define this rule in a
working manner." He didn't
attempt to propose a plan for this
mechanical part of the code, but
did say that it should be worked
out under an extended honor
system. He felt that such a setup
would be far superior to abolition
of social rules because it is based
upon individual and community
responsibility. This he tied in with
"the College's commitment to
developing responsible men."
Logan
"We have begun to see ourselves
a 8 distinct forces within the
College community," said Virgil
Logan in his Forum speech. He
explained that this new awareness
necessitates a new role for the
black student. It has resulted in an
Afro-American Society at
Bowdoin which is "speaking to
the needs of the times," and is
helping clarify the role which is
now evolving.
Logan explained how the black
man on campus can serve as a
source of education to whites, if
only to prove that society is no
longer going to be "all one great
whitewash." He said that blacks
will be "a questioning source" to
help the College change its values
and its image. Most of all, blacks
will reveal that the "institution
has not addressed itself to the
students; not only black students,
but white students as well."
Another function of the black
student is that he will be vital to
"allowing the institution to
re-examine itself and let its own
racism to surface^" and thus
making it possible tor it to
"re focus ... on its basic needs."
All this will lead to a more
responsive and "relevant"
institution, but Logan emphasized
that the result for the black
student will be that he can return
to the problems of his own people
and "deal meaningfully and
directly" with them.
Liffman
On Thursday morning, "John
Liffman presented his views on
the present social rules contro-
versy, before more students (30)
and fewer faculty (one) than
were present at any of the other
Forums this week. The talk was
mainly a statement of the policy
now championed by SDS, al-
though Liffman did rebut the ar-
guments presented by Roger Ren-
frew on Tuesday.
He said that since the social
life of the student is his responsi-
bility only, he alone should deter-
mine how it will be run. Liffman
also suggested that if the faculty
has the right to impose parietals
on students for the good of the
College community, perhaps stu-
dents might do the same for the
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worthy only of tfie~name NegroT
since they almost tried to hide
their color. Because of the Ne-
groism of these colleges, blacks
have had to go to white universi-
ties to be black. This in turn
sends the "best" blacks to the
white schools. When asked if it
was desirable to educate the ex-
ceptional black at a white uni-
versity, Dr. Joseph replied that
it did two positive goods: first,
the blacks had their blackness
stressed, instead of the inevitable
submersion of the black ego in
the Negro schools, and secondly,
the Negro colleges did not de-
serve the best blacks, and so were
in a way being "punished" for
their Uncle Thomism.
Basically, Dr. Joseph believed
that four forces caused the "post-
64" black, the militant. First was
the Civil Rights movement itself,
which almost started the flood to
militancy. Secondly, the SNCC
^channeled the black discontent.
Then James Baldwin helped the
blacks find themselves, their ego.
Finally, and most importantly,
Malcolm X started the black
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CALL 725-6375
pride. For the first time, blacks
were proud of their color, and
emphasized it in their dress.
With the development of black
confidence, they began to take
strong positions on university ac-
tions. First, they stated empha-
tically that they were doing the
college a favor, not the college
them, in eliminating the atmo-
sphere of blatant racism and
showing the college how to be
"liberal" and "modern." Then the
blacks began demanding equal
treatment: courses in black his-
tory, economics of the ghetto,
black psychology, etc., and black
faculty members. For a short
time, they were willing to wait
but no longer. The present
demonstrations show that the
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The College's Challenge
Dr. Gloria I. Joseph's informal talk last Sunday was prob-
ably one of the most important and — to use what has now be-
come an unfortunately popular cliche — "relevant" presenta-
tions so far this term. She spoke on "The Black Challenge to
the White College," and much of what she had to say had a
bearing on Bowdoin and the College's announced "commit-
ment" (which is really more of a "goal") of having 85 black




As background, Dr. Joseph pointed out the great change
in the American black — especially the student— since 1964.
Prior to '64, the primary aim of most blacks— who were then
satisfied with calling themselves Negroes — was total equality
through integration. Witness to this aim: a score of U.S. Su-
preme Court decisions — emanating from the school desegre-
gation case in 1954 — and such peacefull demonstrations as
sit-ins and freedom marches.
But a series of people and events, coupled with black
frustration over the great amount of blatant discrimination
still extant, changed the mood of American blacks. And it is
this key turning point that many old liberals still refuse to
recognize. Efforts by the Student Non-Violent Coordinating
Committee (SNCC) and activities by Malcolm X fostered a
feeling of black awareness, black pride and black dignity. Many
blacks realized a deep personal respect for the first time in this
period, and ^hey no longer wished to integrate, to "blend" into
white society. They decided to be black and proud of it rather
than gray and guilty. - ••
To maintain this admirable new spirit among black youth,
Dr. Joseph pointed out, it is vitally necessary for traditionally
"white" colleges to open their doors to more and more black
students. Traditionally black colleges won't. do, declared Dr.





I had not planned to make a career of writing
letters to the ORIENT, but the article on financial
implications of the admission of black students
expressed some views which, no matter how wrong,
are probably widely held. They thus deserve a
response.
Some of the problems could have been solved if
the author had spoken to the people on the
Committee on Bowdoin's Responsibility to the
Disadvantaged.
i
As I read the article I kept thinking of alternative
headlines. One might have been, FIVE YEARS OF
EFFORT FINALLY PRODUCE ACTION. The
story might tjjen have gone on to detail the long,
and for much of the time discouraging and futile
effort over five years (not a few months as the
article said) to bring the college into contact with
the whole issue or racial discrimination.
Another possible headline might have been NEW
MONEY SOUGHT FOR DISADVANTAGED
STUDENTS. The story might have gone into efforts
to get financing for scholarship and compensatory,
educational services. There is considerable
movement on these issues, but the article did not go
into them at all. **
Another headline might have talked of COSTS
ALARMING OF NOT FINANCING BLACK
STUDENTS. On one level such an article might have
added up the dollars lost in the violent stages of the
black revolution over the last several years. On a
more important level it might have talked of the
human costs in continued discriminatory education.
Still another headline might have been, RACIAL
BIAS ENDING IN SCHOLARSHIP
DISTRIBUTION. Such an article might have added
up all scholarship money distributed since 1900 (or
even since World War II, or even since 1954), If we
had not had a Jim Crow society, some 10% of that
money would have gone to black students. It will be
a long time before we begin to make a serious dent
in that debt. Any white student who is now carrying
a scholarship,, or who has had one, is getting some of
that money only because the society has kept it
from black students.
i Social Rules Needr Change- a*
To' The. Faculty and^tudents of Bowdoin College;
The present social regulations on the Bowdoin
campus have come under sharp criticism from many
members of the college. As the body obligated to
deal with violations of social rules, the Student
Judiciary Board believes that an examination of the
social atmosphere and the regulations governing it
is necessary at this time.
In 1964 a majority of the students and faculty
adopted the Bowdoin College Honor System. The
sole thrust of this system has been in the area of
"intellectual honesty." Yet the Student Judiciary
Board has been called upon to deal with matters of
social concern. Through our association with these
matters, we have come to feel* that the significance
and application of the Honor System should extend
beyond the academic activities of the students, and
into other areas of Bowdoin living, specifically in
regard to individual social conduct.
One must realize that Bowdoin life is not strictly
confined to the classroom. To ignore the notion
that the environment at Bowdoin is a crucial factor
in a student's learning experience would be an
egregious error. In preparing men to assume
responsibilities, we believe that the college is not
realizing its commitment to the students in the area
of social living. The present social regulations are
incompatible with a commitment to developing
responsible men.
The existing regulations must be examined and
changed to give the students responsibility regarding
their own social conduct. One's behavior must be
defined by the environmental influences that
surround him — be they a two-man dorm room,,
a
suite in the Senior Center, or the living facilities of'a
fraternity house, in addition to an agreement by the
student body to a standard of behavior acceptable
on this campus. The Student Judiciary Board
advocates the creation of a student group to
formulate a social code to be approved,
implemented, and enforced by the student body.'
Obviously, an understanding .among those who
reside in campus housing must be established so that
a meaningful compromise may be effected if
differences in personal view arise. By supporting the
adoption of a social code the college would fulfill its
role in developing responsible men. The student
himself must bear this responsibility with the
understanding that he is not only responsible to
himself, but also to the community in which he
lives.
We have attempted in this letter tp channel the
various activities and sentiments "of the student
body. In addition, we have proposed the necessary
conditions for a healthy, responsible social
environment on this campus. Those who oppose
such an environment must examine their views to
But if traditionally white college decide to accept more
blacks, there must be a few ground rules. And these ground
rules apply to Bowdoin:
— Black students must be accepted as "blacks with a
sense of identity, a sense of culture," in Dr. Joseph's words.
— Black students must be accepted with the understand-
ing that their primary purpose is to get the best liberal arts
education possible. Black students can contribute much to un-
derstanding by whites, but this must be realized as a secondary
motive.
— White students and administrators must expect fric-
tion and possibly even disruption with a heavily increased num- | TJ7L . f\.i q
ber of blacks in the student body. Blacks from ghetto back- | " °l U"l€rS jg^
grounds bring with them to the college a deep background of
frustration and deprivation, and these elements may become
manifest in unpleasant ways — but this must be expected, or
the entire project to get more blacks in the student body is
foolish and unrealistic.
I was impressed that after Martin Luther King's
assassination, a large group of stuuents gathered in
the Moulton Union Lounge. Their common cry was,
"What can we do?" Well one thing they can do is
support Bowdoin's still meagre efforts in this area,
and another is argue with those students whose
eagerness to do something ceases the moment it
starts to cost anything.
Daniel Levine
Associate Professor
discover the true nature of their commitment to the
goals of a small men's college. One must not be
afraid of trusting men to develop social
responsibilities. The absence of such trust weakens
relationships between the students, faculty, and
administration.
The goals set forth in this letter are neither new
nor overly idealistic. They are meaningful and
extremely relevant to the education and life of a
Bowdoin student. Such aims must not be dissolved
by overdrawn committee analyses, but should be
realized within the immediate future.
THE STUDENT JUDICIARY BOARD
John M. Mackenzie '69,
Chairman
Bradley A. Bernstein '69
John D. Delahanty '70
Dennis J. Hutchinson '69
Roger A. Renfrew *70
Congratulations?!
We believe that the project for getting more black stu-
dents in the student body is very worthwhile. We realize that
there may be problems and trouble here and there, but we be-
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To the Editor:
In the p_ast few years .Wesleyan has set the
example among the predominately white New
England Schools in the admission of black students.
Increased efforts at recruitment and improved
admissions policies have produced the present
nuuber of black students now on campus. For this
the University is to be congratulated
Congratulations. However, the follow through to
increased admission of blacks has been noticibly
weak. Perhaps this is the result of a lack of
sophistication or merely a blindness towards reality.
Possibly it is due to apathy; then again, Wesleyan
may have bitten off more than it can chew, a
possibility that is far from inconceivable. Whatever
the "innocent" reasons the problem must be solved.
For many, the administration especially, the
question of responsibility towards blacks is unclear.
Because we petition for our own house, or happen
to congregate around the same dining room table, or
prefer our own company to others, this does not
make us an adjunct body of Wesleyan. We demand
the responsibility that all are entitled to. A
responsibility that, although it is beginning to be
recognized, is still largely overlooked.
The administration and others must not overlook
the fact that we are black. No one seems to forget
our color when if comes to publishing catalogues, or
when mass media request interviews of coverage. No
one forgets when pictures are taken U\t various
Wesleyan publications or when the liberality of
Wesleyan is discussed, nor when opinion is desired
on certain current events. And neither was if
forgotten when we were, admitted. But when it '
comes to specific needs and desires we seem to be
the result of idealistic fantasies of assimilation. We
are black and we require specific needs. We are not
here to be exploited as conversation pieces, public
opinion polls, or guilt relaxers. Objectively, we have
the same needs as everyone else, however the
specifications differ. The lack of foresight among
administrators and others who control events,
policies, and procedures at Wesleyan manifests itself
m vanous ways. In original resistance to the Black
House, in the tack of black curriculum, and most
recently the freshman mixer (one at freshman
dining hall). Of the many girls at the mixer only
four were black. The usual imitation soul was
performing, and the more than usual brothers were
standing, or sitting. To those, i.e. white students,
who have not experienced the emotions of
loneliness, disappointment, and frustration that can
come from non-participation or the anxiety from
attempted participation, the situation may seem
tnte. The whole question of the significance and
importance of one's first college mixer is perhaps
theoretical, and in this case it s only part of the
whole, the question of responsibility. Wesleyan has
and has been willing to publicize the fact that it
possesses a substantial amount of black students
upon its campus, but they should realize this
internally as well as externally. Wesleyan has gone
past the token stage in its admittance, hopefully it
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Student Council Only Delays Action
To the Editor:
This week the Student Council passed a resolution concerning the
social rues The Council attempted to reHect the student views towardthe social rules however their attempt was utterly inadequate
Without doubt the majority of Bowdoin students believe in theprinciple of leaving the hours and manner for entertaining dates to theindividual discretion of the student. Bowdoin students favor new sociS
rules which embody the above principle. However, the Student Council
never ook action toward this idea; instead - what did the Student
Council so-called Representatives do, but give the students a
committee?
The committee is to be made up of both faculty and students and
will study proposed changes in the social rules
uJ^u tUdfntS du° n0t Want this comn»ttee, they want new social rulesWhy should we have a committee? Is there anything about social rules
that students already don t know?
The Student Council obviously knows what the students wanthowever they have bungled their real chance to represent the students.'
Instead the Student Council has employed delaying tactics, and have
evaded the issue concerning student desire for an alteration in the social
rules.
The Student Council's action this week perhaps would prompt one to
believe that Council representatives do not represent the students but
represent the 'status-quo", the establishment, and belong to' the
distinguished group of Dean Brown's obsequious sycophants
I hope the students will ask their respective council representatives to
reconsider their vote, concerning the social rules committee and urge
that the students demand their representatives to vote on the various
motions concerning the social rules, now pending before the council.
Robert Christopher Almy '71
Social Rules Must Be Abolished
To the Editor:
A month ago a proposal was introduced to the Student Council and was
deferred and postponed. The consideration of a new, more liberal set of
social rules was considered to be a Topic oTTulure^iscussionrAny
immediate action would upset the delicate power balance between
Bowdoin Student Council, and the faculty. The Student Council, with
all its awe and respect for the "in loco parentis" attitudes of the
Bowdoin faculty, refuses even to attempt a break from this rather
outdated philosophy. A month of time and of deleberation have passed
and the students find that the Student Council has deliberation have
passed and the students find that the Student Council has certain
number of faculty. This committee will attempt to reach some sort of
decision about the fate of social rules at Bowdoin. In months, perhaps
years, a decision will be found. It is time that the "in loco parentis"
philosophy be rejected; not by the faculty in their own good time, but
immediately and by the students. It's time that the students of
Bowdoin College be prepared to meet, entirely on their own, the
terrifying world of Brunswick, Maine. We don't need or want teachers
or fellow students dictating our social decisions.
John Weiss '70
Curriculum Demands Many Reforms
To the Editor:
I would like to address my comments to the problem of curriculum
at Bowdoin. I refer to it as a problem for, in my mind, that it indeed
seems to be. I am a freshman and therefore most drastically affected by
the college's curriculum requirements. These sine qua non are in
definite need of revision. Let me make clear that I do not advocate the
abolition of the present requirements. However, I think revision is
essential and will be beneficial to the college.
The science requirement, for example, should be revised. A parallel or
even substitute course for the present biology, chemistry and physics
survey courses should be offered for non-science majors. I readily admit
the profits to be gained by exposure to the physical sciences. However,
the present courses severely and unnecessarily tax many individuals
causing emotional disquiet and resulting in deficient performance in
other courses.
There is yet another requirement to be mentioned which I feel more
adversely affects one's performance in other courses than does the
science course. The requirement to which I allude is the English 4
course for freshman. This course, in which I am presently enrolled,
certainly has a- worthwhile purpose: to give all undergraduates the
training to be effective speakers. However, this is a non-credit course,
yet it requires the same and often more class preparation time than a
major full-credit course.
In addition I think some revision can be made in the physical
education requirement, perhaps limiting it to the freshman year. In this
manner everyone would be at least acquainted with the athletic
facilities of the college and would gain skill in team sports. Anyone
wishing to Ho more would do so on his own initiative.
The final requirement to be considered is the language requirement. I
woul suggest that it be altered to require two years of a language, but
to give credit to those students who "place out" of courses as credit
towards the requirement.
In summation, than, I do not advocate abolition of the curriculum
requirements, but rather some honest revision. The college should seek
to guide its undergraduates not lead them.
With the hope of progress, I am,
'
- Michael W. Bushey, '72
By ALAN KOLOD
Orient News Editor
President-elect Roger Howell believes his greatest
asset may be his background of scholarship: "I
think it is important to have scholars at the head of
institutions of higher learning." professor Howell
said a scholar is best qualified for explaining what
the college is doing, and this is Important for seek-
ing grants and contributions. "Getting money is im-
portant, but not the whole job. The president is
responsible for the functioning of the machinery of
the college, and he will do a better job if he under-
stands^wiia* the place is all about."
One of Howell's goals will be to create a stronger
sense of academic community which he feels is absent
from schools all over the United States. According to
Howell, one advantage of the small liberal arts col-
lege is that this sense of community can be achieved
much more easily then at a large university. In or-
der to achieve this, he believes a much more con-
scious effort must be made to involve students as
full citizens. Also, the faculty must have distinguish-
ed scholars and teachers who feel a strong commit-
ment to the college.
Professor Howell admitted it is difficult to get some
top-notch people to consider coming to a small col-
lege, but he said there are plenty of men we can get.
"The impetus must come from the faculty. Depart-
ment chairmen are crucial; they must keep pushing
and trying to get the best possible men. As we de-
velop some strong areas and our reputation grows,
other departments will begin to benefit." Howell
thinks it may be easier to get good men on small
campuses in the aftermath of the disturbances at the
larger universities.
But Howell thinks it is essential that the college
build a financial base that will enable it to offer the
salaries good teachers are demanding. He says in-
creased government aid to colleges to offset rising
costs may .become necessary.
Howell recognizes that the college's function is not
merely to turn out scholars, but also to lead men
who will be going into other professions to use their
minds in a scholarly manner. "Educated men must
be able to assess evidence impartially. They must be
open-minded, critical, and enquiring. The college
has a social role and must be concerned with con-
temporary issues, but I don't think this means teach-
ing only contemporary courses. Nor do I think this
means that the college as an institution should take
stands on controversial current issues."
The college, says Howell, is a forum for debate.
Everyone must be allowed to speak. If the college
as a corporate body were to take stands on contro-
versial issues, the rights of people to hold an opinion
of their own might be infringed.
On the question of graduate study, Howell said he
thought the college should do more advanced work
than it has in the past. He did not think the college
would ever have a full-blown graduate school, but
he said there are areas, such as in masters programs
and post-doctoral research, to which Bowdoin might
be able to contribute innovative programs.
He also felt the college must develop in areas of
non-Western studies. He said the major obstacle to
the program was lack of money for teachers and li-
brary resources, but he thought that inter-college
cooperation might be the way of overcoming this dif-
ficulty. Howell thinks the idea of a cooperative pro-
gram with other colleges is one of the most exciting
prospects Bowdoin has faced for years. There are
possibilities for cooperation in such areas as advanced
study and overseas programs.
"We are very seriously considering co-education.
The faculty has expressed itself in favor of it, and
members of the boards who have read the Princeton
Report on coeducation have been impressed. I think
coeducation would bring considerable benefit to the
college and to women, whose opportunities for a good
education have been restricted." Howell did not think
Yale's decision to go coeducational would have any
decisive impact, but he did feel it would create
strong psychological pressure.
Professor Howell hopes that the freshman year
can be improved by a combination of special courses
President-Elect Roger Howell . . .
Views problems facing his administration.
and the removal of course requirements which cur-
rently fill three of the four course slots for mos
freshmen. "Freshmen courses such as Government
21 show what can be done with the freshman curri-
culum. It also makes sense to break down some of
the barriers between departments. Much of the most
exciting work today can be done in areas bridging
department lines."
Howell said the remarks in which he criticized
militant student anarchism were not directed speci-
fically to any current situation at Bowdoin. He
thought it was his duty, as a member of .the academic
community, to take a stand on an issue which he
feels is of concern to every member of that commu-
nity. "I don't think the college should be run by
any single group, whether it be students, faculty,
administration, or trustees. Most students do hot fall
into the class of anarchists, but the few who do
can do terriffic damage. There is plenty of room for
students to take an even broader role in the college,
but it is wrong to suggest that they are not being
listened to at -all now."
"Undergraduates are showing much greater inter-
est in the process of education and are far less likely
-to accept things without question than they were a
mere decade ago," he said.
"All of this is encouraging because the campus is
an ideal place for debate and argument, within the
context of scholarly behavior, and there is every
chance in the world for discussion and resolution of
problems without destruction of academic freedom."
But, he said, "violence in any form is intolerable.
I am totally opposed, for example, to the type of
militancy we have recently seen displayed. I do not
accept the argument of some that the American
college is corrupt. The sit-down strike is not the
answer and I do not believe colleges should tolerate
the kind of behavior which education is supposed to
lift people above."
"I would like to make it clear," he concluded, "that
I am not against non-violent demonstrations ado"
that my criticism is limited to a relatively small per-
centage of students. In my opinion, the vast majority
of today's undergraduates are responsible and sincere
in their desires for a larger role in the future of
their institutions." ,
Yale Announces Coeducation Plans
Yale University announced last week that for
the first time in its 267-year history it will become
a coeducational institution. To accomplish this
transition it will admit 500 female undergraduates
next fall. Yale President Kingman Brewster, Jr.
said that their experience will "determine the pat-
tern" for full coeducation.
The female undergraduates will be treated as
equals of the male students. They will be offered
the same courses and treated no differently by
the administration. According to Brewster, the
university's ultimate goal is to have at least 1500
women undergraduates, without reducing the male
undergraduate enrollment of 4,000. The estimated
cost of the program will be $55 million.
The Yale decision comes less than a year after
Vassar College rejected the^idea of moving to New
Haven to become a coordinate college of Yale. In
addition, the Yale decision represents a national
trend among many of the nation's most prestigious
colleges.
Vassar, for example, will take the first steps to-
ward coeducation next semester (Jan. '69) by ad-
mitting male exchange students from Williams,
Trinity, and Colgate colleges. This is the first time
in the 107-year history of Vassar that such a pro-
gram Mas been attempted. In 1970, 215 males will
be admitted to the college with the numbed in-
creasing each year until 1975.
Other schools such as Smith, Mt. Holyoke,
Wellesley, Radcliffe and Barnard are participating
in programs of "academic cooperation' with male
colleges.
h
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ed with .enlyl the- top Iff percent of each class on col-
lege applications. But there are many others who
have the' potential to succeed in college — yet no
one knows enough about them," *
In an atmosphere like this, and the frighteningly
low standards of education that go along with it,
"paper"' credentials don't mean much as far as con-
sidering a black student for Bowdoin. "Generally, a
'good' student, as far as we're concerned, from a
situation like this has College Board scores in the
high 400's and may rank fairly well in class," said
Wilson. "But I have come to feel that these statistics
don't mean much — because of the myriad of attend-
ing circumstances."
If you don't go on Board' scores and grades, what
do you look for in a student from a sub-standard
educational situation?
"Some sense of motivation and self-dicipline,"
said Wilson. "And this is obviously hard to pin
down. Little things tend to add up: extra-curricular
activities, after-school jobs, and so forth. Elements
such as these help indicate a strong sense of
motivation and desire to achieve — this is what
we're looking for."
Obviously, a big problem in recruiting for this
project is the necessity to treat traditional means of
judging an applicant's potential — such as test scores
and class rank — due to handicaps of a greatly sub-
standard educational situation.
But there are other problems, more personal prob-
lems, in recruiting black students. And it is the type
of problem Wilson can't be expected to adequately
handle — because of the color of his skin.
This is where BUCRO came into the picture.
BUCRO has- an established tradition of seeking more .
minority group students for the College, notably the
student-initiated (mainly Ed Bell '66 and Tony
Moulton '67) project which helped land the
$100,000 Rockegeller Foundation grant.
And Virgil Logan '69 sees where BUCRO can play
a major role in helping the College get more black
students now. Logan sees two major advantages in
having black students from BUCRO contact prospec-
tive black candidates. '.'There are two things that a
black student can do that someone like Dana can't:
establish a direct and immediate rapport, and speak
with a greater degree of authority and sensitivity to
the problems facing black students when they matric-
ulate." '
Logan pointed out that the College is concerned
with finding black students who have an increased
awareness about themselves and their heritage. It is
this type of student, said Logan, that can help him-
self while educating the College at the same time.
And it is this type of student who can also change
the College in many ways.
BUCRO hopes to contact at least 100 students
this year, mostly by having members return to their
high schools and home areas during vacation periods
to talk to interested black high school students. Last
year five of the 13 blacks who entered the Class of
'72 were initially contacted by BUCRO.
Finding enough black students to be candidates for
admission doesn't seem to be as major a problem as
would be expected: judging motivation and potential,
and discovering students who will benefit most from
Bowdoin does seem to be the most critical problem.





Bernie Kubetz has been elected Director of the Bowdoin Band. He is
a junior.
August C. Miller, III '70, was elected as the band's Manager.
Robert G. Stewart 71, was elected Assistant Manager.
Kubetz announced that the band plans to play at Bowdoin's home
basketball and hockey games during the approaching winter sports
season.
TUTORS WANTED FOR HIGH SCHOOL
Volunteer tutors for students at Brunswick High School. Anyone
interested in tutoring math, English, physics, languages, biology,
chemistry, history, etc., please contact Barry Chandler, ext. 509 as soon
as possible.
FIVE ROTC SENIORS NAMED DISTINGUISHED
MILITARY STUDENTS
Five Bowdoin College senior ROTC cadets were designated
Distinguished Military Students (DMS) Monday in ceremonies which
also included presentation of nine Academic Achievement Wreaths for
scholastic excellence in Military Science classes.
The five DMS award winners are
:
Cadet Maj. David L. Fenimore, Cadet Lt. Col. Berkeley T. Merchant
Cadet Capt. Lawrence G. O'Toole, Cadet Capt. Greg S. Wilkes Cadet
Capt. Richard L. Wormell.
Is itpossible to be
"
at30?
Absolutely. If you're a 30-year-old engineer who's
failed to keep up with the latest developments in his
field.
—Because Western' blectric's an acknowledged in-
dustrial leader in graduate engineering training, that's
one worry our engineers don't have. Our nearly-
completed Corporate Education Center near Prince-
ton, N. J., for instance, will have a resident staff of
over 100. More than 310 engineering courses will be
offered, and about 2,400 engineers will study there
in 1969. It's the-most advanced facility of its kind.
Aiknr^nnH Ynii' l ltinrlthntvA/honitrnmu^ lo/ in tlf i-
pating change, Western Electric is way out in front.
And we make every effort to keep our engineers there
too. See our recruiter or write College Relations,
222 Broadway, New York, N. Y. 10038.
A lot of study, and hard work, never hurt anyone.
Western Electric
MANUFACTURING & SUPPLY UNIT OF THE BELL SYSTEM




Dr. Alfred 1 E. Darby, Jr.,
Clinical Director of Psychiatry at
Pineland Hospital and Training
Center since 1965, will be the
guest speaker of the Newman
Apostolate Monday in the
Wentworth Room of the Senior
Center. His lecture, scheduled to
begin at 7:30 p.m., is entitled
"Abortion — Pro and Con", and
will attempt to represent
impartially the arguments and
considerations for and against
abortion. The lecture will be




In addition to his work at
Pineland, Dr. Darby serves as
consultant to St. Francis College,
the University of Maine in
Portland, the South Portland
School System, the Harbor School
in East Boothbay, and the
Diocesan Bureau of Human
Relations Services in Portland. He
is a member of various Medical
and Psychiatric associations, and
has been practicing psychiatry in
Maine, Massachusetts, and
Connecticut since his graduation
from Tufts Medical School in
1957. Dr. Darby is married and
has four children.
"RICHARD NIXON will represent
^n overwhelming American con-
servative consensus: not merely
his own voters, but most of those
who voted for Wallace, and a
great many even (remember Chi-
cago: it was not McCarthy who
was nominated) of those who
voted for Humphrey. No Presi-
dent will ever have had more solid




to carry it out.




J, 150 E 35 Street.
NY. T0016.
Fresh Coffee & Spudnuts
Makes
Any Time Spudnut Time
THE SPUDNUT SHOP
212 Maine St., Brunswick
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anges Near On College Boards?.
By R0BERT L. JACdBSOtf
Chronicle of Higher Education
NEW YORK (CPS) - The
College Entrance Examination
Board appears ready to concede
that its admissions testing
program is geared primarily to
serving institutions of higher
education and that, as a result, an
imbalance exists between this
service and the individual needs of
students who want to continue
their education beyond high
school.
But the board does not seem
prepared to make any radical
departures in its basic program of
aptitude and achievement tests,
without which few students can
be admitted to colleges and
universities.
Its emphasis more likely will be
on offering additional services to
help students make more
enlightened judgments about
themselves and the educational
institutions they might attend.
That was the impression left at
the board's annual meeting by its
president, Richard Pearson, and
by the chairman of its commission
on tests. The 21-member
commission was appointed in
1967 to conduct a "broad review"
of the theory and practice of the
College Board's testing program
It was charged with gathering
evidence of the need for change"
and deciding what new
examinations might be needed in
the future.
So far the commission has been
unable to reconcile widely
divergent views among its
members. But Mr. Pearson, in his
annual report to the College
Board, said his own understanding
of the commission's intention was
that "it looks for new tests and
inventories that would give
students a better understanding of
themselves than the Board's
traditional tests do, and also for
better informational publications
and computer-assisted guidance to
give students a better basis for
choice and decision" about
colleges.





STANFORD, Calif. (CPS)"- A
faculty-student committee has
recommended a vast overhaul of
undergraduate education at
Stanford University, an institution
usually regarded as one of the
nation's most prestigious but also
one of the most traditional.
The recommendations
emphasize independent study,
small classes, and changes in the
academic calendar and the grading
system.
A preliminary summary of the
proposals released by the campus
-newspaper, .the -Stanford Dail y,
outlines these changes:
—Every entering freshman
would particpate in a tutorial
program in which the professor
would teach and advise no more
than 12 students. This would
eliminate freshman English and
western civilization courses, two
mainstays of undergraduate
education on most campuses, as
university-wide requirements for
freshmen. The teaching resources
now used in these courses would
be shifted to the tutorials. Foreign
language and laboratory science
courses would also be eliminated
as university-wide requirements,
although they might still be




grading system would be replaced
by a system under which students
would receive only an A, B, or C.
Students who fail courses would
simply not get credit for that
course. A student could be
flunked out of the university only
if he were falling behind in the
number of courses he was gaining
credit for. Because of its selective
admissions policies, however,
Stanford loses only a few students
each year for academic reasons.
—A one-week reading period
would be added prior to each
finals week. It would be free from
all classes and tests to allow the
students to review their work
during the preceding weeks.
Stanford would also change from
a quarter to a semester system.
—A department could prescribe
only half a student's workload,
leaving the rest free for liberal
studies and independent work.
—All undergraduates would
BOOKS GALORE!
Will be open every Saturday
during winter months for




1M Water St. HaUoweli
have the option of designing their
own majors, subject to the
approval of a faculty member and
the dean of undergraduate studies.
—Two other recommendations
to encourage independent work
would permit up to 10 students in
each class to participate in an
honors program free of all course
requirements and establish a
general education college to offer
a common one-year program for
no more than 75 students.
The report, first of 10 to be
released this fall by the Study of
Education at Stanford, will be
considered by the faculty later
this month. :
effort of program development,"
Mr. Pearson went on to voice his
"assumption at the present time .
. .
that much, though perhaps not
all, of this developmental work
will go on outside the admissions
testing program." -
But some members of the tests
commission, at least, have been
greatly impressed by demands for
fundamental realignments within
the testing program itself, and it is
on this point perhaps more than
any other that the commission is
stalemated.
David V. Tiedman, chairman of
the commission, believes it will
ultimately call for some




Neither he nor the commission's
vice-chairman, B. Alden Thresher,
were able to say in a "progress
report," however, that the
commission had resolved its
differences over such basic
questions as whether the board
should continue the testing
program more or less as it stands.
Mr. Thresher said there was a
"wide diversity" of opinion on
the commission, ranging from
"bland contentment at one end to
fulminating discontent at the
other."
He said the group had shown a
willingness "to contemplate and
seriously consider a variety of
innovative and experimental
proposals which go far beyond the
board's present, conventional
programs." Some of these ideas
are so "radical," Mr. Thresher
added, that they could be
introduced only gradually.
But an indication of how a
radical approach might be resisted
came from another commission
member, John B. Carroll, who
commented in an interview that
"We're probably going to keep
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See your Placement Director today and
sign up to meet our College Relations Oflicer
And be sure to pick up a copy of
"Success Story." The Travelers new
career guide, from your Placement Officer
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* •'; By GHRIS PIERCE
Orient Sports Writer
The 1968-9 edition of Bowdoin College Basketball, led by All-New
England guard and captain Ed (Bobo) McFarland, awaits its season
opener with the University of New Hampshire on December 4 with
optimism. Buoying the prospects
for a campaign even more
successfulptimism. Bouying the
prospects "for a campaign even
more successful than last year's
record breaking 15-r> mark is a
nucleus of seniors, most natably
high scoring forward Andy Neher
and rebounding center John
Mackenzie.
Nineteen sixty-eight New
England Coach of the Year, Ray
Bicknell, heads his charges on a
schedule of 21 games, including a
Christmas vacation tournament at
American International College.
The Polar Bears have eight
returning lettermen including
junior Chip Miller and senior Mike
Princi, both starters from last
year. Senior Ken Rowe will
probably start at one guard post
along with McFarland. McFarland
amassed 828 points in two varsity
seasons, including 52 consecutive
free throws last year.
Giving the Bears the necessary
depth will be juniors Rick
Buckley and Chip Dewar and
senior Dick Downes, who played
as a sophomore. Only former
captain Bob Patterson was lost to




: Ray S. Bicknell
Dec 4 New Hampshire H 9:00
Dec 6 Williams A 8:13
Dec. 7 Amherst A 8:00
Dec U Wesleyan H 7:30
Dec. 17 MIT H 7:50
Dec 27, 28 Tournament at AIC
Jan 9 Tufts A 7:30
jan 11 Brandeis H 7:30
Jan. 15 Colby H 7:00
Jan. 17 Trinity H 7:30
Jan 18 Norwich H 7:30
Feb 7 Coast Guard A 7:00
Feb. 8 Middlebury A 8:00
Feb. 12 Bates H 9:00
/ Feb. 15 Springfield H 4:00
Feb 19 Maine A 7:35
.
' Feb -> •} Colby A 3:30
Feb 24 MIT A 8:15
Feb. 26 Bates A 8:15
Mar 1 Maine H 7:30
- • FRESHMAN BASKETBALL
\ " Coach
: Edmund L. Coomb.
Dec 4 New Hampshire H 7:00
Dec 7 Gorham State H 3:00
Dec 11 Exeter A 3:30
Dec. 14 MH A 3:00
Dec. 17 MIT H 5:30
Jan 11 Andover H 4:00
Jan. 15 Colby H 5.00
* Jan 18 Colby A 5:30
Feb. 12 Bates H 7:00
Feb 19 Maine A 5:35
Feb. 24 MIT A 6:15
Feb 26 Bates A 6.15
Mar, 1 Maine H 5:30
Team? Sports -'
r
Din II Scoring Leaders
The Emergence of several .key,, sophomores and the. continued fine
play
"
of a hard core of juniors and seniors will in all probability
determine the success of the varsity hockey team this year. The team
lost only captain Doug Brown and defenseman Ned Brown from last
year's l'0-10 squad.
PUNTING
... is John Dela-
hanty, New England Small
College Field Goal Record
holder and co-captain of next
year's varsity football squad.
Safetyman Bob Newman will
share the captain's duties.
In other team captain nomi-
nations Ken Cuneo will lead
next year's harriers. Steve
Lang and Rollie Ives will head


















K of C Meet at Boston






New En elands at Northeastern
MIT—*— «
-noo*
5 Interf rater nity Meet H 7 00
8 IC4A 'Maine AAU
Freshmen, where are
you?
If there is to be freshman
sports coverage,- there must be
freshman writers. Inquire, Mar-
tin Friedlander, ext. 300 or
9-9445.
Leading the pucksters will be
captain Ken Martin who scored 25
goals and 18 assists last season to
lead the Division II scorers. Other
returning senior lettermen include
Rob McGuirk, Stephen Abbott,
Tim Sullivan, Jim Hosmer, and
John Krotr Two kejr juniors are
the Hardy twins, Earl and Steve,
the latter shifting to a forward
position this season from his two
previous campaigns at defense.
Rounding out the letterman
contingent are Joel Bradley,
Francis Alwood, Tom Lea, and
Bob Maxwell for a total of 12.
Coach Sid Watson is depending
on the maturing of last yearns
freshmen who posted a promising
13-2 mark. High scorer Eddie
(Bonus) Good and Jim Block will
most likely play on the first two
lines and defensemen Bob Kullen,
Bob Hall, and Gary Briggs will
play principal roles this year. Last
year's outstanding frosh goal
tender, Mitch Talbot, is battling
senior John Krol for the starting
post, with sophomore Greg
Auditore also looking sharp.
Coach Watson had mixed
emotions about the scrimmages
against Providence College on
November 15 and 16. He
commented the Bears looked
good on Friday, but were not

































































Cod Fish Bowl Tournament
at Boston Arena
Williams A



















































































^November 10, 7:00 a.m. and you wish you hadn't had a date
the night before. Conditions couldn't possibly be as good as you heard
and you still can't rationalize your getting up at this inane hour of
kL -! ?"? *ty T™"5 • ' Now it,s 7:00*p.m. and you still wish youhadn t had that date — but for different reasons. You would have en-joyed that extra hour or two for spring skiing on winter snow is an ex-
perience had by few seasoned skiers and by even fewer trying it in
Maine You ve just come off the slopes with that experience under
your Hencke buckles and Head masters.
Even the proverbial snowbunnies weren't content to remain with-
in the sanctuary of the lodge as lines caused 20 minute waits for use
of Sugarloaf's two lower slope T-bars. The gondola was closed downdue to a fire in the early morning and didn't reopen until around 2 00m the afternoon. Ski rentals were soon depleted and the closest shop
with rentals was in town, 15 miles away. However, land area improve-
ment including a shopping, lodging, and eating complex are under waym the immediate area and the Sugarloaf Corporation is making every
effort to make the area one of the best in the Northeast.
The slopes themselves offer something for everyone, from the
most paranoic novice to the vadeling expert. Though jumping is li-
mited to the many moguls dotting most of the slopes, the upper ex-
pert trails offer enough of a challenge to anyone interested. The lower
intermediate trails offer runs of up to 15 minutes, racing, and sport
enough interesting features to keep an intermediate occupied for a
good hour.
Conditions themselves were unparalleled at any time during the
last few seasons ... and it's still only November. A 42 inch base and
four inches of newly-fallen powder made skiing in the 27° tempera-
ture truly a skier's paradise and more of similiar conditions are prom-
ised this weekend. T-bar tickets go for $5 and the gondola, $7.50.
The Athletic-Industrial Complex
We found an interesting commentary on the dietary state of athletics
ay and their evolution in Thursday's "New York Times:" "In the
nning, of course, the ancients ate the hearts of their bravest enemies
animals for that little something extra in the clutch. A little later
>io Afncanus might climb on an upended urn and plug a particular
•e, and Abraham Lincoln once intimated that if a man had to drink
night as well dnnk the brand that had kept General Grant loose in
mg situations.
In more recent times, as sports replaced war as the most enjoyable
opportunity for travel and looting ..."
Maybe its really the Athletic
-Indus trial Complex that maintains the
' establishment."
. varsity football captain. It is in-
scribed each year with the name
of "the member of the varsity
football team who has made the
.most marked improvement on the
field of play during the current
season and who has demonstrated
the qualities of aggressiveness, co-
operation, enthusiasm for the
game, and fine sportsmanship."
The Philoon Trophy, honoring
"the non-letter winner of the var-
sity who has made an outstand-
ing contribution to the team by
faithful attendance and training
and has given his best efforts
throughout the season," was
awarded to junior Doug Mahan.
Mahan backed up quarterbacks
Pete Hardy and John Benson.
For "making an outstanding
contribution to his team and col-
lege as*a man of honor, courage,
and leadership," varsity football
tn-captain Dominic Femino re-
ceived the William J. Reardon
Memorial Trophy.
Varsity soccer co-captain, Dave
Knight, received the Levine
Trophy as the player best exem-
plifying the sportsmanlike traits
of valor and desire. Knight was
also voted the senior who contri-
buted the most to his team.
FRESHMAN HOCKEY





Cardinal Cushing Acad. H
13 Hanover (NH) HS H
18 KentsHill H
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Indoor Trackmen Embark
On Season 35 Strong
With over 30 names on the varsity roster, the Indoor Track Team










































































A long interfratemity football
season? That's what it looks like
now if the snow stays on the
ground. Alpha Kappa Sigma, after
their victory over Psi Upsilon in
the preliminary playoff, is
anxiously awaiting to know the
team they must play for the
interfratemity football
championship.
As soon as conditions permit,
Chi Psi will meet Beta Theta Pi in
the second preliminary game.
Between now and the warmer
months, there is a busy schedule
of house hockey and basketball.
The hockey season started
Monday night and "promises to
be an exciting one, if enough
equipment can be kept in the
arena to outfit the teams,"
commented Walter Plaut
president of the White Key'
Basketball kicks off after
Thanksgiving and also promises a
great deal of stiff competition.
we have record holders, but due
to higher competition this is not
much solace."
Record holders the coach does
have. Shot putter Roger Best
went to California this summer
to compete in the Olympic trials
and holds the college shot put
record. Mark Cuneo holds the
college and course cross country
record.
Twelve returning lettermen al-
so include Ken Ballinger, Claude
Caswell, Ken Cuneo, Paul
Gauron, Dave Goodof, Brian
Mitchell, Dave Pagar, John
Pierce, Wayne Sabford, and cross
country captain Ron Tulonen.
Pete Hardy will serve as acting
captain for the team.
The first league encounter of
(he season is December 14 at
Tufts. The freshman also travel
to Medford that weekend to start
their six meet schedule.
The freshman roster sports 20
names. The mile appears to have
the most depth with four runners.
"All other events are represent-
ed, and the season promises bet-
ter results and greater participa-
tion than its fall predecessor,










Coach Frank F Sabasteansk,
14 Tults A
New Hampshire (noon) A
18 Colby H
8 Vermont A
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Group To Study
The SocialRules
THE JUDGE PAUSES — U.S. Circuit Court Judge Frank Coffin pauses during an after-dinner discussion
in the Senior Center. Coffin spoke to the seniors and invited guest* November 24. Two other speakers
made an appearance on campus during the same period: Nobel Prize winner Dr. James Watson Nov. 22
and Dr. Frank Darby Nov. 25. Watson spoke on RNA and Darby discussed abortion.
. - (Orient Photo)
Drug Meet Continues
Over ^00 -invited Maine college administrators,
judges, law enforcement officers, medical personnel
and students are attending a two-day symposium on
"Drugs and the Campfcs Culture" at Bowdoin.
The symposium began yesterday and ends today.
Conducted under a $7,150 grant from the Maine
Mental Health Improvement Fund, the symposium
will feature presentations by four distinguished ex-
perts, panel discussions and informal discussions. The
College has offered its facilities and personnel for
the symposium, which is being directed by Dr. Daniel
F. Hartley
,.Bosdoin. Physician, ft"d Professor Jerry
W. Brown, Dean of Students at the College. Dr. Han-
ley was head physician for the 1968 U.S. Olympic
teams at Grenoble, France, and Mexico City.
The symposium deals with both sides of the drug
question, according to Dr. Hanley. "It is an attempt
to find a way to get the information and facts about
drugs across to the people who need it most," he said.
Dean Brown said that although the problem of
drug abuse is minimal at Bowdoin, the problem is
an "important phenomenon of 20th Century society
and one deserving of expert attention."
Serving as symposium moderator is Dr. William E.
Schumacher, Director of the Bureau of Mental
Health in the State Department of Mental Health
and Corrections. Dr. Schumacher, who was instru-
mental in obtaining the grant for the symposium,
received his MD. degree from the University of Ver-
mont Medical School and is an executive committee
member of the National Association of State Mental
Health Program Directors, as well as Chairman of
the Mental Health Committee of the Maine Medical
Association.
Speakers for the concluding evening of the con-
ference tonight will be Earle W. Clifford, Dean of
Student Affairs at Rutgers University; and Dr. Sid-
ney Cohen, Chief of the Center for Studies of Nar-
cotics and Drug Abuse, National Institute for Mental
Health.
The concluding presentations will begin tonight at
7:30 p.m. in the Moulton Union, and will be followed
by panel discussions moderated by Dr. Schumacher.








Presentations — Dean Clifford
"One Perspective on the Drug
Scene" and Doctor Cohen
"The Drug Dilemma"
Break, coffee
Panel discussion — Clifford
and Cohen — moderated
by Doctor Schumacher
Both lounges, cider, etc.
A s t u d e n t - d omina ted
subcommittee of the faculty
Student Life Committee will
begin next week examining and
discussing the College's social
rules, — particularly parietal hours
— with- an eye toward
recommending immediate changes
in the rules.
' Dean of Students Jerry Wayne
Brown announced formation of
the subcommittee Wednesday.
There will be five students and
two faculty members on the
subcommittee. Dean Brown will
serve as one of the faculty
members and will act as chairman.
The function of the
subcommittee, according to Dean*
Brown, will be to hear suggestions
from members of the College
community — students, faculty
and administration alike —
concerning the social rules and
then to make recommendations
for changes.
Recommendations from the
subcommittee will go to the
faculty Student Life Committee
as a whole, and then to the
faculty to be voted upon. From
there, changes must go through
the Governing Boards.
Dean Brown admitted the
cumbersome and bureaucratic
nature of the process of change,
it emphasized that he hopes
rules. "I believe that any
recommendation coming out of
this subcommittee should
recognize in some way these
opinions."
The first meeting of the
subcommittee 4s scheduled for
December 12. Dean Brown said
that he hopes the subcommittee
can meet twice before the
Christmas recess and then move
into full operation after
Christmas. He said that he hopes
there will be a recommendation
from, the committee within a
month.
"We are caught between two
great necessities: the necessity to
be quick, and the necessity to be
as thorough as possible," he
concluded.^
The students on the committee
— two seniors and three
underclassmen — will be chosen




Dean Clifford's topic will be "One Perspective on
the Drug Scene." A former Dean at Syracuse Uni-
versity and the University of Vermont, Clifford is a
member of the American Academy of Political Sci-
ence and has been a member of the executive com-
mittee and Vice President of the National Associa-
tion of Student Personnel Administrators.
Dr. Cohen will address the group on "The Drug
Dilemma." A Director of the Los Angeles Medical
Foundation, he is also a member of the scientific
advisory board of the American Schizophrenia Foun-
dation.
changes can be made as soon as is
reasonably possible. "If changes
are needed, they should be made
as soon as possible," the Dean
said. "And any change that is to
be made must be based
understanding, reason and
perception in light of the College
community as a whole.
"We hope that all students and
others who have feelings about
the social rules will appear before
the subcommittee," Dean Brown
continued. "We want to hear
every side."
Dean Brown emphasized that he
is most concerned with attaining
the best possible representation of
student vie w*s . ''The
subcommittee has over twice as
many students as faculty in the
hope of giving students the best
representation in this matter,"
said the Dean.
The Dean was not unmindful of
the great variation in opinion
regarding the nature of the social
Drug Expert
At Drug Conference
Experts Disagree On Marijuana
Herbert J. Storing, Associate
Professor of Political Science at
the University of Chicago, will
speak at Bowdoin Sunday at 7:30
p.m. in Wentworth Hall of the Se-
nior Center.
Professor Storing will speak on
"What is Black Power?" He plans
to explore the various understand-
ings of the meaning and purpose
of Black Power found in the works
and writings of some of its leading
advocates such as Malcolm X,
Charles Hamilton, Stokely Car-
.michael and Eldridge Cleaver. The
public is cordially invited to at-
tend.
For the last, several years Pro-
fessor Storing has organized and
has taught in a series of seminars
on Negro Leadership sponsored by
the University of Chicago for stu-
dents in the city's junior colleges
and residents of neighborhoods
near the University.
This semester he is a Visiting
Professor at Colgate University.
| Rutgers Dean
Dr. Sidney Cohen
. Speaks tonight at
Drug Conference. """
Two experts in their respective
fields, the president of the New
York State Council on Drug
Addiction and a noted Boston
lawyer, disagreed Thursday night
, on the possible harnT"resulting
from the use of marijuana.
The experts, Dr. Donald B.
Louria and attorney John White,
were the opening speakers in the
two-day conference on Drugs and
the Campus Culture, sponsored at
Bowdoin by the state.
Dr. Louria, who is associate
professor of Medicine at Cornell,
said that there is increasing
evidence thai the use of marijuana
is potentially dangerous.
White, whose firm has handled
thousands of cases involving
violation of drug laws, scoffed at
Dr. Louria 's stance and declared
that some of the evidence of
marijuana's danger is "totally
unreliable." The attorney said
that he would rather see his own
children smoking marijuana
cigarettes than drinking alcohol.
"Of course," he^added, "I would
rather that they did neither."
Both speakers received
sustained applause from the
overflow crowd that jammed
Bowdoin's Gallery Lounge in the
Moulton Union.
BACK TO NORMAL
The Orient will return to
its regular eight-page
format next Friday. The
last issue of the Orient
before Christmas Vacation
will be a four-page edition
December 17..
Dr. Louria described as
"outrageous" claims that
marijuana is beneficial and that its
use enhances creativity. "The
psychedelic cult and the news
media" have failed to give enough
attention to the adverse effects of
the use of marijuana and other
drugs, he said.
"Is marijuana harmless," he
asked. "The answer is an
unequivocal and resounding no."
White — of the Boston firm,
"Crane, Inker & Oteri — asserted
that "there is absolutely no
evidence that marijuana is an
addictive drug . .' . Marijuana is
self-regulating because the
pleasure is dissipated when it is
overused."
White predicted that eventually
marijuana will be legalized.
Dean Earle Clifford
. . Speaks tonight at
Drug Conference.
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Career hunt with 90 of the finest companies
having operations located in the New Jersey/ New
York metropolitan area. On December 26-27 at the
Marriott Motor Hotel, intersection of Garden State
Parkway and Route 80, Saddle Brook, New Jersey.
For more details, including a listing of spon-
soring companies, see your college placement
director or write to the non-profit sponsor of the
second annual "Career-In": Industrial Relations
Association of Bergen County, P. O. Box 533,
Saddle Brook, New Jersey 07662.
SDS Poses A Threat
To The Editor:
This fall, many of us here at Bowdoin witnessed
the arrival of "Students for Democratic Society" on
campus, or so we thought This organization has
struck out at the academic and environmental
restrictions placed on us at this institution by raising
opposition to strict social rules and by planning to
"force" the administration to cut back or eradicate
required subjects. Thus from its conception it seems
to me "S.D.S." has been a local committee in no
way connected with the organization from which it
derives its name. The real Student for Democratic
Society is seeking a socialist revolution in this
country - a report entitled "Strategy for Socialism"
states:
The SDS Labor Committees define the immediate
tasks of the revolutionary student movement as: 1
— development of transitional socialist programs; 2
propagandizing blacks, students, and the
traditional working class with these programs; 3 —
development of mass organizations with
representation of all kinds of working people and
their allies, which will act for concrete socialist
programs.
_^iur own "SDS committee" doesn't seem to pay
much attention to its national affiliate, in fact, one
member of the group told me that, to date, the
word "socialism" has not even been mentioned at
its meetings. I am driven to wonder if the
participating students realize, as indeed this
gentleman did not, that they are participating m
"
'socialist'(Oh! shudder at the thought) meetings".
The right of an opinionated group to strive for its
goals through reasonable channels is not questioned
here, but the problem at Bowdoin is that we have a
group of frustrated students that doesn't know what
its goals are or should be. I only request, then, that
"SDS" inform its members of the principles. If they
accept the goals of SDS, then they ought to work
for them ("Unless students take the initiative to
struggle for a program in the interest of the working
population, and with the people now actively
fighting the attack on their living standards — both
struggles will be fatally crushed." - from the above
article). If, however, they discover that they don't







strive toward th«t end, they should
drop their affiliation with the national organization.
May I suggest a name for the resulting committee?
Student Committee for the Elimination of What
We Don't Accept on Campus. Then SCEWWDAC
could go on freeing us from the chains of
institutionalism without the heavy burden of
obvious hypocracy.
Dave Bradeen '71
I latched Condemned: Three Views
TO The Editor:
The gist of your editorial opposing the resolution
now before the Student Council as proposed by
Steve Schwartz to censure John Hatchett is as I see
it, basically unsound. If read carefully, the proposed
resolution shows a concern not for the matter of
free speech as you putit, but rather concerns itself
with the qualifications of Mr. Hatchett.
The evidence that Steve has at hand gives all
indications that Mr. Hatchett is not an "alleged,
racist^nd anti-Semite", but rather Ssin fact a man
that can and must be so categorized. The statement *
by the Protestant Council, the American Jewish
Congress, and the Catholic Interracial Council
condemning an article written by Hatchett as "a
* naked appeal to racial and religious hatred" can not "
•. ^betaken lightly .# • -, . -, -v .
How can we at Bowdoin sit back and allow this
man to speak at our school without taking a positive
stand, without committing ourselves through a
formal resolution by expressing our feelings about
Mr. Hatchett's invitation and appearance on our
campus? The resolution calls for censure, a
statement reflecting the displeasure of the Student
Council (and the student body) with this invitation,
and stresses the clear realization of the racist
character of this man.
Whitney Young has recently stated that white
people must understand that Negroes also have* their
—
share of "quacks" and that we must realize and
accept their "intellectual", offerings as such. It
would be a shame if we could not see that this man
who purports that "Jews and their power starved
imitators the Black Anglo-Saxons are mentally
poisoning Black children in the New York schools"
is nothing but a bigot and a racist; were a white man
to speak here condemning the Negro race as being
lazy and illiterate, I am sure that certain members of
the student body would be more apt to speak out
aginst him.
Let us not make this mistake. We must in all
good conscience, support this resolution.
Robert B. Carpenter '71
I write to you in response to the petition and edi-
torial that appeared concurrently, in the last issue of
the Bowdoin Orient. Mr. Schwartz's protest has been
miscontrued. The issues involved are not freedom of
speech and autonomy of organizations, but discretion
in taste and responsibility in choice. We do not wish
to protect the truth "from the presence of a few
smelly fish in the market of ideas," nor do we wish to
grant "free thought for those who agree with us"
only, in imputing these motives to Mr. Schwartz, the
Orient uses colorful idiom, not calm reason.
Mr. Hatchett rose to fame through the controversy
of his article "The Phenomenon of the Anti-Black
Jew and the Black Anglo-Saxons." The problems of
black ghetto schools and the neglect of white Ameri-
ca are too painfully obvious to ignore. However, to
focus the blame on a racial group and to make them
the scapegoat of all the evils which ghetto dwelling
children have suffered is the technique of "race-bait-
ing" and anti-semetic demagoguery. Mr. Schwartz
merely asks the Afro-American society to reconsider
the choice of John Hatchett so that the college may
be given the opportunity to consider the crucial prob-
lems of the black child's education and not be sub-
jected to the offensive digressions of an irresponsible
demagogue.
Bruce E. Cain 70
In relation to the Afro -American Society's choice
r'
of Mr. Hatchett for a speaker at Bowdoin College, I
would like to take this opportunity to voice my opin-
ion. I, and many students with whom I have dis-
cussed this most controversial speaker, have come to
the following conclusions:
First, by asking Mr. Hatchett to speak at Bowdoin,
the college community is expressing its appreciation
of his racist and anti-semitic viewpoint.
Second, by asking Mr. Hatchett to speak at Bow-
doin, the college community is spending its money to
honor a racist.
In conclusion, <i and many others* feel that the
choice of Mr. Hatchett as a speaker is a definite dis-
grace to the Bowdoin College Community.
In the future, it would be appreciated if the money,
time, and effort devoted to the choice of a speaker
would be spent in a more fruitful manner.
Blair C. Fenterstock '72
for FULL-CIRCLE BANKING SERVICES...
from MAINE'S LARGEST NATIONAL BANK...
there are now 25 offices across the state
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A Bowdoin sophomore, Frank
Gavett, has won the College's 1968
,
Alexander Prize Speaking Contest
Gavetfs






lniome of a ,und established In1905 by the Honorable DeAivaStanwood Alexander, LL.D ofBowdoln's Class of 1870. 'The
competition, "for excellence In select
declamation," Is open to all members
of Bowdoln's three lower classes
F^'SneTr °,f tf?,e $5° second Pri« IsEarl R. Taylor '71.
Seven undergraduates, selected after
a trial contest, competed In the finals




Blair C. Fensterstock has been
elected President of the Bowdoin
Jewish Association at Bowdoin
College. He is a member of Bowdoln's
Class of 1972.
Elected Secretary-Treasurer was
Kenneth M. Kornetsky '70.
Lawrence C. Kaplan '72 was elected
Program Chairman.
Fensterstock said the organization
will continue its sponsorship of Friday
evening "Shabbat Eve" services and is




Paintings, sculpture, drawings prints,
furniture and articles of decorative art
recently acquired by donation and
purchase will be included in a Bowdoin
Museum of Art exhibition opening
Friday, today, in the Walker Art
Building on campus.
The exhibition, " Recent
Acquisitions: 1961-1968", will
continue through Jan. 26, 1969.
Works by Gilbert Stuart, George
Inness, Thomas Eakins, Corot, Andrew
Wyeth, and examples of Near-Eastern
and Asian art and Italian paintings will
be displayed.
The public is invited to view the
exhibition during the Bowdoin
Museum's regular hours: 10 a.m. to 4
p.m. Monday through Friday, 10 a.m.
to 5 p.m. Saturday and 2 to 5 p.m.
Sunday.,,
COLLEGE GAINS $1,000
Bowdoin has been awarded a $1,000
grant under The Sears-Roebuck
Foundation's continuing program of
aid to privately supported colleges and
universities.
In announcing distribution of this
year's^ grants, the Foundation said that
to more than 700 colleges and
universities from coast to coast.
The purpose of the program is to
help institutions of higher learning
systematically meet their financial
needs and noted that the grants are
unrestricted in order to allow the
institutions to allocate their funds
according to their greatest needs
PRIZE OFFERED
The Masque and Gown is offering a
$50 prize for the best student-written
one-act play, in the 34th Annual
Student One-Act Play Contest. The
deadline for scripts is Tuesday, January
21 at 5:00 p.m. Three copies of the
Play should be left at the office of the
Director of Dramatics; the author's
name should not appear on any of the
copies, but should instead by included
in a sealed envelope along with the title
of the play.
Those plays suitable for performance
will be produced March 14 and 15 in
the Experimental Theater. The
prize-winning play will be announced
at that time.
'BERMUDA NORTH' PLANNED
There will be an organizational
meeting of Project Bermuda North, the
Newman Club's spring vacation
project, Sunday at 2 p.m. In the
Gallery Lounge of the Moulton Union.
The project is "workshop" in music,
art and drama at Peter Dana Point, and
Indian reservation in Northern Maine.
All students are invited to participate.





Fresh Coffee & Spudnuto
Makes
Any Time Spudnut Time
THE SPUDNUT SHOP
212 Maine St., Brunswick
'ALL REMAINS <JU05t on another
of Adam PowelFs many fronts.
Though the matter of his alleged*
misappropriations of government
funds and his kickback arrange-
mentswithHiswife and other con-
gressional employees wis aired in
Congress and the public print, no
word concerning these doings has
comefrom the Department of Jus-
tice other than the statement,
long long ago,
that they were II For a free copy of
'under investi. I ^.nk?*^ 1 Vt*
rf ./,„„' » NATIONAL RE-gation
.
| VIEW, write: D.pf.
K, 150 E. 35 Str.et,
N. Y. 10016.
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Tickets By Mail or^
at Box Office,
]TT6 CONOWS3 ST.SI» 2-78«t
College Relations Director
c/o Sheraton-Park Hotel, Washington, D.C. 20008
| Please send me






























Use Our Banquet and Party Rooms rte. 24 AT COOKS CORNER
At No Extra Cost! BRUNSWICK
^mnnnnnnoiiouuui
H*
Reservations with the special low rate are confirmed in advance I
(based on availability) for Fri., Sat, Sun. nights, plus Thanks- .
giving (Nov. 27-Dec. 1), Christmas (Dec. 15-Jan. 1) and July
through Labor Day! Many Sheraton Hotels and Motor Inns offer |
student rates during other periods subject to availability at time
of check-in and may be requested. .
i Sheraton Hotels&Motor Inns© i














'.50; Cologne & After
Shave Gift Set, $5.50.
as aValternate
fragrance, try Jade East
Coral and Jade East
Golden Lime. All are

































', Want to know more?
; See your Placement Director today and
', sign up to meet our College Relations Officer
• And be sure to pick up a copy of
• "Success Story," The Travelers new
I career guide, from your Placement Officer
I' '^
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SCRAMBLE — Bowdoin's Ed Good (5)° Steve Abbott (8) scramble for a loose puck in the opening





EXTRA EFFORT — Bo McFarland of Bowdoin (3) leaps high in a
jump-ball against Paul Shepard of New Hampshire and Andy Neher
looks on. UNH beat Bowdoin 78-75 Wednesday in Bowdoin's




(Continued from page 3)
SIAMWIZA HONORED
A Bowdoin senior from Zambia has
received an achievement award. In
recognition of his outstanding
academic and extracurricular
accomplishments.
Mwindaace N. Siawiza of Choma,
Zambia, was selected recently to
receive the African Scholarship
Program of American Universities
(ASPAU) Student Achievement
Award. The qward is presented
annually to undergraduates who make
significant contributions to ASPAU
member/'colleges and universities.
Siamwiza, who is a Chemistry major
at Bowdoin, is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Siakwangi Siamwiza of Choma. "Sam",
as he is known to his many friends, is a
Dean's List student, member of Phi
Delta Psi Fraternity, and former
President of the Bowdoin International
Club.
GERMAN CONSUL TO SPEAK
The Consul-General for West
Germany will speak next Thursday at
1:30 p.m. In Searles 214 on "Europe
After the Invasion.". His appearance is
sponsored by the International Club.
He will discuss the impact of the
occupation of Czechoslovakia on




Next Thursday at 7:00 p.m. the
Bowdoin Newman Apostolate will
present, in conjunction with . St.
Joseph's College, its second Folk Mass
Festival. The theme of this year's
"Christian Happening" is "He Is My
Brother", and it will consist of a Folk
Mass, entertainment by the Job Corps
gospel singers, the Bowdoin jug band,
and a multi-media cinematic exhibition
by Father Spanola. Refreshments will
also be served.
Due to limited space in the. Main
Lounge of the Union, admission will be
by tickets only; the tickets are free and
available from the Information Desk or




A Bowdoin team won seven debates
and lost three in a tournament held at
the University of Vermont ' two
weekends ago. A total of 25 colleges
and universities were entered.
The varsity team representing
Bowdoin included Bruce E. Cain '70,
Jeff D. Emerson '70, Clark T. Irwin, Jr.
"70, and Gordon F. Grimes '71.
WALSH HONORED
Bowdoin joined the National
Football Foundation Tuesday night in
paying tribute to Adam Walsh of
Brunswick as the former Bowdoin
football coach was inducted into the
National Football Hall of Fame.
A special citation was presented to
Walsh by Dr. Daniel F. Hanley,
Bowdoin College Physician, in behalf
of the College's Governing Boards. Dr.
Hanley, head physician for the U.S.
Olympic team, was an outstanding
member of one of Walsh's many
successful Bowdoin football teams.
Walsh, who is U.S. Marshal for
Maine, was the' Captain of what was
probably the most famous football
team any American college ever had —
Knute Rockne's 1924 Notre Dame
squad that was sparked by the famed
"Four Horsemen." As the center,
Walsh was one of the "Seven Mules"
who blocked for the immortal
backfield of Stuhldreher Miller.
Layden and Crowley.
Walsh spent the next 34 years
coaching, most of that time at
Bowdoin, where his gridiron teams
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Two One-Act Plays Scheduled
For Showing Tonight, Saturday
This Friday and Saturday
even int»s two ^student-directed
one-act plays will be presented at
8:15 p.m. in the •Experimental
Theater. The plays are W. B.
Yeats's PURGATORY, directed
fiy Tim Devlin, and Fernando
Arrabal's PICNIC ON THE
BATTLEFIELD, directed by Brad
Bernstein. Both directors are
seniors.
PURGATORY, which will be
performed first, is an eerie,
disturbing drama, but one which
is free of the mysticism which
often obscures, in Yeats's other
plays, the dramatic genius which
is so evident here. For once Yeats
managedto forget about the Ulster
Epic Cycle, Irish legends, and
"gyres", and the result is a play
which is perfectly intelligible to a
modern audience. Director Devlin
said of the play, "It took Yeats
some fifty years of theatrical
experiment to realize that drama
must be language and action with
all popular triviality stripped
away. For PURGATORY the
significance lies in the stark
beauty of the lines, and in the
terrible impotence of mankind."




Professor Gerald Kamber of the
Department of Romance
-tai^gttages—wfH—dehvCT three"
lectures at The Johns Hopkins
University in Baltimore, Md., next
February.
One lecture, "Education, the
New Affluence, and the
Underground Novel", will be
given as part of the Ford
Foundation Series, Lectures in the
Humanities. Another, for the
History of Ideas Club, will be
entitled "Action and Reaction in
French Literature". A third,
under the auspices of the Johns
Hopkins French Department, will
be "Negative Metaphor in A la
recherche du temps perdu",
Dr. Kamber was awarded his
Ph.D. at Johns Hopkins in 1962,
and was a graduate assistant there
from 1952 to 1955. He received
his B.A. at Rutgers and his M.A.
at Middlebury. Professor Kamber
taught at Goucher College in
Maryland before coming to
Bowdoin in 1962.
He recently accepted an
invitation to teach Intermediate
French next summer at the
Harvard University Summer
School, where he was Director of
Elementary French courses during
the summers of 1963 and 1966.
He was coordinator of Elementary
French courses at a Princeton
summer institute for Peace Corps
trainees in 1964, Professor of
Linguistics and Phonetics at a
Hamilton College NDEA
(National Defense Education Act)
summer institute in 1965.
In November of this year
Professor Kamber lectured at the
University of Montreal under the




characters: that ofttie old man is
played by Tim Sabin '69, that of
his son by Steve Carter '71. The
necessary importance ox language
in the play poses a serious
challenge to these performers, for
they must concentrate on Yeats's
deceptively simple verse without
letting the action fail
dramatically. •'.
Brad Bernstein, an experienced
member of the Masque and Gown,
will direct the second production,
PICNIC ON THE BATTLE-
FIELD. The play is relatively
unknown to American audiences,
and is the work of the Spanish
playwright, Fernando Arrabal.
Although currently living in exile
in France, Arrabal does not
consider his work to be within the
tradition of the THEATER OF
THE ABSURD. He categorizes his
own work as THEATER OF
PANIC.
To call PICNIC ON THE
BATTLEFIELD "an anti-war
play", says Director Bernstein, is
to oversimplify and thus to
misinterpret. "But it is about war,
and it is, perhaps necessarily, an
ugly play". '
The comparatively large cast
which Bernstein must direct is
composed of Robert Friedland
72, Mark Esposito '69, Clyde
Vanhorn (special student), Virgil
Logan '69, Kristina Minister, and
Marcia Howell. The Stage Manager
is Lewis Johnson '69.
Tne play requires a more
elaborate set than that of
PURGATORY, including a large
number of props and sound
effects. Here, the emphasisTsTorT
action, and it will be the task of
Bernstein and his cast to
co-ordinate a large number of
relatively fast moving events into
a cogent dramatic statement
about an infinitely complex
subject.
Tickets for both performances
are available at the Information
Desk of the Moulton Union and at
the box office in Pickard Theater.
The Masque and Gown
continues its busy schedule with
tryouts for Oscar Wilde's THE
IMPORTANCE OF BEING
EARNEST Sunday and Monday
evenings, 7:30 - 9:30. The play, to
be performed February 15 and




The Admissions Office is
seeking students to help with
recruiting during the Christmas
Vacation. Dana Wilson '68,
Assistant to the Director, asked
students who are interested in
recruiting in their home areas
during the recess to see him
Monday or Tuesday at the
Admissions Office.
"We are trying to expand our
geographical representation,"
Wilson explained. "We'd like to
have students work in their home
areas for two reasons: we haven't
had a chance to hit some places
yet this year, and we would like
to follow up our contacts in other
areas."
Wilson returned today from a
one-month recruiting trip in the
West and Midwest.
DEFINES BLACK POWER - Prof. Herbert Storing of the University
of Chicago explained the many-sided faces of "Black Power" Sunday
night to a Senior Center audience. Storing also predicted some of the
possible concrete manifestations of the various "Black Power" concep-





—If there ia a civil wai, 11 will not
be black against white but, revolu-
tionaries against the establishment.
This concept expressed by Prof.
Herbert Storing of the University
of Chicago is one possible end that
may rise out of black power.
To an audience of 100 last Sun-
day, he explained that there are
three basic ends being sought by
segments of the black power move-
ment — power, separation, and in-
tegration.
The first is a case of the have
and the have-nots — the whites
have power and the blacks do not.
It is assumed that power is the be-
ginning and end of control over
dtstiny and life; the blacks seek
the control without considering
that no ethnic group has had these
unprecedented powers. Collectively
whites have held this power and
jsed it to define Negro (shiftless.
lazy, happy, stupid* etc.). The re-
jection of the term has lead to the
"black is beautiful" campaign in
which blacks define themselves.
The second end is separation.
Many believe there is an inherent
contradiction between American
and black society. Two incom-
patible communities lay beside
each other as enemies awaiting an
eminent war. Professor Storing
compared the situation with a
chicken. A hen cannot produce a
duck egg as the American system
cannot produce freedom for the
Afro-American.
The nature of the incompatibili-
ty can be interpreted three basic
ways. First, the conflict lies be-
tween the system plus Its middle
class value and those who feel that
Drug Laws Need Changing Now
NEXT ISSUE
The next Issue of The Orient
mill be a four-pape edition pub-
lished Tuesday. Deadline for ad-
vertising, Letter to the Editor




All four speakers at the Conference on Drugs and
the College Campus last week agreed that the
increase in drug use presents a threat to society that
can best be met by changes in narcotic laws,
improvements in drug education, and more intensive
research into the effects of drugs on people.
Dr. Sidney Cohen, director of the center of
studies of narcotics and drug abuse of the National
Institute of Mental Health, who is seeking
constructive uses for so-called psychedelic drugs
said "a drug has a magical quality when it is first
introduced" which leads people to use the drug as if
it were the only way of reaching ultimate truth.
Both Dr. Cohen and Dr. Donald Louria, an associate
professor of medicine at Cornell, emphasized the
psychological effects of drug use which can destroy
goal oriented behavior and change a person's values.
Dr. Cohen said these changes can be useful in
helping patients suffering from cancer who are
unable to face their impending deaths. Dr. Louria
emphasized that this psychological deterioration
which makes a person's life revolve around some
drug is an "absolutely infrequent" occurrence, but
that when it does occur people often seek
psychological help.
T3r. Louria said he accepts all claims of those who
say smoking marijuana is a very pleasant experience,
but he denies that the drug is unequivocally
beneficial or that it ever enhances creativity. Louria,
who is a co-director of the Microbiology Laboratory
of Memorial Hospital in New York, said that
Marijuana has limited but nonetheless present
dangers. The drug makes one especially sensitive, so
if it is taken by a person who is in despair it can
cause an acute panic reaction. The drug may also
cause acute psychotic reactions requiring temporary
hospitalization.
Evidence indicates that one or two percent of
those who smoke marijuana more than five times
become habitual users or pot heads. There is no
evidence to indicate that marijuana causes any
physical damage. However, the situation is
complicated by the presence of hashish, the pure
marijuana resin, and THC, the active ingredient in
marijuana.
(Phase ton to pap* »
it is corrupt and inhuman. This is
not a radical duel but an idealogi-
r.n.1 one in whirh hlarlrt ara
:egral part because they were never
part of the system and have great-
er insights into the ills of society.
Second, the friction is do to the
race question or white problem.
Here it is assumed that American
society is racist and will always be
so because of its nature.
Third, the black people on this
continent will never come of age
until they have experienced the
pains and triumphs of nationhood,
nation building, etc. Within this
idea, there can be internal separa-
tion and frequent pointless vio-
lence to coerce favorable conces-
sions. Since the blacks have little
and the whites much to lose the
tactics will achieve its purpose not
out of love for humanity but fear
of the lose of property.
The last end is integration. Le-
gal action and non-violence are
means to its fulfillment. To inte-
grate to a blackman is to become
white, a prerequisite for denying
all that is black and accepting all
that is white. This constitutes the
fear of losing identity and support-
ing a popular belief the blacks
have nothing substantial of their
own. Many blacks are avoiding too
great an identification with Africa
for similar reasons.
The key to power lies in coalition
politics. Citing Stokley Carmichael.
Professor Storing mentioned, the
cart must come before the horse
if you go into a coalition with
nothing you will come out with
nothing.
Professor Storing continued that
black culture rises out of a condi-
tion of slavery and oppression and
that it must be preserved in paint-
ings, sculptures, and other forms of
art In order to preserve black iden-
tity.
For a long time the blacks in
this nation have served as a foil
for racism. Blacks were cast as the
negative definition of whites. The
harm done to the blacks Is minor
when compared with the psycho-
logical harm done to whites. Any
racism, black or white, will lead to
this end.
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(Solid Block and Lined)
Drug Laws Must Be Changed-
KILIMANJARO
. . . Meerschaum Lined
SIR CHARLES OF LONDON
. . . Algerian Bruyere
DANETS NATURAL BURLS
. . . Algerian
We Stock 1776 and MacBaren's
Smoking Tobaccos
ALONG WITH A COMPLETE LINE OF
PIPE ACCESSORIES
(Continued from page 1)
Both these drugs, which are
many times more potent than
marijuana markedly augment
psychological problems. High
dosages can cause acute, not
chronic, psychoses, delusions,, and
hallucinations. Louria emphasized
that one danger with legalizing
marijuana is that these more
dangerous drugs would probably
come into widespread use.
Marijuana does not lead to the
use of narcotics such as herion;
however, 10 to 45% of those who
use marijuana do go on to use
LSD. Louria claimed there is
evidence that LSD can cause
permanent and inheritable
chromosome damage. Cohen
claimed that the evidence against
LSD is one factor which is causing
some people to stop using it. STP,
an even more dangerous drug, can
cause lethal respiratory paralyis.
Louria said the danger is that
"people take they know not what
just for intoxication". He also
blamed college students for the
increased use of drugs by high
school students "who follow the
example of older members of
their peer group, but lack the
judgment to avoid narcotics and
other dangerous drugs."
Dr. Louria argued that the
whole educational system will
have to be changed to stop the
trend towards selfishness that is
contributing to drug abuse. "We
are training kids in egotism and
selfishness, and this will lead to
the adoption of the pleasure
principle. Unless people become
committed to things outside of
themselves and feel that they can
solve the problems of their
society, we will completely
disintegrate as a society. We must
get people involved now. In a




Eight years ago these people were ir>
college. Now they're officers of The First
National Bank of Boston.
The First has always been the kind of
place where a young man — or woman
— could move up fast. We are the oldest
bank in New England. And since we're
also the largest, our people are getting
promoted all the time.
We need people with all kinds of
different educational backgrounds. And
we've even been known to invent a job
for an applicant we particularly liked.
Maybe you've never thought about a
career in banking. Many of our officers
hadn't considered it before their first in-
terviews with us. They turned out to be
just as good as the ones who did.
One of our personnel officers will be
visiting your campus soon. If you think a
career in banking might be right for you.
sign up to have a talk with him. If you
have any immediate questions, or would
like a special booklet about working for
The First, write to our Mr. Emory Mower,
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Earle W. Clifford, dean of
student affairs at Rutgers, agreed
with Louria that education was
essential. Clifford remarked,
"Education should be a
consciousness-expanding
experience which faces the cause
of the problem rather than the
symptoms." He called for a more
rational approach to the drug
problem which educates the
students to the dangers and
benefits of the drugs so that they
can make informed choices.
All the speakers agreed that the
present methods of handling drug
abusers were anachronistic and
absurd. John White, a Boston
attorney whose firm has handled a
great many drug cases, argued that
the use of marijuana was not a
very dangerous problem at all.
TTiough he did not advocate the
use of drugs, he said the present
criminal laws on the use of
marijuana were more harmful
than use of the drug. Under
present laws possession of
marijuana is as serious a crime as
"pushing" heroin and is as
severely punished as rape or
armed robbery.
Oddly, possession of THC is
punishable by one year in prison,
while possession of much less
potent marijuana can be punished
by tvro years in prison. White
argued that these absurd laws have
to be changed before any more
damage is done to the youth of
this country.
Freah Coffee & Spudnuta
Makes
Any Time Spudnut Time
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Resolution On Hatchett Rejected
By ALAN KOLOD
ORIENT NEWS EDITOR
The Student Council defeated a
motion to censure the.
Afro-American Society's proposed
invitation of John Hatchett to
speak during Kegro History_Week.
Steve Schwartz '70, who
submitted the motion, argued that
Hatchett was a racist whose
prominahce rested solely on an
article published in the
Afro-American Teacher's Forum
which made "a naked appeal to
racial and religious hatred."
Virgil Logan '69 of Afro-Am.
explained that Hatchett was one
of several men whom the
organization was considering
inviting. He 'argued that if the
college does seek truth, it would
be a grave error to prejudge a
speaker before students had a
chance to evaluate what he had to
say. He also said passing the
motion would set a dangerous
precedent concerning the right of
organizations to manage their own
affairs.
Students supporting the motion
claimed that it- was not intended
to keep Hatchett from speaking
here, but only express their
distaste at his being invited to
Nine Bowdoin Seniors
Named Surdna Scholars
DINNER TRIBUTE - Visiting Prof. T. M. Greene gives a brief response
at the dinner tribute for him Thursday night at the Senior Center.
Greene is leaving Bowdoin Saturday to teach a seminar at Trinity
College in Hartford, Conn. He will reside in New Haven. (See editorial,
page four). (Orient Photo)
State-Of-Maine Day
To Be Held Saturday
Bowdoin will hold its second
annual State of Maine Day
Saturday for top juniors and
seniors in the State's secondary
schools and their principals and
guidance counsellors.
Approximately 200 are expected
to attend.
In a letter to secondary school
officials. Richard W. Moll,
Bowdoin's Director of
Admissions, and David R.
Treadwell, Jr., Assistant Director,
said State of Maine Day is
designed "to acquaint principals






officials noted that the College,
founded in 1794, "is proud of its
long tradition of educating Maine
men."
"Currently," they added, "there
are 213 undergraduates from
Maine on the campus (our total
enrollment i^ 944). Among them
are 16 James Bowdoin Scholars,
65 Dean's List Students, the
Editor of the Yearbook, the
President of the Glee Club, one
fraternity president and three
fraternity vice presidents, two of
the tri-captains of the football
team, a co-captain of the soccer
team, the commodore of the
sailing team, the captain of the
basketball team, a co-captain of
the swimming team, the captain
of the indoor track team, and the
captain of the wrestling team.
"A 1967 graduate, Tom Allen
of Portland, won a Rhodes
Scholarship and is now enrolled at
Oxford in England. In short,
students from Maine have always
proved to be among the strongest
contributors to the College. We
are proud of this tradition and
want to uphold it."
The morning program will start
at 10 a.m. with a series of talks in
Pickard Theater on the subject
"About Bowdoin". Professor
Athern P. Daggett, Acting
President of the College, and
Professor Roger Howell, Jr., the
College's President-elect, will
extend the greetings of Maine's
oldest institution of higher
learning.
Mr. Treadwell will introduce the
speakers, who will include Walter
H. Moulton, Director of Student
Aid; and Bowdoin students
William K. Moberg '69, H. Rollin
Ives, III '70, and John A.
Bradford '72. The students will
discuss academic and
extra-curricular activities on the
campus.
The campus visitors will have an
opportunity to witness
competition among New England
secondary school students in
Bowdoin's 39th annual
Interscholastic Debate Forum at 2
p.m. in Sills Hall, Smith
Auditorium.
An unrestricted gift from the
Surdna Foundation of New York
is being used to support the
Surdna Foundation
Undergraduate Research




Fellowship Program was originally
established in 1959. Under this
program, ten fellowships have
been awarded annually to highly
qualified seniors. The purpose of
the program is to engage the
Fellow directly and responsibly in
a serious attempt to extend man's
knowledge in a field related to his
interest and competence.
All further participants in the
Program will be designated
"Surdna Fellows" in recognition
of the support of the Surdna
Foundation, and the Program
itself will bear the name of the
Foundation, Professor Daggett
said.
—The first three Bowdoin seniors
to be named Surdna Fellows were
members of the Class of 1968.
They were Alan M. Fink, a
Psychology major from Milton,
Mass.; Peter F. Hayes, a
Government major from
Framingham, Mass.; and Kenneth
R. Walters, a Greek major from
Chelmsford, Mass. Both Fink and
Walters went on to graduate
summa cum laude from Bowdoin.
Fink is now enrolled in a
Psychology program at the
University of Minnesota, and
Walters is continuing his work in
Classics at Princeton University.
Hayes, a magna cum laude
graduate, has been awarded a
two-year Keasbey Memorial
Foundation Scholarship and will
read for a Political Science degree
at Balliol College of Oxford
University in England.
Chosen as Surdna Fellows for
the 1968-69 academic year are
Roger C. Best of Syosset, N. Y.;
Barry D. Chandler of Portland,
Maine; Paul R. Gauron of
Amesbury, Mass.; Peter S. Matorin
of Riverdale, N. Y.; William K.
Moberg of Gorham, Maine;
Harvey M. Prager of Peekskill,
N.Y.; M. Terry Webb of
Pittsburgh, Pa.; Charles E. Whitten
of Lincoln, Maine; Bengt-Arne
Wickstrom of "Johannisberg,
Sweden; and Steven J. Zottoli of
West Peabody, Mass.
speak, They also argued that
Hatchett's point of view is
nothing new and not one that
deserves attention, let alone a fee
of $750.
In other business, the Student
Curriculum Committee reported
that computer studies have
indicated that the elimination of
Saturday classes is feasible. The
Faculty Calendar Committee will
probably recommend that
Saturday classes be eliminated in a
report to the Faculty Committee
on Curriculum and Educational
Policy. Also, copies of the Free
Seminar Program catalogue will be
sent to Bates and Colby in the
hope of. getting coeds in on the
program.
The Council approved a motion
by John Cole to request the
Faculty Committee on Social
Rules to report to the faculty by
the third meeting next semester.
Cole explained that he hoped this
would prevent the issue from
being bogged down by
technicalities that might arise
unforeseen.
Pres. Ben Pratt announced that
the members of the
Student-Faculty Committee "to
investigate proposed changes in
the social rules were Tom Mandel
'71, Roger Renfrew '70, Skip
Cousins '69, Ralph Berry '69,
Bruce Brown '71, Dean Jerry W.
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"RICHARD NIXON will represent
an overwhelming American con-
servative consensus: not merely
his own voters, but most ol those
wHo vyted for Wallace, and a
great many even (remember Chi-
cago: it was not McCarthy who
was nominated) of those who
voted lor Humphrey. No, Presi-
dent will ever have had more solid
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College Loses Good Friend
j <
Visiting Prof. Theodore-Mr Greene nrreaving the-Cottep-ffiis week
He will be sadly missed by the Bowdoin community, which has grown
to regard him highly as teacher, friend and counselor. The most
eloquent tribute that can be paid to Prof. Greene comes, ironically
from his own words - the following description of Kant is from Prof'
Greene's introduction to Kant Selections (published in 1929):
He was an "intelJectual adventurer" and a "courageous thinker so
critical of his own beliefs that he was willing, as an old man of over
seventy, to abandon arguments and doctrines which he had cherished
for years and to set out, even then, in search of new and better ones..."
He was also "the eloquent and devoted teacher who held large classes
spellbound and offered to generations of students his kindly an
inspiring counsel" and "the witty table-companion and gracious
host...ln breadth of interest he rivaled the Athernian philosophers,
writing with erudition and imaginative insight about science and
mathematics, ethics and politics, theology and art."
YONKERS, New York - Sarah
Lawrence College will accept up
to 65 male transfer students to
enter in September 1969.
Sarah Lawrence has had 20 men
students enrolled over the last two
years, and this year the College
begins active recruitment of male
applicants for the first time. At
present, there are 12 men students
on campus. They previously
studied at Columbia, Amherst,
Wesleyan, Princeton, Washington
University, Boston University, and
City College of New York. They
are studying urban and
community affairs, creative
writing, literature, psychology,
physics, music and chemistry. One
is a pre-medical student, and three
have classes at the College's
Institute for Community Studies.
The men have come to the College
because of specific courses not
offered elsewhere, flexible
programs and opportunities for
individual involvement in courses




' To Help Indians
J
by Earl Cutter
During this coming Spring Vacation, the Bowdoin College Newman
Apostolate will be participating in what we call "Bermuda North " The
project will involve our journeying to Peter Dana Point, an Indian
reservationTimorthem Maine, to conduct workshops in music artdrama, and other areas. Our purpose is manifold: to attempt to
alleviate simply by our presence, some of the monotony which too
otten characterizes the lives ofc the Indians; to introduce some new
means of recreation to the Indians; to let them know that, contrary tojustifiably popular opinion, people care about them; to acUeve a better
understanding of the Indians' culture and specific problems; to givethem the opportunity to leam something about our culture and
problems; and perhaps to acquire some sense of self-satisfaction inknowing that we have, at the very least, tried to make life morebearable for others less fortunate than ourselves
Certainly, our task is not as cut-and-dried as it may superficially
seem; we are aware that we won't, in the short space of a week, achieve
all of our goals, but only some of them, and then only partially We are
further aware that we are setting ourselves up, on the surface as
self-righteous "great white fathers" who might be accused of
undertaking the task more for our own satisfaction and reputation thanfor the purpose of helping the Indians.
'Old Frontier?'
Having watched. Wednesday evening's Presidential spectacular we can
only reflect that we are destined for a return to the "Old Frontier."
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Sarah Lawrence students met
during the summer with trustees,
faculty and administrators to
discuss and implement
coeducation. A recruitment
committee has now been
appointed by the President of the
College and the President of
Student Council. Earlier this fall
the faculty of the College voted
unanimously in favor of
coeducation. The goal of 65 men
for 1969-70 is viewed as a' first
step towards a more complete
coeducational program.
President Esther Raushenbush
commented that the College's
'style, experience and
commitment to individual growth
will provide the best education
possible for whatever combination
of men and women the college
decides to have as its student
body."
Sarah Lawrence is known for its
unique style of education. It is a
College of 600 with small classes
and much opportunity for
independent study. The
curriculum includes the arts as an,
integral component. It is flexible;
there are no required programs,
no rigid system of prerequisites,
and no competitive grading
system. Field work and
community service are encouraged
as extensions of more academic
studies.
Says Yak's Brewster
We are aware that the majority of those who assist in preparing for
the project won't be able to make the trip, as we are limited to ten or
fifteen actual participants. And we are aware that much planning and
preparation - training sessions to acquaint us with the Indian culture,
arrangements for transportation and equipment, cancellation of any
plans we may have had for Spring Vacation, etc. — are required.
But finally, and most importantly, we are aware that we are "putting
our money where our mouths are." In an age in which we are
constantly reminded that "man's inhumanity to man" is rampant and
that "something should be done about it," we feel that we are doing
something about it. Our verbiage, in short, is being transformed into
concrete action.
Our problem is that we need help. We need people who are willing inST1* t0 co" tribute to "Bermuda North" -^includes people whomight have ideas concerning transportation, food, or workshoo
rtSSrPlethWht° ^ Wi»7
'
actually to go to the Le^nZins ruct guitar ea re or whatever; people who are willing to sacrifice
SlSSS ,° time whatsocver in the preparation and/or finalizatinn\ji tins project.
Jtl
S
! fn£ °f Newman 's other activities, this project is open to the
urged to call Father Davis atsT^^^^ «
Senior Center, or any other members of the Newman Apostolate
Notice
S?Sfn !nte/ested jn ""ring in editorial or reportorial positions
uTson HT^nT ^ SemeStCT ^ Ufged to contact Den"£HuS
8
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NEW HAVEN. Conn. <I.R> - President Kingman
Brewster, Jr.. of Yale warned here recently that a
university must never let itself be "captured" by any
group that refuses to be guided by the "dictates of
a conscientious intellect'* or by the "discipline of
reason."
At the same time, he emphasized that a university
"must protect and encourage the skeptic while it ex-
poses and discourages the cynic."
In his analysis of the mood of the contemporary
college student. President Brewster said that "the
important new element is not your awareness of and
disgust with the horrors of the world; it is rather
your deepening sense of the difficulty of doing any-
thing about it.
"By all odds the most disturbing sense is the fear
that the channels for peaceful change have become
clogged. The blockage is not crude and visible like
Russian armor in Wenceslaus Square. It is rather the
concentration of established power which weighs so
heavily against any effort to challenge things as they
are," he said.
President Brewster went on to say that "What is
of tremendous importance is that during this time
when needs for fundamental change find so little re-
sponse, the universities should remain a convincing
oasis for revolutionary reappraisal."
In order to do so, the universities, according to the
Yale president must meet three requirements and the
whole community must share in honoring these
guidelines:
1. "First, we (i.e., the universities) must avoid cap-
ture by an orthodoxy - radical, reactionary conser-
vative or liberal. Even the most noble purpose cannotjustify destroying the university as a safe haven for
the ruthless examination of realities.
2 "Second, a university must be tireless in its in-
sistence that visceral reaction, no matter how pas-
sionate and well motivated, does not excuse ducking
or rejecting the discipline of reason, if reasoned per-
suasion ceases to be the instrument of competition,then soon there is no objective standard by which abetter idea may be tested against the bad idea. Revo-
fr^
na
^/ea,PPralSal cannot lon* «P«* sanctuaryom political interference if it is not willing to re-
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EDITOR'S NOTE - This is the first in a two-part
series on the Indians of Maine. Today's story deals
with the background of the problems experienced
by the state's two tribes. Next' week's installment
will examine educational opportunities for the
Indians, particularly at the college level.
By BRUCE GRIFFIN
Orient Staff Writer
The Indians are Maine's niggers. They have been
shunted off onto small patches of land and
deliberately forgotten by the whites who now
occupy the land they once owned. They live in
extreme poverty. They have relied on welfare
handouts for too many years. And yet any attempts
they make to break away from this pattern are
always resented by a significant number of their
white neighbors.
Maine's Indians have been effectively cut off from
their heritage by white culture. Their education has
always been haphazard, and usually is in conflict
with the Indian way of life. They have often been
the victims of outside violence, and until recently
had essentially no legal protection. Surrounding
whites consider them lazy, drunken, and worthless.
Maine has done nearly everything in its power to
degrade its original red residents. The Indians are
Maine's niggers.
But the Indians have endured, and now they are
fighting back. And they have friends.
There are only two Indian tribes left in Maine : the
Penobscots and the Passamaquoddy. The rest were
long ago wiped out by smallpox and other foreign
diseases, or driven out by the whites. The
Penobscots now own approximately 140 islands in
the Penobscot River between Old Town and
Mattawamkeag, occupying only Indian Island at Old
Town. The total area of the islands is about 4,500
acres. The Passamaquoddy have two reservations,
near Princeton and Eastport. The story of their
lands is a pathetic example of the state's swindling
policies.
The Passamaquoddy fought valorously with the
colonists during the Revolution. They were
rewarded in 1794 with a treaty which gave them
100 acres at Perry, now the Pleasant Point
Jleservationr a»d-the-lS,0G0-acre Indian TownshlpT"
which 'includes Peter Dana Point, the other
Passamaquoddy reservation. Before the white man
came, the Passamaquoddy lands extended from
Eastport to the Aroostook lake region.
That was only the beginning. Ever since Maine
broke away from Massachusetts in 1820, the state
has been whittling away at the remaining Indian
lands. Some of the land was sold off, some leased to
logging firms, some turned into highway — none of
this with Passamaquoddy consent. In addition, the
Passamaquoddy Trust Fund, over which the tribe
has no control, has been flagrantly abused over the
years. A century and a half of timber revenues have
vanished. And only a few years ago the state erected
25 shabby reservation houses with $220,000 of the
Trust Fund, again without Passamaquoddy
permission. The contactor declared bankruptcy and
fled the state as soon as he was through. Estimated
basic cost of each bungalow: $3,000. They were
made with green wood and built on a swamp.
Only recently have the Indians been granted full
voting privileges. Maine was the last state in the
Union to grant its red citizens suffrage. Maine's
Indians have never been under the jurisdiction of
either of the two federal Indian agencies, the Bureau
of Indian Affairs (Department of the Interior) and
the U. S. Public Health Service's Division of Indian
Health. But this hasn't made much difference.
National treatment of Indians has been little better.
The average annual per capita income for Maine
Indians is around $430-440. Less than 10% are
regularly employed. Some find seasonal work
picking berries, guiding, cutting wood, and packing
sardines. Basketmaking is a finely developed tribal
art, but it earns only about 28 cents per hour.
Life on the reservation is very hard. Total
What Others Say
membership in the Passamquoddy tribe at last count
was 1,053. Of these, only 559 live on the
reservations. The rest leave to find work, many
going to Massachusetts and settling in a colony in
Somerville. These are what Louis Doyle,
Coordinator of Indian Services for the Roman
Catholic Diocese of Portland, calls the tribe's "very
best people". The Indian's feeling for his land is
strong. Almost all return after their children are
grown. But during their most productive years they
are away from the reservation, and this unhappy
pattern shows no sign of changing.
Still, things are looking up for Maine's Indians,
and not because they've "been down so long it
looks like up." The Indians are pushing for their
rights, with the help of their vigorous attorney
Donald Gellers, Indian Affairs Commissioner
Edward C. Hinckley, six VISTA volunteers, the
Catholic Church with Lou Doyle and the Sisters of
Mercy, and other church groups, government
services, and friends. With all these, public opinion
is being awakened and the State Legislature is
finally being bludgeoned into action, concession by
small concession.
Governor Kenneth Curtis took office in 1 967 on a
Democratic plank promising consideration of Indian
problems. The first thing he did for the Indians was
to slash their Department budget to less than half.
But Governor Curtis seems to have become aware
lately of the ^extent of Indian problems, and of
non-Indian interest in these problems. In the recent
elections Maine's traditionally niggardly voters
passed a bond issue authorizing construction of
three new schools, one on each Indian reservation.
And they passed the issue by a margin of better
than four to one. Augusta was shaken.
Another -dramatic event took place last July
fourth. Passamaquoddy lands were being cut by
French Canadian crews under contract to Georgia
Pacific. The Indians claimed they were strip-cutting,
and it was their land. They gave the company a
week to get off, after being ignored for some time.
The week ended on the fourth of July and the crews
hadn't left. So the whole tribe held a picnic at the





Since the Fourth of July Sit-in, all Indian land is
being cut by Indian crews, more are being trained,
and Georgia Pacific, under pressure, is also offering
jobs for cutting elsewhere in the state.
The Indians are finding that they can get things
done. Commissioner Hinckley has set up a vigorous
program to improve the red man's lot, and the
Indians, who rarely trust a white man, are solidly
behind him, despite their tendency to form
squabbling factions. Lou Doyle says that Hinckley is
"the best thing that ever happened to the Maine
Indian." He has managed to increase local tribal
control, although the legislature is still running
things. He has" rounded up medical, dental,
educational, and other services in cooperation with
Doyle and the other groups.'
The Pine Tree Legal Assistance Fund now
supplements the efforts of Attorney Gellers, and
suits are in process to secure Indian lands and
collect damages for, past swindles. A few years ago
some white hunters murdered an Indian and got
away with it. Things are better now, although
prosecuting attorneys and juries are still
undependable.
Most important, constant pressure is kept on the
Legislature. Many bills are submitted, and those that
are rejected one year are back again the next.
Politicians, and the public, aren't allowed to forget.
Says Lou Doyle, "I have some beautiful twelve and
thirteen-year-old girls up there . . . perfect dark
complections and shining, jet-black hair . . . and
when they smile at you with those black slumps in
their mouths it really hits you. I'm gonna bring a
few of them down there (Augusta) when we're
pushing for dental health services."
The Indians are Maine's niggers. But now they
have friends.
A Time For Change
is aThe ordeal is over. Brown University
markedly different place today from the institution
it was one week ago. During the past week, the
Brown administration was jolted from complacency
to an effective concern for the black minority in a
white society. Perhaps as important is the fact that
the administration has been shown that its blandly
bureaucratic approach to policy matters is a mistake
in dealing with matters as urgent as those brought to
it last May*.
While we never agreed that the walk-out was
justified on the stated grounds on which it was
originally predicated, discussion since then has been
rational and productive enough on both sides, so
that the walkout itself now appears to be of
secondary importance. The fact that Brown has
taken a new view of its social commitments — and
we are sure that the commitment goes beyond the
specified details of the settlement — is indicative of
a new spirit of real concern. Brown's moral and





h 0. M. AcanthusJ
A CHRISTMAS STORY
"Have another Christmas cookie, Rev. Parsley," I said, pushing a
plate of iced pastries across the table and into his copious lap. The plate
rolled off and clattered to the floor.
"Thanks ever so much," the clergyman replied, smiling floridly and
munching on a broken comer ofcookie.
There was an excruciating silence for a minute, during which I
continued to write sarcastic greeting cards while Rev. Parsley meditated
on a tart that had become wedged in his vest pocket. Finally I said to
him, "Well, what brings you out here in the frost, when you could be
toasting your pudgy fingers in the fireplace at the Parsonage?"
"This being the holiday season," Rev. Parsley began with a pious
absolute, "I thought I would visit those of my parishioners whose
absences from the Sabbath services are so frequent throughout the
year."
"Really, Parsley," I said with a confidential sneer, "you could have
said that much more concisely in Latin."
Rev. Parsley brightened in spite of my tone and said energetically,
"Well, you know, we speak English! The Church must keep up with the
times! 1 always say, 'Let's put some life into the Sacraments!'"
1 winced at the modernity of Parsley's sentiment and tried to imagine
his corpulency stretched out on the rack before the Bureau of Heresy.
Nauseated, I went back to my greeting cards.
"Goodness! What's that by the window!" squealed Parsley.
"That? My Venus-flytrap. Very rare specimen from the tropical
plateaux of Zanzibar. My Aunt Bertha sent it to me as a nativity gift.
MY nativity." 1 brought the plant from the window and placed it
between us on the table. What had looked merely curious from a
myopic distance now appeared to be truly terrifying at close inspection.
Through the lower leaves of the plant I could see that Parsley's
complexion was unevenly blotched with areas of gray.
"Really there's nothing to fear," 1 remarked to encourage some color
back into his jowls.->"Why don't you give it a morsel of cookie? Then it
may consider you* as a friend."
'
The Venus-flytrap- rustled expectantly at this suggestion and turned
its open jaws, with its long spikes, toward Parsley. Parsley, it seemed,
could not decide whether to fall into a suppliant swoon or comply with
what was now a distinct demand. A vision of a nasty bruise dissuaded
him from the former course, so he broke off a bit of cookie and
hesitantly offered it to the plant. But the impatient Venus-flytrap
lunged for his hand. With a desperate wheeze Parsley withdrew his
hand, but not soon enough. The Venus-flytrap ripped off part of the
sacrosanct cuff and masticated it into oblivion.
"Oh, I AM sorry," I said with some vestige of concern. "1 hope it
didn't draw any blood."
"Oh, no! Just a little scratch!" was Parsley's blithe reply, as he began
wrapping a handkerchief around his wounded wrist.
"This Venus-flytrap (I cannot!, of course, speak for all Venus
fly-traps) has violent likes and dislikes. It really has no Christian spirit
of reconciliation."
Parsley quickly observed, "Perhaps it was never properly baptized in
the name of Our Lord and Saviour."
"Baptized? It doesn't even have a birth certificate, as far as 1
know. I'm afraid it is quite irretrievably a heathen."
"Is that so? How odd!" Rev. Parsley regarded the plant as if it were
Herod Agrippa himself returned from the depths of Hell. "I'm sure
you'd never find such a plant listed in Burpee's Seed Catalogues."
This pulpit witticism the Venus-flytrap construed as an insult and
began snapping furiously at the poor clergyman.
"I have an idea, Parsley," I said, "Why don't you undertake a little
missionary work with this plant. A bit of catechizing might do the
trick. Then you could write a book about your experiences with it and
become famous."
"Judging from the animosity that it just displayed," retorted Parsley
with some warmth, holding up his wounded wrist, "I sincerely doubt
that any moral improvement based upon the Holy Scriptures would
have a salutory effect upon that recalcitrant vegetable. Remember. Sir,
I am a minister of God, not a gardener!"
With that majestic epilogue, Parsley pulled on his gloves with what
almost seemed vindiction and proceeded out of the house. 1 watched
him as he disappeared into the dusk.
."Have another Christmas cookie," 1 said to the Venus-flytrap.
•
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Clark, nriasco
Attend Conference
Seniors Mike Clark and Louis Briasco attended the 20th annual Stu-
dent Conference on United States Affairs at the U.S. Military Academy
Dec. 4-7. Students from over 100 colleges >nd universities attended the
meeting.
The conference began in 1949 to "foster growth and mutual under-
standing among potential civilian and military leaders."
Major speakers were Bill Moyers, former Presidential press secretary
and now Editor of NEWSDAY,, and Nicholas Katzenbach, former U.S.
Attorney General and now Under Secretary of State.
Four Bowdoin ROTC cadets have been awarded half-wing badges as
students in a new Army ROTC Flight Instruction Program established at
the College: «
Neal C. Corson, George V. Mouradian, Philip W. Norton and Law-
rence G. O'Toole.
Flight instruction is given by the All Weather Flight School at Port-
land Municipal Airport. Students will receive 35 hours of ground instruc-
tion and 36% hours of in-flight instruction. Bowdoin students will be re-
ceiving instruction in a Cessna 150 single engne plane and a single en-
gine Piper Cherokee 140.
Richard Waller, principal clarinetist of the Cincinnati Symphony
Orchestra and a member of the widely known Cincinnati Woodwind
Quintet, will present a concert at the College Sunday.
The concert, part of the Bowdoin Music Club series, will be held at
8:15 p.m. in Wentworth' Hall of the Senior Center. It will be open to the
public without charge.
The annual Christmas Carol Concert by the Bowdoin Chapel Choir
Dec. 16 will be •presented in an unusual fashion this year. The audience
will sit in the several galleries of the Walker Art Building and the Choir,
carrying torches, will move from gallery to gallery.
The public is cordially invited to attend the concert, which will be
held at 8:15 p.m. The 24-voice Chapel Choir will be under the direction
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As Hayakawa Takes Over
SF State
By PHIL SEMAS and MARK GLADSTONE
College Press Service
' SAN FRANCISCO (CPS) - The hard-line policy of
San Francisco State College's new Acting President,
Samuel I. Hayakawa, has turned the campus into a
bloody battlefield.
On Nov. 30, three days after he was appointed
Acting President to replace Robert R. Smith, who
resigned, Hayakawa announced that the campus
would be opened and police would be called in as
necessary to keep it open.
What followed was a week-long battle between
students and police. Police were on the campus from
the very beginning of the week, patrolling classroom
buildings or waiting just off-campus. At the height of
the confrontation there were 600 police from half a
dozen law enforcement agencies on the campus.
They herded striking students around and often lost
control, attacking students with their clubs, beating
students who had been knocked down, and making
random arrests from the 3-5,000 students who massed
on the campus every afternoon throughout the week.
They made 76 arrests during the first four days the
campus was open. j
The bloody confrontation brought leaders of San
Francisco's black community onto the campus in
force on Wednesday. The black leaders, including
several clergymen and a state legislator, called for
Hayakawa's resignation, demanded that police be
kept off the campus, and offered full support for the




Leaders of other non-white communities in San
Francisco, which has sizable groups of Chinese,
Japanese, and Mexican-Americans, also supported the
student demands. The main student demands are for a
Black Studies Department, admission of more
minority group students to the college, and
reinstatement of George Murray, a Black Panther, to
his position as an English instructor.
Both Hayakawa and Mayor Joseph Alioto held
meetings with the minority groups leaders during the
week but the sessions were not fruitful.
On Friday Hayakawa did announce that the Black
Studies Department would be established
immediately with 1 1 faculty positions, fulfilling some
of the students' demands. He also agreed to admit
more minority group students this spring and next
fall, although his offer fell short of the students'
demand, which is to admit all third-world students
who apply next fall.
A number of other demands including
reinstatement of Murray, amnesty for strikers, and
autonomous control of the Black Studies Department
^
by its faculty and students, were rejected, subject to
possible negotiation and study later.
As expected, the strike leaders rejected Hayakawa's
proposals. They reiterated that their demands are not
negotiable and all of them must be fulfilled.
Hayakawa says class attendance has been excellent.
It does appear that many students are attending
classes in the morning but attendance seems to be
dropping off in the afternoon, when all the major
confrontations have taken place.
Besides calling in the police, Hayakawa has begun
moving against student leaders of the strike aud
against left wing faculty members. He has suspended
13 students, most of them well-known leaders of the
strike. »
He denied tenure to William Stanton, an economics
professor who has been a strong supporter of the
strike, and Patrick Gleeson, an English professor who
brought Murray into his department and fought to
keep him there when the appointment came under
attack by Gov. Ronald Reagan and the trustees of
California's State College System. Both will have to
leave the college by June of 1970. Hayakawa refused
to say why he denied the two professors tenure,
despite the recommendations' of their departments.
The student government, which has been
supporting the strike, has also called for Hayakawa's
resignation and is planning to ask for a court
injunction to keep police off the campus.
But the Acting President's support is not so strong
among faculty and students. Immediately after he was
appointed, 150 faculty members formed a group
called the Faculty Organization for Responsibility in
College Education (FORCE) calling for his removal
and a number of other steps to give the college more
autonomy from the trustees, who appointed
Hayakawa without consulting with the faculty.
The faculty senate was planning to propose
compromises to try to resolve the issues and end the
confrontations. A motion for a vote of confidence in
Hayakawa was withdrawn.
Tufts Students Organise New Program
To Recruit 20 More Blacks To Campus
MEDPORD, Mass. — (I.P.) —
Twenty black students who might
not have had the opportunity to
attend college under normal ad-
missions standards were enrolled
in the freshman class at Tufts
University this term through a stu-
dent-run agency called SCAR.
Recruited by Students Concerned
About Racism, the 20 are guaran-
teed total financial aid, housing,
and tutoring; the average was $3,-
000 per year. (Tufts' tuition is
$2,300.) The group includes 13 in
Liberal Arts and Engineering and
seven in Jackson College for Wom-
en.
"Some of these young men and
women would have been able to
attend college," says Ass't Dean of
Admissions Roy A. Moore. "A few
who are exceptionally bright ap-
plied only to what their counselors
regard as the elite handful of
American colleges. Their rejection
left a surprisingly large pool of
able candidates from which SCAR
drew.
"The SCAR program has enabled
us to establish admissions contacts
in many schools and Negro agen-
cies. Thus in the future we should
be even more successful in our ac-
ceptance record."
The recruiting drive, which was
carried out by 150 undergraduates,
began last April 12 after a brief
and peaceful confrontation be-
tween Dean of Admissions John C.
Palmer and 300 students demand-
ing additional male and female
black students be admitted this
year.
More than 200 candidates were
reached; approximately 75 sub-
mitted the necessary credentials.
NSA Forces Alterations
In Survey Of Students
WASHINGTON (CPS) - A
survey distributed earlier this fall
to approximately 300,000
entering college freshmen by the
American Council on Education
has been questioned by the
National" Student Association
because of possible problems of
security. The Office of Research
of the ACE, headed by Alexander
Astin, author of The College
Environment and other studies of
student life, has agreed to revise
the survey form and procedures
for its 1969 administration as a
result of discussions with NSA
President Bob Powell.
The questionnaire is distributed
for the ACE by about 300
colleges and universities, Students
are told that completion of the
form is entirely voluntary and
that any "objectionable" item
may be skipped. The ACE has
agreed to stress this fact on the
form itself as well as in the general
directions.
The American Civil Liberties
Union was asked for assistance
and advice, and an ACLU
representative made suggestions to
ensure even more strict
confidentiality of the data. These
suggestions have been accepted by
the ACE, including the
elimination of the student's social
security number.
In response to questions about
confidentiality of the data, Astin
explained that the identifying
information for each student has
always been separated entirely
from the data and locked in a
physically separate file. This file is
unlocked only when mailed
follow-up surveys are conducted
in later years. "Since the ACE
research program is aimed at
discovering the effects of different
college environments on students
from different backgrounds, this
capability of following the
progress of the individual student
over time is essential to the
validity of the study," Astin said.
In a letter to NSA President
Powell, and in another to the
ACLU, the ACE Office of
Research explained what
traditional and nev safeguards are
provided against improper use of
the data by anyone or for any
purpose other than scientific,
behavioral research.
Financing the extra students is a
burden that has been accepted by
students, faculty, staff, and trus-
tees alike.
More than 600 students have
agreed to give up one meal a week
this year, turning over the resul-
tant proceeds to SCAR. Some have
offered an additional one percent
of their $2,300 tuition cost. About
one half of the faculty on this
campus volunteered one percent
of their salaries. Other faculty and
staff made cash contributions. One
professor contributed four percent
of his salary. The 'trustees voted to
provide up to $50,000 -in tuition
scholarships for the black students.
One of the SCAR students is the
son of a railroad fireman in Tus-
caloosa, Ala., who ranked second
in his class of 250, demonstrates
outstanding creative writing prom-
ise. Another, from Pittsburgh,
ranked 226 in a class of 265, was
described by counselors as a "ver-
bal cripple," but Tufts found in
him other very acceptable quali-
ties.
Dean Palmer reported that 29
additional black students <14 men,
15 women* were enrolled under
regular admissions procedures,
bringing the total to 49 blacks in a
freshman class of 842. Three new
courses — Negro History, Racism
in American Literature, and a soci-
ology course concerned with minor-




Don A. Orton, 50, the president
of Lesley College, and Leslie Ellen
Feuer, 20, of Teaneck, N. J., a
junior at the college, were married
Nov. 18 in Las Vegas, a college
spokesman recently said.
Mrs. Orton, who was majoring
in elementary education, has
withdrawn from the college.
The newlyweds are living at the
president's house on the campus.
President Samuel I. Hayakawa, embattled president g
of San Francisco State College, had these words for facul- g
ty members who condoned the actions of demonstrators: |:|:
"There are many whites who do not apply to blacks the :j:|
same standards of morality and behavior they apply to :j:j
whites. This is an attitude of moral condescension that j:j:
every self-respecting Negro has a right to resent — and &
does resent." He further criticized "the intellectually slov- g
enly habit, now popular among whites as well as blacks, of :>
denouncing as racist those who oppose or are critical of :•:•
any Negro tactic or demand. We have a standing' obliga- '$
tion to the I 7,500 or more students — white, black, yel- g
low, red and brown' who are not on strike and have :•:•
every right to expect continuation of their education. :£
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Northeastern Spoils Hockey Recon
'Icemen Pqceg Muss; Penh Wm
A winning streak was halted Tuesday night when the Bears mPt Mn* ' *
stern met a road-wparv twh^ * „„ " ,Jr! ?ea ? "^Northeastern in Boston
o varsity hockey
'M
'"'I ** Northeast™ A'ilSd^S^XSTS^ZlLS^Sf * N"heasl"» < *»*>>
nties waylayed by a blood clot receded during "play
In play last weekend, the varsity
ice in en downed a road-tired
Hamilton squad, 5-1. The
Hamilton players were big and
powerful shooters, but failed to
get more than one of seven shots
past goalie John Krol. Strong
offensive Bear play kept the
Hamilton defense busy, shooting
i28 times.
The first period s^w only one
Bowdoin goal on a puck cleared
from_ behind the nk by Steve
Abbott to wing Ed Good for the
shot. Hamilton started the scoring
in the second period with a goal
that found its way fr6m a sloppy
shot on center. Less than a minute
later. Tom Lea slapped a goal in
' for the Bears with anj assist from
Hall. Fifteen seconds) after play
resumed from a break ^to find a
lost contact lens, Good picked up
a wide shot by Bob rjall to find
the goal". Bob Maxwell tallied the
period's final score on an assist
from Hardy. With a little over one
minute left to play, Good scored
his third goal of the game to bring
the final score to 5-1, keeping the
Icemen's record unblemished.
The '68-69 campaign opener,
last week with a S-2 victory ovei
Boston State. Exceptional
goal-tending by John Krol, with
34 saves, and superb play by
sophomores Ed Good and Bob




The varsity swimming team felTvictim to a perennially strong
Springfield squad last Saturday, 70-33, at the latter's new 50 meter
IT iafi'n oR! (iko?PenCer (20° "y - 2:11.8) and sophomore KenRyan (200 I.M 2:11.3) grabbed the Bears' only individual first places.The Bowdoin 400 Free Relay team of co-captain Marc Williams, SampSpencer, and Barnes swamped the
The team travels to U Mass for
an afternoon game today and then
on to Pennsylvania to face a




Springfield entry by over ten
seconds with a 3:31.5.
Marc Williams and John Samp
also placed second in the 200 Free
and 100 Free, respectively.
Sophomore Parker Barnes
accounted for his three points
with a 51.7 in the 100 free,
beating out third place Samp.
Barnes, along with Ryan, are the
sophomore standouts for this
season.
Springfield's Moulton set a new
pool, varsity, and New England
College record for the 200
Breaststroke with a
-2:18.6.
Moulton was indicative of the
strength the Bears faced in their
season opener. A'i lack of divers
likewise detracted from | the team,
and prospects look much brighter
as the squad faces U- Mass
Saturday. John Ryan will be
jumping off the one meter board
for the Mermen.
The freshmen fared only
slightly better as they too were
downed at Springfield, 59-36.
Pete Robinson led the squad with
a first in the 200 Free, (1:59.0)
and a second in the 200 Fly
(2:15.8). Jeff Meehan swam the
only other Bowdoin first with a
24.0 50 Free.
To, Take A
Look At The Teams Again
by Martin Friedlander
.
With the advent of Christmas vacation and some amount of compe-
-
ttuon under theif belts, the winter athletic teams warrant comment byh^ writer. Early season observations often .serve as measuring posS for
comparison later on when most are ready to say. n told you so
'
\arsity hockey seems one of the season's brighter prospects and an
eastern Small College Coach of the Year ,1965-6 >, All East center and
S?inf"' arn °ther IetUrnine lett™ certS lend
„? , 1 prognosis. Though the competition has not yet been of thecalibre to be encountered later dike Merrimac and UNHi* the tearii has
.shown potential as an ice power. Back after a recent leg injmv Marth




d ££ *T^ *"*-»" ™" * ^SS" 2.t. th r ophomore. Ed Good, has been accounting for many ofthe Bear goals and should lend a sting to the offense. Bob HalLs young
strength in the defense. Depth will certainly be a key factor in pursing
another winning season and possibly the State Title
The enviable position of being a team to beat is enjoyed by the var-
sity basketball squad. Last year's squad, from which seven men returned
aid claim to a 15-6 record, the ECAC Trophy for the top small college
Sm !n X? fSift thC NEBWA AWard M the m0St ^Proved iSpS, ?J? S^, C°aCh Ray Bickne11 was elected New England
fbTve^r aT.h, ? °f the Year by ** and was also Main* Coach Of
?n/r™\ I ^ ?M g,Ven the Bear 's the ^putation as a team to beat.










and member of the ECAC All-East and the UPI All-
England squids, will lead the team and serve as the object of most
lent s defensive activities. The Bear's game likewise centers around
x foot tall sharpshooter, but the team must adjust to not relying so
y on him if they are to successfully counter opposing squad's ef-John Mackenzie is the squad's tallest man at 6'5". but it not fasthito insure Bowdoin control of the boards even a majority of the
Effective team play Is a key to repeating last season's performance.
ith the Bowdoin pool its chief weakness, the swimming team looks
may approach the 7-2 record of 1966-67. The spirit and dedlcated-
oach Charlie Butt commands, in addition to the talent present can
the small (16) squad Into a powerful contingent. Co-captain Rick
er looks strong all around, especially in the I.M. Sophomores KenRyan in the backstroke and freestyle Parker Barnes offer tough compe-
tition Strong returning lettermen include co-captain Marc Williams in '
the 200, John Samp in the sprints, Bob Stuart in distance, and Paul
MacArthur in the breastroke. Though Wesleyan and Williams teams may
deal two losses to the team, but a 9-2 record is not impossible
BO AGLOW. Basketball captain Ed (Bobo) MacFarland (right) with
coach Ray Bicknell. Both return this season from Lt yS Ts 6
Hoopmen Split Games Last Week;
Face Wesleyan Team Saturday
^^^^i^CX^^:^^o^tJ^ is comparable to us in heigtr=
The Lord Jeffs dealt the
basketball team its most recent
defeat as the Amherst squad used
only five men to down the Bears
64-49. The Polar Bears were ahead
31-27 when captain "Bobo"
MacFarland, holder of two New
England small college free-throw
*
records, was forced to leave the
game due to an ankle injury.
"This isn't the last time we'll be
without him," commented the
New England Small College Coach
of the year, "and we have to learn
to adjust our game. The Amherst
squad offered a tight defense, and
I can't lay the loss entirely to
MacFarland's injury."
wn
he ni 8 ht before in
Williamstown it was a different
story as MacFarland led the squad
m an easy 91-61 victory over the
Ephs.,MacFarland contributed 25
points as Bicknell emptied the
bench, allowing each member of
the squad to contribute points to, -
the victory.
In the season's opener, a visiting
UNH team outshot the^Bears from
the floor and controlled the
boards for their 78-75 victory.
Although the visitors led most of
the way, the Bears made it a close
one in the final minutes of play as
they tied the score, 75-75, with
little more than 60 seconds left.
Andy Neher led the scoring with
24 points. A closely guarded
MacFarland was held to 18.
Wrestlers And Riflemen





ri' ^iC"". of Wonw! competition, the varsity wrestling team
squad a ten point deficit at the " ' g g
start of every meet. Captain
Chuck Dinsmore, offering a 4-1
record from last season, is
expected to lead the team. Senior
Jay Simmons and sophomores
John Benson and Stu Norman are
also expected to add to the team's
strength. The freshmen compete
informally in scrimmages.
Although the varsity rifle squad
has started its season with a loss
to the University of Maine, Coach
Clifford Nash still says the squad
has better depth this year and the
potential to become a strong
team.
Junior lettermen back from last
year are team captain Tim Burke,
Gordon Crighton, and Bruce Dow!
.
Sophomore returnees Bill Harpin
and Bill Menning and freshman
Duane Taylor round out the
starting squad.
Last season Bowdoin finished
fourth in the Northern Group of
the New England Rifle League
with Maine first, Norwich second,
Dartmouth third and Nasson fifth.'
December 7 the riflemen were





The freshman basketball team
dropped their season opener to a
taller UNH quintet, 75-68,
December 4. Trailing throughout
the game, the Bears managed to
close the gap to 69-68 at the two
minute mark, but could come no
closer to victory. The big men for
Bowdoin were Clark ("Wease")
Young with 14 points and Steve
Morris with 10.
Last Saturday the team chalked
up its first win. Led by forward
Steve Thereoux's 24 point scoring
abilities, the fresh outplayed a less
talented Gorham State team,
99-67. Other starters for the Bears'
in that
, encounter were Young,
Swick, Out'huse, and Morris.
Snowmobiling, maybe?
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Frosh Pucksters At 2-1
On December 4 the freshman
hockey team opened its season at
Watson Rink against Harvard. Al-
though the Crimson was rated an
outstanding crew of freshmen
they were very hard pressed to'
show it and didn't until scoring
twice in the third period to win
5-3. Outstanding for the frosh were
John Bradley (39 saves) and Coley
King (two goals).
Saturday the team traveled to
Exeter, N.H. Exeter seemed to
lack organization against the same
brand of hockey Bowdoin displayed
at Harvard. Although the frosh
were not quite as sharp as Wed-
nesday, they walked away with a
7-1 victory to even their record
This past Wednesday they
opened at home against a reason^
ably strong Cardinal Cushing
Academy. After playing lackluster
hockey for the opening five min-
utes, they suddenly came to life
and pressed hard for the rest ofthe game. The result was a 3-1 vic-
tory to bring their record to 2-1.
In most recent play, the frosh
were the victors in Wednesday af-
ternoon's contest at Exeter, 66-4»
With a 2-1 record they go againstMCI Saturday.
—never run over trees
-stay out of tree farms
—no shooting from one
or bushes
-stay off, public ways, logging roads










l'- J1"*8 «on'Sh«. P*nn. Sat.Bowdoin Fr. 3 Harvard
Bowdoin Fr. 7 Exeter
Bowdoin Fr. 3 Cart. Cushin*
2-1





vs. Wesleyan 7:30 Sat.
Bowdoin Fr. 99 Gorham State










vs. Huntington tonight 7:30
Wrestling
Bowdoin 15 tt, Maine
0-0-1
vs. Lowell Tech. today 2:00
Riflpry
















,By ALAN KOLOO, 3, -
* Orient Newsjiditor r
From all indications, the class: of '73 will be
remarkable. According to Richard Moll, Director of
Admissions, "It will be a vintage class, and the first
tangible sign is the early decision results." This year
170 students applied under the early decision plan in
contrast to 90 last year. And 81 were accepted, about
one-third of the class, in contrast to the 42 admitted
to the class of '72. **>y
Moll had two explanations for the dramatic
increase in applicants. First, "we chased strong
candidates we met last spring and during the summer.
In many cases this has paid off." Secondly, Moll
thought that Bowdoin had not been selling itself hard
enough and "now that we are selling harder we are
finding*there is a good market for our product."
But the fact that one-third of the class has been
.
admitted by early decision is not the only significant
thing. The early decision group has demonstrated
great diversity in talen
w
ts and interest. Moll says his
policy is to* admit a class which is well-rounded
because of the differences of the members rather than
a class of well-rounded people.
"We tried to find boys who hadn't done a little in a
lot of things, but who had accomplished something of
significance in one or w •» areas of special interest,"
1 \ n*
Moll explained. "Our key words are' 'hunger' and
fpizzaz'. We are Jess interested in inmate ability tnah
in demonstrated motivation
-and tangible signs of a
thirst for education."
As a consequence college board scores were not
heavily weighed in making the decisions. Moll said
class rank, and indications of academic creativity
were the priority factors in the decisions. In addition
to the usual accomplishments (The class has 7
valedictorians, 22 class presidents, 11 Student
Council presidents, 18 editors of papers, and 19 team
captains.), the early decision group boasts several
people of unusual talents. Included are a State Rodeo
Stock Horse Champion, a New England figure skating
champion who is ranked fifth in the country, the
Governor of Maine Boys' State, two state swimming
record holders, and 1 1 men who football Coach James
Lentz says are good enough to make a significant
contribution to the varsity football team during their
Sophomore year.
Moll explained that his staff recruited a little more
actively in prep schools this year because "we must
find more boys for Bowdoin who can pay our high
price." This is necessary because Bowdoin has
committed itself to taking students from Maine and
an increased number of black students, and both
these groups require heavy subsidies in the form of
; :iv- $p
Scholarships. Of the early ' decision candidates, 65%
are from pifblic schools arid 73% of these were in the
top 10% of their class and 35% are from independent
schools and 63% of these were in the upper third of
their class.
Moll regarded the geographical distribution as
particula/ly significant because Bowdoin is
attempting to broaden the geographical distribution
of its student body. The greatest increase occurred in
the number of students from the Atlantic states. But
the fact that students from as far away as Georgia,
Florida, Wisconsin, and Montana had requested early
decisions was particularly heartening, because it
demonstrated that Bowdoin can have a strong appeal
to men outside of the New England area. However,
Bowdoin still has a difficult time recruiting students
from the mid-West because of the absence of
traditions in that area.
The geographical distribution of the early decision
group is as follows: 24 from Massachusetts, 17 from
Maine, 8 from Pennsylvania, 6 from New York, 5
from Connecticut, 5 from New Jersey, 3 from
Florida, 2 from Delaware, 2 from Maryland, 2 from
Rhode Island, 1 from Georgia, 1 from Illinois, 1 from
Montana, 1 from New Hampshire, 1 from Vermont, 1
from West Virginia, and 1 from Wisconsin.
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Action Could Be Coming Soon
On Changes In Social Rules'
A SWITCH IN DEANS - Two personnel changes in the Deans'
offices were made over the holidays. Prof. Edward Geary (left) was
named Acting Dean of the College for the second semester (see story
below), while Prof. James Storer (right) resigned as Dean of the
Faculty (see story, page 3).
Geary Selected To Fill
Acting Dean's Position
Professor Edward J. Geary,
Chairman of the Department of
Romance Languages and the
College's Longfellow .Professor of
Romance Languages, has been
named Acting] Dean of the
College.
Professor Geary will serve
during the remainder of the
current sabbatic leave of Professor
A. LeRoy Greason, Jr., Dean of
the College. Dr. Roger Howell, Jr.,
who became Bowdoin 's 10th
President Jan. 1, had been serving
as Acting Dean.
Professor Geary's appointment,
subject to formal approval by
Bowdoin's Governing Boards, will
be effective at the start of the
second semester in February.
A member of the Bowdoin
faculty and Chairman of his
department since 1965, Dr. Geary
was elected to his academic chair
by the College's Governing Boards
in 1967. The Longfellow
Professorship is named in honor
of Henry Wadsworth Longfellow,
the internationally famed
American poet who was a member
of Bowdoin's Class of 1825 and
who later became Bowdoin's first
Professor of Modern Languages.
A native of Lewiston, Maine,
Professor Geary is a Phi Beta
Kappa graduate of the University
of Maine and recieved his M.A.
and Ph.D. degrees at Columbia.
He was a Fulbright Scholar at the
University of Paris in 1949-50,
and was awarded an honorary
A*.M. degree by Harvard in 1960.
Dr. Geary taught at Mechanic
Falls (Maine) High School in
1942-43. He was a Graduate
Assistant in French at the
Uro^py^ef Maine in 1946-47
and jilT Instructor in French at
Columbia College from 1950 to
1953. He rose from Instructor to
Associate Professor of Romance
Languages at Harvard University
from 1953 to 1963, and was
Professor of French at Cornell
University from 1963 until he
joined the Bowdoin Faculty.
His main fields of interest'
within his general area of study
include linguistics, applied
linguistics, language teaching
methods, literature of the 18th




Something may happen soon to
the "social rules."
But "may" is the key word.
Two campus groups are working
right now at bringing about
changes in the campus "social
rules," i.e. parietal hours and rules
defining what areas of campus
buildings may be used for
entertaining female guests.
One group, the Faculty Senior
Center Council, is presenting a
resolution at the monthly faculty
meeting Monday that would give
the Council (composed of six
professors and six seniors) plenary
and final authority over the
determination of "social rules"
for the Senior Center. As it is
now, changes in the "social rules"
must be presented from the
Council to the faculty and then to
the Governing Boards for
approval.
Approval of the proposed
resolution Monday, which was
first brought up in December,
would give the 12-man Senior
Center committee complete
control over determination of
rules for the Center.
The other group working with
the ''social rules" is a
faculty-student subcommittee of
the Faculty Student Life
Committee. This group, composed
of five students and three faculty
members, is studying the "social
rules" as they apply to the entire
campus.
This subcommittee will
formulate a resolution, which will
go to the full Faculty Student
Life Committee for what will




Dennis Hutchinson '69 will
remain as Editor-in-Chief of the
Orient through the second
semester^t was also announced at
a meeiSng of the Bowdoin
Publishing Company Tuesday that
Alan Kolod '70 will serve as
Managing Editor in addition to his
duties now as News Editor.
Members of the Business Staff
will remain the same.
Hutchinson announced that The
Orient will publish 14 times
during the second semester, and
that four of the editions will be
half-size (four pages long) due to
financial limitations. Tentative
publishing dates are February 14,
21, 28, March 7, 14, April 4, 11,
18, 25, May 2, 9, 16, 23, and June
13.
QWhat Next In Southeast Asia?
Spoils On
Pages 7, 8
Russell Johnson, Peace Secretary for the New
England office of the American Friends Service
Committee, will speak at Bowdoin Sunday
evening.
Mr. Johnson will discuss "What Next in
Southeast Asia?" at 7:30 p.m. in Wentworth Hall
of the Senior Center.
Mr. Johnson's appearance at Bowdoin is
sponsored by Student Religious Liberals. Peter C.
Wilson '70, Sigma Nu, Chairman of the group, said
Mr. Russell will also speak at the 10:30 a.m.
Sunday morning service of the Unitarian
Universalist Church in Brunswick.
In mid-January, 1968, Mr. Johnson returned
from a six-week trip to Southeast Asia. In
September, 1967, he was one of 40 Americans
who participated in informal and off the record
discussions in Bratislava, Czechoslovakia, with
,
representatives from North and South Vietnam.
Mr. Johnson made ; a four-month mission as
Quaker International Affairs Representative in
Southeast Asia in 1967, visiting aU countries in
that region, including Vietnam.
He spent two weeks in Cambodia in 1966. While
there he served as chief of a five-person team sent
by "Americans Want to Know" to examine the
frontier areas facing Vietnam to determine if
Cambodia was being used as a sanctuary for Viet
Cong or North Vietnamese troops and a supply
line for supplies to them.
Mr. Johnson was Director of Quaker
Conferences in Southeast Asia from "January,
1961, to April, 1965. During this time he visited
13 countries of South and Southeast Asia a
number of times and organized conference's for
diplomats in India, Indonesia, and Cambodia,
conferences for young Asian leaders in Pakistan
.and Singapore, Malaysia, and international
seminars in India, Thailand, Pakiston, Ceylon and
Malaysia.
While at Bowdoin, Mr. Johnson will attend a 5
p.m. coffee hour at the Senior Center and will dine
with students there at 6 p.m. Following his 7:30
p.m. lecture, coffee will be served and there will be
a discussion period.
From there, the resolution will go
to the faculty as a whole to be
approved and - if successful —
'
from there to the Governing
Boards.
The two groups, i.e. the Senior
Center Council and the Student
Life Committee subcommittee,
started at different times and are
taking different approaches to the
controversy over the "social
rules." The Senior Center group
began consideration of possible
changes in the "social rules" early
last fall, while the Student Life
Committee subcommittee began
only last month.
But more important than the
different starting times of the two
groups is the difference in
approach regarding application of
the rules in question. The Senior
,
Center group is working
exclusively with the Senior
Center, so any changes in the
"social rules" emanating from this
group will effect t!'e Center only.
The Faculty Student Life
Committee subcommittee, on the
other hand, is considering
-the
"social rules" as they effect the
entire- campus — the Center
included. So, in effect, the two
groups have partially overlapping
jurisdictions.
, Why?
Evidently because the Senior
Center group feels that the "social
rules" could and should be
different, for the Center than for
the rest of campus. The Faculty
Student Life Committee, on the
other hand, evidently feels that
"social rules" should be uniform
for the entire campus.
The Faculty Student Life
Committee subcommittee has had
three meetings so far and will
meet again Sunday afternoon at 2
p.m. in the Faculty Meeting
Room of Mass Hall! The meetings
are open. Anyone desiring to
speak before the subcommittee
should contact M.C! (Skip)-
Cousens '69, who is Secretary for
the group, at extension 507.
Members of the subcommittee
are Dean of Students Jerry Wayne
Brown, ex-officio; Prof. Herbert
Coursen, Prof. K.P. Freeman,
Cousens, Tom Johnson *69, Bruce
Brown '71, Tom Mandel '71 and
Roger Renfrew '70.
The subcommittee has
emphasized tha'^-it wishes to hear
any and all members of the
College community who want to
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Directors^Star' In One-Act Plays
Senior K.P. (Kip) Horsburgh
was a finalist in the annual
Rhodes Scholarship competition
held in December. He was one of
98 who advanced through state
competition to the finals, where
32 were picked for the coveted
two-year scholarship to Oxford
University in England. ?
Horsburgh was one of three
seniors nominated by the College
for State competition. He was
chosen Dec. 18 at Waterville as
one of Maine's two nominees and
competed in Boston Dec. 20 for
one of the Northeastern Region's
four scholarships. Horsburgh lost
out in Boston, where students
from Brown, Dartmouth, Harvard
arid Yale won.
A Latin major, Horsburgh has
been a member of the varsity
baseball team for two years.
Last year, another Bowdoin
student — Peter F. Hayes '68 —
was also a finalist for the Rhodes
Scholarship. Hayes is now studing




Everyone has probably forgotten, but on
December 13 and 14, the Masque and Gown
presented two one-act plays, W. B. Yeats'
Purgatory, directed by Tim Devlin and Fernando
Arrabal's Picnic on the Battlefield, directed by
Brad Bernstein.
Normally a review at this late date would be
inappropriate, but in this case th- two student
directors presented such successful plays that they
deserve some recognition other than the applause
of the two audiences which filled Pickard's tiny
experimental theater.
The first play of the evening was Yeats'
Purgatory, a play in verse which simply defies
summarization, perhaps the best thing that can be
said about any play. For purposes of this review,
let us say merely that it is a play about a man who
attempts unsuccessfully to free a human soul from
purgatory. The only characters are an old man
(Tim Sabin '69) and his son (Steve Carter '71).
Playing the more difficult of the two roles Sabin
was superb — he was never anything but the
wretched old man whom Yeats intended to be the
center of the action.
Carter was less impressive as the son. He failed
to reveal fully the most important aspect of the
boy's situation. His inability to understand at any
time the significance of his father's story.
Director Devlin brought out the best in the play
by keeping the set simple: one rock and one metal
tree. He proved that Yeats' beautiful verse does
not need theatrical embellishing.
The second play of the evening was Arrabal's
Picnic on the Battlefield, a scathing portrayal of
the people who are forced to fight wars.
Spectacular and frightening, it mixes cliche and
genuine insight into a fast moving series of
conversations and events which never allows the
audience's attention to wander from the stage..
Director Bernstein handled perfectly a large
number of sound effects and a necessarily
elaborate set, and thus molded a play of less
quality than Purgatory into an equally successful
dramatic performance. The worst filing that can be
said of Bernstein is that he could have selected a
better cast. The performers seemed to be
uninspired, and only the fast pace and excellent
dialogue kept most of them from being dull. Two
noticeable exceptions were Kristina Minister and
Mark Esposito, the latter proving once again that
he is a master at playing to the audience.
Above all, directors Devlin and Bernstein are to
be congratulated for taking full advantage of the
intimacy of a small theater, and in so doing,
providing the audience with two good reasons for
continuing its support of the experimental theater.
•
* ' >
when we say there's a real opportunity for you here
Before you decide what you are going to do with
the new life your degree can open up for you, think
about all the possible opportunities.
Don't just answer the usual questions about big
company versus small company, service company
versus product company, industry versus academe,
or public versus private business.
Think about where you can do most of what you
like best, where you can make the most meaning-
ful change.
We think you can do it here if what you are inter-
ested in is making specific, measurable improve-
ments in the world. We build electronic systems to
communicate, gather and process data, defend the
country, and study inner and outer space.
We expect that our systems approach will also
help us solve some of the big problems in our
day-to-day concerns like medicine, education, and
city planning.
We need men and women with degrees in busi-
ness administration, engineering, and liberal arts
to help us realize the full potential of these
systems.
We need individuals who know that formal edu-
cation can never stop for system builders, who will
take advantage of our many education opportuni-
ties, including prepaid tuition, in-plant graduate
degree programs, and fellowships. Achievements
in this ^tmosphere can be extremely satisfying,
academically as well as personally and profession-
ally.
To find out what you could do at Sanders, in any
of our 13 major facilities along the East Coast, tell
your placement office you want to talk with the
Sanders representative when he is on campus.
CREATING NEW DIRECTIONS IN ELECTRONICS
SA A SANDERS
#T. «. MNDCM *S$OCI*U». INC." " — ^" " '^*| II «W.
An Equal Opportunity and Affirmative Action Employer M/F
WMHW.H.H. « MAHCHtSTCT, H.H.
.
MQWM, MASS. . CAMBmPCEJttSS. . P0HTLAHO, Ml. . PUINVIW, L.I., N.Y. • WASfflNSTM, DA
PoetryReading
Is Sub Par
Last Monday Robert Kelly,
Assistant Professor of English at
New York's Bard College and
author of numerous ' books of
verse, presented a reading of his
work to a very small group in the
Senior Center.
Mr.
--Robert Friend of the
English Department introduced
the poet as one whose work
"challenges the mind."
Apparently, this was our warning.
I can do little more than guess at
what Mr. Kelly was trying to say.
The influence of Ezra Pound
and the Imagist Movement on his
work is obvious. But imagism,
when it is effective, selects and
isolates. Mr. Kelly merely piles
on: scene upon scene, act upon
act, question upon question. His
verse seems only emotive at best.
More interesting were the
somewhat unorthodox comments
about poetry, which he made
throughout the reading. "Poetry is
the poet communicating with
himself." "Quality is quantity in a
way — if Balzac had written only
one novel, who would have
cared?" "I have no fidelity to
poetry, only to life." I was very
happy when it was" all over.
Wordsworth said that the poet
was "a man speaking to men". Mr.
Kelly did not speak to me, and it
is only an inexplicable faith in the





On Friday, February 14, the
Bowdoin Student^, Union
Committee will present Blood,
Sweat & Tears as featured
attraction in the annual Winter
* Houseparties Concert, which will
be held in the New Gymnasium
starting at 8:30 p.m. Intermission
will be devoted to presentation of
the Bowdoin Winter's Queen.
Trophies will be awarded to the
two fraternities displaying the
best snow sculptures. Theme for
the traditional competition will be
"Coeducation". Tickets for the
concert may be purchased next
week at $2.50 per person from
any Student Union Committee
representative or from the
Information Desk at the Union.
















annual meeting sponsored by the
Alumni Council during the Spring
for the past few years, has been
discontinued.
Mr. John Mitchell, a Portland
lawyer and a member of the
Alumni Council, told the Student
Council why at its weekly meeting
Monday night. Mitchell said that
sagging attendance during the last
two years and an apparent lack of
interest in the Conference
convinced the Alumni Council
that the project should be
dropped..
Mitchell cited attendance for
the past three years: 355 in 1966,
252 in '67 and only 148 in '68.'
He said that sophomores had the
highest attendance of any single
class, followed by freshmen. He
added that few seniors attended
any of the sessions.
"Unless there is a reasonable
probability of increased
representation in attendance by.
the student body, the Conference
will not be resumed," Mitchell
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rrof, James Storer Quits
As Dean Of The Faculty
Professor James A. Star** n„;„ «* «. »o er, Dean
of the Faculty at Bowdoin and an
internationally known expert on
the economic aspects of fisheries
will resign at the end of the
current academic year.
Dean Storer expects to become
Director of the Economics and
Products Division in the
Department of Fisheries of the
United Nations Food and
Agriculture Organization (FAO),
with headquarters in Rome.'
Professor Storer is a former
economic adviser to the Director
of the Bureau of Commercial
Fisheries in the U. S. Department
of the Interior.
A member of Bowdoin's
Department of Economics since
1948, Professor Storer served as
Chairman of the Department
during the 1963-64 and 1964-65
academic years. He became an
Assistant Professor in 1950 and an
Associate Professor in 1956, and
was promoted \f> the rank of full
Professor in *962. The College's
Governing Boards elected him
Daniel JB. Fayerweather Professor
of Economics and Sociology in
1967. He has been Dean of the
Faculty since 1966.
Professor Storer has long served
his state and nation in a variety of
advisory posts. He is a member of
the Interior Department's
Advisory Committee on Marine
Resources and serves on the
Economics Advisory Panel of the
Bureau of Commercial Fisheries.
He is also a member of the
National Science Foundation's
Advisory Committee for Science
Education.
He has'been Chairman of Maine
Gov. Kenneth M. Curtis' Council
of Economic Advisers and is a
member of the State Planning
Council and a Director of
TRICOM, the Research Institute
of the Gulf of Maine, a marine
research consortium.
A native of Watertown, N. Y.,
Dean is a Phi Beta Kappa graduate
of Bard College, Columbia
University-, and holds M.A. and





Professor Dana W. Mayo has
been appointed as Chairman of
the Department of Chemistry. Dr.
Mayo succeeds Professor Samuel
E. Kamerling, who will retire at
the end of the current academic
year.
Dr. Mayo was a Fellow of the
School for Advanced Study and a
National Institutea^of Health
(NIH) Postdoctoral Fellow in the
Chemistry Department of MIT
before coming to Bowdoin in
1962 as an Assistant Professor.
Appointed an Associate Professor
in 1965, he was promoted to the
rank of full Professor last July.
A native of Bethlehem, Pa.,
Professor Mayo received his B.S.
degree from MIT in 1952 and
then became a research chemist at
the Polychemicals Department
Experimental Station o/ E.I. du
Pont de Nemours & Company,
Wilmington, Del. From du Pont'
Dr. Mayo continued his studies in
the Graduate School of the
University of Pennsylvania as a
Teaching Assistant, transferring to
Indiana University as a Research




The Hearst Foundation, Inc.,
• has awarded grants totaling
$20,000 to Bowdoin College,
Regional Memorial Hospital and
Parkview Memorial Hospital in
Brunswick, The Hyde School in
Bath, Down East Community
Hospital in Machias and
Washington Academy in East
Machias.
A $5,000 grant for Bowdoin
College was presented to the
College's new President, Dr. Roger
Howell, Jr.
Dr. Storer is a former Director
of Bowdoin's Center' for
Economic Research, now part of
the Bowdoin Public Affairs
Research • Center, and a former
Editor of the Maine Business
Indicators, published by the
Center.
He is a member of the New
England Council's Research
Advisory Committee and has
served as Executive Director of
the Northeastern Research
Foundation. He is the author of
numerous articles and economic
research reports. Among the many
research projects which he
directed in recent years was an
investigation of the effects of
textile mill closings in six New
England communities. He was
co-author of a report on Maine's
lobster fisheries for the U. S. Fish
and Wildlife Service.
He has been Vice President of
the Maine Council for Economic
Education, a member of the
Maine Economic Stabilization
Committee and a member of a
special committee appointed by
the Governor of Maine to adise
him on developments in the
Passamaquoddy-St. John River
power projects. He served as
Chairman of the Economic
Development Committee of the
1968 Maine Democratic Platform
Committee and has served as
moderator of Town Meetings and
as Chairman of the Planning
Board in Topsham, Maine, where
he formerly lived. During World
War II he was a supply officer in




spoke favorably of the
conference, but suggested that it
be held only biannually and that
it he held in the Fall instead of in
the Spring.
Representatives seemed only
lukewarm to Mitchell's suggestion
that perhaps the Alumni Council
sponsor field trips to various firms
and businesses instead of, or in
connection v^ith, the Careers
Conference.
In other action Monday night:
- Pres. Ben Pratt '69
announced that "ID. cards" for
students' wives will probably be
available by next fall, if not by
second semester.
- Will Warwick '70, Chairman
of the Council's Curriculum
Committee, reported that there
will probably be a change in the
College calendar for next year. He
said the Faculty Calendar
Committee was to meet this week
to discuss suggestions that will
eventually be sent to the faculty
for approval. He said that in the
future students may register for
the courses they want, and then
let a computer figure out when
the classes should meet to avoid
conflicts. In addition, classes may
begin approximately Sept. 17 or
18 and conclude approximately
May 20. This new calendar would
include a 1 0-day reading period in
January prior to first-semester
exams and a 20-day reading
period in May prior to
second-semester exams. All of
these changes are subject to
approval by the Faculty Calendar
Committee and the faculty as a
whole, Warwick emphasized.
Bruce Brown '71 reported
that^the combined faculty
-student
committee to study the social
rules had met three times to study
possible changes in the rules,
especially in parietal hours.
The next meeting of the
Student Council will be Februarv
10.
AN ANNIVERSARY
Prof. Herbert R. Brown, shown here lecturing a class, observed a
milestone recently. Brown, the senior member of the faculty put thefinishing touches on the 100th issue of the New England Quarterly
under his Managing Editorship. He has now held the position for 25
volumes. (Orient Photo)
Bowdoin Among GroupsTJamed
To Receive Shell Grant
The Shell Companies
Foundation, Inc., has awarded
Bowdoin a total grant of $1,500
under the Foundation's program
of Shell Assists.
The award, divided into three
separate grants of $500 each,
represents Lhe 12th time Bowdoin
has been one of the privately
supported colleges chosen to
participate in the Shell Assists
program, established in 1958.
The first $500 grant is Tor any
institutional use which the
President of the college decides is
wise. The Shell Companies
foundation said this grant
"recognizes the national challenge
•to increase the general support of
higher education."
The second grant of $500 is Tor
general faculty development and
is designed to encourage
additional professional
development of individual
members of the faculty. "This
grant," the Foundation said,
"recognizes the importance of the
faculty at large in maintaining and
developing the quality and
strength of any institution."
Professor, Howell said this grant
will be administered by Professor
James M. Moulton, Chairman of
the Bowdoin Sub-Committee on
Faculty Research.




G. Christopher Crighton, a Bowdoin College junior, has won theHiland Lockwood Fairbanks Prize Speaking Contest for students inBowdoin s Advanced Oral Communications course.
Crighton received a prize of $50.
a cl d i t i onal
development
members of particular faculties as
d esjgn a t e d an nually by tb*
Foundation for each institution.
Walter M. Upchurch, Jr., Senior
Vice President of the Foundation,
said the third Bowdoin grant this
year has been designated for the
Department of Chemistry.
Professor Howell said this grant
will be administered by Professor
Dana W. Mayo, Chairman of
Bowdoin's Chemistry
Reed, Assistant Professor of












xf T™* inC°me ° f a fund established in9 by Captain Henry Nathaniel Fairbanks of Bangor Maine inmemory of his son, Hiland Lockwood Fairbanks of Bowdoin's Class of
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s Adviser to Foreign students,. D. Michael Bazar, Instructor in Math and Mr. Joseph L. Singer aBrunswick attorney. ^»<B",
Fresh Coffee & Spudnuts
Makes
Any Time Spudnut Time
THE SPUDNUT SHOP
212 Maine St., Brunswick
"IN THEIR ZEAl. to dethrone re-
vealed religion as base supersti-
tion and to substitute lor it the
goddess Reason, the philosophes
sometimes went to outrageous
lengths, denouncing Jews with
\such vile slanders that they
I
shocked the sensibilities of Chris-
tians ot the time. Simultaneously
they were building theirown mon-
ument for posterity, to be remem-
bered for their
' tolerance; (these I For ° free coPv °*
most intolerant I na't.ON A^'Ve'
of men)" | VIEW, write: Depl
M. 150 E. 35 Street,
N. Y. 10016.
KING'S BARBER SHOP
212 MAINE STREET - BRUNSWICK
Roffler Sculpture-Kut
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A Clash Of Committees
There are 29 faculty committees, which - student activists, please
note - is "where the action is." Most changes involving the internal
academic operation of the College are first formulated in committee
and then considered by the faculty.
The committee-entangled bureaucracy of the College is always in
danger of chasing its tail.
Monday it may bite it.
On Monday at its monthly meeting the faculty will probably vote on
a resolution that would give the six-professor Senior Center Council and
its complementary six-student counterpart complete autonomy over
the social rules applying to the senior center. The current system
requires changes in the social rules for the Center to be approved first
by the Senior Center Council, then by the faculty as a whole and then
by the Governing Boards. If the resolution is passed Monday, all of this,
"red tape" will Jbe cut away and the Council will be the final arbiter on
social rules for the Center. (See story, page one.)
While all of this is going on, a student-faculty subcommittee of the
Faculty Student Life Committee is holding hearings to study the
present social rules and to make suggestions to the committee as a
whole to make suggestions to the faculty. . . and so on.
Confusing? Yes.
And the point is, it's clumsy and redundant-
*
Two separate committees (the Senior group and the subcommittee)
are going crass-current against each other, and will probably end up
passing each other like ships in the night. And there is always the
possiblity that one group will use the other as an excuse for not doing
anything. We hope that this doesn't happen.
We hope that somehow out of this morass of red tape a new set of
social rules emerges - and quickly.
One campus-wide committee could and should suffice. The present
situation is intolerable. Students do not respect the current rules and
enfrocement is uneven. Some give "lip-service" to the rules, some
openly flaunt them and some poor souls actually obey them. The rules
and their administration lack integrity.
Psychiatrist Needed
To the Editor:
I would like to add my voice to those urging
Bowdoin to hire a college psychiatrist. Even the
relatively small Bowdoin community includes
those who could benefit, to varying degrees, from
psychiatric help. Each year Bowdoin witnesses at
least one overt example of a student in need of
help. Besides being a wonderful source of rumor
and excitement, these instances destroy the
individual and embarrass the college. Both the
individual and the college would gain if such
problems were prevented by skilled psychiatric
help. More important, however, are the countless
students more confused than ill.
Psychology-oriented America has created a new
vocabulary and new perceptions which many
students cannot place themselves. Their
understandable confusion as to what is 'normal' or
'abnormal' can only be helped by someone skilled
and knowledgeable in the psychological intricacies.
A psychiatrist at Bowdoin would act mainly as a
highly skilled counselor. No professor or advisor is
expected to have the needed training and
background to serve in this capacity. A
psychiatrist should, however, serve as a teacher
from whom a student would gain insight into his
personal problems in a confidential manner. If a
psychiatrist were only to lesson the confusion and
fear of some students, his position would
contribute as much to student life as that of a
This whole discussion is quite academic and will remain so until:
l^Some poor student is brought before the Judiciary Board Tor
violating the social rules by entertaining a date after hours. (In this case,
the Board will have to decide if justice means punishing this student
while countless others go free due to Jack of enforcement or to
furtiveness).
2) A high percentage, though probably still a minority of students,
flaunt the Rules on Winters Weekend February 14-15-16. (In this case!
the importency of the Rules will be higfily^riagnified and consequently
repealed by a massive vote of "no confiderfe*P
We hope that the Rules are changed so that they are reasonable,
intelligent and effective. And we hope this change doesn't die of
strangulation in a sea of committee-strewn "red tape."
professor.
I
One Of the college's purposes is to create an
environment for individual growth. Academics is
only a part of that growth. The college, aware of
this, offers extra-curricular activities designed to
broaden the individual Now,, the same concern for
the non-academic side of the student should lead
the college toward the hiring, of a psychiatrist.
Perhaps, then, some of the loneliness and fear
facing many students can be straight-forwardly
confronted.
Rodger Field '69
Petrogas du Brasil). Isn't it (rue that these two
-f "men and their cohorts had stored away tons of
^ ^ ^Russian and Chinese arms and ammunition .for a
"May 1st take, over of the Brazilian government?
Goulart was already president but he wanted to be
dictator. Not two miles from my home in Sao
Paulo crates of new money, printed in Poland,
were found bearing the slogan "New Brazil" and
the picture of Lenin. Even the communist pape*
Ultima Hora admitted that Goulart had been
planning a Castro inspired coup. The day Goulart
abdicated his palace, millions of people danced in
the streets of Sao Paulo, Rio, Santos and Belo
Horizonte. Were these all C.I.A. agents? The
president of Brazil is not "right wing dictator
Barrios" but Costa e Silva. Since Costa e Silva took
office he has boosted the economy by curling
inflation by 80%, enacting land reform, and by
cleaning up corruption in the government.
The "facts" I have presented are, of course, half
truths and as one sided as those of the S.D.S. — it's
so easy to lie with facts. Next time, why doestft
the S.D.S. hand out its leaflets two or three days
in advance so that people can question, discuss
and decide how they feel by knowing both sides of
the issue? Why did the S.D.S. wait till the day the
C.I.A. arrived? Was their aim to induce action
without sufficient thought?
Finally, why isn't the college neutral? It
tolerates the S.D.S. as much as the C.I.A. Must
Bowdoin be ultra-liberal and break with all
tradition in order to be considered "neutral"? If
"neither the content of the educational process,
nor the ends to which our learning and resources
are directed, further the fulfillment of humane
social needs" why do we even have an S.D.S. here;
why aren't all its members physically involved in*
some ghetto or underprivilaged country fulfilling
"humane social needs" right now? I too believe,
Bowdoin is part of the "establishment". It is also
the "establishment" which lets me come here to
read Man's great thoughts, which lets me think,
which makes it possible for all of us to develop a '
greater regard for human dignity and our fellow
men. Let the S.D.S. try to improve the
"establishment" not destroy it. After all, in the
words of Elmo Whodiker: ' Everytime you throw
mud, you lose a little ground."
Jon Piper '72
Innaugural Flush
S.D.S. vs. The C I
A
Darts And Laurels
Awards for distinguished achievement, hither and yon.
Darts to:
- Black militants at Brandeis, Swarthmore and Minnesota for using
force and disruption where mature and intelligent negotiation will do
the trick.
- Roy Wilkins of the NAACP, for missing the whole point about
separate "black" courses. It's a step forward, not backwards Mr
Wilkins.
A Laurel to:
- Professor Athern P. Daggett, for serving so masterfully in the
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To the Editor:
On January 9th the Bowdoin Community was
startled by a 3-page publication containing the
moderately biased view of the S.D.S. towards the
C.I.A. Congratulations to the S.D.S. for their
resonable (sic) handling of the situation. No
buildings were taken over and no doorways were
blocked, except perhaps by discarded pamphlets.
The Bowdoin S.D.S. admirably demonstrated that
the S.D.S. need not be the refuge of left wing
red-necks.
,
I myself question the C.I.A. It seems overly
secretive and is too powerful. It can be no better
or worse, than any Soviet or Chinese intelligence
agency. I also question some of the insinuations
"and half-truths presented by the S.D.S.
1. The Vietcong kill as many people a year as
anybody else; why do you call them "freedom
revolutionaries"? Are these supposed to be
heart-rendering words used to play upon my
simple mind? If so, that's not very nice of you
guys.
2. How are we at Bowdoin oppressed by the
C.I.A.? I don't feel oppressed. Do I look it?
3. So what if the United Fruit Company pays its
Latin American workers a dollar and a half a day?
That's enough to buy three steak dinners in Sao
Paulo, Brazil.
4. I was only 3 years old in 1953 so I don't
remember the Mossadough of Iran. Who was the
sinister "Nazi collaborator" who took his place'
Was he a national or international war criminal or
was he pro-Nazi, like many of his people for fear
of his life. How did the C.I.A. place him in office''
Rigged elections? Terrorism?
5. When I lived in Brazil in 1963-64, 1 remember
a tyrant whom the S.D.S. has defended (bvdefault) in their publication. Wasn't it President
Joas Goulart and his brother-in-law (and
self-proclaimed communist) Brizola who wanted
not only to take over American and European
industry in Brazil but also that industry privately
owned by Brazilian stockholders (especially
To the Editor :
The Students for Violent Non-Action (SVNA) is
planning a massive demonstration in protest of the
existence of the new administration. On January
20, 1969, as Nixon says the last word of the
inaugural oath (. . . so help me God.") we plan to
have every toilet in the country flushed.
We realize of course that we may not be able to
reach every toilet, but we hope that, with the
cooperation of organizations such as yours, we
shall be able to reach a large majority of them. We
are attempting to enlist the aid of students at
every college and university in the nation as well as
anyone else who wishes to join. The protest will
require a high degree of organizational effort as we
hope to flush the toilets not only of the dorms,
apartments, and lecture halls in and around the
campuses, but also downtown hotels, restaurants,
railroad stations, and high schools, private homes,
etc. Posters will be available at cost to aid in
advertising from the SVNA.
If you are interested in lending support please
write to: STUDENTS FOR VIOLENT
NON-ACTION, 1212 E. 59th Street, Chicago,
Illinois, 60637.
With your help in promoting this project,
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IS Nationwide S.D.S. * Hithei H y««
Moving Off Campus?
By JOHN QUINT
» College Press Service
Students for a Democratic
Society leaders at a recent
National Council meeting in Ann
Arbor, were divided over the value
of a public demonstration — at
Richard Nixon's inauguration
later this month.
Those, in favor claimed
participating in the demonstration
would gain national attention for
the organization and would point
up the continuing illegitimacy of
America's leaders. Those opposed
believed it is senseless and, even
worse, antagonistic to the class of
people SDS wishes to attract to its
cause.
Those for abstinence won out;
SDS as an organization Will not
support the inauguration protest
although members are free to
attend and participate.
Which brings the argument
around to a question of direction.




BOSTON, Mass. (CPS) - Black students at Brandeis University near
Boston remained in control of the campus' communications center this
week, after seizing it Wednesday to emphasize their demands for
control over black student recruitment and studies.
Nearly all the school's 110 black students occupied Ford Hall acrossfrom the administration building, and vowed not to leave until tSdemands were granted.
eJ!L™7efh0ry b^°k ^UUding h°USeS a11 unjversity communications
auditorium
univereity computer, laboratories, classrooms and
The students demanded more recruitment of blacks, an independentAfrican Studies Department, a black director for a special program
™*E££EXI£^ and the expukion of a^-S-
'
Last Wednesday afternoon, when the blacks entered the building
they asked the operators at the university switchboard to leave Allincoming calls to the university phone were cut off, and outgoing
service was sporadic. All power in the building was shut off the
computer center was closed, and classes were asked to leave.
At last report the administration was reported still negotiating with
the students. Police were standing by.
Earlier Brandeis President Morris Abram said most of the students'
demands were already university policy, and that he was willing to
negotiate the others, including amnesty for the students, if they gave up
the building.
The blacks replied that nothing but full and immediate concession on
all the issues would do.
About 100 white students and faculty members staged a peaceful
sit-in in the lobby of Ford Hall, so that police would have to move
them first.
Other faculty members circulated a petition calling for a faculty vote
.
on whether the protesters should be forcefully evicted.
to the working classes, the poor,
high school students and the U. S.
Army. Programs for such an
undertaking have not yet been
formulated, although members
abducted they would use methods
involving direct contact.
This means SDS would drop its
opposition to the draft and, once
its members were in uniform,
would undermine the military
structure from within. The
suggestion was not warmly
received at the convention,
perhaps because the penalties
meted out for this kind of
activism would be so severe.
High school students and poor
people might
-respond favorably to
SDS, since the former are
experiencing growing
dissatisfaction with the system
and the schools themselves are
ripe for revolution. SDS already
has a foothold in some New York
City and California high schools.
Poverty groups, discouraged with
chaotic and inadequate welfare
programs, have already been
organizing and demonstrating for
several years.
The working class, an integral
part of SDS slogans, could prove a
harder nut to crack. Except for
marginal workers in agriculture
and other poor-paying light
industries, organized American





TIME Magazine, the unflinching guardian of righteous middle-class
values, has declared that the lunar orbit of Apollo astronauts was the
No. 1 news story of 1968. Or at least that is the implication of TIME's
selection of the three "Apollonauts" as "Man of the Year."
The Associated Press made the same declaration, and took it a step
further. AP listed the most significant news stories of the year as 1
Apollo's lunar orbit, 2. Richard Nixon's election as President, 3. Robert
F. Kennedy's assassination, 4. Martin Luthej King's assassination and 5.
the first successful heart transplant performed by Dr. Christiaan
Barnard.
AP's list is interesting. Two of the top five stories concern
cold-blooded acts of violence, which gave the face of 1968 an ugly and
frightening contour. Two of the stories reflect the crossing of
tremendous thresholds in science, one in outer space and one in
medicine. And one story, of course, is about politics - which p
inescapable. •
But it seems that the selection of individual, "spot-news" stories
misses the point. The most significant stories of the year are not
one-event items but complex and long-range trends and movements.
Too often newspapers and newsmagazines dwell on the microcosmic at
the expense of the more significant macrocosmic.
What were really the most profoundly significant stories of 1968? Of
course, it's hard to say - but we would offer this list instead of or
supplementary to, AP's list: —
Underlying the idea of moving
off campus is the feeling among
SDS people that the
organization's growth was slowed
down by President Johnson's
peace moves. With the war in
Vietnam apparently headed for
some kind of solution, SDS wants
to insure its future by attaching
itself to a class in order to take
root as a permanent political and
social movement.
1. (tie) breakthroughs in "life" studies and
-space exploration, 3. the
drastic change in the attitude of the American Negro, 4. student
turmoil and rebellion against authority, and 5. the crisis in the
'American legal system. Of course, casting a giant shadow across the
entire list is the tragic spectre of the Vietnam war - and the tragic
consequences of incompetent foreign policy thinking that it
unfortunately represents.
It is an implied acceptance of
revolutionary belief/that students
are transients within th^elass
structure who carf provide
leadership for the oppressed.
But does it mean the task of
changing the university will fall
into the hands of lesser radicals?
WOULD YOU BELIEVE FINAL TIME? - Hawthorne-Longfellow Library will see extended use in
the next two weeks. Finals begin January 22 and extend through February 1. Semester break is Feb-
ruary 2 through 4, and second semester classes begin February 5.
Our top story concerns man at the threshold in two areas: science of
life and science of the universe. On thS one hand, man has learned how
to .transplant successfully the most vital organ of the human body. The
ramifications are staggering. But in addition, he has taken a hundred
steps closer to duplicating human life in the test tube. Just last month,
two biologists successfully "manufactured" carbon copies of frogs by
transplanting the DNA from the body cells of one frog to the
reproductive-cell nucleus of another frog. Will man be able to handle
the intellectual problems fostered by his technical success in the
laboratory? On the other hand, man has also taken the first step in
exploration of the universe - the "last frontier."
Story No. 3 is perhaps the most obvious one to college students - the
awakening in the American Negro of a sense of identity and racial
pride, in contrast to the "me-too 'grayism'" of the mid-1 930's.
The growing pains involved in this dramatic switch will be frustrating,
but certainly worthwhile in the long-run. We are watching the
realization of human dignity after years of subjugation.
Our forth story is probably the most "relevent" (to use a now
popular cliche) to college students. Unfortunately, most of the overt
manifestations of student rebellion are flagrant acts of violence and
demonstration. But the real essence of this new (it wasn't manifest in
the fat, happy and complacent 1950's) attitude is a sceptical, anxious
social concern. It is a healthy, if tumultuous spirit: nothing is accepted
at face value any more, and the monetary yardstick of success has been
broken finally and replaced with a humane standard.
Story No. 5 is complex and multi-faceted: the Anglo-American '
system of jurisprudence has grown flabby and ineffectual, probably due
to intellectual ossification and procedural strangulation. For one thing
justice is too slow - and justice delayed IS justice denied. For another
the poor do not get "as fair" a shake as the rich. And too many o* our
laws are out-dated and incomplete - because of technological
innovation and intellectual enlightenment.
Of course, the "top stories of the year" can't truly be confined to the
space of one year: by chance they crystalized within 1968.
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If you feel the mentally
retarded have all the care they
.need in state mental hospitals, if
you feel children with deserted or
unknown fathers don't really need
the understanding and caring male
influence, if you think kids in
high school should solve their own
academic problems with no help
or guidance, and if you feel
Brunswick is just a "pit stop" for
food and gas on the way to and
from Bowdoin, then pass on right
now ... you are bound to be
disillusioned.
If, on the other hand, you see
the social and personal problems
listed in the above paragraph,
want to do whatever you can to
relieve them, and are not serving
in one of the four programs of the
Social Services Committee, here is
something constructive you can
do.
Step 1: Go over to the Social
Service Committee office in the
German Diplomat Explains
Chechoslovakian InvasionA
Last December the German Consul-General in Boston P vonKeudell spoke to interested members of the college community
Although von Keudell's predetermined topic was "The Soviet Invasion
ol Czechoslovakia and Its Impact on German Foreign Policy " he did
not limit his comments exculsively to this topic.
Mr. von Keudell, who has just returned from Europe, attributes the
Kussian invasion in Czechoslovakia not on the Czechs, but upon the
Russians inability to comprehend freedom in the "western sense " The
Soviets according to von Keudeftf "saw it (the advance of freedom in
Czechoslovakai) as a danger" to tbe Communist state. In addition von
5lU j a S that the Russians moved as ^sily as they did becausethey did not realize the amount of Czech resistance they would get "Von Keudell attributes several consequences of a political nature to
the Kussian move. First, it seems logical to him that anyone would have
severe trouble believing in the communist system after such an action
becondly, he believes that co-existance with the communists is now
completely unworkable. Lastly, but perhaps most importantly Mr
Keudell stated that the people in Europe believe that the communists
have demonstrated that they possess "the worst police-fascist regime"
ever to exist. That the communist system runs on "fascism and police
terror. The Russian invasion did nothing to comfort troubled
Europeans.
Looking to another fascet of world relations von Keudell drew
attention to an occurance which he said had only recently received
great attention in the U. S. This was the appearance of a Russian
nuclear fleet in the Mediterranean Sea to rival the position of the
American sixth fleet. Keudell pointed to the fact that direct
confrontation between the U.S.A. and the U.S.S.R. has been avoided
on a nearly global scale. It was his impression that the joint
Russo-Amencan occupancy of the sea makes a good many .Europeans
uneasy especially since both fleets represent conflicting intf&sts in the
Middle East Additionally von Keudell stated that permanent American
contacts with the Russians such as the Consular Treaty and Cultural
Exchange Treaty "irritated Europeans somewhat" in the past because
they made the U.S.A. think that the Russians were less a danger thanthey really are









Not Our Entire Stock But A Good
Selection In Most Sizes
A. H. BENOIT & CO.
MAINE STREET BRUNSWICK
basement of South Winthrop, or
call chairman Barry Chandler, and
get the info, on the programs
available.
Step 2: Decide if ydu really
want to give some of yourself to
people who have socially or
intellectually less than you. Then
look at yourself even more deeply
and see if you can take it because
it is harder than it looks.
Step 3: Pick one of the
following programs that you have
the time, talent and inclination to
do.
I Big Brother Program. Serve as
a tutor, psychologist, social
worker, and trusted and
encouraging friend to a young boy
who lacks male companionship in
his life.
II Tutoring in High School.
Work with Brunswick High School
students who want to go to
college but are having trouble
with preparation in one particular
area.
III Bowdoin Undergraduate
Teachers. Here is an opportunity
to see if teaching is your interest.
The program involves a semester
of student teaching in Brunswick
as well as meeting with the other
students in the program and your
teacher.
IV Pineland Project. Travel to^
Pownal, Maine for volunteer work
at Maine's only public institution
for the mentally retarded. You
can^work in one of a number of
positions in the school, forms,
pharmacy, gym, physical^
occupational, or speech and
hearing therapy clinics, and the
Children's Psychiatric Hospital.
The most valuable therapy for
patients is knowing someone
really cares about what they do . .
. so care a little!
Step 4 : Breathe a sigh of good
feeling knowing you have done
something / constructive for
another who might not have made
it without you.
The Social Service Committee
not only provides help for
Brunswick and experience for the
Bowdoin students, it is bringing
the college' and the community





The National Science Foundation (NSF) announced today that it has
awarded an $8,400 grant to Bowdoin for support of a research project
in mathematics under the direction of Dr. Allan J. Silberger, Assistant
Professor of Mathematics.
The reward is a renewal grant for research on "Spherical Functions
over p-adic Fields" and is for a period of approximately one year
beginning Jan. 15. Professor Silberger has been conducting similar
research under a two-year $6,300 grant awarded in 1967.
Dr. Silberger joined the Bowdoin Faculty in 1966 after serving for
two years as an Instructor at the Johns Hopkins University.
A native of York, Pa., he received his A.B. degree from the University
of Rochester in 1955 and was awarded his M.A. and Ph.D. degrees by
Johns Hopkins in 1962 and 1966, respectively.
Professor Silberger was a Mathematician in the Johns Hopkins
Applied Physics Laboratory from 1958 to 1964. During the first half of
the, 1957-58 academic year he was a teacher in the Baltimore City
Schools and began his graduate work at Johns Hopkins in 1958. From
1960 to 1964 he held a University Scholarship. He served as an officer
in the Navy from 1955 to 1957.
Dr. Silberger is a member of the American Mathematical Society.
PROFESSOR LIVELY ATTAINS PH.D
Professor Barry L. Lively of the Department of Psychology has beenawarded h,s Ph.D. degree by the University of Michigan
Dr. Lively, whose primary area of interest and research is humanmemory and perception, chose "Short Term Memory" as the subjectfor his doctoral thesis. » D i
ENVIRONMENT COMMITTEE MEETS
The Committee on Underclass Environment of the Governing Board*met on campus last Saturday and Sunday. The Commit ^i expectedto issue a report soon with recommendations on !£ffKn
SS2 w^ eXt nCriCUlar aCtivities and other topect. of stoS ffe'Trustee William C. Pierce is Chairman of the group
WARREN APPOINTED COORDINATOR
Summer LgSnT ^^ aPP°inted aS Coordin^ °f the CollegVs
..Mr. Warren a former resident of Concord, N. H., is Assistant Director
&tt£^£to° Uni0n ' ^^ bee" a mei"ber °f the BowdoS
F ^S°r dinat ur ^nuner Programs, he succeeds Professor SamuelE. Kamerlmg, who will retire at the close of the academic year.
HiapehFamnr^roup \Faces
Uncertainty In The Future
A most encouraging factor is
that the programs are staffed by
over 120 volunteer workers. This
represents, according to Chairman
Chandler, "12% of the student
body active in social work as
opposed to an 8V4 to 9% average
involvement on the nation's
campuses."
The Chapel Forum Committee
looks to an uncertain future
beyond next semester, but
proposes an active program for
this upcoming spring term. It is
the plan of the committee to
sponsor at least one chapel or
forum a week. In addition, during :
the month of .February three
opera films are to be presented.




— Color Processing by Kodak
Polaroid Cameras and Films
Hallmark Cards - Stationery
Barber of Seville, and Boris
Godonov. During the semester
Prof. Ernst Helmreich will act as
adviser to the committee in the
absence of the present adviser, Dr.
John Sheats.
Some type of Eastertide service
is planned, perhaps including a
religious movie. Also there will be
two forums sponsored: one
discussing "Should a Christian
Participate in the Military," and
the second discussing the true
identity of the grand duchess
Anastasia.
Attendance at chapel has been
low this year, but the committee
is always open to any new ideas or
suggestions. The committee's
officers are Bernard Ruffin
President; Modest Osadca'
Vice-President; and Herbert
Lovett, Secretary. Among the
other members are Kent Johnson
Alan Kolod, Earl Taylor, Roger
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Cars
SPECIAL 10% SERVICE DISCOUNT
AVAILABLE TO ALL BOWDOIN PEOPLE
KENNEBEC
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en Down Brandeis, Tufts
For 5-4 Mtirky Last week h
By Chris Pierce
m Orient Sports WriterThe varsity basketball team leveled its seasonal m»i, = a a




e/?1tr Bears °Pe"ed U P • 18 point bulge at halftime, 39-26 only






N§w emphasis in the sports
scene this season has been
directed toward the squash team.
Under the tutelage of Coach
Herbert Coursen, the still informal
sport has been organized along
stricter lines for the first time in
its four year existence./
The team meets three times a
week with practices consisting of
challenge matches and instruction
with emphasis on conditioning.
Led by senior captain Dave
Anthony, the team has already
trounced Colby in four matches
to one.
This weekend the team carries
the ttght to Trinity and Williams.
The traveling team is Anthony,
Tom Plagenhoef, Ken Lidman,
John Brandenburg, Paul Moses,
Ted Reed, Bruce MacDenffidj
Bruce Cain, and Andy ,Germain.
The players are evenly divided
between the senior and junior
class, with Germain the only
traveling freshman.
"The club should have a good
chance with Trinity," commented
Dave Anthony, "and next year
when squash becomes a regular
sport, Bowdoin will be on a more
equal level with established teams
such as Williams and Amherst."
PAGE SEVEN rr>
was a skirmish under the boards,
the result of which was Tuft's Bill
Brown being ejected from the
game. The Bears quickly widened
their lead to 74—66 and were not
outscored the rest of the way.
As usual
, captain Bo
MacFarland paced the Bowdoin
squad with 33 points and John
MacKenzie, Andy Neher and Ken
Rowe were also in double figures
with 16, 13, and 11, respectively.
Not to be overlooked was the
rebounding of MacKenzie (17)
and Chip Miller (11).
Two days later the Bears added
another victory to their record
with an uphill win over Brandeis,
79—77. MacFarland turned in one
of his finest performances yet this
season, and with 42 points came
within two points of tying the
1965 college record for the
highest single game total for a
varsity player.
Neither team could gain a
substantial advantage in the first
half. Bowdoin did manage a
40—39' edge, mainly on the
strength of MacFarland's 27
points. In the second half it was
Neher's turn as most of his 22
points were turned in then.
In the final minutes of play,
Brandeis' 6' 11" center, Tom
Haggerty, got into foul trouble.
Bowdoin managed to come up
from 13 points behind to take the
lead, 67—66, as the horn sounded
the end of play, giving the Bears




THE NET RESULT. mi nve by goalie John Krol is Ken Martin (2) and the Hardy twins



















































8 William at Rye
S UNH 7
4-3-1
at Vermont Fri.. Middlebury Sat.
,
Bowdoin Fr. 2 Hanover 5
Bowdoin Fr. 3 Boston State 3
Bowdoin Fr. 6 Andover 3
Bowdoin Fr. 9 UNH
.> 5-1-1
at Colby Feb. 12
more Polar Bearings on page 8
Hockey Ratings
As of the January 15 Eastern
College Hockey ratings, the Bears
held the number five position in
Division II, 13 in overall
standings. Goalies Krol and Talbot
were among the four leading
goalies in the division.
Led by sophomore captains,
John Phillipsbom and Ben
Toland, Bowdoin's Varsity ski
team begins its season Friday
against Bates College at the Lost
Valley jrea in Auburn. Last year's
team was plagued by the lack of
both depth and, more
importantly, organization.
Without a coach to direct the
team, the skiers had few meets
scheduled plus a limited budget.
This year the team looks to a
better season under the
experienced guidance of new
coach Werner Rothbacher, The
Varsity will compete in more
meets and in more events. Instead
of concentrating on Alpine skiing,
the team will also practive
cross-country and jumping.
One reason for the expanded
program is to increase the team's
chances of winning more meets
Due to inexperience the odds for
winning a meet are greater if
members of the team run in two
or three different events. Since
the team has plenty of depth, the
plan is very feasible.
By Dave Thurlow
For the Orient
After 11 nights of
interfraternity hockey, AD and
Beta have emerged as the teams to
beat for this year's championship.
Chi Psi and Psi U have likewise
become serious contenders for the
title.
If enough equipment can be
kept in the arena, teams such as
AKS,'TD, and PDP will pose a
threat for the four top squads as
another strong season of hockey
progresses
With the basketball season just
underway, Zete, AKS, and Beta
have inched ahead of the
remaining houses. Strong
showings from DS, TD, and AD,
however, s*ow th'at the
championship is far from sewn up
by any one team.
For the first time, the
independents have formed a hoop
squad of their own, and with
enough support from their
numbers on campus, may prove to
be a challenge to the longer
established teams. Other
contingents to be reckoned with
are from CP, Deke. and AR^J.
/
t Constantines^
212 Maine Street— Brunswick
Headquarters For KLH Components








Part one of the authorized
Hemingway biography
PIUS:
• For Local Control in the
Schools '
• What Went Wrong in Vietnam?
• Israel and the Arabs
for FULL-CIRCLE BANKING SERVICES...
from MAINE'S LARGEST NATIONAL BANK,
there are now 25 offices across the state
• *
from which to choose
Membr F.D.l.C.
MAINE NATIONAL RANK
FORMERLY fl«ST NATIONAL BANK Oil PORTLAND
L 2=C
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* Record At 6-4
FRIDAY. JANUARY 17. 1969 f
By CHRIS PIERCE ' ^
ORIENT SPORTS WRITER , *
The varsity basketball Bears captured their third consecutive victory Wednesday night with a convincing
102-84 victory over Colby's visiting mules. With a 64 record, the live-some will entertain two home games
this weekend.
Captain Bobo MacFarland once
again led his Bear squad with 33
points and a stellar floor game.
Chip Miller chipped in 16 points
and was strong off the boards.
Contributing strongly to the
team effort were two sophomores,
Steve Carey and John Walker.
Steve had 11 points and grabbed
some vital rebounds. In his limited
reserve role, Walker still managed
to tally ten points.
The Bears fell behind 1 5-9 early
in the game, but then
MacFarland's shooting began to
count and managed to pace the
Bear squad to a comfortable
57-44 lead by halftime. Doug
Reinhart, with his soft lofty jump
shots and Jay Dworkin with his
long bombs kept Colby in the
game for a while, but couldn't
keep up as the second half
progressed.
Friday night the Bears entertain
Trinity. High scoring Pete
Pantaloni is expected to keep the
Bear defense on guard. Norwich is
hosted Saturday in the second of















































BUCKET—BOUND Sophomore guard John McClellan (5) drives toward
the bucket in the last few minutes of Bowdoin's Maine State Series
basketball game against Colby Wednesday night. Watching is Chip
Dewar (10) of Bowdoin. Coach Ray Bicknell used reserves most of the
last 10 minutes as Bowdoin romped 102-84. (Orient Photo by Ralph
Pope).
Bear Runners Face Colby;
Look For First Victory
Coach Frank Sabasteansfci's trackmen bowed in a dual meet withheavily favored New Hampshire last Saturday in the UNH cagTouTtoinjuries and sickness to several consistent scorers, the thinclads were







Director of Athletics Daniel Stuckey was not very surprised whenintormed that there is presently circulating a petition calling for thehockey team to be allowed to participate in the ECAC Championship
Tournament this year if they are invited to do so. It seems that every
year since the rule of not allowing post-season competition went into
ettect there have been similar protests.
*u
Th
iV°UirCe ° f aSitation for tne nearly 500 petitioners originated fromthe 13 word statement found in Section III, Part B of the "Joint
Agreements on Athletic Policy and Practice", more commonly and
incorrectly, referred to as the "Pentagonal Agreement." In reality there
are tour participating schools, Amherst, Bowdoin', Williams, and
Wesleyan. The clause reads; "Post-season games shall not be allowed
including tournaments sponsored by the N.C.A.A. the agreement was
revised in December of 1962 and reviewed in February 1967 The lasttwo times the Bears' icemen may have warranted an 'invitation to a
post-season championship tournament would have been 1960-61 (16-51
or 1963-64 (14-8). (
DJ)
The argument behind the clause is based on an accepted fact of the
sma I college's coaching set up. Each coach is generally expected to
work with more than one sport, and frequently the seasons overlap
Thus, a coach who is training a team for the Christmas time
championship soccer tournament, for example, would not be able to
start working with his winter sports team until that time. This would be
nearly one month into the new season, the time vital to building a firm
foundation for competition. The athlete may be similiarly effected.
Hockey An Exception
In the case of the hockey tournament, there are circumstances to be
noted. The primary factor in favor of the tournament would be the
publicity and spirit elicited from participation in such a tournament
Secondly, as now planned, it would come sometime in early March
only two or three days after the last official competition. Next year'
the Penn game will be played after the tournament. The case certainly
has its merits, and should be given much consideration, and finally
approval.
There are obstructions to the approval of participation in such a
tournament. The foremost one is the college's membership in the
agreement which would not allow the college to blatantly violate the
terms of the policy. Despite rumors, there have not yet been any
violations by any of the other member schools. The section dealing
with recruiting is the one most often questioned, but nothing
substantial has yet been uncovered in the way of violations.
The best the petitioners can hope for is a change of opinion of the
collegy presidents and athletic directors at their next meeting on
I-ebruary 11-12 at Wesleyan. A compromise policy, one setting
guidelines for participation in post-season tournaments, should be
substituted for the present one. A strong show of student sentiment
through signed petitions will lay emphasis to the need for change and
Mr. btuckey will be carrying the petitions with him to Middletown next
month. /
The competing Bears were not
sitting idle, however, as they
pushed the UNH team to two
records and consistently good
times. An individual best effort
was recorded by Bowdoin senior
John Pierce as he placed second in
the long-jump with a leap of
21 '4%".
The Polar Bear trackmen
worked hard this week in
preparation for their meet
Saturday with Colby college in
the Bowdoin cage. Beginning at
1:00, the meet will be enhanced
by the return of injured
performers Bob Ledger and John
Asatrian. The running shape of
senior Dave Goodoff is still in
question.
Colby has always sported a solid
team and will be tough
competition for the win-hungry
Bears. The contingent is presently
sporting a 0-2 record having
recieved their first defeat from




This weekend, will find the varsity hockey team on the third of their
four long weekend trips. This time the opponents will be Vermont on
Friday evening and Middlebury on Saturday.
The Bears, who have usually done well when playing in Vermont, will
face some ' tough competition.
Vermont has recently been rising
in hockey potential and currently
they are just below the Bowdoin
squad in the ECAC Division II
standings' with a 4-3-0 record.
They have a fine sophomore
goaltender, Dave Reese, who is
the fourth leading goalie in the
division.
Middlebury has not had a highly
success season so far with a 2-7-0
record overall and a 0-2-0 record
in the division, but they have
consistently provided tough
competition for Bowdoin. With a
5-2-1 record in the division, the
Bears would be helped
tremendously with the addition of
two more victories, but they will
have to work to get them.
The second period of play
proved to be the fatal one
Wednesday night as the Bears
dropped a 7-3 decision to New
Hampshire. The UNH team is now
13-1, placing it the best rated
school in Eastern College Hockey
second only to Cornell.
The Wildcats opened the scoring
in the first period at 5:20. From
then on, the scoring alternated
with Martin landing both of the
Bears goals, each time on assists
from McGuirk and Petrie. After
fighting to a 2-2 score, the two
teams halted at the period's end.
Frigon led the UNH charge as
the Bears were blanked out the
second period. Bowdoin did get in
the last goal of the game, (Good),
but couldn't make up for the four
point difference at the end of the
middle period. "
Last weekend the Bears traveled
to Williams for a double-header.
Friday night action was in the
Williams wind tunnel where the
Bowdoin squad bunched two
goals together within a 45 second
period early in the second period
while the Ephs were unable to
score on several fast breaks. The
final results were a 3—1 Bear
victory.
Saturday night the two teams
traveled to the Rye, N.Y. arena
where the two battled to an 8—8
tie before a 1500 spectator crowd.
The game was to benefit a special
scholarship fund for both colleges
Sophomore Dick Foulkes tied the
score for Bowdoin with a litt
over a minute left in the
period. The ten minujxksuu




The varsity swimming team
travels to Williams this weekend
looking to even out their present
2-3 record. Leaving on their
fourth consecutive weekend trip,
the mermen have a good chance
for avenging their two most recent
defeats at the hands of U Conn,
67-28, and MIT, 50-45.
This year's seniors saw their last
meet against MIT without
stopping a three year winning
streak by the Engineers. Scoring
went back and forth between the
squads last Tuesday, with the first
four events being split between
the two teams. MIT took the
opening medlay relay and placed
one-two in the 200 freestyle.
Samp and Nevels came back for
the Bears in the 50 freestyle to
cop the first and second places,
^respectively. Ryan and Stuart
continued the Bowdoin sweep in
the 200 medlay.
The Bears were forced to give
up 8 points in the diving for lack
of an experienced diver. After
splitting the Butterly, they
managed a sweep in the 100 Free
with Samp and Barnes. MIT took
hold of the meet next, and after
sweeping the 200 Back and 500
Free, guaranteed themselves the
victory with 47 points. Their last
three points came in the 200
Breaststroke. The Bears took the
final relay, bringing the score to
50-45, a victory which could have
gone either way, dependant on
the second place (three points).
Last weekend the mermen
traveled to Storrs, Conn, to face a
powerful U. Conn squad. The
Bears gave up a 67-28 victory,
their sole first places coming from
Ken Ryan in the I.M. and Paul
MacArthur in the 200
Breaststroke.
When the Bears face the Ephs
Saturday, they will be swimming a
team which just edged out MIT in
the final relay for their victory.
The Williams squad has much
depth with 25 swimmers and
strength coming from a good
sophomore class. Commented
co-captains Rick Spencer and
Marc Williams, "They have some
fine swimmers, but so do we. If
can swim our races well and
Maliueri Travel
we
use our strength to our best
advantage, there is a good chance
we can pull off the meet."
Wrestlers travel to Brandeis
Saturday after losing to Lowell







Andover felt the wrath of a
virtual scoring machine as the
freshmen five trounced them,
92-63. Coach Coombs" had
obviously employed the right
offense as the cubs made a good
bid for that 100 point score.
The first two minutes saw ten
Bear points while Andover was
held to only two. Young and
Theroux monopolized the first
half scoring for Bowdoin, while
the second half was evened out
among the second squad.
In action Tuesday night, the
cubs brought their record to a
6—1 as they defeated Colby,
84-76. The frosh travel for a
rematch Saturday.
The robin celebrates her
birthday in mid-January. Happy








Despite the record breaking
performances of Pete Robinson
and "Bow" Quinn and seven first
places, the Polar Bear Cubs went
down to defeat by the MIT
freshmen, 49—46. The meet was
decided in the next to last event
as MIT swept the 200
Breaststroke.
The 400 Medley Relay team of
Wendler, Rice, Quinn, and
Whitford set the first record of
the day with a 4:10.2.
Pete Robinson added to his
collection of records so far this
season by setting new marks of
1:56.6 and 2:19.4 in the 200
Freestyle and 200 Backstroke
respectively. It was his first
attempt at the backstroke race.




This week the frosh skaters
continued a two game winning
streak by defeating a UNH squad,
9—1 in a ga me marked by
numerous skirmishes. When the
final period had been reached, so
had an agreement between the
refs and the coaches — each squad
finished wkh only four men on
the ice.
The Cubs first victory over
Andover in many years came as
they went on to a 6—3 victory.
Scoring four times in the opening
period, the Bowdoin effort was
marked by good team play.
Returning from vacation, the
team couldn't quite get moving as






By a vote of the Governing-Boards < acting /on a
recommendation of the faculty),
the lab-science requirement and'
the freshman math-science option
are suspended for the classes of
1973 and 1974. This means that
the lab science requirement, (i.e.,
that a student must take two
semesters of Biology, Chemistry,
Geology or Physics in order to
graduate) is suspended for two
years. In its place, a "terminal"
non-lab science course will be
offered. There is speculation that
there will be little support for
renewing the lab-science
requirement after the two-year
suspension period.
Group Working
, l l- - » a, <»
"No Action On Social RulesThe controversy over campus "social rules" 'rnnman'.v .u^uL, „ * ..... •*- *> *A.M.\^ kjhJS\ T^ Pu* ^ci (pri rily parietalhours wh,ch seems to be the only "burning issue" amoTK student bvdefault, continues to plod along merrily. ng dents y



















te) 7 seems to be domg anything. The other group - thestudent-faculty subcommittee of the Faculty Student Life Committee
at aTnltil.
****"* *"*^ faCU 'ty members
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f SOdal behavio >-^ couS pTs b
S
upolan he existing set of rules. But the Council didn't buy the
draft Ifll ^ki T°™ m? a fourman subcommittee was formed to
tuLjTf w°u e - M*™betS ° f the draftin6 committee are Prof. Sam




^"'"g committee hope to have a presentable code"











the FaCUUy Silent Life Committee
wamnTTor L i 'S chTfdu b y Dea" °f Students Jerry W. Brown, is
mee.nl ° ainKZ 1 V^ 1™°* Ce" ter "negotiations" beforeeti g aga . That means Dean Browns group may be forcedlnto aposition of deeding whether new Senior Center rules should apply tohe entire campus instead of recommending a new set of campuTwiderules
- which was the original purpose of the subcommittee
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College Seeks A New Contract




Four seniors have been chosen
to deliver the traditional student
Commencement addresses at the
College's 164th graduation
exercises June 14.
They are Timothy O. Devlin,
Dennis J. Hutchinson, Jonathan
D. Parsons, and Timothy A.
Sabin.
.
Bradley A. Bernstein was
selected as an alternate speaker.
Bowdoin is one of the few
colleges in the nation which do
not have outside speakers at
Commencement, and selection for
the Commencement Parts is a top
honor for seniors at Bowdoin.
Chosen by the Faculty
Committee on Student Awards,
the four seniors will compete for
Bowdoin's Goodwin
Commencement Prize of $200,
which is awarded to the author of
the best part; and for the Class of
1868 Prize of $100, which is given
for the second best part. The first
prize was originally established by
the Rev. Daniel Raynes Goodwin
D.D., of the Class of 1832.
All five seniors chosen by the
committee have been Dean's List
students and all have compiled
distinguished ungergraduate
records at Bowdoin.
Devlin, a member of Phi Beta
Kappa and Delta Sigma
Fraternity, is a graduate of
Pasadena High School and has
majored in Classics. He has been
awarded honorary James Bowdoin
Scholarships for his academic
achievements, and last summer he
received a Bowdoin Fathers
Association summer research
grant for work on the translation
of Euripides' "Bacchae".
Devlin has been manager of the
freshman swimming team, an
Educational Programming
Director o f the student radio
station, WBOR-FM, and
Editor-in-Chief of the College
literary magazine, "The Quill". He
has won the College's Poetry Prize
for the best poem written by an
undergraduate and the Academy
of American Poets Prize. He is
Corresponding Secretary of the
Bowdoin Newman Club and
(Please turn to page 3)
Roger Howell, Jr., President of
Bowdoin College, has announced
that Bowdoin plans to negotiate
with the Department of the Army
with the intention of ending the
current academic credit status of
its Reserve Officers Training
Corps.
In a statement which he read at
a meeting of the Bowdoin
Faculty, President Howell noted
that Bowdoin's Governing Boards
had requested him to begin
negotiations with the Army "with
the objective of eliminating from
the contract governing the ROTC
program at the College all such
provisions as are related to any
requirement that academic credit
be awarded for courses offered by
the Department of Military
Science."
"I intend to pursue these
negotiations immediately "
President Howell said, "both
individually on behalf of the
College and where possible in
conjunction with other colleges
and universities which have
expressed a similar concern."
—Jn his statement to the Faculty
Dr. Howell observed that the'
Faculty Committee on Military
Affairs "has historically been
concerned with overseeing the
impact of the ROTC program on
the College" and added:
"Last year that committee
recommended to the Faculty that
the status of the ROTC program
on the campus be continued lor
the present. At the same time
however, the committee
recommended that in future
negotiations of the contract with
the Department of the Army,
provisions relating to the granting
of academic credit for military
science courses be eliminated.
Both of these recommendations
were accepted by the Faculty and
referred to the Governing Boards.
"Taken together the two
recommendations reflected an
appreciation of the benefits, of the
Army" and the nation of the
ROTC program and a concern
about the academic content of
ROTC classes. Such a concern has
been growing among American
colleges and universities. Arneng
others, Dartmouth, Cornell and
Yale have raised this precise issue
of credit with the Department of
the Army.
It was "in this spirit," Dr.
Howell added, that Bowdoin's
Governing Boards asked him to
undertake negotiations with the
Army.
Last week the Harvard
University Faculty of Arts and
Sciences voted to end the present
academic credit status of
Harvard's ROTC and remove it











continuation of the College's
present ROTC program under a
new contract whereby "Bowdoin
would continue to provide all
physical and academic facilities
"but would give no academic
credit to students enrolled in the
program."
• f« November of 1967=
-the
Bowdoin, Student Council
adopted a resolution giving strong
support for the maintenance of
the ROTC program at Bowdoin
but urging that no academic credit
be given for ROTC courses.
In another policy matter, Pres
Howell issued a statement on the
official College posture on
Bowdoin's goal of having «5 black
students enrolled by 1970. See




Importance Of Being Earnest
Only a dozen College students
have made application so far to
the Ten-College Exchange
program for next" year. The
Program, which only became
operational within the last month,
allows Bowdoin students to
matriculate at any of nine other
Eastern colleges for one or two
semesters next year. The other
schools are Dartmouth, Amherst,
Williams,' Wesleyan, Smith, Vassar,
Mt. Holyoke, Connecticut College
Wilde Play To Be Presented Two Nights
By Chuck Farwell
Orient Literary Critic
Saturday and Supday evenings at 8:13, the
Masque and Gown, under the direction of' Tim
Sabin
'69, will present Oscar Wilde's "The
Importance of Being Earnest" in Pickard Theater
Wilde s comedy has long been recognized as one
or the funniest in the English language, while the
author's notorious wit has made it one of the most
often quoted. Unfortunately, the polish of Wilde's
language has often hidden the fact that "Earnest"
1 •l!hly str"ctured play composed of a genes of
skillfully crafted dramatic confrontations between
real people. It is within the tradition of the best
fcnghsh comedies. x
"Earnest" can be very successfully produced
even if performed as little more than another ofWilde s frequent epigrams, but Director Sabin has
applied the modern Stanislavsky technique of
acting to the play in order to prove that it contains
more than "merely a group of English aristocrats
a i.! * L
Ut childish|y slashing away at each oUier
Although undeniably comical, the characters must
truly be earnest in everything they do. Hopefully
the effect will be that the humor willvemerge from
the characters rather than being stamped on them
I he performance will be, in the words of the
director, "period, but not dated". Everything from
the scenery to the music to the attire of the ushers
is designed to make the audience believe that it is
entering one of the finer Victorian theaters inLondon, on the fashionable side of course
Playing the leading roles of Algernon and Jack
will be Sieve Thompson ami Charles Musco
respectively, both seniors there are four major
roles lor women, and they yt i I J be played by MrsCatherine Dagge^A Mrs. Chouteau Chapin'. MrsKuth Gibsoh.and Mm tlise Baretta Tim DevlinbJ completes the CA»t_ f/f major characters as Dr
C hausable
If the success of recent rehearsals can be anvindication, the Masque ,,„d Gown's "Theimportance of Being Earnest" will be at the very
least a pleasant exper.ence for both the performer's
and the audience Tickets f„r both performances
are still available at the Moulton Union
Information Desk.
and Wheaton.
The program, which is designed
primarily but not exclusively for
juniors, is the first step m what isdoped to be a series of
cooperative programs among the
ten prestigious schools
Bowdoin President Roger
Howell commented on the
program at a Forum program last
month.
President Howell cautionedBowdoin students that
"wanderlust in itself" should not
lead them to apply for
participation in the exchange.
The program must make
academic sense," he declared.
Dr. Howell suggested that
students make a careful study of
the academic offerings of alf ten
colleges involved. Courses
available at other colleges might
enable a student to "fill in" on his
area of specialization, do certain
types of work nof currently
available at his own institution, or
conduct research under the
guidance of an expert on the
faculty of another college,
President Howell explained.
He said most of the ten
Participating colleges appear to
prefer that a student apply for an
exchange program involving a full
academic year rather than a single
•semester and most of the colleges
believe the junior year to be
•'specially appropriate
So far, approximately 5fj
Bowdoin students have inquired
about the program, but only a
dozen have filed formal
implications. Deadline for filing is
eh I 9 next Wednesday.




Four finalists have been selected
for the annual Bradbury Prize
'Debate at Bowdoin College.
The finalists, chosen in
preliminary • competition, are
Bruce E. Cain '70, Jeff D.
Emerson 70, Gordon F. Grimes
'71, and Clark T. Irwin, Jr. '70.
The finals of the Bradbury
Debate will be held Feb. 20 at
8:15 p.m. in Smith Auditorium,
Sills Hall, on the Bowdoin
KENNEBEC
FRUIT
A Tool of Pleasure
— A Good Pipe
campus. Cain and Emerson have
been assigned the affirmative,
with Grimes and Irwin taking the
negative, of the debate topic —
"Resolved, that executive control
of United States foreign policy
should be substantially curtailed."
The winning team will share a
first prize of $ 1 20 and the second
place team will divide $60. The
prizes come from the annual
income of a fund established by
the Honorable James Ware
Bradbury, LL.D., of Bowdoin's
Class of 1825.
The annual Bradbury Debate is
open to members of Bowdoin's
three upper classes.
107 Eating At M-Unioh; V
acitf Set Al Near 300
NEW CHAIRMAN - Prof.
Daniel Levine succeeds Prof.
Roger Howell, Jr., as Chairman
of the Department of History.
In spite of the fact that 107
students are now taking their
meals at the Moulton Union, there
4s no problem in feeding them nor
will there be for some time.
Approximately 270 rieople eat
lunch aUhe Union each day, and
there have been as many as 360
people served in an hour and a
half on occasion. With a few
changes to speed up service the
Union could feed 300 students
without much problem. Of course
dining would be less liesurely and
faculty and outside luncheon
parties would have to be
eliminated, but there would be no
need to assign students to
staggered lunch periods, for the
KING'S BARBER SHOP
212 MAINE STREET - BRUNSWICK
Roffler Sculpture-Kut
Men's Razor Cut & Hair Styling
'Winters' Festivities Begin
PARKVIEWCLEANERS
212 MAINE STREET >
"Oft the Hill"
WASH & DRY & 24 HOUR SHIRT SERVICE
FREE ALTERATIONS
The College's annual Winter
House Party Weekend, which
begins today, * will feature a
concert by "Blood, Sweat &
Tears", a snow sculpture contest,
selection of a House Party Queen,
seven athletic events, two
performances of a dramatic
production, fraternity house
parties, and a Sunday afternoon
chamber music concert.
The traditional Winter Weekend
for fun and frolic at Bowdoin will
start Friday at 3:30 D.m. when a
We Have a Good Selection
of Bowdoin Items
MOULTON UNION BOOKSTORE
Fresh Coffee & Spudnute
Makes
Any Time Spudnut Time
THE SPUDNUT SHOP
212 Maine St., Brunswick
panel of judges will select the best
snow sculptures constructed by
fraternity craftsmen. This year's
sculpture theme is
"Co -education"., reflecting
student interest in Bowdoin's
participation in a ten-college
exchange program involving five
women's colleges starting next
fall.
"Blood, Sweat & Tears," a
popular recording group, will
present a concert in the New
Gymnasium at 8:30 p.m. Friday.
Tickets will be $3 per person at
the door, or $2.50 per person if
purchased in advance at the
Moulton Union Information Desk.
During the concert intermission,
the Bowdoin Winter House Party
Queen will be crowned. She will
have been selected from among 1
4
queens chosen earlier by each of
the College's 12 fraternities,
residents, of the Senior Center,
and the Independents. The
judging will take place in the
Moulton Union Main Lounge at




Color Processing by Kodak
Polaroid Cameras and Films
Hallmark Cards - Stationery
for FULL-CIRCLE BANKING SERVICES...
from MAINE'S LARGEST NATIONAL BANK...
there are now 25 offices across the state
from -which to choose
FO.t.C
MAINE NATIONAL BANK
rORMEftlY MftST NATIONAL BANK at PORTLAND
system would regulate itself"after
a while.
One problem that is foreseeable
would result from the collapse of
several fraternities. The central
dining service would have to
assume responsibility for running
the kitchens, and this would make
the entire operation less
economical.
One official connected with the
central dining service thought the
best plan would be for a system
much like Amherst's scheme, with
a dining complex of three dining
rooms and a central kitchen. This
complex would make the central
warehouse, which is becoming
obsolete anyway, unnecessary.
The central dining complex would
be far more economical than arny
other system because it would
eliminate duplication of personnel
and equipment. But it would also
guarantee that every student
received balanced meals, in
addition to making a greater
variety of foods possible. There is
some suspicion at the central
dining service that some
fraternities may not be serving
balanced meals in order to cut
costs or have more money for
parties.
An earlier attempt to plan a
standard menu for all the houses
was indignantly rejected by the
cooks and stewards.
A standard menu, in addition to
insuring good meals, would have
enabled the central dining service
to buy food more easily and to
take advantage of fluctuating
market prices. One problem is
that the college has made no
attempt to plan a rational dining
system, but prefers to let things
take their course. Thus, it is not
considering the difficulties -that
would result to the present dining
system if the fraternities are
allowed to collapse one by one.
Freshman Wins
Two freshmen have won the
Hiland Lockwood Fairbanks Prize
Speaking Contest for students in
Bowdoin's Oral Communication
Course
First price of $67 was awarded
to Blair C. Fensterstock.
Winning the $33 second prize
was John L. Myers.
The six finalists presented
original speeches. The prizes came
from the annual income of a fund
established in 1909 by Captain
Henry Nathaniel- Fairbanks of
Bangor, Maine, in memory of his
son, Hiland Lockwood Fairbanks
of Bowdoin's Class of 1895.
FREE PLAIN PIZZAS
Jerry Brown, Bruce Levine,
Ken Kornetsky
Feb. 14 - 20
ENJOY OUR
FROSTOP ROOT BEER
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: Student Council Meeting
**±i Jft.
A Time For Inaction
(ED. NOTE - This week one
fraternity house has proposed that
the Student Council voluntarily
abolish itself (see Letters to the
Editor). How much does the
Student Council really







(Continued from page 1)
member of the College's dramatic
organization, Masque and Gown.
Hutchinson, who is a transfer
student from University of
Colorado, is Editor-in-Chief of
Bowdoin's weekly student
newspaper, "The Orient". A
graduate of Fairview High School,
he has majored in Government at
Bowdoin.
Hutchinson has been designated
,
a James Bowdoin Scholar for his
academic achievement, is a
Senior Center representative on
the Bowdoin Student Council and
is a member of the Student
Judiciary Board. A former
member of the sports staff. of the
Boulder (Colo.) Camera, he was
an infielder on Bowdoin's 1968
baseball team.
Parsons, a former secretary of
the Bowdoiri Chapter of Chi Psi
Fraternity, is a graduate of
Gloucester High School, and has
majored in Philosophy at
Bowdoin. He has been a finalist in
the Alexander Prize Speaking
Contest and has won the Hiland
Lockwood Fairbanks Prize
Speaking Contest.
Parsons "has been a member of
the Bowdoin debating team,
Chairman of Young Americans For
Freedom, and Executive
Committee Member-at-Large of
the Young Republicans. He is also
a member of the Executive
Committee of the Bowdoin
Chapel-Forum Committee, and
has been designated a James
Bowdoin Scholar for his academic
accomplishments.
Sabin, a graduate of Cape
Elizabeth (Maine) High School,
has majored in Latin at Bowdoin.
He is a member of Phi Delta Psi
Fraternity and has been awarded
honorary James Bowdoin
Scholarships for his academic
achievements.
Sabin has been a director of
numerous productions by the
College's dramatic organization,
Masque and Gown, and was
selected "Best Director" last year.
He has also acted in several
Bowdoin plays and will direct a
forthcoming Bowdoin production




At the beginning of this new
semester, it is indeed comforting
to view the serenity with which
Bowdoin's Student Council treads
the ways of power. Monday night,
the Council grappled with campus
issues ./with a restraint bordering
on the lethargic. The dispatch
witrf which the session was
conducted finally moved this
reporter to wonder if there were
some attraction on campus which
demanded the prompt attendance
of the Council as a whole. My
curiosity on this matter went
unsatisfied, however;
close-mouthed lot that they are,
the Council men maintained an
enthusiastic silence upon
adjournment.
Considering the length of the
meeting, the Council is to be
highly commended for
accomplishing what it did.
President Ben Pratt opened the
meeting by asking that all
committee work be completed as
soon as possible, since only five
weeks remain in the current
session. Progressing at break neck
speed, the Council then
unanimously contrived the
appointment of Peter Mulcahy '71
as* Chairman of next year's
Orientation Committee. The
single committee report was
offered by Chairman John Cole of
the Student Life Committee, on
the subject of Bowdoin's Career
Conference. The attempt to revive
that event, the cancellation of
which triggered a camp us-wide
wave of -apathy earlier this year,
will center on three proposals.
The first is that the Conference be
scheduled in the fall, before
November 1; the second, that it
include interviews for job-hunting
seniors; and third, that men be1
invited who are in a position to
interview and offer summer jobs
SENIORS
Teaching opportunities for
beginners in private inde-
pendent schools. Educa-
tion courses not prerequi-
site.
SCHOOL SERVICE BUREAU
Post Office Box 278K
Windsor, Connecticut
Constantines'
2 1 2 Maine Street — Brunswick
Headquarters For KLH Components
CHUCK
WAGON
Use Our Banquet and Party Rooms RTE. 24 AT COOK'S CORNER,




to interested students. Under the
category of old business, a blood
drive was proposed and approved
for discussion within the
individual fraternities. In a brief
but heated discussion, one
representative was moved to state
his conviction that this proposal
was a "real good idea." The
category of "new business"
provoked the first evidence of
consciousness in most of the
council-men. Bruce Bragdon '70
of Beta Theta Pi introduced a
resolution passed unanimously by
his house. The proposal centered
on three points: first, that the
present Council voluntarily
disband; second, that a new
representative body be elected at




committees and at all facul%
meetings; and third, that this
body meet periodically as a
whole. The sharpest discussion of
Bragdon's proposal centered on
whether it was most correctly
debated as a motion, a resolution,
or a recommendation. Upon. the
statement of President Ben Pratt
that substantially the same points
were under discussion in
committee, Bragdon simply
withdrew, which pleased
everyone. Secretary Bill Babcock
then commented briefly on the
flagging attendance records of
several Council member*, but all
of the twenty-one members
present appeared to consider the
matter understandable. The
subsequent announcement of
adjournment was greeted with an
almost audible sigh of relief.
POST-SPEECH INTERVIEW -• I)r. Frank Walls of the University of
London chats with interrogators at a reception following his speech
^last week in the Senior Center on "The Role of Higher Education."
Dr. Walls declared that "extending the mind's powers" should be the











"BRITISH WORKERS put up with
ridiculously low wages and the
benefits of the welfare state,
such as subsidized excellent
housing, medical care, subsidies
lor children and the like. Put
up is not the word : they are
content. The telly and more
and more small, cars is all they
want from life, provided they
don't have to work too hard.
It really is re- for a free copy of
markable how | Wm. F. Buckley's
NATIONAL Rt-
VIEW, write: Depl.
working. | c 150 E 35 Street,
N. Y. 10016.
* a*. .:*:**:*:*:*#:**#:*#*:*:*:#»i*:*:*:**i*:#:»:*;'k *.*:*:
COLLEGE
Proucllx Prcsmi.s
The Janis Joplin Showr
w
JANIS JOPLIN
(formerly of Big Brother and The,Holding Company)
FRIDAY, FEB. 21-8 P.M. - WATERVILLE ARMORY
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An End To ROTC Credit
It is often easy to be critical of the Administration and the Governing
Boards of the College. They act too slowly, they act too
bureaucratically, and so on . . . But we are pleased to note that the
Governing Boards have acted expeditiously in authorizing the President
of the College to renegotiate Bowdoin's contract with the Department
of the Army with the objective of eliminating all academic credit for
ROTC courses.
We believe that the nature of ROTC courses, i.e. training and
indoctrination in preparation for specific duties in the Army, is not
consonant with the concept of a liberal arts education that is embraced
by the College. Although the study of military tactics certainly qualifies
as some sort of an academic pursuit, the spirit and context within
which the study is undertaken certainly does not.
We do not believe, with some, that ROTC should be thrown off
campus altogether. By providing ROTC courses for those who desire
them, the College performs a valuable service to its students who wish
to fulfill their military obligation in some sort of an officer's program.
Why Not Change Dates?
And speaking of the Governing Boards . . . Wouldn't it be a good idea
if the Governing Boards (i.e. the Board of- Overseers and the Board of
Trustees) meet while classes are in session and students are on campus,
instead of during semester break, and during commencement week. It
seems that meeting while classes are in session would provide benefits
to both student and Board-member: students would have a chance to
get' acquainted with the men who are the ultimate governors of the
College and members of the Governing Boards would have a chance to
sample student opinion on issues and problems confronting the College.
It would be an educational experience for both sides.
An End To Science
The Governing Boards (following the wishes of the Faculty, which
followed the thoughts of the Committee on Educational Policy) has
taken a positive step in approving the suspension of the laboratory
science requirement. By providing a non-lab science course for
non-science orienated students, the College will be taking a much more
realistic approach to the teaching of the scientific method and the
scientific approach
. . . much more realistic than requiring merely
perfunctory proficiency in the lab.
. And Social Rules?
Meanwhile, back at the "social rules" controversy
. .
.
Remember that faculty-student subcommittee of the Faculty Student
Life Committee? Yes, that's the one - it was going to act "as quickly
and as thoroughly" as possible to effect a modification of the social
rules by the Winters Houseparty Weekend. t
Well, the committee hasn't come up with anything yet - but, it
probably was a bit unreasonable to think that the subcommittee would
be able to do so within the time limit it optimistically set for itself.
But there is a legitimate objection: the subcommittee hasn't met
since before exams. What gives?
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Not 'Remarkable 5
To the Editor: ; . —
I'm pleased the ORIENT
decided' news about the next
freshman- class deserved pole
position in the last issue. Your
article was accurate in saying that
all current indications point to a
fine Class of 73. I do think,
however, that the headline
adjective "Remarkable" stretches
things a bit. The class will be very
good, probably not remarkable.
Bowdoin sells easily — and as
we sell the College more
ambitiously, the quantity and
quality of the applicant pool is
bound to improve. I'm "grateful
for the assistance of an
imaginative and hard-working
staff, an inquiring faculty, a loyal
alumni body, and energetic
undergraduates, all of whom have
proved ready to help. The
dramatic increase in Bowdoin's
Early Decision and regular
applications this year is indeed
heartening, and hopefully a
preview of even better things to
come.
But I must admit my own
queasiness at the moment
regarding important elements of
our Bowdoin sales-pitch which
helped attract a fine applicant
pool. In short, will our advertised
forecast of things-to-come prove
true by the time the Class of '73
arrives in September? The Ten
College Exchange appears to be
reality now, and that is welcome
news, because the prospect of this
exchange was most appealing to
potential candidates. But are
several of our other selling points,
mentioned honestly and earnestly,
going to materialize in time to
benefit a lively new class?
Late last spring, Bowdoin's
administrators quite publicly
stated the "not unreasonable"
goal of having 85 Blacks on
campus by 1970. We in
Admissions have given this goal
priority in our recruiting time and
budget, and have been pleased to
have this goal interpreted by both
schools and candidates as a
symbol of a progressive, "new"
Bowdoin. The response from the
Blacks themselves has been
encouraging, and we're delighted
with the group of Black
applicants. Question: will the
College have the resources by
April to hand out scholarships
necessary to reach this goal
without displacing other
important elements of the class?
Time is very short.
What about a more relevant and
colorful curriculum for Bowdoin
freshmen? We in Admissions have
been mentioning, from city to
city, the prospect of exciting
changes in our curricular patterns.
How long must these changes
remain on the faculty drawing
boards? Secondary school seniors
who are accustomed to
independent study and creative
seminars are justified in expecting
great things from the freshman
year of a great college. Many of
these fellows will be matriculating
here. Will our Freshman Year
carry them forward, not prove
repetitious to ground already
covered, and build on their initial
enthusiasm?
Bowdoin is finding an
expanded, eager, able audience.
Bowdoin deserves that kind of
audience. Some will soon be
members of the College













"You've made the Deans' List and you've
got 24 hours before he comes looking for you."
Letters to the Editor
Abolish Student Council
The members of BeH Theta Pi voted unanimously to support the
abolishment of the Student Council in favor of ample student
representation on faculty committees relevant to student affairs, and in
favor of ample student representation at faculty meetings. *
The Beta House feels that the Student Council has been inefficient
and cumbersome. The interests of the students could be better served if
they had more of a direct say in the workings of the college. Student
representation on faculty committees and in faculty meetings would
decrease the inefficiency of the college and increase student interest
and power. f
The Brothers of Beta Theta Pi
Better Counseling Is Needed
To The Editor:
I am a member of the class of '69. This year I have increasingly
realized the lack of any professional guidance or vocational counseling
for Bowdoin students. I admit that a liberal education is meant to
broaden you, not necessarily to get you a job. But there must be some
balance or purpose.
Let me describe our common situation. In our Freshman year, we
often feel especially strong about the broadening orientation of our
education unfortunately ignoring the vocational orientation. When we
approach Senior year, we become involved in finding some work in
which we feel ourselves to be happy and worthwhile. By this time,
hasty and irrational choices made Freshman year in our curriculum, and
made Sophomore year in our Major study have already limited our
career options An example is the undecided humanities student whohas finally made up his mind in his Senior year that he wants to be a
tS° u*i • j n0t eVen token the minimum pre-med courses.Thoughtlessly and uncounted, he closed his options in his Freshman
and Sophomore years. Many undecided students will have trouble
finding available vocational information. The Placement Bureau,
k>cated next to the Chapel, is not very actively involved with the Senior
uass. 1, as a typical confused Senior, have seen the notice of company
interviews taking place in the months ahead. That is the only evidence






ake peater effort to follow up my vocationalinterests. However, first I have to determine my vocational interests.
l»?Ji TT PUreau' Jhal' in my Senior experience, made only the
SEE eJf0rtS described above. I have no idea of the number andvariety of possible programs in the United States which may apply to
ZJLwvFBdUa??g Se ui0r - This is Part,V my fault, but some
me fori life
institution that is supposedly preparing
FrliSf-n*?
mJL Compulain1 ,f and criticisms. It seems that in the
d^uZn yff» /here should be some good professional guidance andSf ?S aptitudes, one's wants and needs, and one's
IZ r!J£, W°rk; ^ Sh°U,d be f0,,0wed "P at lea<* twice in each
"Z hLSUT,t° 'fveu Pt«°ns open. Curriculum choices should to
Facultv Lvil ? » °T discussions . a* ^ould the Major choice.
o^Si„„.7S™ . B°Wtd0,n Cannot keeP "P ™th the country's2» oral dwlopnenti. Their function can and should be a
£rSS™ ZT^' ™ti educational one. The same is even more true of
school? ThJ a' •
W,th hC excePtion of his respective field graduate
manv casS par °r ?lat,onshiPs themselves need revilatlization inSS^JSSLS^-6- are he,pful ' but they have °» l> been
JduaSruL10 yu°Ur attention with the hope that the coming
tnan Tr! haTlt Z IT 5°™ in,onned °r P'ofe^°nal counseling
manv oSer re'JLf T "f*^ V°id at a co,,e*e that * "cellent iny the espects. It only increases our separation from the outside
John F. Pritchard, '69
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Blackbmn, Gordon* V&tfv&m <»
tudents To Leave
For 'New Left' Study
lihe
Porphyry Font
By 0. M. Acanthus
By BRUCE GRIFFIN
(For The Orient)
Two sophomores are spending this semester in a
nation-wide study of the New Left. Stewart
Blackburn and David Gordon, both charter
members of SDS at Bowdoin, will spend most of
their time touring the country and meeting
individuals involved in the New Left movement
and related activist causes.
The project is a combined independent study in
the History and Government departments, with
two credits earned in each field if the results of
their study are approved. Official advisor to the
twosome in this project is Professor John
Rensenbrink of the Government Department.
History Professor Daniel Levine is their second
faculty counselor.
The College is providing no financial assistance,
although Blackburn and Gordon are paying no
room and board fees because they aren't living on
campus for the semester. They are spending the
month of February at Bowdoin reading material
on the New and Old Left, socialism, and
pre-revolutionary situations. After this preliminary
study they plan to leave for nine or ten weeks,
returning for the last week of April. After this
they hope to leave Brunswick again to gain further
material, arriving back at Bowdoin for the last two
weeks of the semester. Blackburn indicated that
most of the work in arranging their findings and
putting them on paper will be done this summer.
The pair hope that the results may eventually be
published in book form.
This is the first time that such an off-campus
study for credit has been attempted at Bowdoin
by undergraduates. Gordon and Blackburn felt
that there was no comprehensive study of the
contemporary "Student Left," and decided that
they might be able to contribute to the
understanding of the phenomenon and its meaning
in American society. Said Blackburn : "I hope that
the book can explain to those people who aren't
willing to go and find out for themselves what the
New Left is and what it's about."
Professor Levine thinks that the
Gordon-Blackburn project may very well set a
precedent at Bowdoin. "I think Bowdoin is behind
many institutions in this kind of thing. We'll be
moving into more and more in the future," he
said. "The idea that an A.B. consists of eight
semesters in Brunswick is going to be loosened
up."
The two sophomores hope to visit all the major
cities involved in the New Left movement,
including San Diego, Berkeley, San Francisco, New
York, Boston, and Washington. They want to tour
the South, "because the New Left grew out of the
civil rights movement." They will visit Chicago,
and probably nearby Ann Arbor, where SDS was
born. Also included will be as many midweslern
universities as possible. Even states not usually
associated with radical activity are on their
itinerary: "Iowa has been doing some fantastic
things," says Blackburn.
While travelling, Gordon and Blackburn will try
to talk to as many big names in the New Left as
they can. Blackburn mentioned Tom Hayden,
Herbert Marcuse, Mario Savio, Mark Rudd, Clark
Kerr, and S.I. Hayakawa as starters, adding, "If we
get a third of them, we're doing well."
The primary educational results will naturally be
aimed at Blackburn and Gordon themselves. Asked
if their project would affect the operation and
goals of SDS at Bowdoin, Blackburn allowed that
"the biggest difference will be in that Dave and I
know." He saw this as having an effect on their
role in SDS affairs, however: "You can't have any
movement until you have leaders who can answer
the questions,"
Still, the pair hope that their study qpn have a
wider audience, "I've heard that there's a publisher
who is already interested," said Professor Levine.
He emphasized, however, that "Any talk of
publishing anything is very premature."
One member of the Government department is
not as enthusiastic as Levine. "I think the whole
project will be a bomb," the Government
professor said. "It smacks of superficial journalism
more than scholarly investigation."
ifiA^m^m^mmmv^v.
Iphigenia sal at her clavichord, playing out of her favorite volume,
"The First Five bVs Of The World's Most Impressive Music". Her
fingers, although weighted down with heavy jewel rings, rolled
imperiously over the keyboard as inexorably as the surf pounds the
sandy shore. The antique instrument responded by issuing a variety of
warped but not unpleasant tonalities. Suddenly Iphigenia brought her
fist down hard upon the keyboard, and under the impact the lid of the
instrument, with its scene of maidens wrought in marquetry, collapsed
with a crash.
"I don't recall a cadenza luriosa in that particular piece," I observed,
looking up from my reading, "The Peregrinations of Caroline
Lavendish."
"
"That was no cadenza, I assure you." Iphigenia turned to me. "I
merely wished to express my utter disgust at the notion of confinement
in a monastery."
"I don't see why that should affect you. I don't think you are quite
qualified for the monastic exisleifce. I judge so from the cut of your
dress."
"You mistake me," she replied in a manner that suggested that I was
indeed mistaken. "What I had in mind was-this: in the year 734, a
Spanish wheel-wright, after rearranging a lew consonants in his name to
read Supicianus, petitioned lor admit lance to a prosperous and
fashionable monastery. He was promptly accepted, on the groundsihat
he had seen (as he claimed) a vision in his garden. Supicianus spent the
remainder ol his days illuminating the dark corners of manuscripts
mostly pharmaceutical treatises of Lydian origin."
Jessup'slecture f)n University
Proves Thought-Provoking
"How noble ol Supicianus to devote himself
-to such a thankless
task!" I remarked.
"Not really, if m y worst susp icious prove i:ormi;i " JphtgpnJH
By DENNIS PERKINS
For the Orient
Last Sunday evening Mr. Frank W. Jessup,
visiting educator and historian from England, gave
a lecture entitled "The Social Function of the
University". Mr. Jessup focused his discussion on
the social obUgations of the university as
institution. The main points of the lecture may be
summarized as follows: 1) It is the responsibility
of the university to conserve and increase
knowledge, to act as a "trusteeship for those who
are absent", and 2) It is the responsibility of the
university to educate those members of its
community who will need specialized knowledge.
Mr. Jessup made the ponderous observation that
there is, however, a difference between specialized
knowledge and "training", and 3) And it is the
responsibility of the university to educate the
adult public — insofar as it wishes to be educated:
From this third function Mr. Jessup went on to
examine the issue of his lecture: political
involvement by the university is a drastic
misappropriation of social duty.
Mr. Jessup feared the university's political
intrusion for two reasons. First, he averred that
such intrusion led to a lowering of esteem for
existent policital machinery — which lowering of
esteem might lead to totalitarianism, and then to .
. . Secondly, and more soundly, Mr. Jessup
pointed out that the university was not capable of
displacing the political institution. The wisdom of
politics is vastly different from the wisdom of
education. Whereas politics depends upon short
term considerations for»efficacy, education must,
by its nature and commitment, seek the "broader
view" and acknowledge "the eternally open
questions". Despite his fears, Mr. Jessup admitted
that the university must be a "good neighbor" —
one should not build his gymnasium in somebody
else's playground. This does not mean, according
to Mr. Jessup, that the university should go out of
its neighborhood to be good — that is political
intrusion. Anyway, whether one wants to dispute
the lecturer's padshional geography is somewhat
beside the point, there is a distinction somewhere
between good-neighbor policy and political
activism.
The question period allowed the thinking on
either side of the lecture to become somewhat
clouded. There were observations by both students
and professors that no university could turn its
back on the problems of the day, and still call
itself humanitarian. As one professor put it, if the
university is to really be a "trusteeship for those
who are absent" because they have not yet been
born, how can the university help but become
involved in the formation of politics which will
primely affect our heirs: With not a small amount
of inscrutability, Mr. Jessup agreed with each
humanitarian proposal, and then reaffirmed his
previous position. This left most of the audience
dumb and irritated.
Let me briefly offer a paradox as a solution.
Mr. Jessup was speaking expressly as
academician, of the university as institute. His
remarks had nothing to do, for a major part, with
the university as people. Clearly, because a
university is both, at the same time both general
and specific, both universal and individual,
situations will arise where the definition of one is
misunderstood as the qualification of the other.
This was the case Sunday evening. People of the
College felt that Mr. Jessup was denying them
their privileges of participation, while he was
actually only affirming the status of the idea of
education, whether at Bowdoin or Berkeley. I
don't think, however, that even Mr. Jessup was
aware of this obvious fact. As institute, the
university is a policy of learning that is usually
composed of such sententious rubrics as Mr.
Jessup offered up before his audience —
sententious but true. As individuals, the university
is to a great extent political, participating in such
short term, active programs as are the concern of
citizens. The institute should affect the individuals
only insofar as they are in the academic domain.
Granted, the common area between the two is
ever-cb aging, with the implementation of the
academic philosophy constantly being called to
account, e.g. Afro-American Institutes. Yet most
universities seem suited to such change and
self-reflection, so that they can meet new
"academic" demands.
All in all the Jessup lecture was irritating and
obvious. The obvious should from time to time be
represented, of course, but it is irritating when the
obvious becomes obfuscated to the point that
people begin to file under false banners. But, Mr.
Jessup, irritation is invigoration and for that we
thank you.
relumed, creasing her brow just enough to provoke my concern. She
withdrew a volume from the shelf of a mahogany secretaire and opened
it with some ceremony. "Consider, if you will, Supicianus's description
of that particular vision which seemed to recommend him so highly to
the company of his brethren. I myself am entirely unconvinced of the
authenticity of that vision."
"Really, do you think it is proper to pry into the private life of a
monk?" I dropped a crust of bread into a fish-bowl that stood near me
on a marble stand. I noticed that a large claw reached out of the murky
depths and grabbed the morsel and disappeared. V
"I am not prying by any means," she said. "This man's biographical
data arc open to intelligent inquiry by those who deem it necessary to
separate truth from fiction."
"A perfect definition of 'prying'!"
"Listen carefully, if you will, to the particulars of that vision, as he
colors "it, and you will agree with me in dismissing it as merely an
ulcerated perception of reality. However, let me read a portion of that
description; I shall translate freely from Italic-Iberian argot in which
Suspicianus composed his more intimate memoirs."
Iphigenia sat down in a large chair, opened her book, andjbegan
reading. "'Today I had a vision of an unusual nature. 1 was seated in an
open space behind my workshop, hard at work on a wheel for the
Governor's chariot, when an uncomfortable stillness came over my
surroundings. The sky darkened and a mist descended that altered the
appearance of every thing around me. The most ordinary object took on
a new significance under the healthful influence of this mist. 1 myself
felt curiously invigorated and applied myself with renewed eagerness to
my task before me. But this reaction on my part was obviously not the
intention of this Vision. The Divinity seemed annoyed that I should
utilize this proffered spirituality for my own material benefit, and, to
display His omniscient impatience, He sent the wheel spinning from my
grasp. In utter astonishment 1 watched the wheel, still lacking a lew
spokes, as it rolled precariously around the courtyard. The wheel found
its way through to the front of the shop and careened out into the
street, where it was lost immediately in the crowds. My attention to the
fate of my wheel wa.. supplanted by the appearance of a great whirling
vortex of owls, angels, and butter-flies that ascended to some heavenly
destination. I thereupon decided to give up all my worldly pursuits and
subject my flesh to a variety o( mortifications for the lmpTovemens ol
my spirit. The next day I was accepted into a monastery.'"
-r.
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Circular File • ?
an, LaCasce
Earn Promotions
Associate Professors Elroy 0. LaCasce, Jr., of the Department of
Physics and William D. Shipman of the Department of Economics have
been promoted to the rank of full Professor. The appointments are
effective next July 1. %
A native of Fryeburg, Maine, Professor LaCasce is spending the
current academic year on sabbatic leave as a staff member of the
Department of Geophysics at the Woods Hole (Mass.) Oceanographic
Institution. A cum laude member,of Bowdoin's Class of 1944, he holds
an A.M. degree from Harvard and was awarded his Ph.D. at Brown
University.
Professor LaCasce was an Instructor at Bowdoin from 1947 to 1949
and again in the spring semester of 1951. From 1951 to 1954 h^was^'
Research Assistant at Brown and in 1954 he rejoined BowdotnV-
faculty. He was promoted to Assistant Professor in 1956 and to
Associate Professor in 1963.
Professor Shipman, a native of Glen Ellyn, III., has been Chairman of
the Economics Department since 1967, He joined the Bowdoin faculty
as an Instructor in 1 957, was made an Assistant Professor in 1 959, and
was promoted to Associate Professor in 1964. Professor Shipman holds
an A.B. from the University of Washington, an A.M. from the
University of California at Berkeley, and his Ph.D. from Columbia
"""S FOX WINS PH. |)
Douglas M. Fox, Assistant Professor of Government at Bowdoin, has
been awarded his Ph.D. degree by Columbia University.
Professor Fox's thesis topic was "Power Structure in Two Suburban
Communities: Montville and Waterford, Connecticut." He is currently
preparing further information, "not included in the doctoral thesis, for
future publication.
A native of Waterford, Professor Fox received his A.B. degree at Yale.
KEEFE NAMED CO-EDITOR
Francis J. Keefe, Jr. has been named a co-editor of "The Bowdoin
Thymes", a daily calendar of events published at the College.
The other co-editor is Paul A. Batista '70 who assumed his position
last fall.
"BRING YOUR pWN BARRICADES" - That's the tongue-in-cheek advice which Mayor John Lindsey
(left) of New York City offers President Roger Howell of Bowdoin. Lindsey and Howell shared the same
podium last month in a New York City dinner celebrating the 100th anniversary of the Bowdoin Club of
New York. Referring to recent unrest on many campuses, the Mayor said college presidents must learn to
"roll with the punches" and establish new connections with young people. (Photo Courtesy of the College
Newsservice)
Declares Pres. Howell




On 'Disadvantaged 5 |
Statement on Bowdoin's Responsibilities to the Disadvantaged
(Read to the Faculty on 10 February 1969)
Bowdoin College has a long history of concern for the disadvantaged. The
recitation of past history has newer been, however, an adequate response to the
problems of today and tomorrow. The College is conscious of the problems and
conflicts in our society. As a leading educational institution in that society, it is
attempting to make an honest and sincere effort to help with the solutions. In the
sad and tragic days of last spring, the College indicated its concern with helping.
The following resolution passed by the Governing Boards at the mid-winter
meeting reaffirms the College's concerns and aspirations.
RESOLVED: That with respect to the role of Bowdoin College in meeting the
educational needs of the disadvantaged black population, it is the intent of the
Governing Boards that the College shall make an honest and sincere effort to
increase the enrollment of qualified black students at the College to a
reasonably representative number. This is to be accomplished within a period
consistent with the realities of identifying and attracting such black students
to the College as can derive significant benefits for themselves and contribute
to the educational processes of the College. This purpose must also be
•accomplished within the limitations of current and projected financial
resources. It is the feeling of the Governing Boards that the guidelines which
have been suggested through the Office of the President of the College can be
accepted as a goal toward which to work in implementing the spirit of this
resolution. Further, it is an explicit intent of this resolution to restate that
Bowdoin's admission program shall in no way involve the application of the
concept of a fixed quota with respect to any applicant or applicants for
admission.
For my part, I shall do my best to implement the spirit of the resolution and to
work towards the goals and targets we have set. I can promise sincere effort;
whether that effort is crowned with success will depend on the hard work, the
open cooperation, and the compassionate understanding of every member of the
College community.
Roger Howell, Jr.
(ED. NOTE - One of the most
demanding duties on newly
elected President Roger Howell,
Jr., has been speechmaking,
especially to alumni organizations.
Pres. Howell's talks have been
highly significant in outlining the
philosophy that Bowdoin's tenth
president takes into his new job.
Two of the most important
speeches Pres. Howell has made
were given last month in New
York City and Philadelphia).
NEW YORK - The newly
elected President of Bowdoin said
three weeks ago that Bowdoin's
conservative tradition in
education "doesn't mean staying
the same."
In an address prepared for the
100th anniversary dinner of the
Bowdoin Alumni Association of
New York, President Roger
Howell, Jr., said the tradition of
the Brunswick, Me., liberal arts
college is "constructive change
tested by valid standards."
Dr. Howell, who shared the
speaking platform at the Hotel
Pierre with Mayor John V.
Lindsay of New York City, noted
that Bowdoin "is turning with
some uncertainty but also with
some success to dealing with the
great problems of the present
day." He outlined new Bowdoin
courses in the political process in
Africa and the "Urban Crisis,"
and disclosed that the College is
To End Long Bowdoin Careers
RETIRING FACULTY — These five distinguished faculty members will be retiring this year, left to right,
Samuel E. Kammerling, William C. Root (both of Chemistry), D. D. Lancaster (Director of the Moulton
Union), A. Rudy Thayer and George H. (Pat) Quinby (both of the Speech Division of English). All will be
retiring at the end of June, with the exception of Prof. Root — whose retirement became effective Feb. 5.
A retirement dinner wag held for the quintet last week.
now considering offering to
non-science majors a course in
current scientific problems.
Bowdoin, President Howell
added, is also attempting to





'The fact that_ Bowdoin has
before it a variety of possibilities
for further development "is clear
proof of the vitality of this
institution," President Howell
told alumni.
He described a recently
announced ten-college student
exchange program in which
Bowdoin is participating and said
other college options include the
possibility of advanced work, the
possibility of coeducation, and
the possibility of an increase in
the size of Bowdoin, whose
student enrollment now totals
about 950. In considering the size
of the College, Dr. Howell said,
Bowdoin must ponder whether —
if it remains the same" — it will in
effect become a "tiny college
rather than a small one."
In considering the future,
President Howell said, Bowdoin
and similar colleges must guard
against "a backward rather than a
forward projection."
*"A lost Utopia in the past is
intriguing to the mind," he
asserted, "but useless to the soul.
The dream of a better tomorrow
is a spui to constructive action."
,
When Bowdoin describes itself-
as "the preserver of an intellectual
tradition," Dr. Howell said, it
must be wary of any
misinterpretation »nd must make
it clear that preserving a tradition
doesn't automatically rule out
new or revised course offerings.
President Howell said another
potential danger is that "we might
become provincial in an age which
is very cosmopolitan."
"Our contacts and our concerns
must be national and indeed
international," he added.
• * *
President Howell urged colleges
to reform themselves and
emphasize "the restoration of
humane learning" at a speech in
Philadelphia, Penn., three weeks
ago.
In a speech prepared for the
annual dinner meeting of the
Bowdoin Club of Philadelphia,
President Howell said that
"although science is in itself a
humane subject, we have lost the
real content of the academic
subject in our search for technical
efficiency."
Dr. Howell, said „ih£_rieexL for
reform is only one of several
general problems currently facing
higher education.
"I think that our real concern in
the coming years," he said, "must
be to see to it that education is
able to reach out and speak to the
confused and disillusioned
student, that education is able to
keep itself abreast of his needs
and aspirations, and that
education is able to reform itself
constantly so it can serve its
double function as the preserver
of our heritage and as the kindly,
informed and responsible critic of
our present situation."
President Howell said he
believes that the modern college
president should "defend the
whole idea of college in an age
when rationalism is being
questioned. Having defended it,
he must see to it that the college
reforms itself in the necessary
fashion. And, having reformed
itself in the necessary fashion, the
new leadership must subject the
college to disciplined, searching
and responsible criticism — to see




Bowdoin has been awarded
grants totaling $142,021 from the
National Science Foundation
(NSF) in support of three
Summer Institutes to be held on
the campus this year.
Participants in the Institutes
will be selected public and private
secondary school teachers from
throughout Maine and the nation.
Jointly sponsored by Bowdoin
and the NSF, the six-week
Summer Insititutes — in
Mathematics, Biology, and
Chemistry — are designed to
advance the teaching skills of
participants and to deepen their
knowledge of their subjects.
The grants from the NSF make
1969 the tenth consecutive year
that Bowdoin has conducted
special summer programs with the
Foundation's support.
Coordinator of Bowdoin's
Summer Programs will be Harry
K. Warren, Assistant Director of
the Moulton Union.
i
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Trackmen Lose
To Bates 60-45;
Record At 2 3
The thinclads traveled to Bates
College in Lewiston Wednesday to
suffer their first defeat in three
contests. However, the meet was
closer than the 60-45 score shows.
Running without the services of
consistant winner Ken Cuneo
definitely hampered the Bears'
effort and could have turned the
tide of the meet. Individual
winners were Pete Hardy in the
600, John Asatrian in the high
jump, and Mark Haley in the
35-pound weight throw.
Last weekend, after starting
fresh from a night in beautiful
downtown Burlington, the varsity
and frosh squads scored a sweep
over the larger University of
Vermont teams.
Coach Frank Sabasteanski's
tracksters were well rested and
impressive victories were scored in
several events. Bowdoin swept the
mile run and 35-pound weight
throw. Cuneo copped the mile
title with a 4:47 and Wayne
Sanford threw the winning toss of
48*42" in the weight.
The younger of the Cuneo
brothers, Mark, set a new UVM
cage record in winning his
speciality, the two mile. Mark, a
sophomore clocked a 9:50.1
The teams next outing will be
the state meet, February 22.
Bowdoin vs. Vermont
(varsity)
Long Jump: (1) Vermont, 2.
Morelt (B);3. Vermont
351b. wgt.: 1. Sanford (B); 2. Best
(B);3. Haley (B). 48'2"
Mile: 1. K. Cuneo (B); 2. Levere
(B): 3. Elwert (B): 4:47
50 Yard: 1. Fonvllle (B); 2.
irarrabee (B);3. Vermont: 5.5
16 lb. Shot: Vermont sweep
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Matmen Face UMaine
Tiie varsity wrestling squad, yet to post/win, will face ffie University
ot Maine Saturday for the second time this season. When the two first
met December 7 in the Bears' first formal competition, the result was a



























































MacKenze (21) in Wednesday night's contest against Bates Dick
2ZK.(i0>- ""l?^ MUl6r '00k °n aS the ** went o" tocomplete their eighth consecutive victory, (see story on page 8).
McFarland And Team





















600 Yard: 1. Vermont; 2. Goodoff
i (B); 3. Coverdale (B). 55 HH: 1. Rob-
erts (B); 2. Pierce (B); 3. Vermont;
7.3. PV: 1. Vermont; 2. Rob-
erts (B); 3. Vermont. 2 Mile: 1. M.
Cuneo (B); 2. Vermont; 9:50.1 (New
Bates Cage Record). 1000 Yard: 1.
Legere (B); 2. Vermont; 3. Vermont;
2:33.4. HJ: 1. Morell (B); 2. Roberts
(B)—tie: 6' 1". Mile Relay: Bowdoin
(Fonvllle, Pierce, Levere, Coverdale);
3:32.4.
In play during last weekend's
road trip the hoopsters set two
new records as well as added two
more victories to their previous
8-4 total. The Coast Guard
Academy went under, 84-72,
Friday night and Middlebury was
scathed, 76-59, that Saturday.
Captain Bobo MacFarland
became the highest individual
scorer in Bowdoin basketball
history last weekend as he scored
his 1176th point, topping the
previous record by 32. By copping
its seventh consecutive victory,
the team broke the old record of
six. With six more games left in
the season, both MacFarland and
the team look like they may add
much more onto their present
tallies.
At New London, Conn, the
Bears paced a game that became
so one sided by the second half
that Coach Ray Bicknell yanked
his entire starting lineup.
MacFarland opened the Bear
scoring in the first two minutes of
play with two field goals. It was
after the second shot that
MacFa rland literally "stole
'
r The
ball as it, along wfth his new
record, was presented to him by
the superintendant of the
Academy. Chip Miller, with 17
points, followed behind leading
scorer MacFarland.
Against Middlebury Andy
Neher was the top scorer with 26
points. MacFarland was held
down to 11 points by a
bothersome pulled tendon, and




















and if this is again the case
tomorrow, the Bear squad should
have the edge.
Reflecting on past matches, the
foremost cause of the Bowdoin
disadvantage can be laid to a lack
in upperclassman depth, not
neccessarily individual strength.
Experiencing its first year as a
varsity sport, the Wrestling team
can not use freshmen in all of
their contests according to the
"Pentagonal Athletic Agreement."
This season the frosh are a main
source for wrestling strength.
The Brandeis match on January
18, a 24-17 Bear loss, is an
example of a match where the
Bowdoin squad lost before they
had even begun wrestling, due to
the "agreement." The three
freshmen had to wrestle
exhibition matches which could
not be counted for points. All
1 three freshmen pinned their
opponents, theoretically giving
the Bears an eight point victory.
In actuality, however, the pins
could not count, and so the
Brandeis wrestlers "won" by
seven.
"A young, sport, wrestling
necessitates the support it has
been getting at the home meets so
far," commented team captain
Chuck Dinsmore. He continued,
"Although the team is relatively
i ne x perienced, it is also a young
team with many sophomores and
this year's freshmen should make
next year's season one to look
forward to."
Zeta Psi Leads Interfrat
Basketball Competition
With the interfraternity basketball and hockey seasons over half
through, the most consistent house in the two leagueiseems to be
Theta Delta Chi with a 6-1 record in both sports, placing it third in
basketball and second in hockey. Zete heads the basketball competition
Frosh Squads Follow Heavy Schedules
Hoopmen Sport
'
7-2 Record Icemen Skate Over Colby 5-1
Beta
7-0 in
Swimmers Face Cheverus Sat
BY JOHN BRADFORD
Orient Sports Writer
In a well-rounded scoring attack, a high scoring, red hot frosh squad
overran the visiting Bates' team, 98-74, last Wednesday in a preliminary
game to the varsity competitions.
Bates had an early lead which soon disintegrated under a five-man
Bowdoin barrage led by Young
and Thoreaux. However, Young's
attack proved overly aggressive as
he was forced out of the game on
fouls. Steve Morris and Jack
Swick picked up the slack as Mike
Brennan swept the boards and
popped in timely shots.
Though the Bears rested on a
five to ten point cushion
throughout the remainder of the
first half, it fluctuated enough to
give Coach Coombs doubts of the
security in the 37-31 halftime
lead.
Bates hustled to lower the
margin to five at the outset of the
second half, but that's as close as
they came for the rest of the
contest. A strong Bowdoin bench
of Foley, O'Connell, and Hanson
alternated with the regulars and
proved equally as effective on the
court. Russel Outhouse returned
to play this week after nursing an
injured knee.
The frosh hold their present 7-2
record until Wednesday when




The final relay determined the outcome of last Saturday's freshman
swimming meet against Portland High School's defending state
champions. The frosh were edged out, 54-41, bringing their record to
2-4.
The cubs swam without the services of diver John Wendler and
freestyler Steve Kern. Without the two the Bowdoin squad didn't have
enough men to enter the 200 Medlay Relay and thus started the meet
seven points behind. However, the frosh still managed to tally enough
points to bring the meet down to the last event.
Pete Robinson was the only cub double winner, placing first in the
200 Freestyle and 100 Backstroke. Individual winners were Bo Quinn
in the 100 Butterfly and Tom Rice in the 100 Breaststroke.
Cheverus High travels to the Curtis Pool this Saturday at noon to face
the frosh. The Cheverus team sports Charley Baird, state record holder
in the 200 and 400 Freestyle. In the 200 he will face Bowdoin
Freshman record holder Pete Robinson, brother of a former varsity
swimmer who holds four of the college swimming records. The rest of
the Bear squad should be up to full strength, offering some fine
competition.
The cub icemen returned to competition Wednesday for the first
time since exams and proceeded to soundly defeat a Colby frosh squad,
5-1. The three week lapse between games was evident in the first
period as the frosh got off to a slow start.
The Bowdoin Squad went to
the dressing room after the first
period with a 1—0 lead, but
without showing the real hockey
ability they are capable of. The
second period saw better passing
and a more coordinated attack,
but at times there were lapses in
the play as the squad still r'ayed
sub-par.
Coming to life third
period, the cubs put / three
goals and at the i i time
insuring themselves Uk /ictory.
Leading the 4 u a d ' s
ice-dominating play were Tom
Murphy, co-captain Jim Burnett,
Cliff Webster, and Whit Raymond.
Jim Sterling and Dave Morgan,*
likewise "contributed" to the
effort. Goalie John Barry
succeeded in letting through only
one of 24 shots.
Club strength will be
well-tested Friday as the frosh
clash with a very strong Salem
State squad. The following
afternoon at 3:00 the cubs meet
Lakefield, Ontario. The team now
stands at 6-1-1 with six games
remaining.
undefeated at 8-0 and
like-wise unblemished,
hockey.
Leading scorer for the
basketball season is Bob Newman
of Alpha-Kappa Sigma. His squad
stands at 5-1, putting them in
fourth place. Other high scorers
are Gorsberg and Legroe of Zeta,
Dunlap and Lowe of Delta Sigma,
and Fenton and Sweeney of Theta
Delta Chi. Hockey high scorers
have not been determined as yet.
The standings as of February 6
are:
Basketball Hockey
Zete 8-0 Beta 7-0
DS 6-1 TD 6-1
TD 6-1 AD 6-1-1
AKS 5-1 PsiU 6-1-1
Beta 4-1 CP 5-2
ARU 4-1 AKS 5-3
Deke 2-3 DS 3-4
AD 2-6 Zete 2-4
CP 1-3 ARU 2-7
PsiU 1-5 PDP 1-5
SN 1-5 Deke 0-8
PDP 1-8 SN 0-8
Ind 0-8
Skiers Schussed By
The skiing team experienced its
difficulties as it finished fifth in
last weekend's pentagonal
competition. However, individual
team members fared somewhat
better. Freshman Charlie Hayward
qualified as an individual for the
Division II meet this weekend at
Colby by placing fourth in the
downhill and seventh in the
jumping. The team's next
scheduled meet is the Keene
Invitational. March 1-2.
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Hoopmen Continue. Wins
As Bates Downed 90*79
By JOHN BRADFORD
Orient Sports Writer
When the varsity basketball team met Bates in the New Gymnasium
last Wednesday, a wild temper-flaring contest marked the first five
minutes which time the Bears scored three points to the ten of Bates'
Tim Colby. However, the second half proved crucial as the Bears raced
ahead to complete an eight-game
winning streak, by edging out a
90-79 point victory.
Bowdoin rallied] briefly in the
early-going by narrowing Bates'
lead to three poirfts, but as the
first period progressed the Bear
shooting trailed off. Bates'
strength came from slack picked
up by Geisler and Doyle to offset
Bowdoin's coach Ray Bickness's
strategy aimed at stopping Colby.
The Bowdoin personnel
experienced difficulties
throughout the games. Miller had
foul trouble with Colby, the
Bates' star, and had to be
replaced. Mike Princi took over
Miller's harassment of Colby and
proved successful at it, as well as
with picking up the sagging,
Bowdoin five. Up until this time,
only MacKenzie's timely scoring
and domination of the backboards
kept Bowdoin within striking
distance.
Though Geisler and Doyle kept
the Bates' attack effective, the
Polar Bears started to surge with
the aid of a now warmed up Bo
MacFarland. The first half was
characterized by fast and erratic
style, fast breaking, and numerous
fouls for both clubs. At halftime
the Bears trailed by four points.
Inthe opening moments of the





I Polar Bearings %
^
Wday &
Varsity Hockey vs Amherst 4:00
Frosh Hockey vs Salem 2:00
Saturday
Basketball vs Springfield 4:00
Var. Swim, vs U. N. H. 1:45
Frosh Swim, vs Cheverus 12:00
FRIDAY* FEBRUARY M, 1969
With practices keyed to the
New Englands next month, the
varsity swimmers anticipate an
earlier payoff this weekend when
they play host to U. N. H.
tomorrow afternoon at 2:00. A
heavy workout schedule followed
straight points until a Bates-called
time out slowed the Bears'
momentum momentarily. When
play resumed the Bates' squad
once again resumed a Colby lead
offensive and settled into a six to
ten point margin behind Bowdoin.
With four minutes left in the
A BLOCK GOAL. Jim Block (10) scores one of his two goals Wednesday evening in a 3-2 win nwr PolM,
toeSTitSK ma".Td t(\PUt thuC PUCk Past the Mules ' Tim^yi£dClX h S^ulSe
by a pre-meet tapering should lead
the Bears to their first victory in
four contests.
Last weekend the Wesleyan
Cardinals flew over the Bears in a
secure 56-38 victory at the Curtis
Pool. Wesleyan gave up only two
firsts in the individual events and
lost the last relay. The Bears sole
five-pointers came when John
Samp touched out first in the 100
yard freestyle with a 51.1 and
Paul MacArthur safely pulled out
the 200 breaststroke in 2:31.1.
The new Curtis Pool records
were set in last Saturday's contest.
In the 200 Individual Medley,
Ketcham of Wesleyan broke the
old record by more than three
seeonds with a 2:06. Gallas, also
of Wesleyan, broke his own
Bowdoin Pool Record by doing a
2:07.7 200 yard butterfly.
Summary vs. Wesleyan
400 Medley Relay: l. Wesleyan
(Broker, Winer, Gallas, Trichenor)
T 3:56.2
200 Freestyle: l. Callahan (W): 2
Barnes (B): 3. Williams (B). T -
1:57.5
50 Freestyle: 1. Pfeiffer (W): 2Samp (B): Keur (W). T — 23.2
200 Medley Swim; 1. Ketcham
(W): 2. K. Ryan (B): Spohn (W). T -







i- **$* <W>i 2 - F°rbes(W); 3. J. Ryan (B). Points 207.35
200 Butterfly: 1. Gallas (W): 2
Stuart (B). T 2 :07. 7 (New
Bowdoin Pool Record).
100 Freestyle: 1. Samp (B); 2.Ketcham (W); 3. Barmes (B).
200 Backstroke: 1. TIchenor (W):
2. R. Spencer (B); 3. K. Ryan (B)T 2:10.7
500 Freestyle: l. Callahan (W): 2
Broker <W)








(B): 2. Winer (W): 3. McPhllllps (B)T — 2:31.1
,s?mn 1"**™° Re'av= I. BowdoinfSMMtaHMt R. Spencer, K. Ryan).
game, Bates narrowed the score to
75-71 behind Colby and' the hot
hand of Hutchins. Coach Bicknell
called a freeze at 2:58 which
proved effective in building the
tension and Bears strategy. A
I
series of fouls alternating between
;
both teams increased the}* Bears'
margin to seven at 1:05
remaining. Bates applied its press
frantically, but couldn't stopi
MacFarland's play-making. A
For The Times
back-handed layup by Miller in
the last two seconds capped a
90-79 victory for the Bears, their
eleventh in 15 tilts.
Standing at 11-4 the Bears face
an exceptionally strong
Springfield squad Saturday in„
what should be the most exciting




Raise Record To 9-6-1;
Next As Colby Downed
put
Snow Blankets Hopes
For Post Season Play
7^^,^w,w,^^^ by Martin Friedlander









Cted ^wd '" in more ways than droppingwo feet of the white fiuffies on the campus. At the same time byforcing cancellation of the February 11-12 meeting of the Pentagonal
presidents, it may also have destroyed any hope of the hockev sauad's
competing in the ECAC Championship Tournament this season
After speaking with Director of Athletics Daniel Stuckey, this Writer
would have to say the possibility of President Howell approving anybreach of the Pentagonal Agreement, which would be prerequisite to
entering any such tournament, is a long, long shot indeed. Despite the
enthusiasm of Stuckey, the team, and the student body, Pentagonal
consent would be necessary before any policy of post-seasonal hockey
soccer, baseball or basketball play would become a reality
The movement is definitely not a new one. Last year, Williams'
basketball squad elicited similar student cry for lifting of the banAmherst has likewise experienced student petitions, etc. bringing the
number to three of the five schools involved (the other two are
Wesleyan and Dartmouth).
If the Icemen can defeat Merrimac and Colby again, an invitation to
the championship may very well become a reality, at which time the
administration will be faced with a choice. Six hundred forty student
signatures, the approval of the athletic director, and the team's
enthusiasm and talent warrant a decision that would allow participationby the Bowdoin squad.
The agitation for revision of this clause of the Pentagonal is primarily
the responsibility of the students. Williams and Amherst, along with the
other two schools, should be contacted and student petitions presented
to all the college presidents. Concise formulation of a new policy
accounting for possible difficulties should be presented along with the
petitions. Should President Howell elect not to violate the Pentagonal
it will next become the responsibility of the students to further the
issue. If the 640 Bowdoin student signatures expressed something more
than just a writing style, then the issue should be pressed We hoDe it
will. r
TOO MUCH A GOOD THING
For those ski enthusiasts who ventured forth from the Bowdoin
sanctuary last weekend found as much of a challenge on the roads as
they did on the slopes. Wind-blown ice patches pervaded the mountain
tops as well as the road, side by side with inches of beautiful skiing
powder. However, there is such a situation as too much of a good thing
The varsity icemen
themselves back in the running for
a high rating on the ECAC ladder
by defeating the Colby Mules, 3-2,
before a home crowd of over
4,000 Wednesday evening. In a
game marked by heavy shooting
and rugged action, both squads
spend almost as much time on the
boards and each other as they did
on their skates.
Colby opened the scoring early
in the first period, but never again
had secure control of the puck
urtil they managed their final
scoring at 7:19 of the third
period. The Mule goalie had a
busy night as he managed to clear
29 of Bowdoin's 32 shots.
Jim Block placed home the first
Bear tally at 14:32 of the first
period when he deflected and
made good a shot by Ed Good.
The Bowdoin Band scored next as
they greeted the Colby team
returning to the ice for the second
period with a rendition of
"Mickey Mouse." Twenty-one
seconds later the Bowdoin icemen
picked up the scoring pad and
made good a shot that had
deflecte'd off the goal cage. Bob
Petrie made' the goal on assists by
Ken Martin and Pete Hardy. -
Bowdoin's final goal came at
9:32 of the second period after
the bodies had been cleared from
the net and the puck discovered in
scoring position. Jim Block made
good his second score of the night
with assists going to Good and
Foulkes.
With one minute of play .left,
Colby made a last effort at tying
up the score by pulling their
goalie. The play was mostly at
center ice when, with 19 seconds
left, the refs failed to call an icing.
The clock was played out at
which point the refs decided, or
rather the Colby coach decided,
that all was not in order. After ten
minutes of discussion and debate,
the clock was set back the 19
seconds and play resumed. The
Bears easily held the 3-2 lead,
bringing their overall record to
9-6-1.
The Bears face a notoriously
weak hockey school Saturday as
Amherst travels here for Winter
Weekend's competition. However,
the team is not overly optimistic
about a sure, easy victory.
Memory of the 5-3 defeat at
Middlebury and the one goal loss
to U Mass. will keep the icemen
cautious and aggressive in their
play this weekend.
By defeating Colby Wednesday,
the Bears knock the Mules from
fourth place in Division II
standings and move to that place
themselves. Their division record
is now 8-3-1. Krol still rates as
number two division goalie.
BreS
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On Middle-East Crisis 4*
A Lesson la Diplomacy: Ambassador Rosenjie Speaks
By HARV PRAGER
For The Orient
Ambassador Shabtai Rosenne, Deputy Permanent
Representative of Israel to the United Nations, did
not give a talk on the Middle East Situation at the
Senior Center on Tuesday evening. The Ambassador,
who is an expert on Mid-East affairs, did appear at
the designated time on the designated evening, and he
did talk for almost ninety minutes before many of his
more than one hundred listeners adjourned for coffee
and informal discussion.
Ambassador Rosenne did not deliver a formal talk
because, he said, "a lot is known about the Middle
East situation already." He elected, rather, merely to
answer questions. His purpose was less to explain his
nation's views on this "international trouble area"
than to vindicate those views and the policies
resulting from them. At this the Ambassador was
masterful. Speaking only hours after the Arab
terrorist attack of an Israeli airplane in Zurich,
Switzerland, the Ambassador's responses were always
lucid, thoughtful, and decidedly rational. When asked
THE
about Egyptian leader Nasser's remarks describing the
19«7 June War as a "religious war," Ambassador
Rosenne' replied that it was best to "Keep the
religious issue out of the conflict as much as
possible." In order to secure peace, "men must put
their emphasis and reliance on the rational and
non-emotional."
The distinguished guest, who appeared through the
courtesy of the Senior Center and of Professor Leland
Goodrich's Seminar on the United Nations, opened
the question-answer period by reminding his audience
"of an essential Rule of Diplomacy: there are no
indiscreet questions but there are indiscreet answers.
The audience exhibited little inclination to extract
unattractive answers, and Ambassador Rosenne, a
superb diplomat was excellent in not giving any. The
audience came to be impressed by the speaker and
they were.
This is nothing new. Ambassador Rosenne is like
most of the Israeli representatives that America has
come to know. London-educated, Western
-oriented,
good-looking, urbane, witty; he is likeable and
BOWDOIN ORIENT
respectable. Americans, faced with a war they are not
able to win and led by men who cannot replace the
image of the late-President Kennedy, understandably
enjoy the reassurance and hope represented by men
such as Shabtai Rosenne.
The Ambassador gave the audience the hope they
desired. He explained that a solution of the Middle
East situation was obtainable. He held that ,- was
needed was that representatives of the
.tions
"immediately concerned" — that is, the natio
, in the
Middle East - must sit down at a table, ell each
other their gripes, and settle the problem "• s they are
settled in all human affairs." He tolr7 how one
agreement had been reached between Israeli and Arab
re presen tables while "around a billiard table."
Diplomacy is most successfully handled, he states,
"around a table, drinking coffee, in a relaxed
atmosphere."
This is all very "rational" and made most of what
else was said by the Ambassador very acceptable to
(Please torn to page 4)
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End Of Parietal Hours
May Loom For Seniors
The door is now wide open for
the abolition of parietal hours, at
least within the Senior Center.
The Senior Center Council
(composed of six faculty
members) and the Senior Center
Committee (composed of six
seniors) will vote Monday on a
proposaT which calls for the
abolition of parietal hours in the
Center. In other words, seniors
may entertain dates at any time in
the building. The only limitation
under the proposal is a "code," by
which seniors agree to accept
social and legal responsibility for
their actions. Under the proposal,





Over 250 juniors and seniors in
high school, including over 40
blacks, are taking part in the
annual Sub-Freshman Weekend
sponsored by the Admissions
Office. The weekend began last
night and will continue through
Sunday evening.
Among the highlights of the
weekend are the Malcolm X Day
chapel scheduled for this morning
by the Afro-American Society, a
panel discussion Saturday
afternoon at 3:15 p.m. in Pickard
Theater and several athletic
events. >)
For the first time this year, the
sub-freshman weekend for
prospective black students has
been integrated into the regular
sub-freshman weekend sponsored
by the Admissions Office. The
Afro-American Society has
worked in conjunction with the
Admissions Office in bringing the
black sub-freshmen to campus this
year.
In addition to the Malcolm X
Day chapel, there will be another
event for black sub-freshmen
today: a reception tonight at 8:30
sponsored by the Afro-American
Society.
All sub-freshmen are expected
to attend Saturday's panel, which
includes Director of Admissions
Dick Moll, Prof. John Howland,
Prof. John Rensenbrink, Bob Ives,
'69, Virgil Logan, '69, David
Malcom, '71, and Bob Foley, '72.
Sub-freshmen are being housed
in dormitories and fraternity
houses. *
pledge avowing adherence to the
code.
If the proposal is approved by
the Council-Committee Monday,
the plan will be voted on by the
entire Senior class. Terms of the
plan call for a three-quarter
affirmative vote of all Seniors in
order to ratify the new system.
If the plan is ratified by the
Seniors, it will go into effect
immediately.
The plan was drafted by two
faculty members, Prof. Sam
Butcher (chairman of the Senior
Center Council) and Senior Center
Director William B. Whiteside, and
two seniors, ,class president Bob
Ives and M. C. (Skip) Cousens.
As the Senior Center Council
moved toward the proposal now
under consideration, the
student-faculty subcommittee of
the Faculty Student Life
Committee — which has been
examining campus-wide social
rules — also began moving.
The subcommittee, composed
of three faculty members and five
students, met Thursday afternoon
and decided to recommend to the
Faculty Student Life Committee
that a 12-member committee —
composed of six faculty members
and six students like the Senior
center group — be established
with plenary power over
determination of social rules for
underclassmen. In other words,
the subcommittee is asking for a
group to be set up exactly like the
12-member senior Center group
with exactly the same powers.
Most members of the
subcommittee evidently feel that
the social rules should be uniform
campus-wide. "When social rules
See Editorial
On Page 4
are different between the Center
and the rest of the campus, the
situation becomes unjust and
impractical," said one of the
student subcommittee members.
"Winters is a good example." He
was referring to the fact that
parietal hours had been officially
suspended in the Center, but were
in force throughout the rest of
campus. •
The subcommittee will continue
meeting and working while its
proposal for the 12-member group
is being considered.
INTERROGATION - Ambassador Shbtai Rosenne of Israel is
interrogated by members of his audience at a reception following his
discussion of the Middle East situation Tuesday. (Orient Photo)
Bob Ives To Replace Wilson
In Admissions Office Post
For Maine Indians
Bob Ives '69 will become the
College's second Admissions
Fellow, replacing Dana Wilson '68
following commencement for a
period of one year.
Director of Admissions Richard
W. Moll announced today 'that
Ives will be the second
Educational Opportunities Improving
(EDITOR'S NOTE - This is the second of a
two-part series on the plight of Maine's Indians.
Today's story focuses on the educational
opportunities and problems of the Maine Indian.
This is the last article for the Orient by former
Editor-in-Chief Bruce Griffin '69. Griffin is leaving
school this semester and hopes to join VISTA).
By BRUCE GRIFFIN
(For the Orient)
American colleges and universities have deeply
involved themselves in the educational problems of
minority groups, especially black Americans, over
the past few years. Bowdoin has "committed 1 '
itself recently to the recruitment of more black
tudents and other institutions of higher education
in Ma ne have been following the same trend.
One of the most acute and puzzling educational
problems in the country, and also one of the most
neglected and aggravated, is to be found right here
in Maine among the Indians. As a minority group,
the Indians have been oppressed by the dominant
culture like other minorities, and therefore have
some similar difficulties to overcome. Maine's
Passamaquoddy tribe has used some tactics of the
civil rights movement to press its legitimate claims
and to dramatize its oppressed situation.
But in many ways the difficulties that Indians
face are unique, and the special perplexities of
their dilemna are manifested in the problems of
education. Maine's colleges, primarily through the
efforts of a few committed individuals, are
beginning to show some interest in Indian
education and the situation of Maine's red citizens
in general.
The Newman Club at Bowdoin is sponsoring
"Bermuda North", a recreational and educational
project on the Peter Dana Point Passamaquoddy
reservation during spring vacation. In January,
Colby College held a two-day Symposium on
Maine Indians. Most importantly, more Indians are
attending and planning to attend college, and the
institutions are offering finanical assistance for
Indians in particular.
Colby decided last spring to offer special
financial consideration to Indian students. There
are presently no Indians attending Colby, although
at least two have applied for admission next fall.
No specific scholarships have been funded; the
stipends would come from general scholarship
(Please turn to page 5)
"outstanding, outgoing senior
hired for one year" for the
position, which is roughly
equivalent to Assistant to the
Director.
Ives is President of his class and
has played soccer for four years.
He has been very active in
committee work, both in class
affairs and in such campus-wide
affairs as the Committee on
Bowdoin 's Responsibilities to the
Disadvantaged.
"The emphasis in Bob's job, as
it was with Dana, will be on
introducing Bowdoin to areas of
the country where we have no
traditionally drawn applications,"
Moll said. "Bob will also
undertake any number of special
projects, such as heading up black
recruitment, organizing our own
student body for at-home
recruitment during vacations and
administering sub-freshman
weekend."
Wilson, who leaves his job next
Tuesday to prepare for a
three-year Army hitch, has been
involved in all three of the areas
outlined by Moll. He began work
last summer
"We are very fortunate to have
landed such a versatile,
responsible and successful student
as Bobby to replace Dana," said
Moll.
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THE WINNER - Chi Psi won the annual Bowdoin Snow Sculpture contest during Winters
Weekend last week for this -colored version of the Adam and Eve story in tune with the theme of








Last weekend the Masque and
Gown, under the direction of Tim
Sabin '69, produced Oscar Wilde's
comedy of manners, "The
Importance of Being Earnest". It
was the most brilliant production
of the season.
It was also pleasantly different
from the previous four plays
which the Masque and Gown has
sponsored this season, plays in
which more than a dozen people
were shot, stabbed, or
machine-gunned to death. It was
nice to see people laughing as they
left the theater rather than
wearing those puzzled looks
which reveal only what might be
charitably termed, "an academic
appreciation" for the
performance.
During "Earnest", the audience
laughed often and loudly. In fact,
the production's only flaw was
that the performers were
occasionally unprepared for the
audience's reaction and thus
allowed their lines to be
smothered by laughter.
The farcical plot of "Earnest" is
a model of parallel structure, and
the dramatic action is almost
always centered on one of a
number of confrontations
between people of differing
opinions. The characters are all to
some extent stereotyped, but if
most of the roles can be
satisfactorily performed by
merely assuming various poses, at
least two roles, those of Algernon
(Steve Thompson) and Jack
(Charles Musco), demand first-rate
acting.
Both Thompson and Musco
performed beautifully. Their
verbal warfare was always
exciting, and one was the perfect
foil for the other.
The women all performed
marvelously, but Mrs. Chouteau
Chapin's performance as Miss
Prism was outstanding. This writer
watched with genuine amazement
as she explained the absurd
circumstances of Jack's
abandonment.
The tea party scene between
Gwendolyn (Mrs. Ruth Gibson)
and Cecily (Lise Baratta) was
hilarious. It was a magnificent
battle between an innocent, but
enraged country girl and one of





Are you looking past tomorrow?
Since cave drawings of the Ice Age
man, people have struggled to
communicate. With stories, maps,
legends, paper, spoken words of
love and fear. This business of
communications . .
. meaningful
dialogue ... is still chief among
today's preoccupations. And it's
one we at Western Electric, indeed
the entire Bell System have worked
at since 1882.
Cable, microwaves and satellites
have brought nations face-to-face
across continents and oceans.
Closed-circuit TV helps educators
penetrate barriers of slum and tar-
paper shacks. In fact, our whole
way of life in America is being en-
riched simply byadvances in phoning.
Whether basic or brilliant, each
advance must arrive when it's
needed. And each must be economi-
cally producible whenever it's
needed. At Western Electric we
specialize in production and logis-
tics. It's our job in the Bell System
...to help men overcome communi-
cation barriers with dependable ser-
vice at low cost. To this end we
need an ever increasing number
of new fresh ideas. Your ideas.
Ideas that look past tomorrow.
Management Opportunities at W.E.
for Liberal Arts and Business Graduates:
,
General Management Computer Systems
Auditing & Finance Production Management
General Accounting Production Control
Purchasing Public & Industrial
& Transportation Relations
Consider your future in communications. Get the
details from our brochures. Then see your Placement
Office and meet us on campus. Or write to Manager
of College Relations, Western Electnc Co.. Room 2510A,
222 Broadway. New York. N. Y. 10038. We are an
equal opportunity employer with plants and service
.centers from coast to coast.
(^Western Electric
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Lady Bracknell (Mrs. Catherine
)aggett) was exactly what she
should have been — a monster.
She intimidated both the cast and
the audience every time she made
an entrance.
Tim Devlin '69 and Edwin
Forrest '72 played the roles of Dr.
Chasuble and Lane, the butler,
remarkably well. Both proved that
minor roles, if developed
imaginatively, need not be
perfunctory or inconsequential.
The sets were of uneven quality;
that for the first act was colorful,
effective, and appropriate to the
tastes of a dandy such as
Algernon; that for the third was
drab and unbalanced.
The attempts to create a
Victorian atmosphere both on and
off the stage were novel and
successful, despite the audience's
mixed reaction to the playing of
"God Save the Queen". The more
important results of Director
Sabin's efforts were to be
observed in the movements and
speeches of the performers. They
never wasted a move, seldom
missed an opportunity to add
humor to a scene, and only rarely
allowed the action to become
merely farcical. It was one of the
most highly precisioned amateur




Tryouts for the Masque and
Gown's 34th annual Student
One-Act Play Contest productions
were held Tuesday.
The plays, to be presented
March 1 4—1 5 in the Experimental
Theater, are "The Women of
Madness", a. translation of
Euripides' "Bacchae" by Timothy
0. Devlin '69; and "An
Encounter", by Steven C. Carter
71.
Devlin is a Classics major and
received a Bowdoin Fathers
Association summer research
grant last summer to work on his
translation of "Bacchae."
Carter appeared in a
student-directed Masque and
Gown production last semester.
I
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Whether or riot it was the
intention of the participants, the
program at the Senior Center last
Monday evening developed into a
discussion of the proper role of
the artist in social conflict.
Divided into two parts, a poetry
reading and a discussion by Tecla,
whose exhibition "The People
Again" is currently at the Center,
the event offered two sharply
contrasting views of the artist's
motives in portraying struggle.
The first of these views was
proffered by seniors Virgil H.
Logan, Jr. and John L. Claiborne
in a series of readings entitled,
"Poetry of Black America". The
poets represented ranged
chronologically and stylistically
from Paul Munce Dunbar to Leroi
Jones — the theme remained
consistent, however. Every
selection was the expression of an
artist oppressed; the works were
all directly and deliberately
relevant to the black in American
society. Both Logan and
Claiborne seemed entirely willing
to allow themselves to be
dominated by their material. At
no point did either make any
attempt to dramatize any
selection.
Thus, the attention of the
audience was drawn to a single
aspect of the works read, their
social significance. One came
away with the impression that the
essential concern of the black
artist is with his blackness. The
aesthetic value of the poems was
presented as completely




Nine students earned all "High
Honors" grades in regular courses
during the fall semester: Harry
Demeter, '71, Bill Faraci, '69,
Paul Gauron, '69, Kip Horsburgh,
'69, Dick Ingerowski, '69, Kent
Johnson, '71, Pete Matorin, '69,
Larry Putterman, '70, and Steve
Rustari, '70.
A total of 363 students were
named to the Dean's List,
including 135 seniors, 77 juniors,
62 sophomores and 81 freshmen.
Eight special students also earned
Dean's List recognition.
Students must earn "Honors" in
three-fourths of their courses,
with no failures, in order to make
the Dean's List. Seniors with
seminars must earn "Honors" in
two-thirds of their courses.
served as a means to a greater end,
the creation of revolutionary
consciousness.
The latter part of the evening
was devoted to a discussion by
Tecla of her works on exhibition.
Tecla has lived and worked in East
Harlem for the past twenty years
and the exhibited works are from
that period. After a brief
introduction the artist opened
herself to the audience's
questions.
This dialogue- was by far the
most productive portion of the
evening in its clarification of the
relation of art to society. The
audience obviously wished Tecla
to commit herself to the sort of
artistic philosophy implied by the
readings. This she steadfastly and
courageously refused to do.
Although she admitted she was
attracted and inspired by the
black American's struggle, she
denied that her work was
intended to subserve this struggle
and insisted that the audience
appreciate her works as entirely
self-sufficient. For Tecla, struggle
remained an element within art;
for the black poet, at least, as he
was represented in the readings,
art is essentially an element
within struggle. In that this
division was demonstrated, the
conjunction of the two events was
justified and the evening was more
than merely entertaining.
KING'S BARBER SHOP
212 MAINE STREET - BRUNSWICK
Roffler Sculpture-Kut
Men's Razor Cut & Hair Styling
Constantines
5
212 Maine Street— Brunswick
Headquarters For KLH Components
JUNIOR YEAR FALL SEMESTER - ISRAEL
Sophomores and Juniors in Social Science
Brandeis University/The Jacob Hiatt Iistitute Study in Jerusalem,
Israel/July 12-December 20, 1969 (47 students from 27 universities
enrolled in 1968)
Four courses/Hebrew not required/Earn 16 credits
Cost: $1850/ Tuition, room, board, round-trip travel. Some financial
aid available.
Write today for Information /application deadline March 1st.
The Hiatt Institute, Brandeis University, Waltham, Mass. 02154
Changes In Rushing Rules
To Be Voted On By Council
WINTERS QUEEN
Miss Cindy Allen of Beverly,
Mass., a freshman at Westbrook
Junior College and the
representative from DKE,





Campus Chest Weekend, theij:
;
annual drive for charity, will be?
[held next weekend. A?
I
campus-wide raffle and|
: individual house auctions:-;
: highlight the event. Six?
[individual prizes, including a £
! $ 5 5 sport coat, are being |
| offered in 'the raffle. Raffle^
;
tickets are available from house |
[social chairmen and from the:;:;
[Moulton Union Informations
:Desk. A keg of beer is being $
[offered to the house with the 3




Only one major issue, the
proposed changes in fraternity
Rushing regulations, was discussed
by the Student Council at its
20-minute meeting Monday night.
Geof Ovenden, *7l, Chairman
of the Rushing Committee,
outlined the proposed changes in
rushing rules that will be formally
discussed and voted on Feb. 24.
Ovenden 'said that the major
change suggested for next year
involves a delay between the
initial distribution of bids and the
first pledging ("dropping").
Under the proposed plan,
Ovenden explained, bids would be
given out on the Friday evening of
Rush Week, but "dropping"
would not be allowed until after
dinner Saturday. Ovenden also
said that the proposed rushing
rules would carefully define illegal
rushing ("dirty rushing").
In the only other proposed
change, a maximum of 28 new
freshmen for each house would be
allowed — with a maximum of 26
pledges included in that figure. In
other words, a house may have a
combination of pledges and social
members equalling 28 — as long as
no more than 26 are actual
pledges.
In other action, it was
announced that the
faculty-student subcommittee of
the Faculty Student Life
Committee would meet Thursday




A Tool of Pleasure
- A Good Pipe
TEACH IN GHANA OR NIGERIA?
Yes: If you
Have a Bachelor's Degree; preferably a Master's Degree.
Have at least 30 semester hours credit in one*of the following:
a. physics, b. chemistry, c. biology, d. mathematics,
homee. industrial arts, f. French, g. geography, h.
economics OR i. business education.
3. Desire to teach at the secondary school level.
4. Are in good health; single, or married without children,
spouses must teach).












156 OLIVER ST., N. TONAWANDA. N.Y. 14120
PLEASE SEND ME QUILLS
@25c EA. PLUS 10fj HANDLING CHG.
(EXTRA SAVINGS 5 QUILL PENS $1.00)
•t ^
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:
A Memo To Sub-Freshmen..^
MEMO to sub-freshmen:
Welcome to Bowdoin. We hope that you enjoy this extended
Sub-Freshman Weekend and that you learn something about Bowdoin.
But we offer a few words of warning.
Do.NOT be overly impressed by 1) all of the beer-drinking that will
go on at almost any fraternity house you visit over the weekend, and by
2) all those who are trying to put only their best foot forward.
Hopefully, if you look around carefully and thoroughly you can learn
something about the REAL Bowdoin - and that, hopefully, is what
you are here for.
One illusion must be shattered immediately for all high school juniors!
and seniors, if it is indeed still intact: college is not the place where you
achieve some sort of rarefied intellectual enlightenment. It is merely a
place that provides the opportunity for intellectual maturation and
sophistication - a place where you learn to think carefully and
critically. But it is not the academic NIRVANA that high school
guidance counselors picture it to be.
Now, in regard to Bowdoin particularly
...
Bowdoin is first and foremost a small college. And this is its strongest
attribute - it is a small community that provides the opportunity for
highly individualized and independent work. It is marvelous for those
who thrive in such an environment - but not all students do, and
consequently, Bowdoin is not the place for everyone.
What about the faculty? Good question, because the caliber of
faculty - along with the caliber of the students - make or break the
school. Bowdoin's faculty, in most places, is top-notch - for a small
college. There are many professors who are truly outstanding, enough
at least, so that a man who carefully picks and choses his courses can
j$et a first-class education feere - bar-none. But, there are some
mediocre professors, and one or two mediocre departments, and one or
two departments in which the caliber of professor is uneven - due to
lack of ability or lack of industry.
This is an important point. Bowdoin, like many other institutions, is
highly self-critical - many times to an inordinate degree. Don't let
students, or even professors, paint a too-dismal picture; for instance, it's
easy to denegrate the faculty by pointing to a few obvious weak points
- but that avoids the broader and more honest picture.
There are many other areas besides the faculty at which you should
look carefully and thoroughly, for instance: athletics, fraternities,
extracurricular activities.
The important thing is not to be taken in by anyone, positively or
negatively. Try to come away with a full view, not merely a simplistic
impression.
Bowdoin has a lot to offer, especially in light recent innovations. If
you really care, dig deeply below the surface and find out as much
about Bowdoin as you can. If you don't care, go ahead and drink beer





(Continued from page 1)
the audience. He said much. A
lasting settlement could not be
imposed "from without by the
Big Four Powers or the United
Nations but must "come from
within — it must be made by
Arabs and Israelis." Arab
terrorism, taking place primarily
outside of Israel itself, could only
be a "nuisance" to Israel and
presented no great "strain or
inconvenience. Said Ambassador
Rosenne, "it is useless from a
political point of view. The Big
Powers should use pressure to get
the Arabs to the conference table.
The Soviets are to be distrusted
"because of their traditional aim
of obtaining warm-water
Mediterranean ports."
But again and again Ambassador
Rosenne shied away from
discussing the international
implications of the Middle East
situation. "Diplomacy," he said,
"is not best done in Newsweek —
or in the United Nations." "I do
not know the Arabs* gripes,"
Rosenne continued. "They must
sit down with us and discuss their
specific complaints." Then, he
claimed, conciliation could be
obtained. Israel is willing to
concede much: they will gladly
return much of the Arab territory
occupied as a result of the June
War, although, the Ambassador
said, "it is clear that some
strategically essential areas will
have to be retained by Israel."
The thorny Arab refugee problem
could be solved as part of the
"total settlement.".
Ambassador Rosenne is a
diplomat. His concern is to settle
a crisis by sitting down with the
opposition and rationally working
out details. The audience was
impressed by the simplicity of
this. But if there was reason to be
impressed by the esteemed
speaker, there was no reason to be
reassured by him.
'What Do You Mtan Do I Know
What I'm Doing?'






(ED.a NOTE — These editorials, reprinted from other college
newspapers, do not necessarily reflect the opinions of the Bowdoin
Orient. Instead, they are offered as a barometer for measuring what
other schools are thinking, saying and doing).
Vote Yes
We urge the Senior Center Council and the Senior Center Committee
to pass the proposed plan that would replace the existing social rules
and parietal hours for the Senior Center. We feel that the proposed plan
presents the most just and - above all - the most HONEST approach
to "social rules." In light of recent events and recent practice, the
present "social rules" as they stand are a farce. The proposed system is
1 ,000 per cent better. (See story, page one.)
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Ambassador Rosenne
mentioned Vietnam only once
during the course of the evening'
His statement was that for him "it
is quite improper to say anything
about the American involvement
in Vietnam," because he "doesn't
understand" our involvement
there well enough. It is very
possible, however, that the lesson
of Vietnam is that "conciliation"
- that which Ambassador
Rosenne most seeks — is not
always possible. Americans are
great believers in accommodation
and conciliation. It is how we
handle our labor-management
disputes, how our political parties
function, how social rules are
changed at Bowdoin College. We
have seen that conciliation can
work. And we find it hard to see,
therefore, that in other parts of
the world there are social forces at
work that may make conciliation
impossible; there are certain
revolutionary situations — late
18th century France, 20th
century Vietnam - created by the
social factors at work, that require
revolutionary actions. It is
probable that Arab world finds
itself in a revolutionary situation.
There will be no "conciliation" in
the Middle East until the
structures in the Arab countries
are radically different, until the
forces of reaction have been
dissolved by the forces of reason
and progress, until the people in
the Arab nations produce leaders
who will unite them by something
better than hatred of the Israelis.
Ambassador Rosenne was able
to reassure us that "conciliation"
in the Middle East is possible
because he did not taJk about
these things. Such reassurance,
though desired by the audience,'
may not, however, be justified.
ACTION NOW
The frequent and flagrant violations of social rules are no longer
being swept under the rug. The proposal presented in December by the
seven interested students, who comprise the Social Judiciary Board
brought to a head the necessity of a drastic re-evaluation of the
visibility of both our present social regulations and honor system. These
violations make it evident that our present system is not reflective of
the attitudes and behavior of Skidmore students. The Maintenance of
the system fosters hypocrisy.
The editors urge the institution of a new social system that wouldincorporate the ideas expressed in the December proposal, specifically
the establishment of parietals and the abolition of liquor restrictions
The requirement that students live in dormitories should not mean the
suspension of rights that are characteristic of and accepted by the world
outside the academic womb. The social regulations should provide aframework that will allow Skidmore women to establish their own
social life independent of the notorious Saratoga bars. The opinion
presented by participants of the residential college inquiry made inDecember stating that parietals can not be separated from allowinghquor m rooms is sound. The college can not expect to regulate what
visitors bring into the dormitories.
The question of maintaining the honor system under these
regulations is an immediate one. Visitors could not be expected to beheld to an honor code not of their own creating; hence, it would be
necessary to provide specific means of enforcing established hours and
™Sin f rnfnngem?" t uP°n other students' privacy, An effectivemethod of fines levied by the dormitories could be enacted
Arbitrary regulations do not foster growth maturitv or
responsibility. Therefore, by strongly urging fhese change? we £endorsing the belief that students who intellilentlTexerSTtheTr free
choice in social matters will necessarily assert a certain degree ofpersonal honor. We believe there has been sufficient study to warrant
the immediate institution of a trial period for the December proposal.
—The Skidmore News
•ft% mmtm
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Opportunities Seem
To Be On The Upswing
I 1
(Continued from page 1)
funds, augmented by Federal Educational
Opportunity Grants.
The State o{ Maine itself provides most of the
opportunities for Maine Indians to receive higher
education. Since 1937, the University of Maine has
made available scholarships for five Maine Indians
In May of 1966 the State Board of Education
authorized one full scholarship apiece for each of
the five State Colleges, four Vocational-Technical
Institutes, and three Schools of Practical Nursing,
to be made available to "qualified" Indians. It also
provided for as many "tuition-only" scholarships
as there are "qualified" Indian applicants from
Maine.
There are presently ten Indian students at the
University of Maine (Portland and Orono)
receiving tuition scholarships. There are also about
five Indian students attending or accepted at the
various Maine V.T.I. schools and the Schools of
Practical Nursing. Six Indians are attending private
institutions, all of which are in Maine with the
exception of one in Oklahoma.
These are many more Maine Indians than have
been pursuing higher education in the past, but the
number is still comparatively small, and has yet to
approach the number of opportunities available.
This is because the great majority of Indian
children just don't g.»c this far. Edward Hinckley,
Commissioner of the Department of Indian
Affairs, states the problem as simply as possible
:
"I feel that one of the reasons for limited college
enrollment in the past has been inadequate high
school preparation and I also feel that perhaps
some of the elementary and high school programs
of the past have not been particularly appropriate
to the Indian student."
This problem is far more severe than it sounds.
Over the years, a small percentage of Maine's
Indians have entered high school, and the dropout
rate among these students has been very high.
Discrimination against Indian children in public
high schools has been common-place. But the basic
difficulty is the conflict between the white man's
educational system and the Indian way of life.
Compulsory education runs against a strong
Indian tradition of parental responsibility in the
teaching of children. And the concept of rigid
school-days and school-hours spent in a school
building run by the clock is at cross-purposes with
the informal, natural ordering of Indian life.
Indians have always felt contempt for the poor
white man and his frantic, unhealthy way of life.
But Indian parents over the years have seen how
the white man profits from his education and
technology, and have wanted their children to
share in the same opportunities offered by the
dominant culture. They found, however, that the
white man's education separates the Indian from
his own culture while denying him the benefits of
an education. Indian high school graduates found
that they were still second-class citizens^ denied
employment opportunities and usually forced to
accept welfare like the rest of the tribe.
Meanwhile, white educators have always gauged
the success of Indian education according to the
degree to which the Indians are acculturated, that
is, brought into the white man's culture. Educators
are now beginning to realize that this attitude has
destroyed generations of Indian children and
merely enforced the poverty and welfare mentality
that became a pattern for the American Indian.
Educators and administrators are now trying to
take the unique aspects of Indian culture into
account while restructuring Indian education. The
emphasis is toward making the Indian aware of his
identity, his dignity, and his potential. But even
those people who know the problem best are still
groping for the correct practical approach which
will make this possible. Says Lou Doyle,
Coordinator of Indian Services for the Diocese of
Portland, "No one is really sure what we ought to
be doing in the Indian classrooms."
In Maine, the dilemma is being attacked
vigorously. There are no Indian high schools, so
that the cultural and language difficulties must be
dealt with in the reservation's primary schools.
Students must be prepared for white high schools
in primary schools centered around reservation
life. Presently, the state may pay tuition for Indian
students from the reservations to any secondary
school in the state, public or private.
Discrimination in the high schools is on the
decline, although white residents are still apathetic
toward the problems of Indian children in their
schools.
The Indians themselves, however, have a deep
interest in the reservation primary schools, which
are in the process of being greatly invigorated. The
Department of Education is in charge of all Indian
schooling. The Sisters of Mercy, as they have been
doing for over 100 years, teach in the Indian
elementary schools, but this is the first year that
all the nuns have been volunteers. There were four
openings in Passamaquoddy schools this year, and
28 volunteers were available. Therefore the best
teachers could be chosen, and one of the nuns
selected was herself a Passamaquoddy. The
teachers are now on the state salary scale. They
have better textbooks to work with. The
Passamaquoddy children now have hot lunch and
breakfast programs.
Since the Department of Indian Affairs was
organized in 1965, Indian education has been
completely under the Department of Education,
and there has been less restriction of funds
(although Hinckley's department still finds itself
hampered by this problem). Last fall the voters of
Maine strongly approved an appropriation for new
Indian schools, and Indian committees are now
overseeing plans for three new grammar schools,
one for each reservation.
There are now hopes of setting up a model
experimental Indian school with the aid of federal
funds. VISTA volunteers are running pre-primary
educational programs, and are tutoring and
counseling children already in school. Indian
children have taken part in Head Start and Upward
Bound programs. And better health services, food,
and housing are making the life of Indian
school-age children less depressing.
The greatest educational problem faced by the
Maine Indian is the reading barrier caused by
language difficulties. The Penobscot tribe has lost
its language, and now speaks only English. The
Passamaquoddy, however, have managed to retain
their language, and the cultural identity that goes
with it. They are determined to preserve the
language. It is still the first language learned by the
children, and many youngsters know little or no
English when they reach school-age. Television
now helps them to become acquainted with
English, but they still have great difficulty in
developing reading skills.
Dr. Willard Walker, Associate Professor of
Anthropology at Wesleyan and a student of
Passamaquoddy culture has received a grant from
the William H. Donner Foundation, and will take a
leave of absence next year to write a bilingual
(published in both languages and available to
Indians and whites) and bicultural history of
Maine with a focus on the Indian's role. This will
help the Indian "build up his own self-image", and
give him some knowledge of his historical role.
One aim of Indian education is to help the
children "make critical judgments on the values of
their own Indian culture and the values of white
civilization." A bicultural history text would make
this far easier.
But Passamaquoddy is a spoken language with
no writing system. Professor Walker and a student
devised a system of writing in. 1967 which was
unsuccessful. He has now modified the method
and the revised system seems to be taking. If it is
adopted by the Passamaquoddy, it could be used
in texts and in the schools. Hopefully, an
anthology of Passamaquoddy folk tales could be
published, in both languages. In fact, Dr. Walker
thinks it might be a good idea to use
Passamaquoddy as the primary language in the
schools, with English taught as a subject and used
as a secondary language. Past experiences with
other tribes have shown that Indians who can
control their own education and culture will raise
their educational and living standard to a high
level.
This summer the Passamaquoddy reservations
will host a teacher training program designed to
sensitize teachers to the subleties of the Indian
way of life. At the same time, experiments in
written Passamaquoddy for texts may be tried.
New schools will be going up, more children will
be involved in the Upward Bound program, and
the Indian belief that "eduueation is' for
everybody, and it lasts a lifetime" will result in
more and more practical applications.
There are now only 23 Passamaquoddy and 19
Penobscot students enrolled in high school. Of
these 42, only seven are seniors. But in the future,
more and more Indians will hopefully be
reconciling school with their way of life, and
graduating from high school. If this becomes
reality, Maine's colleges and university can look
forward to receiving students from a native
minority which has created an educational system
uniquely its own, and which has preserved its own
independent culture despite a strenuous attempt at





On Wednesday, February 26, at 7:30 in the Main Lounge of the
Moulton Union, Bowdoin College, the SDS and the Young Socialist
Alliance will jointly sponsor an informal lecture and discussion with
Stuart Singer, a member of the Boston Young Socialist Alliance. Stuart
Singer together with 12 other members of the YSA, representing
chapters all over the country, were invited to spend a month in Cuba by
the Cuban Government and participate in the celebration of the 10th
anniversary of Cuba.
In addition to an extensive tour of the island, there was a meeting
between the YSA members and the representative to Cuba of the
National Liberation Front (NLF) of South Vietnam. They discussed the
course of the war and the anti-war movement in the United States In
particular they discussed the G.I.-Civilian Anti-War demonstration to
be in New York and five other cities on April 6. The NLF spokesmen
made it clear that in spite of the Paris talks, the Vietnamese will accept
only the complete withdrawal of U.S. troops from Vietnam. Singer will
tour high schools and colleges throughout New England speaking about
the Cuban Revolution and building support for the April 6 anti-war
demonstration.
SHEAT WINS FELLOWSHIP
Professor John E. Sheats of the Department of Chemistry has been
awarded a National
-Science Foundation (NSF) Science Faculty
Fellowship. J
The Fellowship will enable him to spend the next six months
conducting research in collaboration with Dr. M. D Rausch of the
University of Massachusetts. Professor Sheats will be on leave from
Bowdoin during the second semester of the current academic year
At the University of Massachusetts Professors Sheats and Rausch are
engaged in organometallic chemical research and are working primarily
on the synthesis of cobalticene compounds.
WEST NAMED DIRECTOR AND CURATOR
Richard V. West has been appointed as Director and Curator of the
Bowdoin Museum of Art.
Mr West, an art historian who joined the Bowdoin staff as Curator of
the Museum in 1967, will assume his new title July 1.
Before coming to Bowdoin Mr. West completed a two-year Ford
Foundation Museum Curatorial Program, serving as a member of the
staff at the Cleveland'Museum of Art and at the Albright-Knox Gallery
in Buffalo, N.Y. He toured Europe during the summer of 1967, visiting
the great museums of England and the Continent to study and observe
art works there.
INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL PROGRAM
Friday, February 21, 7:30 p.m.
Pour un maillot Jaune Claude LeLouch (French)
Lied von Kaprun (German)




Sunday, February 23, 7:30 p.m.
Toute la Memoire d'un Monde A. Resnais
Pacific 231 Jean Mitry









Tuesday, February 25, 9:00 p.m.
Japanese Theatre and Music
Bunraku — Traditional Music — Noh — Kabuki
Wednesday, February 26, 7:30 p.m.
Sillages S. Roullet
Images d'Epinal ORTF Service de la Recherche
Interpretations J. Brzozwski













The films are shown in the Senior Center with no admission charge
Most of the films are shown with English subtitles.





Airways attorney instrumental in negotiating
establishment of the first direct airline service between Moscow andNew York will speak at Bowdoin March 11. Norman P. Seagrave willdeliver the annual Alumni Council Lecture in conjunction with theBowdoin Departments of History and Government
Mr. Seagrave, a member of Bowdoin's Class of 1937, will discuss his
role in the negotiations at 7 :30 p.m. in Wentworth Hall at the BowdoinSenior Center. The public is cordially invited to attend
After a decade of negotiations in New York and in Moscow, AttySeagrave traveled nearjy 10,000 air miles to Moscow and Washington to
attend the talks. The direct air service, via Pan American and the Soviet
airline, Aeroflot, was inaugurated last June.
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A Bowdoin senior, Timothy O.
Devlin, has been designated by the
Woodrow Wilson National
Fellowship Foundation today as
one of the best future college
teachers in the nation.
He was the only Maine college
student to win the coveted honor,
announced by the Foundation as
the climax of a competition
throughout the United States and
Canada in which 11,704
candidates were nominated and
1,106 were selected.
Devlin is a Phi Beta Kappa
student who is majoring in
H*CHUCK («*!!»
WAGON
Use Our Banquet and Party Rooms RTE. 24 AT COOK'S CORNER,
At No Extra Cost!
Classics at Bowdoin. He is a
member of Delta Sigma
Fraternity.
The Wilson Foundation also
announced that it has awarded
Honorable Mention to the
following five other Bowdoin
seniors
:
Marc D. Block, who spent his
junior year abroad studying in
England. He is majoring in
Sociology.
Erland A. Cutter, majoring in
French and a member of Delta
Sigma Fraternity.
William K. Moberg, A Phi Beta
JOIN NOW
BOWDOIN EUROPE, 1969
Deposits due before February 1st (refundable) total fare,
New York - Luxembourg - New York
$280.00
Call Valerie Zint, Mymie Graham or Jeff Reichel or
Charles Butt
725-5587






We Have a Good Selection
of Bowdoin Items
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TheThink Drink.
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there are now 25 offices across the state
from which to choose
Kappa student and a Surdna
Foundation Undergraduate
Research Fellow. A member of
Chi Psi Fraternity, he is majoring
in Chemistry. h
Kenneth R. Walton, a
Chemistry major and member of
Phi Beta Kappa and Theta Delta
Chi Fraternity.
Charles E. Whitten, a Surdna
Foundation Undergraduate
Research Fellow, who is majoring
in Chemistry and a member of
Sigma Nu Fraternity.
Devlin and all of the others
receiving designation by the
Foundation were interviewed by
panels of college professors and
administrators. A list of the
Designates has been sent to all
graduate school deans in the
United States and Canada with
the recommendation that the
graduate schools make fellowship
awards to these students. The
graduate deans will also receive a
list of the 1,111 persons who were
interviewed and received
Honorable Mention.
This year's selection process
represented the second year of the
Designation progr m, which is
supported by Ford Foundation
funds. Last year 85 per cent of
* the 1,124 Designates received,
first-year followships from~
graduate schools and the rest were
supported by funds of the
Woodrow Wilson National
Fellowship Foundation. "It is
expected that this year's group of
Designates will have equal success
in obtaining financial support for
their graduate study," the
Foundation said.
Professor R. Wells Johnson of
the Department of Mathematics
Bowdoin 's campus representative
for the Foundation, said 15
regional selection committees
chose this year's Designates, all of
whom originally were nominated
by their college professors.
Devlin, was recently selected as
one of four outstanding Bowdoin
seniors who will deliver traditional
student Commencement speeches
at the College's 164th
Commencement June 14.
He has been awarded honorary
James Bowdoin Scholarships for
his numerous academic
accomplishments, and last
summer won a Bowdoin Fathers
Association research grant for
work on a translation of
Euripides' "Bacchae." His
translation has been selected as .
one of two productions which will
be staged at Bowdoin March
141 5 in the finals of the




















The Reserve Officers Training Corp,_commonly
called ROTC, has come under heavy attack this
school year.
Buildings on at least four campuses were bombed
or set afire early first semester. Student hostility
toward the war and university complicity with the
government manifested itself in growing protests
against campus military training.
Now that disfavor has become more legitimatized
as increasing numbers of faculties and administrations
launch official assaults on ROTC, which they feel has
no place in an academic setting.
Two weeks ago the Harvard faculty votedV to
withdraw academic status from its ROTC program,
the oldest in the nation. The director of the program
said he would recommend to the Pentagon that
ROTC be ended at Harvard.
Yale took similar action three weeks ago, stripping
ROTC of academic credit and relegating it to
extra-curricular status. Dartmouth College the next
day announced it would limit credit to only two
courses. Western Maryland College said it would no
longer require students to take ROTC. The University
of Pennsylvania recently withdrew credit. Cornell is
expected to take some action soon.
Last week Bowdoin announced that it will attempt
to eliminate credit this year.
On top of all this, the Army announced statistics
showing a decline in ROTC enrollments and a
substantial decrease in the number of schools with
mandatory programs. During the last five years,
enrollment has dropped from 159, 849 to 150, 982.
Ninety-five mandatory programs still exist, but they




The Army says the number of ROTC graduates
• receiving commissions has increased arid that 30 more
institutions will have adopted the training program by
1972. No school has dropped ROTC in the past five
years, it said proudly.
But that glowing report cannot mask the growing
dissatisfaction with ROTC, examples of which can be
seen in the results of a College Press Service survey.
Beginning this year, Johns Hopkins University will
not count ROTC credit toward degrees. Niagara
University will not require sophomores to take the
courses.
Freshman ROTC enrollment is down 50 per cent at
Catholic University, 25 per cent at the University of
Iowa.
Elimination of credit was one of the early demands
of militants at San Francisco State College, but the
issue has apparently been drowned by others. At
Lehigh University, the question of credit is under
study. In October, 300 students protested ROTC and
the university's "military mind." The University of
Pittsburgh has also faced this issue. The student
government at the University of Pennsylvania voted
for removal of academic credit, but the president
vetoed the bill until the issue could be further
studied. The Michigan Daily editorialized, "No
academic value, no academic credit." The St. Louis
University faculty revoked ROTC credit in December.
i, ROTC is also under attack at Middlebury, Middle
Tennessee State, Ole Miss, Davidson, Rochester,
Douglass, the University of Texas, Clemson, Hobart,
Michigan State, California at Santa Barbara,
Wisconsin, Massachusetts, and others.
At Temple University in Philadelphia, activist
anti-war students have flocked to ROTC. There, the
acronym stand for "Resistance on Temple Campus.
"
At about 100 schools, ROTC is still compulsory.
Some army-school contracts require that a certain
number of cadets be enrolled, and administrators find
that compulsory RQTC is a good way to guarantee
the minimum. So the first step in reform at these
institutions is usually making the courses voluntary.
This step has been taken by a number of schools.
But the big issue this year is no longer whether
mandatory ROTC interferes with personal liberties;
that it does is usually taken for granted. Now the
question is whether the military training — whether
mandatory or voluntary — should carry academic
credit at all. Educators and students are questioning
the quality of ROTC courses and the control the
military has over course content.
The American Civil Liberties Union has concluded
that ROTC is inconsistant with academic freedom.
Speakers at a recent University of Pittsburgh forum
pointed out that a ROTC instructor can be ordered
what to teach and what not to. The courses are not
controlled by the University, but by the Defense
Department.
The third issue in the ROTC controversy is whether
a college campus is an appropriate place to conduct
military training.
The ultimate argument being used against ROTC is
that it teaches men to make war.
When Yale stripped ROTC of its academic status, a
faculty member compared the program to "singing in
the Whiffenpoofs." He called it "a perfectly fine
activity" but not deserving of credit. But to many, an
ROTC course in "counter-guerrilla warfare" is not










have Swedes/ Soiled them-
selves with martial deeds./ No
one seemed to suffer pains/
Watching Bismark rape the
Danes./ Similarly, Sweden
passed/ When the crazy
Kaiser massed./ Nor did
Norway's awful fate/ Make
the Swedish escalate./
Finally, they've struck a
blow!/ Swe- [" ° J™ °W ?'
. ,
' Wm. t. BuckUy'i
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Any Time Spudnut Time
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Look into the General Electric Financial Manage-
ment Program.
You don't have to have an extensive background
in economics or accounting to 'get into it. All you
have to have is an aptitude for numbers and a
bachelor's degree.
Our Financial Management Program is designed
to do the rest. It'll fill in the blanks in your back-
ground and, at the same time, give you a chance
'
to show what you can do on a responsible job.
When you finish the program, you'll have a
working knowledge of the basis of every business:
finance. And that means you'll be qualified to work
in any one of the 170 separate product depart-
ments of General Electric.
Our representative will be on campus soon. Why
not plan on talking finance with him? It just might
prove profitable.
GENERAL^ ELECTRIC
Ad equal opportunity employer
* • t
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Martin Sets Record
Last weekend the icemen skated to a smooth, easy 7-2 victory
against Amherst, a school not known for its fine hoekey squads. Cap-
tain Ken Martin had a hat trick against the Lord Jeffs and became the
first Bowdoin player to rack up 100 points in a three-year career.
The Lord Jeffs managed to scare
the Bears as they scored in the
opening period, unmatched by
Bowdoin scoring until late in the
second. However, the lack of scor-
ing didn't mean the Bears weren't
shooting, in fact, Amherst goalie
Terrence O'Malley had has hands
full as he staved off 64 attempts
on goal. Finally in the final stan-
za tne Bears managed to shoot
home six more goals to Amherst's
one. Martin got two unassisted
goals, one on a length-of-the-ice
dash.
The Polar Bears travel to Provi-
dence, Rhode Island Saturday to
take on the Division I Providence
team. If the iceman can check
Norwich and defeat Colby again,
a first or third in division stand-
ings, and an invitation to an ECAC
championship tournament would
become a reality. Their Division
record is now 10-3-1 to Merri-
mack's 6-2-0 and AIC's 11-4-0. As
' of February 15 the Bears stood
eleventh of 42 schools in overall






Two victories were tallied for
the price of one last weekend as
the varsity swimmers defeated
U N H 63 -32 in an unofficial
encounter and also accepted a
forfeit from originally scheduled
Trinity.
F I't seems that Trinity felt they
could not swim a meet with six
swimmers, and therefore canceled
their- Saturday contest with
Bowdoini In the ECAC, a forfeit
gives the canceling team a loss. On
Wednesday UNH and the Bears
met again, officially this time, and
onci^ more. Coach Charlie. Butt's
squad swam over the Wildcats,
59-37.
In Saturday's meet, both the
Bowdoin relay teams won. The
400 Freestyle team of Barnes, K.
Ryan, Samp, and Williams were
aiming to lower the pool record of
3:24.4, but were over by two
seconds. Other winners were
Barnes in he 200 Freestyle, Samp
in the 50 Freestyle, K. Ryan the
I.M., Stuart the Backstroke,
MacArthur the Breaststroke, and
Edkins the 100 Freestvle
The squad traveled to Durham,
New Hampshire to face the
Wildcats in their two year old
pool Wednesday. The squad
posted an easy victory in which
the team swam for good
performances in preparation for
Saturday's encounter with
Amherst and the upcoming New
England Swimming
Championships at U Conn March
6,7,8. s-
A full strength frosh swimming
team won the first nine of 11
events for a 57-36 victory over
Cheverus High School last
Saturday.
As usual, the frosh were paced
by newly-elected captain Pete
Robinson who copped firsts in the
100 and 200 yard freestyle events.
He set a freshman record in the
latter with a time of 1:56.5,
topping the old mark by
one-tenth second. In both events
he beat back the challenge of
Maine State Champion Charley
Baird.
The only other double winner
for the cubs was Jeff Meehan with
victories in ihe 50 freestyle and
the 100 backstroke.
John Krol, varsity hockey goalie, was a lonely man during the first
period of Wednesday night's game against Merrimack College in the
Bowdoin Arena. The; Bears scored their two goal victory margin dur-
ing that time and thereby moved into the top two places among the
25 Division II hockey teams in the
ECAC. Merrimack's position was
weakened by a 4-2 loss to Jim
Block's hat trick and Ed Good's
single goal.
A road-weary Merrimack squad,
who had been defeated the night
before by second place AIC, faced
a highly aggressive Bear squad and
turned to mostly defensive play in
the first 20 minutes of action. Jim
Block scored his first goal of the
evening at 6:34 on a shot that had
been cleared the first time. Assists
went to Foulkes and Good. Four
minutes later Good picked up a
pass down ice and scored a clean
goal with the help of Foulkes and
Block.
The band again open the second
period with its newly adopted
theme, the "Mickey Mouse March-
ing Song," and eight minutes later
the scoring started. Block scored
on an outside pass from Good with
assistance coming from Foulkes
once again. Merrimack's Joe Cec-
chini tried to open his team's
scoring by a pne-on-one situation
from five feet out, but was blocked
by Krol. At 15:53 McAuliffe final-
ly landed in a goal for Merrimack
on a clean shot from a break away.
The period ended at 3-1, with the
play having evened out somewhat.
Nine minutes and 36 seconds in-
to the third period Block scored
his final tally of the game on a
clean shot, assisted by Foulkes and
E. Hardy. With Bowdoin's Bob
Kullen out on a two minute trip-
ping penalty, Merrimack's Cecchini
scored on a lift from center ice








Up, Up and Away . . . Another rebound for Bowdoin.
Hoopmen TravelTo Colby
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va Providence 7:30 Saturday
Bowdoin Fr. 6 Salem






vs Hebron 4:00 Saturday
Basketball
Bowdoin 80 Springfield
Bowdoin 102 U Maine
12-5
at Colby 3:30 Saturday
Bowdoin Fr. 92 U Maine
7-S






vi Amherst 2 :00 Saturday
Bowdoin Fr. 57 Cheverus
8-4
at Exeter 2:00 Wednesday
Wrestling
Bowdoin 14 U Maine
0-5




vs Amherst 2:00 Saturday
Interfrat Track Meet
The 47th annual Interfraternity
Track Meet will be held Wednes-
day, March 5. I,n addition to Indi-
vidual prizes awarded to the first
three place winners, there will be
seven trophies, cups, and plaques
awarded to the fraternities and in-
dividual winners.
Qualifying trials are set for the
two days preceding the meet and
will take place in the Hyde Ath-
letic Building at 4:30 p.m. The
meet itself will be at 7:30 p.m. and
is open to all Bowdoin students,
including members of the fresh-
man and varsity track teams. The
only provision is that each frater-
nity squad attend at least ten
practice sessions under the super-




Springing back from last Satur-
day's 84-80 defeat by a powerful
Springfield squad, the varsity
hoopmen thoroughly squashed U
Maine Wednesday night, 102-87.
The sqUad, at 12-5. faces Colby
Saturday night in Waterville.
The highly ranked Springfield
squad narrowly escaped being up-
set by the Bears in the game that
ended the Bowdoin squad's eight
game winning streak. The Polar
Bears opened the game apparently
incapable of scoring. Springfield
quickly amassed and maintained
a solid lead until Bowdoin's Andy
Neher opened up his solo counter-
attack on the nets. Neher alone
pumped five baskets and two foul
shot to plummet the Bears into a
lead they didn't relinquish until
late in the second half. Chip Mil-
ler's consistant shooting likewise
helped in bringing the halftime
score to 44-39, favoring the Bears.
The style of play changed some-
what in the second half, Spring-
field adapted its defense to stop
Bears Neher and Miller, as well as
MacFarland. The new defense was
most effective in the start of the
second half as the lead narrowed
and finally seasawed between the
foul shooting of MacFarland and
Springfield's Clark. The seesaw
gained momentum and the re-
bounding of MacKenzie added
weight to the Bowdoin side. How-
ever, it was not enough to stop
Clark's point barrage and a burst
of aid from his teammate Water-
man. With a minute remaining.
Springfield had built an eight
point lead, too large for the Bears
to overcome.
In Wednesday Night's battle of
the bears at U Maine most
everyone expected to witness a
well-publicized MacFarland-
Stevenson dual. However, the first
ten minutes of the game was
exclusively Chip Miller. Before
WBOR finally started the delayed
broadcast 5:35 into the game,
Miller had already popped in ten
points.
Though Maine's Chandler and
y
Campbell maintained a consistent
attack throughout the first period,
Miller's effortless scoring and
Andy Neher's corner shots kept
Bowdoin in a slim lead over the
high-scoring Maine Black Bears.
When Maine finally adjusted to
stop Miller, MacFarland picked up
the slack and was virtually
unstoppable, finishing a hot first
half with a sinker and a 17-point
total. Maine's Stevenson was held
from scoring until the last four
minutes of the half.
The 102-93 victory for the
Polar Bears gives. them a 3-0 first
place hold in the state series





The frosh icemen set a nine
game winning streak this past
weekend by dual victories over Sa-
lem State and Lakefield. Ontario.
The Cubs haven't lost a game since
they were outshot two goals, 5-3.
by the Harvard frosh December 4.
Friday's game against Salem was
a fine display of excellent defen-
sive play. Four of the cub's six
yoals were scored unassisted on
errors by Salem. Skating and pass-
ing looked better than the two
previous games and the final 6-2
score showed it. The game also
marked the return of first line
right wing Ned Dowd. to the ice.
He had been sidelined since exams
by a broken foot.
The effects of Winters Week-
end began to show in Saturday's
encounter with Lakefleld
, . . or
perhaps it was the heavy schedule
of three games in four days What-
ever the case, the frosh weren't as
sharp as the previous day and
failed to backcheck for the ma-
jority of the game. Despite this,
they still managed to come out on
top of a 5-1 score.
ATumni Support Might
Lift Post Season Ban
*«>w^^w^^ by Martin Friedlander
It's too bad that this year's varsity hockey seniors may never get the
opportunity to play in an ECAC championship hockey tournament. It's
also too bad that after beating the number one team in Division II the
Polar Bears may not be able to lay official claim to the title. And
finally, it's too bad that the alumni and college may not be able to
enjoy the publicity and possible rewards that come with participating in
an ECAC championship tournament. And all of this because the college
is obliged to abide by a clause in an agreement based on one school's
misfortune and a generally inapplicable ruling.
The arguments against post season play certainly seem convincing
. . .
for some people, at any rate. Some say that post-season tournaments
such as these can result in aggravation, excessive cost, and undue stress
on the players. This is said with one particular case in mind; an instance
when one member of the pentagonal sent a championship basketball
team to the midwest for the playoffs and discovered they weren't quite
as good as they thought they were and also that Mid-western
sportsmanship was not quite up to New England ethics.
As it now stands, the hockey tournament we want to play in will be
held, and this is by ECAC ruling, at one of the participating schools: all
the present contenders are within 300 miles of Brunswick, no further
than a typical weekend road trip. It would come at the immediate end
of the season, thereby not running into any other sport
The fact remains that there is nothing disadvantageous to Bowdoin's
playing in such a tournament
. . . except the prospect of violating an
antiquated clause of the "Pentagonal."
This is winter alumni weekend. If the alumnf want to see one of their
finest hockey teams in years compete for honors they deserve, they
should make this known. Alumni pressure, combined with the already
professed student support, could serve to help persuade President
Howell to seriously consider participation in the tournament
this is the alumni's winter weekend. We hope those alumni visiting
the campus and reading this article still remember what it means to be a
champion in anything - and the hockey team needs your support so
they can have that opportunity.
And Where There Is Post-Season Competition.
The track and swimming teams are beginning that tapering period
which annually precedes the post-season championship competitions.
Ihe Pentagonal makes exception to such events that call for
individual, and not team, competition.
The harriers travel to Colby Saturday for the Maine StateChampionship. Against Maine, Colby, and Bates, Coach Frank
Sabasteanski s squad could place some men in the top places
particularly m the mile, hurdles, high jump, and relays. '
'
Coach Charlie Butt's swimming team is entering the final phase of
N^r^.^L K,three big °nes; the New Englands, Easterns, and
slrfMH !? thetUNat,onal Swimming Championships being held atSoringfield, Mass. th* year, Coach Butt hopes to qualify two relay
tT »
C
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iors Vote On Social
BULLETIN
The Senior Class this afternoon overwhelmingly ap-
proved the new Social Code for the Senior Center. The
vote was 158-10 as of 2 p.m. The Code will go into ef-
fect immediately.
Seniors are voting today on whether or not to accept
a "social code" that would supplant the current social
rules and parietal hour restrictions, A class meeting
was held this afternoon at 1 p.m. and the code was in-
troduced. Voting was also held.
Director of the Center William B. Whiteside and
Class President Bob Ives hops that they can muster
the necessary three-quarter affirmative vote of the
Seniors to implement the code. All 218 seniors are vot-
ing, not just the 191 residing in the Center.
"I hope that we can get the necessary 'yes' votes this
afternoon so that the code may be put into effect be-
ginning tonight," Whiteside said this morning.
The code, which is printed in its entirety on page 2,
puts each Senior residing in the Center on his own as
far as determining when he entertains" dates in the
building.. The only restrictions are set out in sections
one and two of "Standards": 1) . , . "Each Senior is
expected to conduct himself responsibly, and to ensure
that his guests dc so, maintaining full respect for his
fellow students and fof all guests of the College and
of individual residents of the Center;" and 2) "Each
resident of the Senior Center shall be responsible for
conducting himself in accordance with local, state and
national law."
Although the restrictions are vague, there is never-
theless a judicial body charged with punishing flagrant
and repeated violations of the code. This Senior Cen-
ter Judiciary Board shall be composed of the three
senior members of the Student Judiciary Board and
two duly elected seniors. (See "Means of Enforce-
ment").
If the code is approved, all residents of the Center
will be required to sign a pledge that they "accept and
agree to abide by the Bowdoin College Senior Center
Social Code."
If the code is approved this year, it will be in effect
until after Commencement. Next vear's senior class
THE
will need to ratify the code by a three-quarter ma-
jority vote in order to implement the code for aca-
demic 1969-70.
The code, if accepted, would give Bowdoin one of the
most liberal and most advanced concepts in regulating
social conduct in the country. Other schools have
abolished parietal hours, such as Columbia. University
Several schools have put parietal hours at the discre-
tion of individual living units — such as at Tufts.
Today's vote on the code climaxes a year-long strug-
gle by the Senior Center Committee < composed of stu-
dents! and the Senior Center Council of the faculty
to come up with a plan replacing the old social rules
that would be acceptable to both sides.
After the final draft was approved by the Senioi
Center Council, it was examined by the College legal
counsel and by the President of the College.
"The new code places a burden upon all of us con-
nected with the Center to make it work] said White-
side today. "I'm sure we can do it, an<4 I hope and
trust that the result will be an enhancement rather
than a deterioration of civilized living in\ie Center
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Student Council Proposals Seek
Election Change, Delayed 'Drop'
NEW TEAM — Bob Ives '89 (left) will become Assistant to
Director of Admissions Richard W. Moll (right) in June. Ives re-
places Dana Wilson '68, who traveled around the country this fall




A total of 21 sophomores have
been chosen by the Recording
Committee to participate in the
10-College Exchange Program next
year. Nearly 40 students applied for
the program, which involves four
other men's colleges and five wom-
en's colleges in the Northeast.
The names of the 21 sophomores
have been forwarded to each stu-
dent's "first-choice" institution.
Each school will then make its fi-
nal decision on the application
and notify the applicants — hope-
fully by March 15.
Of the 21 students, 17 are seek-
ing, year-long absences and four
are seeking one-semester absences,
Bowdoin plans to accept approxi-
mately 20 women from the parti-
cipating colleges next fall, although
it now looks as if the number may
be somewhat below the expected
figure.
Tremendous Increase
Major changes in two areas —
fraternity rushing regulations and
the Student Council Constitution
— were- proposed at Mondaysnstu-
dent Council Meeting. The far-
reaching proposals will be voted on
this coming Monday in what could
be the most significant Council
meeting of the semester.
The ba'sic change sought in -the
frat rushing rules, as outlined by-
Student Council Rushing Commit-
tee Chairman Geof Ovenden *71,
calls for a delay between the peri-
od when bids may be given and the
period when pledging < "dropping" i
may begin. Under the Committee's
proposal, which would go into ef-
fect next fall if approved Monday,
rushing and bidding would take
place from 6 p.m. Friday through
6 p.m. Saturday of rush week.
Pledging would begin at 7 p.m.
Saturday and continue, as neces-
sary, through 7 p.m. Sunday.
A key clause 4in the Committee's
proposal, which may prove to be
highly controversial, calls for house
rushing chairman to keep a care-
ful records of the bids distributed
by name and number. This record
would be used during Saturday's
pledging — if more freshmen wish
to pledge than the allotted 26, the
26 men with the lowest bid num-
bers (that is, the first 26 who were
bid and who then wish to "drop"!
only may be taken. The Committee
hopes that this system will elimin-
ate cruel and arbitrary means of
selecting the final men to fill the
^mota.
In another key section of the
Committee's proposal, the old
"three-card system" would be re-
instated.
the make-up of the Council and







n the Student Council
mainly pertaining to
Applications For Admission Up 40 Per Cent
By ALAN KOLOD
Orient News Editor
Selection of the Class of '73 may be a watershed
in Bowdoin 's theory and practice of admissions In
the first place, the 1757 applications which the
admissions office had received by February 25
represents a 40% increase over the number of
applications received by that date last year, and a
70% increase over two years ago. Even more
significant is the improvement in the overall
quality of the applicants. According to* Richard W.
Moll, Director of Admissions, some of the 500
men already eliminated from the competition
"probably would have been in the running not
long ago."
"We're going to have a lot of explaining to do in
mid-April because the standards which secondary
schools and alumni have become accustomed to
are changing, perhaps a little too quickly," said
Moll. "But let's not forget that the most important
question remains how many students will choose
Bowdoin once we have chosen them."
"We attribute the dramatic increase in applicants
to several factors, although it is difficult to be
certain exactly_vvhich factors loom largest in the
candidates' minds," Moll remarked. One primary
factor is the increase in exposure the college has
received this year. The admissions staff has
travelled quite extensively and has given priority
to organizing alumni across the nation to aid in
recruiting.
"But you need a quality product behind your
advertising," Moll said, and he stated what he
thought applicants found most attractive about
the college. Many.were inprensed by the naming of
a new president who is youthful and creative. The
ten college exhehange program, which seems.to
open a door to coeducation, was also significant
The accelerated program for recruiting black
students "a symbol of Bowdoin's social
conscience" ^ and minor curricular changes also
influenced students in applying to Bowdoin.
Moil also thought there were two other factors
which cannot be overlooked. First, many families
find Bowdoin attractive because of iUs rural
setting, especially in light of the current noting
and disruption on urban university campuses.
Secondly, "much as we may not like to face this
fact squarely, I'm quite certain there is a large
group of .students applying to Bowdoin because it
is one oT the few remaining men's colleges." Moll
thinks there are many students applying to
Bowdoin because it is one of only several men's
colleges which have not announced coeducation as
an imminent possibility.
Moll indicated that Bowdoin's soaring applicant
pool directly contradicts the conclusions of the
reports from Trinity and Princeton on
coeducation. Both stated that the number of
capable students applying to "unisexual colleges"
(Please turn to page 3)
stitution calls for Council represen-
tatives to be apportioned on the
following basis: one member from
each frat house, one representative
from the independents, three at
large from the Senior Class, five at
large from the Junior Class and
five at large from the Sophomore
Class. Council Pits. Ben Pratt feels
the changes would accomplish two
things: i> reduce the size of the
Council to a more efficient number
'Horn 29 representatives to 26
!
and, more importantly, 2i provide
for a better campus- wide repre-
sentation of opinion. The new
system would provide a* better'
cross-section of what students
think and want." Pratt said Mon-
day.
The term for each representative
would be one year only.
Selection of officers would be on
a campus-wide basis, for the first
time. Under the proposal, nomina-
tions would be made in the Coun-
cil and the Council would pick two
final candidates. Then the student
body at large would vote on the
two finalists. The winner would be
President and the loser Vice-Presi-
dent. The Secretary-Treasurer
would be chosen on a similar basis.
"This election proceedure would
make the President
, more repre-
sentative of the student body and
would make him more directly re-
sponsive to the voice of the stu-
dents at large," observed Pratt.
Both sets of proposals — the
rushing and the Constitution —
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At last count, we had more than 3,800 news-
paper editors on our list of subscribers to The
Christian Science Monitor. Editors from all
over the world.
Clip the coupon. Find out why newspaper-
men themselves read the Monitor — and why
they invariably name it as one of the five best
papers in the world.
The Christian Science Monto
FOCUS IA K«»ls! t*'tort* *«td t»w?
Needs' More Gash
CHICAGO (CPS) - Students
for a Democratic Society is
hurting for money. In a letter
mailed out this month, SDS says
the demands placed on it have
expanded considerably during
the past eight months.
During that time, membership
has doubled, and SDS has
decided to recruit from the
ranks of the military, working
class, and high schools. All of
this means reams of literature,
more staff workers, and
expanded internal education
material for members.
Concluding" the letter, the
SDS staff says "a first principle
of every movement is the
necessity to defend and sustain
itself."
SDS also faces a hearing by
the House Committee on
Un-American Activities this
session. Committee chairman
Richard Ichord has not yet
indicated when it will take place.
The Christian Science'Monitor
1 Norway Street, -Boston, Massachusetts 02115
Please enter a Monitor subscription for the name below.
I am enclosing $ '_'.„-. (U. S. funds) for the period










Fresh Coffee & Spudnuts
Makes
Any Time Spudnut Time
THE SPUDNUT SHOP
212 Maine St., Brunswick
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PLEASE SEND ME QUILLS
25c EA. PLUS 10c HANDLING CHG.
(EXTRA SAVINGS 5 QUILL PENS $1 00)
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1 Proposed Social Code |
*&- .-*-,_ »
.
>- » •&• *;•
1 " For Senior Center
(Draft approved by the Senior Center Council and the Senior Class Com-
mittee for submission to the Seniors for their ratification.)
The Social Code
of the Bowdoin College Senior Center
Introduction
Since 1964 the Bowdoin College Seniors have lived and studied as
members of a community established with the deliberate intention of
encouraging new opportunities for growth in understanding, in wisdom,
and in character.
A renewed emphasis upon major work and honors projects In the
Senior's field of concentration, and the provision of Senior Seminars in
fields outside the major, were the chief features of the report establishing
the Senior program, which was adopted by the Faculty in May, 1962. The
related decision to provide lectures, discussions, exhibitions, and concerts
in the Senior Center was designed to encourage the Seniors to regard
their educational experience as one which would include their activities
outside the classroom, and which would lead to the formation of attitudes
lasting into the years, after the termination of their formal education.
The Center, as a meeting place for Seniors, faculty members, and a vari-
ety of visitors invited to the Center, has further emphasized the concept
of mature living and the exchange of ideas.
As these activities have developed, the Seniors have been encouraged
in the assumption of student leadership and the regulation of their own
activities, both intellectual and social. In January, 1969, the Faculty dele-
gated the authority to determine the rules governing social behavior in
the Senior Center to the Senior Center Council and the elected represen-
tatives of the Senior class (referred to in this Code as the Senior Class
Committee). This social code stands as a logical extension of the central
objective of the Center "to realize more fully the potentialities of the
Senior year."
Increasingly the traditional effort of educational institutions to stand
in loco parentis has beer, questioned, not only by students, but by pro-
fessors and administrators. That concept can no longer be taken for
granted as applying to a college community. Yet the College continues i
to be deeply concerned over the development of sound values and their
expression in the day by day conduct of students, both while in college
and thereafter. This social code is based upon the conviction that it
represents a realistic approach to the development of those values and
the development of civilized patterns of living that are appropriate to
them. The Senior Center Council and the Senior Class Committee will be
responsible for supervising the social life of the Senior Center under this
code. Should it prove impossible to maintain the desired quality of life
in the Senior Center, the,Senior Center Council will recommend to the
Faculty a change in the manner of determining the rules governing so-
cial behavior in the Senior. Center.
Obviously, different individuals hold differing views of personal
moral conduct. The Senior Center social code, established on student
initiative and maintained by the student community, asks that each
Senior, whatever his personal attitudes, guide his actions in accordance
with the principles expressed in this code.
Standards
1. The success of this social code requires"the active commitment of
all members of the community to the principles upon which the life of
the Senior Center is based. Each Senior is expected to conduct himself
responsibly, and to ensure that his guests do so, maintaining full respect
for his fellow students and for all guests of the College and of individual
residents of the Center.
2. Each resident of the Senior Center shall be responsible for con-
ducting himself in accordance with local, state, and national law.
3. Residents are expected to exercise good judgment in determining
the times at which women guests will be in the Senior Center. Considera-
tion should be given to the convenience of other Seniors and to the
quality of life in the Center.
Means of Enforcement
1. While it is expected that minor cases of improper behavior will be
dealt with by discussion among the parties involved, more serious or re-
peated infractions will be brought to the attention^ the Director of the
Senior Center and the Senior Center Judiciary Board.
2. When conflicting interpretations arise as to the practical implica-
tions of the standards set forth in this code, the Seniors are expected to
seek first to resolve such conflicts through discussion among themselves.
The advice of members of the Senior Class Committee and of the Senior
Center Council is available to them as they conduct such discussions.
Should conflicts not be resolved in this manner, they are to be presented
to the Senior Center Judiciary Board.
3. The Senior Center Judiciary Board shall be comprised of the Se-
nior members of the Student Judiciary Board plus two duly elected mem-
bers of the Senior class.
• 4. Any Senior whose actions are brought before the Senior Center
Judiciary Board shall be given a hearing. The Board shall then render a
decision in accordance with the standards set forth in this code. It shall
be empowered to withhold certain of the social privileges ordinarily ex-
tended to residents of the Center, or to recommend to the Dean of the
College that the offending student or students be suspended from the.
College.
.
5. A Senior may appeal any decision of the Senior Center Judiciary
Board to the Administrative Committee of the Faculty.
6. Bowdoin students who are not Seniors, and their guests, are ex-
pected, when visiting the Senior Center, to abide by the social rules of
the College which apply to their own campus residential unit.
7. All women visitors to the Center who are not the personal guests
of residents of the Center will be required to sign in and sign out at the
reception desk in accordance with procedures established by the Senior
Center staff and the Senior Class Committee. This requirement shMl not
apply to faculty wives, to the members of groups escorted by the can.ous
guide, or to other persons designated bv the Director of the Senior Cen-
ter.
,
Implementation of the Senior Center Honor Code
Following the ratification by the necessary three-fourths majority
of the Seniors, each resident of the Senior Center shall sign the following
pledge
:
I accept and agree to abide by the Bowdoin
College Senior Center Social Code.
Should any Senior refrain from signing, the question of his eligibility to
share m the social privileges of the Center shall be considered by the
Senior Class Committee. Such an individual shall have the right to ap-
peal to the Senior Center Council a decision by the Senior Class Com-
mittee which affects his eligibility to share in the social privileges of the
Senior Center.
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Mklcolm X Day Chapel
Tells Of Commitment
>x>x-»:« msM6^ms^^m&m®ms®$m
By JAY SWEET *
Orient Staff Writer
On February 21, 1965, at the
Audubon Ballroom in Harlem,
Malcolm X was murdered, r
martyr by destiny. The
circumstances of his death are
doubly ironic; he was killed by his
spiritual brothers in what had
become his spiritual home.
February 21 is now taken as a day
of mourning by the American
black, a day dedicated to the
memory of the man who defined
most clearly the reality of being
black in this nation.
Admissions—
(Continued from pace 1)
was decreasing and was bound to
decrease even further. For some
reason, Bowdoin seems to have
upset the apple cart.' Its
applications have increased this
year to a greater degree than any
of its competitors, men's or
coeducational colleges. (Amherst
is up 15%, Williams 13, Harvard
12, Yale 9; Columbia is down 21).
There has also been a significant
change in the method of selection
of students involving the faculty
to a greater degree. Although
there has long been a faculty
committee on admissions policy,
Moll last year introduced a faculty
committee which actually votes
on several hundred borderline
cases. The "Class of '73
Committee" with Dean of the
College Edward Geary; Dean^of
Students, Jerry Brown; Director
of Athletics, Daniel Stuckey;
Professors Edward Minister, John
Ambrose, Wells Johnson, James
Redwine, Samuel Butcher; and
the four men on the admissions
staff, Richard Moll, Walter
Moulton, Richard Boyden, and
David Treadwell, will meet for the
duration of Spring Vacation to
choose approximately 200 boys
from a docket of 300 prepared by
the admissions staff.
The admissions office has
already selected 84 students by
Early Decision and has now
eliminated 500 boys from the
competition. This means that only
300 more boys can be admitted
from the remaining 1200
applicants in order to make up a
matriculating class of 245. (Just
under 400 boys will be admitted
to get a class this size.) Between
now and Spring Vacation, the
admissions officers will select 100
obvious "stars," and eliminate
300 more boys, so that the
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Last Friday, the black
community of Bowdoin presented
a two hour chapel forum service
in observance of Malcolm X Day.
The purpose of the service was
two-fold: first, it was an integral
part of the Afro-American
Society's sub-freshman weekend
activities, and second, and more
important, it was a statement of
the position of Bowdoin 's black
community addressed to the
college as a whole. The greatest
part of the service consisted in
readings of excerpts from
Malcolm's speeches, followed by
brief comments; it was concluded
by a tape of Malcolm speaking.
Afro-American Society member
Robert Johnson, '71, prefaced his
reading, the first, with an
introduction to the three main
phases of Malcolm's life as a
Muslim. These were progressively
moderated; the third, was,
generated by the cathartic
pilgrimages to Mecca and Africa,
in which Malcolm examined the
basis of his faith, and began to see
the hope of racial reconciliations.
Excerpts from speeches given in
this third period dominated the
readings. Although Malcolm
attacked as ruthlessly as ever the
sickness of this society, and stated
as eloquently as ever the
bitterness of the black American's
experience, he began to see a
solution *short of apocalypse. His
hope was the in the young, in this
generation and the next. He
admitted the possibility of
revolutionary change short of
violent revolution, but he
demanded that change as
centuries overdue. This demand
was both the message of hope and
the warning expressed in this"
service. If it is to be heard,
Malcolm X Day must become
more than an occasion for the
remembrance of a single
courageous; if must become a
living reminder of the necessity of
a new age. Friday's service was a
step toward that end.
Cancellations
Two campus events have been
cancelled due to the recent heavy
snowstorm: the annual mid-win-
ter meeting of the Alumni Coun-
cil this weekend and the sched-
uled lecture Wednesday on Cas-
tro's Cuba, sponsored by the Stu-
dents for a Democratic Society
(SDS) and the Young Socialist
Alliance (YSA). SDS has re-
cently published its third "broad-
side" newsletter, the "Delta."




PROMOTED — Five Assistant Professors at Bowdoin College have been promoted to the rank
of Associate Professor. They are (1. to r.) Professors Thomas B. Cornell, Art Department; Charles
A. Grobe, Jr., and H. Wells Johnson, Mathematics Department; James D. Redwine, Jr., English De-
partment; and Elliott S. Schwartz, Music Department.
Famed HistorianTrevor-Roper ROTC Program
To Present Lecture March 9 Deadline Falls
Hugh R. Trevor-Roper, the eminent British educator and \)ti JylOTtuClY
historian, will speak at Bowdoin College March 9. The public is ^
.
invited to attend his lecture at 8 p.m. in Pickard Theater, Memo-
rial Hall.
Mr. Trevor-Roper, Regius Professor of Modern History at
Oxford University since 195 7, will speak on "Romanticism and
the Study of History."
A native of Glanton, Northumberland, England, Mr. Trev-
or-Roper received his B.A. from Christ Church, Oxford, and
later his M.A. He is the author of several books, including "The
Last Days of Hitler" and "Religion, the Reformation and Social
Change." He has edited "Hitler's Secret Conversations" and
"The Rise of Christian Europe."
Mr. Trevor-Roper supervised Bowdoin President Roger
-Howell, Jr., when Howell was working towarcTKis D.Phil, de-
gree at Oxford several years ago. Howell had originally come
to Oxford as a Rhodes Scholar from Bowdoin. ,
Mr. Trevor-Roper is acknowledged as one of the greatest
living historians.
Applications for the two-year
Army Reserve Officers Training
Class (AROTC) program will be
accepted through Monday. Stu-
dents wishing to apply for the
program may contact the Bow-
doin ROTC department any time
over the weekend or on Monday
by dialing campus extension 317.
The program involves partici-
pation in two years of ROTC
training and Bowdoin, plus atten-
dance at a summer camp. Com-
missions will be awarded at grad-
uation.
Further information is avail-





9 Pleasant St., Brunswick
KENNEBEC
FRUIT—
A Tool of Pleasure
- A Good Pipe
"NOT SINCE WATERLOO
have Swedes/ Soiled them-",
selves with martial deeds./ No
one seemed to suffer pains/
Watching Bismark rape the
Danes./ Similarly, Sweden
passed/ When the crazy
Kaiser massed./ -Nor did
Norway's awful fate/ Make
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It Must Be Campus-Wide
The Seniors will vote some time in the next
few days on the newly proposed "Social
Code" that would supplant parietal hour re-
strictions within the Senior Center. It is almost
unnecessary to urge approval of the code,
since most seniors— in one form or another
— have expressed their dislike and lack of
respect for the existing parietal hours and
'social rules."
If the Social Code is accepted by the Se-
niors, it will go into effect immediately within
the Senior Center.
But this raises the larger question: in light
of this development, what should the rules be
for the rest of the campus?
We feel that the rules throughout the rest
of the campus should be the same as they are
in the Center. It will be argued, and it is even
now argued, that the very concept of the Cen-
ter provides for the introduction of unique
and exclusive features of academic and social
life— "to realize more fully the potentialities
of the senior year."
This is a sound concept. But it must not be
construed as a mandate for allowing the Cen-
ter to become isolated from the rest of cam-
pus. Already the Center has isolated many
seniors from the rest of campus — which is
^Jogical, since all unmarried seniors, live, eat,
study and socialize within the Center. The
Center is an attractive and comfortable self-
contained living unit which is by its nature
conducive to divorcing its inhabitants from
the rest of the campus.
This isolation must not be allowed to ex-
tend a step farther by allowing the campus to
be governed by two sets of rules — one for
seniors and one for underclassmen. Such a
situation would be terribly divisive, and it
would negate the spirit of community which
must permeate the entire campus. As. then
Acting President Athern P. Daggett observed
at last Spring's Baccalaureate, "The academic
community is not a healthy community if it
allows itself to become divided by function
rather than united by purpose." The unifying
purpose implicit in the social code — that
students are competent to, and should be en-
couraged to, maturely regulate their social
activities as well as their intellectual pursuits
— should be a unifying purpose applicable
to all students in the Bowdoin community, not
only seniors.
It will be argued that seniors are more ma-
ture and more competent to regulate their so-
cial affairs than less mature underclassmen.
But this distinction is much too fine a line. By
what calipher can one legitimately delineate
a substantially greater maturity in a 22-year
old senior than a 2 1-year old junior living in
a fraternity house or in a dormitory? The dif-
ference in maturity level between the 21 and
22-year old student is marginal — if actual.
And it must be remembered that the 21-
year old underclassmen are living, eating,
studying and socializing in living units with
20, 19 and 18-year old students. In short,
they are all living together in a community.
This community must always be a unified





The new Social Code of the Senior Center,
if accepted by the Seniors, should apply to the
rest of the campus.
A Poor Weekend
Sub-Freshman Weekend, and its 250 high
school participants, has come and gone. And
was it really worth it?
By design, the weekend seems ideal. An
applicant spends a weekend with students,
attends a class or two, sees a few athletic
events, enjoys a "taste" of campus social life
and gets to give the College the once-over.
But Sub-Freshman Weekend, in reality,
doesn't seem to work out quite as ideally as
it does in the blueprints.
Too often— as last weekend indicates—
Sub-Freshman Weekend is a chaotic fiasco:
some sub-freshmen somehow get "sepa-
rated" from their hosts, the social life consists
of an impromptu beer party somewhere, the
athletic-academic side of the College consists
of a superficial and "whirlwind" exposure,
and so on.
The effect can be little more than confusion
for the average sub-freshman — it can hard-
ly be expected to cogently "sel" Bowdoin to
anyone.
Of course, the selling aspect of Sub-fresh-
man Weekend can be over-done. We think




The panel was totally one-dimensional: all
_ f
of the six participants, with the exception
of the freshman member,, were "social acti-
vists." Almost anyone unfamiliar wjth Bow-
doin would conclude, after listening to the
panel, that the College was populated almost
entirely with electrified professors and stu-
dents concerned primarily if not exclusively
with social problems. Among the elements
unrepresented on the panel were the "ivory
towerists," the dedicated scholars, and the
disenchanted.
Not only was the panel unrepresentative,
but at many times it seemed irrelevant. No
one talked about what Bowdoin offers aca-
demically, intellectually or personally. The
discussion centered around general issues,
e.g. the role of "activism" on campus and the
overall purpose of college. Such a discussion
is all well and good, but it doesn't tell pro-
spective students much about the College it-
self. The panel, as one participant said later,
"bombed."
All in all, the Sub Freshman Weekend
emerged with more negative than positive
marks. Whether by accident or by design, the
picture of Bowdoin portrayed during sub-
freshman weekend was clouded, confused
and— above all— unfortunately inaccurate.
It seems that Sub-Freshman Weekend is of
doubtful merit.
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'Baby-Play' Becomes A Victim
To The Editor:
You are Rosemary's baby; and as your unfortunate father, I feel
obliged to cheer you up. For you are one of those deplorable creatures:
nor really grown-up, nor outgrown. With language problems and physical
defects. Created in a moment of unabated passion and ambition ... I
am sorry for that. Not at the bottom of the heap, you do not cause a
general outcry for community action. Let's face it: you are a mediocre
thing, and, made amateurishly .... an illegitimate student-child, which
is good in a way because it may free this letter from the taste of sour
grapes. You're in bad shape — alas! — but, believe me, in good company.
You participated in a student-written one-act play contest. As vari-
ous others, you put the stress on student-written. So, you are said that
none of the selected plays is originally student-written. Right, the idea
of experimentation is going down the drain, and with it the feeling that
we are in college and, hence (and twice: alas) engaged in a learning-
process. This should be the time to make students try out and dramatise
their own ideas — if there are any (quality not disregarded), and not a
warming up of thought thoughts.
You feel that the selection-process is too literary because you remem-
ber the old saying :a play is a play — no good unless played. But you
have to admit tha tthe jury, traditionalist as it may be (how to expect
change when the members of the jury have not been changed for
years?), was courageous enough- to select only two thus breaking a tradi-
tion. You know that others would have made a good and in any case
original performance, but they know better. They broke another tradi-
tion: no play should be longer than forty minutes. The one is — by far.
Can you still call them traditionalists? I'd rather say they are on the
path to revolution! And yet, they missed the winner, since the contest
itself deserves t£e first prize as being a two-dimensional farce of rare
obscurity. The name of the play: .










ED. NOTE — Two facts should be explained in light of reader
Frankenberg's letter: 1) the two plays being presented include the
translation of a Greek tragedy and the adaptation of a James Joyce
short story, and 2) one of the plays — the Greek tragedy — is over
one hour long, half-again as long as most one-act plays.
SDS Publication Is Hilarious
To the Editor:
Bowdoin has at last seen the development of a humor magazine
which, I dare say, rivals the Harvard Lampoon. The Editors of the
SDS newsletter Delta are to be commended for their masterful com-
binations of scatological and eschatological humor. My special -con-
gratulations to John Rensenbrink for his brilliantly satirical piece: "A
Revolutionary Prospective." It was the funniest thing to appear in
any campus publication.
'
t- * Jeff D. Emerson 70
A Sub-Freshman Thank You
' To the Editor:
I want to take this opportunity to thank the Bowdoin people who
sponsored us at -the Sub-Freshman Weekend. Everybody was very
nice and everything and the weekend was very interesting, although
it was long.
One of the reasons I am writing this is that I have heard a lot of
the guys up here for the weekend complaining about things. I don't
think it was as bad as they are saying and I want to thank everybody
at Bowdoin for making us feel at home.
I hope nobody worries very much about the criticism.
(Name Withheld By Request)















At a regular house meeting, the Brothers of Beta
Sigma Phi of Beta Theta Pi at Bowdoin College
adopted the following statement as their
recommendation for a change in the social rules at
Bowdoin College. The Brothers further sent copies
of this statement to President Howell and to the
Joint Committee on Social Rules, and called upon
them to recognize the need for these changes and
to work toward their rapid enactment.
We the members of Beta Theta Pi in order to
concisely reflect out views on the social rules,
submit the following:
We favor a change in the social rules of Bowdoin
College. We support letting the individual student
decide his own social rules for two reasons:
First, the responsibility for proper and legal
conduct of a student's social life belongs to the
individual student not to an administrative body.
Second, personally regulated social rules will
generate more mature and responsible individuals
at Bowdoin College.
We further support Senior Center, dormitory,
and individual fraternity house mediating boards
which would handle cases of student disagreement.
We urge you to recognize the need for these
changes and further urge you to work toward their
rapid enactment.




As you may recall, two years ago I introduced
S. 1275, a bill 'substituting a voluntary armed
forces for the present selective service system. The
bill was not directly considered by the Armed
Services Committee and efforts to incorporate
amendments in the Selective Service Act were
defeated. The draft's continuance emphasizes the
inconsistency of government coerced service with
America's concept of freedom. This was the
principle reason that .I introduced S. 503, the
Voluntary Military Manpower Procurement Act of
This year7th"e" I'liamiesof passajeare somewhat
better than in 1967. MajoTliiwsrnagazines such as
TIME and NEWSWEEK have contained articles
commenting favorably upon a voluntary military;
President Nixon supports the concept as well as
well-known figures from both sides of the political
spectrum including John L. Galbraith, James
Farmer, David Dellinger, Milton Friedman, and
Barry Goldwater. However, well-known political
leaders, economists, and even the President may
not be the catalyst for ending the draft. In order
to move the nation it will be necessary that those
who have fought conscription over the past few
years enter the discussion and make their own
views known. The present Selective Service Act
will not terminate until 1971 unless we take action
to change that situation now.
Efforts aimed at securing committee
consideration by generating and influencing local
forces would be instrumental in building support
for draft abolishment. In addition to letters to
your own Congressman and the Armed Services
Committee, I would recommend letters to the
editor of your local newspaper; encouraging labor,
business, farm, and professional leaders as well as






Harvard Enjoys SAT 'Affluence'
CAMBRIDGE, Mass. - (I.P.) - A year ago,
Harvard College could have filled its upcoming
freshman class twice over with students scoring
more than 700 in verbal and mathamatical
aptitudes.
Instead of pickingLa/ class on such *easily
measurable characteristics," the College continued
to seek a variety in making its choices, "because it
adds a critical ingredient to the effectiveness of the
educational experience here." In the bottom 10
percent of the class, 1967 verbal and mathematical
scores actually were a few points lower than in
1960.
"The personal styles and expectations of the
students thus admitted should make Harvard
College a conglomeration of many colleges rather
than a single one," The diversity gives each student
"the choice of enough variety to be himself and to
enjoy himself while making the often painful
effort to become a man of breadth and depth to
stand a chance of making a difference in the
quality and worth of human life."
That sums up the report of Dean Fred L. Glimp
on admissions during seven years (1960-67) when
Harvard confronted the basic question of "how to
choose among many more highly qualified
applicants than we have room to accept — highly
qualified not only in terms of objective indices of
academic promise, and the often helpful
comments of teachers about their students'
intellectual characteristics, but also in an unusual
range of non-academic talents, backgrounds, and
personal strengths.
"
s Harvard's response, Dean Glimp reported, was
to make a conscious effort to maintain the range
of measured ability in the entering class, rather
than concentrating on high test scores. He
explained:
"Our notion of the educational mission of the
College has continued to be the historical one —
that in addition to the relative handful of men
whose intellectual potential will seem
extraordinary to the Faculty (presently perhaps as
many as 150 men in a class of 1,200) we have tried
to admit men who seemed likely to be promising
and effective in the long run in a variety of areas —
law, politics, and public service, teaching and
research, business, writing and other creative arts,
medicine and so on.
"The effectiveness of our students' educational
experience has seemed to be affected as
importantly by a wide variety of interests, talents,
backgrounds and career goals as it is by fine
faculty and our libraries, laboratories and housing
arrangements."
Under Harvard's policy, it turns out, the College
has taken roughly one in every 20 men across the
country with ability corresponding to the highest
verbal scores (775-800), one in every 50 of those
who score 675-775, one in every 165 of those who
would score 575 to 675, and one in every 3,000 of
those who would score 450-575 (though students
with scores below 450 are sometimes admitted.)
Mr. Glimp, who became Dean of Harvard
College in 1967, was reporting on his seven years
as Dean of Admissions and Financial Aids in
Harvard College. Dr. Chase N. Peterson succeeded
Mr. Glimp as Dean of Admissions and Financial
Aids. Dean Peterson and the Admissions
Committee this year continued the policy
described by Dean Glimp.
That policy is related to the "bottom quarter"
problem, Dean Glimp noted. No matter how
bright and how carefully selected a class may be, it
must inevitably have a "bottom quarter." Harvard
has tried to avoid a "bottom quarter made up of
students who are likely to become disillusioned
and defeated by their^-elative standings" and has
sought instead "a 'real' bottom-quarter of students
who are productive yet content to be there."
Dean Glimp comments: "Because any student
body has a bottom quarter and because students
vary greatly in their ability to cope constructively
with even a relative sense of 'being below average,
'
the lives and personal development of
bottom-quarter students can be unduly affected in
different ways.
"Some are challenged, but for some their
self-respect is so greatly affected as to affect also
their performance in collepe and in their future
careers. We know from experience that many
students for whom we predict bottom-quarter
records do deal constructively both with the
educational complexities of college life and with
their own relative averageness.
"Some students respond so well to the challenge
that their development far outruns their
bottom-quarter credentials; in a sense they prove
the . case for the special relevance of strong
non-academic factors. In two of the last seven
graduating classes, for example, the man whose
secondary school grades and test scores combined
to predict for him the lowest academic record in
the class graduated magna cum laude."
Harvard has enough confidence in its
experience, Dean Glimp said, to try to admit "a
real bottom quarter — one made up of unusually
strong men who are also selected because they
seem unlikely to be frustrated by being here, who
will take advantage of their academic and other
opportunities, and for whom the broad experience
of the College seems likely to make a significant
difference in their lives and later performance."
Any raising of test scores for the bottom of the
class would have serious consequences for the
College, Dean Glimp warned.
"Some of the most important elements of
Harvard's socio-economic diversity would be cut
out disproportionately ." . .the students from
seriously disadvantaged backgrounds, from rural
areas, and from blue-collar families."
(In the class that entered Harvard in 1965, for
example, the bottom half, by test scores,
contained 80% of the students from seriously
disadvantaged backgrounds, 75% of those from
rural backgrounds and 63% of the sons of
blue-collar families.)
He commented: "Although there is no way to
be sure, some of us. have speculated that some
combination of Harvard's reputation both for rigor
and for human concern, plus the effectiveness of
our working alumni around the country, produces
for the bottom of the class an unusual proportion
of the high school's most outstanding and
eventually promising and effective men.
"Some of us_have even speculated that the
lowest tenth of a Harvard class, by measured
academic ability, may contain a higher proportion
of tne most impressive men in the College than
any other tenth except perhaps the top tenth."
Sounds For BUCRO
By Dennis Hutchinson
No one will admit it, but the Bowdoin Undergraduate Civil
Rights Organization (BUCRO) is all but dead.
It is a sad and untimely death.
During the mid- 1 960's, when BUCRO was formed, Bow-
doin was one of few predominantly white schools to have an
integrated student civil rights organization. The group's chief
function was recruiting black students. Several years ago,
BUCRO— under the direction mainly of Ed Bell '66 and Tony
Moulton '67 — helped the College secure a $100,000 grant
from the Rockefeller Foundation to subsidize black students.
The program, called "Project '65," is still bearing fruit and will
continue to do so for the next six years. "Project '65" money
will run out in 1974-75, when the last $2,200 will be used.
But the recruitment of black students, (which was once
BUCRO's main concern and mainly BUCRO's concern, is now
being taken over by the Afro-American Society. It was the Afro-
American Society, through Harrison Tate ' 70, and the Admis-
sions Office that combined efforts to bring approximately 40
prospective black students here last week for Sub-Freshman
Weekend.
Ironically, recruiting and partial subsidation of the black-
student part oi Sub-Freshman Weekend were not originally on
the agenda for the Afro-American Society when it planned its
first year of operation last fall. The primary, and practically the
only, function of the AAS— according to its budget— was the
production of a Black Arts Festival April 9- 1 8. For this project,
AAS was appropriated $2,550 by the Student Activity Fee
Committee.
BUCRO was appropriated $3,700 by the "Blanket Tax"
Committee, and this sum was budgeted almost exclusively for
recruitment.
Somewhere alone; the line, BUCRO evidently relinquished
its recruiting job to th^ Afro-American Society. And, apparent
—
ly, BUCRO relinquished the budgeted money, too.
Actually, the money was not so much cross-channeled as
it was pooled — between Afro-Am leaders— actually they are
almost one in the same (Virgil Logan '69 is the President of
BUCRO and the Acting President of Afro-Am) — say that the
letters of invitation to black sub-freshmen should have had a
letterhead of "The Committee for Black Recruitment" rather
than of "The Afro-American Society." Whatever the reason, the
letters from the Admissions Office went out under the auspices
of the AAS.
Actually, it may be just as well that the integrated BUCRO
(with "on-paper" membership of 15 blacks and 25 whites) is.
"dead' — as far as black-student recruiting is concerned. "At
this point, it would be disfunctional in'some respects for blacks
and whites together to be recruiting black students," said Lo-
gan. Most undergraduate recruitment of prospective black stu-
dents at predominantly white schools is being under-taken by
black groups such as the Afro^American Society.
Logan denies that BUCRO is dead. But he is hard-pressed
to say exactly what its function is now. "It will now serve as
kind of a middle-ground for concerned white students." says
Logan.
What does this mean in concrete, functional terms? Lo-
gan says that BUCRO will now probably tackle the problems of
Maine Indians and other minority groups. But the emphasis now
will be on a function similar to the Social Service Committee.
What this function will actually be is something no one seems
prepared to explain at the moment.
When everything is added up, the evidence is convincing
that BUCRO — for almost all intents and purposes— is dead:
its function has been more or less appropriated by the Afro-
American Society, and its membership (with the exception of a
couple of actively involved white students such as Dave Feni-
more '69 and Howie London '69) has been incorporated into
the ranks of the Afro-American Society.
It is somewhat sad to see BUCRO "die."' In the mid- 1 960's
the Bowdoin organization represented a vanguard of concerned
black and white students working actively together for the pro-
motion of civil rights and human dignity.
But things have changed now. The increased influx of black
students into once almost all-white colleges is now nearly an all-
black production. Perhaps it must be so.
BUCRO's role must change within the College as the times
change," Logan has said. Perhaps, then, it is within the trend
for BUCRO— as conceived— to die.
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The Price, Unbelievable, But True
'280.00
FOR: Bowdoin students, faculty, alumni and
families of students, faculty and alumni.
WHEN: Bowdoin Group flight departs New
York City on Wednesday, June 18,
1969, and returns to New York City on
August 29, 1969.
If interested: See Jim Novick, '69 or Chris Dematatis,
'67, student co-chairmen or Mr. Hagan at
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"Serving Bowdoin College for 20 Years"
On May, 7
* HP C 1
rg lo speak
Arthur J. Goldberg, a former Justice of the Su-
preme Court and former U.S. Ambassador to the
United Nations, will address a Bowdoin audience
May 7.
Currently a member of the New York law firm of
Paul, Weiss, Goldberg, Rifkind, Wharton & Garri-
son, Mr. Goldberg was Secretary of Labor during
the Kennedy Administration.
A native of Chicago, Ambassador Goldberg re-
ceived the Bachelor of Science in Law degree in
1929 and Doctor of Jurisprudence r'egree in 1930,
both from Northwestern University. He was ad-
mitted to practice before the Illinois Bar in 1929
and before the U.S. Supreme Court in 1937.
He was Secretary of Labor in 1961-62 until Presi-
dent Kennedy appointed him an Associate Justice
of the Supreme Court. He was nominated by Presi-
dent Johnson to the United Nations post in 1965
Constantines
'
212 Maine Street— Brunswick
Headquarters For KLH Components
JADE EAST
if she doesn't
give it to you,
get it yourself!
tlFjnct„uy »oe Us! Coral and lade East Golden lime SWANK, INC.— Sole O'Slribu^r
for FULL-CIRCLE BANKING SERVICES...
from MAINE'S LARGEST NATIONAL BANK...
there are now 25 offices across the state
from which to choose
F.O.I.C.
Ml INE NATIONAL BANK
FORMCNIY FIRST NATIONAL |«ND .1 POUtUNU
and remained in that position until 1968.
Ambassador Golc'berg is the author of numerous
articles in American legal publications and journals
of opinion, and the author of several books, includ-
ing "AFL-CIO: Labor United." "The Defenses of
Freedom, The Public Papers of Arthur J. Goldberg"
edited by Daniel Moynihan, was published in 1966.
Mr. Goldb3rg served as General Counsel for the
Congress >of Industrial Organizations (CIO) from
1948 to 1955 and General Counsel and General
Counsel for the Steel Workers from 1948 to 1961.
He was Special Counsel for the AFL-CIO from 1955
to 1961 and General Counsel for the Industrial
Union Department from 1951 to 1961.
During World War II Mr. Goldberg served as
Special Assistant with the rank of Major in the




Jeff D. Emerson '70 and
Gordon F. Grimes '71 have won
the first prize in the annual
Bradbury Debate at Bowdoin
College. They shared $120.
Splitting the second prize of
$60 were Bruce E. Cain '70 and
Clark T. Irwin, Jr. '70.
Everson was a member of the
affirmative team and Grimes took
the negative side of the debate
topic "Resolved, that executive
control of United States foreign
policy should be substantially
curtailed." «,
Presiding over the contest was
Professor Albert R. Thayer,
Bowdoin 's Harrison King McCann
Professor of Oral Communication.
Judges were Professor Eaton
Leith, Department of Romance
Languages; Professor Herbert R.
Brown, the College's Edward
Little Professor of Rhetoric and
Oratory; and Robert E. Hart '49, "
who is in charge of debating
activities at Brunswick High
School.
Prizes in the Bradbury debates,
which are open to members of
Bowdoin 's three upper classes,
come from the annual income of a
fund established by the Honorable
James Ware Bradbury, LL.D., of
Bowdoin's Class of 1825. The two
top speakers, regardless of a side,
share a first prize of $120 and the
other debaters divide $60.
GROOVY PRUNES
(CPS) — Remember the
promise of pitless prune packers:
"Today the pits, tomorrow the
wrinkles"? Well, the industry has
apparently accepted the fact of
life that prunes by their very
nature have wrinkles.
But Madison Avenue has
assuaged the image-conscious
California Prune Advisory Board
with a new advertising slogan:









Feb. 28 - March 6
ENJOY OUR
FROSTOP ROOT BEER
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As Baseball Coach This Season
While the professional baseball leagues are experiencing-difficulties in getting their win-
ter practices under way, the Bowdoin varsity squad is having its own share of minor prob-
£R££ DiXlTA^1^ annUal baSebaU team
"
8 9°Uthern ^ had b«» ^celled
Amherst Students Call For
Lift Of Pentagonal Ban
Dan Stuckey confirmed that var-
sity coach Danny MacPayden
would take an "indefinite leave of
illness" starting this season.
MacPayden has been experienc-
ing back -difficulties and for this
reason had to relinquish the bulk
of his freshman hockey coaching
duties. Stuckey would not com-
ment any further on the former
professional ball player's leave
from the college. MacFayden will
be due for retirement at 65 within
several years. Director of the Bow-
doin News Service, Joseph Kamin,
likewise would not comment on the
possibility of the baseball coach
permanently leaving Bowdoin after
20 years of service.
Named to replace MacFayden for
this season is Ed "Beezer" Coombs,
golf and freshman basketball coach
and assistant football coach.
Coombs graduated from Bowdoin
in 1942 and returned five years lat-
er as assistant baseball coach.
The Orient has learned from re-
liable sources that Director of Ath-
letics Stuckey will assume the role
of golf coach, though the formef
Princeton U.S. Olympic hockey and
national championship lacrosse




The bids for play in the ECAC
Hockey Championship
Tournament go out in the very
near future, to the top four teams
in the division.
. . that is, the top
three teams. Bowdoin will not be
able to accept their bid despite a
division record of 12-3-1, team
eagerness for such play, and a 600
signature student petition of
support.
For those alumni on campus
this weekend, copies of the three
most recent Orients will fill you in
on the details of the situation.
Since last week, there have been
new developments.
Bowdoin is not the only
member of the "Pentagonal"
whose student's want a change in
the post season play ban clause.
Amherst College, in response to
its basketball team's 14 victories
and an iminent bid to ECAC
regional playoff competition,
experienced similar student
actions. Within a 24 hour period,
over 700 student signatures were
elicited on a petition calling for
the lifting of the ban. The student
council endorsed the petition, and
a special meeting of the Faculty
Committee on Intercollegiate
Athletics reviewed the matter,
only to vote it down in face of a
negative response from Amherst
College President Plimpton. His
reasons were similar to those
offered by President Howell; there





With Win OverBoston State
Last weekend's quadagonal of wins was rounded out by the varsity
wrestling team's first victory of the season. The 26-21 triumph over*
Boston State closed the Matmen's first formal season on an upward
note, adding the only win to the total 1-5-1 record,
Having to forfeit the first three
matches due to a lack of
competitors, the Bears went on to
tally enough points in the
remaining matches to insure the
victory. Bill Kelley, Stu Norman,
and Andy Wiswell pinned their
opponents. The rest of the
Bowdoin points came on decisions
from Captain Chuck Dinsmore,
Jay Simmons and John
Pappalardo.
The Boston State match closed
the season's dual competition
with only the New England
Wrestling Championship at
Worcester on March 7,8
remaining. Among those going
will be seniors Simmons and
Dinsmore.
On the past season, one
wrestler, Andy Wiswell,
commented, "It really was much
better than the record showed.
Most of the meets we lost were
because we had to forfeit the
crucial points where we didn't
have the wrestlers. Next season
looks real good as some excellent
freshmen move up to round out
the squad." Among those top
prospectives are Bill Hale, Jim






The games against Bridgton
and Hebron were marked by
questionable officiating. This was
exceptionally brought out in the
Hebron contest where there were
four or five disputed goals. The
Friday night encounter was
played at a rather slow pace.
Though the pace picked up
Saturday, the cubs made several
defensive mistakes which cost
them goals. The final results were
two more victories, 8-1 and 6-5,




The frosh hoopmen literally
blasted the Bates five off their
home court last Wednesday night
in a lop-sided 125-69 victory. Steve
Thoreax was the man responsible
for lighting the fuse that exploded
the Bears' first and secona teams
against the seemingly helpless
Bates squad.
Thoreax started with a bang and
didn't stop until he had tallied 17
points by halftime. Mike Bren-
nen's defense threw the Bates' of-
fensive strategy off to the point
where they were unable to mount
another offensive threat for the re-
mainder of the game.
The cubs face U Maine on the
home court Saturday as they look








vi. Norwich Friday 7:30
vt. Alumni Saturday 3:00
Bowdoin Fr. * Hebron
9-1-1
v». Belmont Friday 4 :3fl
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vi. Maine Saturday 7:30
Bowdoin Fr. 92 V Maine
Bowdoin Fr. 73 MIT
Bowdoin Fr. 125 Batei
9-3




' at Tufts Saturday 3:30
Bowdoin Fr. 25 Exeter
3-6
it Tufti Saturday 2:00
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a member of the
basketball team at
Amherst and co-circulator of the
petition, commented, "President
Plimpton called Bowdoin and
spoke to your President Howell.
The two, though in support of the
play, felt they could not violate
the written agreement. It's a little
late for us to do anything more
for this season as the bids go out
Saturday, but we are calling for a
meeting of the Pentagonal
presidents in the hope of changing
the clause. Pending the outcome
of the meeting, some joint
Bowdoin-Amherst effort should
be considered."
BLOCKED ... is Jim Block < 10- black), who has been named to the
ECAC's weekly All-East hockey team. He was named sophomore of
the wick after scoring five goals and one assist in two Bowdoin
hockey games.
Three Squads Named To
ECAC Hockey Playoffs
With the college hockey season
almost at an end, the ECAC has
announced the teams selected to
play in the eighth annual hockey
tournament. In the 25-member
college division (Bowdoin is a
member), the three teams already
extended bids were Merrimac,
Colby, and AIC. The fourth spot
will be assigned this Friday.
Bowdoin would have been among
the four competing teams, but
due to a clause in the
"Pentagonal" she would not have
been able to accept the bids to
Constantines
'
2 1 2 Maine Street— Brunswick
Headquarters For KLH Components
»*oto by Bowdoin College Newsservice
ON THE MAT ... are two wrestlers at last Saturday's Bowdoin-
Boston State match. The Bears ended their first formal season with
a 26-21 victory.
One Mile Relay Team
Breaks OldBowdoin Mark
At the recent Maine State Track Meet held at Colby College's'
beautiful new field house in Waterville the Polar Bears rated fourth
among the competing schools, Bates, Colby, and Maine. Bates copped
the top honors, but the Bears turned in. some outstanding
performances.
The mile relay quartet of Dave
Goo, Neil Reilly, Toby Coverdale,
and Pete Hardy set a new college
record and won that event. The
new state champions ran their
specialty in 3:23.9 eclipsing the
old Bowdoin mark of 3:28.8
Roger Best was the only other
first place trackman for Bowdoin.
He won the 35 lb. weight throw,
followed by Mark Haley and
Wayne Sanford in third and
fourth, respectively.
In other efforts on Saturday
John Asatrian placed third in the
high jump with a 6'1V2" leap.
John Pierce tied for first in the
pole vault, but was awarded
fourth because there were three
others tied and the places were
given on the basis of fewer misses.
Pete Hardy, acting captain,
placed second in the 600 yard run
while also anchoring the mile
relay team. Jon Fonville and John
Roberts turned in fourths in the





A powerful Phillips Exeter
Academy Swimming team
swamped the Bowdoin freshmen
last Saturday. Exeter just had too
much depth for the undermanned
Bowdoin squad. The frosh took
only three firsts during the meet,
Pete Robinson won the 200 yd.
free style. Jeff Meehan won the
50 yd. Free and John Wendler
won the diving.
It wasn't Bowdoin's day as
captain Pete Robinson lost his
first race of the season in the 100
yd. fly. It was close with
Robinson just being touched out.
Two feet of snow cancelled
Wednesday's meet with Hebron
Academy. This Saturday the frosh
travel t6 Tufts where they swim at
2:00. ' //
The Jr. Polar Bears are at
fuU strength and led by Capt. Pete
Robinson. They will be swimming
hard to win the last swim meet of
the freshman year.
play. The Polar Bears were second
in the division ratings released last
Saturday.
Seven of the eight teams to play
in the Division I tournament have
also been announced. They will be
Cornell, Harvard, Boston College,
Boston U., Clarkson, RPI, and
New Hampshire. The eighth place
will go to either Brown or St.
Lawrence. Brown was defeated by
Providence earlier this season. The
Polar Bears defeated Providence
5-3 in a match last Saturday.
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Lord Jeffs Bow To Swimmers;
Final Relay Signaled 53-42 Win
Th. I
B°wd°,n ,lc 'or>'- the *»" t°ok all but two firsts in the swimming events
n,eJ£ 1ZXXdh KS ree"°8 bj ** Ume ,hB **« *»"• F™ S first
Jeffs' four top swimmers were
ou traced by the Bear squad of R.
Spender, MacArthur, Stevens, and
Williams, it was impossible for the
Amherst swimmers to even touch
a first. Bames knocked over three
seconds off his previous best time
in the 200 freestyle for five points
with a time of 1 :54.3. John Samp
was next as he broke his previous
50 freestyle record by two-tenths
of a second with a 22.7. Ken
Ryan topped the 200 I.M. The
Lord Jeffs finally tallied points as
they swept the diving.
Up seven points, the Bears
took the 200 butterfly as
co-captain Rick Spencer
comfortably outdistanced an
Amherst swimmer he had been
touched out by in last season's
contest. Barnes and Samp swept
the 100 freestyle to put^ Bowdoin
within ten points of a definite
victory. However, the Lord Jeffs
Dual
Icemen Down Colby, Prov.;
Hold Top Spot JnDiv.1T
The band's prophesy of the "old grey mare ain't being like she used to be" came
true Thursday night as the Polar Bears downed the Colby Mules and came within
one game of the top spot in the ECAC's Division II standings. The Bears, if they can
defeat the 9-4-0 Norwich team tonight, will lay title to first place of the division's 25
schools. However, the team will
held with three consecutive firsts
to bring the meet down to the
final relay. Amherst co-captain
Van Oss set a new Curtis Pool
Record when he took the 200
breaststroke with a 2:21.8.
With the score at 46-42, over
2 00 screaming swimmers' and
spectators watched Parker Barnes
open the final relay with a 50 7
gaining half a body length for the
Bears. Co-captain Marc Williams
kept the lead and passed it onto
Rick Spencer, who 15 minutes
earlier had won the 200 butterfly.
John Samp, in the final leg
maintained the lead to bring home
the Mermen's fourth victory to





final score announced in the
,
Bear's favor, Coach Charlie Butt
found himself in the pool for the
first time in two years.
By going under 3:53.9, the
medley relay team qualified for
the National Swimming
Championships at Springfield
College, to be held March
18,19,20,21. Thus far, the Bears
will be entering five swimmers;
John Samp (50 freestyle), Rick
Spencer (200 butterfly, 200
backstroke, 400 I.M. relay), Paul
MacArthur (400 I.M. relay) Marc
Williams (400 I.M. relay), and
Barry Stevens (400 I\M. relay).
The seniors swim their last dual
meet Saturday when the team
travels to Tufts. Though the
Jumbos' times fall short of the
Bowdoin squads', the tiring bus
ride down will be a deterrent to
overconfidence by the Bears
Coach Charlie Butts' mermen wili
be out to add another victory to




rTity VI ' Amher«t
-400 Medley Relay: J, Bo»Uoin (K. Spcn-
*•*» MmAtUhw
, Atevr.., Williami). T
200 Freestyle: 1. Barnes (B); 2 Whilte-
,„





3. Stuart (B). T—2:10.6
L^l'^V li R SP«n«' <B>: 2- Pelt-ier (A); 3. Hawkina (A). T—2:10 7m
m*T'J*\ !• !«P <B); 2. Barn,.(B); 3. Kister (A). T—50.1
200 Back.Jroke: 1. Phillip. <A)j 2. Heck(A); 3. Stuart (B). T—2:13.85M Freeityle: 1. Morgan (A); 2. J.
Spencer (B); 3. Whittemore (A). T—
5 ,25.9
200^ Breaststroke: 1. Van On (A); 2.
McArthur (B) ; 3. K. Ryan (B). T—
2:21.8 <Ne»- Curtia Pool Record)
40L .F'ee,t''u R*'»y: Bowdoin (Barnes,
Williama, R. Spencer, Samp). T—
3 .23*2
Bowdoin (3 — Amherst 42
season early dueS^^^-SSSS^SSS^ **" '" '"^ '° "* """
Basketeers Win Four More^
still be denied a bid to the cham-
pionship tournament due to a
clause in the "Pentagonal" which
prohibits post season play (see ar-
ticle page 7). Bowdoin defeated
Division I Providence in an upset
victory of 5-3 in the Bowdoin Are-
na last Saturday.
It took over ten minutes of slop-
py play last night until the Bears
managed to open the scoring
against Colby. E. Hardy lifted a
clean shot past the top goalie in
the division, Timmons, for the
opening tally. Two minutes later,
a$ 12:16, Rowe put one away from
the blue line on assists by Mc-
Guirk and Martin. The period
closed with Bowdoin up two goals
to Colby's none.
Two minutes into the second per-
iod a Colby player picked up a
puck cleared from behind the Bow-
doin net for the Mules' first score
of the game. At 10:55 McGuirk re-
started the Bear scoring machine
as he carried the puck past the
Colby defense and scored on an as-
sist from Petrie. As the action
picked up, captain Ken Martin
stole the puck from Colby and
scored, giving the Bears a three
goal edge. However, before the
Bowdoin team could clear the puck
from their half of the ice, Colby's
Bowie slammed one home to close
the gap to two goals. Seven sec-




The Bowdoin varsity hoopmen
barely escaped a humiliating de-
feat on Bates' home court last
Wednesday night in a 76-75 vic-
tory which left their state record
unblemished at 5-0.
Bates was led to a seven point
lead almost immediately as Tim
Colby took the reins of the game.
The Bears not only seemed over-
We Need You!
In order to insure adequate
coverage of spring sports (lacrosse,
baseball, track, golf and tennis) it
is necessary to find sports writers
for those activities. If you are
interested, contact Martin
Friedlander at 9-9445 or ext. 300





It has often been suggested that freshmen be allowed to compete on
varsity teams in order to compensate for the small size of Bowdoin's










in anticipation of last week's special meeting of the&CAL held to decide the conference's position of the new NCAA ruling
which would permit freshmen to participate on all varsity sports except
football and basketball. Bowdoin's rejection of the new ruling is




In explaining the colleges stand. Director of Athletics Daniel Stuckey
commented.'Bowdoin College endorses the principle of maintaining its
traditional intercollegiate athletic program." In other words, tradition
does not dictate freshman participation in athletics at the varsity level.
Freshman teams allow for the development of athletic talents free
rom the greater pressures of varsity competition. In addition there is
the extra time available for the freshman that is so important in
acclimating oneself to the new college environment Hopefully
sufficient annual recruitment or athletic talent will enable the twoprograms (frosh and varsity) to operate effectively independent of each








Winler Alum ni Weekend, and I would like torepeat the appeal made ,n last week's column. The clause in thePentagonal Agreement" which bans post season play for theparticipating schools definitely needs revamping. The Amherst Collegestudent body has expressed its desire for such changes recently and Js!year it was Williams who led the cause. This year's hockey team hSbrought Bowdoin into the fight. Yet despite all this, the CaTse remains







T,AS I™" - StUde" 1 ' SUDP°rt ln the fo™ o700-signature petitions have been sent to the two president* Alumni
support, in the form of letters, might add more weight to the case
confident, but appeared to be sav-
ing everything for the big game to-
morrow night against Maine. With
seven minutes left in the first half,
Bowdoin had only 18 points and
trailed by 10. Bates had two big
men dominating the boards and
their little playmaker, Thompson,
applied tremendous pressure to
MacParland. As Bowdoin's attack
weakened, the Bates offense be-
came more efficient. Due to a last
two-minute burst, the overjoyed
Bates club led a stunned Bear
squad to the locker rooms with a
17 point halftime edge.
The 45-28 halftime bulge didn't
last long, however. The second
half was well described by team
captain Bobo MacParland when fie
termed it "just guts .
. . just de-
sire." Coach Bicknell immediately
applied the press. Bates kept pace





The final four minutes held the
balance of the game's points. Back
and forth
. .




and so went the seesaw waning
moments. Bowdoin made two foul
shots and held a three point lead
with 57 seconds remaining. At :45
Bates' Colby popped in a base line
shot. Bowdoin continued the stall
until dubious defensive play gave
Bates the ball with :13 to go. Im-
mediately, the Bobcats called a
timeout.
Amid howls and cheers Bates put
the ball into play and managed to
steer it to their superstar, Tim
Colby. Miller's determined defense
forced Colby's unsuccessful shot
just before the buzzer. Five sec-
onds of quiet disbelief elapsed be-
fore the Bowdoin fans erupted,











8 4 20 Colby
7 1 IS Doric
3 4 10 Thompson
i S 17 Hutchins













Bowdoin (28); Bate* (45).
as Seward broke down the ice and
shot past Talbot.
In the final, period, with Bow-
.
doin ahead 4>y -only
-one
-goal, it
was 18:17 until the scoring began
again. Jim Block took the puck
from five Colby replacements for
the deciding goal. Martin got the
assist as ,he score went to 5-3, in-
suring the Bowdoin victory.
The Varsity Hockey team
scored its second victory over a
Division Ischool so^far this season
in a 5-3 win against Providence
last Saturday. Before a capacity
crowd, the two squads battled
scoreless for the first 18 minutes
of the game. Providence made
many outside shots, but was
unable to score against a tight
Bowdoin defense and a fast
skating, exceptionally sharp
offense. Finally, at 18:39, Darlton
Barnoff's deflected shot lobbed
into Krol's goal for the first
period's only tally.
An agressive Bowdoin squad
succeeded in dazzling the
Providence team and scoring 3:20
into the second period. McGuirke
picked up a puck centered by
Petrie to even out the score, 1-1.
Two minutes later Providence's
Barnoff scored again as he stole a
Bowdoin shot, and carried it
down the ice unassisted for the
'
goal. Goalie John Krol was helped
off the ice from a leg injury after
the scoring.
Sophomore Deke Talbot took
over guarding the Bear's net, but
in the ensuing 15 minutes of the
period needed to make only five
saves as the Bowdoin offense
picked up. At 9:58 Jim Block
shot home a puck that had been
carried down the ice by Foulkes
and Good to again even out the
score.
Fifty-eight seconds into the
third period, while Bowdoin
goalie Deke Talbot was busy
fighting off an overly aggressive
Providence player, Jean Boislard
scored Providence's final goal. At
10:10, with a man from each
squad in the penalty box, Ken
Martin made good the fifth
consecutive Bowdoin shot on an
assist from McGuirke. Jim Block
took the puck over the blue line
and into the goal for the game's
final tally at 12:50. Good got the
assist. The 5-3 victory was the
Bear's fourth consecutive win.
Famed9 'Contemporary' Historian
"All history is contemporary history." With these
words, chosen to begin one of his many historical
essays, Hugh R. Trevor-Roper affirms an essential
element of his philosophy of history.
The Regius Professor of Modern History at Oxford
University, Professor Trevor-Roper will visit Bowdoin
Sunday. He will lecture on "Romanticism and the
Study of History" at 8 p.m. in Pickard Theater on the.
campus. The lecture will be open to the public
without charge.
President Roger Howell Jr., of Bowdoin, who will
introduce the speaker, was Professor Trevor-Roper's
student and later his colleague at Oxford. In the
introduction of his study of Newcastle-upon-Tyne
during the period of the English Civil War, Mr. Howell
speaks of his dissertation supervisor's "careful" and
patient criticism" and recalls that Trevor-Roper's




It would be impossible to iabel Trevor-Roper as a
narrow specialist in one period or area. Nor would
one wish to be so regarded who insists that the
meaningful study of history "must apply to humanity
in any period," and who once wondered "who would
ever ask what was Gibbon's period?"
The essays of this distinguished scholar go as far
back intime as "The Holy Land" and "The World of
Homer." His mastery of recent and contemporary
history as well has been demonstrated in a number of
works, of which the most celebrated may be "The
Last Days of Hitler," published in 1947.
He has written a recent essay on the wartime and
postwar career of H.A.R. Philby as a member of the
British Secret Service and a Soviet agent, and another
on the Munich crisis of 1938 in the light of the more
recent Czech crisis of 1968.
One reviewer regards him as "the historian of
crisis." President Howell has spoken of Trevor-Roper
as "a stimulating and exciting historian," one who
"has^ always been controversial." President Howell
mim
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be among those teaching their
fellow students and Brunswick
area residents in the College's
third Free Seminar Program,
which wiH begin next week. —
Registration for the seven
seminars was held Thursday and
Friday from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. in
the Moulton Union.
Jeff D. Emerson, a Bowdoin
junior and Chairman of the Free
Seminar project, said registrations
will be accepted on a first-come
first-served basis. Enrollment will
be limited to approximately 15
persons per seminar.
Bowdoin's Free Seminar
Program is designed to provide an
opportunity for students and their
professors to join in close
discussions of topics outside the
regular core of classroom subject
matter. The seminars this year will
be conducted by students,
members of the Bowdoin
community, professors and an
area resident.
There is no_ cost for the
seminars and there are no
examinations or grades. Most of
the seminar groups meet at least
one hour each week, Catalogues
of the seminar groups being
offered are now available at the
Moulton Union.
The list of seminars now being
offered, and the teachers:
"Africa: An Angry Young
Giant", students of last fall's
Bowdoin course, "Political
Analysis and the Forces of
Change."
"Collage and Assemblelage —
Studio Seminar", Mrs. Doris C.
Davis, Executive Director of the
Bowdoin Upward Bound Program.
"Karma and Responsibility in
the Light of Anthroposophy",
Professor Fritz C.A. Koelln,
Bowdoin's George Taylor Files
Professor of Modern Languages.
"The Middle East Crisis:
Background and Issues", Johnny
P. Khoury '71, a Bowdoin Plan
Studndent from Jerusalem.
"The Fringe Religions",
Professor Thomas A. Riley of the
German Department.
"The Art and Practicality of
Creating Successful Fiction in
Today's Market", J. Harvey
Howells, a Brunswick author.
"Radicalism and Change",
members of Students for a
Democratic Society.
Council Okays Important Changes
In Membership, Elections, Rushing
IX-JUSTICE — Former U.8.
Supreme Court Justice and ex-
" U.N. Ambassador Arthur Gold-
berg will speak at the College
May 7 (See editorial).
At what was perhaps the longest
and most important meeting of
the school year, the Student
Council modified part of its





Newly approved Articles of the
Constitution (see page two)
provide for a Council consisting of
almost equal portions of
fraternity representatives and class
representatives elected at large.
Under the old system, the Council
was composed almost exclusively
of fraternity representatives.
One-Act Plays March 1415
A translation of a Greek tragedy and an apatation of a James Joyce
short story will be presented March 14 and 15 in the finals of the Col-
lege's 34th annual One-Act Play Contest.
The program will include "The Women of Madness," a translation
of Euripides' "The Bacchae," by Timothy o. Devlin '69; and "An En-
counter," adapted by Steven C. Carter '71.
The two plays will be staged by Bowdoin's Masque and Gown at 8:15
p.m. in the Experimental Theater, Memorial Hall. Tickets are 50 cents
and are now available at the Moulton Union. Reservations may be made
by telephoning 72S-8731, Ext. 375.
Devlin and Carter, the two playwrights, will direct their own plays.
They will be competing for a $50 prize and the Masque and Gown's cov-
eted "Oscar," a Woodcarving of a medieval statuette which was a gift to
^f.CpNege by the late poet and editor, Harold T. Pulsifer of Harpswell
Next year's Student Council,
which will be elected
approximately one month before
the end of classes this semester^
will be composed of one
representative each from the 12 1
fraternities, three seniors, five
juniors, five sophomores, one
independent, three officers
and the Chairman of the
President's Council, ex-officio. At
the beginning of the second
semester next year, two freshman
representatives will also be
elected.
The President and
Vice-President of' the Student
Council, will be chosen in a
general campus-wide election this
Spring. Four candidates for the
two positions will be selected by
the Council, and then the
student body will use a
"preferential ballot" (similar to
the ballot used for class elections)
to determine President and
Vice-President.
Student Council leaders hope
that the new election system will
Distribution In Jul
<r
give students a better voice in the
Council. "We hope that the new
system will help bring students
'back in' to the Council," said one
officer. "It seems that students
have lost contact, and
subsequently lost faith, jn Jhe
Council. We hope' that this helps
to remedy the situation."
At Monday's two hour meeting,
the Council also approved of a
plan that initiates a delay between
bidding and pledging during
fraternity rush week. Under the
new plan, fraternities will rush
and bid freshmen from 6 p.m.
Friday on through Sunday.
However, freshmen will not be
allowed to accept bids (i.e.,
"drop") until 7 p.m. Saturday of
rush week.
Another provision of the new
system calls for a limit of 28 on
the number of freshmen a
fraternity may take during
rushing. This figure includes
pledges and social members. No
more than 26 of the 28 men may
be pledges.
A controversial section of the
new system, calling for a a
chronological record of bids in
each house, was rejected by the
Council.
Achorn Debate




The Bugle, Bowdoin's yearbook, is back on its
feet again after nearly folding in December. It has
a new editor and a new approach.
Editor-in-chief Jeff Hovhanesian and copy editor
Peter Wilson are planning a "photo-journalistic
essay" for this year's Bugle. Hovhanesian described
the plan as an attempt "to capture the dynamic
life of the College, not just a bunch of mug shots."
Lack of staff members and of enthusiasm has
been the biggest stumbling block for the Bugle this
year. The Bugle has had a great deal of trouble
recruiting staff, especially for less glamorous jobs.
Hovhanesian accepted the responsibilities of
editor-in-chief at the resignation of former editor
Bill Wainer in mid-December. Hovhanesian
cited the "many problems of shifting gears" as
the reason for this year's unusually late
publication date of July 20. Bugle adviser Bob
Volz cited this as very necessary if a good
yearbook or even if any yearbook at all were to be
produced. The July date obviously presents one
major problem: distribution after the close of the
academic year. This will be rectified by mailing the
seniors their copies and requesting the
undergraduates to wait until the fall to pick their
copies up.
The editors see the Bugle as a "worthwhile
thing" which is "rewarding for those who work on
it" and also "rewarding for the readers provided
they appreciate the work and the approach used."
It is hoped that the new "essay" approach used
this year will rejuvenate interest in the Bugle and
brighten its future.
The future was described by the editor as a
"very difficult question" to discuss. There is an
innovation being made this year in the use of the
"essay." Everything now seems to depend on how
this is received. If it is received well and sparks
interest in future Bugles, then it will have been a
success. If, however, this doesn't do the trick, then
the future of the Bugle is at best questionable.
Since the editorial positions will be vacated at
the end of this academic year, new editors will
have to be found from within the student body. If
this cannot be accomplished the Bugle, will have
only one alternative other than extinction. This
would be absorption of the responsibility of a
yearbook by the college itself. Mr. Volz stressed,
however, that this is a very last resort. It is his
belief that the yearbook should be published and
that it should be a student endeavor. Whatever the
critical opinion of a particular year's Bugle, it does
possess "certain sentimental value" for graduates.
He sees this year's "essay" approach as a "last
ditch effort to breath some life into it (The
Bugle)."
Walter- H. Moulton, Glenn K.
Richards, and Professor Clifford R.
Thompsoh^Jr., will serve as judges
for the College's annual Edgar
Oakes Achorn Prize Debate Mon-
day. The public is cordially in-
vited to attend the contest which
will be held at 8:15 p.m. in Smith
Auditorium on the campus.
Professor Billy W. Reed of the
Department of English will pre-
slde>over the contest, during which
four finalists — divided into affir-
mative and negative teams — will
debate the topic "Resolved, that
executive control of U.S. foreign
policy should be significantly cur-
tailed,"
The affirmative team will be
Gordon P. Grimes "71 of Dover,
N.H., and Michael H. P. Walsh '72
of Alameda, Calif. The negative
wiU include David F. Sheehan '72
of South Weymouth, Mass., and
Thomas G. Wourgiotis '72 of Low-
ell, Mass.
»
adds that this historian "is not afraid of new ideas; on
«
the contrary, he insists on them in the belief that
fertile imagination will prove more stimulating than
sterile fact."
Trevor-Roper., according to President Howell; is "a
master of English prose, and has written with grace
and insight on subjects as far apart as Homer and
Hitler. Working under his exacting direction for my
doctorate was an intellectual experience of the first
order.
"
The Regius Professorships are conferred by the
Crown upon outstanding scholars in a number of
fields. Trevor-Roper has held this professorship, the
most distinguished in history at Oxford, since 1957.
A native of Northumberland, Trevor-Roper maintains
a residence in Oxford and another in Melrose,
Scotland.
His coming visit, his first to Bowdoin College, is
part of a tour in the United States which will include
speaking engagements at several universities.
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An Impressive Lineup
Bowdoin students often feel as if they are being flooded by
a deluge of minor speakers expounding on inconsequential sub-jects on almost every day of the week. And often this feeling
reflects more truth than fancy. But this semester Bowdoin stu-
dents have a truly outstanding lineup of widely known, high-
cahbre speakers. Mr. Hugh R. Trevor-Roper, who has been
called one of the greatest living historians, starts off the list of
headlines Sunday night in the Pickard Theatre. His lecture will
be well worth hearing.
Other prominent speakers scheduled for the balance of the
semester include noted architect R. Buckminster Fuller April 9,
former Secretary of Labor W. Willard Wirtz May 1 and former
Supreme Court Justice and U.N. Ambassador Arthur Goldberg
May 7.
' Down With 'Honkies' '
.
...And Up The Rebels
The violent and tragic demonstrations at college and uni-
versity campuses across the country have served to underscore
the exploitation and oppression of many minority groups. Evi-
dently, many campus militants feel that the only effective way
of ameliorating this oppression and exploitation is through non-
extinguishabje riot and non-negotiable demand. The tactis have
proved highly effective and demonstrators are gaining more
than an equal share of what"s left of the campus after the riot is
over. It is heartening to see, as March I 7 approaches, that one of
the most oppressed and most exploited minorities in the world
has finally spoken out for its proper share of the campus; this
week the College Press Service Reported:
*******Members; Officers********^
"At irrepressible Queens College in New York City last
week, a group of students, calling themselves Irish Revolution-
aries Interested in Scholastic Help (IRISH) issued a set of de-
mands to the college, then took over a building which houses
broom closets and storage rooms of broken equipment, as well
as other things.
Their demands included inception of an exchange pro-
gram with the University of Dublin, St. Patricks Day as a legal
holiday, and immediate acceptance of 300 deserving underprivi-
leged and grateful Irish students.
"They also demanded a Michael J. Quill Memorial Irish
Studies Program, to include the history, literature, language,
beverage and other aspects of the Irish tradition. (Michael J.
Quill was head of the transit workers' union in New York City,
and showed his finer Irish qualities during their periodic strikes.)
"While holding the buliding. the Irish Coalition sang Irish
rebel songs and assorted Irish music. Much of the Irish national
beverage was consumed. Hostages were taken and forced to
consume Irish cake, coffee and beer. The Irish flag was posted
in front of the building, which was renamed the "Irish Studies
Building."
"Queens president Joseph McMur^ay's only comment on
the protest was that he was disappointed that he had not been
,
invited to participate."
So much for Cromwell, William 111 and all those other
"honkies." ... All we can say is "Erin Go Braghl"
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'The Play's The Thing'
To the Editor:
Gunter (sic) Frankenberg's let-
ter concerning the student written
one-act play contest Is as vague
and confused as one of his plays.
The rules of the contest are pur-
posefully made as broad and loose
as possible. There are no restric-
tions as to translations or adapta-
tions, and there has never been a
limit as to length. (The Editor's
note that one of the plays is "half-
again as long as most one-act
plays" is false with respect to the
contest, and doubtful in respect to
one-acts in general.) Nor does the
Masque and Gown commit itself to
producing a certain number of
plays. We will produce as many as
are stage-worthy within the limits
of our budget, which might mean
anywhere from zero to half a doz-
en.
The issue of original student-
written plays as opposed to trans-
lations or adaptations is a red her-
ring. It betrays ignorance of both
the history and theory of play
writing. A brief survey of the his-
tory of drama (and, for that mat-
ter, the history of the student-
written one-act play contest)
shows that translation or adaptions
are the rule rather than the ex-
ception. The playwright, unlike the
novelist, is not a storyteller; the
playwright's Job is to create ma-
terial for actors. Thus the arrange-
ment or treatment of the story —
Aristotle's definition of plot — is
at least as important as the story
itself. This is no doubt offends
those addicted tcrthe capitalist cult
of personality in art, in which self-
expression and creativity are the
only virtues, but playwrights must









The Student Council of Bowdoin College shall consist of
one representative from each fraternity, one representative from the
independents, three representatives from the Senior Class, five
representatives from the Junior Class, five representatives from the
Sophomores Class and three officers.
SECTION 2. Elections shall be sponsored by the outgoing Council
and shall be held five weeks cTore the last class day of the SpAng
semester. Members of each class will elect their own representatives.
The election for at-large representatives and for the independent
representatives shall be established and administered by the Student
Council.
Section 3. Each member shall serve for one year, unless he resigns,
graduates, is unable to serve or loses the confidence of his group.
Section 4. Any student who has completed one semester at Bowdoin
College is eligible for election.
Section 5. For a student to be a candidate for election to the Student
Council from a class, he must submit to the Student Council a petition
signed by 50 members of his own class. The Student Council shall issue
petitions to those students seeking election seven weeks before the last
class day oj^feT Spring Semester. The completed petition shall be due
one week after issuance.
Section 6. The Student Council reserves the right to expel any
member of the Council who fails to fulfill the duties of his office by a
three-fourths vote of the entire membership of the Council.
Section 7. The Chairman of the Fraternity Presidents' Council shall
be an ex-officio member of the Student Council.
Section 8. A special election will be held at the beginning of the
second semester for electing two freshmen representatives at large to




There shall be a President and a Vice-President of the
Student Council elected by the student body, and a Secretary-Treasurer








SECTION 2. The President and Vice-President shall be elected by
secret ballot five weeks before the last class day of the Spring Semester.
SECTION 3. Four candidates for the office of President shall be
nominated by the Council six weeks before the last class day of the
Spring semester. At the campus-wide election, a "preferential ballot"
shall be used to determine the President and Vice-President.
SECTION 4. The officers shall be elected for one year.
Constantines
'
212 Maine Street- Brunswick
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9 Pleasant St., Brunswick
..*
KING'S BARBER SHOP
212 MAINE STREET - BRUNSWICK
Roffler Sculpture-Kut *
* Men's Razor Cut & Hair Styling
KENNEBEC
FRUIT
A Tool of Pleasure
- A Good Pipe
ADVANCE AUTO SEZ: "WE ARE GENUINE"
SWINGERS
"NOT SINCE WATERLOO,
have Swedes/ Soiled them-
selves with martial deeds./ No
one seemed to suffer pains/
Watching Bismcrl: rape the
Danes./ Similarly, Sweden
passed/ When the crazy
Kaiser massed./ Nor did
Norway's awful fate/ Make
the Swedish escalate.'/
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Fresh Coffee & Spudnute
Makes
Any Time Spudnut Time
THE SPUDNUT SHOP
212 Maine St., Brunswick
FREE PLAIN PIZZAS
Canrpo Romero,
Casey & Harrison Tate
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TO LOOK INTO THE WORLD
OF BECTON-DICKINSON
a world of challenge, responsibility and achievement.
Today, B-D is one of the leading manufacturers of
medical, surgical, hospital and electronic products. To
keep pace with our dynamic growth, challenging
career opportunities are as diversified as the individu-
als we seek to fill them.
WE WOULD LIKE TO TALK WITH YOU!!
. . .if you are majoring in Finance, General Business
or Science. A representative will conduct interviews




An Equal Opportunity Employer
for FULL-CIRCLE BANKING SERVICES...
from MAINE'S LARGEST NATIONAL BANK...
there are now 25 offices across the state
from -which to choose
F.0.I.C
MAINE NATIONAL BANK
rORMtlHV FIRST NAtlONAl SANK at PORTIA*!*
•
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learn Is lops In ECAC Di^. II
Norwich DownedFor H-6-1 Record; Best Season In Seven Years
This time it wasn't an injured
Kenny Martin or John Krol that
"were carried off the ice, but rather
a jubilant varsity hockey coach
Sid Watson, The 2500 fans were
chanting "we're number one",
and for the first time in years the
Bears could claim title to the
m
leading spot in the- ECAC Division
-JJ—standings, With
-an overa ll
record of } 4-6-1, the Bears held
the sixth highest percentage of
wins in the 50-member ECAC and
the 12-3-1 division season signaled
the removal of Merrimac from the
top spot in the 25 member
Division II,
KING KULLEN - Bob Kullen (Black, 19) supermarkets a shot justcleared by goalie Mike Talbot (1). The Bears continued to clean"pS
Sift tL °2W 'u Nr iCh *T 5 " 2 and daimed the «SS«S
befow th R» m
,V,S
^ " ° f the f°Ur teams ^mediatelyl e Bears, Merrimac, AIC, Colby, and Salem State, the Bearshave defeated al but Salem State, who they haven't met h is sea^nThe four have all received








Unabk t0 aCCept a bid due to a clause in ^e Pentagonalhich prohibits post-season team play
Mermen Dunk Tufts
For Winning Season
Couch Charlie Butt's varsity swimming squad uppcd their final recur,
To 53Tasl Saturday as they swamped a lulls squad i„ the Jumbo's own
pool, thus stopping a three meet winning streak lor Tufts and extending
Samp, J. Spencer, and R. Spencer
swimming unofficially, set a new
pool record with a 3:32.8.
The frosh didn't fare quite as
well as the varsity when they were
downed by the Tufts frosh that
same day, 52-43. The cub
swimmers thus finished their
season with a 3-6 record, and
several new freshman records. Top
record holder was captain Pete
Robinson, who managed to break
two of his own records in the 200
freestyle ahd 200 backstroke at
Tufts with Limes of 1:55.9 and
2:15.7, respectively.
The frosh relay team of
Robinson, Meehan, Whitford, and
VVendler travel with the varsity to
Storrs, Connecticut this weekend
to swim in the New England
Swimming Championships. The
varsity is looking to a place close
to last year's sixth among the




records and took every first place
in the individual swimming events
Bowdom swam their last record
breaking relay unofficially, thus
giving seven points to the
decimated Jumbos for a final
score of 57-38.
The Bears were seven points up
3:54.1 after the first relay team of
R. Spencer, Stevens, Mac Arthur,
and Williams started off the
swimming events. They broke the
old pool record, held by another
Bowdoin squad, by a hair length*
tenth of a second. Ken Ryan's
chance for breaking a record was
next as he shaved over two
seconds off the pool record in the
200 Individual Medley w'ith a
2:12.0.
Bowdom at Tufts, Varsity
March 1, 1969
400 Medley Relay: l. Bowdom <R
iP,f nC6r ' Mac ^ rthu ' Stevens!WHhams). T 3:54.1 (New TuftsPool Record).
200 Freestyle: 1.
-Barnes (B) ; 2 J
Spencer (B); 3, Chuculate" (T) T
1:58. ' '•
50 Freestyle: l. Samp (B) 2Bergman (T); 3. Ford (T). T 23 7'
200 Medley Swim: ]. k. Ryan IB)-
2. Hafferty <T); 3. Stuart (B) T
2:12.0 (New Tufts Pool Record) -
Diving: 1. McCullougn (T) 2Cushing (T); 3. J. Ryan (B). 190 45'
200 Butterfly: 1. R. Spencer (B)':
2. Stevens (B); 3. Reeves (T) T
2:13,2. (
''
100 Freestyle: 1. Barnes (B) 2Heaton (T); 3. Edkins (B). T 52 2200 Backstroke: 1. Stuart (B)- 2
Hamilton (T)
; 3. Paulson (T) r
2:18.8.
l ''
500 Freestyle: 1. Williams (B)- 2
Chuculate (T)
; 3. Friedlander (B! T
- 5:31.9. ' '•
200 Breaststroke- 1. k. Ryan (B)
2. Reines (T); 3. Hafferty (Tj t 2
29,7. ' '
- d -
400 Relay: Tufts (Ross. Bergman
Wallace, Heaton). T 3:32.8.
Bowdoin 57 — Tufts 38
it was the secure, 5-2 victory
over Norwich that closed the
Bear's season and insured them
the top spot. Not a minute had
gone by in the initial period when
Kenney Martin picked up a pass
from McGuirk coming behind^the
Norwich net for the opening score
of the Friday night game. Tom
Lea picked up the scoring next at
8:13 when he tallied a goal by
deflecting the puck into the net
off of the Norwich goalie. The
assist went to Abbott.
The Polar Bears again opened
the scoring in the second period as
Ken Martin landed his "second
score of the night at 7:49. While
the Bears were one man down on
a penalty, Martin picked up a pass
from McGuirk, faked the Norwich
goaltender to the right and landed
a clean score in the upper left
hand corner of the net. The
period's scoring ended cf 19:21
when the Bears broke up a
Norwich play in front of the
Bowdoin net and sent Maxwell
down the ice to score for the
fourth goal of the evening.
The chances for a Bear shutout
to close the season was stymied
when Norwich's Robert grabbed-
the puck from a pileup in front of
the Bowdoin net for his team's
first goal of the night. Less thatT
four minutes later Malo scored for
another Norwich point. The
Norwich defense at the same time,
,
was giving the Bears their troubles
as the visitor's goalie staved off
three one on one attacks within a
two minute period. However, the
Bear's momentum picked up again
and after successfully halting the
Norwich offensive, mounted their
own with a final goal at 16:37.
McGuirk scored the last goal of
the season as he slammed home
the puck into the left hand corner
of the net off Kenny Martin's
deflected shot.
After the game the Bears had
good reason to celebrate. Not
only had they completed a six
game winning streak, copped the
division title, and defeated two
division one teams in a season, but
had also set their own share of
hockey records. Captain Ken
Martin cornered two of his own
by srorir/g^the most goals in a
Bowdoin career (60) and most
points in a career (108). Krol and
Talbot, the two Bear goalies, were
rated as among the top five goalies
in the division.
The Bears, though division
champs, were not offered a bid to
play in the ECAC College Division
Hockey Championships due to a
clause in the "Pentagonal" which
prohibits post season team play
for the member colleges
(Amherst, Williams, Dartmouth,
Wesleyan, and Bowdoin). Despite
student and. team
-ex pressed
dissatisfaction with the clause, the
college would not change' its
policy on upholding the
agreement. However, President
Howell, after the Norwich game,
congratulated the team an coach]
expressing his regrets that the'
-a-g-re e m e n t
—
prohibited
participation in "the tournament
"But you're number one, and




The Hardy twins, Stephen and
Erland, will captain the squad
next year.
SSh % p PROVINCE - was against the team from Rhodesland as the Bears downed them, 5-3. Providence, though a Division I








GUirk^ 6) l0°ks on - McGuirk— -StaUtaSt ecord for most assists in a career with 51. He was also the






By turning back an overtime bid by the University of Maine lastSaturday n.ght, the varsity basketball team added their second
con.cut.ve State Series Title to an already missive list of onor
under the direction or Coach Ray Bicknell. ii was the Bears' fifthstraight victory, bringing the onIy MacFarland remained
After the Bears sacrificed eight
points m the diving, they came
back with a slam in the 200
Butterfly with R. Spencer and
Barry Stevens taking first and
second, respectively. The
Bowdoin squad swept firsts in the-
remaining events a^hd the 400
Freestyle Relay team of Williams
The varsity indoor trackmen
evened out their season's record
to 3-3 last Saturday in a 56-48
victory over MIT in the Hyde
Athletic Building. Senior John
Pierce brought in the Bear
Vivictory as he copped the
deciding first-place with a 13'.6"
performance in the pole vault.
Other Bowdoin first places went
to captain Pete Hardy in the 600
Roger Best in the 35 weight, John
Roberts in the high hurdles, and
the mile relay team of Dave
Goodoff, Neill Reilly, Mites
Coverdale, and Hardy.
The frosh added another loss to
their 1-1 record by losing to the




Bowdoin 5 Norwich 2
14-6-1
Bowdoin F r 2 Belmont 5
9-2-1
Bowdom 5 Alumni 2
Basketball
,
Bowdoin 83 U Maine 80
16-5
Bowdoin Fr 79 U Maine 108
9- 4
Bowdoin Fr. 86 Alumni 85
Swimming
Bowdofri 57 Tufts 38
6-5
Bowdoin Fr 43 Tufts 52
3-7
Track
Bowdoin 56 MIT 48
2-4




Championships at U Conn Thurs..
WresMmg. New E n g , a n flChampionships at Worcester Fn SatTrack. Maine AAU Championships atBowdom Sat.
season's total record to 16-5.
The first ten minutes of the
game was free-scoring and
fast-paced. Bowdoin had managed
a five-point lead at one time, but
more often it was very close. As
the players loosened up, the two
teams applied a more determined
defense. The defensive pressure
slowed the torrid pace
temporarily, until both teams
relied heavily on their captains.
MacFarland exchanged hoops
with Stephenson for a brief
period, but Maine's Hugh
Campbell edged Maine slowly into
a 51-44 halftime lead.
Five minutes into the second
half, the determined Bowdoin five
had surged ahead, only to witness
two quickies by Campbell to tie
,he score. Though every Bowdoin




With a championship hockey
team, an undefeated basketball
squad in division play, and eight
swimmers going to the National
Swimming Championships, the
Polar Bears have nearly closed out
their winter sports season The
statistical highlights and a
photographic recap of the season
will appear in next week's issue of
the Orient.
Other seasonal sports not
included in other stories due to
lack of space are: the frosh
hoopsters set a new Bowdoin
record for points scored in a game
when they defeated Bates 1 25-69
last week, the cub icemen went
undefeated Tor ten games, ending
their season at 10-2-1.
consistent in the second. While
the attention focused on
MacFarland, Kenny Rowe was
setting the pace and personally
directing Bowrioin's bid to
maintain the slim lead.
The Bears started to stall with
5:25 left in the game. They then
tried to wrap it up by breaking
the tie score in the final 17
seconds, but missed two shots just
before the buzzer sounded.
,
The overtime was a fitting
climax for the intense U Maine -
Bowdoin rivalry. Rowe and Miller
hit early in the overtime and
Bowdoin immediately slowed the
pace. Foul shots were exchanged,
resulting in a three point lead for
the Polar Bears. Maine missed two
shots in the last seconds and
surrendered the game to Bowdoin
83-80.
MacFarland's 35 points in the
game gave him a record-breaking
528 for his season's total. Other
records set by the Polar Bear
captain were 1,356 for three
seasons, 17 field goals in one
game, most free throws in one
season, and the best seasonal
scoring average, 25.1.
Another senior, John
MacKenzie, picked up a career
record of 767 rebounds and a
13.4 point average per game to
top all previous Bowdoin centers.
Coach Bicknell pointed out that
this year's team established
records by having the longest
winning streak (eight), most wins
(16), fewest losses (five), and its
only unblemished record in the
state
.series competition.
The most valuable record
however, will never be in the
books. It is the praise for this
team by Coach Bicknell, "by far,
the best team I have ever had
anywhere in both spirit and
performance," Chip Milter will








Mr Hugh R. Trevor-Roper, the Regius Professor
of Modern History at Oxford University and one
oi the most renowned and respected historians in
HEfie world today, began his lecture last Sunday
evening at Pickard Theater by stating what he was
not going to do. Professor Trevor-Roper
responding to the introductory remarks of his
former student at Oxford, Bowdoin President
Koger Howell, Jr., began by explaining that "at
one stage in life one learns more from one's tutors-
at another one learns more from one's students
"'
The Regius Professor made it clear that he wouid
not speak on his specialty, sixteenth and
seventeenth century England, because now he can
merely learn about this subject from Dr. Howell
He spoke, instead, on "Romanticism and the
Study of History." In so doing, he showed his
500-member audience - which almost filled the
Pickard theater - that there was much that he
could teach and many whom he could inspire.
Professor Trevor-Roper delivered the annual
Annie Talbot Cole Lecture, which was designed to
develop the theme that "life is a glad
THE
opportunity." His "lecture was, indeed, a "glad
opportunity." It was informative, entertaining
and valuable. The famed scholar, who had written
about Homer, Hitler and a great deal in between
discussed the process by which history in the
nineteenth century under the influence of the
Romantics and Romanticism once more "made
the past alive."
"Every age had its own historical philosophy "
argued Trevor-Roper, "but historians ure seldom if-
ever solely responsible for the formation of this
philosophy." , ! :
• The "full light" of the enlightenment dimmed in
the violence of the French Revolution and French
conquests at-the end of the eighteenth century and
the beginning of the nineteenth. The need for a
new way of looking at history was felt. The filling
of this need was accomplished under the influence
of the Romantics.
The Romantic movement, as viewed by
Trevor-Roper, has its origins in the "Ossianic"
poems of Janes MacPherson and Thomas Percy's
"Reliques of Ancient English Poetry." But these
men were eclipsed at the beginning of the last
century by Sir Walter Scott.
Scott, was, as Trevor-Roper put it, "the real
oiicept
hero of the lecture," though the Regius Professor
did not put the name of so forgotten a man in the
lecture's title. "One, generation before Scott
people rejoiced in the dynamic 'progress' they felt
Scott realized that there was a need too for
tradition.'" Under Scott's impetus, "historian,'
-learned to enjoy and value previously frowned-on
traditions." Historians felt a new respect for the
past; they saw it as being made up of entities alive
and important in themselves, not merely as lower
sta|es in an abstracL-chair^xjf history." "Voltaire
and dbbon," Trevor-Roper pointed out, "never
really visited the past. But historians must They
must look to the past with compassion." And this
is what the Romantic, Sir Walter Scott, taught a
new generation of historians. Speaking of Scott's
«wl V u l
d Mortality. Trevor-Roper exclaimed,
What historian- has reconstituted the past as well
f „ ".; ,and he ^uoted Carlyle's comment on
scott: He knew what history meant!"
Professional historians did not like Scott but
time has repudiated these historians, not Scott A
new breed of nineteenth century historians - men
like Ranke, Michelet, Niebuhr and, especially the
great English historian, Macaulay were
(Please turn to page 2)
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THE EXPERT SPEAKS - Mr. Hugh Trevor-Roper speaks to a
near-capacity crowd in Pickard Theater Sunday night. Trevor-Roper
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Thirteen Seniors Selected
Phi Beta Kappa Members
Thirteen Bowdoin seniors were
chosen Wednesday for member-
ship in Phi Beta Kappa, national
honorary society for the recogni-
tion and promotion of scholarship:
Mark C. Bisgrove, of Bruns-
wick, Me., and a member of Zeta
Psi Fraternity.
Louis B. Briasco, of Winches-
ter, Mass., Chi Psi.
Michael A. C. Clark, of Scars-
dale, N.Y., Beta Theta Pi.
Ralph G. Eddy, of East Wood-
stock, Conn", Delta Sigma.
William S. Faraci, of Bradford
Mass., Delta Kappa Epsilon.
Stephen Ferguson, of Cranford
N.J.
Paul R. Gauron, of Amesbury,
Mass., Beta Theta Pi.
Michael J. Guignard, of Bidde-
ford, Me., Alpha Rho Upsilon.
Kenneth P. Horsburgh, Jr.,
of Shaker Heights, Ohio, Zota Psi.
' Peter S. Matorin, of Riverdale.
N.Y., a former resident of Mil-
brook, N.Y., Alpha Rho Upsilon.*
C. Bernard Ruffin. Ill, of Chevy
Chase, Md. .
M, Terry Webb, of Pittsburgh
Pa., Beta Theta Pi
Charles E. Whit ten. of Lincoln,
Me., Sigma Nu.
Four other Bowdoin seniors
were elected to Phi Beta Kappa
during their junior year. They are
Timothy O. Devlin, Pasadena,
Calif.; Kingsley G. Metz, Free-
port, N.Y.; William K. Moberg
Gorham, Me.; and Kenneth r'
Walton, Seal Harbor, Me
znna SI,
Twelve sophomores have been
selected to serve as dormitory
proctors for the 1969-70
academic year. Selected by the
Office of the Dean of Students,
on recommendation of the
^fcudef»H3otmeil,™wereT
James D. Block (Ind.), Bruce R
Brown, Jr. (AD), Raymond A.
Choinard (Ind.), James M,
.Heller
(Kappa Sig), William H. Lever
(Kappa Sig), John F. McClellan
(Beta), Lindsay T. McQuater (Chi
Psi), Peter Mulcahy (Zete)
Michael C. Niekrash (Kappa Sig)'
Geoffrey B. Ovenden (Chi Psi)'
John T. Phillipsborn (Psi U) and
John D. Walker (Psi U).
Over 50 sophomores applied for
the 12 proctorships, which the
College calls one of its highest
undergraduate honors. Proctors
are responsible for supervising the
dorms, enforcing social rules and
other College regulations.
The Student Council voted
"Monday night by secret ballot on
the list of candidates and the new
Proctors were notified by mail
Wednesday of their selection.
Kappa Sig has the most Proctors
with three. Chi Psi, Psi U and the
independents each had two. AD,
Beta and Zete each had one
Faculty Mulls
Vital Changes
Students on I'acuit v
committees? New social rules for
underclassmen? No Saturday
classes?
faculty votes approval April '9 to
three proposals introduced and
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Three important and potentially
controversial resolutions were
brought up and, following
precedent, were tabled until the
April meeting. The proposals
called for, in part.
Introduction of students as
voting members to several faculty
committees (ED. NOTE: The
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students, with plenar p. ., , r ov.
for u-ndeiclassme.
The Orient
This will be the last issue of The
Orient before Spring vacation.
The next issue wi]] ^ pub]ished
Friday, April 4. It will be four
pages in length.
Two student-written one-act
plays will be presented tonight
and Saturday at 8 p.m. in the
Experimental Theater of Pickard
Theater in Memorial Hall. The
plays are "A Woman of Madness'
by Tim Devlin <i s and "The
Encounter" by Steve Carter '71.
Devlin's play is a translation of
the "Bachae" of Euripides and
Carter's play is an adaptation of a
James Joyce short story.
Tickets for the plavs are
available at the Information Desk
of the Moulton Union.
Spring Vacation
Chapel Choir To Tour France
What started out as a day-dream of Paul Keleher"
has developed into a full-blown, two-way "cultural
exchange ' between Bowdoin College and the
University of Tours, France.
The ''cultural exchange" will begin March 21
when the Bowdoin Chapel Choir leaves for a
10-day Spring Vacation singing tour of cathedrals
in the Tours area of France. Next year, the
160-member University Choir of the University of
Tours will visit Bowdoin and New England on a
similar exchange basis.
This month's Spring vacation tour marks the
first time an official College singing group, with
the exception of the Meddiebemsters, has gone on
tour in Europe. The 24 members of the Chape)
Choir are footing one-third of the bill, and theS, 's P icki"g "P ^e remainder of the$9,000-tab.
The whole idea started a year ago when Keleher
» irench major from Framingham, Mass.. was
studying at the University of Tours. The Director
of the University Choir of Tours and Keleher
discussed the idea or a "cultural exchange"between Tours and Bowdoin. but the plan didn't
start to take concrete shape until about two and
one-half months ago.
Since then, Keleher has been working steadily at
arranging an itinerary, gaming proper
authorization an^ finding financial support It'sbeen a one-man show most of the way.
The Chapel Choir will leave March 21 from
Logan Airport for London, and then Paris The
tour will open March 23 with the Choir singing
High Mass in the Cathedral of Notre Dame in Pans
Other cathedrals on the tour are Reims Amiens'
Lhartres, Bourges and Tours.
The Choir will leave Paris and return to BowdoinMarch 31. Mr. Rodney Rothlisberger of the
Department of Music will direct the Choir during
the Easter tour. B
in campus.
Alteration ol -in, Co)
calendar, providing lor a
abolition of Saturday classes
b) revision of the yearly schedule
Parts a) and b) are mutually
exclusive that is, one may be
accepted without the other. If a)
is approved by the faculty, there
will be no Saturday classes
beginning next fall Classes will
meet three times a week for one
hour each, or twice weekly for 90
minutes each. If b) is approved, it
will be submitted to the
Governing Boards for final
approval at their June meeting. In
general, part b) calls for starting
school one week earlier in the fall
and ending approximately
Memorial Day There would be
two reading periods before each
set of semester exams also
scheduled. If approved, part b)




All of the proposals will be
voted on at the April meeting.
The faculty committee plan and
the social rules committee
proposals would take i
immediately if approyed
calendar changes would bec<
effective us stall d
Two Seniors
Win 'Watson:
1 wo Bowdoin seniors.
Simmons and Virgil Logan,
been awarded W a
t
Fellowships, the Orient tea
today. Simmons and Logan
among 50 college
.students „>
the country who have beer, na
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FRIDAY, MARCH 14, 1969
Are you looking past tomorrow?
Since cave drawings of the Ice Age
man, people have struggled to
communicate. With stories, maps,
legends, paper, spoken words of-
love and fear. This business of
communications . . .meaningful
dialogue ... is still chief among
today's preoccupations. And it's
one we at Western Electric, indeed
the entire Bell System have worked
at-since 1882.
Cable, microwaves and satellites
have brought nations face-to-face
across continents and oceans.
Closed-circuit TV helps educators
penetrate barriers of slum and tar-
paper shacks. In fact, our whole
way of life in America is being en-
riched simply byadvances in phoning.
Whether basic or brilliant, each
advance must arrive when it's
needed. And each must be economi-
cally producible whenever it's
needed. At Western Electric we
specialize in production and
-
logis-
tics. It's our job in the Bell System
...to help men overcome communi-
cation barriers with dependable ser-
vice at low cost. To this end we
need an ever increasing number
of new fresh ideas. Your ideas.
Ideas that look past tomorrow.
Management Opportunities at W.E.











Consider your future in communications. Get the
details from our brochures. Then see your Placement
Office and meet us on campus. Or write to Manager
of College Relations, Western Electric Co.. Room 25I0A,
222 Broadway. New York. N. Y. 1003B. We are an
equal opportunity employer with plants and service
centers from coast to coast.
Western Electric
MANUFACTURING & SUFW UNIT Of THE BEU SYSTEM
for FULLC1RCLE BANKING SERVICES...
from MAINE'S LARGEST NATIONAL BANK...
there are note 25 offices across the Hate
from Mshich to choose
MAINE NATIONAL BANK
LAM*
w>esh Coffee & Spudnut*
Makes
Any Time Spudnut Time
THE SPUDNUT SHOP
212 Maine St., Brunswick
"NOT SINCE WATERLOO,
have Swedes/ Soiled them-\
selves with martial deeds./ Ne
one seemed to suffer pains/
Watching Bism&rl: rape the
Danes./ Similarly, Sweden
passed/ When the crazy
Kaiser massed./ Nor did
Norway's awful fate/ Make
the Swedish escalate. /
Finally, they've struck a
blow!/ Swe- J*" ° '•• «<>py °*
, ,
. . I Wm. F. Buckley'sdens recogmz- NATIONAL «E-
ing Ho." I y«Wj write: Dept.
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March 14 - 20
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Council Okays Committee Plan
.Romanticism, Scott .**>«*>« *'-
The Student Council gave '
formal approval Monday night to
a plan calling for the introduction
of students on to eight
committees of the faculty,
beginning next year. Approval was
unanimous, without discussion.
In order for the plan to go into
effect, it must be approved by the
faculty at its April meeting. The
plan was brought up at Monday's
faculty meeting but automatically
tabled (see story, page one).
Under the plan, students would
be voting members of the
following committees: Athletics,
Computing Center, Lectures and
Cbncerts, Library, Military
Affairs/ Preparatory Schools and
Admissions, and Upward Bound
Advisory. Students would
comprise from 35 to 50 percent
of each committee.
i ne plan also calls for addition
—
with voting power — of five
students to the faculty student
Life Committee. The plan does
not provide for student
membership of the all-important
Faculty Committee of Curriculum
and Educational Policy. Instead, it
suggests that the present Student
Council Curriculum Committee
serve as a parallel group of the
CEP committee. The relationship
Debaters Win NE Tourney
To Cap Thayer s Career
Last weekend the Bowdoin Debate Council won its second New
England Sweepstakes Championship in three years. The competition,
sponsored by the New England Forensic Council, was held at the
University of New Hampshire and attracted teams from twelve schools.
r
While the Debate events were weighted most heavily, it was the
balance between non-debate points as well as debate points which
accounted for the victory. In the non-debate events, Gordon Grimes '71
and Clark Irwin '70 placed third and fourth respectively in
extemporaneous speaking while Dave Bullard '70 picked up valuable
points with a fifth place in original oratory. Competing against the
histrionics of young miniskirted ladies majoring in drama, Bob Lochte
and Earl Taylor put in highly commendable performances in oral
interpretation.
would be much the same as the
parallel between the Senior Center
Council (composed of faculty)
and the Senior Center Committee
(composed of students).
Students for the faculty
*
committees would be selected by
the Student Council under the
plan.
In other,action Monday, the
Student Council:
— Voted on Proctors for next
year (see story, page one);
— Heard an announcement that
sophomores and juniors wishing
to serve 'on the Student Judiciary
Board next year should submit
their names as soon as possible to
any officer of the Council;
— T a bled a motion
recommending that Section III—
B
of the so-called "Pentagonal
Agreement" (which bans
post-season play in athletics) be
rescinded
;
— And discussed the segregated
nature of the Bowdoin
Afro-American Society.
The next meeting of the
Council will be Monday night,
when President Roger Howell, Jr.,
will speak informally to the
Council regarding the
"Pentagonal."
(Continued from ptgt 1)
profoundly influenced by Scott.
They did more scientifically and
methodically what Scott had done
in his historical novels.
In judging the contribution of
the historians -of the Romantic
era, Professor.. Trevor-Roper
stressed the ideas that have
remained permanent since them.
He emphasized that the historians
of the Enlightenment "overlooked
the living men of the past, in using
the past merely as a tool of their
'
concept of progress. The
Romantics made the past alive. It
showed that the past was made up
of living men, not mere
abstractions." And that,
concluded the distinquished
speaker, "is what historians
should never fail to remember."
As President Howell pointed
out in his concluding remarks,
quoting an earlier address by
Trevor-Roper "The study of the
past can be useful, even necessary
. . .
for we cannot rationally
In the all-important debate events, Bruce Cain '70 and Jeff Emerson
'70 went 3 - 1 on the affirmative while the negative team of Grimes and
Irwin managed a perfect 4-0 record in the preliminary rounds. Bowdoin
then elected to send its negative team into the semi-final rounds against
Bates on the reasoning that the topic "Resolved: That Executive
Control of Foreign Policy Should Be Significantly Curtailed" had -
proved to be a negative oriented topic all year. The strategy succeeded
as Bowdoin trounced Bates in the semis and went on to the finals
before bowing to a nationally prominent St. Anselms team. The trophy
was awarded to Bowdoin for its total accumulation of 77 points. The
winning of this championship is a fitting tribute to the inspiration and
guidance which Prof. Thayer has given his debaters throughout his long
and distinguished career as debate coach at Bowdoin.
KENNEBEC
FRUIT
A Tool of Pleasure









"Congressional Reform" will be
discussed by one of its most
outspoken advocates, Rep.
Richard W. Boiling (D-Mo.), at
Bowdoin Sunday evening.
The public is invited to attend
his talk in Wentworth Hall of the
Senior Center at 7:30 p.m. A
reception' for the Congressman
will follow his address.
Long a critic of the
Congressional seniority system,
the Missouri lawmaker recently
charged its acceptence without
challenge by majority Democrats
permits power righ fully
belonging to them to be wielded
by "a conservative minority
whose only affiliation wi h the
Democratic Party is the use of the
party label at election time.
Congressman Boll.ng's
appearance at Bowdoin is




On Wednesday, Stuart Si iger, a
member of the Boston ' oung
Socialist Alliance, will spe; '< on
the topic, "Cuba Today - Ten
Years of Revolution," at 7:30
p.m. in the Common Room of the
Senior Center. Mr. Singer was
originally scheduled to speak two
weeks ago, but because of the
severe snow-storm, was unable to
drive up from Boston. He was one
of a delegation of 14 members of
the Young Socialist Alliance that
the Cuban Government invited to
participate in the celebration of





WASH & DRY & 24 HOUR SHIRT SERVICE
FREE ALTERATIONS
change the world without
genuinely understanding it." If we
are to understand our world, the
insights expressed by Hugh
Trevor-Roper in his lecture cannot
be forgotten. As he said in
another place: "All history is
contemporary history." History
must remain "alive" for and in us.
To lose contact with history is to
lose control over the present.











75c issuance charge ON $100
Available At:
H. B. STOWE TRAVEL AGENCY
9 Pleasant Street — Brunswick
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Importance Of The Past
7
Professor Hugh Trevor-Roper's lecture Sunday right was truly a*
magnificent performance. It was easy to see why he is considered to be*
one of the greatest living historians.
- i
Most members of the audience probably did not have enough
background in 17th and 18th century history and historiography to
appreciate the lecture to the fullest. One student, who was probably
representative, approached Trevor-Roper quietly and a bit hesitantly:
"I didn't understand everything you were talking about, sir, but it was a
great lecture." • •
Nearly every member of the near-capacity crowd of 500 in the
Pickard Theater ^rnust have been impressed by Trevor-Roper's^ words
alone, if nothing else: Here was a man with eloquent and precise control
of the language. His descriptive language was effective and natural, and
the entire lecture - which was being presented for the first time at
Bowdoin - was clear and forceful.
Trevor-Roper's presentation seemingly could be appreciated on one
of three levels: 1) by the average student, who could be impressed even
if he had little background in the period, 2) by the more historically
sophisticated student, who could have followed the detailed train of the
lecture closely, and 3) by the trained historian, who could appreciate
the nuances of detail and anal/sis.
I'm going to feel awkward next week if many of my students saw this
lecture," said one college teacher from the area. "After having seen
Trevor-Roper, they will know what an amateur 1 am."
Bowdoin President Roger Howell, Jr., who studied for his D.Phil,
degree under Trevor-Roper at Oxford, added a thoughtful, "relevant"
to use the now trite cliche comment in his closing remarks after the
lecture. Howell, in thanking Trevor-Roper for demonstrating the value
of his own dictum that the study of the past c?n be useful even
necessary - to the present, cited a quotation from a speech by the
eminent historian at Lodon School of Economics:
FRIDAY MARCH \$, 1969
—
-£ ' —
"To those who would say with Marx that it is more important to
change than to understand the world, I would reply that, even so,
without understanding we cannot rationally change it. To those who
see the past ^s something from which we must set ourselves free, I
would reply with Freud that obsessions are purged only by
understanding, not by repudiation. We cannot profitably look forward
without looking back."
Many of those fatuous and irrational followers of Herbert Marcuse,
Who see action as paramount over reason, would do well to consider
Trevor-Roper's words. The call for revolution is a hollow and sad cry
when it lacks even the slightest clement of reasoned consideration for
the conseqences. It is the easiest thing within man's power to do to
stand up on a self-constructed pedestal and condemn the imperfect
society around him; it is far harder to attempt to make that society
better without first destroying it. The easy way, though it is now so
popular among the self-indulgent radical critics, must be rejected. The
path of reasoned change must be accepted.
Thank you, Professor Trevor-Roper, for underscoring the importance




subscribers should note that due
to current U. S. Postal regulation,
second-class mailing material such
as the Orient is susceptible to
lengthy delays ' because of
established priority for first-class
material. Consequently, many
times the Orient is delivered three
to four weeks after publication.
Hornby Rebutted
Director Hornby refutes my confusion with
admirable clarity in writing "A brief survey of the
history of drama (and, for that matter, of the
student-written one-act plays) shows that
translation and adaptations are the rule rather than
the exception."
1. From 1934-66 exactly 108 oni-act plays had
to be judged by a Bowdoin jury. Among these: 7
adaptations and translations. I guess Mr. Hornby
holds that any idea whatsoever (for instance his
"red herring") has been thought out before in
some form or other - which means the total denial
of original thought in a year as late as 1969. (Who
is to decide about what is original &/or adapted?)
And so he is right.
2. The works of Adamov, Brecht, Camus,
Duerrenmatt, Eliot, Frisch, Genet, Hochhuth,
Ionesco, Johnson, Kohout, Lorca,- Mzozek, and
Co. have been translated into many interesting
languages, .though conceived only once.
Translation prevail, indeed.
And so he is right.
3. Mr. Hornby discovered a "rule." The first
question seems to be: why abolish it? My
question: why NOT abolish it? Why not do
something refreshingly new? Why not change the
jury for a change? Why not undermine the
"capitalist cult of personality in art"? Why not go
all the way and beyond Aristotle? Why not,
instead of denouncing "ignorance" and
"confusion," get together in a workshop and
create out of juvenile vagueness anoSprofessional
expertise (!) a something that's good stuff for the
actors and for the audience? How about that? —
That's demanding!?
All right, so I lose. But I return the red herring.
Guenter Frankenberg '69
to the two organizations — BUCRO and the
^Afro-American Society jj^y^ reporting an event
which nevefcoccurred. '
' The article on BUCRO was more concerned with
the definition of the organization's structure than
with its substance. And its substance — its
programs and their successful achievement — is its
most important element. Nowhere does
Hutchinson mention the major success of the
BUCRO recruiting program and the Black
Sub-Freshman Weekend.
From the perspective of the Blacks who are
applying to Bowdoin the execution of these
programs by Blacks is by far the most realistic and
effective approach. The role of BUCRO must
change as the conditions which define the
relationship between Blacks and Whites change.
BUCRO must redefine itself in this light, and its
change can only be for the better.
Virgil H. Logan, Jr. '69
BUCRO Is NOT Dead
Mr. Hutchinson states in his Feb. 28 article
entitled "Death Knell Sounds for BUCRO," that
BUCRO "relinquished the budgeted money" for
recruiting Black Students and for the Black
Sub-Freshman Weekend to the Afro-American
Society. It is impossible, under the rules and
regulations of the Blanket Tax Committee, for any
student organization to "relinquish" its funds to
another group. Hutchinson does a gross disservice
ED. NOTE — Mr. Logan's memory seems to do
mental gymnastics between interview and letter.
BUCRO may not have "relinquished" its money
appropriated for recruiting per se, but the entire
"black" sub-freshman weekend was done under
the name of the Afro-American Society — as
evidenced by the letterhead and signature used on
ALL correspondence between student recruiting
groups on campus and the black sub-freshmen
being contacted. This is a fact, call it what you
like. Mr. Logan admitted that all recruiting
correspondence was done in the name of Afro-Am.
With regard to other aspects of Mr. Logan's
letter, we fail to see the point expressed by the
vague rhetoric. BUCRO, as one white student said
after the article was published, is "deader than it
was pictured to be." What can BUCRO's — and
remember, the CR stands for "Civil Rights" — role
be now when black separatism is more popular
than integration (e.g., black dormitories on
campus, autonomous black studies departments,
black-only student organizations — such as
Bowdoin's Afro-American Society)? The "civil
rights" concept, which has its support in such
instruments as the various federal Civil Rights acts
(see story, page five), emphasizes integration — not
separatism. What can BUCRO do in this light?
On most other campuses where student-initiat
recruiting is done, black students are being
recruited by blacks and almost blacks only. It is
therefore ironic that Mr^ Logan claims that
BUCRO — an integrated group — claims "major
success" in black recruiting. It is particularly ironic
in light of the name "BUCRO" used in its
correspondence.
Come now, BUCRO is dead - just as dead as the
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By JOHN C. RENSENBRINK
Associate Prof, of Government
We perceive the birth of a new era. An era on
the far side of scarcity and on the far side of
psychic and social distortions, manifested in and
through this scarcity, which cripple the souls of
living men.
We perceive an era of freedom and human
power, where structures, technique, administration
the planning of politics are all subordinate to and
take their definition from the life of the people in
action.
We see the end of mere existence. No longer the
bitter struggle versus nature, versus our fellow
human beings, versus ourselves, versus God. No
longer the huddling together in shivering herds
offering agonizing explanations - our own flesh if
necessary - for nameless dreads and nameless
guilts. No longer the voracious emptiness of the
bourgeous soul squinting from behind the hedges
of defense at the devouring competitor from
without, laying crafty traps to win its joyless
victories ofsurfiet and masturbation.
A warning. The new era may not come into
being, in spite of all portents. This is so, because,
first, in the free movement of the life force
nothing is 'fated' to happen. Man may fade out
like the dinosaurs. Second, because the people
who are the movement may make mistakes, irt the
analysis, in the quality and authenticity of the
struggle, in the practice of freedom. Third, because
industrial society, and the dominating and
exploiting forces which direct it, may prove too
successful in their resistance to the coming into
being of the new era.
This resistance to the new era takes many forms.
I will name one: the engineering of all mankind
from drudgery and more generally from scarcity,
we witness the most appalling material and
psychological deprivation within and without the
borders of industrial society. What we are
witnessing, though almost all 'iresponsible' people
try to ignore it, is the massive contrivance of waste
and insufficiency.
By the operations of the industrial system, both
here and in Russia, the lower two thirds of the
population are not permitted to save. They are
forced to live constantly at, and indeed beyond,
the edge of their income, always in hock to the
future, thereby kept perpetually in a state of
optimum manipulability; and also thereby in a
state of egoistic competitive struggle with other
groups and individuals for status and 'better
things
.
In this way the people are divided against
themselves. Thus divided they are ruled.
By the operations of the system incredible
distortions in the allocation of resources havebecome 'normal*. For example, swollen highways,
one man to a car, and swollen highway budgets
versus millions of shrunken and miserable human
dwellings.
Similarly, the calculated collosal waste of
planned obsolescence. Similarly, the frenetic waste
of products nobody needs but everybody is
conditioned to "want". Similarly, slicked up rivers
and oceans, and air nobody should breath.
Similarly, the mischievous ajid bloated
expenditure on murderous military hardware.
All this, and much more, to perpetuate the
material and psychological environment of scarcity
lar beyond the time when it could and should havebeen abolished. All this to perpetuate a system and
rulers who clfhg to its body with a deadly fatality




You dear reader, have a choice. You may, along
with almost all "responsible" people, put up and
shut up apd go along with the system. Or, in a
dazzling moment of beauty, say NO, and discover
,to yourself your own true life-interest
I
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* «• By 0. M. Acanthus
By SUSIE SCHMIDT
College Press Service
WASHINGTON - A move by the Department
of Health, Education and Welfare against
"autonomous" black studies programs might seem
to be new fuel on the fire of student protest.
But it is apparently the latest in a series of
indications that, in its own quiet and unsplashy
way, the Nixon Administration has decided to "do
something" about campus disorders.
The President himself came down heavily on the
side of "law'n'order" on the campus last week
when he denounced demonstrators*of all types,
whatever their grievance, and publicly commended
Notre Dame President Theodore Hesburgh for a
hardline stand against protesters on his campus.
And this week HEW announced that it will use
its power to withhold federal funds from schools
(under the 1964 Civil Rights Act) to attack black
studies programs and other "black only" college
activities.
The guidelines, which have been used in the past
only to withhold funds from segregated Southern
school districts, also apply to departments or
institutions which "discriminate on the basis of
race, color, or national origin" in admission of
students or in hiring of teachers, according to
HEW officials.
In a memorandum which will soon be sent to
every college and university president in the
country, HEW will warn that "autonomous" black
studies programs must be "desegregated" or
colleges will face less of federal funds.
The first college hit by the new ruling is Antioch
in Ohio, which has an Afro-American Studies
Institute and an all-black dormitory. The Institute
is open only to black students at the college. Its
classes are held in a special dormitory used by the
black students, and all its faculty members are
black
The Institute gives courses on black history and
psychology, Islamic studies, Karate, photography
and radio communications, among other things.
Antioch President James Dixon told HEW
investigators of the program that he considers the
Institute in compliance with the spirit of the Civil
Rights Law, since the idea originated with the
students and not with the college. Antioch black
students wrote to the agency that "it would be a
cruel joke" if civil rights laws which were enacted
to benefit Afro-Americans were used to "destroy
the one movement that will most - benefit
Afro-Americans."
HEW replied by giving Antioch until March 14
to submit a desegregation plan for the Institute.
Under guidelines, more thari $1.5 million in
federal assistance can be withdrawn from the
school if it fails to comply.
The administration is presently holding intensive
discussions with students in an effort to decide
what to do about the ultimatum
For President Dixon, that decision will be
particularly hard. He is co-chairman of the New
Party and a champion of black students' causes,
and has been responsible for bringing about much
of Antioch's experiement and innovation. But, like
most schools, Antioch is hard-pressed financially,
and, as Dixon says, "it would be very difficult to
do without that federal money."
HEW equates the word autonomous as applied
CATCHER IN THE RYE is a fine book. But, like any book with a
special appeal to the pubescent mentality, Salinger's novel has become
an object of imitation for adolescent writers of all ages. One wonders
after suffering through some of the drivel that bears the stamp of
Salinger's style, how that author's method and purpose could be so
appallingly misunderjjtood. An example of this over-worked genre, as it
appeared in a recent campus publication, provides ample proof that an
informal narrative diction can be as pretentious and artificial as French
drawing-room conversation. Now let me produce my own brand of this
sort of chit-chat; I entitle it, obscurely enough, "Beachball".
*****
"You won't believe this, Sam, but I just made a date with Mildred
Klumpf;" I says to Sam. Sam's my next-door' neighbor. He lives across
the street from me. Anyway, I says, "Sam, you won't believe this," like
I wasn't too excited but real suave, and could hold my own.
Sam looks at me kinda sideways, like he was the victim of a skiing
,
accident, and says, like he means it, "Who's this Mildred Klumpf? New
broad in town?"
"Yeah, Sam," I says. "You should see the boobs that broad's got.
So s anyway I get into my Ford coupe, rev her up til she's purring
like a two-ton kitten. Then I go over and pick up this broad Mildred
who lives at 34 Pussywillow Boulevard, like she told me. But before 1
Tresideitt-lnExiie
'
Gregory's Voice Reaches Many
WASHINGTON (CPS) - There must be very few
college students left in the country who have not
heard Dick Gregory speak. In the last ten months
alone, he has been to more than 300 campuses.
Most of it has been tied in with his write-in
campaign for President.
He lost. But to a segment of the population,
Gregory personifies better domestic and foreign
policy and goals than the guy who won. So it was
only fitting that Gregory should have himself
inaugurated President-In-Exile.
He selected March 4 because it was the day
originally chosen by the founding fathers for
-inaugurations, and Gregory, who is constantly
referring to the original American concepts of
democracy, exuded tradition with anti-tradition
on his inauguration day.
The ceremony imitated the structure of a regular
inauguration — prayer, swearing in, speech, and
inaugural ball — but differed considerably' in
content. There was- no elaborate security system,
only two D.C. police to direct traffic. Unlike the
other inauguration seven weeks ago, the audience
was completely integrated and had a large number
of young people.
No one played "Hail To The Chief" when he
arrived. Delivering the opening prayer was the
editor of a "new theology" publication, Renewal.
Swearing in the President-In-Exile was an old civil
rights attorney. The oath was the same as the
standard one, with the addition of "-In-Exile" at
the proper place.
Now billed as a "satirist and statesman,"
Gregory did not wear his customary overalls.
Instead he sported a sharp Edwardian jacket and
tie. t
His speech was his standard "let me say this to
you young folks ..." address. It seemed
somewhat awkward in the semi-formal aura to one
who has heard it a number of times before. But
Gregory's conviction, as always, shone through.
The commercial news media managed to be as
obtrusive as usual. They couldn't understand that
Gregory was more interested in visiting classrooms
in the elementary school whose auditorium was
used for the ceremonies than in holding a press
conference.
In addition to his usual praise for young people
tackling major problems with direct action,
Gregory sharply criticized the President of Notre
Dame for his stand on campus disorders while
continuing to spend large amounts of money to
maintain a top football team.
Midway through the address, the
PLe.sident-In-Exije attacked, Senator. Tea".Kermedv^,
to black studies departments or program vrttV->K °°
Uld PUt b° th hC
"segregated." The word, which appears often i^tnVVirgin Islands." So's anyway I give Sam a big grin like a bie slice of
Karstfai%zt ts&
-dS raloupe ' ** &m— *A-*"X *»'S»^IUniversity and Brandeis University, sometimes droohng out of^ corner of his mouth, til his shirt front is all wet with
means, blacks only. " In other places it means the saliva,
students want community leaders brought into the
planning and placed on control agencies or it
means they want a voice in decisions about the
department. -
The effect of the new hard line from HEW can
only be to further eryage students, and to put * —u-"' u . "** *iic i iu mil
ne^^h &TT T% *?*{ b|nd in trying to &t *"*• ' *** SUre l° m thfr,"*tny on the dash withtofT oToldkS?S.^^ ciSarette b""s with different colored lipstick stains on them, just so's
MUdred '11 ^jnkM'm a real cool- Joe who's got all the girls trying to get
JMainsLpants. Tben+shove an empty-fiftTro f gin j us t under tne~seaT"
so's Mildred!! be sure to notice it and think I'm the fast boozey kind'
Anyway I park the Ford baby in front of the jfouse where Mildred
lives, a little green bungalow job with shutter-gis^o-type-things. So's 1
beep the horn (like I'm not too interested but could be persuaded), and
pretty soon this gorgeous stack of dishes comes sidling out of the
house. In fact, it IS a stack of dishes, which Mildred leaves on the front
stoop, to dry, I guess. Then she comes up to the car and gets in like she
was getting into a girdle that had worms in it.
"Gee!" Mildred says in a drippy breathy whisper. "It was real nice of
you to ask me out. Just let me finish putting my clothes on, will ya'»" If
Mildred hadn't said anything, I never would of noticed that she was
stark nude when she got in. Anyway, I says to myself, I can't miss this
opportunity, so I says, two octaves down, "Listen, Baby, why bother9
It'll save me the trouble of havin' to take them off again."
Mildred must have thought that this was pretty suave, cause she
bursts into wild hysterical laughter, Uke she is tickled pink. Well.
anyways, I start to get all steamy in the collar, as Mildred starts to put
on her make-up. First she smears her face with some quick-lime, then
takes some Contadina tomato-paste and dabs it on her cheek. Now she's
really looking great, and I'm getting all quivery with raw desire, like I
read about in Capt. Beachball of the Canadian Mounties. So I reach
over and grab one of her knockers, so she says to me, "You want 'em
that bad, honey, you can have 'em". And saying that she takes all this
cotton wadding of her bra and gives it to me. "Put that in your aspirin
bottle, honey." Mildred says.
So's anyway Mildred says she's hungry and wants a
Jumbo-Dumm-dumm Hamburger at this little intimate Hamburger Place
she knows about. So I says, "Sure, Baby, the sky's the limit!" I sort of
ease these words out, so as to get the full meaning, like I could reach up
and get the Moon for her. But she just says to me, "While you're
thinking about it, could you reach down and tie my shoe? I never
learned, myself." • ,
"Sure, Baby,"/1 says to myself, knowing that you really don't have to
look at the highway to know where you're going. So's I reach down to
perform this little joyous task, and Crash! My Ford coup is off the
highway and wrapped around a fire-hydrant. The whole car turns over.
and there I am, on top of Mildred Klumpf, way ahead of schedule,
while her downy elbows are gorging holes in my side.
"Jeez Chris'" I says.
for subtle racism in a draft reform bill. Kennedy
would provide amnesty for deserters, but do
nothing for those facing the draft system legally
and being faced with jail. Whites would benefit
from the reforms, but blacks — like Black Muslim
Muhammeri Ali — would still be subjected to
inequities, Gregory maintained.
A major problem for Americans to rectify is the
unjust treatment dealt the American Indian,
Gregory said. Hunger would be in his
administration's number one enemy in the
country. "It, more than anything else, pervades all
colors and races and affects more people than any
single facet of life." He also urged people to align
themselves with parties other than Democrat or
Republican, which "have proved too immoral and
corrupt to solve problems."
Home rule for Washington was given a big plug.
Mr. Gregory put in his usual comments on how
law enforcement officers get "all uptight" about
petty crime, while "the syndicate" eats away at
the cities daily. "When America breaks up her
crime syndicates, we'll stop snatching
pocketbooks," he said. On the economy, he said,
"Go out and reform the capitalistic system — if
you have to destroy it to reform it, then destroy
' it."
Gregory and New Party, a New Left political
organization of which he is co-chairman, will set
up a "Black House" later this month in
Washington. It will serve as a research and social
activist center for various causes.
Following the inauguration. New Party held a
"town meeting of Washington" in a downtown
church. Workshops were held on civic and national
problems. Gregory participated in one on
malnutrition and hunger in America.
On inauguration night, there were social events
— Afro dance troups, acid-rock bands and soul
music. The balls were held at a downtown hotel
and on the American University campus. AU was
the site of a two-day demonstration last week
when the administration initially refused to turn
over its facilities to Gregory for the dance.
Dick Gregory is probably one of the most
humane and open public figures in the country.
Jail sentences, like the one he will begin serving in
about two months on a 1967 demonstration, do
not defeat him. It does not morally deplete him to
go on a hunger strike, as he most likely wUl in jail
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leave the campus March 21 and
travel to Beau ford County in
South Carolina, where they will
conduct a two-week study of race
relations.
The students — Robert M,
Friedland of Hingham, Mass., and
Andrew L. Stern of West Newton,
Mass. — are voluntarily giving up
their ten-day spring vacation and
plan to spend an additional five
days in South Carolina doing field
work on their project.
The two freshmen decided to
make the race relations survey as a
joint term paper for a course
being taught by Professor Daniel
Levine, Chairman of the
Department of History. The
course, "Problems in United
States History," includes a close
investigation iof a single period or
problem in \he nation's history.
'The topic for the current semester
is "The 'Negro' in American
History."
After critical discussion of
preliminary and secondary
sources, undergraduates taking the
course are expected to develop
specialized aspects of the topic as
research projects.
Friedland and Stern have been
doing preliminary work on the
campus for several weeks and
"seem to be headed toward a very
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Free! 40-page book jammed with
ideas on how to live on a little and
see a lot.
Where to find accommodations
for as little as S2 a night, full English
breakfast included.
A week in London in a student
hotel for S30 with tours of famous
London sights and visits to Oxford
and Stratford-upon-Avon.
A week in an international stu-
dent centre for S25.
Discotheques, folk singing and
jazz clubs, coffeehouses, pubs, inns.
boutiques.
Where to get lunch or dinner for
SI.
How to travel 15 days by train
with unlimited mileage for only S35.
London theatres, balcony seats
S1.20 — some gallery seats 90c1 .
Season ticket to 900 stately homes,
castles and historic sights for S5.
Travel-study programs, summer
jobs, summer schools.
Special student tour packages
starting at S675, including air fare.
Concerts, festivals, operas, sports.
1
To: British travel. Box 923. New York, N.Y. 10019.
|
Please send me your free 40-page book: "A Guide for Students











Friedland is a graduate of
Hingham Senior High School. He
was a member of the cast of a
one-act play presented at
Bowdoin last December. '
At Hingham High School,
Friedland was President of the
Debating Club, Captain of 'the
tennis team, Editor of the school
newspaper, a member of the
National Honor Society and the
winner of a debating prize.
Stern is a graduate of the
Browne and Nichols School in
Cambridge, Mass. He toured
Europe in the summer of 1967.
At Browne and Nichols, Stern
was an honor roll student, a
member of the glee and dramatics
clubs, and a member of the staff
of the school's literary magazine.
He won two commendations for
his achievements in mathematics,
was manager of the varsity
baseball team, and played junior





Gordon F. Grimes of Dover, N.
H., and Michael H.P. Walsh of
Alameda, Calif., have won
Bowdoin College's annual Edgar
Oakes Achorn Prize Debate.
The two students divided $60 as
the top two contestants in a
debate on the topic, "Rjesolvec
that executive control of U.S.
foreign policy should be
significantly curtailed." The
winners took Ehe affirmative
position.
Grimes is a sophomore and
Walsh is a freshman.
Dividing $40 was the negative
team, which included David F.
Sheehan '72 and Thomas G.
Wourgiotis '72.
The Achorn Prize, established in
1932 by Edgar 0. Achorn of
Bowdoin's class of 1881, is
awarded each year for excellence
in debating in a competition open




announced this week that William
K. Moberg '69 has been awarded
Honorable Mention in the
nationwide competition for
Danforth Graduate Fellowships.
John H. Chandler, Director of
the Foundation's Graduate
Fellowship Program, informed
Moberg that "he was one of "a
small group of applicants whose
qualifications were judged to be
outstanding but to whom it was





Religion and the Foundation's
Representative on the Bowdoin
campus, noted that the
competition for Fellowships was
exceptionally keen this year. He
said the Foundation notified him
that Moberg was one of 350
students selected for interviews
from more than 2,000 college
seniors and recent graduates
nominated by their colleges.
Drug Meet Planned
There will be a conference on
drugs at Wheaton College - on
Saturday, April 12. Reservations
and further information may be








Febmary 21-28, 1969: "leant remember a week to compare with that one .
. .
the hockey team clinched the division title, the basketball team the State
Championship, and the swimming team pulled the upset of the season
against Amherst. As a matter of fact, I can't remember a season like this
35
one.
"AND SMASH THE GLASS IN SPLINTERS WHEN YOU'RE DONE" - Number
one celebrating its victory. Seated in foreground is Matthews, the rest from left to
right are: Foulkes, S. Hardy, Sullivan, Good, E. Hardy, Abbott. Bradlev. and Kullen.
(photo by Dave Bourque)
Swimming
varsity : 6 - 5
(8th at NEISA)






tlst in Div. II)
frbsh: 1 - 5
Basketball







3rd at Maine Ch.
. . Bowdoin College
waT i.
AN
-£ T*1 ,ALL "P* SOULE" ~ Wmtlmgxoach^ort^ouletches the final match in his squad's first season of formal
competition.
A Swimming Experience
(continued from page 8)
You go out your first length trying to shake the butterflies
. . . hit
your turn, good push off . . . you're still up there and you feel really
loose
. . .
another turn, and your arms try to say something, but you
ignore them knowing the worse thing you can do is to think you are
hurting
. . . it's back again and this time you say that he's feeling it too .
. . 16 lengths . . . the final sprint is after the turn — make it count
. . .
left heel feels like its back on the starting block you just smashed it
onto . . . finish up . . . one more turn . . . he's on your breathing side
and you can't see him . . . slam into the rubber pad — stop the electric
clock
. . . it's his race . . . you watch the other two come in.
The other guys did well enough to make your team eighth of the 21
there. Ryan came back in the 200 IM for a fourth; Samper took one in
the 50 free. Rick Spencer, Paul MacArthur, and Parker Barnes got into
the consolations. Both relay teams also grabbed points, bringing Barry
Stevens into the point tally.
Charlie was happy . . . you were satisfied with a good season . . . the
first beer in a month would taste good that night — and Monday most
of the guys would be in the pool again, working on their strokes, and
turns in preparation for next November.
* * *
The National Swimming Championships are next weekend at
Springfield, Mass. Best of luck to potential All-Americans Rick Spencer,
Marc Williams, Paul MacArthur, John Samp, Barry Stevens, Parker








Three undergraduate colleges offer students
from all parts of the country an opportunity
to broaden their educational experience
by spending their
Junior Year in New York
New York University is an integral part of
the exciting metropolitan community- of
New York City—the business, cultural, •
artistic, and financial center of the nation.
The city's extraordinary resources greatly
enrich both the academic program and the
experienced living at New York University
with the most cosmopolitan student body in
the world.
This program is open to students
recommended by the deans of the colleges
to which they will return for their degrees.
Courses may be taken in the
School of Commerce
School of Education
Washington Square College of Arts*
and Science
Write for brochure to Director, Junior Year
in New York
NEW YORK UNIVERSITY
New York, N.Y. 10003
H
J
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Interview With Bicknell
Of
Basketball Season Af 16-5
(Ed. note: The following interview was
% 1$t conducted last week, after the varsity basketball
* flft
te*m c,osed ,ts season at 16-5, insuring it the Statem title and a good New England rating. Bicknell has
if been named as Maine Coach of The Year for the
f second consecutive time, and his captain, Bobo
' MacFarland has again been named to the All-Maine
squad.)
* Interview by JOHN BRADFORD
: Orient Sports Writer .-
JOHN BRADFORD: Coach Bicknell, with your
team sporting a 16-5 record, would you care to
comment on the past season?
COACH RAY- BICKNELL: Well John, if you
had said to me on January 1 that we would have
wound up with a 16-5 record, I probably would
have thought you were out of your mind. But,
effort and the clutch performances from our
players in the last 14 games which gave us 13
victories in 14 tries was something unbelievable.
Like I said the other night at our banquet, this is
by far the best team I have ever had the pleasure
of coaching in respect to ability and to desire.
BRADFORD: MacFarland has had a very good
season, and I hear he has an eye on the possibility
of obtaining a major league baseball contract after
the season is over. As his basketball coach, what
would you say has been the difference between
this year's performances and those of last season?
How do you think he served as captain?
"BICKNELL: Well, Bodo is a fine leader and he
proved that throughout the year. He kept these
fellows going at times when it seemed that nothing
would keep them going. He's not only a leader in
spirit, but also a leader in performance. Bobo is by
far the best all around basketball player that I have
ever had. He can do so many things so well. This
year he set a New England College Record for an.
S3 percent foul shooting record for a -three-year
career. Foul shooting is probably the easiest thing
in basketball because it's always the same — the
basket is always the same distance away and
there's no one bothering you — it's a matter of
almost conditioned reflex, and he does it very,
very well. He has also proven that he is a very good
defensive player — witness the game at Maine
when he played nose to^ose with Stevenson the
whole game. Stevenson-fot nine points while Bobo
got 31. As a passer, he has no peers that I know of.
Almost every game there would .be three or four
BRADFORD: Along with Bo,
there was another figure which
had the team's success hanging on
whether he had a good night or
not John MacKenzie did break a
rebounding record and also
seemed to improve a lot this year.
What do you have to say about
John?
^B I C K N E h^b-. J oinr^
improvement is solely a result of
his desire and own hard work. I
talk about Bo having so much
ability, but I can say also that
there is no one who has put out
more or tried harder for the team
throughout the years than John. I
can honestly say that I don't
recall a single time when John
consciously let down. Sometimes,
without realizing it, I think John
got tired, and when this happens
his reaction time is slowed down.
When this happened, I would take
him out, give him a little rest, and .
often times we'd get a little shot in
the arm.
BRADFORD: In addition to
seniors MacFarland and
MacKenzie, there were also some
great clutch performances and
generally fine playing from junior
Andy Neher, Mike Princi, Dick
Downes, and a few others. I'm
sure you'd like to say something
about them.
BICKNELL: Actually, John, I
would like to mention all the
other seniors, because each had a
very important part. This has been
entirely a team effort. On days
passes that you could call "threading the needle"
for almost irrcredible assists in which easy shots
were gained by his team. Bobo has been great as a
leader and he is-a. line-basketball player^
You asked about his prospects pro-wise — I
don't think he has any ambitions that way. We
haven't really discussed it very much. But, actually
he is a little thin and light to be even thinking
about any pro activity. The picks and screens in
the pro league are comparable to some in the
football games —Jonlv without the padding.
| (photo by Dave Bourque)
LONG JOHN'S — John MacKenzie (21) and next year's captain, Chip
Miller (23), fight for the rebound with a Maine opponent in the season's
final game that clinched the state title. Ken Rowe (4) looks on. See
"Bicknell Interview" for more on the squad's 16-5 season.
Frosh GmpplerS 8th For The Times
AtNew Englands
The cub wrestlers were near the top of last
weekend's list of sporting events. Placing eighth of
25 schools wrestling in the New England
Championships at Worcester Poly tech Saturday,
they showed promise for offering Bowdoin's
newest varsity sport a fine season next year.
Nick Peachy and Bill Hale made the best Bear
showing as they traveled up to the finals before
losing. Peachy finished second -in the 177 pound
division by pinning a Dartmouth wrestler, winning
an overtime against a Coast Guard opponent, and
outpointing a U Mass rival. His final match was
decisioned 2-1 in favor of his UNH partner. Hale,
second in the 130 pound division, drew a first
round bye and defeated wrestlers from Springfield
and the host school before bowing to a Brown
University opponent.
The three varsity entries, John Pappalardo, Jay
Simmons, and Captain Chuck Dinsmore,. did not
win any of their matches.
Interfrat And Maine AAU
Track Meets Held Here
Last week witnessed two major track events in
the Hyde Cage. The Maine AAU Championships
were hosted by Bowdoin last Saturday,' and the
47th annual Interfraternity Track Meet was held a
week ago Wednesday.
Three members of the Indoor Track squad
grabbed firsts in the AAU contests. John Roberts
tied the meet record for the 45 yd. hurdles. John
Fonville took the dash and Pete Hardy won thf
600. -
In interfraternity action, Zeta Psi won its second
straight victory with 56 '/i points. Beta placed
second with 38'A and tied for third were Psi U and
Kappa Sigma with 29Vi apiece. A meet pole vault
record was tied by John Pierce when he cleared
13'. The event's only two double winners were
Dave Goodof in the 440 and long jump and Roger
Best in the discus and 35 lb. weight*
Anatomy of a Swimmer;
At The New Englands
by Martin Friedlandei
You never really doubted there not being a taper - you just had your
reservations about believing in it after you were still swimming 3500
yards a day with only one week left. On Tuesday, he finally had you
doing easy 500s spiced up with sprints. You swam your first race
Thursday night - if you can call the 1650 or the 400 l.M. races
more like endurance tests.
Not much conversation going down — rest was important and after
two hours in the car your mind zeroed in on the image of a
cheeseburger and a black and white ice cream soda. That would have to
carry you through the warmup and up until around 3:30 when you
could eat your steak. The U Conn pool was supposedly "short" and five
months of work outs had prepared you physically. Shaven legs also did
their part - psychologically more than anything else. John Spencer was
certainly converted - 47 seconds off his 1650 for a fifth in New
England would have convinced Golda Meir that chicken soup was bad
for one's health.
We watched Kenny Ryan swim a record time in the 400 IM only to
make the consolations. By 11, everyone was back to the rooms in
beautiful downtown Willimantic - about as exciting a place as the
dorms during vacation. Coach Charlie stopped in each room for a pep
talk. I had just swum the 1650 and couldn't even remember falling
asleep 15 seconds after he left. You race at night — especially distance
— and you know you've swum.
The phone calls went out at 8:45 a.m. and everyone was down at the
cars fifteen minutes later, headed for the pool. The chlorine was high,
but you felt real loose during the 400-800 yard warmup. Steaks at
1 0:30, rest at the motel, and then the start of the time trials at 1 :00 . . .
not really, though, since everything ran almost half an hour behind
schedule.
Friday afternoon's time trials set the pace for the swimming that




. . . against a 5:42 and you do a 5:54
... the time keeper for your land said she hoped you did well, and you
ask her to come back to Bowdoin and manage there ... the sugar pills
tasted tart, but you've convinced yourself they helped ... the gun is
fired.
(Please turn to page 7)
when we were down, Andy Neher's quickness in
handling the bail got him a lot of shots that mtfst
other players just wouldn't be able to get off.
Particularly against zone defenses, which we were
meeting more and more, he was a very valuable
contributor because he took the pressure off
Bobo. He's a valuable player in that he gets the job
done both offensively and defensively. He has had
one stage where he was just fantastic. Particularly,
I can remember^the Middlebury^ame^where Bobo
was successfully shut off and Andy just got into
spots where they couldn't stop him from shooting.
When we take a guy like Princie and look at his
fine defensive play and desire, it kind of offsets his
inability for really fine shooting. Likewise, you
can't under-estimate Kenny Rowe's value to the
team. He made a lot of the close games our's on
opportune shooting and fine defensive play. Dickie
Downes, the sixth senior in the group, may not
have contributed a lot in playing time, but did the
job whenever he was in there and, exemplified a
really fine team spirit. His value to the team can't
be measured in any statistical sort of way. Well
miss these seniors next year, but we do have some
fine talent coming up.
With the boys coming back next year we'll have
to start with captain Chip Miller. Chip is a great
inside player and we'll do a lot more operations on
the inside next year without the many outstanding
players we have now. Well be playing a different
type of ball game next year. Carey will be a lot of
help on the inside with Miller. He gets up in the air
well and is a good shooter. John McClellen and
John Walker will be two very fine guards. Both of
them are good shooters. McClellen is a little
quicker than Walker, but actually Walker is
deceptively quick and moves well if his position is
what it should be. Then of course Chip Dewar will
be back and he is a boy with fine basketball sense.
We don't have a finer basketball passer in the
group. He gets that ball to the open man very
effectively.
The freshmen who I expect to do a lot are boys
like Theroux, Swick, Young, Brehnan, and
Outhuse. I don't know if Foley is going to play
basketball or not. John Hamson has good potential
too. There are about eight of those freshmen who
have potential to play good college ball. However,
in the froup there are definitely some who will
have to improve their attitude to the game.
College ball is one in which you havelo adjust
to conditions. And I am afraid that somf of these
fellows haven't made the necessary adjustments to
these conditions. These guys are going to have to
learn that if they are going to do things with us
they are going to have to do them the way they
are supposed to be done, not the way that has
necessarily been their habit of doing them in the
past. They have to waht to work at it — and this is
the key to basketball, as well as any other sport.
Ice Statistics Out
For ECACHockey
With the ECAC Championship tournaments
completed, the final league and division standings
for hockey in the Northeast have been released.
Cornell (22-1-0) stands as the undisputed leader in
Division I after having solidly beaten Harvard in
that division's playoff games. The Polar Bears head
their 25-member league just as solidly, having
defeated each team that played in the
'championship' tournament. The top five teams in





4. Worcester St. (4-2-0)
5. Salern St. (10-5-1)
The Bears, in addition to topping their division,
placed both their starting goalies in the five leading
division goalies. John Krol, with 241 saves and an
average of 2.80 per game, headed the listings.
Timmons of Colby followed and third was Mike
Talbot with 288 saves for an average of 3.08.
Skiers Win Keene Invite;
Place Third At Maine Meet
The varsity skiing team ended their season
March 1-2 with the top place in the Keene
Invitational Tournament at Keene State College.
The end of tha alpine events say a 12 point Bear
tead, this slightly reduced in the Nordic events
Hayward topped the squad in the alpines with
support from Renfrew and co-captain Tollard
Hayward also won the cross country event.
At the Maine Intercollegiate Meet at Bald
Mountain, the Bears placed third. Charlie Hayward
won the Maine Skimeister award at the
championships with 385 points, 44 more than his
closest competitor, Pete Smith of Colby. The Polar
Bears also took an upset second in the slalom and
placed third in the giant slalom and cross country
Division I
1. Cornell (22-1-0)
2. Boston Col. (16-6-0)
3. Harvard (18-7-1)
4. Clarkson (13-7-1)
5. Boston U. (15-9-0)
Speech Set For Monday ~
LeRoi Jones, the noted poet-playwright-author,
will deliver the keynote lecture at a Black Arts
Festival sponsored by the Bowdoin Afro-American
i Society. Mr. Jones will speak on "The Black Arts"
Monday at 8:15 p.m. in, Pickard Theater, Memorial
Hall.
The Festival will be held April 7-19 and is designed
to call attention to the cultural achievements of the
black community and to bring talented black artists
to the campus. The program wilMnclude lectures^
films, an original play^aTsymposium and an art
exhibition.
All the events are open to the public without
charge, according to festival Chairman Ronald Hines
'71, Secretary of the Bowdoin Afro-American Society
and Virgil H. Logan, Jr., President of the Society.
Jones To Keynote
The works of Mr. Jones are not untamiliar to
Bowdoin audiences. "The Dutchman", his first
professionally produced play and winner of the
off-Broadway "Obie" Award as the best American
play of 1964* was presented by the Bowdoin Masque
and Gown in 1966.
His play "The Slave", which caused^' furor when
presented at Black History Day at Weltesley, Mass.,
High School last year, was included in a documentary
__produced—by- WGBH-TV in Boston- and showirwr
video tape to audiences in the Bowdoin Senior
Center.
Mr. Jones, a native of Newark, N. J., is a graduate
of Howard University and has taken advanced courses
at Columbia and at the New School for Social
Research, where he has been a member of the faculty.
He was a Whitney Fellow in 1960-61 and received a
Guggenheim Fellowship for 1965-66. Mr. Jones spent
mbre than two years with the Strategic Air Command
and attained the rank of Sergeant, serving in Africa,
the Middle East and Europe. '
'Although he considers himself primarily a poet, his
plays and essays have received wide critical acclaim.
His significant social essays have appeared in
"Evergreen Review" and "Negro Di^esill^iie-Jias-
"written" drTjazz for "Downbeat", "Jazz" and "Jazz
Review", and his poetry has been published in "The
Nation" and "Harper's". -
His contributions to the arts in America have also*^
included his establishment of the Black Arts
Repertory Theater in Harlem and his association with
a similar enterprise in Newark.
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FRENCH SONG — Members of the Bowdoin Chapel Choir run through a final rehearsal prior to
opening the Choir's nine-day singing tour of France at Notre Dame Cathedral in Paris. Over 4,000
people heard the Paris performance. The Choir sang at four other cathedrals on the trip.
R. Buckminster Fuller, world
famed engineer -i n ven tor
philosopher and designer of the
geodesic sky bubble for the
United States Pavilion at
Montreal's Expo '67, will speak at
Bowdoin next Wednesday.
Mr. Fuller will lecture at 7:30
p.m. in Pickard Theater, Memorial
Hall. His appearance will be
sponsored by the College's new
interdisciplinary course on "The
Urban Crisis" and the Bowdoin
Senior Center.
Spaceship Earth
The title of Mr. Fuller's address
will be "Spaceship Earth". His
latest book, "Operating Manual
for Spaceship Earth", was
published by Southern Illinois
University Press, which said "Mr.
Fuller brilliantly diagnoses ways
and means -of coping with our
world problems and of enjoying
the great wealth of our globe. ..He
is optimistic that man will survive,
provided he corrects his tendency
to oblivion into realization of his
potential, to a universe-exploring
advantage from this magnificent
craft, this Spaceship Earth. His
book is a blueprint for our
future."
Mr. Fuller describes himself as
an "evolutionary strategist," a
comprehensive designer
attempting to employ all aspects








houses raised a total of nearly
$1850 during Campus Chest
weekend two months ago. Chi Psi
was the top individual
money-raiser with S524. Here is a
complete list of fraternity
contributions (figures include





Sigma Nu Si 80.75








Last* year approximately $1400
was 'raised through Campus Chest.
Chairmen for this year's
Campus Chest drive were juniors
Jon Joseph of Beta, Steve Lang of
Psi U and Tom Walker of TD.
For Black Arts Week
A Taste Of 'Coffee And Sour Cream'
As part of Black Arts Week, the
Afro- American Society ' is
producing a play, "Coffee and
Sour Cream", written by Robert
Johnson '71. The play, written
during 1966, was produced first in
Roxbury and later at Harvard,
MIT, and Simmons. Johnson
explained that in 1966 he~~a?
Harvard senior organized the
Teenage Action Group in
Roxbury in the hope of sparking
some interest in the teenagers.
"We tried to get them interested
in something — drama, writing,
singing."
"I'd been working on a small
book, 'The Last Mile,' about
inter-racial marriage and the
election of the first black
president. I got the idea from this
to start a play to keep the interest
of the kids." The first few
meetings were difficult, according
to Johnson, because . fifteen
people would come to the
meetings, but when he described a
situation and asked for dialogue
everyone would stay silent.
Johnson ended up writing the
play himself with only a little help
from a few other people.
The Roxbury production
received such favorable publicity
that arrangements were made to
produce the play at Harvard's
Loeb Experimental Theatre. It
was the first high-school written
and acted play produced at the
Loeb.
"Three or four of the guys in
the group had criminal records.
Most of them had no hope, but by
participating in the play most of
them* were motivated. A lot of
are in private schools and
/community colleges now."
Johnson says the plot of
"Coffee and Sour Cream" serves
as a device to illustrate all levels of
experience in the black ghetto,
from religion to alienated youth.
It revolves around an inter-racial
romance and the conflict
involving the two families and a
gang of black kids.
Here is a sample of reviews that
the play received when performed
three years ago at Harvard
:
ATLANTIC MONTHLY: "The
story is coffee and cream, the
Negro term for mixed sex
relations, only the cream is sour.
The chorus, the background of
meaningless and even potential
violence of ghetto life, is a gang of
loose-jawed, beer drinking, street
corner casuals. Against them are
set the earnest members, complete
with white liberal, of the Teenage
Action Group who will help
organize the community."
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
MONITOR: "The play will be the
•.first one written and acted
entirely by a high-school group to
appear at Harvard University's
LoebH Experimental Theatre,
Cambridge."
"T.A.G. meets at The Bridge
an educational and cultural center
in Boston's South End. Members
run the gamut. Some have never
been outside of the inner city
ghetto. Others are white
suburbanites. Some have had
criminal problems."
"The irony is that Joe. lives in
Roxbury, too - And he's really
on their side out to help, not
exploit. But he's caught up in a
swirl of events over which he
seems to have no control in the
traditional tragic sense." ,
"The play's brutality is not so
much the language as the feeling.
Although the frank talk is
realistic, the play's impacUcomes
more from the anger and anguish
of the ghetto dweUers."
Devlin U ins
Pla\ Contest
Senior Tim Devlin has won first
place in the 34th Annual
student-written One-Act Play
Contest. Devlin wrote and
directed "Women of Madness,"
a translation of The Bacchae by
Euripides.
Second place went to junior
Steve Carter, who wrote and
directed "The Encounter" — an
adaptation of the James Joyce
short story.
595,
Mr. Fuller has spent summers
since his childhood on Bear Island
on Penobscot Bay, off Camden,
Me. He was a student at Harvard
for two years and has since been
awarded 18 honorary degrees. He
is currently a Professor at
Southern Illinois University.
He has received numerous
awards and medals, including two
awarded in 1968 - The Gold
Medal for Architecture awarded
by Her Majesty the Queen on
recommendation of tht Royal
Institute of British Architects.
Geodesic Dome
Mr. Fuller's best known
inventions are his geodesic
structures like the Montreal
pavilion. Geodesic spheres and
domes are composed of
tetrahedrons, pyramid shapes with
four sides counting the base,
forming a shell that uses less
structural material to cover more
space than any other type of
building. Geodesic spheres and
domes, hal f - s ph e res, a.re
exceptionally strong. To date,
over o.OOO geodesic domes have
been erected in 50 different
countries.
I rban Crisis Course
Among Mr Fuller's recently
published articles are "City of the
Future in the January, 1968,
Playboy, "Architecture: State of
the Art Today", in Newsweek,
May 27, 1968; and "The Age of
Astro Architecture" for the July
13, 1068, Saturday Review.
Mr. Fuller's geodesic domes
have been used as storage
buildings by the U. S. Navy in
Antarctica, to make the world's
largest greenhouse'at the Missr 'ri
Botanical Gardens' "Climatrc ",
and as radar domes and the.i er
domes.
Bowdoin's course on "The
Urban Crisis" is designed as a
study of the social, economic,
political, and aesthetic problems
rising out of the growth of
American cities, and is conducted
by professors from the
departments of Economics,
History, Art, Sociology, and
Government and Legal Studies.
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Seven Days In May
The time will soon come, as it does every Spring, when seniors ^at
least some seniors - begin to worry about major examinations. These
exams, usually called "comprehensive," rear their ugly heads during the
last week in May. For nearly all seniors involved in "comps," the Jas*^
week of May is frustrating and excruciating
We have little outright quarrel with "comps" that represent a truly
comprehensive examination of a specific discipline in carefully defined
area. Maybe students and professors do learn something about the
degree of competence within a discipline from these exams. But we
rather doubt it. If an outstanding student does well, he has performed
as expected; if a poor student stumbles through the test, he has also
performed up to expectation. But what of the outstanding student who
does poorly ("Well, he just had a bad day") or the perfunctory student
who does exceptionally well ("He performed way over his head")? It
would seem that even comprehensive "comps" don't mean much.
There are some departments, however, that do not have truly
"comprehensive" exams in total. There are some departments that have
major exams thift, in part, call for a regurgitation of previous courses.
These portions of the major exams are usually referred to as "special
field" tests. That is merely a euphemism for "detailed rehash" tests.
Under the guise of examining a student's understanding of a certain
area of study within a discipline, these tests more often than not
demand a re-recital of specific facts and concepts (i.e., "perts") covered
already in a given course. The "special field" exams are billed as
"general" tests, but they seldom are.
.
The "special field" tests, administered in this way, obviously contain
a number of iniquities, mainly:
- They are a needless reiteration of material already covered once in
a course.
- They are patently unfair because of the changes from year to year
in the administration and instruction of individual courses. Different
teachers emphasize different concepts, different material and different
approaches.
- Comprehensive exams on the whole seem to be rather meaningless.
But comwehensive exams that include "special field" tests are patently
absurdJ ^^aste of student (and professorial) energy.
Let'sHifcppartments re-examine comps, especially "special field"
tests, verylTOn - and particularly before-next ^ear. Neither student
nor professor should wait around until next May and then say that it's
too late to do anything.
BOWDOIN'S WATSON FELLOWS - President Roger Howell, Jr. congratulates two Bowdoin seniors whohave won Thomas J- Watson Foundation Fellowships and third Bowdoin senior who was named alternateNewly established fellowships provide $6,000 for year of independent travel and study abroad. Students





The latest S.D.S. (Student for a Democratic Society) "broadside," in
case you took it out of your mail box and threw it in the wastebiket
before reading it (as we should have), concerns R.O.T.C. The Bowdoin
chapter of S.D.S. is calling not only for the suspension of academic
credit for R.O.T.C, but also for the removal from campus of the unit.
We won't bother with the logic of the broadside, if indeed there is
any. The whole paper is incoherent and puerile. It adopts the
"cops-and-robbers" approach to life: the good guys are all good, the
bad guys are.all bad and everywhere mere's a conspiracy.
Come now, get off it. i












Logan, Simmons Consider Plans
Virgil Logan plans to go to
Africa.
Walt Simmons plans to go to
Europe.
An; each will have $6,000 to
finance his plans.
Logan and Simmons are among
50 college seniors from all over
the country who have been named
as initial recipients of traveling
fellowships by the Thomas J.
Watson Foundation.
The
-$6-,fl 0-stipend is for
independent study and travel
abroad. Logan and Simmons were
notified of their selection March
14.
Another Bowdoin senior, Dick
Mersereau, is an alternate.
Dr. Robert O. Schulze,
Executive Director of the
Foundation and former Dean of
Brown University, noted that the
50 Watson Fellows "were selected
from among 119 outstanding
candidates nominated by 25 of
the most distinguished liberal arts
colleges in the United States."
The participating colleges had
previously made their
nominations from some 766
seniors who had applied for the
fellowships.
The program, designed for
college graduates of outstanding
promise, provides fellowships with
stipends of $6,000 for single
students and\ $8,000 for those
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awarded by the Foundation,
established in 1961 as a charitable
trust by the late Mrs. Thomas J.
Watson, Sr., in memory of her
husband, the founder of
International Business Machines
Corp.
Dr. Schulze said it is
anticipated that Watson Fellows
"will, in the years ahead, be
invited to attend brief, informal
conferences devoted to various
subjects of international
relevance."
All three of the Bowdoin
seniors named are Dean's List
students.
Logan has been active in the
Bowdoin Undergraduate Civil
Rights Organization (BUCRO)
and is President of Bowdoin's
Afro-American Society. He served
as General Chairman of BUCRO's
1968 campus conference on
"College Policy and the Negro"
and was awarded Bowdoin's
Franklin Delano Roosevelt Cup as
the underclassman "whose vision,
humanity and courage most
contribute to making Bowdoin a
better college."
Simmons entered Bowdoin
with an Alumni Fund Scholarship
after graduating from North
Quincy High School and Deerfield
Academy. He. was awarded
freshman football numerals and
during his junior year served as a
Dormitory Proctor.
A talented photographer and a
former Secretary-Treasurer of the
Bowdoin Camera Club, Simmons
last year won prizes in a campus
photography contest and in a
student art contest. A group of his
photographic studies are currently
on display in the Gallery Lounge
of Bowdoin's Moulton Union. His
selections range from a series of
moving portrait studies and
striking high' contrast figure
studies to works capturing the
essential mood of forgotten
buildings.
Mersereau is Vice President of
Bowdoin's Class of 1969.
Nine Profs Named
For Sabbaticals
Nine members of the Faculty
have been granted leaves to be
taken during the 1969.-70
academic year.
On sabbatic leave for the
second semester will be Professor
Dan E. Christie, Chairman of the
Department of Mathematics;
Professor Louis O. Coxe,
Chairman of the Department of
English; Professor Nathan Dane II,
Chairman of the Classics
Department; Professor Albert
Abrahamson, Department of
Economics; and Professor Fritz C.
A. Koelln, Department of
German.
On sabbatic leave for the' full
year will be Professor Myron A.
Jeppesen, Chairman of the
Department of Physics; Professor
Dana W. Mayo, Chairman of the
Department of Chemistry;
Professor John L. Howland,
Department of Biology; and
Professor Thomas B. Cornell,
Department of Art.
TO LEAVE - Robert Freind
III of the Department of
English has resigned to accept a
position as Chairman of the
Department of English at the
Northampton School for Girls
in Northampton, Mass. A
member of the Bowdoin
faculty since 1966, Freind will
assume the new post next fall.
1 Housing Director Sets 1
1 Procedures For 1969-70 f
Application forms for students requesting dormitory space are
available now at the office of the Placement Bureau. Those planning to
live in fraternities please see your fraternity house manager today
indicating your desire. Those who have the possibility of living in their
fraternity house should make arrangements at once. Only those who do
not have this alternative will receive first consideration for dormitory
space.
Those becoming Independents from this date forward will be placed
low on the priority list for dormitory space. The usual priority rating
will prevail, juniors first choice and sophomores next, depending upon
their point credit* toward graduation.
Wherever possible assignments will be made according to request.
However there are three preferences to be considered. Please act
promptly. Assignments will be made as soon as possible
Because of the exchange program, the large incoming class of
ireshmen it is imperative that plans be made promptly and that every
avai able space in the fraternities and dormitories be used. There are no
single accommodations. ' ^
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9 Pleasant St., Brunswick
"LIKE 'POVERTY' and 'civil
rights' and 'integration' before
it, 'hunger1 is a slippery, vague,
open-ended word, loaded with
emotional impact. Typically,
newspaper coverage begins, in the
headlines, with 'hunger'; only well
into the story does it become clear
that what is usually at issue is mal-
nutrition, disease or ignorance. It
is, face it, easier and more excit-
ing to talk about m For a ,ree copy 7f
'hunger' than I Wm. F. Buckley's
about malnu- *&$L{ °**£} „"'
. ... „ VIEW, write: Depl.
trition. I F/ J50 E . 35 s.reet
N. Y. 10016.
Fresh Coffee A Spudnuta
j Makes
Arfy Time Spudnut Time
THE SPUDNUT SHOP





Walt Reitz, Bob Murray,
George Griggs







2 T2 Maine Street — Brunswick
Headquarters For KLH Components
r>
KING'S BARBER SHOP
212 MAINE STREET - BRUNSWICK
Roffler Sculpture-Kut












Use Our Banquet and Party Rooms RTE. 24 AT COOk'S CORNER,
]
At No Extra Cost! BRUNSWICK
// i
^'Brunswick Getting You Down?
THE
COMFORTABLE HEAD
25 MILL STREET, BRUNSWICK
HOURS:
11 A.iVf. - 9 P.M. WEEKDAYS "
1 1 A.M. - 1 2 MIDNIGHT WEEKENDS
for FULL-CIRCLE BANKING SERVICES...
from MAINE'S LARGEST NATIONAL BANK...
there are now 25 offices across the state
from which to choose
Member F.Q.I.C.
MAINE NATIONAL BANK
FORMERLY FIRST NATIONAL BANK of PORTLAND
Introducing Sylvania Component Stereo
BURCH'S TV






Elegant, truly functional inTontemporary styling and design.
Translucent front panel glides to the side to expose Sylvama's
"Master Touch" controls. Top lifts for access to turntable.
• Solid state power amplifier ; 50 watts EIA; 40 watts IHf; frequency response
30 -40,000 Hz* 3 db.
• Solid stale FM stereo / FM / AM tuner . ..2.0 microvolt FM sensitivity (IHFl
1.6 db capture ratio (IMF).
» Garrard Custom Professional II Automatic Turntable; Cue Control.
• Detune, magnetic cartridge I Diamond stylus.
• Separate cut / boost bass and treble controls. Compensated loudness.
• Convenient facilities for adding tape, extra speakers; internal I remote I both
speaker switch.
» Choice of optional, extra "Bravissimo" sealed bookshelf Air Suspension
speaker systems. Matching stand (SS550H) optional, extra.
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Diamondmen Shapings
* Up Under Coombs
BY JOHN BRADFORD
Orient Sports Writer
Bowdoin's cage has been the busy scene of spring
sports preparation the past few weeks. Until ground
conditions are much dryer- and the temperature
somewhat warmer, baseball activity in particular
will be limited to the indoor space.
The freshman squad, with a roster between 15
and 20, is presently limited to a morning practice
schedule that rotates around the individual's class
times. Coach Fred Harlow is not overjoyed with the
system of sporadic influx from 10 to 12:30, but
these small groups practicing at one time are all the
Cage can handle efficiently. Until the team practices
outside, the squad will continue to drill in sections,
not as a unit.
^
The varsity, under the auspices of Coach "Beezer"
Coombs suffers similar handicaps, but the afternoon
lours seem to allow better attendance and less
iffliction from class schedules. The annual southern
rip has been cancelled, and several individual
ilayers have commented that the absence of the
eam's swing southward has delayed their progress.
Consequently, the team is more than eager to begin
>u tdoor sessions for the well-needed movement and
tction not afforded by the "onfines of the cage.
THE 30WDOIN ORIENT
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ALL—AMERICAN - John Samp accepts his fourth place medal at theNew England Swimming Championships. He went on to become an
All-American two times over at the Nationals in the 50 and 100 yard
Freestyle events. Ken Ryan likewise earned the top honor for hisn*fn™»nce in the 200 1.M.
Swimming Nationals Over;
Samp, Ryan Make All-Amer.
K FRIDAY, APRIL 4, 1969






The Lacrosse team is waiting and hoping — the
snows have stopped, but no one is really sure
whether they will be able to find the Lacrosse field
after the spring thaw — or even if that thaw will ever
come. Sporting a 3-1 record from their southern
trip, the varsity stickmen are still practicing indoors
and have had to change this weekend's game to the
home field of the Boston Lacrosse Club, as their
own field is still frozen and covered by snow.
Coaclv James Lentz, in his first season with ^he
Bear stickman, sees a lot of potential in his squad,
"and there's some talent I haven't even seen yet
because I haven't been out there enough. Now that
springis here, well be working a lot harder. We have
to get outdoors before we can become any sort of
good ball club — it's difficult judging distances
indoors, and you need the space to work plays and
players."
The new coach was pleased with the results of the
trip that took the 20 man contingent to
Pennsylvania and New York where they met Lehigh,
Lafayette, Stevens and Maritime of New York. The
Polar Bears downed every one but Lehigh, falling to
them by a score of 14-5. "None of the teams were
very good clubs, so I'm not carried away by the 3-1
record. Some boys showed fine playing. Cooper,
Fisher, Irvin, Demenkoff, and Bob Ives come to
mind offhand, but there are others I'll be looking to
for leadership in playing. We've got a lot of hard
work ahead of us, but I'm looking forward to a fine
season and some good competition."11/ Cktf^T9 Pafxl*~a f'rfc* oW dier rOlO LramS Spencer New Capt. The All-Americans Anri] Vrhetlultx:
Bear Enthusiasts
It may not get you a varsity letter, traveling
expenses, or even an athletic-department sponsored
)anquet, but it does cover your cal credit. Though
very few would find four hours of water polo a
veek a desirable way to beat cal, the sport does
ffer a lot of hard work, interesting fun, and an
>utlet for those built in sadistic tendencies 'for
tbout a dozen players. Entering its second informal
-eason, the Bear Water Polo squad is looking for an
undefeated record.
Manned chiefly, though not exclusively, from
reason-weary swimmers, the squad has lined up
ome good competition this season. On April 17 or
lb they travel, at their own expense, to Boston for a
wo-day tournament against squads from Harvard
rufts, and MIT. The Bears defeated Tufts two times'
ast year, played a close match with MIT, and
voided Harvard. Army also sponsors a tournament
-iter in 4,ha spring, and Springfield may again
ponsor a six
-school tournament as it did last year in
which Bowdoin placed third.
Returning will be most of last year's squad, and
one phyer commented, "We may not be the
ower-huuse of the east, but then again, there aren't
o many formal clubs (varsity level) in the
.rtheast colleges. The Ivies have their tournaments,
d its big out west, but otherwise there is a lot of
•tential for the sport in the New England area.
J 're just getting a good head start."
Bowdoin, in all her swimming
history, has only seen five of them
— the last one in 1965 when Tim
Robinson copped his fifth
All—American honor in the 100
This year Senior John Samp
placed 12th two times in the
college division National
Swimming Championships to
make him only the third swimmer
in Bowdoin's history to be
All-American twice in one season.
Ken Ryan became the first
sophomore at Bowdoin to gain
that same honor.
Samp and Ryan both went to
Springfield for the championships
after copping medals in the New
Englands two weeks previous.
Ryan's 12th place time of 2:07.2
in the Nationals smashed the
Bowdoin record in that event.
Samp's two times of 22.6 and
49.4 in the 50 and 100 yard
Freestyle events, respectively,
topped the times of all but 12 of
the swimmers representing over
70 colleges from throughout the
nation.
Ail-American certificates are
awarded to the top 12 swimmers
m each event at the NCAA'sNational Swimming
Championships in both the college
and university division.
There weren't many tears shed
Wednesday night at the swimming
team's annual banquet gathering
but there were some quiet
moments and reminiscing. The
squad of 12 men had come back
from a 2^5record in January to
finish the season at 6-5, and then
went on to place eighth in the
New Englands. But perhaps one of
the most rewarding highlights of
the season was the Nationals
where Bowdoin sported two
All-Americans. One of them, John
Samp, was .awarded the Robert
Miller Trophy for "senior who
contributed the most to the team
during his senior year."
In addition to Samp and Ryan,
the Bears sported two relay teams
in the Nationals. Barnes, Samp,
Ryan, and Williams missed an
All-American finish by four tenths
of a second, placing 13th of 72
colleges. The 400 I.M. Relay team
clocked at 3:51.83 for 22nd. The
two other individual swimmers,
Rick Spencer and Paul Macarthur
in the 200 butterfly and
breaststroke, respectively, didn't
place in the top 12, but turned in
good performances.
John Spencer has been elected















Coach — lames S. Lentz
5 Boston Lacrosse Club H
12 Tufts H



























































Coach — Frank F. Sabasteanski
1 2 Vermont jj
19 Amherst j^











J WILDERNESS - Mt. Adams is conquered by members of the
in Outing Club, Dick Rice, John Fowler, John Pierce, and
Sheldoa The group plans similar spring climbs, details to be
in future Orients. photo by John Cooper
^nter Captains Lineup

















Bowdoin » Lafayette 4
Bowdoin 5 Lehifh 14
Bowdoin • Stevens 2
Bowdoin |T\_ Maritime of NY 6
3-1
at Boston L. (., Saturday 2 :30
Freshmen vs. Hebron, April 23
BASEBALL
Varsity vs. I'NH, April 15
Freshmen vs. Hebron, April 14
GOLF
Vanity at Amherst, April 18
Freshmen vs. Colby, April 29
TENNIS
Varsity at MIT, April 12
Freshmen at Hebron, April IS
TRACK
Varsity vs. UVM, April 12
Freshmen vs. UVM, April 12
SAILING
Varsity at Tufts, Saturday
Freshmen at MIT, Sunday
Wanted!!
In order to avoid empty spaces
on future Orient sports pages, it
was found highly desirable to have
an adequate number of sports
writers. Baseball and track are
insured coverage by a number of
writers.
Golf, tennis, sailing, and
lacrosse are hurting. If you have
an interest in any of these sports,
*>id care to display it before,
others in some literate form,
contact Martin Friedlander at ext
300 or 729-9445.
In order to insure adequate
coverage, good writers are an







T7*~ "^^^ hV **«rtin Friedlander
swfmmeTto Tot?^"/" a . fr?shman > the other, one of the bestimmers to come to Bowdoin in his year. And each went on rn iav
claim to the nation's top college swimming honor in hi own waJ
*
recordin th* ?n .
ometh,ng...and he did. Tying the college
wi one of the "" S'"^ u ^^ "* °Wn tiUe ^ a Senior - he
FW1,„H.' f X.-
JT"i h,ghest SCOrers - c,aimed P^ces in the New
£? «? "alS ,n the 5° and 100 ' was awarded the Miller Trophy f™the semor swimmer who contributed the most to the team and
m°aTind a" threC eVCnts in the National Swimming ChampioSps Se
5 eniAc?nT ,n tW° °f thOSe eVents ' and «*"* ou
P
t?n ttJThWoy on pla e. It was one great way to end a career
theS ya"' th°Ugh °nly a s°Phornore, holds promise to be among
toLtS SW "!!mers P^d on by Bowdoin. A Maine State Champion inhigh school, he's worked double sessions through two seasons a^dswam
.„ between each one to boot. Co-captain oTttTnUSa^Sd








d hiS A"American honor inTe 200 I M
swSnSJs ^
to B°Wd0in,S SiXth and seventh All-American
***
Maine believe it or not, offers more than potatoes and the fields thov
fZZ^ THT^ t" 11"^8 ° f mUes °f^ "und^ds more o?o«ancoasthne, and nearly half a total area of lakes. All this plus rnounTain
oS^n th7&^ ^u! ? """* SP°rtin« -enU other thTnthoeffered io he Bowdoin athletic curriculum. Bowdoin men also hunt
Sport. Editor, Bowdou, Orient," and drop it in the camp™ mi?




Because of awesome financial hardship, the year
1969 is Phi Delta Psi's last as a formal fraternity.
In a meeting Wednesday night the Phi Delts
agreed to disband as of this year's commencement.
The PDPs' predicament is not a simple matter. But
its immediate cause clearly is poorly organized and
resultingly unsuccessful rushes in 1967 and 1968.
Of the eight"freshmen
-
who pledged last fall only
one remains. Losses from the pledge class of 1971
have also been heavy, leaving the house with a
total of four active freshmen and sophomores.
Today a Bowdoin fraternity needs the board
money of forty men to operate comfortably, and
PDP has only fourteen men using its dining
facilities. William Harris, their cook for seventeen
years, has had no little difficulty disguising his
kitchen's poverty. In fact, four oMhose living in
the house have found the Union's services more to
their liking and now take their meals with the
Independents.
Phi Delta Psi' is a former member of the Alpha
Tau Omega national, and, because of racial clauses
in the ATO constitution, broke with that
organization in 1961 to become a local fraternity.
In 1964 the brotherhood moved from Federal
Street to their present house on 232 Maine Street
to be closer to the College. The Phi Delts traded
evenly with the College who purchased the Maine
•street property from the , estate of a retired
professor. The College subsequently sold the
Federal Street building to the Stowe House who
demolished it to make way for their new motel
units.
However, the' Phi Delts' new house was in need
^f-^extensive renovation costing $69,000 and
financed by Bowdoin. The PDP alumni
corporation bought the $69,000 mortgage on very
easy terms in 1964 and were given a three year
grace period during which the Phi Delts had to pay
only the interest on the sum. Unfortunately, due
to a largely inactive alumni (many supporters were
alienated by the break with ATO) and an
uninspired fund drive, the fraternity is struggling
to meet payments of $1,092.89 per quarter.
Treasurer David Becker said PDP would not be
•able to muster the October 1969 payment and
there is no choice but to evacuate the house.
The remaining brothers of Phi Delta Phi Intend
to continue on an informal basis next year. They
are determined to mount another challenge for the
hockey championship and also to continue close
association with one another. The fate of their
house is uncertain. There is talk of it being used to
accomodate Bowdoin's first women students.
FIREY SPEAKER — Author LeRoi Jones, speaking dramatically
and wielding colorful language as if it were a club, called for "black
consciousness in black art during his lecture Monday night in Pickard
Theater. Jones keynoted this week's Black Arts Festival. See story,
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NEW TOY — Senior Peter McCroakery operates the College's new electron microscope, which can magnify
specimens 30,000 times. Looking on are (left to right), Biology Professor James Moulton, lab assistant Pat
Smith, and Biology Professor John Howland.
'fhelSrig' College Acquires Electron
Set As Play Microscope For Research
For Spring
"The Brig," a play about
prisoners in a Marine stockade,
has been selected as the Spring
production for Masque and Gown.
It will be presented May 2 and 3.
Originally Masque and Gown
had scheduled to present
'Scweick in the Second World
War" by.Bertold Brecht, but not
enough actors and actresses
showed up for try-outs. After
"Scweick" was cancelled, "The
Bpg" was chosen.
This will be the final Masque
and Gown production of the year.
The traditional Commencement
play has been cancelled.
mBwmmmwmmmms&wMmi
Bowdoin has acquired an
electron microscope for use in
teaching and research in the
sciences. The instrument, one of
the first in Maine, was purchased"
from the Department of Biology
of New York University, Bronx,
N. Y.
Professor James M. Moulton of
the Bowdoin Biology Department
said the Akashi Tronoscope was
purchased with funds available
from research grants to Bowdoin
Professors John L. Howland of
the Biology Department and
William T. Hughes of the Physics
and Astronomy Department.
An electron microscope looks
nothing like the familiar optical
instruments used in many
laboratories. With a main console
approximately the size of a
kitchen stove plus several box-like
components, the electron
microscope can produce an image
with 10 to 20 times the
magnification of the regular
instrument. Professor Moulton
said Bowdoin's machine is capable
of magnifying a specimen 30,000
times.
Beams of electrons, rather than
rays of light, focused by electron
lenses, are projected onto a
fluorescent screen, creating an*
image of high clarity and
magnification.
The Fieldstone Corporation of
Cincinnati, Ohio, has been
instrumental in the installation of
the microscope in a basement
room of the Searles Science
Building on the Bowdoin campus.
Sports On
Pages 7, 8
Congress has appropriated only 56.7 per cent of the approved
amount of loan money for college financial aid money!.
And this means that Bowdoin will come up $100,000 short in needed
loan funds for the 1969-70 academic year . In other words, if the
College's Governing Boards don't find some way to make up the deficit,
it is possible that some students may not be able to get desired - and
legitimately deserved - loan money from the school next fall.
The loss isn't quite as serious as high school that money would be
it seems at first, but the
government's under-appropriation
still may be felt by many
Bowdoin students.
On the basis of student need,
Bowdoin may legitimately ask for
$250,000 in federal loan funds.
Now it will probably receive
$101,000. Add to this figure
funds for continuing National
Defense Student Loans (NDSL)
and funds from collections, and
the Financial Aid Office has
approximately $150,000 total in
loan funds available — which is
$100,000 short.
"What bothers most financial
aid officers," says Bowdoin
Director of Student Aid Walter H.
Moulton, "is that the federal
government implied in the past
that colleges could promise
deserving juniors and seniors in
Upward Bound
College Receives Grant
Bowdoin has received its fourth grant to conduct an Upward Bound
Program. The grant of $81,709 will cover the program year period from
June 1, 1969, to May 31, 1970.
Mrs. Doris C. Davis, Executive Director of the Bowdoin Upward
Bound project, said, "The main object of the program is to encourage
able, poverty-level students to recognize talents that they possess but
may not be using and to lay a foundation for more alternatives beyond
high school than they now recognize."
The grant received by Bowdoin is for 65 students from Maine's five
most rural counties: Aroostook, Franklin, Piscataquis, Somerset, and
Washington. Although all Upward Bound programs were asked to cut
back six to seven percent this year, the number of participants at
Bowdoin has been increased by 15 students.
Upward Bound, a pre-college program for high school students from
low-income families, is divided into two major phases: a six-week
summer residence program on the Bowdoin campus from June 2? "o
Aug. 9, and an Academic Year follow-up program.
available for their college
education. Now Congress simply
is not appropriating the money. It
is a real problem for eveybody."
Last year, Moulton's Office
asked for $178,000 in loan
moneys from the federal
government for Bowdoin and
received $112,000. This year-(for
academic 1969-70), Bowdoin
asked for $247,000 and will
probably get only $101,000. This
means that the College will receive
$10,000 less this year when it
statistically deserves a great deal
more.
The College, through the
President, has formally expressed
its dismay to Maine's
Congressional delegation over the
loan money cutbacks. So far, the
protest has produced no effects.







Monday evening, Leroi Jones
presented what, might be called a
program for black students which
emphasizes the needs for black
naUonahsnvideology ^nd^
and organization. The first myth
Jones sought to dispel was that
black people in North America are
Americans. "We are a nation of
black people, but a nation that,
has no power. We need the power
to define ourselves." >
Jones insisted that the blacks
are black by race, color, culture,
and consciousness, and that the
black culture and life-stylefc> have
jiever heen_ allowed to develop
freely, but have been absorbed by
a white society seeking to retain
power by staying flexible and
absorbing all threats.
Jones said black nationalists do
ADVANCE AUTO SAYS
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CARS NORTH OF BOSTON
100 NEW CARS - Chrysler - Fury - Belvedere - Satellite -
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1 00 FINE USED CARS - MOST ANYTHING YOU'RE LOOKING
FOR
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS — FLEXIBLE LOW RATE FINANCING
For Bowdoin People
ADVANCE AUTO SALES, INC.
24 Franklin St., Auburn - Tel. 784-5775 or 784-4597
About To Build The Largest Most Modern Facilities In Maine
not want to go anywhere else, but
want, the power to control
themselves where they are. The
black man must control the
ghettos because, "white people
can't legislate for our • benefit."
The white fantasy is that what
exists now will always be, and
that thirteen per cent of the
world's population will always
control the other 87%. The
fantasy is that black men will
always be content to be slaves
with no history other than
slavery.
He insisted that the black
student who sees the United
States as his country or Bowdoin
as his college is seeing through the
white man's eyes. He called these
people, such as Roy Wilkins,
"Negroes" and creatures of the
white man.
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"LIKE 'POVERTY' and 'civil
rights' and 'integration' before
it, 'hunger1 is a slippery, vague,
open-ended word, loaded with
emotional impact. Typically,
newspaper coverage begins, in the
headlines, with 'hunger"; only well
into the story does it become clear
that what is usually at issue is mal-
nutrition, disease or ignorance. It
is, face it, easier and more excit-
ing to talk about m for „ frM £0py of
'hunger' than I Wm. F. Buckley's
about malnu- |"*J,I0N.A L * E;
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I am opposed to the Vietnam War (and any such war that
is not based upon defense of our country). Please send me ap-
plication to the Ministry of your church, as well as information
as to its beliefs and membership throughout the world.
It is my understanding that if I am accepted to the ministry of your church,
I can not conscientiously participate in any military involvement not directly
concerned with the defense of our country or its possessions. I further under-
stand that training will not interfere with my normal work or academic schedule,
and I can choose my own location of service to God and humanity.





Mail entire ad to: Church of the Humanitarian God; P.O. Box 13236; St. Peters-
burg, Florida 33733.
essential according to Jones. The
black man must shape the world
according to his own images and
his own ends. The black man
wants an ideology of change that
responds to his own needs. 'The
black man knows us. He can
Create solutions fdr'us."
"We don't hate white people,
we just aren't them and don't
want to be . . . Lenin and Trotsky
won't tell you about your heart."
The white man is the product of
Greco-Roman and Judeo-Christian
culture, and always seeks to
strengthen and continue that
culture, even in revolutions. Jones
claimed that the white man
cannot affort to bring his
civilization under question. Only
the black man who sees the world
from his own point of view can
ask such things as whether science
should be used for destruction.
Culture is the structure into
which all activities fit, and all
cultures have psychological
characteristics. The black man
who internalizes white culture is a
freak and schizophrenic. Every
subject in western culture is
nationalistic and based on the
philosophy and value system of
the white man. It is for this reason
that the black man must demand
black studies and seek a whole
logic and world-view. The goals of
the black man are distorted when
they are defined by western
culture." -*-
Finally, Jones called for
organization. While individual
personality must be recognized,
individualism is wrong for the
black man. Every black man is a
member of a nation, even if he
does not recognize this because of
brainwashing. Every black man
must focus on Africa as his
cultural home. Tories claimedTthaF
the individualism of existentialism
is not fit for black men, who do
not find themselves in a world
without meaning but a world with
meaning and plenty to do.
Festival Agenda
Here is the agenda for
"Perspectives in Black": A Black
Arts Festival:
Friday, April 11, 8:15 p.m. &
Saturday, April 12, 3:00 p.m.
Experimental Theater "Coffee
and Sour Cream, " an original play
by Robert Johnson, '71, Directed
by Robert Johnson and Virgil
Logan, '69.
Sunday, April 13, 4:00 p.m.,
Senior Center Prof. David
DriskeQ, Chairman Dept. of Art
Fisk University "Contemporary
Afro-American Art."
Sunday, April 13 & Tuesday,
April 15, 7:30 p.m., Senior Center
"Nothing But a Man," an
engrossing film about a Black
man's struggle to survive in the
South. Featuring Abbey Lincoln
and Ivan Dixon.
Friday, April 18, 7:30 p.m.,
Senior Center Symposium: "The
Concept of Black Culture". Floyd
Barbour, '60, author of The Black
Power Revolt. Ernest Crichlow,
New York artist. Archie Epps,
Assistant Dean, Harvard
University.
An Art Exhibition, "Black
Portfolio," will be displayed in
the Moulton Union Gallery
Lounge, April 7-19.
OUTFITTERS TO BOWDOIN MEN
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(For the Orient) *
At 7:30 Wednesday evening in
Pickard theatre, several hundred
people witnessed a human
happening, a local, concentrated
storm—of—energy named IL_
Buckminster Fuller. Cajoling,
demonstrating, defying, the famed
architect-philosopher led his
audience in a discussion of reality
and phantasy, a truth and lie.
Using a stage blackboard, Mr.
Fuller explained the discovery and
implications of the tetrahedron as
the structural unit of the universe.
Then with this scientific analogue
as a social analogue he went on to
investigate the nature of the world
in its present state and
possibilities for its future. This
analogue is "designed" to show
the difference between chaos and
stability, just as it does in physical
nature. Fuller expressed a grave
concern with the idiocy of
education that teaches children
who normally see the world in a
broad general, cohesive view to
see and speak of things in a




The U.S. Department of State
has announced that Professor
Daniel Levine, Chairman of the
History Department, has been
awarded a Fulbright grant to
teach in Denmark during the
1969-70 academic year.
The grant, one of the most
coveted academic awards in the
nation, will enable Dr. Levine to
lecture on American History at
the University of Copenhagen in
the fall and the University of
Aarhus in the spring.
A widely known historian
whose main field of interest is
American intellectual history
during the period from 1865 to
1939, Professor Levine was named
Chairman of the Bowdoin History
Department in January,
succeeding Dr. Roger Howell, Jr.,
who became President of the
College.
Professor Levine is one of five
Bowdoin faculty members who
are currently offering a unique
interdisciplinary course on "The
Urban Crisis." The course is
designed as a study of the social,
economic, political, and aesthetic
problems rising out of the growth
of American cities.
The award to Professor Levine
was made under the
Fulbrlght-Hays Act, the purposes
of which are "to increase mutual
understanding ... by means of
educational and cultural exchange
... to strengthen the ties which
unite us with other nations . . .
and thus to assist in the
development of friendly,
sympathetic, and peaceful
relations between the United
States and the other countries of
the world."
Professor Levine has been a
member of the Bowdoin faculty
since 1963, before which he was a
member of the faculty at Earlham
College in Richmond, Ind. He
holds a B.A. degree from Antioch
College and was awarded hisM.A.
and Ph.D. degrees at
Northwestern University.
R, Ives Honored
Junior Rollie Ives, who is
President of Psi U. and a standout
athlete in soccer and baseball, was
named today as the recipient of
the Franklin D. Roosevelt Cup for
this year. The award was made
this morning in the Chapel at the
Spring Awards Forum.
this point Fuller spoke of one of
his key words, synergy. Synergy is
the behavior of a whole system
unpredictable from the behavior
of any of its parts. Its
counterpart, energy, is the work
-or
—
behavior of^any_ part of a
system. Although these words are
of the same age, said Fuller, man
has nearly altogether forgotten
the important formative word,
synergy, and has focused himself
upon the individual, outgoing
part, energy. Because of this
limited and limiting view, man has
become afraid of "spending" his
energy, afraid of running out of
wealth. This is the result of
specialization. Switching to
Darwinism for a moment, Mr.
Fuller explained how the
extinction of a species is -
synonymous with the
over-specialization of that species.
A warning. The antidote to this
disaster is simply, ("it could be
done tomorrow", said Fuller) a
change in orientation to a
world-consciousness. Mr. Fuller
emphasized the point that our
dearly fbught-for state lines are
only "arbitrary boundaries" set
up by big men with swords; there
is nothing pre-ordained or sacred
about them. Unless we arrive at
this world-consciousness, this
general synergistic attitude toward
OUR world, we are faced with the
inevitability of extinction. Fuller
also stated that the initiation and
instrumentation of this change to
world philosophy did not lie in
the hands of politicians, for it is
they who at all costs would
maintain the specialized
distinctions for themselves and
their land areas, the rights of
THEIR people!! Instead the
initiation would come from
science, for instance, earth-orbital
flights, and the instrumentation
from a broad and* liberal
education — a really liberal
education, that is, not an
education which is, in fact,
multi-specialization! In this new
concept, the myth of "spending"
and "lost wealth" would be
dispelled, we would see that there
is enough for everybody. With this
in his mind at the closing, Mr.
Fuller pleaded "you can afford
anything ; but, perhaps, for our
income, spend-minded people, the
negative warning would have
carried more emphasis — "You
cannot afford not to."
(For a critical view of Mr
Fuller, see page 4)
C
SPACESHIP SPEAKER — Noted architect R. Buckminster Fuller lectured for over three hours Wednesday
night to a packed house in Pickard Theater. Fuller's topic was "Spaceship Earth." For a critical review, see
page four.
Student CouncilLays Down Regulations
For Vote On At-Large Representatives
Elections for 1969-70 Student
Council positions were drawn up
and discussed Monday night at the
weekly meeting of the Council.
Students wishing to serve as
at-rarge representatives next year
from their classes should pick up
petitions from current Student
Council members. Each petition
must contain the names of 50
members of the class which the
candidate is seeking to represent.
Students may sign more than on?
petition
Completed petitions are due by
Monday. They may be turned in
to any current Student Council
member.




Over 30 Black students seized the
administration building at
Williams College and held for the
entire weekend. The seizure was
designed to call attention to the
Williams Afro-American Society's
demands — in the form of a
"non-negotiable package" — for
an all -black dormitory, more
black professors and so forth.
The building was seized at
midnight Friday and held until
midnight Tuesday.
See Williams editorial ("What
Others Say") on page five.
Council will nominate four juniors
to run for Student Council
President. The students need not
be current members of the
Council.
Each candidate selected
Monday night will be allowed to
present a 500-word essay on his
candidacy for publication in the
April 18 edition of The Orients
Voting for President will be all
day April 21,/^There will be no
meeting of theXoifhcil on that
day, and* the rftw Council will
hold its first meeting on April 28.
The new Secretary-Treasurer of
the Council will be selected by the
Council at its Monday meeting.
Fraternities have been urged to
elect their new Student Council
representatives as soon as possible.
The Presidential election will be
on a campus-wide basis for the
first time this Spring. In past
years, the new President and
Vice-President of the Student
Council have been chosen by the
old Council.
The procedure was changed just
fchii vear.
A "preferential ballot," -such as
is used in class elections, will be
used to pick the President and
Vice-President from the field of
four candidates.
Tom Wolfe To Speak
Author Tom Wolfe, whose
latest book is "The Electric
Kook-Aid Acid Test," will speak
next Thursday in the Pickard
Theater at 8:15 p.m. Wolfe's
appearance is under the auspices
of Delta Sigma and is being jointly
sponsored by several other
fraternities.
The title of Wolfe's "lecture" is'
"Beyond Catastrophe, Starring
the Renegade Cowboy^ The Hard
Grabber, and 250 Million
Seriously Inflamed Real Me's."
KENNEBEC
FRUIT
A Tool of Pleasure
- A Good Pipe
"THE LEAD BALLOON"
Featuring Our Own
Gerry Kamber — In Music of the 40's
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R.O.T.C. And The College
The debate concerning ROTC's right to be tu^
campus raises issues which neither the faculty nor
SDS seems willing to consider. On the one hand,
the faculty appears guilty of dissembling: They
have asked that ROTC be denied academic credit
on the grounds that it does not meeT our standards
of intellectual quality, though it is obvious that
their real reasons are most likely political and that
their real hope is that the Army will not bother to|
estabUsh programs at schools that do not give
credjt. On the other hand, SDS has made the issue
one of black and white alternatives. Some people
cannot even see what SDS is making such a fuss
about now that credit has been denied.
One issue which people seem reluctant to face
concerns the best method of lessening the power
of the military and the military psychology upon
this country. It may not be best to go about this
by isolating the army, making it more professional,
and more deaf to the voices who speak from the
university; the army may not collapse because a
few prestigious universities have thrown ROTC off
campus any more than the draft collapsed because
of draft-card burners. We cannot take up this
question now,.
But there is an issue of more immediate interest
to the university as institution which no one seems
to be, facing. This is what really is behind the
difference between the faculty and SDS on ROTC:
they have different, though not clearly articulated,
ideas of what the college or university is and ought
to be. It is always necessary for an institution to ;
•have some idea of itself, but it is vital now that
debate begin over tf^deftnition of the college
itself and not merely rage around the individual •
problems schools are facing. We would like to !
examine the problem of the college's status, and :
it's right to make political decis ions.
On one side we have the positive and negative
ways of arriving at the conclusion that the college
has no business making decisions. Those who
recognize that the administrative facet of the
college is as essential to its purposes and functions
as the facet of scholarship may feel that those who
are in legal control of the university have no right
to use their positions of public trust to promote
their own interests to foist their personal opinions
upon society. A corporation is chartered to fulfill
certain functions within society and it is not
proper for any special interest group, whether it be
*a group of trustees.-professors, or students, to turn
that corporation to its own private ends.
Colleges and universities have been chartered for
specific purposes which do not include political
action. A college finds itself one institution among
many, and its job is not to pass judgment upon its
fellow institution, but, assuming them to exist, to
prepare people to take their places within social
institutions.
The laws certainly bear out the fact that colleges
-are institutions rather than societies. Legally,
students have a status much like that of residents
and professors like that of employees; and, though
we may believe that learning can only take place in'
a community of students and teachers, the
government has never seen fit to recognize this
community. Thus, the college must fulfill its
purposes without taking public stands.
We can arrive at this same conclusion by denying
that the institutional aspect of the university is
essential to its nature. -If we say> college is only a
place where people gather to dp research and teach
one another, then we can deny that the college hasi
any right to take positions; in a sense, there is no
college, only individuals. It may be an unfortunate
t"^tMt~p5op1e;n5turlentr and teachers, cannot
come "and go as they please and that certain
decisionsi oT achnission and hiring policy must be
made, but these are contingent facts. College
decisions must be held to an absolute minimum,
!
and decisions on issues that do not require'
immediate action must never be made. Thus, the-
college may have to decide that it is not proper to
give credit to students enrolled in ROTC, which
does not seem to be a scholarly subject, but it
would never tell ROTC to get off campus. After all
there is academic freedom.
On the other hand, it is not difficult to argue
that the college can and should make decisions.
First, we are faced by the fact that it is becoming
increasingly difficult to assess moral responsibility
because of the rise of the corporation. Everyone
seems to be working for a corporation in some
way or other, and everyone's job seems to be to do
his own job and make sure things run smoothly. It
is impossible to hold a corporation responsible for
its actions, and all the people within the
corporation plead that they are merely doing their
jobs and have no choice in the matter.
We are also faced-*by the fact that society is
demanding direct social action on the part of
universities. That is, calls for participation in s.e.g.
defense analysis and urban development, show
that the university is no longer merely an
educational institution. But if the university is
called upon to assist in political affairs certainly it
must make decisions about the morality of those
affairs. The university must never become a^mere
instrument or repository of expertise; professors
should never be brain-slaves of society.
Finally, colleges try to operate as communities
in spite of their legal status. Students and
professors are allowed their own governing
councils whose recommendations the governing
boards often approve almost automatically. Some
schools have their own police forces; many laws
are simply not enforced on campuses; and towns
have accorded colleges the right to handle cases in
which students have violated public ordinances.
Colleges whose only disciplinary power is the
power of dismissal, compel students to establish
judiciary systems with various powers of
punishment so that they will not be faced with the
dilemma of either having to expell students for
minor infractions of social behavior or allowing
these to go unchecked.
But if a school is going to claim the rights of
being a self-governing community, it should also
accept the responsibilities, if the college is a
community then a majority of its members have as
much right to decide, say, that ROTC should not
exist on campus because its goals are not
compatible with those of the community as the U.
S. Congress does. It may seem convenient that the
college can be a community when it wants and a
corporation at other times, yet we cannot help but
feel there is hypocraisy and bad faith somewhere
when the men who control a college emphasize the
importance of the college's being a community
and, at the same time, reserve to themselves final
authority in all decisions.
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Photographers Irk Audience
to the Editor:
I enjoyed Leroi Jones's lecture Monday night on the Black Arts,
but the purpose of this letter is not to express an opinion of the
speaker.
The two photographers who popped away at Mr. Jones for most
of his speech, insulted both the speaker and particularly the
audience. Mr. Jones may be accustomed to the perpetual movement
of photographers before him and the accompanying flashes, but
there was at least one point where I thought he was about to
succumb to the incessant incandescence and ask his two bodyguards
to save him from the onslaught.
As a member of the audience I found the barrage and the bodies
particularly annoying and distracting. Audience comprehension,
after all, is the object of the lecture. Anything that distracts an
audience from concentrating on the speaker should be minimized, or
reduced to nothing.
If so many frames must be taken maybe the lecture should be
preceded or followed by a press conference, where the guest speaker"
could simulate some of his performan ce postures.
In the future I would hope that photographers will be more
discreet in the execution of their service. After all, visual evidence
that a lecture was held is not more important than the lecture itself.
Nettled. »




A Man Of Many Parts
»- By ALAN KOLOD
Orient Managing Editor
It would be pleasant if I could summarize Buckminster Fuller's talk,
but it would be impossible and not too useful. He is one of the few
speakers who can leave his audience more excited after a three hour
lecture than they were before. To those who object to the length of his
speeches one can only reply that we can afford the time.
Very little can be said in an hour, and Fuller realizes this: he
remarked that the first hour of his talk was intended to get us in the
proper frame of mind for the lecture itself. His sense of humor,
indignation at the irrationalism of politics, and lack of
self-consciousness combined with the importance of what he has to say
force us to judge that be is a good and wise person.
Fuller made two important points. First, he claims that education is a
constant struggle against ideas which keep us from seeing the way the
world really operates. Secondly, he claims that, the major world
problems are a result of the widely held and false belief that there is not
enough to go around.
In spite of the fact that he has been called a philosopher it is evident
that he is not one. Nor is he a scientist. Mr. Fuller is an
architect-engineer and his criticisms of philosophy and science are
attempts to clear our minds of ideas which prevent us from doing things
rationally and effectively. When he says there are no straight lines,
nothing is solid, and everything is made of triangles, he is talking about
the world in which man must get things done not the world as an object
of scientific or philosophical contemplation and speculation.
Common-sensical, philosophical, and traditional scientific ideal often
keep us from seeing how things must be done if we are to succeed at
our purposes.
His second thesis reveals the true nature of engineering. An engineer
cannot be a mere technician; his concern must not be only with how to
get things done, but also with what is best for man to do. Engineering
for Mr. Fuller is an humane science.
He claims that scarcity has always been the source of man's problems,
and that the group with the best technology has always succeeded in
controlling the available resources. However, the recognition that the
world is a closed system with a limited amount of resources has forced
us to realize that the most efficient use of resources is essential if
mankind is to survive. Shipbuilding and aeronautics have supplied us
with the principles of doing more with less which must noe be applied
to life on land.
Mr. Fuller seldom talks about politics except to criticize the way it
works now, but his ideas have enormous political implications.
Capitalism and nationalistic communism become irrelevant doctrines in
the world Mr. Fuller is speaking of. Politics will not be a creative force
in the world's future because politicians can only react to situations and
can provide no long-term solutions to man's problems, which are all
problems of doing more with less. He shares this opinion with Marx,
who asserted that political revolution was worthless until technology
had advanced to the stage at which there was something to distribute
among the workers. Fuller goes beyond this to assert that advances in
technology will make revolution unnecessary at any time.
Neither communism nor capitalism realizes that there is enough to go
around if people cooperate to do things in the most efficient manner.
Political theories, like economic and philosophical ones, are misleading
ways of looking at the world. They are conventions created to cope
with the facts of a specific period rather than eternal truths, and when
the tacts change so must the conventions. Political theory is another
thing we must unlearn.
The massive organizations that will control such things as electrical
networks stretching across the face of the globe make rCa^Halism
obsolete: things can no longer be done to serve the interests of a few
^fV "' 'mpoff'ble to run the world properly as long as nationsexist, but Mr. Fuller s solution is not international organizations or
world revolution, rather a design revolution
He is convinced that technology will force political leaders to change
their outlook and will spell the death of the competition of nations.Nothing can stand up against this humane use of technology. Mr. Fuller
is not concerned with Utopian projects, but with what we must do if we
are to survive. •
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French President Charles DeGaulle may even
have been one of their fans.
When Bowdoin's Chapel Choir began its
nine-day, and six-cathedral tour of France in Paris,
it was riAnored that President DeGaulle attended
the mass in the Cathedral of Notre,. Dame.* Over
3,500 persons attended the Notre Dame service.
The Chapel Choir's appearance -at Notre,Dame
was part of special Passion Sunday services which
included a brief program at the Exposition of the
Sacred Relics of the Cathedral and performance at
< admiration from the Monsignors of every other
*
4
cathedral on the tour.
- • i
*
On arrival in Tours, the Chapel Choir attended a
concert by their host choir and were then greeted
at a reception held by the Mayor Of Tours and
attended by over 300 people. At that time the
Mayor announced full financial support by the
1 municipality for an exchange tour enabling the
University Choir^of Tours to come to the United
States and Bowdoin next year.
evening Mass. In an unusual tribute to the
Bowdoin Choir, the entire congregation remained
in their places during the singing of the recessional.
The Monsignor of the Cathedral of Notre Dame
invited Choir members to his private apartments to
tell them he was extremely gratified with the
"vibrance and brilliance" of their sound. He
extended an open invitation to the group to return
to Notre Dame at any time. That invitation was to
be followed by similar expressions of gratitude and
Different From October
The tour was designed to give the 24 Bowdoin
singers maximum contact with the French people
and their culture and to show a thematic
continuity, centering only on the great cathedrals
of Notre Dame, Amiens, Tours, Reims, Chartres
and Bourges.
Under the direction of Rodney J. Rothlisberger,
Instructor in Music at Bowdoin, the choir
presented a repertoire ranging from Gregorian
plain song and music from the Church's Liturgical
Year to 20th century compositions.
Not all appearances by the Bowdoin singers were
greeted with quiet approval. Following a
performance in the great Cathedral of Chartres —
an edifice so^mmense its nave could contain the
entire Bowdoin College Chapel — the audience
demanded encores and finally surrounded the
group asking for autographs and greeting the
Bowdoin students enthusiastically.
The Bowdoin Choir's scheduled appearance at
the Cathedral of Bourges occured on the day of
the^eath^jMormer President Eisenhower. It was
announced to the audience that the concert would
be performed in his memory. After the program
the Director of the Institute of Music in Bourges,
one of the most distinguished in France, told the
group "In all my 48 years of hearing concerts in
this cathedral, and in my life, I have rarely heard
such an exquisite performance."
The Choir concluded its French visit at the
Cathedral of Tours and was treated to an informal
reception and farewell by the Tours Choir in the
famous wine caves of Vouvray.
MJXHJUUI WKmrnsmmzsm
Bowdoin S.D.S. Undergoes Changes I What Others Say
BY JAY SWEET
Orient Staff Writer
S. D. S. arrived at Bowdoin last October in
something less than a blaze of glory. An
organizational meeting, attended by perhaps fifty,
might best be characterized as an experiment in
anarchy. The hostile were left secure, the curious
were left hostile, and the sympathetic were left
confused. Subsequent meetings drew as many as
twenty-five and as few as ten. As the organization
began to lose its novelty, and October's visions of
a Columbia in the pines faded, the hangers-on gave
way to a nucleus of about a dozen people
committed enough to work. S. D. S. survives at
Bowdoin as that committed nucleus.
On April 11, I attended the first meeting of the
S. D. S. free seminar on radical thought. Although
only one person was formally enrolled in the
seminar, and he failed to appear, eleven people
were present. The scheduled subject for discussion
was the book "Who Rules America". The three or
four people who had read it agreed that it was an
interesting book, and the discussion turned to
other waters. With the question of ROTC at
Bowdoin as a starting point, the issues became
progressively broader. The positions represented
became increasingly polar, and the amount of
communication occurring increasingly less. The
situation that evolved was a microcosm of the
larger situation both at Bowdoin and in society as
a whole. The small group of S. D. S. members
present defended the philosophies of the New Left
with both skill and fervor; their arguments were
knowledgeable, and their rhetoric was polished.
For the remainder of the group, the differences in
commitment were simply too great, however;
middle ground, the battlefield, if you wish, had
simply ceased to exist. The meeting ended with no
one converted, everyone convinced, and everyone
frustrated.
I remained beyond the end of that meeting to
talk to three of the S. D. S. members present.
Although they agreed that the seminar had gone
badly, they were optimistic about its future. The
first point they made is that S. D. S. as it exists at
Bowdoin now is fundamentally different than S.
D. S. as it existed in October, when it was
organized. At that time, it was oriented primarily
toward change within the college. In accordance
with that philosophy, the organization chose the
elimination of social rules as its first issue. This
area seemed ideal; social rules were contrary to the
basic S. D. S. concept of individual freedom within
the institution, and was also the sort of popular
issue which it was hoped would attract students to
S. D. S. As a medium for action S. D. S. strategy
hinged on a basic miscalculation, however. It
proved to be impossible to take a more extreme
position than the administration could accept.
Almost every effort of the college seemed to be
devoted to giving S. D. S. everything it wanted in
the most expedient way possible. Put in the
uncomfortable position of being victors by
coincidence, and of having seemed to create an
issue, S. D. S. strategy yielded .a negative result. As
the social rules "issue" stagnated, and October's
intoxicating visions of a Columbia in the pines
faded, S. D. S. membership shrank to about a
dozen people committed beyond the issue of
convenient coitus.
To this remnant, change within the college
appeared valid only insofar as it was a means to a
greater end, that of radical institutional and
conceptual change in American society. S. D. S.
conceives of itself of beiruj IN the college, but not
OF it. Thus, the issue of the second generation S.
D. S. is that of R. O. T. C.
In summary, the argument is that the basic
philosophy and ideals of the military
establishment and the liberal arts college are
contradictory. The existence of the R. 0. T. C.
program at Bowdoin is viewed as a symbol of the
pervasive and "negative" influence of the
military-industrial complex in American society.
By allowing R. O. T. C. to remain on campus, it is
argued, the college is in effect lending tacit
support to such military efforts as Vietnam,
which, it is held, is an imperialistic war of
oppression. The R. O. T. C. issue appeals to S. D.
S. on three grounds. First,- R. O. T. C. is a visible
and vulnerable representative of the establishment
that S. D. S. deplores; second, it is possible to
attract widespread support to the fight against R.
O. T. C. because of the nearly universal sentiment
against Vietnam; and third, R. O. T. O, in a
peculiar sense, shares with S. D. S. the position of
being within the college, and also of society.
A second area in which S. D. S. members have
acted is in support of the Bath welfare strike. Two
preliminary points are necessary to a discussion of
S. D. S. action in this matter: first, that S. D. S.
members did no organizational work, and second,
that S. D. S. members were involved primarily as
individuals rather than as S. D. S. members. The
strike was organized by an organization called
Help All People Equally (H.A.P.E.), to combat the
government food stamp program. This program
required that a certain percentage of every welfare
recipient's monthly income be spent on food
stamps, which he could then use to buy food at
substantial savings from retail stores. The program
was opposed on two counts. First, that the
required percentage of monthly income left the
participant with nothing to spend on foods to
supplement the basic staples that he was able to
buy with stamps, and second, that operating
through retail outlets was unnecessarily expensive.
The strike was successful; a direct distribution of
surplus foods has been substituted.
. S. D. S.
members wrote a statement for H. A. P. E. and
also helped to supply transportation and
baby-sitting. They attempted during the strike to
point out the larger issues that they felt were
involved, and at times advised welfare recipients of
their legal rights, but ended their involvement at
that point. The success of the strike terminated S.
D. S. involvement, and they currently have
nothing to do with the operation of H.A.P.E.
In the Brunswick community, S. D. S. is also
involved with students at Brunswick High School.
Students are - welcome at Bowdoin S. D. S.
meetings, and have attempted-te organize protests
over high school issue. There is no direct
organizational work being done by Bowdoin S. D.
S. members in Brunswick High School, nor- does an
S. D. S. chapter exist there.
Because S. D. S. continues to exist as an alliance
of similarly concerned individuals, rather than as
an organization in some more traditional sense, it
is difficult to define it beyond its present
activities, and still more difficult to predict its
future. One often finds many theses, but little
synthesis. Its single most pressing problem remains
that of communication; somehow, it must begin to
put it all together if it is to broaden its base of
operation. The specific problem of the seminar is,
in a real sense, the larger problem of the group as a
whole; there is no lack of battles, but the
organization has yet to find a suitable battlefield.






(ED. NOTE. - The following editorial appeared in a special edition
of The Williams Record a week ago today on the eve of the Williams
Afro-American Society's three-day take-over of the administration
building on campus).
When the Afro-American Society presented their demands to the
administration March 1 2, a set of attitudes was created and responses
made which neither ease the tension nor improve the situation of
Blacks on campus.
As for the Demands themselves, the Record fully favors all but the-
one which calls for a Black residential house. Putting the legal question
of discriminatory housing aside, we feel that a Black residence as a
temporary measure may be effective in easing the mutual fear and
isolation of Black and white brothers, but that the long-range effect of
such an arrangement would be detrimental to both races.
But the- very fact that Afro-American students are demanding such
housing now is a strong argument in its favor, since satisfying this
demand may increase inter-racial communication antitrust. This in turn
would be of great help in determining how we can live together.
But in response to these demands, the white student, and his
tuition-paying parents to an even greater extent, js too quick to ask
what right a black student at Williams has to demand an increasingly
greater share of personal attention when the Afro-American community
itself constitutes such a tiny minority of the college's population.
The white student is especially critical of the black's attitude toward
the college because Williams grants the Negro student generous financial
assistance. And yet isn't it time that white America realized what a
racist attitude it has instilled in itself, and turned instead to thoughts of
brotherly compensation?
The white student, instead of immediately leaping to generalized
prejudice, should take a close look at the Demands themselves, and
hopefully realize that each constitutes an important and feasible step
towards constructing an adequate black life at Williams.
We believe Pres. Sawyer's statement should have dealt primarily with
proposed procedures for implementing those demands the
administration found acceptable rather than recounting the progress
already made toward that end. The Afro-Americans obviously feel the
present structures for reform of their campus living patterns are
unacceptable. But the President's response, by avoiding a discussion of
the college's future course in relation to the Demands, did not show a
sensitivity to the urgency of change in the Blacks' situation at Williams.
The Record realizes that Pres. Sawyer is not empowered to make a
final decision on these Demands, but we wish he would have included a
personal judgment of the Afro-American document in his capacity as a
college president in touch with his students rather than limiting himself
to the role of administrative spokesman.
The Afro-Americans are also at fault. We cannot condone the
uncompromising tone of the Demands. A certain amount of ^gidity
and forcefulness can be justified as an overreaction to an amorphous
situation: Blacks want identity, and by its very approach - inclusive,
rcconciliatory, ameboid the school refuses to give it to them. But
their presentation of demands as a "non-negotiable package" with no
chance for white students to respond (Because of the Society's secrecy
and timing some are still asking 'What Demands') reveals a narrow,
selfish interest group. Whole countries might be said to have operated
that way, but to reach a mature, multi-interest culture, extremities
don't seem the way to social balance.
It seems then, that the white students, the Afro-American Society
and the Administration have all reacted inadequately to the dilemma of
the black students' life at Williams. In the coming days the burden of
response lies again with the Afro-American Society. We hope they will
act to improve rather than aggravate the tense atmosphere here.
"^^
r
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According To Report
MONTPELIER, Vt. - (LP.) - The public small
college has almost completely disappeared, according
to Provost Robert S. Babcock of Vermont's State
Colleges.
In his Report on Castleton, Johnson and Lyndon
State Colleges, Dr. Babcock says that "there are now
18 state colleges in California, whose beginnings w<
not unlike those in Vermont,
. with enrollments of
around 20,000 and with gargantuan aspirations."
Excerpts of the report "The Creation of Three
Swarthmores," reprinted. from the American Oxonian
follow:
In order to transform three former small state
teachers colleges into Swarthmores, it is first
necessary to believe that such a thing is vastly
important. Preserving, or creating, a Swarthmore (or a
Reed, or a Kenyon or a Middlebury) in the face of
this pressure of numbers is difficult, to say the least,
but it becomes almost impossible in the face of other
pressures from within academia.
The chief roadblocks to the preservation of the
genuine liberal arts environment comes from inside
the establishment. The largess of research funds, at
first principally from the private foundation, but
massively augmented by federal funds in the
post-Sputnik era, mostly in the laboratory sciences,
has been too great for a"ny university to resist.
Nor can one blame them, especially the state
universities with their history of being starved for
funds. But these funds are never "free;" they must be
in part matched, at the inevitable expense of the less
favored disciplines. By their very existence they place
a distortion in the curriculum, which even the
strongest president, or dean, cannot resist, whatever
his own educational philosophy.
Such sophisticated research can only be undertaken
in places where there are a large number of graduate
students pursuing the doctorate. An eminent
professor cannot do research and still teach a full
load. He needs his assistants as teachers and as aids in
his laboratory.
You cannot justify elaborate laboratories and
highly expensive equipment without Ph.D. programs
and a large number of graduate students. You cannot
pay* for them without a large number of
undergraduate students, majoring in these disciplines.
Thus the rush of numbers came at exactly the time
they were most needed and most justified.
Under the pressure of research and the pressure of
numbers, who suffers? The undergraduate who has
not yet chosen his vocation, and the teacher. The
brilliant teacher, absent-minded and obsessed, whose
concern was for his students, has been pushed aside.
The rewards of academia often go not to the
classroom teacher, but to the wheeler-dealer who can
get the most grants, and, to repeat those grants,
publish an everflowing number of monographs in
learned journals.
Now the loyalty of many a professor is not to his-
institution but to his discipline; he sheds teaching for
research — no matter what kind — for that is where
the reward lies; he moves from college to college,
bringing his grants with him, for the lure of higher
salaries and a lower teaching load, for increasing time
spent in the laboratory instead of the classrooms.
The preslige of academia, for which the financial
rewards are made, now lies not in the quality of
teaching but in the number of graduate students . . .
devotes the rest of his time to research and
administration. The extraordinary anomaly results
that the highest rewards go to the professor who
teaches only the most easily teachable, in ever smaller
numbers.
Bigness can also drown the student, who may move
all his educational life in a vocational curriculum so
narrow, but so demandingly precise, that nothing
outside of Business Administration or Behavioralist
Theory or Keynesian economics ever touches what
may pass as his soul.
For bigness breeds the proliferated curriculum and
the "system of prerequisites." It is assumed that one
cannot comprehend Political Science 401, unless he
has had 302, and 207, and 106; or Pedagogy 712
without Methods in Teaching Aids and Child
Psychology; or Shakespeare (even though "Venus and
Adonis" has gripped the adolescent bowels) until he
has listened to the Victorian Novelists and the
Romantic Poets.
Such a hierarchy depends not upon student needs
but upon the faculty pecking order that says one
course is "harder" than another, that to master the
one demands knowledge of the other.
—This hierarchy-jnajL have to be true in foreign
language study, and certain areas, of mathematics
where one depends upon a previous skill. But to
demand it of other disciplines is merely a snobbish
pecking order that makes the full professor's course
tougher than the associate's, and the student is
forgotten — that student who one day awakens to the
need to change his career, who suddenly finds that
social welfare work, and therefore a study of abormal
psychology, is his inspiration, instead of physics; or
that student who finds that being a public accountant
is less important in his own system of values and
teaching.
If a college education ought to make a student
change his mind, by opening different fields — and it
would be a travesty if it failed to do so — then he
ought not be estopped from his change, when he is
ready, by the system of prerequisites and the
proliferation of courses, which is the lock-step, the
hallmark of so much of education in America.
To be big can also carry with it a contagious disease
called "departmentalitis," that is, a departmentalized
structure so strong that it cannot be broken. The
departments of Political Science, or English, or
Electrical Engineering, or Bio-Chemistry have then
moved to the stage where they dictate the
curriculum, in their discipline, or, so the threat goes,
they will lose prestige and prestigious professors and
government grants unless their system of prerequisites
is maintained.
Now, no rational person in the twentieth century
would deny the extraordinary value of research; nor
would any rational person in any century scoff at the
genuine scholar — that too rare bird. MIT and Cal
Tech and the University of Michigan must exist, and
grow big, and spawn engineers and physicists and
doctors, or our society would go to pot. But we also
need tough poets, and informed citizens.
The Safari Look . . . here in rugged poplin
thafs water-repellent and wash and wear!
You'll like the Big Game styling . .
.
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August 29, 1969.
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The Bowdoin chapter of Sigma
Nu Fraternity will sponsor a
Centennial Dinner April 12 to
celebrate the 100th year of the
national fraternity.
Peter C. Wilson '70 President of
the Bowdoin chapter said
members of Sigma Nu chapters at
Tufts College and the University
of Maine will also attend the
dinner, which will be held at the
Holiday Inn in Brunswick.
The guest list includes chapter
advisers and local House
Corporation officers.
Virgil Duffie, newly elected
member of the High Council of
Sigma Nu, will represent the
national fraternity. He will discuss
the relevance of a national
fraternity organization.
Bruce R. Merrell '70, Social
Chairman of Sigma Nu's Delta Psi
(Bowdoin) chapter, is in charge of
weekend activities.
NEW OFFICERS NAMED
Geoff Smith '71 has been
elected President of the Outing
Club for the 1969-70 school year.
Secretary is Al Renear '72.
FAMED CLIMHER SPEAKS
Prof. William F * Unsoeld, a
member of the 1963 American
expedition that scaled Ml.
Everest, spoke tq a crowd of
nearly 150 in the Senior Center
April 1. Prof. Unsoeld, who is
Assistant Professor of Philosophy
and Religion at Oregon State
University, spoke on "Outward
Bound on Mt. Everest."
Unsoeld s appearance was
arranged by the Outing Club.
I
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Sid Watson Speaks Of A Season Past
Interview by Martin Friedlander
Orient Sports Editor
(Ed. Note: Sid Wason, who coached the
varsity hockey team to* a 'l4-6-3 record
and the top spot intthe ECAC College
Division standings, had a distinguished
athletic career of his own before coming
to Bowdoin in 1959. At Northeastern he
was named to All-New England teams in
hockey and football and followed his
undergraduate years with four seasons as
a halfback in the National Football
League with the Pittsburgh Steelers and
Washington Redskins. In 1966 he was
voted Eastern Small College Coach of the
Year in a UPI poll of eastern hockey
coaches and this year was recently named
New England Hockey Coach of the year
by the New England College Hockey
Association.)
ORIENT: Do you have any
general comments on the season as a
whole?
WATSON: The season started out with us
anticipating an awful lot from the hockey
group. We came along very well and I was
very pleased the way it ended. Overall, we
probably could have won a couple of
games we lost, just as we might have lost
a couple of games we won. To have a
14-6 record is pretty good, and I am
happy.
ORIENT: You mention the possibility of
having won a couple more games than
you actually did. In the early part of the
season you lost to teams such as U Mass,
Williams, and Middlebury — games we
were favored to win. What contributed to
these losses, and just how much a part
does the morale of a team play in these
situations?
WATSON: I think that the kids have to
realize they can win. If you aren't
prepared to play the game, then your
chances of servival are more difficult.
This showed against U Mass when we had
the sophomores making mistakes, which
.
is understandable since this was their first
couple of games. Our goal tending was
not what it should have been that early in
the season. A little later on against
Williams the situation was that we
weren't prepared to play until we were
behind — and when we were behind three
goals we just had to come back, and we
did.
important
It takes a lot to get yourself ready for
.the gam* — an* lhafs "the
thing.
ORIENT: I 'assume leadership is as
important a part of team morale as any
other part. What would you say about
that, and do you see the same potential in
the Hardy brothers for next season?
WATSON: Kenny as captain was a good
leader, but I wouldn't want to slight Rob
McGuirk who was probably more of an
inspiration than anyone.
The Hardy brothers are the same type
of kids as these seniors were — they're
both dedicated athletes. This certainly
indicates good leadership qualities for
next year.
ORIENT: Would





is, was there some
turning point
. . .
or did the team
just take every
game as it came?
WATSON: We
started- out that










our new goal on
Merrimac, which
was probably the










to beat" and did
this affect the
team psycholog-
ically one way or
the other?
A SEASON'S CAP - Goalie Mike Talbot
crowns number one's hockey season.
WATSON: Yes, it did. When you have
someone like a Kenny Martin on your
team, then the other schools look to this
and they are more prepared to stop him,
and make us fight back.
So, as you said, the total program just
"snowballed" and after that point
everything just sort of fell into place.
ORIENT: With as many returning
lettermen, particularly the sophomores,
how .do you see next year's fortunes? Can
—we expect a repeat of this season?
WATSON: I'd love to say that. I think
that the hockey is here to stay. We have






but I think the
freshman group
should be trying
to make that up.
ORIENT: What

































ORIENT: Would you describe the fans as
part of that "winning tradition"?
WATSON: Absolutely. We don't go info
one other arena that has a band and
crowd like ours
. . .
and this is a definite
advantage. I always figured that playing
in your own arena is like having a one or
two goal advantage on that fact alone.
.
-player this season — Kenny (Martin), and'
everybody else just worked real hard.
-Dedication to the game is what made
Bowdoin hockey. This goes way back to
the Class of '62 when we had some really
great stars — and the tradition of wanting
to win has just carried over.
ORIENT: There was some noise made
this year about lifting the "Pentagonal's"
post-season playing ban. What are your
feelings on this matter?
WATSON: I am a firm believer that there
should be post-season competition. As
you know, it is allowed in some sports
while not in others
. . .
this is unfair to
the boys. For example, swimmers are
allowed to compete , on relay teams,
which is a team competition. If you have
a good team, and one member of it says
he would rather study than swim, then I
say the pressures to compete would be
just as bad as those on the kid who would
be playing on the hockey team. The
ECAC hockey tournament follows our
season by one week, and this year it
would have been played at Bowdoin. I
feel that each individual college should
have the right to decide whether it will
send a team to compete or not. I don't
think it is right for some school that
doesn't excel in the team sports to dictate
what is right for us. However, I'm not the
one to make the decisions . . . it's the
president's job.
Though a lot of people say we're
number one, out in Springfield they're
saying there's no one but AIC who is
number one. That's because they won the
tournament we couldn't play in.
ORIENT: Did you pick up any comments
about Bowdoin outside of Maine after the
season? ,
WATSON : A lot of schools would like tc
see us go Division I — they think we're
strong enough to do it. I don't want to
see that. Actually, I'm very happy where
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Face Tufts
RUNNING WATER - Not quite like tap water, but slightly more stimulating. Canoeing enthuriaaUHndMaine white waters abundant and well suited for their sport. See article below.
*"«">«*«« «
White wafers In Maine
Spring Floods Bring Canoeing
by J. PARKMAN CROSS
For the Orient
With ice and snow finally on the wane,
Bowdoin's white water enthusiasts have once again
taken to the rapids. This past weekend a team of
four kayaks and three canoes, accompanied by-
Profs. Butcher and Burroughs and a full
complement of Bowdoin Outing Club members,
successfully routed the Sheepscot River in two
days of intense competition.
Only two boats succumbed to the rampant
white tide, with Joel Bradley becoming the first
Vowdoin kayaker to see if his wet suit would
really hold water, and Mike Sharp missing a head
fake on a boulder while hanging upside-down in an
eddy. On the whole, the canoes proved to be the
more stable of the crafts with no capsizes and little
swamping, though canoists and kayakers alike
were well drenched by the icy spray.
Canoeing is certainly not a new sport. Believed
'
to have originated in Eastern Europe, it was widely
employed by the American Indians for™
transportation through the early wilderness. The
Eskimos adopted their own version of it by
developing a one-man^ enclosed canoe, commonly
know as the kayak. Canoes are broader than the
kayaks and one kneels in it, as opposed to the
sitting position, legs forward, adopted in the
kayak. There are two different classes of canoes,
one-man and two-man, and it is employed for
transport as well as sporting purposes.
In addition to the 100-mile jaunts one often
hears of in connection with canoeing, there is also
competition white watering, very similiar to skiing
in its format. There is downriver racing, where the
sole criteria for winning is who gets there first, and
there is also slalom racing, or canoeing between
obstacles in the water. The Bowdoin club prefers
pleasure to the competition and canoes or kayaks
on the Sheepscot until the spring thaws subside
when they move farther inland to such rivers as
the Saco, Bearcamp, Sandy, or Carrabassett. The
Allagash on the coast and the Rangeley Lakes
inland offer waterways for the flat trips the club
The American White Water Affiliation acts as a i
national organization for all white water (as well as I
flat water) enthusiasts. The Kayak and Canoe Club
of Boston and the Appalachian Mountain Club are
the two regional organizations the Bowdoin
Outing Club works with most closely. Enthusiasts
get together on their own, through such clubs, or
school organizations. Dartmouth students are
among the most active college groups.
The Bowdoin Club offers instruction for all
those interested in learning and participating in the-
sport. Pool sessions, through the generosity of the
Athletic Department, arc held each Tuesday and
For The Times
Thursday from 9-10 p.m. Professor Butcher leads
the sessions and expresses hope for attracting more
students. Last year saw 15-20 taking advantage of
the club's trips and equipment, while this year
nearly 30 have shown interest already. He
commented, "A sport very comparable tq skiing;
it's great for those people who get a little tired of
the spring snow conditions." Anyone interested in
further details may contact Professor Butcher.
ryyMJIDDOWD
Orient Sports Writer
The Polar Bear trackmen \yjll open up their 1969 Spring track season
Saturday against the University of Vermont. The team has been
hampered so far this season due to the reservoir-like condition of the
track at Whittier field. It has been rumored that the sailing team would
use it to host the Henley Regatta.
In spite of this uncertain start,
Coach "Sabe" Sabasteanski looks
forward to a successful season.
Bowdoin's dash events seem to be
remarkably improved this year. In
the 100 yd. dash veterans John
Fonville and Owen Larrabee along
with Eldridge Butler will be
returning. In the 220, and 440,
Captain Pete Hardy, Toby
Coverdale, and Pete Korstad will
also be returning.
In the distance events, the
Cuneo brothers, Mark and Ken,
along with Brian Sheridan should
carry over their winning tradition
from the indoor season last
winter.
However, much of Bowdoin's
strength this year will be resting
on the field events. In the hammer
throw, record holder Roger Best
will be returning and last year's
freshman record holder Mark
Haley will move up to the Varsity
ranks. Abe Morrell and Steve
Goodhoff will be competing in
the long and triple jumps
respectively, and in the pole vault
it will be John Asatrian, John
Pierce, and John Roberts.
The meet against Vermont this
Saturday was scheduled at home,
but due to the condition of the
field, the running events will be













commandeered a fourth place last
Saturday in their season's opener
at MIT. The Duodecagonal was
originally scheduled to be sailed at
Tufts, but was reived due to ice
conditions* The Bears were
outraced by*MIT, Holy Cross, and
Tufts, but managed to outsail
Babson, Franklin, Pierce, UNH,
Nichols, and Yale.
Commodore Bob Vaughn
skippered one dinghy with Bruce
Merrell as his crewman, while
Steve Glinick did the same for the
only other Bowdoin boat in the
race. Charlie Wick served as his'
crewman.
Next Sunday the sailing season
continues as the squad sends one
four-man crew to enter the Raven
Hexagonal at Coast Guard. Sailing
for the Bears will be John Foss,
Fred Rea, Steve Weld, and
Vaughn. Other schools to
participate are Babson, Coast
Guard, Harvard, Tufts, and Yale.
"We've beaten Yale, and lost by
one point to Tufts, so I would say
our chances look pretty good for
a successful weekend,"
commented Commodore Vaughn.
The head sailor continued, "The
varsity should see a pretty
competitive season this year. That
is, "we've got some good sailors
who also know how to match up
against competition. For the
frosh, I think it will definitely be
a buildingyearrTssythat"because,"*
although there are some good
sailors among them, they still have
to get used to competition sailing.
This comes with experience, and
we hope to give them that before
the season is over." The frosh
head for a dinghy regatta at Coast
Guard April 20.
The Athlete And Nature
Vs Athlete Against Athlete
"""~**~«r**B*-**-*w by Martin Friedlander
As long as the rains keep coming and the snows continue melting
there wdl be many concerned groups. White water enthusiasts are in the
forefront, but their concern is hardly similiar to that of the Lacrosse
Baseball, Track, or Tennis teams. As long as the waters drain, the rivers
will run fast, churning up those white bublies that make downstream
white watering the exciting sport it is.
While the Joe Namaths are making $10,000 for shaving off their
mustaches, and the Arnold Palmers are concessioning dry cleaning
establishments, there are still those sports unaffected by the NFL
Palmer Industries, and such. There are still those enthusiasts who value
the natural environment moreso than a Shea Stadium or Houston
Astrodome. Mt. Washington or the Allagash River may not
accommodate 47,000 spectators in seats each of which "guarantee an
unobstructed view of the action," but they do have much to offer to
the individual who will value the experience.
Bowdoin students will probably be the first to admit Brunswick is
not the mecca of cultural activity on the eastern seaboard, but they
often fail to take into account her assets due to the geographic location.
Ninety miles to the northwest is some of the best skiing in the
Northeast; to the north and south some of the best surfing; to the
northwest, again, some of the best mountain climbing, and to the east
some of the best sailing and deep sea fishing. Interested?Try it on your
own sometime, or contact someone in the Bowdoin Outing Club. Clear
the Appalachian Trail, or harvest phaeophyta off the coast
Brunswick can offer y^ou that much.
This morning at 10:00 some of the college's most outstanding'
thletes were honored for their achievements this past season. Bowdoin
Blazers were given to All- American Swimmers John Samp and Kenny
tyan, ski meister Charles Hayward, and Mile Relay team runners Dave
joodof, Miles Coverdale, Neill Reilly, and Pete Hardy. Congrats to the
'more conventional" athletic achievers. Honors also go to Bobo
VlacFarland and Kenny Martin for their abilities which warranted so '
nueh extra-campus recognition.
55 i?"? "" tW°. Bowdoin C1"*^ Club members hive « bH ofdifficulty keeping the water in the river. "'
using sncTwballs," said Coach Ray
Bicknell with a slight smile on his
face when asked about this year's
varsity tennis team and the first
match with M.I.T. The 'contest
with M.I.T. takes place this
Saturday, and with just nine days
of practice the Bowdoin Netmen
will be at a disadvantage. As usual
the snow has not completely left
the tennis courts yet, and only the
weather can decide if they will be
ready for the first home match
against Maine on April 26.
Bob Brendler, Bruce Cain,
Bernie Kubetz, and Co-captains
Dave Anthony and Bob
Woodman, are the five returning
lettermen on the squad. Their
positions will be challenged by
several talented sophomores, and
according to Captain Anthony,
there will be much tight
competition among the team
members for the top slots.
The Polar Bears have been
practicing daily since spring
vacation in the arena to get back
in their mid-summer form, but as
Coach Bicknell says, "You can't
play August tennis in April."
Unfortunately, the season is short
and the first part of the schedule
is the toughest.





#. ' Mi ' T W -mm- * Bowdoin ( Boston Club
For First Home Match
With the weather just recently
permitting outdoor practices, the
varsity Lacrosse squad will face a
more experienced Tufts team
Saturday in the swamps of
Pickard Field. It will be the
stickmen's first home match, and
the squad will be running on
unsure ground in their first real
outdoor encounter on the home
playing field.
The varsity schedule so far has
been south of the Maine border
with a 3-1 tally from a spring
vacation southern trip, a loss to
the Boston Lacrosse Club last
weekend in an informal
encounter, and a scrimmage
against Princeton. Coach Lentz is
optimistic with regards to the
talent, but reserved on early
season results due to the Jateness
in moving practices outdoors.
The frosh open their schedule
April 23 against Hebron. Coach
Watson sees a "long season", but
commented on the actual
shortness of the outdoor time
period.
(scrimmages)
vs Tufts Sat. 2:00
Baseball
vs UNH Tuet. 2:30
Fr. vs Portland Mon. 2 :3tt
Tennis
at MIT Sat. 2:00
Track
vs I VM Sat. 1:00
Fr. vs IVM Sat. 1:00
Sailing













Annual Boston Pops Concert Is ScKedulfed To Be May 8
The Bowdbin Glee Club and the- Meddiebempsters
will make their 22nd annual conceit appearance with
the Boston Pops Orchestra under the direction of
Arthur Fiedler in Boston's Symphony Hall oh
Thursday, May 8, at 8:30 p.m.
,
The "Glee Club performance will be the traditional
"Bowdoin Night at the Pops," sponsored by the
Bowdoin Club o* Boston in support of the College's
scholarship progiu/n. Hundreds of Bowdoin alumni,
undergraduates, faculty members, and their families
and friends are expected to attend the concert of
popular light music.
The Glee Club will be directed by Rodney J.
Rothlisberger, Instructor in Music, and former Post
Chapel Organist and Choirmaster of the U.S. Military
Academy at West Point, N. Y. The Meddiebempsters,
a widely known double quartet, will be directed by
John C. Rutherford '69.
The entire main floor and choice first balcony seats
have been reserved for Bowdoin, with reservations to
Be allocated on a first-come, first-served basis.
V Ticket prices are $5.75 (tables with five seats,
$28.75); $5.25 (tables for five, $26.25); and $4.25
(tables for five, $21.25). Balcony seats are $4.75.
Bowdoin students may. obtain their tickets through
their fraternity or Senior Center representatives, or at
the Harvey Dow Gibson Hall of Music on the campus.
Bowdoin faculty and staff members, Brunswick
area alumni and other Maine residents may obtain
their tickets from Mrs. Thelma McCusker at Gibson
Hall, Bowdoin College, Brunswick, Maine 04011,
telephone 725-8731, Ext. 320.
Residents of the Boston area may obtain tickets
and ' information by writing or calling David Z,
Webster, 16 Nevada Rd., Needham Heights, Mass.
02194, telephone. 449-1 824. Mr. Webster, a member
of Bowdoin's Class of 1957, is in charge of concert
arrangements for the Boston Bowdoin Club, largest
Bowdoin alumni group in the nation.
He said reservations should be made before April
25, and tickets will be mailed after April 28. *
The Glee Club, which has helped Bowdoin earn its
reputation as a "singing college", will offer a varied
program which will include a medley from "Man of
La Mancha", "If I Got My Ticket, Can I Ride?", "Set
Down Servant", and "Lowlands".
The club will open with "Rise, Sons of Bowdoin"
and close with a "Bowdoin College Medley"".
The Meddies will offer "Oh, You Beautiful Doll",
"Far Side of the Hill", "Barbrie Allen", "Mountain
Greenery" and "Dry Bones". They will also sing "The
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Four candidates for the office
of 1969-70 President of the
Student Council were elected at
Monday's weekly Council
meeting: John Cole (AD), George
Isaacson (Delta Sig), Bob
Mercurio (ARU) and Steve
Schwartz (TD). All are juniors.
Voting for President will be
held on a campus-wide basis April
^SLS^JEhfiLeandidates will each
present a 500-word campaign
statement in next week's Orient
A preferential ballot will be
—usad in the election. -The top M-mrur
vote-getter will be President and non-Student
the number two man will be
vice-president.
Monday was a busy night for
the Council. Other major items of
business included consideration of
revisions of the Council
constitution, announcement of
new members of the Student




Article V of the Student
Council Constitution was changed
to make the Council President




Vice-President of the Council and
Chairman of the Student
Judiciary Board, announced next
year's SJB members: junior Steve
Lang (Psi U) and sophomores
Peter Mulcahy (Zete) and Bob
Johnson (Ind.). Alternates are
Mercurio and sophomore Jeff
Maloney (Beta). Members of the
SJB were selected by the outgoing
Board from nominations by the
Student Council.





Council President Ben Pratt
announced that campus-wide
election, for President and at-Iarge
Council representatives, will be
held all day April 28 instead of
April 21. He urged more juniors
and sophomores to obtain
petitions in order to run for at
large representative. To date, only
six juniors and eight sophomores
have decided toTTun for at-large
representative. A total of 19
freshmen have decided to run, on
the other hand. Five will be
elected from each class. Petitions,
which, may be obtained from
Student Council officers or from
the Information Desk at the
Moulton Union, are now due
April 21. Fifty signatures are
needed per petition.
Council member
running, although he served a year
ago as house representative of
ARU.
For the first time in severar
years, no Betas are in contention
for President.
TO SPEAK - Ambassador
Muhammad H. El-Farra,
y Permanent Representative of the.
Hashemite Kingdom of Jordon to
the United Nations, will lecture
on "The Middle East" Monday at
7:30 p.m. in Wentworth Hall of
the Senior Center. The talk is




The faculty gave its approval to -tour important .resolutions at
Monday's monthly meeting, which*" lasted nearly two and one-half
hours. .- *
Probably the most important resolution to students was the measure
concerning "social rules" for underclassmen. The faculty approved a
proposal calling for the establishment of a. 1 2-member committee (six
faculty members and six students) with plenary power for drafting new
social rules and parietal hours* for underclassmen. The committee is
modeled after the Senior Center Council-Senior Center Committee,






economist, has been appointed
Dean of the Faculty. The
appointment, subject to formal
approval by Bowdoin's Governing
Boards, will be effective July 1
.
Professor Abrahamson, a senior
member of the Bowdoin faculty,
will succeed Professor James A.
Storer. Dean Storer is resigning at
the end of the current academic
year to become Director of the
Economics and Products Division
in the Department of Fisheries of
the United Nations Food and
Agriculture Organization (PAO).
President Roger Howell, Jr.
announced the appointment of
Professor Abrahamson at a
meeting of the Bowdoin faculty,
late Monday. Dr. Howell said the'
decision was reached with the
SGoldberg Cancel
Arthur J. Goldberg has
cancelled his scheduled May 7
lecture at Bowdoin. Goldberg,
former U.S. Supreme Court
Justice and Ambassador to the
U.N., notified the College today
that unexpected professional
matters have forced him to cancel
his visit.
•SSSK-Sft::':-:-:::-
( Please 'urn to page 3)
Members of the Committee will
be selected by the faculty
Committee on Committees and
the Student Council. It is hoped
that the Committee will be able to
draft a proposal shortly so that it
may be voted upon during the
campus-wide Student Council
elections April 28. Any proposal
coming from the committee must
be approved by the student body.
Other resolutions passed by the
faculty Monday ^called for the
introduction of students as voting
members on several faculty
committees, the abolition of
Saturday classes and the
modification of the yearly
calendar allowing the College year
to begin earlier and to end by
Memorial Day. The final
:
:
•' (IMt-ase turn lo page €)
TO LEAVE — Dean of Students
Jerry Wayne Brown- has resigned
to take a position as Assistant to
the President of Rider College in
New Jersey. Dean Brown has been
a member of the Bowdoin faculty
since 1964, Dean of Students since
1966.
Dean of Students Resigns
To Take Position At Rider
There will be one more new member ol the College Administration
next fall, bringing the total of new faces in the offices-of the
second
floor of Hawthorne-Longfellow Hall to three.
Professor Jerry Wavne Brown, Dean of Students since 1966, has
resigned to become Assistant to the President at Rider College in
Trenton, N.J., August 1.
In addition to Dean Brown's replacement, other newcomers in the
Administration include President Roger Howell, Jr. and Dean of the
Faculty Albert Abramson. Dean of the College A. Leroy Greason, who
has been on sabbatical leave this year, will be the onlyVhold-over from
last fall. • i
Prof. Brown will be handling administrative assignments, and duties
in academic areas pending the appointment of a Vice President for
Academic Affairs. His appointment was announced in Trenton
Thursday night by Dr. Franklin F. Moore, President of Rider.
Dr. Moore will be succeeded Aug. 1 by Dr. Frank N. Elliott, currently
Vice President at Hofstra University. Dr. Moore said the appointment
of Professor Brown was made with the approval of the incoming
President.
Rider is a private, non-sectarian, co-educational college located on a
new 250-acre campus in suburban Lawrence Township north of
Trenton. Some 3,500 students are enrolled in the Schools of Education,




A symposium on "The C'oncepi
of Black Culture" will be held
tonight in the Senior Center.
It will be the final event in a
current "Black Arts Festival"
sponsored by the Bowdoin
Afro-American Society. The
public is cordially invited to
attend.
Speaking at the symposium will
be. editor and teacher Floyd B.
Barbour, New York artist Ernest
(richlow, and Archie C. Epps III.
Assistant Dean at Harvard.
Mr. Barbour, a member o\'
Bowdoin's Class of 1%0, is the
editor of "The Black Power
Revolt" and is at work on another
.
book oh Black Culture. He is
currently teaching a course in
Black Literature at the I'niversitx
of Massachusetts in Boston.
A former student at New York
University and the Art Students
League, Mr. Criclilow is well
known for his portrayal in art of
the simplicity of children. He lias
illustrated several books including
"Two Is a Team". "Corrie and the
Yankee", and "Enter In".
Mr. hprjs.. who Mds \,B, and
B.D. degrees, is Assistant [Van of
Harvard College
«4

































































Johnson, S.G. Carter, S.C.
Kern, S.B. Cary, M.S.






. Van Cott, G.F.
Foulkes, R.D., Jr.
Huleatt, T.R., III
Wilson, R.A. LaDouceur, G.P., Jr
Lancaster, K.M.CLASSICS (2) Leonard, R.s.
Demeter, h.d. * Lever, W.H.
Watklnson, R.E. - Lovett, H.J., Jr.
McDonald, P.J.ECONOMICS (29) Mulcahy, P.H.
Armstrong, R.W., III Parker, M.T.
Bass, J.R., II a Schneider, J.H.
Sheridan, B.D.* Breed, R.P.; III
Buckley, S., Jr. Taylor, E.R.
Carey, T.S. Van Santvoord, R.N
Chase, M.l.
•Ellis, P. R. FRENCH (2)
Flnnlss, J.V. Bird, D.E. (Soc.)
Fralley, P. Lagnado, 1. (Econ.)
Gavett, F. P., Jr. (Grk.)
Good, c.c. GERMAN (6)
Holmes, J.C. '70 Auer, A.F.





LeGrow, R.J. Mennlng, W.M.






i Retrie, R.M. '69 Alt, C.B.
- Richardson, B.J. Bell, J.M.
* Roberts, J. R. Brlggs, G.C.
Seek ins, M.D. *
- Bubier, T.A.
* Sewall, G.W. Cooper, M.D.
Steer. P.R. Cuneo, M.L.
Stupak, J.A., Jr. Dematatls, C.G.
Worrick, P.G., Jr. Griggs, G.E., III
* Zlkorus, F.T. Hall, R.J., Jr.
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Jl Girls Hfre Next Fall
nge Program
Bowdoin, an all-male bastion since it was tounded in 1794, has
accepted 19 women students for the 1969*70 academic year.
Bowdoin is participating in an exchange program with ten other New
England Colleges L. .luding five women's schools, whereby students are
allowed to matriculate at any of the other colleges for either one or
both semesters of the academic year.
Of those accepted, seven are from Smith, two from Connecticut
College, three from Mount Holyoke, and seven from Wheaton. Most of
the girls have applied for only one semester and the final number to
matriculate remains to be determined.
Other colleges in the program include Amherst, Dartmouth, Trinity,
Vassar, Wesleyan and Williams.
Most of the Bowdoin men participating in the program will attend
their selected institutions tor the full academic year. At this time, 20
men are making plans to^j&Mrt in the exchange. It is expected that
four will go to Wheaton, onjjfeVassar, eight to Smith, five to' Mount
Holyoke, one to Wesle^aj^a^l'te to Connecticut College.
All exchangj^jtudelits, rfiost of them juniors, will receive academic
credit at their host institutions which will be transferred to their own
colleges.
President Roger Howell, of Bowdoin said the program allows students
to "fill in" on their areas of specialization through courses available at
other colleges, to do certain types of work not currently available at
their own institutions, or to conduct research under the guidance of an
expert on the faculty of another college.
The 10-College Exchange Program even in its formative stages, has
been beset by a host of difficulties. First Amherst announced that it
would not accept any female exchange students. Then Mount Holyoke
announced that it would not grant financial aid to women leaving the
campus to participate in the exchange program.
There has been no central office to administer the applications in the
exchange program. Consequently, arrangements between school^ have
been decentralized at best and haphazard at worst.
Even the arrangements for publicity have not been centrally
organized. The ten schools have not been able to agree on how to
publicize the highly innovative program.
Other minor problems have cropped up. For instance, the 10-College
Exchange Program is now really an "11-College" program because
Vassar sneaked in Trinity College through its own exchange system.
Then, to top things off, one of the 1 1 schools involved obtained a grant
to help support the program - and the other schools had agreed to
attempt to avoid such support.
"like 'poverty' and 'dmil
rights' and 'integration' More
it, 'hunger* is- a' slippery, v&gue,
open-ended word, loaded with
emotional impact. Typically,
newspaper coverage begins, in the
headlines, with 'hunger" , only well
into the story does it become clear
that what is usually at issue is mal-
nutrition, disease or ignorance. It
is, face it, easier and more excit-
ing to talk about m For a *>•• copy of
'mtnger' than I Wm. f. BuckUy'i
.t, n „* ma rn„ I NATIONAL RE-about alnu- V|£W wri ,# . D#pf
tritioru'r I f, 150 E. 35 Stroef
N. Y. 10016.
Delta Sig, Sigma Nu A!>™h<*mson -
^jJ ^J (Continued from page 1)
WinAcademic Honors
Two fraternities — Delta Sigma
and Sigma Nu — have won awards
for the academic accomplishments
of their members.
The awards, announced by
Professor Edward J. Geary, Acting
Dean of the College, were
determined by scholastic
standings compiled for the first
semester.
Delta Sigma won the Student
Council Cup, given twice a year to
the Bowdoin fraternity attaining
the highest standing the previous
semester. It was presented by
John M. Ma ek e nzie^ Vice
grades to all other grades in a
given fraternity. Following Delta
Sigma were Independents 54.84,
Alpha Rho Upsilon 54.63, Sigma
Nu 51.55, Phi Delta Psi 50.69,
Delta Kappa Epsilon 50.11. The
all-fraternity average was 45.81,
and the all-College average 46.98.
The Peucinian Cup, established
in 1938 in honor of Bowdoin 's
first literary-social club, is given
by alumni of the College's 12
fraternities. In winning it, Sigma
Nu's 16 freshmen compiled a
67.18 average. Behind Sigma Nu
were Independents 58,32 , Phi
President of the Student Council,
and accepted by Alfred J. Jesse!
'70, President of Delta Sigma.
Sigma Nu received the
Peucinian Cup, awarded twice
annually to the fraternity whose
freshman members compiled the
highest academic standing in the
previous semester. It was
presented by Dean Geary and
accepted by David W. Campbell
'71, President of Sigma Nu.
In winning the Student Council
Cup, established in 1911, Delta
Sigma's 64 members compiled an
average of 56.97. Fraternity
averages at* Bowdoin are
computed so that the results
indicated the percentage of Honor
Delta Psi 53.12, Delta Sigma
52.10, Alpha Rho Upsilon 50.18,
Delta Kappa Epsilon 45.82. The
all -fraternity freshman average
was 41.44 and the all-College
freshman averaee 43.60.
assistance of a Faculty Advisory
Committee, which included
Professors C. Douglas McGee of
the Department of Philosophy,
John L. Howland of the
Department of Biology, and
Edward B. Minister of the
Department of Sociology.
A member of Bowdoin's
Department of Economics since
1928, Professor Abrahamson is as
well known in Washington, D. C.
as he is in Maine. He has served
the federal government in various
capacities uivder several
Presidents. He is a summa cum
laude and Phi Beta Kappa
graduate of Bowdoin in the Class








return at once to the Housing
Office, Banister Hall, lists of those
planning to live in your House
next fall.
Students who have not already
requested dormitory




Gerry Kamber — In Music of the 40's




Good Ale - Good Beer
Good Cheese - Open Late
CHUCK @gp
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Use Our Banquet and Party Rooms RTK. 24 AT COOK'S CORNER,






Issoufou Kovada, Baldev Singh.
Paul Fagan
April 18 - 24
ENJOY OUR
FROSTOP ROOT BEER
The Safari Look . . . here in rugged poplin
that's water-repellent and wash and weorl
N You3 il like the Big Game styling . . .
important .details like four big ammo
pockets, removable self belt, and tailored
styling details like sleeve buttons.
Natural & maize,





The Hip Hop to Europe on Icelandic Airlines saves you $161 fly ng
•
'o Luxembourg. Daily flights from New York to Iceland • Lu*c*v
bour; • England • Scotland * Norway • Sweden • DcnTfii, ice
.our Travel Agent or write for folder CN, Icelandic Airl res 630
Fifth Ave. (Rockefeller Center), New York.N Y. 10020 1212] PL 7"85S5.
LOWEST AIR FARES TO EUROPE
ICELANDICAmines
the CANTERBURY shop
Hrnnsuii k liiith I'lnzn nf t'.iiok'.* < t.rnrr
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Death of a Fraternity
We note with somewhat mixed emotions the death last week of one
of Bowdoin's twelve fraternities. The demise of Phi Delta Psi is a
portend of the future. The introduction of the Senior Center (taking
proven and respected leaders away from the fraternity house) and the
implementation of new "social rules" last year (taking away the frats'
chief drawing, power: sole location for social entertaining) is killing
Bowdoin's traditional "strong" fraternity system. As little as one year
ago, 96 per cent of the College's underclassmen were fraternity
members. The number is now less than 85 per cent, and it will continue
to go down. Within a few years, probably three to five, there will
probably be six or seven strong houses, two or three weak ones, and
two or three extinct ones. Perhaps, for the sake of the frats themselves,
that is the way it should be.
..Black Arts Wok Pi.
The organizers of Black Arts Week deserve a big pat on the back.
They have helped make, in the last few days, Bowdoin students much
more aware of "Afro-American Culture" - a long and too-often
neglected topic in American academia.
' .'»..-'.
However, we must cast a slightly dissenting opinion from the
thoughts of the keynote speaker for Black Arts Week - poet and
author TeKoi Jones. Mr. Jones is an eloquent, dynamic and highly
effective speaker. But his premise is wrong.
Mr. Jones as much as told his audience a week ago last Monday that
his lecture was for black members of the audience only. Why? Because
only black people can thoroughly understand and comprehend what
other black people have to say - the lifestyle of the black is different
from that of the white, and this negates the possibility of any true
cultural understanding between races.
This premise almost seems absurd on its face: if there is no possibility
of understanding, why a Black Arts festival for a school that is 97 per
cent white?
Of course, there is an element of truth in what Jones suggests. The
lifestyle of each racial and ethnic group is bound to be different from
the next. Add in a factor of continual suffering and oppression, and the
difference is intensified. - o ~*
*
However, the difference does not - repeat, Mr. Jones, does not -
erect an impregnable barrier between groups. Such barriers are
artificially constructed.
Of course, the white can never understand as much as the black does
of black ethnic culture. But he nevertheless can still appreciate
something very human about black ethnic culture and its products.
And humans recognizing the humanity in others is a vital necessity
for any social existence that is not chaotic and bellicose.
Of course "Fiddler on the Roof can be appreciated more fully by
Jews - especially those who have experienced oppression in Eastern
Europe or Russia. But there are qualities of the "human lifestyle" that
transcend parochial ethnic boundaries - qualities of, pardon the
expression, "relevance,"
,
We must always be able to recognize this element of humanity in art
no matter what color the author's skin.
And we must always guard against any cast of mind that defeats this
purpose and that breeds simplistic analysis of our complicated
civilization. A stance which declares that one race is contaminated
because of mistakes and that another race is pure because of suffering
from these mistakes is totally untenable - and dangerous both in its
philosophical and historical naivite, and in its power to promulgate and
propagate an unenlightened approach to civilization.
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A Response To Jones
An Open Letter
To: Poet and Prophet par excellence Leroi Jones
From: John Rensenbrink, Bowdoin College
After listening to your analysis last night at
Bowdoin College, I have decided that I agree with
all of it, except for an ambiguity which I want to
understand. You have left me out of your analysis.
It was clear that you have discovered and can
articulate the life-interest of a life-style belonging
(if we, you are saying, could only learn to grab it
fast) to a people with a certain indelible
historically wrought life-experience: black color,
black consciousness, black being. It comes down
to a question of its daily affirmation and of the
beating back and crumbling down of the walls that
suffocate, that inhibit, destroy space. The space
that must be won ... it is a political question.
In this fashion do I perceive the you" who are
standing there at the front of the hall saying this:
saying it first — and only — to the black brothers
in Bowdoin exile needing you; and saying it,
incidentally, tangentially, deliberately, to your
(predominantly) white audience. And — part of
that white crowd, white lump — to me.
The empirical observation of the you saying
what you are saying, looking out at what you are
looking out at (whitey, honky, white boy), is that
white is a life-style of its own.
You are right. White is a life-experience rising
out of the structual formations and (moral)
validations attaching thereto of the past severalhundred years (with, ah yes, antecedents:
Greco-Roman, Judeo-Christian): the so-called
middle class predominating corporate capitalist
liberal racist republic, to itself appropriating the
mantel of democratic, believing itself as you so
swiftly, profoundly put it, to be eternal, to be here
forever.
This white thing, this of tW I ca»
e republicnow thickening to empire (believing then in mvinnocent years the dream of A-Mer-I-Ca I love youthe dream since fouled in new and ancient slime) is"
th?? / uZ y°Ut m a thing that a,ways has andthus doubtless always will find ever new ways to
J? % .7 c.ru5»y. deceitfully, enlightenedlygratefully, it doesn't matter - from you the
vour £ ° ^ being> yqUr SkHls > your science!y art, your dreams, your talk, your poemsyour anguish and leave you husk-like dtSoS
SJlVTd - UnlCSS y°" Stand "P- ^tch warilyand take firm measures. ««» ,
So it has been for three hundred years or more
I here is no good reason for you to suppose that it
will not continue in the future to be the same
Idealistic, prophetic, about your people; realisticto the point of cynicism about white people- this
is necessary for you. It is a conclusion based onthe best available evidence, confirmed daily in a
hundred ways by your experience.
Correct. Yet the ambiguity begins here, for me
and very possibly, for you.
Does the conclusion based on the empirically
valid observation and empirically reinforcing
experience reflect, reveal, demand, a philosophicaljudgment? The judgment being that white
life-style must necessarily express itself, in the
future to all time, in the same manner in which it
presently expresses itself and has expressed itself
for three hundred years? If so, if that is a
philosophically-rooted judgment, and not just a
prediction based on observed behavior then I
must reconnoitre my own psychological and
historical position.
After this short conference I have with myself I
make the following declaration: No you are
wrong. Or, much the same thing, if I were to say
yes black man you are right at the philosophical
level then I have
.consented to my own personal
annihilation. Why so? Well simply because what isthen by you not accounted for is my own
subjective experience, my own values, my ownblunt demand for space asserted in the teeth of the
omnipresent white of thee I sang system Yourjudgment, \[ philosophically meant, is in
contradiction with my life-interest as a beine -
observed as white - intent on the cultural and
structural transformation of the white system.
It is a contradiction 1 easily surmount. With a
mere shrug of the affirmation of myseir I
annihilate youu judgment; not for you maybe
though I hope so, but certainly for me.
'
Do i hear you say with skeptic scorn but no man
escapes the life-experience and life-style that has
made him, what he is, maided him into the shape
that he is: or, if he does "escape", it U at cost of
his authentic life-interest: i.a* he becomes
Jialf-man,
_.
third man, - washed out, faded out,





I can think of three related, responses to your
skepticism.
First, the life-style predominating in its
contemporary form of white bourgeois,
rationalistic romantic republic (thickening as I
mentioned earlier quoting Jeffers to empire) has
* always had a voice within itself disputing,
contending, dissenting, confronting. Not always
clear, not always correct, severely circumscribed
and too often put on the defensive (i.e. settling for
minority voice status) by ruling structures and
prevailing values, but nevertheless salty, salutary,
creative, pointing a new better direction.
It is from these minority
voices-striving-to-become majority that I derive
historical sources of reassurance, inspiration,
renewal, pride and (some) identity. So I resent it
when you knock this with casual asides about
these voices. You are laying careless hands on a
piece of myself, a source of my own authenticity.
It does you no good, and no credit either (except
in circles of the masters of the system — are you
trying to impress them?). And it does me
considerable harm. It is of a piece with what
Fanon in Writchud of The Earth called
"intellectual brutality".
Second: It is possible, indeed necessary for life,
that the past be surpassed, that new historical
levels be sought and attained. Consciousness
expands; it gains in sophistication, scope and
desire. Present values, present ruling structures
have, reached an impasse. They must be
transcended, in many cases abolished. A new
historical level must be reached by the decaying
republic or its life runs dry.
The past, the whole past including the minority
voices, are to be perceived as partial, essentially
problematic representations of the life energy.
History in this light — the light of pitiless critical
analysis — is seen as a series of relatively
unjustifiable moments. My past. Yours, too. To
the defensive soul it is a terrifying loosening of
secure bonds. But if you survive this and collect
yourself, you discover it as an incredibly
emancipating, liberating moment. It creates the
possibility of fresh action — in all fields. No longer
is one an epigoni. Just think what it means to be
able to get out from under the reverence for
Shakespeare and be able in a moment of
impudence and rare insight to tell dear Will the
—truth^Ybu're a square, Wrlrru^qaarerOT course I
don't have to tell you what it means. You already
know what that means and are liberated by it
Only you seem to deny the possibility that I can
and do or should have the same experience.
Third: culture is not the whole, though you
bordered on saying it last night. Or if it is the
whole, then it includes the structures, especially
social and economic relations, which contain,
circumscribe, shape, and give expression to the
life-experience, life-style you're talking about so
much. You said last night to reinforce a point that
words with rich black meaning are the next week
taken over and used by the white system to sell'
underarm spray. The reason, however, for this
common, stupid phenomenon is to be found in the
nature and dynamics ot our economic system,
which decrees that all things of human substance
shall sooner or later be turned into
instrumentalized, commercial, consumable objects.
The crucial point which is not to be missed in
this is that cultural rebellion is not enough, not
even when married to nationalistic politics per se.
Such rebellion, such nationalism, must inevitably
fail of its high purpose if structures, especially
social and economic structures, are not
simultaneously brought into the scope of what
must be rebelled against and transformed.
There is hope in this for mankind. Structures are
relatively susceptible to change being clearly
man-made — though of course always passing
themselves off as organic manifestations of history
and nature. Consequently they can be unmade
and re-made. This is the business of politics It is
the true business of politics in our time of cultural
and structural impasse - for you and for me.
P.S. For you the recovery of blackness is an
historical need, therefore, a life-imperative. For me
the shedding, transcending of the white bourgeois
republic thickening to empire is an historical need,
therefore a life-imperative. Your life imperative
requires space for itself in order to be. Likewise
mine and those like me observed as white Let's be
very clear about this. My struggle is not in the first
place for you, but for me. What I do I do for
myself, leaving altruism and professional liberalism
to those who wish to play at beneficent white
fatherhood of God. What I do I do for myself as Ihope and trust vou do.
Our struggles are different. But they coincide.The cultural and structural transformation of
white society, necessary for me, is also the
condition for your liberation. Maybe at some
i u lure time our struggles will intersect and we may
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The Truth About PDP
To the Editor:
Your recent article on tho demise of the Phi
Delta Psi Fraternity was at best a half-truth.
Admittedly the ponderous mortgage helped
precipitate the downfall of the house, but the real
catalysts were two.
First, the Phi Delta Psi rushing program of the
past two years were complete failures, netting
under ten pledges each season. These debacles are
directly attributable to the inefficiency and
egregious sloth of the House Presidents of these
two eras, both of whom effectively eliminated any
Summer Rushing Program and established only
lackadaisical Dorm and Rushing Night activities.
The second and tatal crisis arose over the issue
of the House Kitchen. At the beginning of this
academic year the kitchen was saddled with three
liabilities. First, the Dining Club contained only 29
people, somewhat less than the 40 needed for
solvency. Second, the kitchen itself was replete
with outmoded facilities. Third, the person who
"prepared the meals" was in all things inept,
meriting the title of "Cook" solely by virtue of
longevity. With these albatrosses around its jugular
the kitchen was destined to go down for the
count. As a last-ditch measure the Steward
proposed a "viable" plan whereby the brothers
were to take over the running of the kitchen, save
for the actual "preparation" of the food, on a
non-salaried basis. Several of the brethren rebelled
at paying $600 in board, then being forced to
work in the kitchen, all for an oft-times inedible or
at least unpalatable meal. They proposed instead a
mass transfer to the Moulton Union Dining Room,
with the Fraternity to continue as a living place
and to rush a class next year. At one point this
proposal carried, but scare tactics concerning the
quality of life in the Union prompted a reversal.
Several of the brothers opted for the Union
anyhow, in the face of harassment by the
otherwise drone-like House officers. Finally these
brothers were evicted, estensibly because of the
financial strain their living in the House, and
paying Room rent, caused the Fraternity. The day
after this action was taken, the entire Phi Delt
freshman class, all seven, transferred their board
bills to the Union, slicing the Dining Club in half,
to its present size. Thus, ironically, the death of
Phi Delta Psi can be traced to the obduracy of the
officers in demanding unanimous, slavish devotion
to the concept of a House with a kitchen, despite
financial and strenuous culinary objections to such
a course.
. I trust this letter will help set the record straight,
now that Phi Delta Psi has decided to play out its
option at Bowdoin.
Keith E. Karlsson
ORIENT Unfair To SDS
To the Editor:
I would like to correct a few of your misreadings
(Editorial, April 4) of the ROTC pamphlet and to
criticize your shoddy and un-analytical criticisms:
1.) The question presented in the pamphlet has
nothing to do with a cops and robbers or good
guys and bad guys view. It is based on the analysis
of who has power in the society, the nature of that
power, and how that power is used in the world
and at home. ROTC plays a key role in
maintaining and expanding that power of a certain
class of people in America. Thus the catalogue of
events from Vietnam to Detroit to Chicago to
Newport News, Va. are evidence of the oppressive
use of that power. In practice this means the
slaughter of Vietnamese and black people and the
crushing of workers' strikes and student
movements. This is why ROTC must be opposed.
2.) Your editorial in a very easy and mindless
way sloughs off this analysis. It brands the
pamphlet with names such as cops and robbers.
Yet if conveniently forgets to deal with the
analysis in any way. It is your- duty in order to
criticize this pamphlet to present a compelte view
in which you present your ideas on the crushing of
Vietnam, the exploitation and oppression of black
people, and the use of troops from the Dominican
Republic to the University of Wisconsin to an oil
workers' strike in Texas.
John Liffman '70
A Caution on Festival
T6 the Editor:
The Bowdoin Afro-American Society is to be
commended Tor bringing , a • series of excellent
programs for the Black Arts Festival to the campus
(this letter is written before the last presentation is
held.)
Regretfully, a critical review, comparable to that
given Buckminster Fuller, was not given to LeRoi
Jones, whose public beliefs are (I assume) open to
criticism. Also unfortunate was the hostility
emanating from some of the presentations —
notably in Jones's lecture, in Stephen Chambers'
comments (before and after a brief but excellent
recital), and in "Coffee and Sour Cream," Robert
Johnson's play offered in the experimental
theatre. Thirdly, the very large number of people
who attended the aforementioned programs and
missed Professor Driskell's lecture on
"Contemporary Afro-American Art" (which had
an embarrassing attendance of some 15-20
people), unfortunately missed a very intelligent
and sensitive talk with meaningful relevance to the
entire community - black AND white. I may state
that Jones's lecture, Chambers' comments, and
Johnson's play did not have the same significance.
In a prepared statement, and later
extemporaneously, Chambers kept referring to the
"oppressor-oppressed" society in which (or as a
result of which) his music was composed and
performed. Jones stated that white culture is not
for the black man (and vice versa). The pervading
philosophy was that black men, as a cultural and
racial group, were free from intelligent, non-racist,
criticism by whites. In a search to establish a
strong identity or ethos perhaps they were right.
i Nevertheless, they are men of the arts, and in this
realm I find their views $o be somewhat limited
and antagonistic.
In answer to an honest comment by a (white)
student (who, in finding no substantial difference
between contemporary music written by whites,
and that written by Chambers, asked what the
difference was), Chambers eventually stated that
the essence of his music, like that produced by
other blacks, was "soul", and subsequently was
unable to define what that is. As whites have been
made to feel that "soul" is known only to blacks
and therefore cannot be explained, so many of us
were left to nod, smile sheepishly, and feel
generally unqualified to judge any artistic product
by a black man. Although I would agree with
Driskell (who spoke of soul as a very
individualistic thing — "even Aristotle has it"), a
review of Jones's lecture will show the author to
be diametrically opposed to the attitudes of his
artist-brother. "*.
In a social context the essential quality seems
undefinable, illusive, and (according to Driskell)
not applicable to every member of the race. Yet,
on the appeal to this type of quality whites are
therefore denied meaningful participation in the
artisitc experience (of which I believe criticism to
be a part). After all, how can one criticize if he
really isn't equipped to' do so? In the arts — i.e. in,
their practice and further development — such a
situation is untenable, and can lead to the
wholesale acceptance of an object because it was
produced by someone who cannot be touched by
criticism. (Admittedly, if the basis of that criticism
is racist, which is Jones's thesis, it must be
revised).
Unfortunately, Johnson's play — which coula
have served as a meaningful vehicle for the
portrayal of anguish, despair and hostility — was a
series of loud (and after a while, dull) conflicts
without characterization. (What little there was of
character portrayal was too stereotyped to have
been taken seriously). The value of Johnson's
work, as a community-action piece, cannot be
questioned; yet as drama — an experience from
which the audience learns — the work needs a
great deal of thoughtful revision so that it can
command the attention such artistic expression
deserves.
That blacks have a common experience and
emotion that cannot be understood by whites may
be true. That this should lead to hostilities out of
which ART (literary, musical, etc.) develops, and
therefore can't be criticized, is a most regrettable
situation. It makes whites afraid to comment,
blacks out of critical range, and creates a huge
obstacle to the development and refinement of the
arts in this country.
In his lecture, Professor Driskell stated, "We are
all locked into one system ... it is more important
to have black people being creative rather then fit
into a particular niche." The "niche" is that of
"black art", which today is literature written by
blacks, paintings painted by blacks, and music
composed by blacks; rather than a unique form
(non-existent in the U.S. today) relevant only to
the black man, which the term suggests.
Presently, the* black man in America is
participating (and also enlivening and expanding)
art forms common to all men. He must be
"prepared, and willing, to meet all others on that
common ground if he believes that art is not only
an expression, but a subject and object of
communication as well. For it is through
communication, and not antagonism (as we should
all know by now), that men educate each other






Phi-f3elta Psi's folding last week leaves eleven active fraternities on
campus. Of these eleven, several cling tenuously to existence. One
remains solvent purely on the support of a strong national organization.
The future of fraternities at Bowdoin looks dim indeed.
It has become fashionable among college officials in recent years to
encourage abolishing the system. Although fraternities feed 80% and
house a sizeable percentage of the student body, many vociferous but
short-sighted critics wish the system an early demise.
Most will agree that Bowdoin is unique among fraternity schools in
that everyone who wishes a bid will find one. Surely this prevents the
houses from becoming exclusive strongholds of campus snobbery. Yet
the old fraternalist cannot wonder at the number of students who
would not join a fraternity given a "viable alternative." The social life
of an Independent here is not attractive. He cannot exactly feel
welcome bringing a date to a house party paid for and run by the
brothers of that particular house. Moreover, an Independent has limited
access to female companionship because of the lack of
Independent-sponsored social activities. , \
. As more students become dissatisfied with fraternity membership, for
whatever reason, the Independent element will swell in numbers. The
character of the Independents will change. Even now the group does
not comprise 100% hardened intellectuals. The Independents will soon
cry out for a decent social life of their own.
The houses themselves are hurt by the current situation: Many
students join a house merely because it affords the only means to get a_.
date, i.e. "connection at the Brook," or elsewhere. Every house
manager knows, however, that the correct, maintenance of a house
requires that a cheap, eager, enthusiastic work force will always be
available for duty. Students who are brothers for the sake of a kegof
beer every Saturday ,nigl\.t do not constitute such a work force. Nor do
they constitute a fraternity.
The success of the limited fraternity membership system (10%
maximum of the student body in houses) has been proved, particularly
in large southern and western institutions. The question of snobbery
does not arise because fraternity members are a small minority who
simply choose to live in houses. Fraternity membership is not necessary
when the social atmosphere is provided by the institution itself. The
number of Independents at Bowdoin increases each year. The College
will sooner or later have to face the possibility of implementing such a
10% system. The system could and would work here, provided that the
College assumes the responsibility for meeting the social and housing
needs of 90% of the students. It is clear from the "present situation, of
which the closing of Phi Delta Psi was a prime example, that not
everyone belongs in a fraternity. In the future no one will want to D'e
forced to join a fraternity against his will to eat or sleep. Nor will the
fraternities be wrong in refusing to admit hundreds of Independents
with dates to their parties.
The College must start thinking about long-range situations involving
an Independent majority on campus. The houses could not possibly be
expected to provide what would be needed*But future freshmen classes
Wl LL expect it of the College.
wmmmmim$tmm^mmmm
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Vbu keep flunking
your best subject?
Think it over, over coffee
TheThink Drink. «§L
rOryOuf Own Th.nh Dfjnk Mug, S*«d 75C and your name a^d iddrpSS to:
'^ nkpf ~* Mug. Cep! N, P Bo»559. NjwYon., NY. IQQ46. The lnl»rnat»onal Coffee Organ. *ar,
KING'S BARBER SHOP
212 MAINE STREET - BRUNSWICK
Roffler Sculpture-Kut
Men's Razor Cut & Hair Styling
Cdnstantines
'
212 Maine Street— Brunswick
Headquarters For KLH Components
ADVANCE AUTO SAYS
QHOOSE FROM THE WIDEST SELECTION Of NEW AND USED
CARS NORTH OF BOSTON
TOO NEW CARS -Chrysler - Fury - Belvedere - Satellite -
Road Runner — Barracuda — Valiant — Imperial
100 FINE USED CARS -MOST ANYTHING YOU'RE LOOKING
'
FOR \






«r For Bowdoin People
ADVANCE AUTO SALES, INC.
24 Franklin St., Auburn - Tel. 784-5775 or 784-4597
About to Build The Largest Most Modern Facilities In Maine
1
You don't
Poverty in America is like that. But for 35
million Americans poverty isn't just driving
thru a different part of town. It's always the
same. If you would like to help change that
VISTA




(Continued from page 1) ••
resolution, on the yearly calendar,
must be approved by the
Governing Boards at their June
meeting before it comes final. It is
suspected that even with their
approval, implementation could
not begin until 1970-71.
Under the plan to place voting
students on faculty committees,
undergraduates will be voting
members of the following faculty
committees next year: Athletics,
Computing Center, Lectures and
Concerts, Library, Military
Affairs, Preparatory Schools and
Admissions, and Upward Bound
Advisory. Students will comprise
35 to 50 per cent of each
committee.
The plan also provides for
addition — with voting power —
of five students to the faculty
Student Life Committee. The plan
does not provide for student
membership on the vital Faculty
Committee on Curriculum and
Educational Policy (CEP).
Instead, the present Student
Council Curriculum Committee
will serve as a parallel group to the
CEP committee.
Amendments were introduced
at Monday's faculty meeting
calling for students to be placed







Over 1,800 "sub-freshmen" will
be receiving letters in the next day
or two from the Bowdoin
Admissions Office. There are only
245 positions in the Class of
1975," but the College accepts
nearly 495 applicants.
Approximately 85 applicants were
accepted on the "Early Decision"
program last fall. Over 200 boys
are on the waiting list.
The number of applicants this
year is up nearly 40 per cent over
last year. Included jn the number
is a greater proportion of black
students, whom the College is
now more actively recruiting. The
College hopes to have 20 to 25
black students in the Class of
1973 as it stretches thward its
goal of having 85 Bldcks enrolled
:
by 1970.
Future Orients' will carry
urthcr details on the Class of
|973;
New Mcddies Named
I o Succeed Seniors
The Bowdoin Meddiebempsters,
undergraduate singing group, have
announced the selection of four
new members to replace Seniors
i who will graduate in June.
I Joining the augmented double
quartet for the first time will be
Andrew C.F Mirchel '72, George
M. Walker. II '7 V. James A.
Washington II '72 and Peter B.
Wilbur '72.
Richard S. Parasfliti '72 joined
the group earlier in the year.
Organized in 19,57, the
Meddiebempsters took their
unusual name from the Maine
town of Meddybemps, prominent
in the news of the day as the fir^t
community in the stale to have its
taxes fully paid. The
Meddiebempsters have made eight
lours of American military
I















Orient Sports Writer ,
The Bowdoin netmen travelled to M.I.T. last weekend where they
were soundly defeated by a well-disciplined Engineer squad, 9-0. It was
the first match of the current season and only the third opportunity to
play tennis outdoors for the Bears, who could not cope with their more
experienced opponents. M.I.T, has
been conducting outdoor practice
sessions for some four weeks and
recently completed a very
successful Southern tour, winning
all but one of their six matches.
Surprisingly enough, the
highlight of the match did not
generate from the courts but
rather from Coach Ray Bicknell.
As the players were about to leave
the clubhouse for the beginning of
the match, Coach Bicknell said:
"Well, I don't know a great deal
about tennis, but I always
remember one thing — When in
doubt, call them out."
This weekend, the netmen
complete their out-of-state match
Series when they face Springfield
on Friday and Amherst on
Saturday. Coach Bicknell is
expecting more challenging
performances from his varsity
players after an additional week
of badly-needed practices. Captain
Dave Anthony, Bernie Kubetz,
Carter Good, Bob Woodman and
Bruce Brown have improved
enormously this week and should
cause some headaches for the
Indians and the Lord Jeffs.
Following this weekend, the
" Bears begin their quest for the
Maine Series Championship, a
crown which has generally been
dominated by Bowdoin but which
has alluded the Bears for the past
three years. In the up-coming
weeks, crucial matches are
scheduled with Bates, The
University of Maine, and Colby,
the defending state champion.
With all of last season's lettermen
returning and the added depth of
this year's sophomores, the Bear
squad is certainly, a leading





The frosh trackmen began their
season with a 92-56 home victory
over UVM's yearlings last
weekend. The Polar Bear cubs
swept five events, but showed
some weakness in the dash and
mile. *
Cameron Taylor was the only
triple winner of the meet, taking
firsts in three field events, the
long jump (18*V4"), triple jump
(36'43/4"), and pole vault
(11'6"). Joe Costello added two
more firsts in the 440 (53.1) and
intermediate hurdles (64.3).
The rest of the Bear points
came primarily from the field
events with firsts from Bob
Sheehy in the hammer throw
(102 '3"), Dick Hardej in the shot
(42'103/4"), Steve Theroux in the
high jump (57"), and Paul
Thibeault in the javelin
(153'4%"). The mile relay team of
Bob Bassett, Bill Talbot, and


























Thornton 6? So. Portland
MCI & Hebron at Hebron





in. Wesleran, Saturday 2:00
Fr. vi. Hebron, Taeaday 3:00
BASEBALL





Bowdoin Fr. 8 Portland
Bowdoin Ft. • ChcTema
Bowdoin Fr. 6 Ocering






Bowdoin Fr. 92 UVM .
14
vi. UNH, Tuesday 1:00
GOLF
Varsity at Amherst, Friday
Varsity at Williams, Saturday






Fr. at Hebron, Saturday
SAILING
Varsity at Vale, April 26
Frosh at Coast Guard. April 20
The University of Massachusetts
battled Tufts to the end in
baseball play between the two last
week. The state university came
out/ on top as the Jumbos
succumbed to UMass' hitting
power. The score: UMASS — 29,
TUFTS — 0. It is rumored that
Tufts plans to incorporate bats
and pitchers into future baseball
strategy.
'->> ' '> *
Kiltington Ski Area has
- announced plans to continue
skiing operations into June. With
five feet of snow still on the lower
slopes. The area foresees good
conditions on the upper trails for
some time, despite mild spring
temperatures.
Apr. VARSITY TRACK
Coach — frank F. Sabasteanski
12 Vermont H




I By EMBRYO WILLIAMS
For the Orient
—
The Varsity Golf Team opens it* season this week-end competing
against two of the major golfing powers in New England: Amherst and
Williams. A strong senior contingent constitutes the nucleus of thii
Spring's squad.
Returning lettermen include
seniors Bruce MacDermid, Tim
Sullivan, and Marc Williams, not
to mention the formidable
captain, Walter Scott Donahue,
III. Experienced newcomers
expected to add considerable
strength are Flag Johnston, John
Krol, Ben Pratt, and Ted Reed.
Sophomores Steve Buckly, Jack
Craig, Bobby Kullen, and Phil
Steer are vying for positions.
Inspired by last years's widely
acclaimed third-place finish in the
Maine State Cup competition, the
team hopes to do well in the early
matches despite the winter-laden
Brunswick golf course which has
prohibited effectual practice.
In years past, the Brunswick
course has become notorious for
its challenging greens and
•questionable turf. Boasting seven
new holes this season, the course
should further confuse the
Bowdoin opponents during the
sole home match on May 15.
• Adjusting to the loss of veteran
coach, Beezer Coombs, who is
currently gracing the vanity
baseball team with his rye yet
,
sober wisdom, the golfers await




Coach — Daniel K. Stuckey
18 Amherst
19 Williams 6*1 Vermont
at Williams
25 Wesleyan H Trinity
at Trinity
26 St. Ansclm's








The Bears didn't fare quite so
.fell last weekend in the Raven
Hexagonal held at Coast Gjpard. In
tight competition where'' all the
boats were within a formation of
100 feet at the end*/ of the
mile-long race, Bowdoin finished
behind Babson, Coast Guard,
Harvard, Tufts, and Yale.
Commodore Vaughan, skipper
of the Bowdoin entry, said the
entrants were pretty evenly
matched but noted that the ice
isn't out of the Bear practice basin
yet and the lack of practice
showed. Crew for his boat were
John Foss, Fred Rea, and Steve
Weld.
The squad is idle this week and
resumes its . schedule April 26




The frosh sailors open their
season by taking part in the




Robert H. Vaughan, Commodore
_
5 Dinghy Regatta at Tufts
13 Raven Regatta at Coast Guard
26 NFJSA Dinghy Championship





State Meet at Bates
Easterns at Bowdoin
FRESHMAN GOLF







Apr. - - _'
6 Dinghy Regatta at MIT
20 Dinghy Regatta at Coast Guard





9 Pleasant St., Brunswick
Freeh Coffee & Spdanats
Makes
Any Time SpuArat Time
THE SPUDNUT SHOP




WASH & DRY & 24 HOUR SHIRT SERVICE
FREE ALTERATIONS
ROLLEI - BOLEX - YASHICA - MAM!YA
PENTAX
and Other Fine Franchisee! Camera Lines
SPEEDY PROCESSING BY
Maine's Largest Color Labs
HALLMARK CARDS AND STATIONERY
SMITH'S PHOTO SHOP
1 46 MAINE STREET 725-2672
A Division of Bicknell Photo Service, Inc.
for FULL-CIRCLE BANKING SERVICES...
from MAINE'S LARGEST NATIONAL BANK...
there are now 25 offices across the state
from which to choose
Mambor F.D.I.C.
MAINE NATIONAL BANK
FORUCRtV MRST NATIONAL BANK ol PORTLAND
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WesleyanVisits Brunswick To Face Baseball Season Opens as Bears
Stickmen; Bear RecordAt 5-2 Fall to UNH 6-3; RoadtripNext












lafOSse team edged agp-essive Plymouth State 6-5, Thursday,on Johh Demenkoff's goal in the first overtime period
The victory raised the Bears' record to an enviable 5-1 and leaves them, with sevengames remaining, just two wins shy of the college record for the most victories scores in
one season, set back in 1964.
After spotting Plymouth State a
one goal advantage early in the
opening period, the Bears battled
back and seized the lead on
unassisted goals by John
Demenkoff and Sandy Ervin.
Hugh Fisher added another goal in
the second period, making the
score 3-1, but Plymouth State
tallied two goals in the third
period to even the score at three
all. Fisher then netted his second
goal of the game, on an assist
from Alex Turner, giving his
teammates a 4-3 edge going into
the final 20 minutes.
With the fourth period only 19
seconds old, Plymouth State
notched another goal. Bruce
Jordan retaliated with what was
hoped to be the game-winning
tally for Bowdoin, but again,
Plymouth State -tied the score, at
five goals apiece, forcing the game
into overtime. Demenkoff then
scored his second goal of the
contest, with three minutes gone
in the overtime period, enabling
the Bears to pull out their fifth
victory of the season.
The stickmen battle Wesleyan
next when they face the Cardinals
on the home field Saturday at
2:00.
FRESHMAN LACROSSE
Coach — Sidney J. Watson
Apr. 11 Hebron





The UNH Wildcasts for the most part let the Polar Bears dig theW ow£ grave last
weekend in the Bowdoin season opener. The Wildcats rode back from Pickard Field with
a 6-3 victory under their belts.* . -I\
The pitching staff has apparently suffered from the lack of exercise and contitioning
i
provided by the annual souu.w.
which was cancelled this
SUUMk, ,
lie/
AN ENDLESS SUMMER - begins as surfers hit .the Maine coast. "Where it's at" in the Northeast, how it





But What About Arrows
^N^^s^s^^s^^by Martin Friedlander
,
With 23 upperclassmen out for varsity competition, and a 15 man
freshman contingent vying for positions on that squad, Bowdoin tennis
prospects would certainly look bright. However, there are several




y ?ck4ne!! is Probab,y one Qf the top collegiate basketball coachesin the bast, but tennis is not his specialty One can not expect the poor c°nd,tions at Whittier Field






The Bowdoin trackmen breezed
through their first track meet of
the season -by defeating the
University of Vermont 93-56.
Competition took place at three
different locations because of
season sport, with his eye on next year's prospects. Though his squadsin the Past years have claimed several state titles, they have hardlydominated New England play. y






on of the New Gymnasium's courts, yet ateam on the way to varsity status must be content with an EnglishProfessor as a coach. Professor Herb Coursen certainly did the best that
m&h?£rt& >Under th\circumste«ces, but he'is a professo o
but two IJhL T mmSmt ° f the c°a<*ing,staff. The team won^ matc es, and was shut out 9-0 in all matches with the Little
In the fall, the time when most tennis players are at the peak of theirgame competition isn't even offered. Lack of coaching funds and acoach and an unsympathetic college calendar hurt the team here
teJni! ?IT n*i\ 3 I""/'™ raCk6tS man and «*• Program of falln s Funds need to be found, and the fall calendar needs revUm toallow for more practical useage of the seasons.
.
Arrow Throwing Championship
At the University of California it was the World Skate Boarding
Championship; at MIT the World Tiddlywinks phampionship; at
Williams the World Beer Drinking Championship. Bowdoin's
contribution to the world of collegiate competition will be the World
Arrow Throwing Championship ... and done in all seriousness.
In days when deans are being felled by student protest-induced
strikes, buildings are smoldering from fires, and cafeterias are being
"satin" because they don't serve certain ethnical foods, one wonders if
things like tiddlywinks and arrow throwing might not be the
lighthearted relief necessary to restore some semblance of sanity to
parts of the American college campus. If nothing else, contests of this
sort remind one of the days when student protests took the form of
uprooting 40' pines to the middle of football fields, and other such
nonsensical forms of 'punting.'
Arrow throwing competition is definitely not a form of student
protest, however. Sam Hastings and Paul Craven, the prime pushers of
the Bowdoin movement, are most sincere when they speak of throwing
as a sport. "I'm out on the quad most sunny afternoons throwing and
do special arm jerks in the evenings to keep my muscles in tone,"
commented Paul. Sam sees tremendous, potential for individual
variation on technique in the relatively new sport. "With a little
practice, anyone can start moving the arrow. It takes somewhat more
agility and deftness to move it any great distance, though " he
continued. .
Five students from Cornell are already definitely coming, and Bates,
Colby, Northeastern, and Middlebury are expected to havesubstantial
contingents.
Saturday's contest saw two
meet records broken by the
Cuneo brothers. Ken Cuneo was a
double-winner with a first- in the
880 and a meet record of 4:27 in
the mile, while Bill Lever placed
second. Mark Cuneo also broke a
meet record by lowering the two
mile pace to 9:59.4.
Sophomore John Fonville ran a
10.1 in the 100 yd. dash and a
22.6 in the 220 for a solid day's
work.
Bowdoin split with Vermont in
the field events. The Bears were
swept in the Shot, triple jump and
managed only a third in the
discus. However, they
overpowered Vermont in the long
jump, hammer, pole vault and
javelin. Dave Goodho f won the
440 intermediate hurdles and the
long jump while John Pierce took
the pole vault with a jump of 13
ft. Captain Pete Hardy won the
440 and took second in the
javelin. Sophomore John. Roberts
won the 120 high hurdles and
Roger Best captured the hammer
with a throw of 177 '2".
The overall times and distances
of the meet were well below par
due to the season's late start, but
the team should be in top shape,
for their next meet with Amherst
this week.
The Freshmen team also ran
over Vermont by a score of 92-56.
trip,
year.
Walks and several |ke|r errors
allowed UNH to pick !up six] runs
in only four hits.] However,
Bowdoin had rriore than
themselves working against them.
A Wildcat named Korpi had
chained the Bear hitting attack to
one run in seven innings.
The Bowdoin starter, Mike
Neikrash, had a shaky second
inning, giving up two runs, but
came back stong for four innings.
The UNH starter, Josselyn also
had a shaky second inning,
allowing two runs. Yet Josselyn
couldn't find his control as did
Neikrash, ; and was pulled for
• Korpi in tfie third.
Korpi and Neikrash dueled for
several innings until Dick Wormell
doubled off Korpi in the bottom
of the sixth. Bob Newman sent
Wormell to third On a sacrifice fly.
A hot-clubbing Gary Campagna
brought Wormell home on a dutch
single to right to break the 2-2 tie.
The Wildcats bounced' right
back in the top iof the .seventh
with men on first and third and
two outs. Bowdoin /had an
excellent chance to kill the threat
but a rare] error by a Bowdoin*
infielder allowed a run to score
and a map to remain at second. A
series of wk'ks, a rjit batter, and
several blobp hits, allowed the
Wildcats tdj face the Bowdoin
pitching successfully.
The fkj>ujr-run] rally I in the
seventh gave New Hampshire the
6-3 victory, \i rough one for the
Bears to face after outhi tting
them, seven hits to four.
The Bears' meet fellow small.
Ivies this week: and return home
the 23rd for a state series contest
with the Unive&ity of Maine. The
squad travels to Wesleyan Friday
and faces Amherst on Saturday.
The Lord J#ffs spqrt a team
with considerable reserve depth,
but not much in the hitting and
pitching areas. The i returning
pitchers saw ortly ,18'l!/3 innings
of varsity action last year and the
prime hopefuls for the starting
berths are two sophomores and a
senior. The batters, headed by
captain Tom Kelly's .339 mark of
last year, seem somewhat stronger
than last season, which wasn't a
particularly successful hitting one
for Amherst. The defensive looks
somewhat more imposing as
returning lettermen will stack the -




Campagna — LF 5 3
Moulton — RF 3
Wilkes— PH 1
McFarland — 2B, S 1
Miller — SS
. 3 1
Begee — CF 4
Martin — C 3 1
Wormell — IB 3 1 2
World Championship Here
Arrow Throwers Host Meet
Special to the Orient
The Bowdoin Arrow Throwers Association
announced yesterday that the first world
championship in arrow-throwing will be held at
Bowdoin on the last day of Ivies, May 1 1 , at 1 :30
p.m.
Samuel Hastings, chairman of the BATA,
indicated that as many as 300 athletes are
expected to challenge for the world crown.
Although competitors from anywhere in the world
are welcome, formal invitations have been
extended- to the following fine arrow-throwing
institutions: MIT, Amherst, Brown, Colby, Boston
University, Harvard Tufts, Bates, Wesleyan,
Cornell, Williams, UNH, Boston College, UCLA,
Trinity, Yale, Middlebury, and Bowdoin.
Throwers who intend to compete are requested
to write to the BATA (care of the Bowdoin Orient
sports editor) to give the officials a rough idea of
the meet's size.
Arrow-throwing is known to demand mojfe skill
and raw physical power than any other sport.
Grace and control are of absolutely no interest to
the judges-the competition is for distance alone.
Experts; say the current unofficial world mark of
174* 3 hf4 * held by Paul Craven of Bowdoin
cannot- possibly survive the meet and that the
magical 200 foot barrier will probably be broken
by the superlative field. Ordinary arrows are used.
and the BATA officials will . supply standard
missiles for the world championship.
The event will be covered by Maine and Boston
papers, AP and UPI press services, and possibly
local television stations. The contest is the first
recorded one of its kind. Any interested students
are urged to contact Sam Hastings or Martin
Friedlander, Orient sports editor.
By SDS Leader
The Story Of Harvard
Bv JOHN NF.1.MK 'Wy ELMS
Orient Staff Writer
I
" Tuesday night, the Bowdoin Community was
given the chance it seems to have been waiting for
to comment on recent events at Harvard. Art
Small, of Harvard SDS, and Jenny Vogel, an SDS
sympathizer from Radcliffe, appeared for over two
hours before a standing room only crowd in the
gallery lounge of the Union. It is unfortunate that
neither side had any real interest in dialogue; what
occurred was more confrontation than lecture.
Small's brief talk presenting the SDS view of the
crisis in Cambridge was predictable and restrained.
The primary issues are two. First, ROTC, viewed
as a symbol of the ties between the military
industrial complex and the universities, must be
driven entirely off campus. Second, SDS wishes to
raise the question of Harvard's duty to the
Cambridge community, in terms of its land
holdings. SDS claims that projects to create a new
hospital will involve the destruction of 182
low-cost housing units, and will force the working
class tenants to relocate at rent increases of up to
300 percent. The secondary issues, the issues that
brought Harvard close to shutting down last week,
resolve around SDS tactics versus President Pusey's
use of police.
These were also the issues that conceived a
predominantly hostile Bowdoin audience. When
Small first rose to speak, he was greeted by the
traditional Bowdoin chorus of hisses; throughout
his talk, he Was interrupted by audience
commentary.
Following Small's talk, almost an hour and a
half were given over to audience questions, and it
was during this period that the essential question
of SDS tactics and university response was raised.
The question is a very simple one of whether
ends may justify means in a democratic society.
The answer seems at a glance to be no; means and
ends must be one in a true democracy. SDS is
impatient with American politics, however; they
see little potential for change within the system.
At one point, a Bowdoin faculty member
reminded Small that "there has been rational
discussion at Harvard for 300 years"; Small
responded that Nathan Pusey had said "he would
never drop ROTC even if it meant the resignation
of 100 professors. Perhaps you'd*like to talk with
him for a few hundred more years." SDS is
unwilling to wait for Pusey, and equally unwilling
to wait for campus moderates. It feels that seizure
of power is the only means adequate to its ends.
The moderates are willing to discuss the ends, but
not the weaks; the radical gap simply cannot be
bridged. Beyond the immediate events at Harvard,
these were the issues of Tuesday night's
confrontations; and the only resolution seemed to
be that compromise is still impossible.
BULLETIN On ROTC
The College this morning sent to the Department of the Army a
communique outlining Bowdoin's policy toward the academic
status of R.O.T.C. The communique is an effort to expedite the
College's negotiations to abolish academic credit for R.O.T.C.
Here is the text of the communique:
Adjutant General' > .
Department of the Army s
Washington, D.C.
Dear Sir:
It has been the clearly expressed opinion of the Faculty and Governing
Boards of Bowdoin College that the courses offered in the ROTC program
should not carry academic credit. This feeling is caused by the fact that the
courses are not approved in the normal manner by faculty procedures or
votes and by the fact that the instructors are not engaged by the Collage
through normal tiiring procedures. It is also the clear feeling of the Faculty
and Governing Boards that much of the content of military science courses
is not compatible with the, content of degree-bearing courses in a liberal
arts college.
These points were clearly reflected in a vote of the Governing Boards on
31 January 1969 asking me to negotiate with the Department of the Army
for the elimination of "all such provisions as are related to any requirement
that academic credit be awarded for courses offered by the Department of
Military Science." No adequate response having been so far received from
these negotiations, I shall recommend to the Governing Boards at their
meeting in June 1969, with the full endorsement of the Policy Committee
thereof, the following action on the part of Bowdoin College:
(1) Academic credit will not be granted by Bowdoin College for courses
in the Department of Military Science for any student who enters the
advanced program after the beginning of -the academic year 1968. Students
currently enrolled in the advanced' program will receive credit for work
done in the academic year 1968-1969 under the conditions previously
operative.
(2) No members of the Department of Military Science at the College
will hold professorial rank after 1 July 1969.
(3) From the point of view of Bowdoin College, the ROTC is consider.ed
in the category of an extracurricular activity.
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Shirley*
To Speak
U.S. Rep. Shirley Chisholm
(D-NY) will speak at Bowdoin
tonight on the subject, "The
Urban Crisis:- The University and
the Community." Mrs. Chisholm
is the first black Congresswoman
in America.
She will speak at 7:30 p.m. in
Wentworth Hall at the Senior
Center in conjunction with
Bowdoin's interdepartmental
course, "The Urban Crisis."
Elected to the 91st Congress
last November from Brooklyn,
N.Y. Representative Chisholm is a
cum laude graduate of Brooklyn
College and received her M.A.
degree from Columbia University
in Early Childhood Education;
The subject of a New York
Times Magazine cover story last
week, the Congresswoman from
New. York described herself as
"fighting Shirley Chisholm."
Refusing to sit quietly by as a
freshman on Capitol Hill, she has
begun to speak out. "One thing
the people in Washington and
New York are afraid of in Shirley
Chisholm is her mouth," she said.
The wife of Conrad Chisholm,
senior investigator for the New
York City Department of Social
Service, Mrs. Chisholm was an
Assemblywoman in the New York
State Legislature for four years





Professor of English on the
Tallman Foundation, will deliver
Bowdoin's 1969 Tallman Lectures
April 28 and May 5 at 7:30 p.m.
in Wentworth Hall at the Senior
Center. The public is cordially
invited.
A Professor of English at
Brandeis since 1966, Mr. Nemerov
is the 32nd Visiting Professor to
come to Bowdoin under the
Tallman Foundation.
Election Set Monday
On Social Rules, SC
TO" SPEAK - Mrs. Shirley
Chisholm, Congresswoman from
Harlem, will speak tonight at
Pickard Theater under the
sponsorship of the Urban Crisis
Course. . •
In Middle East
Students will have the oppor-
tunity Monday not only to pick
the President of next year's Stu-
dent Council, but also to approve
a new "social code" — abolishing
parietal hours — for the campus.
Voting will be held all day Mon-
day in the lobbies of the Moulton
Union and the Senior Center. All
four classes are eligible to vote
for Student Council President,
but only the Classes- of 1970, '71
and 72 will vote on the social
code. Voting for at-large represen-
tatives to next year's Student
Council will also be held Monday
at the Union.
The new social code, which was
approved Thursday by a unani-
mous vote of the new faculty-
student Campus Conduct Com-
mittee, calls for abolition of pari-
etals and proposes a code for dor-
mitories and fraternity houses
similar to the code in the Senior
Center. (For complete text of the
proposed code, see page 2h
In order for the code to go into
effect, it must be approved by a
three-quarter majority vote of
the three underclasses < '70, '71
and '72 1 Monday. According to
the terms of the code, the 75 per
cent majority must be of all un-
derclassmen — not just those vot-
ing.
"1 can't emphasize this point
enough," said Dean- of Students
Jerry Wayne Brown who ex-
pedited the drafting of the code.
"If the underclassmen want the
code, they should definitely make
it a i>6int to vote and vote yes
— on Monday. Not voting





Mu hammed H. El-Farra,
permanent representative of
Jordan to the United Nations,
spoke in Wentworth Hall Monday
night as the guest of the Senior
Center and Sigma Nu. The
Ambassador's lecture lasted a
scant thirty-one minutes but
included a long and urgently
expressed list of Jordanian
grievances concerning the current
Middle East crisis. Beyond this,
El-Farra made a strong plea for
the aid of either a responsive UN
or an aware and active United
States in negotiating a just peace
between the Arab nations and
Israel.
El-Farra said that when the UN
granted the Jews their piece of
land in the Middle East it was
done against the will of its people.
This, he said, was quite tolerable
when compared to the
"outrageous expansionism of
Israel." They have taken the Gaza
Strip, an essential part of Syria,
and half of Jordan; and "their
only claim is that of military
force. Not many Americans are
aware of these injustices; our
position in the past has been
misstated by our opponents." The
Ambassador added that rapalm
has been used to burn Arab ?rops,
villages have been burned, <nd as
many as a million Arabs have been
isolated from their countries.
In explaining the cause of
today's bitter conflict El-Farra
pointed to Zionism which he held
Israel practices. He said, "Israel is
the political arm of Zionism. The
illegal annexations of Israel are
proof of a Zionist movement, a
destructive ideology which does
not fit the mood of the day." He
continued, "We the Arabs would
like to see^the day when Israel no
longer* has. to compensate for
years of persecution by asserting
Jews are superior arid entitled to
more rights than Arabs, who for
generations have owned the land
and loved their home "
El-Farra repeatedly asserted
that the Arabs desire peace but
that their exhaustive efforts have
proven futile.
Although El-Farra was
persistent about the Arabs fierce
pride and their resolution to never
surrender he solicited the aid of
Americans, "you, friends of
Jordan, have something to offer;
from awareness comes knowledge,
from knowledge understanding,
and from understanding peace "
All. three elections — the code,
Student Council President, and
at-large Council representatives
- are being co-drdinated by the
present Student Council. Ballots
for all three elections will be dis-
tributed at the Union polling
place, while only the Student
Council Presidential election will
l»e distributed at the Center.
Each of the underclassmen will
select five at-large Student Coun-
cil representatives Monday:
The President and Vice-Presi-
dent will be selected by a prefer-
ential ballot i similar to those used
in class elections i. Candidates for
President are juniors John Cole.
George Isaacson. Bob Mercurio
and Steve Schwartz.
' Cole has been a member of the
Student Council and sewed last
semester as President of the Al-
pha Delta Phi house. He has
chaired the Student Life Commit-
tee of the Student Council, and is
a member of the special Under-
class Environment Committee of
the Governing Boards.
Isaacson has also been a mem-
ber of student Council and of the
debating team. This year he spent
his first semester in Denmark un-
der the Junior Year Abroad pro-
gram. He has won several speak-
ing puizes,
Mercurio has been a member of
Student Council and served last
semester as President -of the Al-
pha Rho Upsilon house. He is the
only candidate who is currentl>
a non-member of the Council
Mercurio is an alternate to the
Student Judiciary Board for next
year.
Schwartz has been a member at
Student Council and has been ac-
tive at Theta Delta Chi. He is a
former James Bowdoin Scholar
and has won several speaking
prizes.
All four candidates are Dean s
List students.
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Candidates State Platforms
Social Rules \ Cole
Introduction
By vote of the Bowdoin College
Faculty in April, 1969, the Com-
mittee on Campus Conduct was
formed to establish and maintain
a code of social.conduct for mem-
bers of the Bowdoin College Com- :
munity. This Committee, consist-
ing of six students and six mem-j
bers of the faculty, will be a per-
manent standing committee of the
College. The following Code was,
developed by the Committee on!
Campus Conduct in the spring of'
• 1969 in fulfilling its charge. It
should be noted that the Com-
mittee has the power and the re-
sponsibility to make such changes
in the Code as educational or oth-
er considerations may make nee-,
essary.
A Social Code, as opposed to a
set of rules, places greater re-
sponsibility on its participants
than might be at first apparent.
The freedom conferred by a Social
Code is a positive value only so
long as one person's freedom or
privacy does not interfere with
another's. Since different indi-
viduals have different standards
and values, the question of what
constitutes reasonable behavior
becomes central to the success of
any Social Code. The great value
of a Social Code is that it removes
the arbitrary definitions of "rea-
sonableness" inherent in rules,
and places the student "on his
own" as the regulator of his own
conduct. The student in a social
unit even as small as a two man
room, however, is never on his
own. His behavior must be con-'
ditioned by respect for the free-
dom and privacy of his roommate
and others. Some definition of
—reasonable behavior must be
worked out pragmatically be-
tween roommates, members of a
floor or entry way, and members
of dormitories and fraternities.
Such a code offers a challenge "to
each student, each room, each
fesidehcer It can devolve to anar-
chy i as strict rules cannot) or it
can encourage the most responsi-
ble and rewarding of social rela-
tionship — again, as regulations
cannot.
An additional responsibility in-
herent in a Social Code is that
college residences must be under-
stood to be private property held
legally in the name of the Presi-
dent and Trustees of Bowdoin
College or of the various frater-
nity corporations. Thus the ac-
tions of students could impinge
upon the rights of these individu-
als and organizations, particular-
ly in areas where they are legally
responsible for what occurs in
residences held in their name. Un-
dergraduates must recognize the
legitimate interests of these in-
dividuals and the many alumni
whose generosity has made possi-
ble the erection, improvement,
and maintenance of these resi-
dences. In short, the college com-
munity is a complex community,
including Trustees, Overseers,
Faculty, Administration, Staff,
Alumni, and Parents as well as
undergraduates. Values of free-
dom and privacy of all these
groups and individuals must be
honored and protected. The ef-j
fectiveness of the code will bej
evaluated in light of these cri-
teria.
Clearly, then, the Social Code
outlined below has ramifications
reaching far beyond the seeming
freedom of any individual. The
exercise of reason and good will. '
however, can create of this Code
a far more positive medium for
social relationships than could ev-
er evolve from a set of regula-
tions. The Code is offered with
the expectation that values of pri-
vacy and freedom throughout the
College will be respected.
(Please turn to page 4)
Many students in the Bowdoin
community
. envision,
unrealisitically I think, that the
college is divided into two
discrete, polarized camps: student
body and faculty-adminis
tration-governing boards. They see!
the student body as being at!
constant odds with "the college"
on matters of policy, student life,;
and curriculum. The college's
decision-making process, they
maintain, is un receptive,
unresponsive, and phlegmaticallyl
inefficient. Faculty, students, and'
administrators are viewed as
constant antagonists. Student
"power", they say, can be the
only solution to get things done.
I cannot accpet this attitude,
although I can certainly!
understand how it has developed.:
I do not-see Bowdoin 's internal
relations as being a struggle for
power of the one part over the
others. What this stance of power
and struggle fails to recognize, in
my opinion, is that Bowdoin is a
community of learning, ideally of
mutual understanding and action.
Learning and mutual action are
premised upon rational
participation of all elements in
steering the college and making
decisions for it.
'
I do not in any way advocate
that t the student body should
hesitate to originate ideas or
objections, or be satisfied with, or
submit to arbitrary decisions from
above, if they are unjust and
uncalled for. I expect and support
a continuing reevaluation of
student interests by students
themselves, but I do not subscribe
to the notion that "student,
power" alone can be a viable
solution to problems within the
college.
What I look toward, then, and
will work for, if elected, is an
inceased share on the part of the
student body in the
RESPONSIBILITIES of running




participation is not solely a
question of student issuing
demands, having them heard and
met. Accepting responsibility in
the student's sphere means
diligent pursuit of what is truly
believed to be the best for the
college. This may involve sacrifice
of selfish motives and the honesty
to face that sacrifice; it may also
mean unflinchingly standing on
principle and action, depending
upon circumstance. Above all, it
means an understanding of all
parts, not just one side, of the
college community, evaluating
those parts and their positions,
and then supporting the best
course that seems clear from that
evaluation.
Isaacson Mercurio Schwartz
In the last two years the,
Student' Council has begun to
move constructively in several
directions. This is much to its!
{credit. At the same time the'
pouncil is faced with serious
problems which question its
ability to function. The next year
or two may well test whether the
Council can function as an
effective and mobilizing organ of
student interest.
I For too long the Student
Council has operated as a closed
organization. Its actions are often
unknown to the student body as a
whole. Th Council has thus lost
' the active support of the majority
of students. The new system of
elections goes part way towards
involving the main body of
students in Council activities, but
this is only a partial solution.
There should be greater
involvement of non-members at
Student Council meetings so as to
adequately represent the various
opinions throughout campus on
particular questions.
The isolation of the Council
from the student body has
resulted in lack of confidence.
Often the administration and
faculty take the Council more
seriously than the students. The
Student Council is the only
campus-wide organization,
. but it
has failed to fully assert itself in
that role. It has too often been
plagued with a conservatism that
has made it fearful of engaging in
controversy. Policy matters are
largely defaulted to the
administration and faculty
because they possess the
organization and initiative which
the student body lacks. The new
Council, which is more
democratic in composition, must
be willing to involve itself in the
decision-making process on
campus. The Student Council
should not only reflect, but
actually focalize student attitudes.
It should function as an arena for
dialogue and a more effective
organ of expression.
We have already taken steps in
this direction with the addition of
students to eight faculty
committees next year. I look
toward opening channels even
further by increasing contacts
with the Governing Boards and
the Alumni Council via joint
committees or informal meetings
on matters of mutual concern.
I will close with Observations
on the Student Council and its
Presidency. The Council, it must
be remembered, is the appointed
agent recognized as competent by
the student body to represent
student interests. It's President is
designated to speak for the
student body via the Council. In
so doing, it is his duty, in my
view, (1) to represent and (2) to
make that representation in the
light of what he sees as his
responsibility to make Bowdoin a
better college. Thiv in my
opinion, is the only reyjojisible
and meaningful course the-
President can follow.
Institutionally, Bowdoin faces a
number of problems. In an age of
large universities and educational
specialization, Bowdoin is
confronted with the danger of
becoming a provincial college of
limited interests and significance.
The future of the small college lies
in innovation and
experimentation. Neither
administration nor faculty seem
to possess the desire to make the
necessary changes. If they do their
intentions remain unknown to the
student body. The college should
be viewed as a democratic and
cooperative community. This
directly affects students and they
should participate in the
decision-making process. The
decision to allow student
representation on certain faculty
committees is an improvement;
but the failure to include students'
On the important Curriculum and
Educational Policy Committee is
disappointing. This issue should
be reviewed to insure adequate




administration have resulted in
doubt and misunderstanding. The
students have a right to be
informed. Just as Student Council
meetings are open to any
observers, it might be worthwhile
for the faculty to allow a small
number of strident observers at
faculty meptfngsMn order to gain
i better ^Understanding of college
(Please turn
--to page 5)
Having been honored by the
Student Council's nomination for
the office of President, I would
now like to make my position
known on various matters of
concern to the college
community.
My experience, during my
sophomore year, on the Student
Council, and this past year, on the.
Fraternity President's Council, has
given me a great perspective of
student government and insight
into its potential.
Recent changes in the structure
of student government have given
more students greater opportunity
to participate in campus affairs. I
would, however, like to see these,
initial changes continued in a
more expedient manner. To this
end of greater and more efficient
student participation, I make the
following proposals.
'In spite of the fact that
Bowdoin prides itself on intimate
faculty-student communications,
the fact remains that
communication between the two
groups is often lacking. I would
therefore suggest that reports of
the progress of various
faculty-student committees be
made available to all students.
This would eliminate much of the
confusion which has, for instance,
surrounded such matters as the
progress of social rule legislation,
elimination of Saturday classes,
etc. . -
In order to increase student
involvement in council affairs, I
would have the secreatary publish
an agenda before each meeting so
that those interested in a
particular motion may appear and
present their views before the
council. Also, given the new
set-up of the council, I would
encourage the at-large
representatives to make every
attempt to elicit the opinions held
I think there is an almost
comical tendency at Bowdoin
toward self-deprecation which
seems to deny us even the right to
a few words of modest
encouragement; this, while we are
treated to the commonplace
spectacle of campuses divided in
hatred and fear. I think by
comparison we are doing very well
in some areas.
Our fraternity system, for
instance, has succeeded in
fostering a respect for people on
the basis simply of their personal
qualities ( and not on any external
factors), a remarkable
achievement today when one
considers that the forces of
ideology, ethnic identification, et
al have become so overwhelming
that the person who associates
"outside his own" is frequently
suspected of betrayal. I believe
therefore that the houses are one
of the essential strengths of the
College.
I favor also (1) coeducation,
preferably in the form of a
coordinate college; (2) closer ties
with the schools in the ten-college
exchange program; (3) a more
balanced program of college
lectures; (4) either an end to the
cal requirement or a more
convenient way of fulfilling it,
i.e., allowing students to play
squash or swim, etc. when they
want to, provided they do it x
hours a semester; and (5) an
adviser system that works. It is
quite a shock to discover senior
year that the grad program for
which you have applied requires a
reading knowledge of French and
German, and since the 4th grade
you have taken only Spanish.
With the inclusion of students
on Faculty Committees next year,
we shall have to think more
seriously about such things as
educational philosophy (a dismal
by the student body. In this way, prospect to be sure — but we have
the student council will Be! only ourselves to blame). We shall
representative in practice and not nave to concern ourselves also
only in name.
In order for the council to
work most effectively it should
cooperate more closely with other
campus organizations. Perhaps
one of the most important of
these is the Fraternity President's
Council. To increase
communication between these
groups, and to ensure unity of
purpose, I would ask that the
fraternity presidents select four
men — one to sit on each of the
student council committees as
non-voting members. Through
these men the two groups will be
able to work more efficiently
towards selected ends.
I also believe that the student
council should take a greater role
in coordinating campus activities.
Too often, these events are
unevenly distributed over the
school year. The council, through
its men on the Lectureship
Committee, should take the lead
in correcting this situation by
striving for a more uniform
calendar of affairs. Furthermore, I
would suggest the council itself
sponsor more activities which will
be of interest to the entire student
body. For example, the old
Student Council Lecture could be
revived. —
Finally, the Student Council
Construction's by-laws, are in great
need of revision. The present
council has done a great deal to
update the constitution. The new
council must not let the by-laws
remain as they are. At present,
they are, at best, hopelessly
outdated. (Did you know we still
have a "Messiah" weekend?)
It is my contention that
through the above suggestions the
Student Council can be made a
more efficient, effective body,




with "technician's work" e.g.,
exams, grades. I personally feel
that anything which disciplines
people to read is bad. I think
exams are bad because they
reduce learning to a tedious game
at which people win or lose at
least partly on the basis of their
capacity to concentrate their
attention during the twenty-four
hours preceding the test. I think
we should be bold in our
approach to the mechanics of
learning. Here is where the
radicals make their most cogent
point. It is not part of Bowdoin's
mission to make us senile before
our time. If elected, I would try
to contribute to the notion that a
liberal college can be traditional in
its mission and interesting in its
design.
Marking the Ballot for
President
The following directions must
be observed by the voter.
(a) Do not use "X" marks or
check marks,
(b) Mark your choice by num-
bers with the number 1 opposite
your first choice; the number 2
opposite your second choice; and
so on.
(c) Mark as many choices as
you please, but you must vote for
at least half of the number of
men seeking erection.
(d) Do not put the same num-
ber opposite more than one name
for one office.
Marking the Ballot for
Class At-Large Elections
The following directions' must
be observed by the voter.
(a) Mark any (5) choices from
the Class list Preference does
not matter.
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A Week Of Lectures, Panels And Dissent
Sparks Fly
Over Policy
. . . AND ONE SERIOUSLY INFLAMED ME - Mod author Tom Wolfe gesticulates as he addresses a
packed house at Pickard Theater. Wolfe, who has written for newspapers and is the author of several books,
spoke under the sponsorship of Delta Sigma and other fraternities. (Orient Photo)
Author Tom Wolfe Enthralls Audience




It seems a fairly reasonable
assumption that anyone willing to
expound upon "Beyond
Catastrophe, Starring the
Renegade Cowboy, the Hard
Grabber, and 250 Million
Seriously Inflamed Real Me's"
should be, at the very least,
slightly extraordinary. Tom Wolfe'
is that. Tuesday night, he
contrived the transformation of
"do-your-own-thing" from eliche»
to viable ethic, and, in the
process, had a theatre full of
notoriously tough-minded
Bowdoin men on their knees
drooling for more. In ninety
minutes. As I said, slightly
extraordinary.
Tom Wolfe, in case you missed
the intellectual event of this
spring semester, appears to be
Yale's answer to Lenny Bruce. His
constituting blessing is charisma,
the magical word of our era. He is
bright, young, stylish, and
graceful. He charmed his audience
completely; his anecdotes were
relevant, entertaining, and at
times, incisive. However, the
element of the occult in Wolfe's
remains disturbing; he seems to
have gone to bed one evening a
bright young reporter and
wakened the next morning a
bright young prophet. There is no
doubt that both brightness and
youth are great assets in the
modern American prophecy game.
Thursday night, they proved to be
more than adequate. One lets his
prophet off too easily, however, if
he demands nothing more of him.
If one is to accept the rewards of
the prophetic profession, he is, or
should be, compelled to accept a
certain responsibility. In this
respect, Wolfe failed. The
substance of his talk was that the
basis of society to date has been
material compulsion. This society,
however, has reached the point of
what might be termed critical
affluence; we are wealthy enough
to begin to live, rather than to
continue to simply exist. Because
of this new affluence, American
society is breaking down into
sub-cultures, tangents to the social
mainstream. These sub-cultures
have their own mores, their own
values, their own vocabularies;
Wolfe cited several examples,
pointing to the hippies as an
extreme. The people of these
groups are the "hard-grabbers"
and the "real me's"; they are
people liberated enough to
explore themselves. However, the
common, and disturbing,
characteristic of these groups that
Wolfe describes and seems to
Condone, is that of simple
self-gratification. Although one
must be willing to grant every
prophet his Utopia, and Wolfe's is
superficially appealing, it is just
not enough. I'm sorry, Tom; I
hate to sound responsible but
existence is meaningful and
surfing, however charismatic, is
not. Thursday night, Wolfe sold
his audience, and himself, short.
That is unfortunate; one hates to
see good magic wasted.
By JIM LAVERY
(For the Orient)
In a rousing, and sometimes
roy^dy, panel discussion Wednes-
day at the Senior Center, three
United States foreign service of-
ficers boldly and unabashedly de-
fended U.S. foreign policy — of-
ten to the vocal displeasure of the
audience.
Over 60 people — including
students, professors and towns-
people — stayed for two and one-
half hours through the session.
The discussion between panel
members was relatively mild —
and too often bland, but the ex-
changes with the audience were
heated and noisy several times.
Members of the State Depart-
ment speaking Wednesday were
David J. Carpenter, Public Af-
fairs Officer in the Bureau of East
Asian and Pacific affairs; Robert
S. Dillon, Special Assistant to Un-
der Secretary of State for Po-
litical Affairs U. Alexis Johnson;
and Robert M. Beaudry, a Maine
native who is now Special Assis-
tant to the Assistant Secretary
of State for European Affairs.
Local panel members were stu-
dents George Isaacson 70, Gordon
Grimes 71 and Mr. Edward De-
Bery of the Reform Democrats.
At the outset of the discussion,
Prof. Kirk Emmert of the Gov-
ernment Department — who
served as Chairman — urged the
affair to be treated "as a discus-
sion rather than a debate." De-
spite Prof. Emmert's skillful at-
tempts to fulfill his goal, the dis-
cussion dissolved into a virtual
Orient Review
Festival Rates As Big Success
BY ALAN KOLOD AND JAY SWEET
Orient Staff Writers
In the course of the extremely successful two
weeks of the Black Arts Festival students
examined views ranging from LeRoi Jones'
militant, irrational rejection of "white" culture in
favor of full black identity to David Driskell's and
Ernest Crichlow's calmer recognition that black art
cannot ignore either the white man or his culture.
The one point on which all participants agreed was
that the development of black culture, identity
and ethos is not a luxury for black men but an
essential part of their struggle for
self-determination.
One question which the Festival raised but never
sought to answer was the relation of black culture
to black economics and politics. One of the
implications of LeRoi Jones' lecture seemed to be
that black culture can not flourish until the black
man is in full control of his political destiny. Until
black men can control their own homes and no
i longer be dependent upon the white man's
'benevolence all black culture will be assimilated as
an interesting curiosity. Jones called for cultural as
well as political separatism as a solution.
Most of the other speakers seemed to disagree;
at least, they felt it to be impossible to separate
white and black art. Men such as Professor Driskell
and Mr. Crichlow considered the blackness of
black art to arise from the experience of black
men in America, an experience which art qan
attempt to make others understand. Even the
militant Floyd Barbour found the significance of
black art in its ability to create black identity and
pride which will enable blacks to improve their
political situation.
Composer Stephen Chambers and Jqnes, on the
other hand, make the highly questionable assertion
that black art is not based on an experience so
much as on the racial characteristics of culture.
This claim is understandable in Jones' case,
because his politics seem to demand it, and in
Chambers', because music's abstractness makes it
difficult to convey experience and definite
emotions. But there is no reason to put up with
this clouded thinking which, in putting black art
outside the realm of criticism giving blacks greater
(Please turn to page 6)
debate between the audience r«
led by Prof. John Rensenbrink —
and the Foreign Service Officers.
The bland and docile manner
which the,State Department of-
ficials assumed was at least as ob-
vious as their sometimes startling-
and incongruous policy state-
ments. This air was bitterly chal-
lenged by Prof. Rensenbrink, who
beseached of the panel: "the
American people have got to hear






Mr. Floyd Barbour '60, opened
last Friday's symposium on the
Concept of Black Culture by
criticizing his alma mater. His
greatest attack was against the
Senior Center, which he considers
"a monstrosity in the middle of
nowhere." He commented, "Who
needs a skyscraper in Maine?" Mr.
Barbour feels that the
construction of the Senior Center
is a classic example of the
processes of American
government and society. —-
—
It does only the unnecessary,
such as spending forty billion
dollars for an Anti-Ballistic Missile
System but not $250 per month
per person for a free food stamp
program. Mr. Barbour feels^ ^he
money spent on the Center could
4iave been better used for"
scholarship funds and new
departments of study.
In reply to the question of the
black problem in America, Mr.
Barbour - a teacher and author of
The Black Power Revolt —
remarked sharply, "I don't think
there is a black problem, but
rather a white problem. And as
soon as white thought patterns are
changed there won't even be a
white problem." Unlike LeRoi
Jones, Mr. Barbour does not feel
the necessity to look to Africa as
a basis for establishing black
culture and identity.
He believes that on leaving
Africa blacks formed a new
culture. He stated, "although we
are proudly of African decent, we
are now Afro-Americans and not
Africans."
Barbour claimed that the
function of Afro-American
Societies was to provide black
students with a place to grow and
become aware of themselves, but
he thought the solution to the
problems of black people would
depend on money.
NOTICES
There will be a meeting of all
Psychology majors and those in-
terested in majoring in Psych
Sunday night at 7:30 p.m. In room
ISA of the Senior Center. The
meeting will be to discuss
changes in the curriculum and
major work. All sophomores and
juniors are encouraged to attend.
Another View Of Mr. Leroi Jones
All students Interested in work-
ing on the yearbook, The Bugle,
next year should contact Bob
Volz, Special Collections Librari-
an, as soon as possible. ^
«fc%S*y:% :%¥:::Wi¥ft%v:: %«¥»:
By HYLAN T. HUBBARD
On April 7, the Black Arts Festival, sponsored
by the Afro-American Society of Bowdoin, began
with a lecture by Black writer LeRoi Jones. Mr.
Jones, in an artistic and matter-of-fact fashion,
illicited various reactions from his captivated
audience. Many persons were perplexed, many
disturbed and offended, and many were revived.
More important than the types of responses
among those attending the lecture is the
philosophy of Mr. Jones, who is a Black
Nationalist. He began by stating that he was
addressing himself primarily to the Black people
present. To many this seemed to be an alienation
of the whites who came to hear him speak.
However it also seems representative of the point*
he made later in his lecture. He feels that there is a
definite "polarity" between the Black and White
races in terms of cultural differences.
Mr. Jones continued by saying that Black people
must think in terms of "pre-and post-America".
This represents two ideals. First, as he stated.
Black History did not begin with slavery. Too
many people, through circumstances, have been
led to believe that the only history Black people
have began with the sin of slavery and has
continued with a slow and perpetual struggle to be
socially and economically equal to the rest of
America. The necessary thing now is a
looking back process in which Black people dig up
the basic roots of Black culture with which a true
identity is to be found. Secondly, the term
"post- America" constitutes a changed America,
i.e., a change from the status quo. This ideal does
not represent a hatred for White people or for
America per se. Rather, it indicates a need for
radical change. Before any change can take place,
however, there has to be a metamorphosis of the
"Negro" (a term which is nearly equivalent to the
old expression, "Uncle Tom"). To Black
Nationalists such as LeRoi Jones, the "Negro*" is
(Please (urn to page 4)
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A Plea For Civility
The Rev, Theodore M. Hesbergh, President of the Uni-
versity of 'Notre Dame, has been bne of the most highly ac-
claimed college presidents in the country during the recent
Spring offensives.
It also appears that he is one of the most misunderstood.
The latest to misconstrue The Rev. Hesbergh is TIME
magazine, who we all know never really makes a mistake. The
Rev, Hesbergh. in a letter in this weekVissue of TIME, points
out that he was quoted as saying "stability" when he really said
"civility. In the course of his letter, the Notre Dame President
made a timely and important plea:
"... Civility ... is much more important tor universities
today than stability. Civility becomes increasingly vital if uni-
versity people — faculty, students and administration— are to
discuss instead of demand, reason rather than shout, mutually
respect rather than mutually recriminate, depend on ideas for
persuasion rather than .four-letter words, and confer with rather
than confront each other." V
President Hesbergh"s plea flies in the teeth of the ideologies
of many student — and adult — radicals. Nothing will purify
the corrupt university system — and society (i.e., "the Estab-
lishment" ) — short of destruction, at least the threat of destruc-
tion, according to the radicals.
Nothing could be farther from the truth.
Even Bowdoin— in its own quiet, detached and unfrenetic
way — is proving that sweeping changes can be accomplished
without rage and riot. For example:
— The abolition of unrealistic and ill-conceived "social
rules" in the Senior Center (and, if 75 per cent of the under-
classmen approve Monday, on the rest of campus).
— The introduction of students as voting members of
faculty committees, which is where the real power lies for ini-
tiating change in the College.
— The (hopefully) impending removal of academic
credit for R.O.T.C. classes.
All of these accomplishments are tremendously significant
and mean, along with other changes, a "new Bowdoin." If you
don t Delieve it, ask today's seniors what the College was like
four years ago.
The important point is that all these changes have been
made through persuasion — not force or threats. And per-
suasion will continue to be a tremendously useful tool for stu-
dents. It is not as easy to persuade as it is to demand, but the,
long-range benefits are better-based and more-lasting. And
there are liable to be fewer losses along the way.
Open "confrontation" — including the "non-negotiable
package" and violence — is a risky proposition: you usually
stand to win or lose everything. Victories in initial skirmishes
may be gratifying, but also deceptive — as the students ex-
pelled from Chicago are discovering.
President Hesbergh's plea for "civility" — both as a tactic
and as a standard of conduct — is relevant not only to student
activism but also to any situation involving emotion-charged
circumstances.
Take two recent Bowdoin "happenings" for instance: the
S.D.S. presentation Tuesday night and the Stat$ Department
panel discussion Wednesday afternoon. In both cases, audience
heckling — of one form or another — was an obvious factor.
It needn't have been.
No matter what one's convictions are, it never hurts to
listen what the other side has to say — to listen with a degree
of "civility." If one disagrees with the presentation, a devastat-
ing rational argument is much more effective than a hot word.
Without "civility," such presentations disintegrate into a crude
and empty verbal "first flight" that nobody wins!
"Civility is indeed a necessary element — for everyone.
Thought For The Day
And for those who would react to the extremism of stu-
dent radicals with like extremism, a thought for the day:
The streets of our country are in turmoil. The universities,
are filled with students rebelling and rioting. Communists are
seeking to destroy our country. Russia is threatening us with her
might. And the republic is in danger. Yes, danger from within
and without. We need law and order! Yes, without law and
order our nation cannot survive*.





To the Editpr: «*,
Your analysis of the positions of the College as
a community and as a corporation was reasonable,
although shortsighted. You state that, "A
corporation is chartered to fulfill certain functions
within society and it is not proper for any special
interest group ... to turn that corporation to its
own private ends." You are assuming here that any
action on R.O.T.C. by any group, trustees, faculty
or students, is to serve that group's own ends. This
is a faulty judgment. In any corporation the
actions taken by those in charge are for the benefit
of those who ultimately control the business,
namely the stockholders. We the students are
stockholders in this corporation — Bowdoin
College. The faculty and trustees are investors too.
What is beneficial to this community, (for it is this
"community" of stockholders who operates the
corporation) is beneficial to the corporation.
R.O.T.C. is not beneficial to the corporation or
the community which runs the corporation.
R.O.T.C. is an arm of the military; a military
which is too large; a military whose Joint Chiefs of
Staff have more influence over the President of the
United States than do the voting public. The
military is propogating the Vietnam war; a war
which has faced more and greater taxes on the
citizens of the United States. It has reestablished
the draft as a threat to all eligible men, particularly
- to college students. Need I remind you that three
Rhodes Scholars have been recalled to their
"Country's Service"? Furthermore it has sapped =»
financial resources from more important places. I
find it extremely ironic that you could be so blind
to your lead article of the same issue "Federal
Gov't Cuts Aid Funds." Why have these' funds
been cut to colleges? Because the Vietnam war
needs more money. Is anything more ludicrous?
Those students who will be denied financial aid at
any and all colleges they apply will in effect be
denied entrance. What can they blame ultimately?
The Vietnam war. Perhaps these students will enter
the working force to earn money to enable them to
enter college. However, more likely than not they
will be drafted to fight in a war which has already
guided their lives far top long. I don't believe that
it's hard to see that students are being hurt by the
"war".
On the other side of the coin, the faculty will be
denied the privilege of communicating with these
young men and perhaps widening their own lives
in the process. Furthermore, many sons of the
faculty are in similar predicaments.
It isn't hard to see how crucial the effects of the
Vietnam war are on all of us: faculty and students.
SDS attacks R.O.T.C. because it's an arm of a
military which is able to cripple the country
financially and upset the lives of its citizens. I
remind you that Vietnam would not be what it is
today if our military were not as powerful as it has
been in the past. Santo Domingo and the Bay of
Pigs wouldn't have even gained recognition if we
hadn't had such an idle yet montrous power as our
standing military complex. It is time that we
heeded Pres. George Washington's prophetic words
that a large standing army is a threat to the
citizenry of the U.S.A. More power to the SDS
and to the faculty. May they cripple this military
oppresser (SIC) in any way they can.
Stephen E. Glinick 71
Another Viewpoint On Mr. Leroi Jones
(Continued from page 9)
the individual who has not realized that he does
have a culture of his own, and who, in some cases,
is not willing to search for a more real identity.
Even though thru his poetry and plays LeRoi
Jones seems to express an antagonism for the
"Negro", he, at the same time, seems' to realize
that the fault rests not in the "Negro" himself, but
in the "system". ,.
The picture that LeRoi Jones painted has a solid
base and is very absolute in its terms. However, it
appears somewhat too absolute in certain aspects.
It is too absolute in the sense that, even though it
is idealistically beautiful, it offers no means by
which these things are to function. Further.^lr.
Jones seemed to exclude the ideal of the Black
Man utilizing what is already available in order to
organize his own enterprises. It seems necessary
for the Black student, for example, to utilize the
predominately white colleges and universities. But,
this usage does not preclude any possibilities of
change within these institutions.
In the final analysis, there has to be a policy of
toleration and appreciation of neighboring
cultures. This does not indicate, however, that
there has to be an integration of Black and White
cultures in order to co-exist peacefully on this
continent. It is only when a people and its culture
are oppressed that peaceful co-existence ceases to
exist. -
Proposed Underclass Social Code
(Continued from pafeJB)^ -
Standards
1. The success of this Social
Code requires the active commit-
ment of all members of the com-
munity to the principles upon
which
. the life of Bowdoin is
based. Each student is expected
to conduct himself responsibly,
and to ensure that his guests do
so, maintaining full respect for his
fellow students and for all guests
of the College and of individual
residents as well as the entire col-
lege community.
2. Each member of Bowdoin
College shall be responsible for
conducting himself in accordance
with local, state, and national
laSv. Copies of applicable statutes
shall be available from the Dean
of Students' Office.
3. Residents are expected to ex-
ercise good judgment in deter-
mining the times at which women
guests will be in college resi-
dences. Consideration should be
given to the convenience of others
and to the quality of life on the
campus.
Means of Enforcement
1. While it is expected that mi-
nor cases of improper behavior
will be dealt with by discussion
among the parties involved, more
serious or repeated infractions
will be brought to the attention
of the Student Judiciary Board.
2. When conflicting interpreta-
tions arise as to the practical im-
plications of the standards set
forth in this Code, the members
of the College are expected to
seek first to resolve such conflicts
through discussion among them-
selves. The advice of members of
the Campus Conduct Committee
and the Dean of Students is avail-
able to them as they conduct such
discussions. Should conflicts not
be resolved in this manner, they
are to lie presented to the Stu-
dent Judiciary Board.
3. a. Dormitory proctors share
responsibility with other students
for maintaining good order in dor-
mitories and may exercise imme-
diate jurisdiction consistent with
that responsibility. They may be
consulted by concerned .students,
or may initiate action to restore
order and harmony in the context
of enforcement procedures des-
cribed within this code. A student
may appeal the decision of a dor-
mitory proctor to the S J B.
3. b. Designated persons with-
in each fraternity or living unit
shall have authority and respon-
sibility equal to that of proctors,
and their decision be subject to
similar procedures of review.
4. Any member of the College
whose actions are brought before
the Student Judiciary Board shall
be given a hearing. The Board
shall then render a decision in ac-
cordance with the standards set
forth in this Code. It shall be em-
powered to withhold certain of
the social privileges ordinarily ex-
tended to members of the College,
or to recommend to the Dean of
•the College that the offending
student or students be suspended
from the College.
5. A student may appeal any
decision of the Student Judiciary
Board to the Administrative Com-
mittee of the Faculty.
6. All women visitors to the
campus residences who are not
the personal guests of members of
the college community, will be re-
quired to sign in and sing out at
the Information Desk at the
Moulton Union. This requirement
shall not apply to faculty wives
to the members of groups es-
corted by the campus guide, or to
other designated persons.
Implementation of the Social
Code
1. This Code shall be in effect
during the period when the Col-
lege is officially in session, pro-
viding it has been ratified by the
vote of three-fourths or more of
the undergraduates.
2. Should this Code fail to re-
ceive approval of three-fourths of
the undergraduates, the Campus
Conduct Committee shall initiate
the procedure necessary to devel-
op an acceptable social code. In
the interim until such a code is
effective, the social rules that
were in effect during the academic
year 1968-69, prior to the adop-
tion of this Code, shall apply.
3. Following the ratification by
the necessary three-fourths ma-
jority of the undergraduates, each
resident of the College shall sign
the following pledge:
I accept and agree to abide
by the Bowdoin College So-
cial Code.
Should any student refrain
from signing, the question of his
eligibility to share in the social
privileges of the College shall be
considered by the Campus Con-
duct Committee. Such an indi-
vidual shall have the right to ap-
peal to the Student Judiciary
Board and/or the Administrative
Committee of the Faculty a de-
cision which affects his eligibility
to share in the social privileges
of the College.
4. The Campus Conduct Com-
mittee will consult with living
units desiring to establish regula-
tive rules within this Code or to
create suitable enforcement pro-
cedures for various living units.
Such modifications will become
effective upon agreement of the
Campus Conduct Committee and
the living unit involved.
I
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Violence Gondeihned
As Mode For Change
(ED. NOTE, - The following is a copy of a pe- * i—
/
i
tition circulated by faculty members during the
disruption last month at Brandeis University. We
think it bears particular relevance now).
It is the conviction of the undersigned members
of the Brandeis faculty that the time has come for
the reaffirmation of certain principles that we
believe to be central both to the present crisis on
this campus and to the future of the University.
We address ourselves to the university community
and to all who are concerned with the fate of
Brandeis as an institution dedicated to teaching
and learning. *2?
The act of seizing and holding a university
building as a method of securing "non-negotiable"
demands violates every principle of conduct suited
to a community of scholars. It denies the vital
principles of any university worthy of the name:
that men who claim to live by reason must
conduct their affairs by the rule of reason; that
dialogue is the essential mode-by which reason has
its say; that force and threat are the death of
dialogue, of reason, of the university.
We do not assume that reason teaches the same
thing to all scholars, to all students.
Disagreements, even on very important matters,
are the inevitable and natural stuff of university
life. Grievances, even very grave ones, must
certainly arise. But that is precisely the point at
issue. The university is above all the institution
that opens its doors to diversity; that encourages
its members to think and therefore to question;
that thrives on the continuous play of idea against
idea, choice against choice, policy against policy.
And the university must above all be an institution
that, on matters demanding common decision,
hears all voices and allows rational persuasion to
have its way - subject always to new views, new
evidence, new decision.
Now we face a threat to this delicate fabric of
reason and dialogue. Thus far, our response has
been clear. From the first, and until this time,
both the President and the faculty have been
unyielding in their insistence that the seizure of
Ford Hall was an intolerable affront to our sense
of the inmost meaning of the University as a place
of reason and discourse. From the first, and until
this time, we have held to the view that "we
cannot confront problems in the University under
threats and coercion." We MUST not sacrifice that
principle for no other reason than that the initial
intolerable action continues to plague us!
To do otherwise is morally wrong. It is in
addition strategically unwise. For it does nothing
but reinforce the view - ever-present,
ever-tempting, always deadly - that force is the
most effective way by which those with grievances
may Obtain the action that they want. A university
- or a society - that subscribes to that principle is
a mockery of the ideals by which the great
majority among us wish to live.
There is a great temptation to buy peace at any
price - to pay a ransom - for our institution at
this moment, whatever the consequences may be
for the future here and elsewhere. If there were a
price of peace, to be paid once and for all, some of
us might be strongly inclined to pay, in order to
resume again the proper business and life of the
university. But this is no single payment. If rules -
not "mere rules" but the conditions of living and
working together as members of a university - can
be broken once, and any aggrieved party can
thereby earn the reward of object capitulation,
then there are no rules. This is all the more serious
because the list of black demands is presented to
us as a specific and defined set of needs and at the
same time as a symbolic bill for damages so vast
and illimitable that they can never be settled in
our lifetime. In a word, the acts of seizure and
threat open an indefinite prospect of crisis after
crisis, until the vast majority of the university —
administration, faculty, and students - resign all
their dignity and self-respect, all their proper rights
and duties to the institution. In the end we shall
abandon the idea of the university itself, in the
vague and doubtful hope that black students will
thereby redress the ancient injustices of American
society. On this view, universities do their part by
ceasing to be universities. This we must reject.
Let the whole University community offer to its
black students and to black Americans generally,
its concern, its talents, its readiness to listen, to
discuss, to act. But let it not be imagined that it
can repair all the damages of history and of society
at large. And above all, let it not dare to think that
it can help others by destroying its own character.
Most recently the argument has been raised that
to accord to the demands under any condition set
by the black students is to support them in their
quest for self-respect. To this we raise two
objections: (a) there is also at stake the question
of the self-respect of the faculty as a body of men
committed to the university as a- place of- reason
and discourse, not of force and the threat of force;
(b) a self-respect that depends upon the
humiliation and'degradation of other members of
the university community is a shoddy piece of
goods indeed. The "self-respect" of the man with
the gun, the "pride" of brutalization and force, is
what we are acceding to if we repudiate the
conditions of negotiation to which we have so
overwhelmingly committed ourselves. •
—We recognize that the stand that we propose is
no easy course; that the temptation now is strong
to seek the easy - and delusive - peace of
compliant surrender. But we ask - we plead with
- our fellow members of the university - faculty
.
and students and administration - to do what is
painful, difficult - and right.
-
Isaacson
(Continued from page &)
policy, we might have a series of open Council
meetings at which representatives of the
administration would explain their position on
such matters as financing, ROTC, athletics,
curriculum, and community relations.
The issue of ^co-education is important to
Bowdoin's future. Both the college and Student
Council should commit themselves on this
question. A clear expression of student sentiment
may be influential in promoting a more natural
and healthy environment on campus.
The curriculum should be expanded to include a
greater number of Afro-American and non-western
studies. Possible elimination of comprehensive
major examinations and increased use of
interdisciplinary studies would serve to liberalize
the academic atmosphere.
As Bowdoin explores new areas of cooperation
with those colleges of the Pentagonal Agreement
and the larger collection of schools in the Ten
College Exchange Program, closer cooperation
among student governments would be beneficial.
A conference of student government
representatives from all these schools might
produce new approaches to common problems.
The Student Council has taken significant steps
in the last year. The need for new approaches is
greater still. Peaceful and progressive change is
possible at Bowdoin. A new administration and a
liberal faculty should be responsive to student
concerns. We serve ourselves and Bowdoin best by








For Rev. John P. Davis, director of Bowdoin's Newman Apostolate, a
long-sustained wish was realized during the recent Spring Vacation. His
pet project, "Bermuda North", a week-long stay at Peter Dana Point
Indian reservation, finally materialized after many months of planning
and effort.
*
His colleagues were ten Bowdoin students, two girls from St. Joseph's
College, Bowdoin math professor Frederick Springsteel ana1 his wife
Karen, and Regina Nicholas of Peter Dana Point. Their aim was
primarily to run workshops for the Passamaquoddy children in music
(guitar), art, drama, sewing, and various school subjects. Further, they
planned a "field trip" to the University of Maine on one day,
entertainment each night in the form of movies or. suppers, and a
Friday night "happening" with Indian dancing, exchange of gifts, and a
display of the workshop results.
From all available evidence, the group accomplished these aims and
much more. It is difficult, obviously, to determine the success of these
workshops in terms of what the children actually learned, and how
much they will retain. Several of them, at any rate, had learned some
basic guitar chords and a few songs by the end of the week; the art
workshop resulted in many paintings, drawings, clay sculptures, etc.,
and the learning of a few basic techniques; in sewii g, the tangible
results were many, including pillows, aprons, dresses, and ^ other
practical items. The tutoring and drama workshops, naturally, had no
concrete objects to show for their efforts, and the estimate of their
success must be conjecture at best. At the end of the week, the group
left behind much material in the form of art supplies, guitars, sewing
materials, and books. The hope is that the children will continue to use
these supplies under further supervision in school.
The "Bermuda North" group members were aware that the. tangible
results of their project were probably small, particularly considering the
brevity of their stay. But, as Father Davis explained, a "definite, almost
instantaneous rapport was established between the. project members
and the Indian children, and this was probably the greatest good that
resulted. We let them know that someone cared, and they let us know
that they appreciated and liked us." Several adults from the reservation,
in addition, made it clear That the Bowdoin project had been the best
group effort ever.
As for the participating students, the experience was very gratifying,
and more successful than they had hoped. In a recent evaluation
session, all agreed emphatically that they would participate in a similar
project again. Several of them have made plans to return to the
reservation for varying periods of time.
A great number of people put a lot of time and effort into the
project, from planning workshops to donating automobiles, food,
supplies, and money. For each of them, it is rewarding to know of its
success. To Father Davis, whose brainchild provided the opportunity of
"Bermuda North" to all of the people involved, they offer a sincere
Thank You.
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(Continued from page 3)
freedom to create quick culture and identity,
makes the creation of a significant artistic
tradition more difficult in the long run.
Virgil Logan, '69 one of the festival's organizers,
emphasized that the objectives of the festival were
as diverse as the individual events. If the festival
may be characterized in terms of a central theme,
it would be, in Logan's opinion, the concrete
evidence of "the genesis of a Black ethos." Logan
believes that though there has been much talk
about black culture, little investment of resources
has been attempted by colleges. The festival was
conceived as one step to improve this situation.
Equally important, it was to be an educational
opportunity for the entire college community that
would both inform and excite audiences.
Perhaps one of the greatest strengths of the
festival was the presentation of divergent views on
the significance of the black artist and his work.
To LeRoi Jones, the black nationalist leader, poet,
and playwright who keynoted the festival, the arts
are an essential element in the American black
man's struggle. In his lecture, and in readings from
his own works, he demanded of the black artist
exactly what he. demands from every black man, a
total commitment. Logan contrasted this view to
those of Professor Driskell, Chairman of Fisk
University's Department of Art. In his lecture on
"Contemporary Afro-American , Art," Driskell
described art as a universal and uniquely powerful
medium of communication. Although art springs
from experience, and the black man will therefore
participate tft^S greater extent in the works of
black artists, the potential for real involvement is
open to all.
This theme-mf personal involvement was
extended in the presentation of Robert Johnson's
('71), "Coffee and Sour Cream." This play
directed by Logan and Johnson, and including in
its cast girls from the Job Corps Center at Poland
Spring, as wel^as black and white students from
Bowdoin, was performed twice before standing
room only audiences. This, work, a symbolic
presentation of the conflicts of the ghetto, was
one of the high points of the Festival.
If there was any weakness that significantly
detracted from the festival it would have to be the
weakness of actual connection between the events.
The intent of the organizers seemed to be to
display various forms and then discuss the
significance of black art. Unfortunately the issues
raised by the statements of Jones and Chambers
were never explored or carried over from event to
event. Each speaker said his piece and left; it was
only a coincidence if a question raised by one was
examined by another. If the festival is held next
year as it certainly should be, it might be fruitful
to organize it around a central unifying theme
which could be discussed in a symposium covering
a period of several days. This, in conjunction with
the presentation of works of art and lectures by
noted figures, could be a contribution of lasting
significance to the understanding and development
of black art.
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Cindermen Bow To Amherst;




Outstanding performances by Amherst's John Wallace, Paul Reed and Pete Steinhart proved to be the
margin of victory for the Lord Jeffs' last Saturday as they defeated a Polar Bear squad, 103Vi—45V4.
Wallace turned in an incredible day with four firsts: 13' in the pole vault; 57.0 in the 440 hurdles; 15.2
in the high hurdles; and 170'10"
in the javelin.
In spite of the Bowdoin loss,
there were a few bright spots for
the Polar Bears. Roger Best tossed
the hammer 180'1" with
sophomore Mark Haley finishing a
close second. In the mile, Ken
Cuneo continued his winning
ways with a time of 4:30.2 while
his brother, Mark, followed surl
by taking the two mile in 10:14.0.
In the discus, Tom and Steve
Corey took second and third,
respectively. Speedster John
Fonville came one step closer to
breaking the 10 second barrier in
the 100 yard dash with a first
place time of 10.0.
The meet with UNH scheduled
for Thursday was cancelled due to
rain, and will not be held.
Saturday the varsity and frosh
travel to Cambridge to meet with
MIT.
A VAULTING TAYLOR -
Clearing the bar for a second place
in a meet against Brunswick and
Unity last Saturday is Cameron
Taylor. The frosh cindermen took
second, as they bowed by four
points, 74-70 to the Brunswick,





The freshmen sailors opened
their season in a Dinghy Regatta
at Coast Guard last weekend and
placed ninth out of 12 competing
schools. Coast Guard won the
meet.
Skipper Dave Potter reported
that several boats capsized and
were swamped during the meet
due to changeable wind
conditions. However, despite the
adverse conditions, all the boats
were, closely bunched as they
approached the finish line.
Crewing for Potter was John
Mayes. The second dinghy was
skippered by Andy Reicher, who
had Bill Hale as his crewman.




Tufts Sunday. The varsity travel













In a photo just released by the Bowdoin College News Service, Paul
Craven (world record holder in the sport of arrow throwing) receives
coaching tips from Martin Friedlander (right) as Bowdoin Arrow
Throwers Association (BATA) President Sam Hastings (left) looks on.
BATA's world championship, scheduled for the Sunday of Ivies
Weekend, has received UPI, AP, and Maine daily newspaper and radio
coverage thus far, with more widespread publicity anticipated. As the
event approaches, application forms from college entrants all over the
east coast pour into BATA headquarters. Any interested Bowdoin
students are urged to contact either one of three pictured above for
further information or entrance forms (name, college, and class). Write
in care of the Orient.
Sporting a contingent of nearly
14 enthusiasts, Charlie Butt's
informal water polo squad travels
to Northeastern University
Saturday for the season's first
intercollegiate competition.
Playing in a round-robin
tournament with Northeastern,
Tufts, and MIT, the Polar Bears
are seeded second, and are
optimistic about the first place
spot.
Returning forward, and
. co-captain of this year's swimming








' WASH & DRY & 24 HOUR SHIRT SERVICE
FREE ALTERATIONS
"We've been getting in a lot ot
ball handling and the offensive
attack looks good. Our defensive
men are learning to react to
situations, not only their own
men — and this is important if
you're to take advantage of
defensive possession of the ball."
intercollegiate competition is
not what most students who have
played the sport in a gym class are
used to. contact is heavy, but the
better team manipulates the ball
in such a way so as to avoid the
melees usually associated with the
sport.
vs Trinity, Saturday 2:30
Bowdoin Fr. • a Deering
2-1





vs MIT. Saturday 2:00
Bowdoin Fr. *"l2 Yarmouth
1-0
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Rain Plagues Baseball
Team's Game" Schedule
Returning from its first road trip of the season, Coach Ed Coombs'
varsity baseball team tallied its first victory of the year. After bowing
to Wesleyan last Thursday, 10-6, the team' traveled to Williamstown
to soundly defeat the Ephs, 18-5. A scheduled Saturday game at Am-
herst was rained out, as was Wednesday's proposed encounter withl
Maine. The Polar Bear nine stand
£; Water Safety Instructor CourseB
¥S A merican Red Cross
Mon., April 28-Fri., May 2 tv
3:30-5:45
WSI Retraining Course
April 29,30 and May 1
:§ 6:30-9:30 #
•:•'. (new program, everyone must :|:|
§: be re-certified.) &
at 1-1 when they entertain Trini-
ty on Friday and MTT Saturday.
Bowdoin scored Ul of its six
hits against Wesleyan in the sev-
enth on four walks and hits by Bo
• MacFarland, Ned Beyer, and Bob
Newman. Ives, the Bear's start-
.
ing pitcher, gave up rune runs in
6 2/3 innings while striking out
two, walking seven, and yielding
nine hits. Dick Downes, as Ives'
replacement, allowed one run,
walked two, and fanned one bat-
ter.
- The Polar Bears took full ad-
* vantage of 14 bases on balls while
unloading on six Williams pitchers
for 13 hits in a game that was
ended after the seventh ginning.
Collecting two hits each were
Newman, McFarland, Martin.
Wormell, and Niekrash. Campag-
na drew five consecutive walks
and Wormell scored four runs.
Niekrash went the route for the
Bears, allowing eight hits, fanning:
two, and walking only one.
The frosh opened their schedule*
with three home games, winning
two of them Portland High and
Deering fell by scores of 8-1 and
5-0, respectively, while Cheverus
doubled the Bears scoi
Against Portland, Pete
drove in three runs with two
sharp]y hit line drives. Bob Foley
also batted in a pair. Portland
scored its lone run on a single and
two consecutive Polar Cub mis-
cues. The winning pitcher was
Dick Sodoski who allowed four
hits, allowed only one walk, and
fanned three in his five-inning
stint.
Cheverus literally walked its .
way to victory as the Cub hurler-
cave up a dozen free tickets. Bow-
doin went, through three pitchers.
winamp 'up with Don Callender
the victim of five-run Cheven,>
uprisings in the seventh and ninth-
innings. Hess paced the Bowdoin
attack ^wttn-a tloable.~singie7~a7TC ~
two RBI's. Against Deering, Hes>
again led the Cub attack' with
three hits for four trips to the







On Friday, April 18, a
rejuvenated Bowdoin tennis team
met a strong and talented
Springfield College team in an
away match and suffered its
second defeat of the season.
Fighting back from a 9-0 loss to
MIT. the week before, the
netmen won two of the nine
individual contests and played to
three sets in several of the others.
Coach Ray Bicknell was hoping
for some inspired play by the four
new members of the squad, ail
sophomores, but he was
nevertheless encouraged by the
team's showing. Last year the
varsity had lost this bout 9-0. Of
the four sophomores, Parker
Barnes, Bruce Brown, and Carter
Good were playing in their first
varsity matches, while number
one man, Bill Paulson, had played
at M.I.T. the previous Saturday.
Bowdoin's two victories came
through outstanding play by
Bemie Kubetz and Co-captain
Bob Woodman. After downing
Springfield's number five man in
singles, Woodman teamed up with
Kubetz to win the third doubles.
The Polar Bears will play out
the rest of the season in Maine
with upcoming contests against
Bates, Colby, and the University
of Maine. Of these three, Colby is
predicted to be the toughest and
the major obstacle to a state title
for Bowdoin.
The Endless Winter; Me. Surfing
Professor Compares
Stickmen Entertain MIT
Iii Match On Saturday
The varsity Lacrosse team came within one game of tying the record
for most games won (7-1964) Thursday as they defeated a weak
Brandeis squad, 10-2. Captains Hugo Fisher turned in the Bears' only
hat trick and led the offensive play.,The squad sports a 6-2 record when
they travel to MIT Saturday.
Students Start Adm.
Peary Surf Club
Driven by insanity of uncertain origin, members
of Bowdoin's Admiral Peary Surf Club have been
taking to Maine's tepid thirty-eight degree water.
The festivities at Popham Beach, Reid State Park,
Ogunquit and Wells began about two weeks ago
when the grizzled band of surfers managed to get
cal credit for frolicking in the white water.
Although sane people find it difficult to believe,
Maine's rocky coastline offers the best
opportunities to surf along the East coast, and the
consistency of conditions are comparable to those
in the West. Winter and spring Northeasters create
large swells that break perfectly along our local
reefs and. jetties as well as beaches. At this time of
year, a full wetsuit is mandatory, although
something recently motivated freshman Dan Hatch
to go out in just his good old trunks. As Surf Club
member and champion arrow-thrower Paul Craven
was heard to remark, "he's insane!" Other
newcomers to the club include Andy Stern, who
astonished onlookers while in Florida last winter
by learning^-t^-^utL^n a ridiculous six foot
mini-board.;
re George VanCott, who
flashes toy clad ^a^sKiny black sealskin wetsuit
topped /by over two feet of salty matted black
le only one really getting his laughs out of
is surfboard dealer Bob Friedland, who
ispart of a surf shop,
rone interested in dodging ice floes, or
learning how, is welcome to attempt membership
and the hardship it entails. There are plenty of
waves to go around. For more information contact
Bob Friedland.
fjURFING SUBPROGRAM
1. If tide is coming in, check Popham first,
otherwise go to Head.
2. If surf looks good, go out into it.
A. If it. looks bad, go to other spot.
4. If that looks bad,*walk down to river to the
right of island and decide if it's worth paddling or
wading across to St. John's.
5. If all fails, break out a kite and send messages
up to look for sw£ __,* , : -—
—
p
CATCH A WAVE - is the word as warmer
temperatures bring surfers out of their wetsuits, as
does Computing Center Director Myron Curtis,
pictured a' ,ve and to the right. Maine surf at
times leave
.
something to be desired, but more
often hold- up well (see articles this page).
Commented one regular Bowdoin surfer, Paul
Craven, "Tht Maine surf, though not always of a
rideable nature in the immediate Bowdoin area
(Popham), is good and, on occasion, challenging in
such nearby .ices as Wells Beach, Ogunquit and
Kennebunk The formation of an informal
Bowdoin Surf r,g team is a sign in itself that the
sport is practicable in Maine,"
East To West Coast
By MYRON W. CURTIS
For The Orient
(Ed Note: Mr. Curtis, who received his A.B.
from Bowdoin and A.M. at UCLA, is presently the
director of the Bowdoin Computing Center. He
has surfed extensively on the west coast, primarily
during his years at UCLA, and more recently has
been exploring the surf on the east coast, much of
that in Maine.)
The name of Malibu, Rincon (maybe buried in
oil by now), Steamer Kane, Swami's, Bana Point
(now a boat harbor), Sunset Cliffs, and 34
Kilometer are names well known to the readers of
'Surfer" and the early Beach Boy fans. However,
when the sport of surfing was being introduced to
the East coast locals by rpck groups, some
misplaced surfers from California were searching
for spots that could boast the same fast rights as
Vlalibu and Rincon, the ability to hold up under a
10-15 foot swell as those at Steamer Lane and
Dana Point, and, best of all, the consistency and
uncrowded conditions of 34 Kilometer. The
popularity that East coast surfing has seen in the
past few years gives ample evidence that these
early pioneers were successful.
The scene (or spector) of eighty boards trying,
for the same wave is the rule at both Malibu and
Narragansett Pier. If you like cold water and
uncrowded conditions, Maine is the place. If not,
then try waiting until you graduate. .
The state has its share of good breaks that can
be surfed at various wave conditions. The Popham
Beach area at the mouth of the Kennebec is one of
them. I have seen 10-15 foot waves of good shape
several days after a North-easter and have surfed a
fast right, similiar to Malibu when the bottom
conditions were right.
There are three spots on the Popham and Small
Point area that may be good. The area to the left
of the island off the parking lot is worth checking
out. However, it is unpredictable because of
changing bottom conditions and is usually" best at
the incoming tide. The break is best at five to eight
feet and is usually a peak with right being the most
makeable. The outside peak looks rideable for the
kyack crew.
If that area is closed out after a storm, there
may be a good rideable shore break for board, or
body surfing at Head Beach on Small Point. The
long flat beach on the other side of the river is
rideable under most conditions and is probably the
best bet on small waves at low tide.
To get the most out of Eastern surf it's'best to
be an avid weather watcher and keep your eye out
for low pressure areas coming up the coast. Good
surf can preceed them by a day and follow a
Northeast or Southeast blow of 30-40 knots a day
later. The ultimate is a hurricane 100-200 miles off
shore. However, an extended high; pressure may
bring surfing conditions that are best for kite
flying or skim boarding.
:W:V:y:W:X::::::^
An algorism for getting the most out of Popham
surf:
WEATHER CHECK PROGRAM
1. Check the late weather report each night.
2. If high pressure area over New England,
repeat step 1.
3. If low pressure around New Jersey or gone off
to sea at the cape, set alarm for 5:30 a.m. and go
to SURFING SUBPROGRAM.
4. If low pressure off Maine, wait until it clears
and go,to same as '3.'
Brandeis started the scoring
early in the first quarter, but
didn't see another goal until the
third period. Alex Turner and
Sandy Irwin turned in two goals
apiece, with Steve Devine taking
one shot on goal. Tucker
Drummond turned in several good
saves, but proved even more
valuable in his clears which set up
many of the offense's passes.
Playing on a dry field spotted
with sun breaking through the
overcast day, the squad played
goals off a lot of fast breaks.
Accurate passing, and hard hitting
moved the ball effectively down
the field for the Bear tallies.
In suffering its second loss
against five victories, the stickmen
dropped an 8-4 decision to
Wesleyan last Saturday. Ball
control proved to be the deciding
factor in the hard-fought contest
as the Cardinals were better able
to coordinate their passes into
scoring efforts.
,
This weekend the Bears host
MIT at. 2:00 in a cfrucial
encounter. Coach Jim Lentz
reports that MIT is unusually
strong and well-balanced this year,
having lost to Harvard, a perennial
Ivy power, by only one goal. A
victory for the Bears will edge
them closer to the record for most
wins in a season and could provide
the impetus needed to sweep the




Rugby, for many years a part of
Little Three intercollegiate ath-
letic competition, has come to
Bowdoin. Organized by John
JPhillips
b
ourne, an informal club
will have its first meeting next
Thursday afternoon on Pickard
Field.
Twenty off-season football and
hockey players, with many others
allegedly interested, have con-
tacted Phillipsbourne about the
sport. The athletic department
has consented to allow use of an
athletic fields, and President How-
ell, who has played the sport while
in England, said he will assist in
the coaching when he finds the
time.
The game "has much the same
object as football," explained
Phillipsbourne. "It's very similar
in fashion, except it is played
without pads, and is a game of
continuous motion, almost like
soccer in the respect that there
are no huddles or such. There is
no forward passing, lateral passes
being the ones used. Drop and
free kicks are used in moving and
scoring
-the ball which looks
something like a long football
with slightly flattened ends."
-A
NeibNovLectur^ On "Metaphor: Reason For Being
" For the Oriont "WentWOrth Hall The enhient- «,<>« 1U„+„„I -TTL- ' 1,. .. ..-
•
.
• CBy DENNIS PERKINSe
Hamlet: Do you see yonder cloud that's almost in the
shape of a camel?
Polonius: By the mass, and 'tis like a camel indeed.
Ham: Methinks it is like a weasel.
Pol: It is backed like a weasel.
Ham: Or like a whale?
Pol: Very like a whale.
' It has struck me that, given the nature of clouds
Polonius is probably not being conned by Hamlet as
much as the young master would like to think
Polonius could very rightly have seen the three shapes
which Hamlet names precisely because it is the nature
of clouds that they can appear only in the shape of
something else.
Monday evening, Mr. Howard Nemerov gave the
first of the Talman- lectures to a capacity crowd in
THE
Wentwo . subject was Metaphor. The
lecture was an academic feat. The poet skipped
through his broad literary background, taking
metaphoric examples from literature as diverse as a
birdwatcher's manual and Dante. He also considered




the subject was metaphor. And the
conversation between Mrs. Nemerov and his audience
was much like that between Hamlet and Polonius He
named various shapes that a metaphor takes on when
it appears, and the appearance itself is at its heart a
x£>
e
™JlOVfhere in the ,ecture was metaphor given itsPROPER name (which is another way of saying its
reason for being); perhaps that is because it has no
proper name, no reason for being, save that it is.
Which leads me to the question of why the lecture'
I take the intention of the lecture to be the naming
^pf the thing, the nature of metaphor. Here it failed.
But the failure was victorious both in its, eloquence
and in its honesty. Mr. Nemerov, the poet, could not
make up a faftte pame for the thing which is the
center of his talent, yet he tried to attack it from
every side, to catch that whfth he already had.
It is interesting to. note that Louis Coxe, another
poet, in introducing Mr. Nemerov referred to him as
Mr. Metaphor. The mistaken substitution was a bit of
brilliance. Mr. Nemerov, poet, is Mr. Metaphor and
that is as far as one can go in getting down to its
nature. The existence of metaphor, like the existence
of any person, is a mystery - there is no reason for
its not-being, it just is, of its power.
Next Monday evening Mr. Nemerov is reading his
poetry. I would suggest that anybody interested in
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Rehearsal of drill formations on the Mall Tuesday caused widespread
curiousity. Observe G. I. necklace on guard Matt Hunter, '72.
'Brig' Opens Tonight
The Masque and Gown's spring
production will be far removed
from the easy comedy of their last
play, "The Importance of Being
Ernest.' Kenneth Brown's 'The
Brig,' to be presented May 2 and
3, will be directed by Professor
Richard Hornby and played for
the most part by students in his
English 50 class. Only half of the
two-act play's dialogue was
written by Brown; he left the rest
to the actors' spontaneous
imagination.
'The Brig' is the story of a
brutally painful existence in a
U.S. Marine Corps penal
-institution located near Okinawa,
Japan (in 1957 the author was
imprisoned in such an institution).
The tormented prisoners are all
members of the Third Marines
Infantry who rebelled against the
intolerable demands of their
officers. Their routine is rigidly
Occupational Hazards
structured by sadistic guards who
unquestionably outdo the
captives' former officers. The
inmates have no freedom, no
choice, and no individuality
beyond particular styles of
servility.
Professor Hornby has found
that he is in need of Marine
equipment not available in
military surplus stores. He has
requested the Marincunit at the
Brunswick Naval Air Station to
lend him badges, ribbons, etc. for
the production; so at Tuesday's
rehearsal Lieut. Brown came to
observe the proceedings. He told
the Orient, "I don't like the play,
but from a Marine Corps
standpoint it's not too
objectionable." He said the
decision rests with his superior
Major Ortman but that the




In the midst of some mild
confusion, the student body voted
last Monday in the first
campus-wide election of Council
officers and representatives.
Perhaps it was the novelty of
participating in what had
previously been a closed affair,
but the election for President was
marred by 149 invalid ballots,
most of which we're discounted
because the voter had neglected
the instruction to vote for'at least
two candidates. Nevertheless,
John Cole managed to command
enough of the 604 valid votes to
win the Presidency whHe George
Isaacson beat out Steve Schwartz
and Bob Mercurio for the
Vice-Presidency.
The total figure of votes cast,
753, represents an extremely high
proportion of the lower three
classes, which would seem to
indicate not only the importance
of the concurrent vote on the new
social code, but perhaps even a
renewed interest in the student
council as well. In the election for
the junior student council
representatives, Bruce Brown, Bob
Carpenter, Bob Johnson, Owen
Larabee, and John McPhillips won
the right to represent the class at
large. Mike Bushey, Stephen
Fendler, Richard Kimball, Ed
Macioci, and Jim Sterling were
elected to represent next year's
sophomore class.
The new student council
President, John Cole, has been a
member of the council for the
past two years and is a former
president of AD. Affable and
articulate, Cole has a reassuring
serenity about his manner which
is sure to irk the more volatile
personalities on campus, but will
probably appeal to most. Given
the usually tranquil, if not
apathetic, Bowdoi n studen t body,
Cole Uoes not believe that
whatever divisions now exist* on
the campus will threaten to
disrupt the college community in
the next year. He is anxious to
make the council "open and
communicative" to the views of
opposing factions, because he
feels the student council is and
should remain the sole
representative body for the entire
student body.
Keeping the student council an
open forum for diverging views is
not an easy task, and Cole is well
aware of the difficulties from his





What began as an arid discussion of student activism ended in aheated discussion of the significance of Black Power and Black
Separatism on college campuses. The panel of students discussing
student activism, part of the annual meeting of the Bowdoin College
Teachers Club Saturday, began by generalizing about the motivations of
student activism.
Revolt Rumors Run Rampant
By JAY SWEET ±
Orient Associate Editor
Last Thursday evening at the Alumni House,
President of the College Roger Howell,
Vice-President Hokanson, the Administrative
Committee of the Faculty, and the Student
Judiciary Board met for over two hours. The
situation that they discussed is unique in recent
College history: the threat of student occupation
of one or more College buildings.
The series of events ending in that meeting had
begun at Dartmouth on Tuesday. At that time, a
group of student radicals, including many Harvard
students, had seized a Dartmouth administration
building. That occupation, like the one at Harvard
the previous week, was in protest of College ties
with ROTC. Thursday, the day that the
Dartmouth occupation ended, the Bowdoin
administration received a telephone call from
Cambridge. A book salesman who had dealt with
Bowdoin in the past reported that the rumor in
Harvard yard was that Bowdoin was next.
The administration took immediate steps. The
four campus buildings viewed as the likeliest
targets were the heating plant, source of all College
heat and power, the Union, center of College
communications, and the two buildings connected
with Bowdoin ROTC, Adams and Rhodes Halls
Of these four, the heating plant appeared to
present potentially the most dangerous situation
Centrally located on the campus, it is usually
staffed by a single engineer. It is easily accessible
(Please tarn to page 2)
The more moderate members
of the panel suggested that a great
deal of activism could be
accounted for by student
frustration at the slowness of
change or by the feeling that
being a citizen and student is
today a moral crisis or even by
insincerely and the desire to
manufacture crises.
However, two students
disagreed. Virgil Logan, '69
claimed the true purpose of
activism was to force the college
to examine itself towards the end
of becoming more democratic.
Democracy in the university
means both more communication
in the community and the
creation of a university which
does not continue unthinkingly in
traditions but attempts to meet
(Please turn to page 2)
Committee. In that capacity, Cole
found himself between a radical
demand on the one hand for
immediate change in the social
rules led by the SDS and Chris
Almy, "and, on the other, an
administration which had made
clear its intention to resist
coercion by the student body.
Cole and the other members of
the Student Life Committee
elected to compromise by
establishing a Campus Conduct
Committee to study the proposed
changes in rules.
If this is any indication, it
would seem that Cole places a
high premium on comm ittees and
has in fact said that the student
appointments to the faculty
committees will be made
Carefully. With openings, for
which all students are eligible, on
the committees for Student Life,
Athletics, Computing Center,
Lectures and Concerts, Library,
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Aft End To Mistrust
Two events of this past week disturb us, for they seem to indicate
that, despite all attempts to avert disruption here and to improve the
structure of the college, the conditions of mistrust, misunderstanding,
and secrecy, which are fatal to a community, are still present at
Bowdoin.
, o
Last Thursday, the officers of administration, the Faculty
Administrative Committee, and the Student Judiciary Board met to
consider the possibility that the Bowdoin SDS, acting in conjunction
with other groups, might seize a colfege building. This secret meeting
proved to be a mistake, because a security leak resulted in a
campus-wide rumor that provoked the decision of members of at least
three fraternities to take matters into their own hands should SDS take
a building.
What purpose could this meeting possibly have served? There were
certainly less inflamatory ways of determining whether students had
heard that there might be trouble, and it was a bit late to inform
anyone of the legal steps which would be taken should violence occur.
That legal information should have been disseminated long ago to
discourage both building seizures and vigilante responses to them.
The belief that important issues must be handled in secrecy and that
professors and students should be informed of what measures the
administration has taken only in crisis, when they have no choice but to
approve them, reveals a mistrust of both students and faculty which we
consider intolerable. ,
When we examine the response students have received to their
complaints about food and service at the Union we again find a
reluctance among administrators to deal reasonably with students. A
group of independents asked the Vice-president and Dean of Students
for a refund of the unused portion of their board bills after their
complaints had been ignored by dining service officials. The response-
fiiey first received was unreasonable and vindictive: Students' parents
could have refgnds if students would agree not to buy individual meals
or eat meals as guests at the Union.
Events of this sort create a feeling of futility among those few
students willing to work for improvements, because it appears that only
through pressure can they change the minds of those who make
decisions.
ORIENT reporters are particularly aware - that administrators
sometimes do not give completely honest answers, but this is also the
feeling of many who speak casually with those who run the college.
This unwillingness to communicate with members of this community
has no justification.
The ORIENT is one of the most important means of communication
between students, professors, and administrators; it is the only
organization designed to speak to all members of the College. Our end
is^ to open the means of communication through the publication of
information that concerns the' entire community and through
encouragement of free discussion. Members of the community who are
not frank and honest with the ORIENT are not being frank and honest
with this College.
(Continued from page 1)
the needs of its members. Jim-
Darrow, '71 emphasized that the
major issue of activists had to do
with the relation of the university
to the larger society, and with the
responsibilities of the university
to that society.
Logan, president of the
Afro-American Society, said that
colleges have failed to meet one of
their responsibilities — supplying a
"legitimate form of education for
black students." The demand for
Afro-American studies is a
response to the racism of our
society
-which has tried to make
black students conform to a white
framework. The college must
become responsible to the social
situation by increasing its
enrollment of black and poor
students. But Logan denied that it
was enough merely to bring black
students to the college. "It must
meet the social and educational
needs of these students."
Dennis Hutchinson, '69, also
asserted the need for
Afro-American studies. He
claimed that the purpose of
admitting more black students
was not to form a school which
was a microcosm of society, but
one which brought a variety of
ideas and value systems together.
Later in the discussion he said the
purpose of Afro-American studies
was to help Negroes find
themselves by looking back on
their culture and history.
In response to a challenge to
defend his application of the word
'racist' to America, Logan
explained that he did not mean
only that there were different
racial groups but that the black
community has been denied
control over their own destiny.
"Control, power is the root of
racism." "Blacks do not have
substantial control over their own
destiny." Racism is a fact we must
face squarely and not expect to
disappear, he insisted.
i
Hutchinson said that certain
subjects being incorporated into
the curriculum are not simply
fashionable but have a lasting
relevance. He cited Black studies
and courses on the urban crisis as
examples. John Cole, '70,
remarked that every institution is
"an evaluation of interests" and
that these interests must undergo
constant examination to
determine their relevance to our
present situation.
One of the most significant
omens of change in the structure
of this college has been the
dramatic increase in Union
boarders over the last two years.
This increase, did not come
unanticipated, though its
dimensions had not been
foreseen: The advent of the
Senior Center and the social rules,
coupled with a national trend
against fraternities, spelled the
decline of the Bowdoin fraternity
system.
furthermore, there is presently no
restriction on who may purchase
meals at the Union.
Hokanson explained that guest
privileges are based on the,
assumption that only sixty to
seventy-five per cent of the
possible guest meals will actually
be served, and that he feared
students who were refunded their
board might upset this figure. He
agreed that anyone should be
allowed to purchase meals; and he
agreed to reconsider the issue of
Several weeks ago, a group oO guest privileges. A revised
independents met with Dean Jerry statement will now be formulated.
Wayne Brown to discuss the issue
of food and service at the Union
Acting in the belief that they were
no longer getting their money's
worth, they asked that they be
informed of the necessary
procedure to secure board
refunds.
This Tuesday, a substantially
larger group of 17 met with Dean
Brown and Vice-President
Hokanson to receive the college's
response to their earlier demand.
They were presented with this
statement:
I hereby request that a
PRO-RATED share of my spring,
1969 semester's board bill be
returned to my parents upon their
written agreement. I .understand
that I will not enjoy meal
privileges at any Bowdoin College
dining room, either as a guest,
host, or as a purchaser of single
meals. I further understand that I
The second group destfed to
continue on board at the Union,
but asked that they be given a'
voice in the operation of the
dining room. Senior Center dining
was cited as an example of what
they wanted to move towards.
Specifically, they asked for partial
control of Union menus, a study
of Union efficiency, and an
attempt to formulate alternative
board contracts for next semester.
These requests were recieved as
reasonable by Brown and
Hokanson, who promised to
implement them as soon as
possible. But beyond these
immediate issues, there looms the
greater question of continued
increase in the number of
independents. Hokanson stated
that the college is anticipating the
necessity of feeding as many as
four-hundred independents next
year.
will not be able to renew my
board contract with the College* | r^rriTri 1 t'tf^f^
for any part of this current Vjvilli J LILCC
semester. I am also fully aware
that no appliances may be used in
any College dormitory.
In the ensuing discussion, what
emerged is that in the group of 17
there were essentially two view
points represented. One group still
wished to have their board bill
returned, but objected to the
College's proposal. The clause
forbidding them use of the dining
facilities was decided to be
completely unreasonable.
Students argued that it is the right
of a host to choose his guests, and
that the College has no.authority
to proscribe that right;
Takeover Preparations Revealed
(Continued from page 1)
to a relatively small force; if the boilers are left
unattended or are tampered with, they are capable
of exploding with sufficient force to destroy the
heating plant and severely damage Winthrop Hall.
The process of "cooling off" the boilers
ordinarily takes place over the course of three to
four days. Beginning Thursday night, and
continuing through the weekend the heating plant
was kept locked and staffed with three engineers
at all times. These men were under orders to admit
only College personnel; if any attempt to occupy
the building did in fact occur, one attendant was
to delay the occupation force, while the remaining
two were to secure the boilers as best they could.
The ROTC buildings presented two distinct and
separate problems. An occupation of the third
floor of Adams Hall would be, at best, symbolic;
the College could ignore any occupiers until they
either surrendured or starved to death. Rhodes
Hall, which contains ROTC offices, files, and
weapons, would also present a relatively stable
situation. When ROTC personnel were notified at
approximately 11:30 Thursday morning, they
removed personal and confidential files to their
homes. The Rhodes Hall weapons room had come
up for a regular inspection, as had the rest of the
ROTC department, on the previous Wednesday. At
that time, the weapons room was judged
inadequate for the second consecutive year, and
ROTC weapons had been moved to the Brunswick
Naval Air Station, pending weapon room repairs.
The repairs are the contractual obligation of the
College, and upon their completion, ROTC
weapons will be returned to Rhodes Hall. The
removal of the weapons, contrary to campus
rumor, took place a full twenty-four hours before
ROTC personnel had any hint of ihe possibility of
an occupation. In addition, ROTC weapons are
non-functional because they lack firing pins.
Besides these precautions, the administration
countered with the College attorneys in Portland.
This move was motivated primarily by the desire
to know what legal questions would be involved in
an attempted occupation, and secondarily, to have
a restraining order prepared. College property is
private; a restraining order, read to an occupation
force, would serve as legal notice that they were to
vacate College property. If they defied that order,
they would be legally in contempt of court. At
that point, the College has no hand in their
prosecution; charges are filed by the Maine State
Attorney General's Office, and the College is
powerless to intervene. There are two other ways
in which the action taken against students could
pass from College hands. First, if there were any
obstruction of a public way, students would be
arrested and charged by the Town of Brunswick.
Second, there is a statute on the Maine law books
stating that if any group of ten of which any
member is armed, or,any groupof thirty, even if
unarmed, is engaged in "riotous* activities," town
and state police are obligated to act. Further, the
law states that three quarters of any damages
incurred by the group must be borne by the
municipality involved. Brunswick has little desire
indeed to pay for damages to College property,
and police action would be swift.
Despite these precautions, no attempt was made
to deal directly with Bowdoin SDS members.
Administration sentiment was that there was
simply not enough information; if anything
further had occurred, the College might have
attempted direct negotiation. However, by the
time one begins his preparations for an
occupation, it would appear that he is past the
optimum moment for dialogue. Although SDS
leaders here have refused to talk to the ORIENT,
in deference to their own statement, the refusal, or,
inability, to communicate is certainly notj
one-sided.
Elections^
(Continued from page 1)
Military Affairs, Prep Schools, and'
admissions, Upward Bound, and a
coordinate Curriculum
Committee, Cole believes that
there should be adequate
opportunity for the airing of
student opinions.
It seems clear that Cole is
anxious to make all groups from
SDS to YAF "feel free to work
through the council." In this way,
he hopes that "the council will be
able to reassert the respect" that
it should command "as
spokesman for the student body."
The new president, however, is
not so naive to believe that mere
structural change, allowing for
broader participation by students,
is the panacea for the problems of
student life. He fears that unless
the students themselves
"recognize their obligation to
accept responsibilities", both in
To Select
Interim Dean
The new officers of Student
Council, John Cole, George
Isaacson, and Augie Miller, will
assist President Roger Howell in
the selection of an interim Dean
of Students to replace Jerry
Wayne Brown, who is resigning to
assume a position at Rider
College. The committee, which
hopes to name a new dean by
next Friday, will make theii
selection from professors
currently on the faculty.
President Howell explained that
the definitions of the duties of the
three deans which were drawn up
when the office of Dean of
Students was created seem to have
been inadequate. This may have
resulted in some unnecessary
confusion concerning the
distribution of responsibilities. In
the course of the year, Howell
hopes to undertake a review of
the administrative structure of the
college in order to clarify the
duties of the officers of
administration.
pursuit of the new social code and
in an enthusiastic and constructive
participation in the governing of
college affairs, the new reforms
could prove to be disasterous
failures.
In the social rules vote, §46, or
93% of the three lower classes,
voted to adopt the new no
parietal social code. This left only
24 disgruntled pollsters, which is a
nifty number for a club.
THE BOWDOIN ORIENT
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Riding high on waves of
uneasiness "caused by recent
campus, unrest and disturbances
among prestigious Eastern
schools, Mrs. Shirley Chisholm,
the first black woman on Capitol
Hill, representing the
Bedford-Stuyvesant section of
Brooklyn, lectured this evening at
Bowdoin College to an audience
of approximately two hundred.
"Fighting Shirley," proved her
own statement that "one thing
the people in Washington and
New York are afraid of in Shirley
Chisholm is her mouth," by
charming her audience with an
hour and a half of machine gun
rhetoric. The highly articulate
Mrs. Chisholm discussed topics as
broadly set apart as the university,
which she regards as "the prime
instrument of national power," to
abortion bills that she has
supported in recent years in the
New York State Legislature,
where she served before going to
Washington.
Mrs. Chisholm, educated at
Brooklyn College and Columbia
University, brought her message
to Brunswick not only as a
professional educator, but on the
basis of her life experience. She
told her audience that she was an
expert on her subject not only by
training, career, and education,
but by the sort of person she is.
Her desires for educational reform
in the university are deep-seated
and clearly the product of
emotion. Mrs. Chisholm
presupposes that the university
should* address itself to
community needs, but perhaps
she meant demands.
With brilliant voice control and
modulation, she intoned "that
educational institutions must be
in the forefront in developing and
sustaining equal opportunity for
all." The American educational
system she regards as sick and
needs as remedy "massive doses of
medicine" so that it may find
"stability in change." In the
specific university context, Mrs.
Chisholm swept away the campus
demands by Afro-American
Societies for black dormitories,
black studies programs, and the
tike, as mere manifestations "of
the revolution that is sweeping
across our country today."
On the much discussed subject
of black power, Mrs. Chisholm
told the college community that
"black power is different from
any kind of power in this
country." A notion that left her
audience breathless from the force
of originality. She insisted that
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black power is grossly
misrepresented by the media and
"that it is not here to destroy."
Touching on the historical bases
of assimilation of minority groups
into this country, she commented
that the other groups "had one
thing we don't have: they were
white." "It was assumed" that
what they represented "was white
power." Historically, the
American Negro has been "so
loyal it isn't even funny because
we love America. We measure
America not by her achievement,
but her potential."
"Black power is a cry of
disappointment, it is a cry of
despair at the failure of white
power." And "black power is a
'means to bring the black people
into the covenant of
brotherhood." But her message
lost its conciliatory ring when she
cautioned, speaking of both city
and university, that "we must
begin to reshape the universities
to suit the needs of black
students." "Let us not deny," she
continued, "that black separatism
. . .
has its place in the realization
of the American dream," and that
while "everybody's got a quick
panacea for the problem, they
haven't seen anything yet." With
firmness she stated that "black
people have been the most loyal
citizens of this country. Now we
want our slice" of the pie ... we
will never turn back!"
It is in the university, as has
always been, that change must
originate, because "our education
has been a total failure; it has
failed to open our hearts, no
matter how learned we may be."
Her faith in educational reform is
predicated on the need "for a new
breed of man, and a new breed of
woman . . . who will be dedicated
to change." At the core of the
matter, "there can be no true
solution to the urban crisis in
America . . . without
understanding of the race
problem." Racism, the
Congresswoman said, was the
Achilles heel that hurts this nation
inside and out.
"THE AMERICAN NEW LEFT is cor-
rect to be anarchic, Susan Sontag
says, because it is out of power,
The freaky cloWes,rStk, drugs an
sex are pre-revolutionary forms of
cultural subversion,and soyou can
have your grass and your orgy and
still be revolutionary as all get-
out. ButinCuba the revolution has
come to power, so it follows that
such disintegrative 'freedom' is
inappropriate. For a fre, eopy rf
There, what His-M Wm. F. Buckley'i
tory decrees is I Jf,AJ.' ° N .A L * E;
_,. . .. „ VIEW, wrife: Dept.





Next Friday, at nine o'clock in
the New Gym, Richie Havens will
present the 1969 Ivies concert. He
is the personification of the
eclectic second generation folk
singer. By adapting, by
performing everything from
Woody Guthrie to Leonard
Cohen, he and a handful of others
have survived in an age of rock.
"What I want to do is
communicate with people." In his
first appearance on the Tonight
Show he was good enough to
persuade brutal Johnny Carson to
invite him back the following
night. If you've ever watched the
Tonight Show, you know that's
good enough. In Des Moines, they
just aren't into Leonard Cohen.
Anyway, barring plague,
famine, and sound system failure
(is all this possible?), you can hear
Richie Havens next Friday night
for $2.00. We know you'll want
to go; as a token of your
appreciation to the hard-working
boys on the Student Union
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netman.
— m BiH Paulson, leading vanity
Stickmen Resume Play
Against Boston Wed.
The varsity stickmen must wait another week
until they can resume regular competition under
regular game conditions. New England College,
^fcWj^scheduled.for Saturday, asked that the
be cancelled. In scrimmage action this week,
squad was leading an informal Colby club 14-4
yhen the game was called on account of fighting
with 2 l/i minutes to go. Last weekend the stickmen
fell 9-2 to an MIT squad which had previously lost




The Polar Bears held MIT even at 2-2 through
the first two periods, but the Engineers punched
across four goals in the third quarter and added
three more in the final period while holding the
Bears scoreless. Alex Turner and Rick Barr turned
in the Bowdoin scores while goalie Tucker
Drummond made 14 saves.
Traveling to Waterville Wednesday to meet
Colby in an unofficial encounter, the Bears found
the match to be just that; the officials were
missing alot of the unofficial action until it was
too late and full fledged fighting broke out. The
Bears in the meantime had accumulated 14 goals
on shots by Rick Barr, Hugo Fisher, Walt Plaut,
John Demenkoff, Bruce Jordan and Sindy Ervin.
Coach Lentz emptied his bench during the game
and turned loose on the field such strong reserve
players as Steve Devine and Dale Tomlinson.
The stickmen meet Boston State on the home
field next Wednesday. With an average age of 25,
the Boston stickmen are physically big, but play
with little finesse. The Bears can set a record for
most wins if they can pull off a victory.
n Down Maine And Bates;
State Series Title Looks Good
By CLARK LAUREN
Orient Sports Writer
vJsHvTSi 2y TehnenpnL?Rpearnetd ^ £? *S °' "*, ?a-0n SatUrday by defeatin8 the University of MaineTZ L h . u B»/r ne,tmr?n ,ost on,y one of the sinSles matches when sophomore Bruce Brown wassubdued ,n three sets by Maine's Eiser. The rest of the singles' contests were won by^owdflS with ™aUveease_ Only Carter Good in the number two slot needed three sets to defeat his opponenthe first and second doubles twnvm.
Nrw Rrar Sportwere also won by the home team
with Good and Bernie Kubetz
losing in three sets at the third
position. Bill Paulson and Parker
Barnes won 6 - 2, 6 - 3 as Dave
Anthony and Bob Woodman
played decisively to a 6 - 1, 6 -
victory.
At Lewiston, Wednesday, the
Bowdoin Netmen crushed a rather
weak Bates' team by winning all
nine matches. Despite the absence
of number one man Bi ll Paulson,
the Polar Bears left no doubt as to
their skill. None of the individual
contest went beyond two sets.
The closest match was played in
the third singles by Bruce Brown
who held off a last minute effort
by Merrill of Bates to win 6-2
9-7.
il Polar Bearings I
Baseball
Bowdoin 6 Trinity n
Bowdoin 6 MIT i
Bowdoin 13 Colby l
5-1
vi Northeastern Sat. 2:00
Bowdoin Fr 4 MIT 3
Bowdoin Fr Colby 14
3-2
v» MCI Fri. 2:30
at Exeter Sat.
Laerossw
Bowdoin 2 MIT <i
Bowdoin-Colby called for fighting
6-3
Bowdoin Fr 9 Hebron 3
Bowdoin Fr 11 MIT 3
Bowdoin Fr 14 Hinrklev 2
4-0
at Kents Hill Fri.
Golf
Bowdoin Wesleyan 7
Bowdoin 3 Trinity 4
Bowdoin j St. An'slems 2
1-5
First in State Series at Bates




Rugby could be described to
the novice as a combination of
football and soccer. Played on a
field quite similar to that of
football, the object is to score a
try (touch-down), penalty free, or
drop kick. A try is good for three
points, as are each of the three
types of kicks. A converted try,
converted by a kick similar to a
point after touchdown, counts for
five points.
The ball is slightly larger,
heavier, and has flatter ends than
a football. As for player
equipment, pads are not worn,
save to protect an injury. A
'rugger', or rugby player, wears
much the same attire as does a
soccer player.
The game is played in many
forms; fifteen, thirteen, and seven
man rugby are among the more
common. In Europe, where the
sport is extremely popular, one
generally runsCacross the fifteen
and thirteen player version. Since
all the players handle the ball, it is
important that they all
demonstrate some amount of
agility. As in football, the big men
have the must unheralded work.
They are generally in the front
lines of the- "scrum", a formation
which permits the continuation of
the game after an infraction. All
players must be able to kick well,
and are generally in good physical
shape — no substitutions are
normally allowed.
Picking up the fundamentals of
the game would not be difficult
for the experienced athlete. In
this respect it is quite similar to
lacrosse — one can learn it
relatively easily, but it takes a lot
of game experience to become a
good player.
Contrary to rumors, rugby is
not a legal slaughter — there are
some quite specific rules
concerning proper play and
conduct during a contest. Contact
is a major part of the game;
generally American teams are
considered "hitters,", but poor
technicians.
An informal Bowdoin Rugby
Club has been started, and anyone
interested may contact John
Philipsborn, or show up on
Pickard Field at announced
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** Special to the Orient
When trie BATA announced that an
engraved stiver arrow will be awarded
to the. beet performer of the members
of the- faculty and administration Mr.
Harry Warren, U Peon's fabulous "Mr.
invincible" of the early 1^50's, curtly
said, "it's as good as mine,"
Meanwhile-deflance in the New Gym.
Boulder Souie, always at the absolute
peak of physical condition, sneered,
"I'm truyfng an arrow tomorrow, and
I'll throw, it farther than anyone
else." Close observers declined
speculation on this match-up.









- By JOHN BRADFORD
Orient Sports Writer
Rollin Ives pitched a one-run, one-hit gem to choke the Colby
batmen last Tuesday while the hot bats of the Polar Bears blasted Mule
pitching for 1 3 runs and 13 hits in a state series contest at Waterville.
The Polar Bears swung full force into the Colby starter, Hyland, 4b
SWaWS^-aSSSS^SSfftSS^^ the first inning. Bob Newman
. lY/^ 4-^-fcw. T^y-vlrf-k m reacne(i on an error and moved toW dlCl X OlO I third on a double by MacFarland.
S
.
gl 1 tot. S Chip Miller walked to load thei Nffllijn WlTl^ 1 bases before Ed Dyer poked a
g k^v|tiM.vi tt iiio:- clutch run-scoring single foUowed
'$. TTi • rp 1 $ by a run-scoring fielder's choice
% t irsi I ropnyl fey Ken *&&*• d** women
•:•: I V 8 cracked a double to drive in
another run. Greg Wilkes lined a
single to left next to score two
By ROBERT A. STUART JR.
Special to the Orient
Second place in the annual
Northeastern Water Polo
Tournament held last Saturday
went to the Bowdoin club for
their season's opening
competition. The team claimed
the first trophy in the sport ever
received by a Polar Bear squad.
Using knowledge gained in last
season's play, greater swimming
ability, and the coaching of
Charlie Butt, the mermen were
able to employ the fast break and
feed the ball to the offensive line
of Ken and John Ryan and Rick
Spencer. The three managed to
score 18 goals off an aggressive,
but not necessarily defensive,
Northeastern squad. Good Bear
defense kept the Boston school's
scoring down to six. Goalie Barry
Stevens was ably bolstered by the
alternating three men defensive
line of John Samp, John Spencer,
Bob Stuart, Chick Levine, Tom
Progin and Bo Quinn.
After downing Northeastern,
18-6, the stmad went on to meet
MIT in the finals. Playing against a
more experienced team, the Polar
Bears showed their determination
to hold the defense by holding the
Engineers to a 5-0 lead at the end
of the second period. The second
period saw the collapse of
Bowdoin's game. MIT pumped 13
more goals in while the Bears had
to settle for only two. Despite the
final_ score, the Bears were
somewhat boosted by the team's
first trophy.
The squad is highly optimistic
about this weekend when they
travel to Springfield for a
tournament at Springfield College.
The Bears meet Harvard in their
first, match. The Crimson is not
reputed to be exceptionally
strong, but should provide some
good competition.
more and give Bowdoin an early
5-0 lead.
In the third inning, Bowdoin's
big first baseman, Dick Wormell,
blasted a two-run homer over the
fence in left center to give the
Polar Bears a commanding 7-0
margin. Two walks and a single by
MacFarland in the fourth added
another tally for Bowdoin. Both
squads added one run apiece in
the eighth inning. Ives' single
followed by Newman's triple off
the fence produced Bowdoin's
run, while a walk to Colby's Moir,
a pass ball, and a wild pitch
allowed the lone Mule run.
Two walks and doubles by
Beyer, Wilkes, and Ives netted
four more runs, resulting in the
13-1 final score.
Colby's Demurs spoiled Ives'
bid for a no-hitter with a single in
the fourth, but Colby was unable
to hit safely at other times. Ives
struck out five and wielded a hot
bat* during his outstanding
nine-inning performance. Rollin's
one hitter follows his three hitter
against Trinity last Friday, giving
him a 2-1 season record so far.
Bowdoin is 1-0 in the Series and
4-2 overall as they take a three
game winning streak into
Saturday's home game/
Fresh Coffee & Spudnats
Makes
Any Time Spudmit Time
THE SPUDNUT SHOP







At last count, we had more than 3,800 news-
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Christian Science Monitor. Editors from all
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The Bowdoin Student Council recognizes the right of the
college to take action to protect college property during periods
of extreme provocation or danger. As the governing organization
of the student body, however, we disapprove of the methods by
which the administration secured an injunction in response to
fears of a take-over of college buildings. Although we
acknowledge that the Student Judiciary Board was consulted, the
injunction, which was an anticipatory response to rumors, was
taken out in secrecy without the knowledge or approval of the
Student Council and without first approaching those parties
which would be affected should action be taken. The manner in
which the administration handled this situation opposes the
traditional practice of open dialogue and understanding between
administration, faculty and students. Such action conducted in
secrecy can only serve to unnecessarily cause divisions and
misunderstandings on campus.
The Student Council calls upon- the President of the College to
explain the college's position on this matter and also the general
position, at least in principle, the college would plan to take in







Last Monday night George
Isaacson submitted a resolution as
the first order of business for the
Student Council of 1969-70. His
resolution, mildly condemning the
secret meeting of the President,
Vice-President, Administrative
Committee of the Faculty, and
Student Judiciary Board of the
College on last Thursday evening,
was accepted without dissenting
vote.
The secret meeting was
precipitated by rumors from
Boston that the SDS and outside
agitators were preparing to
occupy one or more College
buildings. The purpose of the
meeting was to determine the
'course of action should the
buildings be "occupied, and to
decide to apply for an injunction
before the courts adjourned for
the weekend. The faculty believed
the injunction necessary because
it would legitimize arrests for the
civil crime of contempt of court,
and so gives the College a legal
method of repressing disorders.
The College was granted the
injunction, valid for seven to ten
days at the discretion of the
Administration.
Isaacson, in his proposal,
recognized the right of the College
to protect its property in cases of
"extreme provocation," and only
questioned the secrecy of the
meeting. Stating that the secrecy
could not help but foster distrust,
and adding that no Council
members were even notified that
the meeting was taking place,
Isaacson said that such secrecy
and the absence of consultation
with the representative organ of
the student body opposed open
dialogue between administration,
faculty, and students. Isaacson
then concluded with a request to
President Howell that he make
clear the College's stand on the
secrecy.
The Council, than passed the
resolution which stated that they
did not disapprove of the
College's end, the injunction, but
just of. the means, the secrecy.
THE
ORIENT
The Oldest Continuously-Published College Weekly in the United States




Monday afternoon the Faculty
will consider a proposal of
recommendations for an
Afro-American Studies Program in
the Bowdoin Curriculum. The
recommendations are as follows:




2. CAAS should have five
faculty members and an equal
number of students.
~~~3rfaculty members should be^
chosen by normal faculty
procedure.
4. Student members should be
chosen by the President in
consultation with the interested
students groups.
5. CAAS should consult with
the President and choose a
chairman who has the support of
both the members and the
President.
6. The Chairman should be
known as the Program Director,
be a full-time teaching member of
the Faculty, but have no other
administrative or committee
responsibilities.
7. The Program Director shall
serve for a term of two years.
8. Each April the Program
Director shall furnish a report to
the Faculty on the state of the
program, extent of cooperation of
various departments,
recommendations for the future.
9. CAAS and the Program
Director should be charged with
the following responsibilities:
A. To work with departments
to see that during the academic
year 1969-1970 more courses are
offered that deal with the black
experience. Examples of such
courses might be Black Novelists
in America (English Dept.); The
Psychology of Prejudice
(Psychology Dept.); The Negro
Church in America (Religion
Dept.); History of Africa (History
Dept.).
(1 ) The subcommittee explicitly
recommends that such courses be
introduced with existing
man-power. It recognizes that in
some cases present courses may
have to be bracketed or dropped.
(2). All such additions and
deletions should go through
regular faculty procedures (CEP
and full Faculty).
(3) Such courses should be
offered on a regular basis.
B. To initiate discussions during
the academic year toward the
creation of some multi-
disciplinary problem-centered
courses related to the black
experience. The Urban Crisis
course constitutes a partial
example. Other possible examples
are described in Appendix A.
(1) These courses would usually
be open to majors in the
departments involved and would
usually count toward the major.
They would not therefore detract
from the total number of courses
available to majors.
(2) These courses would go
through regular faculty,
procedures.
(3) These courses would
probably change from year to
year (like "30" courses in the
History Department) so that a
wide variety would be available
(Please turn to page 2)
In Mid-East Crisis
New Pass-Fail System
Is No Grade Change
RICHIE HAVENS - The
Student Union Committee will
present folksinger Richie
Havens tonight at nine o'clock
in the New Gyrrt He will sing,
but before he does Professor
John Renaenbrink will crown
the Ivy Queen.
General Calls For Calm
By BRUCE CAIN
It seems ironic, but one of the better lectures given at Bowdoin
CoUege this year was also one of the most sparsely attended. Last
Sunday, the Senior Center presented Major General Indar J. Rikhye,
former commanding officer of the United Nations Emergency Force in
the Middle East spoke on "The Middle East Crisis" before a crowd of
not more than thirty people, composed for the most part of professors
and foreign students. Although, as Major Rikhye himself observed, it
provided him with a learned and informal audience, those of us present
could not help but feel that the honor Bowdoin bestowed upon this
man was a dubious*bne.
Major Rikhye made it quite
clear at the outset of his
introducory remarks that the
importance of the crisis in the
Middle East should not be
underestimated. "Unless
something is done," he warned,
"the third world war will be in the
Middle East." In Major Rikhye's
opinion, any serious consideration
of the dispute between Israel and
the Arab nations must take into
account three major problems:
the varying interpretations of the
Security Council Resolution of
1967; Israel's refusal to accept
any more temporary ceasefire
lines and the correlated insistence
(Please turn to page 2)
By SAM HASTINGS
With the spring semester grades
looming large on the horizon, and
with graduate schools' decisions
daily arriving in the seniors'
mailboxes it is not at all surprising
that considerable attention has
turned to Bowdoin's marking
machinery. The High-Honors-
Pass-Gasp system was
incorporated for the first time
during the fall semester of 1967,
and with four semesters'
experience an elementary analysis
is now possible.
However, there is very little to
report on the new system by-
itself. It differs from its
traditional A-B-C-D-E numerical
predecessor in no significant way
besides precluding the highly
competitive class rank. Academic
distinction is certainly still
available to the ambitious student,
and relegation to the embarassing
category of also-rans endures as a
danger to the more casual scholar.
Dean Geary told the Orient that
the so-called Pass-Fail grading
method involves subjectivity on
the part of the instructor no more
and no less than the previous
formula Jor student evaluation.
The difference between
professors' and departments'
'opinions of their students'
I performances continues to be
'reflected in the grades they release
at the end of each term. The Dean
also commented that the general
increase in higher grades is, in his
opinion, quite unrelated to the
new system. He believes that the
Orient report of two years ago on
'Bowdoin's marking behavior in
comparison to other schools of its
class is responsible for the well
advised upswing.
The Orient also learned from
Dean Geary that the graduate
schools prejudiced against seniors
graded with the Pass-Fail
non-numerical formula are most
definitely exceptions to the rule
He said that marks in general grow
less important in the eyes of
graduate schools every year
because all candidates seem equal
in this respect. Today a student
finds advantages in applying to
the right schools, in taking
independent study programs or
studying abroad for a year, in
watching closely where
governmentTind private money is^
directed, and in his major
department which has a
responsibility to its students to
keep alive its contacts with
I graduate schools.
Music Melange Mounted
Such diverse musical instruments as organ, trumpet, drums, slide
projector, automobile parts and a toilet plunger will be played in what
must be billed as a "unique" concert of avant-garde music to be
presented at Bowdoin College Wednesday.
The public is cordially invited to attend a performance by Bowdoin
students of Robert Moran's "Titus for Amplified Automobile", Douglas
Leedy's "Useable Music No. 1 For Very Small Instruments With
Holes", and Cornelius Cardew's "Treatise".
The concert, described. by its perpetrators as "a: interesting, b:
enjoyable, and c: educational", will take place at 8 p.m. in Wentworth
Hall, Senior Center. There will be no admission charge.
Produced by John G. Brandenburg '69, in cooperation with the
Senior Center, the concert is the result of an independent study project
in music by Brandenburg and « James P. Garland '69. Garland was
producer of last season's successful endurance test-performance of Eric
Satie's 18-hour, 40-minute solo piano piece, "Vexation's".
IVY
WEEKEND
FRIDAY AT 5:30 .
The traditional planting of
the ivy at Hubbard Hall
FRIDAY,FROM 6:30-7:00
The selection of the Ivy
Weekend Queen by the
fraternity presidents in the
Moulton Union
FRIDAY AT 8:00
Richie Havens will present
the Ivy Weekend concert in
the New Gym
The member of the junior
class who has contributed
mos# to Bowdoin will be
awarded the Wooden
Spoon
—The Scavengers at ARU,
The V argue at Chi Psi. and
The Ruff Chrufth at DEKE
SATURDAY
Fraternity beach parties in
the afternoon
, and house
parties in the evening
—Bands at all houses „
SUNDAY AT 1:30
The grand finale of the
19,69 Ivy Weekend: the
World Arrow Throwing
Championship in front of
the Walker Art Museum.
Athletes from seventeen
colleges and universities
have been invited; everyone
at Bowdoin is welcome to
challenge.
f>
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On Curriculum Cfiange
:
Monday one more piecemeal change of the curriculum will come up
for consideration when the faculty examines the proposal for Black
Studies. But we wonder if anyone is giving thought to the nature of the
curriculum as a whole: What should it attempt to achieve and how
should it be structured?
The Black Studies proposal is not merely a call for the addition of a
few more courses to the curriculum; it is in fact a serious challenge to
the validity of the departmental system if not to the aims of our
present system of education. This is not the first challenge, however.
Senior Seminars, free seminars, problems courses, and
inter-departmental courses are all parts of an attempt at thorough
reform of the present curriculum, and we fear that few people are
thinking about where these changes are leading to.
The departmental system comes from an age concerned with
methodology, and distribution requirements were an attempt to
preserve the ideal of a liberal education within a structure that aimed at
specialization. The current trend toward inter-departmental work may
represent a new drive back to the old ideal of a liberal education. But it
also challenges the assumption that the proper way to educate is to
instruct in methodologies. One question this raises is whether, the
ultimate aim of the new approach is to teach methodologies in a better
way or to teach current history. Inter-departmental work could result
in a new form of over specialization even more dangerous than the old
because it could easily degenerate into current events courses.
There is certainly something wrong with a system that encourages
over specialization and places literature, philosophy, and history
alongside physics, mathematics, sociology and psychology. The
problem is to realize exactly what the trouble is and try to correct it
rather than to experiment blindly without considering WHY things
must be changed.
Afro-AM Studies Proposed
(Continued from page 1 )j
during a student's four years.
C. To work toward the creation
of a Major in Afro-American
Studies, drawn from courses such
as those mentioned in A and B,
quickly enough so that current
Freshmen can graduate with such
a major.
The major would have to be
approved through regular faculty
procedures, —
D. To search actively for black
faculty members, both on a
permanent and on a temporary or
exchange basis.
E. To consider other ideas and
proposals which may arise, to
recommend action to the Faculty
from time to time.
The faculty consideration of the
proposal will be neither reaction
to coercion, nor flight in
ignorance, for the
recommendations have been in
committee works for more than a
year. In April of 1968 black
students and white students met
with Acting President Athem
Daggett and Deans Greason,
Storer and Brown to make
proposals for the admission of 85
black students by 1970. This
informal committee also made
suggestions for Black Curriculum
development, the hiring of Black
faculty and staff members and
other concrete steps to answer the
needs of both black students and
those of other minorities. The
desire was that the education of
these students might become
more "relevant" to their special
experimental needs. Subsequent
meetings followed and in late
May, 1968 Acting President
Daggett named Bowdoin's Joint
Faculty-Student Committee on
the Disadvantaged, chaired by
Professor Hazelton. Also on this
committee were Profs. Levine,
Minister, Taylor, and Nyhus and
students Stuart Blackburn
(replaced by Duane Taylor),
Robert Johnson, Robert Ives and
Virgil Logan. Also at the end of
the last academic year Acting
President Daggett appointed
Professor Levine chairman of the
Afro- American 'Studies
Committee, a subcommittee of
the Faculty Curricular-
Educational Development,
Committee. Serving with Prof.
Levine on this committee were
Profs. Rensenbrink, Rossides, and
Emmert and students Richard
Fudge and Harrison Tate.
Having this history of
committee action before them the
faculty's decision can rest entirely
upon the questions of social and
academic responsibilities, and not
upon the threat of violence. All
sides are to be commended for the
efficiency and discretion that have
gone into the formation of this
proposal.
It may be rude to try and
predict the nature of the faculty
discussion, but certain questions
seem bound to appear. First,
because the program will be run
by white professors, can they,
over the period of one summer, .
accept the responsibility of*
structuring courses in the black
experience which are academically
feasible? Although there is no
question of the socia
responsibility due black students
by the white college, is there
sufficient time, energy and money
for the College to meet this
special need or should there be
consideration given to a larger
context of the problems of all
minorities subject to the prejudice
of the white majority? Will the
Black Studies Program take form
quickly enough for it to be
granted the status of a Major in
the next year? All of these are
questions which I suppose will
have to be sorted out in the
faculty meeting.
But the Afro-American Studies
Program has one value distinct
above the "knowledge" value that
the Departments have. Because
the black experience is a totality,
and, because of its number of
members, a microcosm, it almost
demands inter-departmental
cooperation for its existence.
There is little separation between
black psychology and black
religion, or between black religion
and black art. If the Program is
accepted by the faculty one can
see what great effects it might
have upon the thinking of the
now arbitrarily separate
departments.
Again, the decision is Monday.
(Continued from page 1)
upon direct negotiations in order
to achieve permanent settlement;
and finally, the question of, the
Palestine refugees.
Rikhye, however, was 'both
more entertaining and
enlightening when he discussed
the role of the United Nations in
the Middle East Crisis. In 1967,
when the. UN forces were
requested by the Egyptians to
withdraw, the Secretary General
consulted with members of the
Big Four. Encountering
disagreement among the members
of the Big Four, U Thant hoped
to bring the problem before the
General Assembly and the
Security Council. However, the
matter could not be taken to the
Security Council since a veto by
th~*—S-o*iet
imminent, while the General
Assembly refused at the same
time to consider the issue on the
grounds that the small and
moderate forces had carried most
of the burden in the Middle East
so far. It was thus a failure in the
workings of the. United Nations
which forced the Secretary
General to make the controversial
decision to withdraw the troops.
Quite understandably, the
Major' had some legitimate
complaints about the treatment
which the UNEF forces had
received. Both sides proved to be
indifferent to the safety of the
soldiers of the UN, but as if that
weren't enough, when the time
came to evacuate the troops,
Major Rikhye discovered to his
means ot
evacuating the men were available
because of the holidays in Europe.
In his opinion, it seems quite
unlikely that after this experience
neither India, which supplied
soldiers, or the Arabs and Israelis
will want UNEF forces again.
As far as a solutio/ in the
Middle East is concerned, Major
Rikhye does not see any chance
of an immediate "reduction of
tensions." Nevertheless, he does
not abandon the hope of peace in
the long run as long as the four
major powers do not give up the
idea of an arms embargo. The
de-escalation of arms is "the most
important step in the hastening of
negotiations" and "that can only
happen with the intervention of
the four major powers."
ACLU On Disorders
It seems to us that those in positions of
leadership in colleges and universities must take
some responsibility for the growing disaffection of
students with lawful process even as the students
themselves must reassess their tactics. It is college
and university officials and often student body
leaders who are in the best position to seize the
initiative where reform is needed, for they have
been entrusted with the power and the duty to do
so. If civil libertarians recognize with Justice
Fortas that "... in both the Negro and the youth
rebellions, the critical question is one of method,
of procedure," then they must also recognize that
for many citizens, as the Cox commission
concluded, "... the acceptability of the . . .
principle (of freedom. of the university from
disruption) depends upon the organization of the
scholarly community in ways that produce both
loyalty and relief of grievances." *—••
The crisis on campus is today so deep that we
believe that those who value civil liberties have a
responsibility to suggest possible ameliorative
measures. Therefore, we take the unusual step of
submitting for your consideration four approaches
as examples of the kind we feel should be utilized
by all within the university — administrators,
faculty and students. We are heartened by the
recognition that at least some of these




An examination of the structure and
operations of your college or university. If those in
control, particularly college presidents, initiate
investigation, shared in by the several segments of
the academic community, the results should be to
enhance the participatory role of faculty and
students in decision-making, to begin tocCorrect
problems within the university and to impress
students by example and participation with the
effectiveness of fair process in achieving social
change. If student body leaders in turn, ^all
student groups into a representative coalition to
seek change, a more democratic student voice
rather than disruptions led by small groups is more
likely.
2. The formulation of procedures insuring due
process. Colleges and universities in this country
have for the most part not incorporated more than
the rudiments of due process in such vital matters
as suspensions, expulsions, and other punitive
measures. Colleges and universities should pool
information on disciplinary codes and rules of
conduct now in use on various campuses with a
view toward adopting those most appropriate to
the academic setting. The ACLU publication,
Academic Freedom and Civil Liberties of Students
in Colleges and Universities, is available on request.
3. Revisions in curricular and in extra-curricular
programs. Courses of study and other campus
programs should be open to continuing scrutiny of
the entire academic community and adapted to
present times and needs. For example, the failure
of the university to educate Americans about
black people and their place in American society
has been a neglect in the educational mission of
the university. The Yale Report recommending an
Afro-American Studies department is a laudable
example of university initiative which should be
helpful elsewhere. Special facilities for black
students to associate with each other can be
provided by arrangements comparable to facilities
for Hillel Houses and Newman Clubs on campuses
throughout the country. These arrangements,
unlike the racially exclusive facilities "sometimes
demanded, do not violate standards for equal
protection.
4. An examination of the relations of the
university to outside agencies and the neighboring
community. Colleges and universities should
explore most seriously the potential distortion of
their values, goals and purposes in serving 'ends
established by agencies other than the academic
community. Educational institutions should also
be. alert to the interests and needs of the
neighboring communities in which they function.
These suggestions are neither unique nor
exhaustive. What would distinguish them is their
implementat ion based on intelligent initiative
rather than as a response to disruption. We believe
the crisis in civil liberties and academic freedom
today demands such an approach.







Members of the economics
department (and a few students)
listened to Gabriel J. Roth,
transportation economist for the
World Bank, speak at the Senior
Center on Monday afternoon. Mr.
Roth, one of the four or five
internationally
-known advocates
of a road pricing system, stated at
the outset of his lecture that his
views were perhaps more
applicable to Britain and the
developing countries than to the
United States. Nevertheless, it was
difficult for a listener to avoid
applying his arguments to urban
transportation problems in this
country.




external constraint to obtain an
optimal distribution of vehicles,"
Mr. Roth quickly described four'
alternative means to this end:
permits, parking restrictions,
subsidies to public transport, and
road pricing. Grading them
according to the criteria of
flexibility, selectivity, indication
of investment needs, and
practicability, he found that only
road pricing satisfied the majority
of these requirements.
Green Hornet Busses
No, the Green Hornet Construction Company would never dream of
"going over to violent protest." After all, what is there to protest in the
fine capitalist system? We're only in it for the money you know (Or
have you never seen the bills we send annually to the college for our
services?).
This year, "as every year for the last five, the Green Hornet
Construction Company erected, on the night of May 3-4, an edifice of
beauty in the middle of the campus. Far from being a violent protest,
this year's offering was a Howell-in-the-ground, a refuge for harried
administrators in times of dire distress. It was not a thing of remarkable
beauty, but it was functional to the nth degree, right down to providing
flowers to fling at invaders. It was placed over a centrally located sewer
for emergency exits and flew proudly under a jolly roger.
If this is true, why did you not notice and appreciate our offering, oh
fan of many years? Perhaps because you did not rise in time to beat our
hard working grounds crew, which felt it necessary to give this
sanctuary first preference on its Sunday work list. Despite the always
solid construction of our edifice, all trace of it had been removed from
the premises by 6:45 in the morning. We are, of course, suing the
college for half a million in lost advertising.
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College Involved In Bizarre Trade;
Museum Acquires Stuffed Eskimo
After weeks of tedious negotiations, Bowdoin College is proud to announce a significant new addition to
the Arctic Museum. In return for the grounds and Buildings leaf-sucking machine, affectionately known as
the "elephant," the Museum will receive an Eskimo, suitable for stuffing, affectionately known as "Bill."
Although at first glance, it may appear that the College is exploiting the naive Eskimos, this is emphatically
not the case. On the one hand, the "elephant" represents a fairly major SACRIFICE on the part of the
College.
The "Elephant" — Can this machine make it as god? What would Pfe
say? Kindpf makes you think, doesn't it?
Irish Setter Named Dean
A face that has long been familiar to the Bowdoin community was
finally given the recognition it deserves today. In the surprise
appointment of the year, it was announced that Casey, the venerable
Irish Setter who has meant so much to students through the years, will
serve as the interim Dean of Students. It is emphasized by those
responsible for the appointment that Casey must clearly demonstrate
that he is capable of .dealing with the complex administrative burdens
associated with his new office.
The announcement of this
appointment raised eyebrows in
many quarters today. It is
followed by weeks of intense
political wrangling, and one of
Casey's first tasks upon assuming
office will be to pull the many
splinter factions together.
Although every attempt has been
made to put an end to the rumor,
it remains the opinion of many
SPOILER PHOTO
that the murder of Fig, spiritual
leader of a small but fanatical
group of underclassmen, was
politically motivated. Althought
this report is discounted by Pig's
disciples, who maintain that their
master would never have accepted
the office, many questions remain
unanswered. For instance, who
planned the murder? It is clear
that no police dog could muster
the ingenuity to penetrate Pig's
security shield. The mystery
remains unsolved.
In a year that has seen many
Bowdoin traditions fall, this
appointment remains a standout.
In the official statement which
reached this office, some of the
reasoning behind this action is
revealed. It read, in part, as
follows: "We feel that Casey has a
strong appeal to all elements of
the College. He has given the
better part of his life to Bowdoin,
and has formed many rewarding
and lasting relationships. Further,
we feel that this appointment
constitutes a valid and necessary
experiment into the possibilities
for change within existing College
structure. Finally, the decision
was unanimous; there is no doubt
in our minds that Casey has what
it takes to get the job done.
Despite the fact that it was built
at a cost substantially lower than
that of a similar commercially
built vehicle, the financial
SACRIFICE is not inconsiderable.
More importantly, many students
as well as Grounds and Buildings
men had developed a deep
emotional attachment for the
machine. "It was ours. It never
hurt anybody. Jesus, why'd they
have to take it from us? A lot of
the boys used to talk to it. It
won't be happy with those
savages. They don't even talk
good," commented one of the
elephant's staunch supporters.
SDS members have rallied to the
cause of the elephant's supporters.
A statement issued this morning
reads, in part "This is just another
instance of student-worker
oppression. It is intolerable that
this trade should be allowed to
happen at an enlightened 20th
century liberal arts college. Let
the Eskimos settle for two
tractors or something."
That proposal, however, does
not meet the demands of the
Eskimos tribe. In acquiring the
"elephant", they apparently feel
that they will be returning a
natural god to rightful home.
Although there are no trees in the
Eskimo village, the "elephant"
will fill a void left in the spiritual
life of the tribe when a 1932
Packard finally rusted apart last
year.
As for Bill, one member of the
Bowdoin negotiation team has





stuffed, he will add a new spark of
ljfe to the Arctic Museum
. . . the
kind of stuffed Eskimo you can
be proud to show a date."
Negotiations are now underway
for three more members of the
tribe, to complete display of
traditional tribal family life. "This
will all be done in the best of
taste. There will be no attempt at
sensationalism what so ever," the
Museum's curator has promised.
New Permissiveness
Union Relaxes Rule On Seconds
The new social rules have brought
of the most attractive aspects of the
undergraduate life", as the catalogue
new rules have made possible.
The GAZETTE, constantly on
the alert fot'.seW ways to make
the lives of our readers more
rewarding, offers the following list
as a sampling of the entertainment
possibilities now possible every
day of the week.
First, it is our feeling that no
weekend is complete without the
services of Liberation breakfast,
Inc. This group of imaginative
entrepreneurs will cater any meal
for two, or indeed, any number.
The clean cut elegant waiter will
deliver and serve the meal of your
choice to your bedside, piping
hot. The fee is nominal, and the
service excellent. If however, your
weekend is on a close budget, two
attractive money-saving plans are
offered. Any meal served to a
group of ten or more in the same
with them unparalleled opportunities for the enterprising student. One
small college is the intimacy of association, the "gentle give and take of




I think that this college should admit whoever
wants to come to it. That is, it seems to me that
Bowdoin has enough to offer its students so that if
they know what they want to do, they should be
able to take this out of it. And outsiders, those
who have not been officially admitted to
Bowdoin's esoteric inner circle, should still be
allowed to reap the benefits of such an association
with the college as they desire.
So you see, we here at Bowdoin still have much
to do so far in the way of improvisational
revolution. The only way to make a horse drink
water is to hold his nostrils until he drowns.
Keeping that thought in mind, it is clear to see
that any level beaded analysis of the current state
of affairs will show that this situation needs a
remedy, one not to be found in traditional
conventional annals on the subject matter in
question.
But all this meaningful consideration would be
just so much hog-wash were it not for those astute
Bowdoin Men, in the finest sense of the word(s),
those who remind us that we must consider the
situation at hand when the dust clears before
formulating a central dictum on the issue. "Should
the kitchen serve hot cross buns on Thursdays" is
a question better left unsaid. "Where will our dates
go to the bathroom" depends only on the
processes involved. But how many of them realize
that the question is really, "Who's getting the guns
and what did they do wrong?"
bed comes at a 10% reduction, so
by all means, have your friends in.
Alternatively, if you contract for
six consecutive meals, all the
meals in a weekend to be
delivered to your bedside, the
same 10% reduction holds. How
can you go wrong?
A good rainy day activity is the
new sport of proctor-baiting. Now
that your proctor's responsibilities
are non-existent, he is likely to
become bored. A bored proctor is
a mean proctor, and a mean
proctor is a dangerous proctor.
One way tojavoid situations of
this type is to keep your proctor's
mind occupied by seeing how far
you can push him. All dorms are
well suited to this stimulating
indoor sport, and we leave you to
your imagination.
A third entertaining diversion is
the perusal of the Student
Judiciary Board proceedings.
Some of the nimblest minds on
campus are on the Board, and it is
well worth your while to read
how they enforce non-existent
rules. This activity is a fine
preparation for a career in either
public service or the ministry.
Of course, the opportunities are
far too extensive to cover in this
short space. Let your imagination-
run wild; the Campus Conduct





Breakfast in bed — What is the world coming to?
I'
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Guest Column
The Age Of Nixon
by Fred Cusick
It seems strange to us, living as we do in the era of John F. Kennedy
XXIII, that such a man as Richard Nixon ever lived. To our eyes he is a
character out of mythology, a figure from a dim and barbarous past.
Recent excavations, however, under the direction of Dr. D. D. Fuller,
Director of Archeology at the Cornell Art Museum, Bowdoin
University, have yielded definite proof that Nixon did, in fact, exist.
The following is Dr. Fuller's statement to the press: "We were
excavating Hyannisport under a grant from the Kennedy Foundation.
Up until the discovery of the Nixon artifacts we had uncovered only
the top part of a house and a few fossilized footballs in the play area.
One of my assistants discovered a small room which apparently
belonged to a minor official known as the Press Secretary. There were
many photographs (Crude pictorial likenesses of people that were in
common use at that time) of the first Kennedy.
These photographs confirmed the theory of Dr. R. C. Mason that the
first Kennedy was afflicted by the disease that had stricken most of the
politicians of his day. Dr. Mason has described the disease as "a unique
form of facial paralysis that gave the sufferer the appearance of
constantly smiling." We also discovered, under what appeared to be a
pile of dirty underwear, several pictures of long nosed, black hared man
with a face like unrisen bread. From the markings on the back of the
photographs we confirmed the fact that we had discovered the first
concrete evidence of the legendary Nixon." • t
Dr. Fuller's discovery has undermined the theory of Dr. E. L. B.
Smith of the Kennedy Library at HarvaVd. Dr. Smith believes that
Nixon was not a person but a place. As evidence for his theory Dr.
Smith has cited the many references in ancient manuscripts to the
"immobility" of Nixon. He has also pointed out the frequent
appearance of the word "Milhous" before the word "Nixon". Dr. Smith
believes that "the Milhous" or "the Nixon" was probably a central
meeting place for all those who were opposed to the policies of the first
Kennedy. Dr. Smith could not be reached for comment on Dr. Fuller's
discovery. i
News of Dr. Fuller's discovery drew immediate response from a
spokesman for the Fundamentalists, a group who believe that all of the
old legends should be taken literally. Franklin Eckerheist, leader of the
Fundamentalists, told a group of reporters: "Every Sunday school child
knows that before the appearance of the first Kennedy all was darkness
and that Eisenhower (some sort of tribal shaman who was by turns a
god of war and a god of peace. Theologians agree that he was generally
ineffective) moved through the darkness.
Eisenhower was lonely so he reached down into the mud and
fashioned Nixon in his own image. Eisenhower picked up Nixon and set
Nixon on top of a high wall but the great wind caused by the first
Kennedy when he came into the world blew Nixon down and broke
him into many pieces. Nixon, however, did not die but arose again a
'new Nixon'. Dr. Fuller has proved nothing but his own ignorance with
his so called "discoveries".
Dr. Fuller has announced that he will continue excavations at
Hyannisport in the hope of finding traces of an even more obscure
mythological figure, the legendary Agnew. ~*












A. H. BENOIT & CO.
Maine Street Brunswick
Student Admitted To Infirmary^
Information arrived in this office early this* morning that a Bowdoin student has been admitted to the
Dudley F. Coe Infirmary. This unprecedented action was apparently accomplished with a minfipum of
ceremony and publicity. Activation of key personnel proceeded smoothly and the unidentified student is
reportedly resting comfortably on the third floor within easy reach of the men's room. The nature of the
/victim's malady remains undisclosed at this time; however, an attending physician reportedly commented,
"We'll have him on his feet in time for his regular Cal section." The Infirmary and the Athletic Department
have traditionally maintained close ties, and it has been rumored in the past that they operate under common
management
MR. QUINCY MOTO, one of
the campus's forgotten men,
has been ringing oeople's
chimes since the twelfth
century. We asked Mr. Moto, a
splendid specimen of panting
celibacy, what he thought of
Bowdoin's current bent toward
co-education. He replied: "It's
a question of rights, really. I
think it's high time women
have what men have. After all,
they too want to hold up their
end and show their
possibilities. But first there will
nave to be more women here
on campus: they can't really
accomplish anything a handful
at a time. They've got to stand
up straight and show a united
front. As long as they stay split
the way they are, the men will
always be on top."
This morning's actions are
regarded in many quarters as a
sign of new laxity in iieretofore
stringent Infirmary admissions
requirements. Sources close to
Infirmary policy makers have
often characterized the
fundamental operative principle as
one of "saving only those students
worth saving." Although there is
an optimistic hope on campus this
morning that a situation of that
sort may at last have arisen,
experienced Infirmary observes
are withholding judgment. In an
interview with one such early this
morning, he stated, "This
mprning's events certainly
constitute a radical departure
from long-standing Infirmary
procedures. It is still too early to
predict their long range
significance. Historically, the
Infirmary has been receptive to
both applicants with something
sticking through the skin either
side and, of course, to varsity
athletes. This morning's
CANDIdate is controversial in
that he did not seem to fit into
either category."
Older faculty members are able
to recall legends of a student
being admitted to the Infirmary in
the early nineteenth century, but
worth saving?
yes
close scrutiny of existing records
has revealed no evidence to that
effect. In any case, the situation
this morning is unique in modern
times. The official statement and
all subsequent developments will




"In the three weeks that Pig was with us, we grew to know and love
him. He was an exemplary creature in every respect; kind, gentle, loving
and wise. Many was the afternoon that we, his disciples, listened
spellbound as he expounded upon the eternal mysteries: birth, death,
man, God, infinity and eternity. Although Pig has moved on in time
and space, his spirit lives in us, his disciples. The spark kindled by Pig
will someday light this world." The speaker is John Myers, '72. His
recent bereavement is deeply etched into his gaunt face. The cosmic
tragedy of the death of Pig is still very much with him; his eyes fill, and
there is a husky quality to his voice.
The story of Pig's end is one of
brutality and treachery. On the
night of April 17, 1969, while Pig
was meditating in his quiet retreat
behind the Theta Delta Chi house,
he was savagery attacked and
bitten to death by a crazed police
dog. The sole possible motive for
this vicious senseless attack is the
primal blood instinct which
dominates animals of that breed.
The attack was unprovoked and
deliberate.
The pig is survived by Alfred B.
Bahnson, who was the closest of
any of the inner circle to the
fallen spiritual leader. Bahnson
has withdrawn from the affairs of
men since the death of the master,
and has only recently been
granting interviews to the throngs
of newsmen who have gathered in
this sombre and remote New
England town. His first statement
was to the Orient.
"The coming of Pig marks the
HOLIDAY PIZZA
CORNER OF UNION & CEDAR STS., BRUNSWICK
(Next to the Giant Store)
PHONE 725-2521
beginning of a new era in this
world. My master has
communicated with me twice
since his death, and the Age of Pig
is imminent. Although I cannot
reveat"themaster's commands at
this time, I would like to
announce that Pig recalls his life
here as a time of peace, and that,
in death, he has not neglected this
green and quiet campus. To the
eternal and magnificent memory
of our leader, it is my duty and
my joy to announce the
establishment of the Pig Memorial
Scholarship Fund. Contributions
to this worthiest of causes may be
mailed care of MU 24, Bowdoin
College, Brunswick, Maine.
Pig — The departed spiritual
leader in the gentle grasp of a
disciple.
Open Daily at 11 :30 a.m.
DELICIOUS O HOT OVEN
PIZZA GRINDERS'
DINE IN OR TAKE OUT
Our Dough Is Made Fresh Daily!
THE AMERICAN NEW LEFT is cor-
rect to be anarchic, Susan Sontag
says, because it is out of power.
THe freaky clothes, rock,drugs and
sex are pre-revolutionary forms of
cultural subversion, and soyoucan
have your grass and your orgy and
still be revolutionary as all get-
out. But inCuba the revolution has
come to power, so it follows that
such disintegrative 'freedom' is
inappropriate. m For „ ff„ mpy „
There, what His-M Wm. F. BuekUy'i
tory decrees itI NATIONAL RE-
dimrinlir,*" I VIEW' wrl,,: °*^sc p ne. G, 150 E. 35 Str«»t,
N. Y. 10016.
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KING'S BARBER SHOP
212 MAINE STREET - BRUNSWICK
Roffler Sculpture-Kut
Men's Razor Cut & Hair Styling
ROLLEI - BOLEX - YASHICA - MAMIYA
PENTAX
and Other Fine Fronchlsed Camera Lines
SPEEDY PROCESSING BY
Maine's Largest Color Labs
HALLMARK CARDS AND STATIONERY
SMITH'S PHOTO SHOP
146 MAINE STREET 725-2672




CHOOSE FROM THE WIDEST SELECTION OF NEW AND USED
CARS NORTH OF BOSTON
100 NEW CARS - Chrysler - Fury - Belvedere - Satellite -
Road Runner - Barracuda - Valiant - Imperial
100 FINE USED CARS - MOST ANYTHING YOU'RE LOOKING
FOR
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS — FLEXIBLE LOW RATE FINANCING
For Bowdoin People
ADVANCE AUTO SALES, INC.
24 Franklin St., Auburn - Tel. 784-5775 or 784-4597
About To Build The Largest Most Modern Facilities In Maine
Bowdoin-Europe 69
June 19—Thursday
JFK-REYLL600TLv. I 1 :3<) P.M. — Arr. MhOOA.M
June 20—Friday
,^REY-LUX LL 602 T Lv. I I :()() A.M. — Arr. 5:30 P.M
August 28-—Thursday
LUX-REY IL 603 T Lv. I 1 :59 P.M.— Arr. 3:45 A.M.
August 29—Friday
REY-JFK LL 601 T Lv. 4:45 A.M. — Arr. 8:30 A.M.
$280.00 Round-Trip
For all Bowdoin students, faculty, employees,
Alumni and all their families. If interested
in joining the above flight, contact Mr. Hagan
today at Stowe Travel.
Stpwe Travel Agency
9 Pleasant St. Brunswick
.725-5573
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Hi!', yr.lf. fUin the flup|i Hidrrs'
MAGGIE'S SUNOCO
Freeport, Maine'





Summer Stock Is In
MEN'S PANTS
Prints - Plain and Overprint
Madras — both Plain - Bells
DOUBLE BREASTED BLAZERS




Still Skiing in the Ravine
SALE ON LANGE BOOTS— SKIS
(Heads all gone, sorryj
PARKAS — LEATHER KNICKERS
Winter Comes But.Onde A Year But It Comes Every Year
Read's Ski & Men's Shop
OPEN 9:80-5:00
When vou come back this falh^some-




... in the present Parkview (Rexall) Pharmacy loca-
tion at 134 Maine. MacBEANS will feature music sys-
tems by KLH, Fisher and AR
.
. . SONY tape recorders,
radios and "tummy" TVs ... LPs ( especially classical and
jazz)
. . .
Rooks (cm-rent titles, standards, Penguin pa-
perbacks, etc.) . .
.
possibly posters and original graphics
. .
.
and a small but choice selection of cards.
MacREANS hopes to need both full-time and part-
time personnel - perhaps a faculty wife and one or two
students - - who would be at home with the kinds of thing's
the shop will carry. If you would be interested, write Busi-




it just might be the start of some-
!'
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SDS Takes Over Athletic Dept;
Stuckey Joins Radical Group
On Thursday, May S, at 10:39 a.m., the Bowdoin Students to Destroy Society (SDS) seized control of the
Department of Athletics Office and the physical education facilities. While most members of the crowd said
dislike of the cal. requirement prompted their action, the SDS distributed a leaflet (4abor donated) wfth a
statement of demands. These were as follows;
1. Since the "establishment" supports physical!
fitness it must be a nasty thing and therefore done
away with. "»
2. It is the right of every individual to have the
right to decide for himself whether to be flabby or
fit. In order to insure that he be given that choice
all facilities for exercice must be removed from the
campus. This would leave any initiative up to the
students themselves and thus enable them to make,
their choice without coersion.
3. All buildings would be turned over to the)
A.S.P.C.A. to be used as a shelter for stray Maine
cats.
4. The director of the C.I.A. does pushups thus
proving beyond a shadow of a doubt that there;
exists a plot against every Bowdoin student I
between the cal department and the CIA
. . . CAL
MUST GO!
5. The chlorination of the pool is a plot of the
establishment — administration to poison student.
bodies. It must be filled with nature's water from
the Androscoggin.
Most students not involved in the riot refused to
accept the obvious validity of the demands. The
exceptions were primarily members of the
swimming team who agreed with point five.
The takeover met its first opposition when it
interrupted a cal class of Coach. Sabasteanski.
"You men are late," said«the coach. "Sign in and
run two laps." The SDS members replied they had
no sneakers and retreated. They were then met by
Coach Boulder Soule. "Line up for your cals," he
directed. The SDS refused. "You guys want to get
in shape, don't you; You want to have a good neck
don't you?" he asked. A rebel leader answered
"No!" Coach Soule was reported to suffer a
relapse caused by finding out that not everybody
wanted to have a good neck.
Breaking into the New Gym foyer, the SDS
tinted the Polar Bear pink. "You've got to be
open-minded in today's, world" a student leader
was heard to exclaim.
(please turn to p. 8)
A CAGEY FOUNTAIN - Latest addition to the Department of
Athletics is a modified version of THE fountain. Equipped with high
pressure nozzles it is used to water down the-Cage aWnight.
Live Polar Bear Mascots
Again Pose Ivies Threat
It has been learned by the Orient that the Athletic Department,
contrary to previous information, has retained all ten Polar Bears given
to, the college last year as school mascots. The department had assured
RADICAL LEADER - Director of Athletics Dan
Stuckey pauses on his way to meeting of area
radical leaders. Stuckey's defection to the
dissident students proved the turning point of
the confrontation centering on elimination of the
cal requirement (see article).
New Varsity Sport
ROTC Popularity On Rise
The student had just walked out of the Moulton Union into the sunshine when a shot rana out and






epOTifT } ThtdJ^ rUmPrs about ^creased military activity on the Bowdoin cam;the first incident I had witnessed.
As I squatted down next to him a
grenade exploded close to us.
"Get down, man, or you'll lose
your head. This is varsity
R.O.T.C. practice."
"What?" )
"Varsity ROTC! It's a new
sport and during afternoon
practice sessions anyone on
campus not in uniform is the
enemy."
"What's the armband for?" I
asked.
"Shows I'm a stretcher bearer. I
get out of cal classes this way and
after the first year I get an
army-green letter sweater with a
bullseye on the back."
("World War II booby traps,"
he explained.) "This sport
provides on the job training for
those ROTC players who plan to
go on to Vietnam. Naturally, any
who do, will lose their amateur
standing."
"We have a war with Amherst
this Saturday. If Bowdoin wins,
the survivors will fight in the New
England Small College playoffs.
The finals will be shown on
A.B.C. Television's 'Wide World of
War."'
J
"All intercollegiate wars are
fought under strict E.C.A.C. andi
Geneva Convention rules. Just
good clean fighting with
conventional weapons. If neither
,,'Ba.re papaas A|Mau aiuos
dn 3uissaiu ?noqe &uom o? aABq
8M ssa| aq; 'ipjisu] /Cam auoiu aqx
au !J SM 1"W *M.. 'ino pa^l-req
'Hop SndUiBO |B30| B 'AaSBQ
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would be donated to the town of
Brunswick to start a zoo after




weekend and roamed the New
Gymnasium right before the
weekend concert. The student
union committee has expressed
concern oVer the animals presence
on campus as posing a "clear and
imminent" danger to Richie
Havens who has not been known
to get along well with Polar Bears.
The committee is fearful of a
recurrence of last year's outbreak
when it took a ROTC platoon
armed irith 50 pounds of fresh
salmon to entice the escaped
Bears out of the crowds and into
the waiting arms of their
caretaker.
The Bears were discovered two
days ago when several students
were obtaining clean towels from
the equipment room in the New
Gymnasium. When the students
failed to produce clean socks as
proof of their deserving clean
towels, the attendant was heard to
growl in a tone harsher than
usually observed. Upon further
investigation, it was discovered
that there were Polar Bears being
kept in the room. The smell of
their fish food had been mistaken
for the Androscoggin in recent
weeks.
The caretaker of the Bears
commented, "They're really not
that dangerous and we maintain
them primarily for two reasons.
The first is as a precautionary
measure agaisnt student takeover
of the storage rooms and
secondarily out of respect for the
alumnus who so generously
earmarked the $85,000 necessary
for their purchase. We felt the
stuffed model in the gym's foyer
was no longer sufficient. We're
just sorry that last year's
unfortunate incidnet during the
Ivies concert turned a lot of
students off to the idea of having
live mascots."
The New York Times reported
Wednesday of this week that
the Defense Department had
underestimated the cost of
projected ABM expenditures
by 1.2 billion dollars. It seems
they had neglected to include
the cost of the nuclear
warheads.
Last Chance To Sign On With
BOWDOIN/EUROPE





BRUNSWICK TOUR & TRAVEL 725-5587
\ or
STOWE TRAVEL 725-5573
2S2-S^f Scene from bat year'i hies concert where three of the Polar Bear mascot, escort .ndattended the musical session. Brunswick police (right foreground ) were too -..nn^TrT 1 J?w££
unit, were brought in to quell the disturbance*
«"Vouna) stunned to react and ROTC
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Envoy Issraelyan Examines Spviet Foreign Policy
By GUENTER FRANjKENBERG
"Time of the cold war is running out, and time is
coming when the two peoples will try to live together
by understanding" said Dr. Victor Issraelyan, Deputy
Permanent Representative to the UN for the
Permanent Mission of the Soviet Union, to an
apprehensive crowd in Wentworth Hall on Friday
night, May 2. This statement of a former professor of
international relations, and doctor of science and
history, set the theme for his lecture: peaceful
coexistence.
Aware of the peculiarity of the hour, the first
Russian Communist representative on the Bowdoin
campus undertook to explain the history of
diplomacy, and the development of foreign relations
in terms of Marxism-Leninism, only to disavow Karl
and Vladimir Qjitsch at the end of his clear, concise
and striking analysis. He noted the shift of foreign
politics from Europe to the young nations in Africa,
Asia, and South America, which by their increased
participation in interstate relations have come to
make the world equilibrium susceptible to domestic
changes within these countries. The world arena, the
General Assembly of the United Nations, is crowded
by "decolonized newcomers," yet dominated by the
gladiators of capitalism and socialism. Together with
the scientific and technical progress, and if necessary
against it, ' the liberation struggles, have added
explosives to international relations. These struggles
have invested international relations with such instant
reactions that world development appears to be
complex, diverse, and contradictory.
In the light of the Marxist philosophy, the
contradictions, and the diversity "make sense,"
because the Marxists do not contemplate
international affairs as something, frozen or
homogeneous. The dialectical method recognizes the
dynamism behind anti-imperialist policies, which
result in qualitive changes. These changes of the
economic base and of the economic potential are
reflected by the struggle against landlords,
entrepreneurs, and neocolonial rulers.
Dr. Issraelyan stated that all analysts of foreign
relations who perceive a distinct development toward
atomization, disintegration and individualism, "fail to
go to the heart of the matter." Although 'at present'
the international situation shows some signs of
declining organizations, and a certain unwillingness
on the side of the rising states to align themselves, it
is highly favorable to pool efforts for integration.
Common interest in the development of science and
technology, the inductivity of world politics, and the
solution of problems that are not bound to territorial
limits, work toward a united wOrld community.
In a brief survey of the development of
Communism, Dr. Issraelyan stressed that it was and
•is a new way of revolution: to create a new society on
the principles of peace, labour, and happiness — in
the Egalite-Fraternite-Llberte*tradition of the French
Revolution. And he felt that the experiment had been
a great success because the once backward Russia is
now — despite agricultural, economic, and social
problems in fact a powerful state. In conclusion, he
conjured the spirit of peaceful coexistence: "No
ideology can be introduced through war. So the
weapons must not be divisions of soldiers, but books.
Thinking through existential experience has to prevail
over military struggles."
In high diplomatic fashion Dr. Issraelyan retorted
to the outspoken doubt that his lecture on peaceful
coexistence was only a way to pull the peoples' legs:
"I tried my best." — Marxism is fun, after all; and not
a fantastic minority complex over against
MacDonald's own country. And Marxism-Leninism is
flexible. So flexible that, in the long run, you don't
recognize the original structure.
College Security Foils Safecrackers
Although rebellious students
have yet to 'take it over',
Hawthorne-Longfellow Hall, the
Bowdoin College administration
building, has seen its share of
violence. Torch-toting burglars
entered the building early
Tuesday morning and attempted
to force their way into the
business office safe. Access was
not gained, however, the Bowdoin
College Bursar Thomas M. Libby
said that apparently nothing had
been taken.
The intruders forced a ground
floor window in the admissions
department, and from there,
Libby remarked, "they just
followed the signs." With the help
of an oxy-acetylene cutting torch,
they began to engineer a two foot
square hole around the handle
mechanism of the safe. Extensive
burn marks on the adjacent rug
indicate that a small fire must
have started which the culprits
were forced to extinguish.
Fortunately, the thieves
stopped just short of their goal
and left quickly, taking nothing
with them. The overall impression
is that the attempted crime was
very unprofessional and that the
intruders lost theirl nerve. The
crime was discovered by a
building custodian at
approximately 5 a.m..
The safe is completely insured,
and a new door is expected to
arrive within a few days. Special
precautionary measures will be
taken by the College until the
installation. Mr. Libby refused to
comment upon the contents of
the safe (whether monetary or
otherwise), and some observers
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NET SHAKE — Coach Ray Bfeknell in a rare pose with netman Dave





The Bowdoin college varsity track team displayed it's finest effort of
the season last Saturday in a tri-meet with Brandeis and Nichols.
Bowdoin scored sweeps in three events and took firsts in 11 others.
The sweep occurred in the 100, the 120 high hurdles, and the hammer
throw. The polar bears placed
GOLF
Bowdoin 4 ' Bates 3
Bowdoin I Colby 5
Bowdoin 2 Maine 5
7-7
at Williams, Friday and Saturday
Bowdoin Fr. S Colby 2
3-0
TENNIS
Bowdoin 5 Colby 4
Bowdoin 4 Colby 5
Bowdoin 6 Bates * 2
44
at Trinity, Friday and Saturday
Bowdoin Fr. 4 Colby 5
Bowdoin Fr. • Colby S
1-2
TRACK
Bowdoin 122, Brandeis 25, Nichols 31
3-1
State Meet at Bates, Saturday
Bowdoin Fr. 51, S. Portland 59,
Thornton S3
2-2
State Meet at Bates Saturday
WATER POLO
Fourth of eight schools at Springfield
Athletic Office
Taken Over
(continued from p. 6)
The white bear is an
example of the administration's
intolerance. It was pointed out
that such bears were naturally
white. The leader responded,
"Well then, that proves how
close-minded HE is."
Most of the football trophies
were destroyed by the protesters.
"It's a violent game," said one
student. "We've got to smash,
maul, trample, obliterate, and kill .
everything violent."
The turning point of the day
was the defection of Director of
Athletics Daniel K. Stuckey to the
SDS. Interviewed outside the Old
Gym, Stuckey was asked why he
had joined the protesters. "I've
always admired the Russian
Olympic teams," he said, "ever
since I was in the Olympics. They
have a great physical fitness
program over there. Everyone is
compelled to exercise all the time,
not just for two yearem college.
Actions such as these by the SDS
are the quickest way I know of
for getting that kind of system
into this country."
Cal classes were held at Pickard
Field today as protestors retained
control of the building. "We'll
seize the fields next," one rebel
leader was heard to say.a
Colby's 9-7 victory yesterday marked the first defeat in six games for Most students
Coach Ed Coombs' varsity baseball team. The Batmen defeated think that ROTC is a good
Northeastern University 6-2 in the two teams' clash last Saturday. alternative to Cal and a great way
A three-run triple by Ken Martin in the seventh inning was the big to get rid of pent up aggressions."
blow in the Northeastern game.
'
Pitcher Dick Downes, who had
been bothered by a shoulder
ailment, gave up only two hits and
both Northeastern runs before
retiring in the eight. Mike
Niekrash relieved him to preserve
the victory. Chip Miller, Dick
Wormell, Ned Boyer, Bob
Newman, and John Amrol turned
in some fine defensive play.
The batmen's defeat of Colby
on the home field yesterday
marked the Mules' first victory
over the Polar Bears. Last time the
Waterville squad went down by a
score of 13-1. The most recent
encounter puts the Bears' record
at 6-2 in preparation for
continuation of state series play
when they meet Bates twice next
week.
The frosh didn't fare quite
well with Colby, going down 9-7
Polomen Bow
To MITSquad
An informal nine-man water
polo squad managed to take in
some excellent competition at
MIT before going to Thursday
night's Boston Pops concert.
Despite a 12-4 loss, the polomen
made the Techs work for their!
eight goal margin.
The Bears got off the first goal
of the game midway through the
first 11 minute period on a clean
shot by Gary Beam off a faked
shot and pass by John Samp. The
score remained 1-0 when the
second period began, signaling the'
start of the MIT squad's scoring
machine. Despite some excellent
saves by Bear goalie Barry
Stevens, the Bowdoin defense
couldn't stop Stage once he got
within the 20' line. i
four men each in the two sprinl
races and the highs and gave up
first places only in the long jump,
triple jump and the shot put.
Top performances of the season
were turned in by many of the
Bowdoin men. Sophomore John
Fonville, had one if his better
days by clocking another 10.0 in
the 100 yd. dash and also winning
the 220 in 22.7. In the 440
hurdles Dave Goodhof and John
Mitchell finished 1-2, with the
winning time 58.8. John Roberts,
John Pierce and Mitchell had no
trouble in sweeping the high
hurdles with the winning time
15.6.
The state meet takes place this
Saturday with Bates hosting
Bowdoin, Colby and U. Maine.
The meet looks to be a close one
all the way with no one team
having a decisive edge. If the Polar
Bears continue to improve as they
have in the past few meets, a state
championship is likely.
CRAVEN CRAVING TO THROW - Paul Craven (left), holder of
the unofficial world's record in arrow-throwing, has been
temporarily decommissioned with an injured arm. His participation
in Sunday's contest seems uncertain at present, but Sam Hastings
(right) has expressed optimism at retaining the world title for
Bowdoin. Martin Friedlander (center) records Craven's feeble
attempts at regaining his old form.
Fall Tennis Anyone?
*^ww»^*w*^w>* by Martin Friedlander
After having started off on a poor footing, the varsity tennis team has
rallied in its last five matches to take home four victories, the lone loss
coming from a one point deficit against Colby. One might say the
in-state competition is easier than the MIT and Springfield squads met
earlier this year, but their argument isn't totally acceptable. Colby
sports and Ethiopian Davis cup winner and both Maine and Bates have
their share of competent players. Tennis is a sport which takes time to
prime for competition and this lack of practices seems as likely a reason
for the poor early season performances as any other.
Most of the squad's members play most of their tennis during the
summer and thus are in best shape when they return to school in the
fall. Several other New England colleges offer tennis as a fall sport, and
Bowdoin should do the same. Student interest for such competition is
there and certainly warrants the opportunity to compete, as well as a
rackets coach. Rumors have it that Bowdoin is getting a man for next
year — it's about time. Tennis achieved the same status as other varsity
sports. * *»
Arrow Throwing on the Rise
Arrow throwing has been on the rise in recent weeks as an up and
coming competitive sport. One new afficionade of the activity
commented, "I can foresee intercollegiate competition. The greatest
part of throwing is that it has that rare elemental combination of
physical agility and mental prowness. One must determine the
launching angle and thrust necessary to achieve a maximum trajectory.
It's the kind of sport which could appeal to football players as well as
chess men." This Sunday Bowdoin will be hosting the first world
championship of arrow throwing (see article this issue). All students are
urged to try their arm at it. Be on the campus quadrangle eariy'Sunday
afternoon to experience the fierce competition promised by the
contest.
State Series Play Ends
B-ball Slate Next Week
Submarine Sports
SCUBA Submerges Its Enthusiasts
Stickmen Up Record To 7-4;
s
Face UNH, Connecticui Next
By SANDY ERVIN
Orient Lacrosse Specialist
Wednesday afternoon the lacrosse team defeated a weak Boston State
team on Pickard Field. Although the score indicates a close contest the
outcome was never in question. After an inspiring pep talk by Coach
Jim Lentz the team blitzed the State defense for six goals in the first
—
:
quarter and coasted the rest of the
Fresh Coffee k
Makes





(ED. NOTE: Scuba diving off the Maine coast
has been on the rise, particularly during the past
few years. A group of Bowdoin students have
taken to the sport and one of them writes about it
in this article.)
Scuba diving is on the rise from the depths of
the ocean, and is becoming one of the fastest
growing sports in the world today. In its favor, the
sport boasts easy learning, marine exhiliration and .
adventure in addition to the practical aspects.
SCUBA (for Self Contained Underwater Breathing
Apparatus) is closely allied to skin diving, with the
major exception that an air supply is carried on
the diver's back for the former, thus allowing him
to stay underwater for up to an hour or so,
depending on the depth.
The basic unit, invented and perfected by two
French divers shortly after the second world war,
consists of a cylindrical steel tank and the
all-important demand regulator. The tank is
charged with ordinary air (except in special cases)
at a pressure of 2200 pounds per square inch
(practically making it a lethal weapon). The air is
delivered fro m the tank to the diver by the
regulator, a mechanism that automatically adjusts
the pressure of the air in the tank to exactly the
pressure of the surrounding water. As this pressure
is naturally that on the diver's lungs, normal
breathing is assured at any depth.
The sport is alive and well on the Bowdoin
campus. A sizeable number of students are active
divers who find many good diving spots within
easy driving distance of the campus. A SCUBA
course, carrying cal credit, is offered every spring
by the athletic department under the supervision
of swimming coach Charlie Butt. The only
requirement for signing up for the course is that
the potential diver can pass the minimum
swimming test. An informal club is being formed
by Charlie Batte and any interested students are
urged to contact either of the two Charlies.
Those who dare venture into the icy Maine
waters will find surprisingly good diving here.
Despite the usual limited visibility, there is an
unusual variety of sea life to discover under the
surface.
One can experience everything from swimming
among a school of pollacks to examining other
forms of unusual marine life. Unique to Maine is
the vast area of water as yet unexplored.
Numerous isolated small islands on the coast offer
good diving where in most cases you are the first
person to invade the areas. Activities can range
from spear fishing to searching for the lost
treasures of the East coast pirates.
way.
The game started in quite
normal fashion but was soon to
change. Bowdoin's first offensive
thrust produced ten shots before
the Boston club had touched the
ball. Finally Sandy Ervin fired a
high shot into the net. A minute
later Black Knight Barr unleashed
his formidable shot for a second
goal. About this time the
animalistic grunts of State players
turned into growls. The calibre of
their play also lowered if one can
imagine that, and Bowdoin spent
much of the rest of the quarter
with a man advantage.
An enraged Boston State
defensemen of questionable sanity
fried to tear an official apart but
was stopped short of the mark.
After a hardy haiftime snack of
raw meat the State team took the
field and scored two goals on the
defense of Wild Man Cooper,
Turtle Sanford, and Smallmouth
Bass who had shut them out in
the first half. Speed Plant and
Demser countered with two more
goals after Lung Ives had been
deflated.'
Bowdoin faces a strong New
Hampshire team away next
Wednesday.
/Diversity, Enthusiasm Characterize Freshman Class
By JOHN WEISS »
. "Diversity and pizzazz" were the words chosen by
Director of Admissions Richard Moll to describe
Bowdoin's class of 73. Next year's freshman class is
different from previous Bowdoin classes in several
ways. There is "an increase in size (an accident), in
distintive academic achievement, in extra-curricular
talent, in Blacks, in non-New Englanders, and in prep
school students. The class represents a decrease in
students with high ability who haven't achieved, in
students from Maine (an accident — we admitted 60,.
but only 34 chose us), in Bowdoin sons, and in
'rounders'". 'Rounders' is a term used by Moll to
describe the "well rounded high school student".
Commenting further, Mr. Moll said, "We gave fewer
points this year to candidates who held elective
offices such as Senior Class President, and more
points to the fellow with an accomplished talent, be
it musical, dramatic, athletic, or whatever. We were
particularly won by ' udents who had demonstrated
genuine sensitivity, to he world, and its problems and
who had acted on thei *ommitments."
The 1784 applicants and 258 expected
matriculations are the product of a refreshingly new
approach to admissions. -The 1784 applications
represent a 38% increase ,over 1968. This large
increase can be attributed to greater exposure and to
the formation of an alumni organization called
BASIC (Bowdoin Alumni School and Interviewing
Committee). Mr. Moll stated that BASIC Was
extremely helpful in directing qualified applicants to
Bowdoin.
The Admissions Office made progress toward
Bowdoin's goal of 65 Blacks on campus. 49 Blacks
were accepted, and 24 are expected to matriculate
next year.
Moll reduced the importance of College Boards in
determining acceptances this year. The Verbal and
Mathematical median scores, however, are still quite
high, 61 Land 662 respectively.
Moll said he was "greatly encouraged by the
number of students admitted from outside New
England who have chosen Bowdoin." 124 freshman
are from New England, 72 from the Atlantic Coast
states, and 62 from the rest of the nation and the
world.
The vital statistics of any class, and particularly of
this one, are misleading. This sort of
impersonal ization doesn't do justice to the diversity
and individuality of the classes' members. A
discussion of several future freshmen should reveal
how interesting the class of "73 is. Take for instance
the young man from California who holds a green
belt in karate and is a professional banjo instructor.
He's interested in forming a karate club at Bowdoin
(Estoric sport buffs, rejoice!). Another Californian
designed and constructed _a computerized game which
is now being marketed. An impressive New Yorker
was first in the New York Science Fair and first
violinist in the Youth Symphony Orchestra of New
York. A New Jersey adventurer had the perserverence
and skill to build his own plane and the guts to fly it
to Los Angeles. These are just a few of many
exceptional individuals in the Class of '73.
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Students Will Harvest Black Center Proposed,
ColemanFarmBenefits
s By JAY SWEET granting an appropriation to be
Next year, six members of the current freshmen class will participate in an experiment representing a used for the establishment of an
radical departure from traditional College structure. The Coleman Farm proposal, approved Monday by the Afro-American Cehter on campus,
faculty, will allow the six to pursue programs of independent study while living at the Farm. They will be-*sPne proposal submitted to the
released from many requirements, including cal, and some prerequisites in order to explore and develop their Policy Committee of the Boards
own particular fields of interest. To retain maximum independence, they will accept responsibilities for
self-discipline and support.
Awaits Board's Approval
At their June meeting, the containing both historical and
Governing Boards will consider current material.
This project began to develop
last semester when the group
discussed their dissatisfaction with
Bowdoin with Professor Thomas
Cornell. They viewed the
traditional system of requirements
and introductory courses as a
barrier rather than an aid to the
achievement of their educational
goals. The present curriculum,
they agreed, is not equipped to
deal with the unusually motivated
and involved student. Although
advanced placement may allow
this sort of student to avoid
introductory couses, he still faces




Cornell went to President Roger
Howell with the group's ideas.
Howell suggested that the
requirements of the students
might be met by living and
working at Coleman Farm.
Although some problems of the
experiment have yet to be
resolved, the supporters of the
plan believe that it will result in
photo by Myeis
COLEMAN FARM, which was given to the College last year, will be
the sight of an experiment for six Sophomores next year. Freed from
many requirements, they will pursue courses of independent study.
reads as follows:
Because the vast majority of
Black students attending Bowdoin
have lived in a community which
has a distinct culture within
American society, and because the
College is presently ill-equiped to
sufficiently serve the cultural and
social needs of Blacks, it is
the ref o re proposed—that arr
A f ro- A merican Center be
established toward the end of
meeting those needs.
1. Purpose.
The purpose of the Center shall
be to serve as a focal location for
the cultural, intellectual, and
social activities of Black Students.
It shall further serve a
cam pus- wide objective . as a
cultural and intellectual nucleus.
Center Make-up.
(a) An Afro-American Library
containing books on and by
Blacks which span the entire
scope of our history.




(c) A Record-Film Section
i D ue in i n n suu r ., , . > n r
distinct advantages for both the loWarCIS DcparllTH'lU KCIOril
College and the individuals — *— —
1
involved. They claim the project is
new
and
a necessary exploration of
sorts of student-faculty
student-college relations.
The proponents of the
experiment believe that it has
been the tendency of American
education to place the importance
of structures before that of
individuals. Consequently, the
American college has become a
super-trade school, training
students to take their places in
predetermined social institutions.
It is argued that such an education
is a perversion of the ideal of
knowledge as an end in itself.
The proponents suggest this
may be the prototype of an
extended version of a college
within a college program. A
second argument is that this type
of educational experience meets
the needs of students who may
only be frustrated by a more
traditional structure but whose
presence is a real advantage to the
Colleee as a whole. In addition,
(Please turn to page 4)
Majors Seek Revised Comprehensive*
Bowdoin's contribution to the Spring Protest
Scene has been a rash of student objections to
comprehensive exams .... At least seven
departments have been affected by this student
discontent, and, in some cases, sweeping changes
have occurred. The Departments -of Government,
History, Sociology, Economics, Philosophy,
Psychology, and English have all been criticized at
least regarding their comprehensive examinations,
and sometimes the commentary has carried into
curriculum and personnel.
Complaints are strikingly similar from
department to department. Repeatedly students
have requested new 'exams which are truly
comprehensive, which require an integrated system
of knowledge and method of approach. Old
questions which are rehashed hour exam types are
constantly under attack. Students resent being
retested on specific material from courses.
In effect, these student appeals have forced a
new definition for comprehensives. Are they
standard exams on all specific information
studied? At least the Government. History,
Sociology, and Economics Departments seem to
feel comprehensives must do more. Spurred by
commentary from their majors, these departments
have generally redefined the exams as exercises
designed to test perspectives and method; not
what a student knows, but how he uses what he
knows; not historical "perts," but application of
an historical frame of mind.
While four departments have received and
implemented suggestions for reform, the
departments of Philosophy, Psychology and
English have remained either unmoved by or
unaware of student opinion. Again, similarities
within these two groups are striking. The
departments which have changed are aggressively
open to suggestion. They honestly seek student
advice and implement, reforms, thus encouraging
more positive criticism. In every case of change, a
healthy dialogue between faculty and students
exists; mutual fear, distrust, and disrespect remain
minimal or non-existent.
Frequently, there is no system for tapping
(Please turn to page 4)
(d) Conference Room-Social
Center for meetings of the Society
and social gatherings.
3. Residency.
The Center should have living
accomodations and eating
facilities for approximately




Afro-American Society would be
responsible for the Center in the
same sense as proctors are for
dormitories.




center means that the request for
living and dining facilities cannot
be met , this year.* But President
Howell has stated that,
"Ultimately, such a center could
(1'Iease turn t<> page 3)
Nyhus Named
To Dean s Post
r"roiessor Paul L. Nyhus has
been appointed Acting Dean of
Students to succeed Dean Jerry
W. Brown. Nyhus, who was
selected by President Roger
Howell, Jr., with the assistance of
the newly elected Student Council
officers, will serve as interim Dean
of Students while a review of the
Administrative structure of the
College is attempted.
Nyhus stated that he intends to
work "primarily in the interest of
the students." He agrees with last
year's faculty statement
recommending co-education for
Bowdoin, though he believes that
simply because of its high cost
co-education cannot be Bowdoin's
top priority. Black Studies and
renovation of Mitchell House for
an Afro-American Cultural Center
are the most immediate issues
facing the College. *
Professor Nyhus also places
emphasis on the need for new
dining facilities for independents
which will become necessary in
the near future because of the
rapid growth of the independent
population. Co-education will
have to come after the solutions
to these more immediate
problems.
He also said he thought a
campus-wide discussion day next
fall on such issues as ROTC would
be a worthwhile idea if it could be
organized. He thinks ROTC is *'ar
(Please torn to page 2)
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Nyhus To Succeed Brown
Continued from page 1)
issue which is still open to
discussion", even though credit
has already been stripped from
the program. The appearance of
activists on campus is a
development which has pleased
him because of its impact on both
the educational structure and
social life of the College. He feels
the future of fraternities is open
to debate and he thinks the
administration should be
responsive to faculty and student
opinion on fraternities.
Professor Nyhus joined the
Bowdoin faculty as an Instructor
in the fall of 1966 and was
promoted to the rank of Assistant
Professor the following year. A
native of Williston, N.D., he
received his A.B. degree summt
cum laude in 1957 at Augsburg
College in Minneapolis, Minn. He
holds an S.T.B. degree, received in]
1961 from the Harvard Divinity
School, and was awarded his Ph.
D. at the Harvard Graduate
School of Arts and Sciences in
1967.
Nyhus has been a Senior
Resident at Radcliffe College, a
Teaching Fellow at the Harvard
Divinity School and a Teaching
While JOB Boils
PROFESSOR PAUL NYHUS has
been appointed to serve as Dean of
Students.
Fellow in General Education at
Harvard. Professor Nyhus' main
field of interest within his general
area of study has been medieval
intellectual and church history!
with special emphasis on the 1 4th;
and 15th Centuries.
'Choice ' Oratorio Scheduled
By CAMPO E. ROMERO
Last week Bowdoin spent one
of the most pleasant weekends of
the year. For the present one, the
culmination of the contemporary
music festival offers with the
Oratorio "JOB" a shocking
counterpart. Once again, after the
successful performance of our
first concert of the early —
Baroque Oratorio "JONAH" in
the fall. The Brunswick Chamber
Singers conducted by Ruth Ring
Harvie, the Wheaton College Choir
conducted by Charles Fasset, and
our Chapel Choir conducted by
Rodney J. R othlisberger,
congregate anew for our farewell
concert with another biblical
subject.
The -Composer Richard K.
Winslow has echoed the tragedy
of modern man in this oratorio
that was first performed at
Wesleyan University last year_
This work is one of the rare cases
in contemporary music'" of a
"Chance piece" not meant to be
humorous. The general framework
of the piece is a two-note drone
that goes continuously through
the whole performance, plus a
"voice drone" of someone reading
the Book of Job all the way
through. One of the most
interesting devices of the Oratorio
is the random material that the
director chooses by chance. The
directions for the vocal
performance are like this: Each
line approximates 30". Begin
wherever your eye falls, but
proceed sequentially thereafter.
At seven times during the section,
there will be breaks during which
choir will sing tutti, followed by
an appropiate "break
.
Besides the Oratorio, the
Wheaton College will sing a set of
Japanese "Haiku, and all the
xhoirs will sing
-"Evil- shall not
prevail" and "Wisdom exaltet".
CHUCK (**.«w
WAGON rmi-
Use Our Banquet and Party Rooms rte. 24 AT COOK'S CORNER,








Howell's Statement To Student Council
On Friday, April 25, 1969, the College secured
from the Supreme Judicial Court of the State of
Maine a temporary restraining order in
anticipation of possible serious disturbances on the
campus in the course of the ensuing weekend. It
was an action that was not lightly entered into.
FROM MORE-THAN ONE SOURCE, the College
had been warned of possible trouble and potential
occupation, especially in connection with the
Heating Plant vfhich presented particular worries
because of the danger of accidental explosion. The.
circumstances were discussed fully and frankly on
Thursday with those bodies constitutionally
responsible for student discipline: the STUDENT
JUDICIARY COMMITTEE and the Faculty
Administrative Committee. The President of the
Student Council was also asked to attend, but was
unavailable. The Vice President of the Student'
Council was present at the meeting. After careful
consideration of the case, it was the unanimous
agreement of those present that a complaint
should be filed. The complaint, which was filed on
Friday, led to the issuance of the restraining order.
All were convinced that the securing of such an
order offered the best chance of calming a tense
situation, should one arise. The procedure by
which the restraining order was to be explained




served, and what steps would be taken if it were
not observed, were all discussed arid agreed upon.
Several questions have arisen in connection
with this matter. In the first place, did action have
to be taken? It was the judgment of myself as
President, of the administrative officers of the
College, and of the Faculty and Student
Committees responsible for student discipline that
there was sufficient cause to make preparation to
avoid difficulty. We cannot pretend at this time
that violence has not intruded itself on the
American campus. In a case where there exists a
possibility of disruption, it would be serious
dereliction of duty on the part of responsible
people if they failed to prepare themselves for an
eventuality which all fervently hoped would not
come. I should add that information received from
Cambridge later in the weekend tended to confirm
that the taking of precautionary steps was a wise
move on the part of the College.
In the second place, was the procedure
followed the correct one? I take it that there is'
general agreement that a restraining order would
make sense if a crisis arose. It throws the battle
into the courts, and prevents the College from
being both plaintiff and judge. Moreover, it should
hopefully serve as a device to calm a troubled
situation, without recourse to law enforcement
agents. A restraining prder, in itself, accuses no
one of a crime or- misdeed. It is an order by the
court to cease and desist from potentially injurious
actions, and until the order itself is violated, there
is no offense. We all know, too, that violence can
breed violence. Vigilante action, no matter how
well intentioned, would be as destructive of the
College as an initial occupation. The order would
ask for and demand, in the court's name, restraint
from all parties.
It has been suggested that the whole affair was
conducted in secrecy. I do not feel myself that this
is a valid point. All action was taken with the full
and open concurrence of the relevant Faculty and
Student committee Admittedly, the terms of the
restraining order were not then published to the
College community. The reasons for this were
simple. To publish the contents would have been,
if effect, to serve the order, yet there is no point in
serving the order before the situation which it was
designed to meet occurs, and indeed it would be of
dubious legality. In the opinion of those present,
the serving of the order might have precipitated
the very difficulty it sought to avoid as a
self-fulfilling prophecy. I know that rumors, many
of them wild and unfounded, did spread through
the campus, making for a tense and unhappy
weekend. I fear that this sort of thing is the
inevitable result of a potentially serious situation. I
suspect that, given the tensions of our time, there
is no thoroughly satisfactory way to prepare for a
possible emergency.
Finally, I have been requested to make a
statement about the College's policy in this sort of
matter. Let me stress first that, in accordance with
the By-Laws of the College, policy in regard to
student discipline is in the province of the Faculty,
and by its delegation is in the province of the
Student Judiciary Committee and . the Faculty
Administrative
-Committee. Because of this, I
would intend to consult with both these
committees on the occasion of any further
occurrence of this sort. But I think, in general,
certain points are clear. The restraining order was
directed against three specific offenses:
, (1)
inducing, promoting, or participating in a riot or
tumultuous assembly; (2) inducing, promoting, or
participating in unlawful or illegal entry or
possession of College buildings or premises after
being forbidden to do so; (3) inducing, promoting,
or participating in the illegal or unlawful
interference with officers, agents, or employees of
the College in the conduct and performance of
their duties. It is my firm feeling that any and all
of these actions are intolerable in any academic
community. Should there be in the future any
cause to suspect that such action might occur, I
will not hesitate to -recommend to the Student
Judiciary Committee and the Faculty
Administrative Committee that a complaint be
filed with the intention of securing a restraining
order. I fervently hope thatsuch action will not be
necessary. There is little reason why affairs should
come to such a pass at Bowdoin College. Every
student knows, or should know, that the door of
every administrative office of this College is open
to him. We all know that things could be improved
at the College; I hope that we will continue to
share the faith that constructive reform will best
be achieved as it was in the case of the social rules,
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SENTENCE doesn't very much
matter. Whatwasontrialin Los
Angeles was not the defend-
ant but the testimony of psy-
chiatrists and psychologists,
who would have us believe that
every criminal is so sick as to
deserve society's pity and
succor rather than its pun-
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Black Center Becomes A Reality
(Continued from page 1)
also include some housing and
dining facilities." Whether these
facilities are provided in future
years will depend on the success
of the program in Little-Mitchell
House and upon the ability of the
College to raise funds for the
construction of a larger
. Afro-American Center.
Vice-President Wolcott
Hokanson, who is in charge of
planning the Center, said he is
preparing plans for the renovation
of Little-Mitchell House on the
assumption that this will be used
to house the Center only for a
short term. This means that the
House will be prepared with a
minimum of structural changes;
but, with furnishings, the cost of
the renovation will still be at least
$20,000.
He said that in the longer range,
the College would be seeking a
building that could house and
feed' approximately twenty
students, and he said the College
does not presently own such a
structure.
The Center, which if approved
should be ready for next fall, will
contain a library, seminar rooms,
office space for t he
Afro-American Society, an
audio -visual room, and social
rooms. President Howell
emphasized that this will be a
College facility open to the entire
College community, and that its
creation and planning would in no
way violate either the letter or the
spirit of current civil rights
legislation.
President Howell commented
that he thought the creation of
such a center is of great
educational importance. Besides
providing facilities for the
activities of the growing number
L^^^^WW ^^*^
In Unique Concert
New Sounds Fill Center
Wirtz Reflects
Upon Democracy
1 By BRUCE CAIN , "
It is perhaps a valid criticism of lectures in general to say that they
often reiterate the painfully obvious or explore the tediously esoteric. I
suppose that is why we are profoundly effected when a man. like W.
Willard Wirtz manages to succomb to neither, but instead shares with us
his inspired insights on the fundamental problems of contemporary
society.
The fourth annual
Contemporary Music Festival will
feature especially commissioned
works by two widely known
figures of the current avant-garde
and the prize-w inning work of the
1969 Bowdoin Music Prize
Competition. The Contemporary
Music Festival will be held Friday
and Saturday in Wentwofth Hall
at the Senior Center. Concert'time
is 8:15 p.m. each evening.
The commissioned works are by
Pauline Oliveros of the University
of California at San Diego and
Brian Fennelly of New York
University. Both compositions
were written for the Aeolian
Chamber Players, who will be the
performing artists at the Festival.
Miss Oliveros' work, "Aeolian
Partitions", will be performed on
the opening evening of the
Festival and Mr. Fennelly's
"Evanescences" will be played the
second evening.
Season subscribers to Bowdoin 's
Curtis-Zimbalist Concert Series
will be admitted to the Festival at
no additional charge.
Non-subscriber tickets are
available in advance at the
Information Desk of the College's
Moulton Union. Each ticket costs
$2 and will admit the bearer to
both concerts.
The winning work in the 1969
Bowdoin Music Prize Competition
is "Signos de losTiempos" by the
young Argentine composer,
Antonio Tauriello. Over 50 entries
were received in the competition
and judges included members of
the Dowduin Music Department
and the Aeolian Chamber Players.
His prize-winning composition
will be published by the Bowdoin
College Music Press and he will
receive a cash award.
Also to be heard during the
Contemporary Music Festival at
Bowdoin are David Burge's
"Aeolian Music", David Gilbert's
"Centering I", "Soliloquies" by
Professor Elliott S. Schwartz, and
"Bagatelles No. 3" by Raoul
Pleskow.
All the composers except one
will be present at the Bowdoin
concerts. They will introduce
their works, respond to questions
from the audience after the
performances, and contribute to a
general discussion of the new
music. Mr. Burge, of the
University of Colorado, will be
the only composer not in
attendance. He is in residence in
Denmark this year. Mr. Gilbert, a
flutist, is a member of the Aeolian
Chamber Players. Professor
Schwartz is a member of the
Bowdoin faculty. Mr. Pleskow is





In a meeting Monday night the
Student Council announced the
memhers of the Committee on
Committees which is the
constitutionally vested authority
to select students for service on
nine faculty committees for
1969-1970. The Committee on
Committee's members are John
Cole, George Isaacson, August
Miller, Steve Lang, and Harrison
Tate (The latter two are
non-council members elected at
large.). They will appoint students






Studies, Library, Lectures and
Concerts, and Athletics.
The Committee on Committees
will also select students for three
Student Council Standing
Committees (two council
members and three non-council
members): Student Life,
Curriculum, and Rushing.
The Committee will be
conducting interviews with
interested persons through
Monday and will hopefully
announce the assignments at the
Student Council meeting
scheduled for Monday night.
Faculty Adopts Afro-Am Studies Plan
In a special meeting Wednesday afternoon, the
faculty approved the Black Studies prop»sal for
the academic year 1969-70. The proposal was
voted on in essentially the form in which it
appeared in last week's Orient. Although no
definite program has been formulated, there will
be serveral courses offered next semester with an
orientation toward the Black experience. The
necessary apparatus for creating these courses is
detailed in the proposal.
Faculty support of the measure was
overwhelming, and only two dissenting votes were
cast. There is considerable precedent for
Bowdoin's action, both at other institutions and,
to some extent, here. Professor Daniel Levine,
chairman of the Afro-American Studies
Committee, feels that a program of this sort is a
much more general educational advance than is
often realized.
It is his hope that equal numbers of Black and
White students will participate in a future major
program, for he believes that such # program, has
at least as much to offer to the White student as to
the Black.
The educational principle on which the program
is based defines the optimum development of
every individual as the final end of the institution.
It is felt that, the Collgc must explore and adopt
new ways of emphasizing individual motivation
and involvement. It is also hoped that the new
program will prove to be an effective means oT
recruiting Black students to Bowdoin in the
future.
Although originally scheduled
to speak on the "Employment
Crisis", Mr. Wirtz chose instead to
discuss the challenge of youth to
democracy in light of current
crises arid reflections on his
experience as Secretary of Labor.
In his view, the revolts on
campuses are as much against the
processes of decision making as
the decisions themselves, and
consequently, we must address
ourselves to the "procedural
questions" There—are—two-
of Black students on campus, it
will serve as a meeting place and a
forum for exchange of ideas
between Black and White*
students. President Howell sees
the Center as particularly
appropriate * in connection with
the growth of Afro-American
Studies at the College.
"The recent highly successful
Black Arts Festival, sponsored by
the Afro-American Society,
brought home to the whole
college community how much of
an education we need, how great
the gaps are in our knowledge and
understanding, how much of the
rich and living heritage of our
country white Americans are
ignorant of. The Afro-American
Society, which has already done „
so much for Bowdoin College, has
much to teach us. I hope very
sincerely that the establishment of
a center at Bowdoin will aid in
this very necessary process of
education."
Howell recognizes the danger
that such a center could possibly
lead to separatism, but he firmly
believes that the advantages which
could come from such a center
make the risk worth taking. He
hopes the center will both provide
a meeting place for Black and
White students to discuss
problems and also give Black
students who find the Bowdoin
environment strange a place in
which they can feel comfortable
and from which they can develop
roots in the larger Bowdoin
Community.
He thinks that ideally the center
would encourage the integration
of Black and White students
rather than restrict it. And he
hopes the center will be conducive
to a climate in which people can
meet each other as individuals
without forcing each other into
molds.
Thp rpn ter will probably he
imperatives in this regard: first,
that we carry on "responsive
| dialogue using traditional forces
of persuasion" and not violent,
disruptive techniques; and second,
that "we direct our discussion to
fundamental questions".
Secretary Wirtz, however,
made qualifications on both of
these points, and implicit in these
reservations was his cwn
philosophy of democratic
(Please turn to page 5)
closely linked to the Black Studies
program approved by the faculty
on Wednesday. It will
complement the Black Studies
program by furthering education
through informal and social
means. Both programs will serve
to educate all students in the
realities of the Black experience
rather than serve as a crutch or a
convenient way of reinforcing




"The only thing I'm sure of when I go into court, the cop will lie!"
related Jonathan Weiss, director of the Mobilization for Youth Legal
Service. "I know it, the DA knows it, and the judge knows it." These
comments were addressed early Monday evening to an audience of
about forty as part of a lecture titled "The Police, the Ghetto, and the
Law," sponsored by the urban crisis course.




recently announced the winners
of faculty research grants
sponsored by the Shell Company
Foundation, Inc. Under the
Foundation's program of Shall
assists, $1,500 is awarded
annually during three "award
periods" of October, February
and May.
Individual grants of
approximately $500 each were
given to the Faculty Research
Fund, the Chemistry Department,
and the General Institutional
Utility Fund over this fiscal year.
Normally, the May period attracts
the greatest funds as the College's
professors anticipate a productive
summer. This year, May saw $700
come to Bowdoin.
The amount was divided
among the following:
1 . Robert E. Knowlton for the
completion of his doctoral
dissertation for Chapel Hill.
(Please turn to page 6)
factors involved in the deep
mutual hostility between police
and ghetto residents. First, the
police are essentially alien to the
ghetto environment. Faced with a
strange, hostile environment, the
police have perverted their
traditional role of protectors into
that of occupiers, attempting to
enforce their own arbitrary
definitions of order.
Second, ghetto residents
generally cannot get the type of
law enforcement they desire.
Weiss referred to a study made in
Detroit in the 50's which
discovered that the police were
less likely to make arrests in
crimes where both the victim and
offender were Negroes. Moreover,
Weiss pointed out, the police
emphasis is on arrest after the
crime has been committed,
instead of prevention of the
criminal act.
Third, the lack of control over
the police has put the ghetto
resident at the mercy of the police
with little chance of redress. The
mythological neighborhood cop
had wide discretion with which to
use his knowledge and insight in
local problems. The discretion has
remained while the local
(Please turn to page 6)
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As the Curriculum and Educational Policy Committee has recognized,
the task of revising the curriculum bit by bit is hopeless. But it is even
m6re difficult to re-examine the structure of the entire curriculum. We
believe that the best place to break into this circle may be over the
question of student participation in education.
The issues examined in this week's ORIENT do not appear to have
any special connection with one another, but this is a mistaken
impression, for they all concern the role of the student inJus own
education.
The Black Center, the struggle over comprehensive examinations, the
Coleman Farm proposal, and the question of student teaching, all have
one thing in common: They are serious attempts to face the question of
how great a role the student should play in his own education.
One point divides the sides on all these issues. Those who hesitated
about Coleman Farm doubted the possibility that the six students
would accomplish anything in an unstructured situation. Those
departments that refused to reconsider the comprehensive examinations
were those which most doubt the sincerity and abilities of their students
(These are also the departments whose curriculum students most often
complain about.) The opponents of the Black Center are those who do
not trust students will make proper use of the facilities and who fear
the, Center will be used as a means of avoiding the uncomfortable
problems of integration or, at worst, will become a headquarters for
fomenting campus disorders.
Unfortunately, the position of these people is completely
understandable. No one who has spent any length of time at Bowdoin
can fail to have recognized the well-preserved provincialism of its
students. People make every effort to surround themselves with others
who have the same interests and outlook. Fraternities have long served
the purpose of protecting students from exposure to other points of
view. The Senior Center has not been able to change this one
outstanding fact about Bowdoin.
Only those who are blinded by their support for and involvement in"
Bowdoin 's newest projects can fail to see the grave dangers of
separatism and faction that the College faces in this week's innovations
But a reasonable doubt can be carried to unreasonable extremes,
especially when distrust of students' motives leads professors to reject
ideas they might have supported in calmer times.
:
- - —- i-
1
The issue is fairly clear. Bowdoin is not meeting the needs of a sizable
number of its students. Until a curriculum is established which does
meet their needs, it will have to offer greater freedom from restrictions
and more independent work if it is to avoid grossly mistreating these
students. The departments ^are going to have to recognize that the
present course system, in which there is no development from year to
year, does not meet the needs of any but the worst students at
Bowdoin. One reason departments cannot give REAL comprehensive
examinations is that they have never prepared their majors in a way
that would enable them to be examined comprehensively.
As soon as the faculty realizes that the sudden demand for complete
autonomy is a result of the breakdown of the curriculum and major
program, and that the increase in independent studies is nothing to be
proud of, but a signal of a weak curriculum, then they can end their
quibbling over individual projects and face the problem of revising both
the form and content of present courses.
The faculty must stop attributing the new demands for freedom tc
student immaturity or insincerity and must begin to recognize that
their courses are not meeting the needs of students. They must
remember that the demand for freedom FROM something is also a tacit
demand for freedom FOR something.
THE BOWDOIN ORIENT
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student opinion, and individual personalities must,
compensate. Members of "successful" departments
are overwhelmingly liberal, trusting of students
and demonstrably concerned with their
performance. Members of "unsuccessful"
departments remain either unsure and afraid or
aloof and resentful toward students. Occasionally,
a positively concerned professor has been
powerless or unwilling to buck higher and less
receptive authority.
The original Government exam was a three day
ordeal. On the first day students took a three hour'
written exam on the basic material covered in Gov.
1-2, 11-12. The second day consisted of four one
hour sections on predetermined elective courses,
and the oral exam on major work completed the
process on the third day. In petition form students
protested that the exam was non-integrative
retesting of regular course material. Moreover, as
the courses change under different professors, the
retest was inaccurate. Also, the major work was
too casual to prepare students for so thorough a
fact-finding mission.
Faced with specific student proposals for
reform, several department members accepted the
criticism and became enthusiastic enough to sway
more conservative elements. Students felt,
however, that all members were open to
suggestion. Reduced from seven hours, the new
exam will probably be three hours of written work
which allows the student to choose between a
broad, inclusive question or a case study problem.
A half-hour oral provides an opportunity for the
department to test students on points weak in
writing. Honors students face a full hour oral in
order to defend their theses.
The History comprehensive, formerly spread
over four days, was revamped last year. The first
day's written exam was three general questions
chojta from a large group. Four questions the
seconp day were -divided between the area of
specialization (two questions) and two
supplementary areas. The third and fourth days
were filled with individual orals. Student opinion I
again found this exam meaningless, saying the
questions failed to-be any more than glorified hour
exams. At a dinner meeting of majors and faculty,
the department admitted the shortcomings of the
existing plan -and sought student aid in
constructing a new exam.
In perhaps the most aggressive faculty proposal
members of the History Department suggested
that if a truly integrative comprehensive exam
cannot be formed, the -tes t itself should be—
abandoned. Both faculty and students have
admitted that exams of the old type foster game
playing and, therefore, are worthless. The
proposed exam would be a take home set of
questions to be chosen from a selection of case
studies and integrative questions. The oral would
again provide opportunity to defend the written
work.
m
The Economic Department split their old exarh
into two parts (with orals only for honors
candidates), a specific section on three elective
courses and a general section taken from five
required courses. In this case the department
actually fostered positive comment by asking
students to form committees to criticize the
department, major program and comprehensive.
Not responding to specific complaints but merely
feeling the need for an effective channel of
comment, the Economics Department discovered
the shortcomings of their exam. In response the
major program has been restructured and the
worthless specific exam section removed.
By now^a familiar pattern can be found in
Sociology. The old exam consisted of three hours
on general questions, three hours on four specific
courses and an oral. Through a petition majors
indicated they felt .the second section irrelevant
and wanted to discuss the major program with the
department. In reaction to what Mr. Minister
'ailed an "embarrassing situation" the Sociology
Department admitted the justice of the complaint
and sought a remedy. The major exam was
abolished for juniors and made an applied problem
exercise for seniors. The new exam is take home
and deals with current problems. Furthermore, the
Sociology faculty hopes to enliven-the major by
interviewing jfciiors and sophomores every year to
design major work, and by adding career
counselling to the major meetings.
A significant characteristic of protest in the
"unsuccessful" departments is the far-reaching
reforms demanded. Student protest in Philosophy
centered around the old (and still effective) exam
but soon encompassed major work and faculty
attitudes. The exam is standard: three days, two
written, one oral; standard hour exam questions
from courses. According to Professor Kenneth
Freeman, the two aspects of student achievement
tested are: 1) The ability to master a body of
material (largely Information) and 2) The
attainment of a style of philosophy. Students,
however, feel no overview is possible in philosophy
and that specific work (such as a paper or seminar
on Existentialism) should be substituted for
meaningless retesting. Department response has
been haphazard in that any direct confrontation
between students and faculty has been unofficial.
Never has the department met as a whole with its
entire body of majors over this issue. Occasionally
an individual professor mobilizes student opinion,
but department action on the two written
proposals has been rendered unilateral by a
hesitancy to meet with students.
Action in the Psychology Department is pending,
a student initiated meeting soon to be held with
department members. Again, the discontent
extends beyond the comprehensive which lasts
four hours and covers each of the four basic
courses. Only honors candidates take, an oral. A
student committee, unilaterally organized and
consisting of three members from each of the
three upper classes, proposed eight specific
changes ranging throughout the department. This
year the exam should be made something besides
retesting, but hereafter two extra courses should
be permitted as substitutes. Students wish the
department to take on more men, expand beyond
experimental psychology and tap student opinion.
As in the Philosophy Department, faculty
response is uneven. Some members appear not to
realize discontent/ exists, whereas air members
seem baffled as to how to elicit student response.
Although individual questionnaires have been used
and found ineffective, no effort to mobilize the
students in working groups has been made.
As a final example of educational failure, the
English Department merely duplicates familiar
problems. The exam is standard, and students
express the same complaints of meanmglessness,
retesting, and game-playing. Moreover, the major
program keeps majors separated into small groups,
allowing little dialogue even among students.
Consequently, student dissatisfaction has been
slow in organizing. Absolutely no departmental
efforts have been made to ascertain student
opinion. In reaction to proposals for group
discussion orals, the department has allowed
majors (not including honors candidates) to take
the same oral retesting in pairs. Saying that a
written comprehensive is * required and course
reform complicated by non-major influx due to
the literature requirement, the department has
excused itself from action on further suggestions.
Students feel tjie faculty refuses to acknowledge
the existence of a problem, and faculty members
continue to cite student negligence in courses as
just reason to ignore student discontent.
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the project provides an
opportunity, for testing such
current curriculum structures as
the independent study program.
In response to the question of
why these students should have
been chosen, project supporters
answer that the fact that they
prepared the proposal almost
entirely independently
demonstrates that they have the
motivation necessary for the
plan '8 success.
Opponents of the plan argue
from a less idealistic stance.
Although* they accept Socratic
dialogue as an ideal in education,
they believe that the experiment
as approved is a dead end. The
resources of the College are not
great enough to ever expand this
experiment to significant
proportions. For next year,
twenty-four independent study
projects have been approved for
the Coleman Farm group; that is
an average of two each semester
ner student. The opponents claim
that it is a mistake for a faculty
member to undertake any more
than four independent studies in
addition to the regular course toad
and major work. Beyond that
point, and even at that point, a
professor does justice to neither
himself nor his students. With a
faculty of 120, 960 is the
maximum number of independent
studies that can be offered
annually; that is, one per student
each year.
Although it is true that not
every student desires independent
study and that they make little
sense for underclassmen, the fact
remains that the College must
consider carefully the allocation
of this limited resource. The
argumenOof the opponents is that
the College has established a
precedent which it cannot
possibly continue to meet. The
present student-faculty ratio
cannot be maintained if the
independent study is to be used to
the extent that the Coleman Farm
proposal demands.
The argument is that the
College is devoting a
disproportionate share of its
resources to a project that will
result in improvement of the
present system for only sue
people. The College as a whole
will gain little from this
experiment, for it already realized
the importance of independent
study, and may lose a great deal
by removing from itself those
students who are most needed to












One of the great dangers in the debate over ROTC is that the highly
emotional issue of the Vietnam war will lead people to strike out
unthinkingly against all manifestations of the Armed Forces. A rational
analysis of ROTC can begin from either of two premises. The first,
which will be assumed in this article, is that Armed Forces are necessary
for the security of this country and that militarism, though always a
danger, is not' a great enough threat to warrant drastic attacks on the
Army. Next week, we will explore the other premise that Vietnam is
not a temporary aberration but a permanent aspect of an American
policy that can be changed only by extreme attacks on the military.
Professor Edward Pols has been involved in attempts to limit
academic credit for ROTC for at least ten years. He believes there are
two problems involved, the course content and the issue of credit. Pols
thinks the attempt to Improve the content of the courses is misguided,'
because the ROTC is basically a pragmatic rather than intellectual
program. The ROTC curriculum, in his opinion, is much more like that
of a vocational school than of a liberal arts college and for this reason
credit should not be given.
However, people have reacted to this by attempting to improve the
quality of the courses, and Pols thinks this is a waste of time for both
students and teachers. The Army should admit the purposes of the
program and limit training to what is actually necessary to train an
officer in his skills, and assume that the student is getting a liberal
education elsewhere and that they of the Army, need not contribute to
it.
Pols believes that a much more efficient way of producing officers
would eliminate ROTC training during the year and limit it to summer
camps where it could be done intensively. He believes that if faculties
were willing to cooperate with the Armed Services some sort of
program might be set up, but so far faculties have shown no interest in
constructive efforts to improve the ROTC program.
He thinks the present attacks on ROTC will result only in the better
colleges' being removed from the program leaving it to be manned by
people from the state universities and agricultural colleges. He thinks
people have been confusing their views on the Vietnam war with the
question of how to staff the Armed Forces once you grant that we
must have- them, and he thinks it is puerile to suppose we are not going
to have an armed establishment. He disagrees with those who claim that
it makes no difference where the officers come from; for one thing, a
lot of staff work gets done by younger people who can influence policy
a great deal even though they have no substantive power of their own.
Major Edward Langbein, Executive Officer of Bowdoin's ROTC
detachment, denied that the program had no intellectual merit, because
the course on American military history does fill a gap in the regular
curriculum. He feels strongly that the present ROTC program is the
most effective means of recruiting officers from liberal arts colleges. "It
is spread out over the four years to give minimal interference* and a
summer program would discourage those students who couldn't afford
to give up three summers."
Langbein likes the theory of a summer program because of what it
could accomplish, but he thinks it is impractical for students. The
present program is the most feasible one in spite of its . inefficiency
because of its attractiveness to students.
Langbein believes the Armed Services need ROTC officers because
OCS and West Point cannot supply enough officers and also because of
the liberalizing effect they have on the services. "People are naive to
assume that officers act according to specific orders in every situation.
Most things are left to individual initiative. Orders form very general
guidance." He claimed that ROTC officers can make a significant
difference both in the Army's relations with people and in its policy.
Although most effort has been directed towards removing academic
credit from ROTC, Major Langbein suspects that many people would
just as soon see ROTC gone completely. He believes that many people
want to demonstrate their unhappiness with the government and the
war in Vietnam and that ROTC provides a very vulnerable target
because of the ease with which it can be damaged. He thinks there is a
much more significant reason behind the attacks also. Some people
reason that if we reduce the size of the military we could not get
involved in conflicts. These people blame restless people in the military
for our foreign involvements rather than policy-makers in Washington.
Professor Herbert Coursen served for five years in the Air Force after
receiving his commission through Amherst's ROTC program. "I have no
doubt that ROTC is one of the principle sources of officers for the
Vietnam war to which I have been opposed for several years."
"But I don't think America wants to create a totally professional
army isolated from the liberalizing tendencies of colleges like Bowdoin,
Harvard, and Yale. There is already a dangerous gap between civilians
and the military. Elimination of ROTC would only serve to widen that
gap and further encourage the kind of professional army which
produces dictators.
"As bad as it is on every count, we can only hope that Vietnam is a
temporary aberration on America's part. Certainly we civilians want to
curb and control the power of the military over our lives, but we won't
necessarily do so by encouraging the development of an Army of
American mercenaries. Liberal arts graduates are certainly not a
panacea, but I think the influx of graduates into the Army keeps minds
open."
Coursen also pointed out that the ROTC detachment has
contributed a great deal to Bowdoin. Majors Sutton and Lai gbein have
offered a senior seminar on Vietnam, and tliey have always been willing
to discuss issues involving the military.
Coursen does not agree with those radicals who say ROTC is simply
the source of a pool of officers to fight wars for the military-industrial
complex, though he does see some justification for this claim. He
believes that the ABM system is a much greater symptom of the lack of
proper priorities in this country, and that students would be better
advised to do something about ABM than try to end ROTC.
Dean Edward Geary says many problems begin to emerge as the issue
of ROTC's status is examined. First, there are serious questions about
the nature of the program itself. Could its goals be accomplished in a
two-year program or at summer camps rather than in the present
four-year system? One difficulty in offering a ROTC program with no
credit is that the demands on student time can become intolerable. But
he said that a liberal arts college such as Bowdoin has specific ideas of
what constitutes a liberal education and within this framework it is
"incredible" that ROTC should receive credit.
Two problems the College faces in making ROTC extra-curricular
involve scholarships and control of the program. If the program is
significantly altered the College will have to insure that students will
receive scholarships to replace ROTC grants. Geary also wondered
whether the faculty would be able to maintain its present powers of





government. While "politics" is
one of the primary "traditional
forms of persuasion", he warned
against concerning ourselves with
only that form and neglecting
others equally crucial. The control
of committees by small minority,
the power of filibuster, and the
perverting use of "white lies" by
those in power are basic obstacles
to the opening of the "traditional
forms of persuasion". Any
reforming process which ignores
these potential avenues of
democratic participation is in
Wirtz's mind too narrow.
The other reservation which
Mr. Wirtz had concerning the two
initial imperatives was that while
Vietnam, poverty, and
unemployment are fundamental
issues the "real issues are much
deeper". The basic problems are
threefold: firsts that there is a
problem in communication in that
"language is so rusty and the
processes so archaic" that nobody
discusses such crucial questions as
the tyranny of television of the
abuses of the freedom of the
press; second, that we are
doubtful about our ability to
•discover "absolute truth", and
hence are preoccupied with only
temporary solutions to
short-range problems; and finally,
that we have not as yet unleashed
"the tremendous, latent desire to
'meet every fundamental problem
we have". It is in relation to the
last point that Wirtz called upon
the Government to create "new
institutions" to "mobilize the
forces in this country which seek
to aid and help".
In concluding both his speech
and the ensuing question period,
the former Secretary of Labor
expressed "extreme confidence
that we can do what we want".
He feels that discontent is not
over the impossibility of progress,
butr the overwhelming feeling of
"insurmountable opportunity".
Although he believes that no one
can offer college youth an
absolute guarantee that change
can be brought about through
established procedures, still we are
urged to accept this optimism as
|an article of faith. I suppose we
could summarize Mr. Wirtz's
message by saying that a
democratic system which deals
openly and honestly with
fundamental issues will have





. . * *
On Howell's Statement
by Marc Blesoff
Circumstances in recent weeks have raised the question of student
unrest here at Bowdoin College. Past rumors have pointed to violent
seizures of various campus buildings ranging from the Heating Plant to
Hawthorne-Longfellow Hall to the Piclcard Fieldhouse. On Friday,
April 25, the administration and selected committees secretly decided
to have an injunction drawn up against persons involved in any such
action.
Repercussions resulting from the disclosure of this closely guarded
injunction have prompted President Howell to make a formal
statement. This statement, however, is devoid of any real meaning.
In the first paragraph, President Howell states that he acted upon
information "from more than one source," Who, specifically, were
these sources and how reliable were they? If his, action is to be
condoned, then certainly one should know something of the basis for
this action. Failure to disclose these facts was an obvious attempt by
President Howell to avoid the issue raised by the Student Council. On
page 2, the President says that "information received from Cambridge
later in the weekend tended to confirm that the taking of precautionary
steps was a wise move on the part of the College." Again, what was this
information, where did it come from, and how reliable did it seem?
President Howell's failure to disclose anything concrete concerning his
obviously faulty information casts serious doubt as to the very
existence ^>f his sources. Also, what it meant by the phase "tended to.
confirm"? This entire sentence is blatantly ambiguous.
President Howell also states that "all were convinced that the
securing of such an order pffered the best chance of calming a tense
situation, should one arise." Would not a rational discussion have
helped to AVFRT any anticipated "tense situation"? Where was the
cherished Bowdoin ideal of dialogue, where were the much-alluded-to
J ines of commun ica tion? I submit that there was a gross breach of faith
on the part of President Howell. In his concluding sentence, he pleads
for continued "open, frank, and civil discussion", a plea that smacks of
hypocrisy. After he acted upon unfounded information, and after he
disregarded all other channels of communication, how can the President
ask the students to resort to discussion? President Howell's attempted
explanation of his specific actions seems rather ludicrous in light of his
obvious insincerity.
Finally, on page 3 of his statement, President Howell says, "1 suspect
that, given the tensions of our time, there is no thoroughly satisfactory
way to prepare for a possible emergency." I suggest to the President,
however, that a completely open and trustworthy administration would
constitute such preparation in itself.
In conclusion the scholarly approach to any subject is to deal in
specifics. It is disappointing to see a man of President Howell's
acknowledged scholarly stature produce a public statement that is
composed of unsupported generalities.
Student Teaching Offers Possibilities
For Innovations In Course Form, Content
By SAM HASTINGS
For the past few years, the idea of
undergraduates teaching their fellows on a large
scale has been circulating among the members of
the College community and meeting with a variety
of responses concerning its worth and viability.
Actually, the variety is concentrating into a
polarity: those enthusiastic and those pessimistic.
CONTINUED IN FREE SEMINARS
Both Professor Resenbrink and Richard
Mersereau '69 feel that the proposal is of great
value to the two groups immediately involved,
namely, the students and their undergraduate
instructors. Professor Resenbrink said that the
innovation is a "fantastic learning experience" and
offered the example of his fall Government 21
(Africa) course in which Mersereau participated as
a student teacher. He said the experiment was a
great success thoroughly enjoyed by all, and he
added that a number of the classes' members
continued with their work by offering a Free
Seminar this semester.
LED CONFERENCES
Mersereau 's role was confined to leading three ot
four conferences and assisting in others, helping in
the evaluation of papers, and acting as a natural
mediator between the freshman students and
Professor Rensenbrink Mersereau had not taken
the course previously, but he kept abreast of the
reading and consulted closely with Mr.
Rensenbrink on the finer points of the subject.
Mersereau was teaching to fulfill and independent
study he had arranged with Rensenbrink. He, like
Professor Rensenbrink, was extremely pleased
with the results and urgently hopes to see the now
embryonicfprogram expanded soon.
HAZELTON HESITANT
Professor Paul Hazelton, chairman of the
Education Department, readily grants that
"teaching is a way of learning" and that
"unconventional forms need to be experimented
with", but he is worried that the UNIVERSITY
SNYDROME may arise at Bowdoin with the
thorough-going implementation of the novel (to
Bowdoin) teaching method. This problem is
common in large schools where unqualified
graduate students subject undergraduates to an
amateurish and inferior education while professors
enjoy the free time afforded by the convenience to
advance their research projects. The undergraduate
teaching idea, he noted, is "terribly subject to
exploiting the student". Professor Hazelton said he
is quite open to the notion of allowing students
enrolled in a course to lead a few discussions and
perhaps lecture on a topic on which they are truly
expert, but takes a dim view (opposite that of
Professor Rensenbrink) of permitting students to
take full charge of courses and grade their classes
r
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































On April 28 and 29 all college activities at Amherst were suspended
for the purpose of open-ended college-wide discussion and airing of
grievances. The moratorium, voted by the faculty and by Student
Council, resulted in the following letter from President of Amherst,
Calvin H. Plimpton, to President Nixonz-v^
The faculty and students of Amherst College have just experienced
an extraordinary two days. Our usual educational activities were replaced by
debate, discussion and meditation, which have given shape to our beliefs about
the nature of higher education and the governance of educational institutions.
It is clear that we have much to do to set our own house in order. We are
convinced, and have shown during these days, that changes, even fundamental
ones, can take place without physical duress.
ft will require all our care and energy in the months ahead to combine change
with continuity, to provide students with a real and regular role in influencing
their education and the college's government, and to honor both intellectual
discipline and creativity.
We have as a college emergedfrom these two days with a renewed sense of the
urgency and seriousness with which we must attend to our primary purpose.
We have also as a college embraced a new sense ofurgency of another kind. We
believe that we must speak put to make clear that much of the turmoil among
young people and among those who are dedicated to humane and reasoned
changes will continue.
It will continue until you and the other political leaders ofour country address
more effectively, massively, and persistently the major social and foreign
problems of our society. Part of this turmoil in universities derives from the
distance separating the A merican dream from theA merican reality.
Institutions dedicated to the nurture, husbanding, and growth of critical
intelligence, and to inquiry into basic problems cannot but open people's eyes to
the shoddiness of many aspects ofour society.
In yesterday 's New York Times it is rewrted that five officers in your Cabinet
"seemed toagree that the disorder was cSQsed by a small minority of students.
"
Our conviction is that such a view is seriously in error if it is taken to mean
that no legitimate and important reasons exist for the anger and sense of
impotence felt by many students and faculty.
The pervasive and insistent disquiet on many campuses throughout the nation
indicates that unrest results, not from a conspiracy by a few, but from a shared
sense that the nation has no adequate plans for meeting the crises ofour society.
To name only one issue of special concern to the students: since the Kerner
Commission's report, there has been no decisive response toils recommendations
We do not say that all the problems faced by colleges and universities are a
reflection of the malaise of the larger society. That is not true. But we do say that
until political leadership addresses itself to the major problems of our society -
the huge expenditure of national resources for military purposes, the inequities
practiced by the present draft system, the critical needs ofAmerica's 23,000,000
poor, the unequal division of our life on racial issues - until this happens, the





We realize that in writing this letter we have taken the unusual step ofspeaking
publicly for our community on pressing issues of the moment. We do this out of
an urgent concern to question the widely held view that university unrest is
merely an internal problem, or atmost fomented by an outside influence.
More, we believe that ifpolitical leaders act on this mistaken assumption, their
actions wUl serve only to widen the separations within the university and between
the universities and society at large.
If, however, this important element in student unrest is understood, it would
be possible for you, Mr. President, to redirect youthful energy toward those"more
idealistic, creative and generous actions which reflect a concern for others. Your
influence can provide that hope which encourages those visions to which young
men so gladly dedicate themselves, and we will support those efforts.
I send this letter to you on behalfof an overwhelming majorit v of Amherst
students, faculty and administration who attended the closing meeting of ourdays of inquiry tonight. Copies of this letter with the signatures of all those who




Weiss Views Ghetto As
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(Continued from page 3)
familiarity has been replaced by
ignorance and hostility. Weiss
emphasized from personal
experience the inability td obtain
redress from illegal acts. Local
prosecutors do not act on criminal
complaints drawn up .against
police. And, civil suits are slow,
doubtful, and less than likely to
obtain money when the person
sued is a low paid police officer.
The Legal Service Director
mentioned the common
occurrence of dismissal of police
charges in return for the
withdrawal of complaints. Weiss
recommended his solution to the
police ghetto tensions: saturation
of poor neighborhoods with
well-trained, locally recruited
police — watched very carefully.
Weiss liked to represent the
ghetto (or the slum, the term he
preferred) as "another variation of
the human dilemma." The
problems faced in poor
neighborhoods differed from
others more in degree than kind.
But, there were two noticeable
differences. There was sense of.
unity. "They know who you are."
And, th,ere is a sense of
oppression, by'lhe judicial system,
the landlords, the store owners,
and the collection agencies. The
latter two pose special problems.
Installment contracts are often
fraudulent. Yet, without legal aid,
the victim has little protection
against them in court. Weiss
pointed out. the impact of legal
assistance again from his own
experience. "We'venever gone to
court. They always back down
. . .
we've got the goods on them."
The most effective solution to
these problems, he pointed out,
would be the criminal prosecution
of those who attempt to
frauduently exploit the poor.
As a means of summary, Weiss
capsulated the role of the lawyer
in the ghetto. There "is a need for
the welfare laws to live up to their
intended purpose. And lawyers
are the best means, by
guaranteeing both due process to
the poor and a means of redress,
of effecting this goal.
Faculty Gains
Fund Money
2. John L. Howland for
revitalization of the Electron
Microscope.
3. Douglas M. Fox for work on
the Politics of American Foreign
Policy, an introductory text in
American government.
4. John C. Donovan for a book
to be written.
5. Frederick N. Springsteel for
expenses incurred while attending
the Research Symposium on the
Theory of Computing.
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Eight New Boats Arrive; Archer* In Maine
Ready For Fall Sailing Hunting And Competition On Rise
By GEORGE MARVIN
For the Orient
The sailing team's dream of new boats finally became a reality this
week with the delivery of eight new O'Day Interclub dinghies. Former
Commodore John Foss and present one Bob Vaughn along with
Director of AtWetics Daniel Stuckey were instrumental in generating
0&iWPffiWR®p***1'- .*, <ffflXftlRM*.vM<J| interest among alumni and




: necessatv funds for the mueh
ISports Season
As the end of the semester




competition. The softball season
is in its final stages and the
volleyball competition is nearing
completion of the semifinals.
Kappa Sigma beat Beta 3-2 in a
ten inning bout for first place in
the softball competition. The
Kappa Sigs reached the finals only
after having beaten Deke, 6-1.
Deke presently faces Chi Psi in a
third place playoff. Beta has*
secured second place, despite the
outcome of the third place
contest. In a nip and tuck 6-5
victory battle over Chi Psi, the
Betas just edged out their final
standing..
The volleyball season still has a
little way to go, owing largely to
the complexity revolving about
. the competition. In League A,
Kappa Sig and Chi Psi must
playoff to decide who battles Beta
in the second place playoff for
that league. The winner of the
bout is in first place and will meet
the top team from League B,
Delta Sigma. Delta Kappa Epsilon
holds second place in League B
after defeating Zeta Psi in a three
game match Thursday night. The
Dekes will face the second place
League A team to determine who
holds third place in the overall
standings.
In the interfraternity swimming
meet Wednesday night, Psi
Upsilon took first place.
::
ry c
needed boats. In addition, Dave
Potter's father was extremely
helpful in the actual purchase of
the crafts and their sails.
With eight new boats it will be
possible to have an instructional
program as well as active practices
for the varsity and freshman
teams. This of course should make
Bowdoin more competitive in
sailing. It is also hoped that the
boats will offer additional
incentive to students interested in
sailing, but have never
participated, at Bowdoin. In
addition, the Interclub dinghy is
used by many other schools so
that Bowdoin no longer will be
handicapped with unfamiliar
boats in away meets.
Beginning on Homecoming next
year, there will be an annual
regatta between alumni and
students with the object of raising
money for a general maintanence
fund. Also it is hoped that at
various times during the season
alumni advisors will assist . the




Despite severe challenges on the college campus
by the Bowdoin Arrow Throwers Association,
bow-shot archery continues to grow in popularity.
One of the oldest forms of sport and hunting, the
bow and arrow is regaining its old position with a
new status among today's sportsmen. Scheduled to
be in the 1972 Olympic Games, the sport is also to
be included in the University of Maine's
competition program after completion of their
new gymnasium. On other campuses, the sport
already enjoys varsity status, the nation's best
coming from Michigan, Arizona, and Arkansas
State Universities.
In its oldest form archery was a principal means
of hunting in the days before firearms. Today the
bow and arrow hunting season runs a month
longer than its companion gun season, lasting
through October and November. In Maine one
may obtain a hunting license for $5.25 which
makes some of the nation's best deer hunting
country open to the archer. Though the best lands
are in northern Maine, locally, Bowdoinham and
the Rockland area provide ample game. The state
issued over 1000 licenses last season.
The new status of the sport comes from the
extensive competition which has grown with it.
Comparable to bowling leagues, archery
associations and store owners sponsor contests in
which as many as 1600 people have been known
to compete for a single tournament. This year's
National Indoor Archery Championship in
Michigan offered $20,000 to its top 30
competitors.
Indoor competition is conducted on an
individual points-made basis, each archer shooting
112 arrows, 28 in each of four rounds. Four
arrows are shot from seven different distances in












"Arrow suppliers for the
first world championship of
arrow throwing at Bowdoin
College."
.
. . archery sales
. . . indoor and outdoor
ranges
. . . expert advice
. . . open seven days a week
189 Pleasant St.- 725-4394
Constantines'
212 Maine Street — Brunswick




WASH & DRY & 24 HOUR SHIRT SERVICE
FREE ALTERATIONS
feet, the final position is shot during a 'waikdown*
which consecutively covers each distance. Scoring
comes from making points on the targets/snt or
eight inches in diameter, depending on the
distance one is shooting from.,A perfect score of
i560 points is possible. .
' Skill in competition comes from a good eye and
experienced perceptive shooting abilities.
Instinctive archery characterizes the competitive
aspect of the sport. That is, one never actually
aims at the target, but actually sights the arrow
way below the object aimed at. Also known as
'gap shooting', the site picture and bowhold all
influence the accuracy of the shot. Depending on
the bow, the distance, and the object aimed at,
this form of shooting may not necessarily be
applicable to hunting where 'point on' shooting is,
more widely employed.
For anywhere from $50-$300 one may be
outfitted in archery gear far superior to anything
Robin Hood ever knew. Little John and company
would never have recognized today's aluminum
(costing from $30 to $70 a dozen) or fiberglass
($20-$30) arrow shafts. Wood is still used
extensively, but is not as strong or streamlined as
the other materials. Bow types vary with the
intent of use, the target bow being longer and
lighter than its more powerful hunting companion.
Arrow tips also vary according to purpose, though
all weigh in the vicinity of a standard 125 grains.
For those who don't quite feel up to
competition or hunting, Mcintosh outfitters of
Brunswick (three blocks west of Howard
Johnson's on Pleasant Street) offer 112 arrows, a
bow, and targets for $1.35. Open seven days a
week, the outdoor range is set up like a golf course
Brunswick may not offer a large Indian
population, but the old American hunting forms
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BRUNSWICK, Maine - MIT will defend its title
in the 48th annual Eastern Intercollegiate Athletic
Assn. (EICAA) track and field championships, to
be held here at Bowdoin Saturday, May 17.
The Engineers are expected to get their stiffest
opposition from Amherst, Coast Guard Academy,
Southern Connecticut and Tufts. Other colleges to
be represented include Bates, Boston State,
Bowdoin, Brandeis, Colby, Middlebury, Trinity,
Williams and Worcester Tech.
Seven defending champions will be back in an
effort to repeat. They include Roger Best of
Bowdoin in the hammer, Fran Peters of Southern
Connecticut in the javelin, John Pistel of Amherst
in the long jump and. triple jump, Paul Williams of
Bates in the - high hurdles, Dave Goodof of
Bowdoin in the intermediate hurdles, Bob Stadek
of Tufts in the 440-yard dash, and Ben Wilson of
MIT in the mile and two-mile.
MIT is the defending titlist in the 40-yard relay
and Worcester Tech won last year's mile relay.
Best won the state hammer title last week with a
throw of 184' 4" — more than four feet better
than the distance which gave him the EICAA
crown last year. Other hammer entrants include
Bob Johnson of Southern Connecticut who has
thrown 180' 3" this year.
Platz and Kirk Winges of MIT are co-favorites in
the high jump on the basis of their 6' 4"
performances earlier this year. Another leading
contender is John Asatrian of Bowdoin.
Bowdoin 's Goodof, state intermediate hurdles
champ, will be defending his EICAA title against
the challenges of Bruce Wallace and Jim Boicourt
of Amherst, and Dave Seymour of Tufts.
Frank F. Sabasteanski, Bowdoin's track coach
and current EICAA President, said all of the events
will be held at Whittier Field.
FRIDAY, MAY 16, 1969
Thinclads Race To Second
Place In Maine State Meet
WORLD CHAMPION - in Arrow Throwing is Paul Craven, pictured
above heaving his record-shattering mark of 226"7" in last Sunday's
World Arrow Throwing Championship. The event sported over 30
contestants from varied localities. Among the spectator crowd of over
200 were Maine newsman and President Roger Howell who threw out
the first arrow of the event.
Also in the crowd was Dr. Fleck, Professor of Aerodynamics at
Bering Straits University. The professor made observations on the
striking similiarity between the sport and the efficiency exhibited by
the walrus harpooners from Great Diomede Island. The harpooners
recently defended their team championship in the Great Bering Straits
Arrow Throwing Competition. The doctor commented, "By
successfully retaining their championship over the last two decades, the
walrus harpooners confirmed my view that the thermal gradients in the
deceleration process are of major importance in determining the
trajectory and destination of the thrown arrow.
Netmen Down Bates;




With the end of the season near, the varsity
tennis team has had a busy schedule playing Colby
v
and Bates and participating in two college
tournaments.
On May 6, the Netmen lost a close duel with
Colby, 5-4. Winning for Bowdoin on the home
clay were Rob Brendler, Bruce Brown, and Bob
Woodman in singles and Dave Anthony and
Woodman in the doubles. The match was decided
in the third doubles where Brown and Carter Good
were downed in three sets, 7-5, 4-6, 6-4.
Two days later the Polar Bears bounced back to
crush Bates, 6-2. With an eye on the threatening
weather, Bowdoin speedily won all the singles in
one hour. The doubles started in the rain, but the
only quitters were Bernie Kubetz and Clark
Lauren who, along with their opponents in the
second doubles, decided that discretion in a drizzle
was the better part of dedication to the sport.
Sacrificing part of their Ivies' Weekend the
senior co-captains, Anthony and Woodman,
traveled to Boston to play in the New England
College Tournament held at M.I.T. and Harvard
May 9-11. Friday it rained at M.I.T. forcing a
move to Lexington to play the doubles. A strong
team from Southern Massachusetts Technical
Institute managed to beat the Polar Bear
representatives in a pro set, 12-9.
The Maine State College Tournament was won
by Colby here on Wednesday in both singles and
doubles. Sophomore Bill Paulson was defeated in
the semifinals by Larry Kassman of Colby, 6-3,
3-6, 6-4 and Anthony and Woodman lost in the
doubles'* finals, 6-1, 6-4. Colby's Frank Apantako
of the Nigerian Davis Cup Team triumphed over




Coach Sabasteanski's varsity track team left Ivy Weekend behind last Saturday when
they traveled to Lewiston fo;' the annual Maine State Track Meet at Bates College.
Despite a wet track and gusty winds, it turned out to be a good day for the thinclads.
State champions for the Polar Bears were Roger Best in the hammer throw with a
distance of 184'9"; John Fonville
in the 20 yard dash with a quick
21.9, Dave Goodeg in the 440
Intermediate Hurdles with a 56.4.
The Polar Bears placed a large
number of men in second, third,
and fourth places to total up 46
points and tie the University of
Maine—for second—placer—Co lby
won the meet with 59 points and
Bates finished fourth.
Point Winners
f',;nl winners for Bowdoin
included Captain Pete Hardy with
a second in the 440 and a leg of
the second place mile relay team.
John Pierce was second in the
pole vault with John Roberts
coming in one place behind.
Roberts also took another tnird in
the high hurdles. John Asatrian
contributed a third place in the
high jump along with a fourth in
the triple jump. In the longer
running events Bill Lever ran a
great race only to lose in the last
40 yards of the half mile.
Consistent placers Ken and Mark
Cuneo ran the mile and three-mile
respectively and gathered their
points.
The relay teams both finished
second with the 440 unit
composed of Reilly, Fonville,
McQuater, and Larrabee. The mile
relay squad had Hardy, Lever,
Reilly, and Coverdale going the
distance.
Their final event will be at
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Diamondmen Crush Bates 12-4
Two Games Left In Schedule
BY JOHN BRADFORD
Orient Sports Writer
The varsity baseball team lashed out 19 hits in an impressive display of hitting to
crush the Bates Bobcats, 12-4, in a contest between the two last Wednesday. The
slug-fest for Bowdoin resulted in a 2-1 state series record and a 6-3 overall showing.
Bowdoin's lead-off batter, Gary Campagna, drew first blood for the Polar Bears when
he scored after being hit by a
pitch, singled to second off Bob
Newman, and crowded off third
by two walks.
Chip Miller shed a batting slump
with a lead-off triple in the second
inning, his first of four hits in the
game. A clutch two-out hit single
15y Newman drove MilTeThomer
Photo by Bowdoin News Service
LACROSSED STICKS - Stickmen battle it out in a recent match. The Polar Bears lost to UNH*
Wednesday, 7-5, in their most recent encounter. With one more game to go, the squad's record now stands
at 8-4, one victory above the previous record for most wins in a season.
Stickmen Edged By UNH 7-5;
U Conn Last Game Of Season
By SANDY ERVIN
Orient Laxman
Wednesday afternoon the varsity Lacrxwe team
was edged out 7-5 in a closely fought battle at the
University or New Hampshire. The game was a
heart breaker for the Bears who had controlled it
most of the way.
Five minutes into the first quarter it was
apparent the game would go down to tfie last
whistle. The Polar Bears were slow to start and
soon found themselves behind, 1-0. Bowdoin
started to move and a minute later Hugh Fisher
fired one home. Taking advantage of a UNH
penalty, Sandy Ervin quick-sticked in a second
goal. New Hampshire roared back and knotted the
score at 2-2. Before the halfway mark Fisher
completed his hat trick, but UNH held on for a 4-4
settlement.
It was quite evident that the Bear's inability to
hold or.to the ball was costing them the game. Play
in the middle of the field was sloppy with neither
team being able to pick up the ball. Formerly, this
had been the strong point of the team with Bob
Ives and John Demenkoff leading the way.
Final Quarter Disastrous
The third quarter was hard fought, but Bowdoin
dominated play. The Bears seemed determined to
win. Finally, Walt Plaut scored on a long shot and
Bowdoin was once again ahead. A momentary
letdow.n in the final seconds of the quarter
resulted in a UNH tally. The final quarter was
disatrous with UNH scoring twice and Bowdoin
missing shot after shot. In the closing minutes the
Bears rallied, but were still repeatedly turned back.
Saturday the laxmen travel to the University of
Connecticut to try to break the season win record
of seven. The huskies are expected to sport a good
squad and the Bears will have to be up for a tough
battle. Earlier this season. U Conn lost to UNH
A walk to Ken Martin, followed
by singles from Wormell, Wilkes,
and Campagna accounted for
another Bowdoin run in the top
of the third.
The Polar Bear's starter,
sophomore Mike Niekrash,
suffered a temporary let-down in
the third after restricting the
Bobcats to one hit in the first
two. A walk to Penders with two
outs and a single by Fitzgerald
placed men on first and third.
Karkos followed Fitzgerald's hit
with a base-clearing triple,
narrowing Bowdoin's lead to 3-2.
Bowdoin's rally in the fifth
forced Bates' starter, Hudec, to
seek relief from Phillips.
Bowdoin's big first bagger, Dick
Wormell, ripped a double to right
center to begin the inning.
Consecutive singles by Wilkes and
Miller scored Wormell, leaving
runners on first and third. A walk
to Campagna preceded a
run-scoring single by Newman.
A sixth inning rally ousted
Phillips after he allowed a single
to Beyer, a pass ball, a run-scoring
double by JCen Martin, and two
consecutive bases on balls. The
reliever, Hook, retired the sides
after allowing another tally on a
walk. Two hits and a stolen base
accounted for the Bobcat run in
the eighth.
Though Bowdoin had amassed
seven runs by the eighth inning,
the total did not justify the heavy
hitting. Twice, the Polar Bears
stranded three men on base.
However, ninth inning action
redeemed the denied scores of
earlier hits. Hook had control
problems and walked two batters.
A wild pitch and a pass ball
positioned runners on second and
third. Both scored on Beyer's
timely double. Beyer then scored
on Martin's follow-up single. A
series of Bobcat errors and singles
by Wormell and Miller produced
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Curriculum Criticized
ThreeAreasExamined
Black Studies Freshman Year Major Work
By FREDERICK CUSICK
"I don't know." Warren
Harding once said about a
difficult political problem. "I
listen to one side. They're good
fellows, with a good argument,
and I agree with them. And then I
listen to the other side. They're
good fellows too, with an
argument just as good, and I agree
with them. I don't know what to
think." Harding isn't quoted very
much nowadays for obvious
reasons, but his words serve, in
this instance, to illustrate the
dilemma or as important as it has
been made to sound. As one
member of the Englishthat
confronts anyone who is trying to
understand the arguments for and
against Afro-American Studies
and the establishment of an
Afro-American Center.
Black may be beautiful, but it
is also, as many Bowdoin faculty
and students are discovering,
restless. The Black students have
moved beyond integration. They
have organized the A fro-Amer ican
Society, a group which practices
DE FACTO if not DE JURE
segregation, in an effort to help
Black students and to establish
Black identity. They have asked
for more Black students and for
courses which are more "relevant"
to the Black experience. The
College has granted most of these
requests. A few' days ago the
faculty passed the Afro-American
Studies Program with only two
dissenting votes, and after making
only two minor amendments. This
June the Governing Boards will
vote on a proposal to establish an
Afro- American Center in the
Little-Mitchell House. The
proposal has the support of
President Howell and a good
chance of passing.
All of this "progress" on the
part of the Blacks has created
some misgivings among many
students and faculty. "Misgivings"
is an accurate description of their
feelings. It would be ridiculous to
talk of their taking "sides" or
forming an "opposition." Most of
those who are skeptical about the
direction which the Black
students are taking are also
accutely sensitive about their own
doubt. They above ail dread being
accused of racism, a word which
students, both white and black,




on the Freshman Curriculum
presented its report to a meeting
of the full Committee on 17
March. The report argued that it
was impossible to make
substantial changes in the
freshman curriculum without
bringing about changes in the
structure of all four years. In
particular, the Subcommittee felt
it necessary to consider the entire
set of requirements for a Bowdoin
degree. This extension of scope
brought into view a difficulty
inherent in the notion of liberal
education.
The problem is this: it is highly
implausible to claim a liberal
education is achieved through
either the constricted attention
and narrow vision typical of
vocational training or through
dabbling in various departments,
but any attempt to restrict these
common tendencies by directing
attention and effort according to
general rules imposes a structure
highly vulnerable to particular
criticisms. The Subcommittee
proposed that the current set of
standardized course requirements
be replaced by an extended
counseling and examining system
which would determine a
student's progress by means of a
series of personal interviews.
Requirements were to be
replaced by an advisor and an
advising examining board of three
faculty members who would
interview each student four times
during his first two years to
determine the depth, breadth, and
quality of his achievements. These
boards would explore with the
student his strengths and
weaknesses, encouraging him to
develop his academic strengths at
his best pace and recommending
ways of strenghening his academic
weaknesses. They would also have
the power to advise his
withdrawal or discharge at the end
of his sophomore year, even if he
'had Ps in all his courses. Four
members of the Faculty would
thus be engaged in the
advising-evaluating of each
member of the freshman and
sophomore classes. The program
each student was advised to take
would be closely tailored to fit his
unique strengths and weaknesses;
(Please turn to |;a iff (i)
By ALAN KOLOD
This year the concepts of
comprehensive examinations and
major courses came under attack.
Though both came out unscathed
this time, the general
dissatisfaction does seem to be
growing and it doesn't stop with
these two elements of the
curriculum. In fact, the present
idea of a major is beginning to be
questioned by both students and
some members of the faculty.
This past fall the Curriculum
and Educational Policy
Committee presented a report to
the faculty on the major course.
The report, which dissatisfied
many people, recommended that
major courses be kept- until some
better alternative was found. But
the recommendation may have
stemmed more from wishful
thinking and a concept of what
the major course should be than
from any realistic evaluation of
how the 'course operates and what
students get from it. The response
from department chairmen all said
basically the same thing. In spite
of its many weaknesses the major
course still fulfilled some needs.
Though only five departments
were wholeheartedly lor its
retention, none recommended
that it be abolished.
Yet when' we look at the
different ways in which the major 1
courses are run, it appears very
doubtful that the major course
per se serves any use. What is
useful is the opportunity to do a
A FEW STUDENTS heckle cadets at ROTC final review.
ROTC Critics Respond;
College Function Debated
little more work. The idea behind
major courses when they were
established in the late 1920s,
( IMi-iisi- turn to pane (i)
By GREG DARLING
The college and the university
are in an excruciating predicament
we say. Then, like reasonable
human beings, we resort to
hysteria. When the times demand
searching questions, we respond
with' incantatiops. When the
situation demands new ways, we
respond by ensconcing ourselves
in the old ruts, whether they be
the latest SDS "scandal", the
"revolution", or the "enemy
LAST ISSUE
This is the la-st regularly
scheduled edition of The Orient
for this school year. A special
four-page Commencement edition
will be published June 14 and
distributed a t 4h^€ommencement
Dinner. The Commencement issue





The Undergraduate Research Fellowship Program was begun in 1959
to promote faculty research and "to engage the Fellow directly and
responsibly in a serious attempt to extend man's knowledge," as the
College Catalogue has it. Since its inception the Program has supported
a total of 99 seniors, each receiving an $800 stipend for the academic
year of his fellowship. This year the Fellowship became known as the
Surdna Fellowship in recognition of a $100,000 grant from the Surdna
Foundation of Yonkers, New York. The income of this grant, in
combination with an earlier grant of $50,000 covers 75 per cent of the
total cost of the program.
Liaison Sought For Exchange Program
President Prentiss of Wheaton College
announced this past week that the college had
received a grant of $150,000 from the Mellon
Foundation for use in "joint implementation" of
the Ten College Exchange Program. The
Foundation indicated that it was pleased with
progress that was being made in the area of
cooperative programs and would do all- that it
could to encourage such programs "where
geographically possible, ' It seems that the concept
of intercollegiate exchange and academic
cooperation is finally coming into its own, and
Bowdoin intends to remain in the forefront of
such a movement.
A significant increase in co-operative programs
with Bates and Colby may be in the near future
for Bowdoin. According to Dean Storer, the idea
grew out of a feeling by the faculties and
administrations of the three colleges that they
"might do better on a joint basis." In an interview
the Dean indicated that there is certainly some
precedent for greater cooperation The three
colleges now enjoy a profitable joint ownership of
a television station. Bowdoin, Bates, and Colby are
also members of TRIGOM, a state -financed
institute for oceanographic study. Lastly, our
library has benefited from a cataloging program,
jointly-financed with Bates and Colby. "So," said
the Dean, "as you can see, we are not stepping on
entirely new ground."
There are a number d*f areas under
consideration for joint cooperation. These include:
1. faculty appointments on a joint basis, 2. area
studies, including Junior Year Abroad programs, 3.
library acquisitions, 4. joint rental of a computer,
and 5. lectures and concerts. Presently,
applications are being reviewed for a co-ordinator
and developer for the program. The three schools
have received a $15,000 grant from the Braitmayer
Foundation for the purpose of establishing the
position of coordinator, and the school will
buttress this grant with their own funds.
Selected on the basis of faculty
recommendation, academic
interest record and ability, and
the availability of an appropriate
project, the Surdna Fellows must
pass for acceptance through a
Surdna sub-committee of the
Faculty Research Committee. The
chairman of this sub-committee
and the faculty member most
closely associated with Ihe-overaU
function of the program is
Professor of Phvsics Robert A.
Walkling.
Concerning the efficiency of the
Surdna Program in meeting the
College's stated goals of
responsible scholarship, Prof.
Walkling said that he was in
general quite pleased, and that "It
has been basically a very effective
program." He explained that
marfy of the student projects have
been invaluable aids to faculty
research. When asked about the
somewhat uneven distribution of
grants among the departments
(The Committee has awarded 57
(Please turn to page 6)
nearest-at-hand" which is usually
ROTC. Thus we remain paralyzed
in the grip of our incantotory
impotence, letting our
predicament become our Medussa.
We have surrendered the power to
stare down our difficulties. We
have even surrendered the power
to examine ourselves, for even
nightmares are easier to fear than*"
the fact that our beds are burning.
But we must wake up if we are
to survive. That means, first of all,
that we must search ourselves
with -difficult questions that
'transcend the petulancy of gossip
about either "revolution", "or
"moderation."' We have been
asleep so long that the old words
do not mean anything. Even
words like ''racism ", or
"imperial ism", or "atom bomb'"
only arouse conditioned
responses, because we do not
know the value of our own lives.
Therefore, we must begin anew.
We must learn to be both
subjective and objective, for true
objectivity comes only with
commitment. In this process, we
might be led to discover that even
the "dumb"' facts of our political
selves form into coherent
patterns. We might even be led to
the consideration of such
questions as these:
Is Vietnam merely an
"aberration on America's part" as
Mr. Coursen hopes? Or does it not
fall into a larger pattern of events
like napalm raids over Guatemala
and Venezuela, U.S. support of "
military dictatorships throughout
Latin America, and the huge
profits garnered by American
corporations throughout and at
the expense of the entire Third
World? Does it not fall into a
larger pattern manifested also by
the treatment of the black race at
home? Can we, in fact, conclude
that our country is a peace-loving
nation interested that Vietnam is
a "mistake", or if it is. the
mistake we thought it was?
Then there is the college Ar>
we, in fact, entitled to feel th
we are privileged "neutrals
this game of contradictions'' Or
don't we in fact have a stake tot
and with whom? Does not tl
presence of ROTC on umpu
belie our "neutrality" as ar
institution which exists only for
learning sake? Do we serve Ahe
people of the world by keeping
ROTC on campus as a supplied of
military men? Or is it that ROTC
doesn't really matter, since it is
only the manifestation of
something deeply wrong with our
society which we are too lazy to
think about? If "violence" isn't
the answer and "reason" is, then
why aren't we thinking?






i Gordon Sees Growth In Radical Left
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BY TOM MANDEL
Da you feel you have kept
responsibility to students
wishing to make independent
study trips in the future?
A: Every trip is going to be
analyzed differently. We've been
put in the hard position of being
the first one — Everyone's going
to be judged by what we do. Hard
to say, as yet since we haven't
written the paper, but we have
put in a lot of work and I think
it'll turh out OK. I think other
students will be allowed to do it;
I'd hate to be blamed if they're
not. To do a paper of, this scope it
is necessary to travel around as we
did.
Q: Did you and Stew end up
duplicating work, or did you work
well as a team, complementing
each other's work?
A: We tried to do
complementary work, and,










Angeles was not the defend-
ant but the testimony oi psy-
chiatrists and psychologists,
who would have us believe that
every criminal is so sick as to
deserve society's pity and
succor rather than its pun-
ishment. Fori For a free copy of
them, the trial
conflict, we pretty much
complemented each other's work.
Q: This semester on the outside
has been marked by campus
unrest. Is it only » local feeling,
and is it confined to the schools?
A: The growing activism is
present not only in New England
but all over the country. One
important development of the
past year has been the growth of
radicalism off campus, notably in
high schools, factories, and the
armed services. We talked to a lot
of high school people and there
are SDS chapters forming in high
schools all over the country. High
school people are beginning to see
that they're being tracked into the
armed services and rotten jobs,
and they're beginning to see the
real class nature of the society. We
also talked to many workers, and
more workers are fighting the
system, although most are still
wary of the student movement.
Of course the biggest growth has
been in the black liberation
struggle and the rising militancy
of black working people. As an
example of the nationwide trend,
when we were in Iowa, we sat in
on a meeting of 2000 students
who were deciding to strike to
protest a raise in their tuition.
Q: Who did you speak to on the
trip?
A: Herbert Marcuse; with whom
I was very, unimpressed. I thought
w ™'
fj
B "< k,7' s he was a pendent, obnoxious and
VIEW, write: Dept. elitist.
i, 150 e. 35 street, Tom Hayden (founder of SDS);
N. Y. 10016.
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he now holds basic disagreements
with many SDS policies. I
sympathize with his
dissatisfaction, but I feel his
answers are just as wrong.
Staughton Lind; we had an
interesting interview here. He has
written much of the New Left
literature on the old Left. Though
I had many basic disagreements
with him, I found him more
sincere than either Marcuse, or
Hayden.
Q: What different faces does the
struggle take on in various
locations across the nation?
A: We found that there were
many different types of fights
across the nation. While the East
was generally concerned with
ROTC, out West racism was the
central issue. This might be due to
the fact that there are more
minority groups out there.
Organizations such as the Third
World Liberation Front, which are
composed of many different
minority groups, are very active.
Q: You spoke to the officers of
SDS. Is there close contact
between the rank and file SDSers
and those that form its national
policy?
A: The leaders aren't leaders in
the ordinary sense of the word.
There are all sorts of arguments
and nobody would ever go along
with a proposition just because it
had the support of a national
leader. There really isn't close
contact between the policy
makers and everyone else. This is
one of the real difficiencies of the
organization: The policy makers
are all right wing. Actually,
though the national policy doesn't
mean anything as far as individual
chapter work goes.
Q: Your excursion was meant
to be a study trip. Did you or
Stew find anytime to engage in
radical activity on the side?
A: Plenty. We did a lot of work
with chapters all over the country.
We helped write leaflets and
distribute; we got involved in
chapter discussions on issues that
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The Student,) Council met
Monday night in the Gallery
Lounge for a meeting that was
characterized by admirable
decorum and level-headed ness on
the part of all concerned,
excepting a brief outburst by
Chris Almy.
First on the agenda was the
naming of the students chosen to
sit on the various Student-Faculty
committees. As expected, the
choices fail to achieve a true
cross-section representation Si the
student body and they also echo
the views of those who chose
them. In all fairness to the
Committee on Committees,
however, it must be stated that
• they were faced with an
impossible task, so the poor
results should not be surprising.
One should not expect five
students, holding similar views
and opinions, to interview up to
50 applicants per committee and
select a representative number in
the space of six days. If the
concept of Student-Faculty
Committees is to succeed, then a
more suitable method of selecting
committee members must be
found. At the Monday meeting,
the Council named all committees
except the one on Prep Schools
and Admissions. The committees





















knowledge of "Robert's Rules of
Order." This seemingly menial
task afforded the Council
members an opportunity to
exhibit their proficiency in the
'Democratic Process.' The
committees chosen included
Curriculum and Student Life, and
these two were involved in the
discussion of a motion which
followed on the agenda.
Jim Sterling moved that the
Cal (physical education)
requirement be completely
abolished, on the grounds that it
is ineffective and unproductive. In
the brief discussion that ensued,
President Cole informed the
Council that he had arranged a
meeting later in the week with
Athletic Director Dan Stuckey
concerning this very subject. Cole
graciously invited along any
Council member who wished to
attend. The Council however,
*
wanted to employ that satisfying
'Democratic Process' again, and
proceeded to pass the motion
favoring outright abolishment of
the Cal requirement. This act
would seem to have made the
meeting with Stuckey
unnecessary, since that meeting
was scheduled to be concerned
with specific revisions of the
requirement. It seems
contradictory if President Cole
negotiates revisions in a
requirement which the Council
feels should not exist.
The decorum of the meeting
was shattered momentarily when
Chris Almy challenged President
Cole on a point of order
concerning the move to table a
motion. Jim Sterling suggested
that the ban on automobiles for
freshmen be abolished, and
Vice-President George Isaacson
moved to table it, on the grounds
that the Council should put it into
committee and consult with the
Dean before deciding. Upon
hearing a barely audible second to
Isaacson's move, President Cole
declared the motion tabled. At
this point, Almy leapt to his feet
shouting, "Point of order! Point
of order!", and approached the
officers threateningly with his
very own copy of "Robert's Rules
of Order." President Cole quickly
reconsidered and put the table
motion to a vote — still
maintaining that, a vote was
unnecessary. It was heartening to
see such dedication and
responsibility as was exhibited by
Council member Almy.
The final point of the evening
was a stifling of the motion by
Matt Hunter to abolish the foreign
language requirement. The
Council officers seemed
unprepared for this outbreak of
motions to abolish requirements,
and they rightfully insisted that
all motions be submitted in
writing before a vote could be
taken. President Cole convinced
all concerned to table the motion,
but assured the Council that the
question of a foreign language
requirement would be first on
next year's agenda.
And Enjoy It Less?
By DENNIS PERKINS
Whether it's a real problem or
just "spring fever",
" there is an
atmosphere of unrest among the
employees of the Dining Service,
an atmosphere which becomes
more evident when one talks to
those who work in the kitchens of
the Union and the Senior Center.
% Employees' reaction to this
atmosphere does not consist of
specific allegations or
explanations, rather, there is just
the general feeling that things are
not running as smoothly as they
should. This feeling becomes
crystallized in certain instances..
,A group of independents, as has
been reported before, have taken
steps to rectify what they
consider mistreatment by the
union. On the other hand,
employees of the Union feel that
their hands are tied when they are
faced with the responsibility of
dealing with the students. The
employees have been given
responsibility but denied the
adequate authority to meet those
responsibilities. One employee has
received notes of warning and
threats, and has been faced with
situations in which rules of the
Union have been flagrantly
broken by students, but has
refrained from acting -because he
feels that his action will not be
Fat People Eat More
By KEITH E. KARLSSON
On Monday night, before a highly partisan crowd, Professor Stanley
Shacter of Columbia University demonstrated that obese people do
their eating externally, but the only way to reduce them is to cut them
open and remove their large intestine. Hopefully this technique can be
extrapolated and employed cranially where applicable.

















The next order of business was
election of Student Council
standing committees. This was
conducted in fine traditional
fashion by President John Cole,
who exhibited a detailed working
By PAUL BARTON
Student unrest and legislative
reaction was one of the topics of
discussion in a talk by State
Senator Elmer Violette, the
Democratic sacrifice who ran
against Senator Margaret Chase
Smith in '66, before the Bowdoin
Young Democrats on May 15.
Since early May there had been
signs of active student
disgruntlement over the ROTC
program at the University of
Maine Orono campus. The unrest
culminated in an anti-war,
anti-ROTC march on the Orono
campus. About one thousand
student and faculty members
participated. Almost immediately,
hecklers disrupted the peaceful
intent of the demonstration. The
participants were met with rocks,^
eggs, and catcalls. Later, during an
anti-war skit, hostile onlookers
Cordon Is Interviewed—
(Continued triiiii pap* 'I)
are being argued in the movement;
and I even gave a speech to 500
people at a rally at Berkeley. We
spent a lot of our time talking to
chapter people abd^it their
personal experiences and their
feelings about the movement. This
will have a major influence on the
paper.
Q: Now that you're back at
Bowdoin, what changes are
evident to you in regards to the
school; do you think that the
Bowdoin student is as aware and
concerned about the necessity of
action as other students? How has
Bowdoin's administration acted
and is Bowdoin's current structure
suitable to quiet change, or is is
unrespdnsive to any force other
than violence.
A: I see changes. These changes
are in the form rather than the
content of the education.
Basically, things haven't changed
at all,, since formal things like




content of the education is
the same; that is, it still serves the
bourgeoisie. The status of the
ruling class hasn't been
questioned.
The Bowdoin student has
gotten a little freakier and the
SDS-ROTC campaign did touch
some people. The level of activism
here is probably the same as that
at schools like Bowdoin.
(Dartmouth really isn't like
Bowdoin.) It's hard for me to say
anything about the future. I think
the administration is acting in a
paranoid way, although it is
consistent with their interests. I
don't think the injunction will
stop militant action at Bowdoin.
The structure as it is now, or as it
ever will be: the change we strive
for will not be made through the
use of reason, since our interests
(the interests of the people) and
the interests of the administration
(no matter what form the
administration takes) are
contradictory.
attempted to kindle the pants of
one of the performers.
There were immediate protests
from the legislature on the
involvement of faculty members
in the demonstration. There was
particular legislative animosity
toward the protest against ROTC.
Violette tried to sketch the
legislative psyche on higher
education. Most legislators place a
high priority on education, either
to provide the younger generation
with opportunities they,
themselves', missed, or took
advantage of only through special
government action, such as the GI
Bill. On the other hand, the
college or university is seen as a
place where the student is
supposed to take courses, study,
and presumably get good grades.
Activism, especially political, is
seen as antithetical to this
conception.
The fallout from the legislative
displeasure was readily apparent
when several well groomed,
behaved students went to the
state cap ito I to "lobby" for a
restoration of the University
budget cut. They were told, in
substance, to leave and not come,
or the budget would be cut some
more.
Meanwhile, Violette and other
progressives, with the support of
the Governor's Office are trying
to find their own remedy to what
they see as growing "student
alienation." The McCarthy
campaign renewed initiatives to
lower the voting age. Participatory
politics is seen as the remedy to
student unrest and the quest for
involvement. Legislative
skepticism has taken its toll of the
bills introduced. Bills to lower the
voting age to IK and 19,
repectively were defeated, chiefly
by a heavily negative Republican
vote. The GOP controls both
branches of the legislature. A bill
to make 20 the voting age is still
pending. The legislature wants
bright, well informed youth, as
long as they are obedient and
respectful of their elders.
A little pork, a little spam,
A little duck and several geese.
Until poor Mary was obese.
To open his lecture, Professor
Shacter posed the question of
whether we all hurt the same.
Psychologically, of course.
Presumably, since he is a professor
of psychology, he is hurting worse
than the rest of us, and so it
turned out, as he bored a capacity
crowd, including Barely Lively
who aade the introductions. The
good professor will never lie a
threat to publishers, since printers
sleep just like us all. To his credit
however is the fact that there was
no snoring in the {irsl half, though
one faculty-member from the
Physics Dept. passed, for long
periods of time. Though Professor
Shacter could have filibustered for
much longer. Professor
Perlmutter, our own long-distance
man, called the game after an
hour and a half preventing his
longevity record from being
surpassed this week.
Professor Shacter 's thesis was
that normal people eat when they
are hungry, and obese people eat
the rest of the time. He drew
several graphs which showed
beyond a shadow of a doubt that
the obese eat uphill, while
normals eat on the level. If you
are clever, you can scare normals
out of eating, but the obese -don't
scare so easy.
Also if you let obesies eat cake,
they will eat it all. Normals will
at only 1 .8. The obese also thrive
on cues, but tend to disregard
stomach contractions.
Oh that this too too solid
flesh would melt
So the lecture may be over
soon.
We congratulate Professor
Shacter on his profound work
with the obese, making them
butts of such subtle humor. We
can only hope that he will begin
research on vision so that we can
all laugh at blind people too.
backed by proper authority.
Others in the Union have been
switched from one job to another
in such a way that they do not
appreciate and cannot understand.
Certain cooks resent being told
how to do their cooking.
This, anyway is the shop-talk in
1 the kitchens. When this reporter
asked Mr. Ron Crow, Director of
the Food Service if he had been
approached with any complaints
concerning the operations of the
Service, he was bewildered.
"Honestly", he said, "I have heard
nothing about it. The only
problem recently has been with
my high-school help and their
hair-cuts, and that certainly isn't
major."
Director Crow is in a hard
position. If, in fact, his employees
do not come to him with what
they consider major difficulties in
the working procedure, how can
he help? On the other hand,
however, any single worker is
afraid of putting himself on the
"line by making such a complaint.
This problem is not peculiar just
to the workers of Bowdoin
College, it is evident everywhere.
Yet something must be done to
alleviate the fear and open up real
lines of communication. Since the
fear comes from standing alone,
some sort of worker organization
would seem the appropriate
machinery. Within this union, a
member could stand up among his
peers and offer his complaint. If
the complaint had been noticed
by others and if the group felt
that there was justification in the
charge, a spokesman of the group
could take his case to the
employer. But this is not a new
thought at Bowdoin.
Last year there was an
organization formed on the
campus called the Bowdoin
College Employees Association.
The president of the Association
is Senior Center Chef, Larry
Penette. Mr. Penette said that the
Association was granted full
approval and sanction by the
College ^md that,--at, the ttme^
there appeared to be much
enthusiasm for it among the
(Please (urn to |t«jfe (!)
SundayRallySet
On Civil Rights
The Governor of Maine has
declared Sunday, May 25, as
Human Rights Day. The
declaration came as a result of
inaction on the part of the state -
legislature to pass a bill thai
would set up a commission to
explore minority discrimination in
Maine. Consistently the legislature
has refused to admit that there is
a problem in regards to minorities
in the state. They have even
refused to admit that there is a
real problem with the Indian
population, which is really
stretching the issue.
In view of these facts the
Bowdoin Afro-American Society
is asking the entire college
community to lend support by
going to Augusta on Sunday to
participate in a rally. Information
on transportation can be obtained
from Bob Johnson, Virgil Logan
or Professor Minister. The
members of the* society feel very -,
vehemently that the Human
Rights Commission is a necessity
since specific incidents of
discrimination against Blacks and
Indians have been documented by
the Governor's Task Force on
Human Rights, of which professor
Minister is a member. The
members of the society, believe
that if America is to become the
great society that it proclaims,
then responsible social action on
the part of an aware citizenry is
imperative. So citizenry unite and
make a dream a reality. Meet us or
go with us to the capital on
Sunday. The rally starts at the
South Parish Congregational
Church, 9 Church St., Augusta atj
3:00 p.m.
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Bowdoin And Society J
% By ROGER MICHENER $
Two areas of College life have become matters of topical
public concern as a result of dramatic incidents oh other campuses.
Even though Bowdoin has thus far been spared the ugliness which
elsewhere dramatized the issues, our President and Governing Boards
have not been unmindful of : 1 ) the need to reasses the rationale and
apparatus of the College's government; and 2) the need to think
through and to redefine what the College should and should not try to
do in relation to the ills and problems of society.
While they have not been inactive on either of these matters, their
policy and their thinking have tended to reveal themselves only in
unconnected episodes or actions. Basic assumptions have seldom been
reappraised; and have not recently been articulated. The Editor's
invitation seems an appropriate occasion to give my view of the second
matter — the College's relationship to the outside world.
The College's special role as a sanctuary for self determined scholars,
teachers, and students is directly challenged by society's desire to put
the college to work in the solution of pressing social problems. This
conflict in purposes has taken on new tension as public and private
management has become increasingly unmanageable, the world order
has become more disorderly, and urban life has become more unlivable.
At the same time specialized knowledge and advanced education have
become more and more useful operationally.
The new pressure from business, from the federal government, from
state and local communities is to have the college go beyond individual
scholarly research, go beyond training of professional manpower to
undertake an institutional commitment to work on unsolved social
problems. When this takes the form, as in the major universities, of
contracting with the Central Intelligence Agency or undertaking a
proprietary sponsorship of the Institute of Defense Analysis then it is
quickly criticized by some as a perversion of the academic ethic. The
same critics, however, more often than not are most insistent that the
College should sponsor their own causes, and undertake activities which
reflect their own social priorities, particularly in the restructuring of
urban life, the urban economy, and urban education.
Bowdoin and every other college badly needs a theory, or at least a
way of thinking about its function, which will tell itself and explain to
others what the College should and should not try to do in the
application of its tangible resources, its managerial apparatus, and its
know-how to the solution of social problems.
On the one hand it is obvious that the social sciences are taking their
place alongside medicine and law as resources for constructive human
and social action. Practical problems can be just as intellectually
rigorous, just as challenging to intellectual ingenuity as the solving of
more theoretical puzzles or the search for a more abstract truth.
Clinical teaching and research need not genuflect before the pure
medical scientist. Action oriented legal scholarship and teaching can be
at least as rigorous and stimulating as the model building of the "pure"
social scientist.
On the other hand, there is still proper concern lest a college which
is hospitable to work on practical problems should permit itself- to
become a service station, to squander its resources on the most topical
of social issues, and to be as a gutted shell after having allowed
academic rigor to depart its premises.
The teaching of applied- subjects xati jslip- into- vocationalism.
Research on the solving of problems can be subverted by excessive
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attention to problems because they are lucrative or topical, rather than
because of their intrinsic intellectual importance.
James Perkins, the President of Cornell, sought to chart the middle
course in his lectures at Princeton a couple of years ago. He drew the
line between the proper job of the college to figure out ways of solving
social problems and the improper college activity of trying to put these
solutions into operational effect. We at Bowdoin are, in short, best
equipped to be our brothers' thinker. We have no special competence to
be our brothers' legislator or banker or diplomat or manager.
I am not here able to give a fully rounded view of the College's social
commitment. Nor am I able to set forth some possibilities for achieving
that commitment. But in searching for a way of thinking about
Bowdoin's relationship to social problems I have urged that we keep
constantly in mind the distinctive nature of a college. It is above all else
a place to advance knowledge and to assist students to share and to help
create that knowledge. By a tradition we share with all western colleges
worthy of the name, we are committed to pursuit of* this goal by
encouraging students and faculty alike to examine competing and
conflicting views, and to bring their full talents to bear in making an
objective and fearless choice among the alternatives of importance.
The pressures from within and without to deviate from this central
mission make our success far from certain, never easy. Perhaps in
committing ourselves to Afro-American studies we have already gone
too far. It is the paradox of the college that it is enabled to pursue its
distinctive purpose largely because the people who shape it directly or
indirectly do agree on the definition of its central goal. They also agree
upon the means for achieving it; even though they may, and usually do,
disagree about almost everything else.
Bowdoin must by the nature of its purposes permit its members,
students and faculty alike, to espouse the ideas and the causes of their
choice. But Bowdoin as an institution cannot let itself be "mobilized"
for any cause, no matter how noble, or for the achievement of a social
objective extraneous to its purpose, no matter how worthy.
Our service to the nation and to the world is still best rendered by
preserving Bowdoin as a safe haven where ruthless examination of
realities will not be distorted by the aim to please or by the risk of
displeasure.
'Our Little Ghetto'
I, a colored student at Bowdoin, feel the need to
express my opinions on what I see as a very grave
problem besetting the Bowdoin Community —
that of the Afro-American Movement, including
the Society, the approved Black Studies program,
and the proposed Black Cultural Center.
I am unfavorably disposed toward the
Afro-American Society basically for three reasons:
1) it (speaking specifically of the one at Bowdoin)
is segregationist, 2) it (now speaking of the
nation-wide movement) holds up to the world a
false concept "Black Culture" and gives a wrong
impression of the individual Negro, and 3) it
(speaking of the nation-wide movement again)
glorifies what ought not be glorified, to wit, the
"ghetto" culture, the exaltation of which, I hold,
damages the position of the Negro in this
community. '
The Bowdoin Afro-American Society is
segregationist. Although it claims to be open to all
people, the fact that I know personally of three
white students whose applications for
memberships were refused amid insults and sharp
remarks proves that the above claim is a false one.
I myself attended a meeting last year in which I
brought up the case of the aforesaid applicants.
The members expressed their opposition to any
white persons joining.
Just what is the "Black Culture" the
Afro-Americans hold before the eyes of America?
To my mind it is an ideology, artificially
manufactured due to the "need for an identity" of
some Negroes, which is not at all typical of
Negroes as a whole and which is basically
lower-class. It presents Negroes as having in
common something which they, unlike other
minority groups, do not have an ethnic culture.
Perhaps it is unfortunate that the Negro does not
h a v e an ethni c culture,* but artific ially
manufacturing one does not help matters any. At
this point in history, I find the Black Identity
movement conducive only to divisiveness and
separatism in America. It widens the
still-substantial gap between colored and white in
this country; and I feel that all sensible and
senlitive Americans should want this gap
diminished rather than augmented.
One reason that the Afro-American Movement,
to my mind, offers so little constructive, is that,
far from being normative of all Negroes, that
which it sets forth as its culture is peculiar
primarily to the lower classes, the slum, the
ghetto. Indeed, the number of persons in such
categories is substantial, far larger than it should
be. But how, indeed, can we elinimate the
ill-effects of the ghetto if the inmates thereof
come, to maintain that the aforesaid attributes are
not ill-effects, but virtues?
To listen to some of the militant persons about
the country, one would think that there are no
middle and upper class Negroes; there are, indeed,
a substantial number of Negroes belonging to these
classes. They are attacked by the Afro-Americans
and branded as Uncle Toms, and their cultural
variations from the ideology preached by the
militants are attacked and reviled. The militants
would force the more assimilated Negroes into
their fold and ideology. Truly, the militants are
just as opposed to the freedom of the Negro to be
what he chooses as are the Ku Klux Klan.
It seems that the militant Negro has given up in
disgust the struggle for equality and for the
elimination of racism and has lapsed into a reverse
racism. Unable to rise from his unfortunate
conditions rapidly enough, he has decided to
wallow in the muck of slum culture, glorifying this
as good and condemning any Negro so fortunate as
to rise above it as a traitor, a reverse-racist, an
Uncle Tom.
Even in the context of lower-class culture, the
militant has chosen to discard what were
heretofore regarded as the noble qualities of the
stereotype oppressed Negro and has chosen to
stress the ones previously condemned as
deplorable. For instance, the patient, loving,
hard-working, and long-suffering picture of the
southern "mammy" is rejected with contempt as
horrid and degrading, as is that of the faithful
servant, who, though hard-oppressed, is still able
to give himself over to jollity. Stressed, on the
other hand, are the more violent, the more
rebellious qualities. Hatred, bitterness,
slovenliness, and coarseness, also incident to a
depressed social condition, are glorified at the
expense of the milder, more "Christian" qualities.
I find this an unfortunate situation, conducive not
to racial harmony, but to racial strife and
misunderstanding.
Now that I have told my objections, in general.
to the ideology of the Afro-American Movement, I
shall say whatJ think its unfortunate implications
for the college are.
I find? that an Afro-American Society on campus
tends to encourage racial separation. The members
seem to withdraw within their own cliques and
become increasingly isolated from the rest of the
community. Many of the members of this
movement come to espouse unhealthy or
unfriendly attitudes toward white America, i.e.
distrust, bitterness, disgust, etc.
The worst aspect of the movement to me is the
pressure they exert upon the various Negroes to
join. Speaking from my own experience, I wan
subjected to terrific pressure last year to join the
Society, and, upon my refusal, was told that I was
"betraying your black brothers" and was called an
Uncle Tom and a white-washed sycophant. I know
of several other people who have been subjected to
tremendous pressure to toe the "party line" and
who have been subjected to ridicule and insult for
their refusal to do so.
Hence, the Afro-American Society on campus is
conducive, as can be inferred from the limited
statements above, to racial misunderstanding the
racial isolation. Therefore I question the wisdom
of the Administration granting so many
concessions to such a group.
One might argue that this is merely a phase
through which the Negro must pass, that things
must get worse before they get better. But one
might say that Nazism was a "phase" through
which Germany had to pass, and that things
eventually got better — but after huge havoc and
vast slaughter. The possibilities are scarcely
brighter with the kind of Black Nazism that is
sweeping American Negro college students.
Authorities who acquiesce in the demands of such
a movement in hopes that it will pass must be
careful lest they be like the citizens of Germany in
the 1930's who acquiesced in the Nazi movement.
An article in last week's ORIENT stated that
President Howell "recognizes the danger that such
a (Black Cultural) Center could possibly lead to
separatism, but he firmly believes that the
advantages which could come from such a center
make the risk worth taking." However, if the
Afro-American Society, which has proclaimed
itself to be open to all people, practises segegation,
how could one expect their Black Cultural Center
to be anything but an all-Negro fraternity,
unofficially barring white membership?
I regard a Black Studies Program as scarcely less
disastrous, especially if a major is given in the
subject. A course such as African History has a
place in the curriculum for all students, but the
idea of a, major in only Black Studies I do not
think is good. A course in Black Literature,
recommended in.the Orient two weeks ago, has no
purpose. If a writer is not good enough* to be
included in one of the regular American Literature
courses, he has no place, according to my thinking,
in the curriculum. The most one could sensibly
make of the proposed course is one, not on
"black", but on regional, local color, or ethnic
literature, or something of that sort, which could
be advantageous and interesting. But one on Black
Novelists, as if American Negroes had a separate
culture of their own, and that it were scarcely
relevant for them to read "white classics" (and this
militants have claimed), would be folly. As for a
course on the "Psychology of Prejudice", as also
suggested in the Orient article, this is, to my
thinking, merely a subdivision under a course in
Social Psychology.
It seems to me that the Black Studies program
will lead to increased separatism, as it will be quite
surprising if the .majority of Afro-American
.
Society members do not end up majoring in Black
Studies. There is 'also a good possibility that the
Black Studies courses will have a disproportionate
representation of Negroes in their enrollment.
Hence, far from being a broadening one, Black
Studies will become a narrowing factor.
One should look at these programs, the Black
Cultural Center and the Black Studies program,
not for their POSSIBLE advantages, but in the
light of their PROBABLE consequences.
As I have stated above, these consequences
could be^'grim indeed. In several years there could
be a tragic cleavage between white and colored on
campus: Negro freshmen would be immediately
taken over by the Afro-American Society, made to
feel guilty or ostracized if he did not join their
ranks, and pressured and discouraged away from
any substantial intercourse with white students.
Worse, as a result of a blacklash, Negro students
could possibly find themselves unwelcomed in
non
-black campus activities. The day could come
when a Negro freshman, attempting to enter a
fraternity other than the Black Cultural Center
could be met with these wor,ds: "You people have
your own fraternity. Do you think you would
really be happy here? After all, you come from a
community with a distinct culture and the
Afro-American Center has been set up here with
your needs in mind. What, you still want to join
here? What are you, some sort of Uncle Tom?"
Perhaps the above paragraph is an extreme
example of what might happen, but one must
admit that, given the character of the
developments not only on our own, but especially
on other campuses, it is a tragic possibility.
1 believe that the Administration should take
stock of its goals and examine whether it is really
doing a service to the Negro by conceding to the
requests of the militant spokesmen of that
subdivision of American society. I firmly believe
that to accede to such requests is to do the Negro
a great disservice, by encouraging segregation and
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racial hard-feelings, and leaving the Negro student,
withdrawn! into himself, ill-equipped to function in
this society, which is primarily that of persons
known as "white." Indeed, acquiescence in the
demands of what I find to be the worst
representatives if the Negro could set back the
cause of racial justice and assimilation fifty years
or more.
I feel that the college's obligation to the Negro
should be simple fairness. It should say to him:
"We offer you this education, this culture. We
extend it freely to you. You may accept it or
reject it. If you accept it, we will assist you in
every way possible. If what we offer is something
other than what you desire, you may reject our
offer and go elsewhere. What . we do offer,
however, we offer freely;"
I think one possible advantage of Bowdoin, or
any other New England school is that it can
provide an alternative to the ghetto for Negro
youths, and an opportunity to experience a
different cultural atmosphere. I think it is foolish
to bend backwards to admit Negroes only to
concede to demands which amount to the
establishment of a little ghetto on campus. Who is
benefiting? Certainly not the Negro who is
separating himself from the culture from which he
might learn; nor the whites from whom he
virtually isolates himself. If one finds the culture
offered by a college irrelevant to his needs, he can
go elsewhere. If he finds himself uneasy among
white people, why then should he go to or remain
in an institution he knew from the first to be
almost totally white, trying his best to turn that
institution "black."? If he wants a "black"
education, he has many fine Negro institutions
which he could attend. Militants could even start a
college of their own.
Indeed, in closing, I wish to say that I think it
would be wise for the college to give its
Afro-American policy a hard look to see whether
by giving blanket tax funds to a segregated
organization, by implementing policies which will
very probably lead to racial separatism, the college





The Bowdoin faculty is to be commended for
its prompt and overwhelming support of the
Afro-American Studies program. The fact that the
passage of the program was not a response to
coercion but rather the result of a cooperative
effort on the part of concerned faculty, students,
and administrators is encouraging.
Next year there will be almost twice as many
Afro-Americart students on campus. The
development of new courses and the creation^f—
an Afro-American center should engender a
climate at Bowdoin that is both challenging and
exciting.
The apprehension on the part of some that the
aforementioned changes can only lead to an
escalation of tension and a polarization of
interests can become a reality if we let it ... if we
continue to exaggerate rather than appreciate our
differences. The opppprtunities for increased
communication a"hd understanding are great,
however. Jt is to be hoped that as many in the
college community as possible will avail
t lemselves of these opportunities. For after all,
our enemy is a common one — and very old.
Ashley Streetman Jr. '64
Subfreshmen Weekends Die
Dear Editor:
In late February, soon after this year's
Sub-Freshman Weekend, I sent the following letter
to all fraternity presidents and rush chairmen:
"Many thanks for hosting a balanced and
spirited Sub-Freshman Weekend for Class of '73
candidates. You did a fine job.
While the Weekend is fresh in our minds, let's
appraise its worth, and decide its fate for the
future. ^
First, a bit of. history. SFW was designed years
ago to lure boys from far away to come see
Bowdoin in order to convince them they should be
applying here. Until last year, the College
sponsored three SFWs, primarily for boys who had
not yet applied. Needless to say, three weekends
were a burden on the Houses as well as on the
College, particularly when one considers the small
number of weekend guests who actually ended up
at Bowdoin as students. Last year, soon after my
arrival at Bowdoin, I went to the Fraternity
Presidents' Council to ask whether they thought
the SFW tradition was worth continuing. Although
I personally had my doubts about the tradition,
the Fraternity Presidents were influential in
salvaging SFW, and assisted the Admissions Office
in working out a more appealing formula for the
future: 1) the weekend would be for applicants
only, with the goal of elevating Bowdoin to their
first choice college and 2) there would be only one
SFW rather than the traditional three. Also, we
decided to extend the weekend to include at least
one day of classes so that the social and athletic
segments might be complemented by academic
insights to the College. This formula was used last
year and this year and produced, I think,
satisfactory results.
But are the 'satisfactory results' worth the
expense and effort involved in launching the
annual SFW? This year, after 250<boys responded
affirmatively to our invitation, we turned away
approximately 300 boys who responded shortly
thereafter. Needless to say, this 'uninviting' after
inviting angered some parents, school authorities,
and friendly alumni. Although we had announced
a first-come, first-served system, we nonetheless
lost some friends who are valuable to the College.
As the applicant pool continues to increase, the
number invited to the weekend is bound to
increase, and the number we turn away will
increase in like manner. Then there is another side
to the problem: as the applicant pool increases,
the proportion of SFW guests who a"re eventually
admitted will become smaller (approximately 1 of
4 'borderline' boys will be admitted to the
Bowdoin class — most of the SFW guests were in
the 'borderline' category). And another factor: the
Admissions Office had one man working full-time
on SFW for approximately one month. There were
obvious benefits to his efforts, but there were
equally beneficial alternative tasks he could have
been performing during that time.
SFW is a nifty gesture for Bowdoin to make to
its candidate group. We make many new friends
(although we lose a few too, as indicated above),
and undoubtedly we convince many boys that
Bowdoin is for them. But considering the fact that
only the minority of the guests will be admitted,
and considering the expense and effort extended
by you and by us, do you think SFW should be
continued?
We in the Admissions Office are neutral, so it's
Cj up to you. If the majority of the Houses feel SFW
should indeed be continued, we shall be happy to
follow suit. If the majority of the Houses feel that
new conditions force an end to SFW, we will drop
. the tradition.
Please discuss this letter with your House, and
send me your vote by March 15."
Eight fraternities have responded. Seven of the
eight voted against the continuation of
. Sub^Freshman Weekend. We in Admissions are
happy to comply with the fraternity vote for, as
the above letter suggests, the Sub-Freshman
Weekend tradition seems to have outlived its
usefulness.
There will be no more Bowdoin College
Sub-Freshman Weekends.
Our thanks to the fraternities, to many
individual students, and to the faculty for their






> Richard W. Moll
Director of Admissions
Students To Nixon
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Four years are nearly up now of my time at Bowdoin, and as I have,
in my first three years, accused previous Seniors of being dull-witted
and conspicuously silent, I must make an evaluation.
I came to Bowdoin with the hope of discovering great things, eternal
truths, definitions of man, deeper resources of passion and compassion.
I leave Bowdoin with the same hope, improperly or not. But I leave
Bowdoin with one question more firmly impressed in my mind than at
any other time in my college career — question of what is education
and knowledge; the question of what it is that leads us out of the
darkness and into the light.
I have discovered in my courses at Bowdoin one fault, which, no
matter what the excuse, is insupportable. That fault is an inability to
accept metaphor as knowledge. It may sound already as if I have
answered the question I should be leaving with — but I haven't really.
There has been since Nazi Germany scared the hell out of the world
by taking Aristotle at his word, a new movement in the world, a
movement towards accumulation of '"knowledge", that is, concrete
fact, for the protection against those who are also accumulating
knowledge. I refer, of course, to the growing superiority of the natural
sciences and the persuasion of humanitarian scholasticism to answer the
demands of methodology made by those sciences. Those sciences were
once, incidentally, the children of the humanities, depending upon
them for direction.
But times have changed. Today the humanities have undergone
"objectification"; they are attempting to discover the FACTS of thier
studies — they are after, in fact, the acquisition of whatever scientific
knowledge is peculiar to them. Notice, for example, in the field of
Knglish the great emphasis now placed upon the "science" of
linguistics, and multicudinous essays upon the metamorphosis of image,
the anthropology of metaphor, and don't forget that founder of
contemporary literary criticism, The Anatomy of Criticism.
All this is not to say that knowledge, in its factual sense, is not
important, because it is; without it our world would be one of
non-sensicle gestures. But the crux of the problem, it seems to me, is
that knowledge by itself is nothing, its valuability depends upon how it
is to be used. The methods of science, its philosophy, tells how facts are
to be discovered and what they will look like when found. Need one be
reminded of the Atom Bomb whose creation was based upon an
astounding scientific discovery, a momentous FACT, but -whose
"value" was also created by the method of science. And from this can
we look ahead a few years and see correspondent nuclear bases on that
part of the moon where in only a few months Apollo 11 will "push
back the frontiers of man's knowledge." I hope not and think so.
It is now, as it has always been, the obligation of the non-"sciences"
(already the term science comes into regard as a specialized way of
approaching our nature) to give direction to the facts which the natural
sciences can uncover. It is the obligation of the humanities to make
statements concerning the future, because it is their ability to do so.
This gets me back to metaphor. <
_..+_ it . js cer Uiinly^not ^conventional today J^L nol^ altogether-'
Students have, for a long time, made known
their desire for a peaceful settlement. The present
negotiations, however, are not an end in
themselves, but rather, the means to a complete
cease-fire and American extrication. And until that
ceasefire is reached, or until the Selective Service
System is constructively altered, young men who
oppose this war will continue to face the
momentous decision of how to respond to the
draft.
In December of 1966, our predecessors as
student body presidents and editors, in a letter to
President Johnson, warned that "a great many of
those faced with the prospect of military duty find
it hard to square performance of the duty with
concepts of personal integrity and conscience."
Many of the draft age have raised this issue. In
the spring of 1967, over 1000 seminarians wrote
to Secretary of Defense McNamara suggesting the
recognition of conscientious objection to
particular wars as a way of "easing the coming
confrontation between the demands of law and
those whose conscience will not permit them to
fight in Vietnam." In June of 1967, our
predecessors submitted, along with a second letter
to the* President, a petition signed by over 10,000
draft ^eligible students from nine campuses, calling
for alternative service for those who cannot fight
in Vietnam. There have been many other similar
attempts to influence Congress and the
Administration, Nonetheless, despite all our
efforts, the Selective Service System has remained
impervious to constructive change. Presently,
thousands of fellow students face the probability
of immediate induction into the armed forces.
Most of us have worked in electoral politics and
through other channels to change the course of
America's foreign policy and to remove the
inequities of the draft system. We will continue to
work in these ways, but the possible results of
these efforts will come too late for those whose
deferments will soon expire. We must make an
agonizing choice: to accept induction into the
armed forces, which we feel would be irresponsible
to ourselves, our country, and our fellow man; or
to refuse induction, which is contrary to our
respect for law and involves injury to our personal
lives and careers.
Left without a third alternative, we will act
according to our conscience. Along with thousands
of our fellow students, we campus leaders cannot
participate in a war which we believe to be
immoral and unjust. Although this, for each of us,
is an intensely personal decision, we publicly and
collectively express our intention to refuse
induction and to aid and support those who decide
to refuse. We will not serve in the military as long
as the war in Vietnam continues.
250 Signatures Follow
unacceptable) to speak of the "unknowable '; "what is there ", people
will say, "that you can inagine to be unknowable. Look at what we
have done in only the last few years." It is my belief, that the soul of
man is unknowable and precious — I know it's there and yet 1 don't
know what it is. It may be an evolutionary accident, it may not ; it may
perish with the flesh; it may not'. Those questions, although of infinite
interest, are really red-herrings, for they cannot deny the' existence of
that soul. No more than, if when you fall in love, you can deny the
existence of that love by saying that it is biological, accidental, or
whatever qualification you will.
The most valuable statements we can make are those we make about
the soul, for the soul is the most valuable thing we have — it is our
humanity.
These statements cannot be objective — they can only be honest.
And because they are their own proof, their importance lies in how well
they are said, how striking their observation. These statements are
metaphors. They bridge the gap between the knowable and the
unknowable, only by the strength of their being said. Metaphor is the
heart of philosophy and of poetry, and it is honestly made when a man
believes he has discovered a compassion within himself for everything
around him. It is the business of metaphor to decide the future for
man, to decide how his science is to be used; because, it is the language
of compassion and love. Metaphor is the tool for preserving what is best
and most noble in man.'
I have made this rambling statement a priori; 1 have no way to prove
it. But it is said in fear, and love: passions to which I wholly trust.
Bowdoin, I think, is no different from any other school today, in its
failure to accept the validity of metaphor and in its failure to nuture it;
it is the failure of the society for which Bowdoin is preparing us. It is
the unconscious surrender to the undeniable "veracity" of natural
science and the "priority" of its facts. The men who teach at Bowdoin
are nearly all highly intelligent and doing what they suppose to be their
job. They have a contempt for intellectual sloth, which is admirable,
but they lack a contempt for human dishonesty, a lack which is tragic.
I have no idea how to establish metaphor in the sciences, save to say
that the men here in the sciences must constantly be aware of what
they are doing and why they are doing it.
But, I can say something about the humanities. Professors in the
humanities are going to have to subort the "facts" of their teachings to
an attempt at making .statements about the soul of man. This is not to
say that the facts are to be annihilated, only that the facts must be
allowed to be used. The Professors in the humanities are going to have
to take a chance en their students — for, whether they realize it or not,
the world is now taking a chance on them. They must be willing to put
their own beliefs on the line, so that their students will do the same,
and they must tolerate an immaturity of imagination just as they would
tolerate an ignorance of all the facts. They must try to cultivate the
ability for metaphor, just as they try to impress the facts. Professors
must demand that their students consider their human nature, just as
they must consider their own. They must demand metaphor.
The student who attempts metaphor today at Bowdoin does so in
spile of the College, not because of it. I fear that in any class, men who
might have become truly modern men, to use Jung's phrase, men who
have become "wholly conscious of their times," have become dried up,
while in total pursuit of facts. This cannot be allowed to happen.
Men who now have the years of wisdom in education must decide
what they are going to do. Inter -departmental courses, honors projects,
and independent studies are all fine, but they are all subject to the same
despair unless the College finds a way to nurture each student's
imagination and a way to force him to use it.
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Black Studies Raise Problems
On Issue Of Separatism
(Continued from page 1)
have a tendency to use as
carelessly as the word Communist
was used in the- McCarthy era.
The misgivings about the
Afro-American Studies Program
and Center fall into two general
categories. First, a feeling that the
massive and rather fuzzy thing
that Afro-Am calls "the Black
experience" is by no means as
large as or as important as it has
been made to sound. As one
member of the English
department put it: "I'm not sure,
for instance that you could teach
a course in Negro literature. I
think that Baldwin is explosive,
and I admire the writing of Ralph
Ellison and Richard Wright's
Native Son, but offhand I can't
think of any other works by
Negro authors that are really first
rate. For heavens sake, teach
black poetry, teach about these
authors, but teach about them in
a course on American poetry and
authors." Another faculty
member put it, this way: "They
want to have a major program so
that current freshmen can
graduate with a major in Black
Studies. If I could be sure that it
would be a strong major I might
support it. But I don't think that
it will. I think that it will lead to a
weak major. They have only one
course right now. They're trying
to get a Negro to teach here.
There's nothing harder than trying
to find a qualified Negro to teach
right now. The demand for them
is great."
Talking about the general
demand for Black Studies across
the country another faculty
member said: "What they really
need, many of them, is remedial
training in English and Math. The
schools in the South are terrible. I
taught a group of black students
at another college, candidates for
the MA. Many of them admitted
that they had never been asked to
write a paper in high school or in
college. I refused to fail any of
them. I blame their mistakes on
'
the schools in the South. I think
there will be a tendency on the
part of the negro students to take
the easy way out by majoring in
Black Studies. We're lucky, of
course, at Bowdoin in that all our
students are qualified."
The scepticism over the
necessity for, and content of a
Black Studies Program seems to
be justified to some degree.
Professor Levine, who is chairman
of the subcommittee on
Afro- American studies, admits
that the entire area is new, a
creation of the last ten years, but
he feels that its very newness will
keep it free from the academic
paralysis that afflicts many more
established courses. As to the
problem of creating a major
program in one year Levine's
attitude was almost casual. "After
all," he' said, "it doesn't take very
many courses to make a major."
He emphasized, however, the need
for a Black Studies Program at
Bowdoin: "There is a gap in this
area. It's existed for a long time.
We've got to fill it."
The second category into
which the misgivings of faculty
and students fall is the fear that a
Black Studies Program and
Center, particularly the Center,
will lead to increased separatism
and segregation. The plan for the
Afro-American Center calls for
the ultimate inclusion of living
and dining facilities. This proposal
has worried many students and
faculty. One. member of the
faculty said: "At Wesleyan
they've done a lot for the Negroes
in this area with the result that
they have a great deal of unrest.
. .
They claim that the Center won't
cause separatism. I don't know,
but I don't think that the Negroes
we have here are any different
from the Negroes at Wesleyan. My
idea has always been to mix 'em
up in the life on campus, get them
involved."
Last week President Howell
said that he thought that "the
Center Would- encourage the
integration of white and black
students rather than restrict it."
Professor Levine, however, has
said that the Center would
"intensify and institutionalize
separatism on the campus." He
added that he did not think that
some separatism would be bad.
The Center, if it is established,
will be a college facility, but many
fear that the addition of dining
and living could transform it into
something like a black fraternity.
The Afro-American Studies
Program has already been passed
by the faculty. Its success will •
depend on those who organize
and teach its courses. The
Afro-American Center proposal
still has to go before the
Governing Boards. Many think it
should be considered carefully,
especially in regard to the long
range effects that it will have on
relations between Blacks and
Whites at Bowdoin. The
misgivings of many students and
faculty are sincere and serious.
One worried professor summed
them up: "To go from a policy of
integration to this policy of
segregation, I don't know.
Somehow it just doesn't seem
right."
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Seniors Return Gift!
In keeping with long-standing Bowdoin tradition, the Senior Class
Awards Committee is pleased to announce its Commencement prizes
for 1969:
1. The Key Man Award — Jerry Wayne Brown
The Class of '22 Fountain Award — Andre Warren for best
artistic achievement in campus structures
The Best Introduction of a Guest Lecturer Award — Louis
0. Coxe for his introduction of Howard Metaphor
The Invisible Man Look-Alike Award — Sam Ladd
The Dick Moll Award to the Niftiest Guy on Campus —
Bobby Ives
The Most Unlikely Anarchist Award - Ted Parsons
The Paul Revere Cup — to an anonymous Cambridge book
seller
The Not-Just-Another-Pretty-Face Award — Coach Lentz
The Gerald Kamber Award — Gerald Kamber
The Tweedledee-Tweedledum Honorary Janitorial Assis-
tantships — Dick Mersereau andTed Reed
The Gilded Monkey Wrench Award to Biggest Tool on
Campus — Dick Pulsifer
12. The Toulouse-Lautrec Look-Alike Award — Walt Simmons
13. The Daffodil Award— Tim Sabin
14. The Dickey Book Award — Louis O. Coxe /
15. The Most Unlikely Dog Award - Stupid
16. The Triple Gown - Roger Howell
17. Best Performance in a Supporting Role — Athern Daggett










Curriculum Major Work: Old Hat?
Revision A New Look Is Needed
Is Stirring
(Continued from page 1)
the evaluation of his special and
general educational progress
would not be a function of
impersonal and mechanical grades
but a judgment made by those
who knew him well enough to
recommend that he speed on to
more challenging courses or be
asked to leave the College.
In the discussions of the CEP it
was the proposed system of
advising-examining boards that
first came under criticism. Trie
basic criticism was that the system
would not work or would work
inequitably. If an advisors 'advice'
had the force of a requirement the
disparity in type and extent of
requirements to which students
would be subject could be great.
If an advisor's recommendations
had no coercive force — advising
could not be considered an
exchange for requirements or
rules; if this difficulty were
resolved by a general specification
of subjects or areas in which,
recommendations had the force of
rules things would only be
complicated. It'was also said that
the two functions assigned the
examining-advising boards would
conflict in the minds of students
and probably in acutal practice.
The boards would spend hours
examining, writing reports, and
discussing. Education
'personalized' in this way could
become a new type of tyranny.
Insofar as the proposed
elimination of requirements was
inseparable from the problem of
finding a replacement, long
discussion .of the latter led the
CEP to coTicTude that its
Subcommittee's proposal, despite
its genuine penetration into real
problems could not be
recommended to the Faculty.
What followed was the immediate
production of a 'working paper'
that attempted to state the
general Committee opinion that
the College had an obligation to
structure in at least a minimal way
the system of education. The
intention of the paper was to
refocus discussion and criticism
and to do this it proposed the
restoration of a subtle and
complex version of 'distribution
requirements' based on areas or
divisions (as distinct from the
course requirements presently in
force).
The paper fulfilled its purpose
of eliciting criticism and positive
views. The possibility of a system
of free electives (except for major
requirements and specific
prerequisites of particular courses)
returned and it became evident
that there was disagreement in the
Committee on the question
whether course or distribution
requirements serve an educational
function at Bowdoin — a
disagreement that may reflect
ultimate differences on the
meaning and use of an education
in the liberal arts.
On 12 May the Secretary of
the CEP reported to the Faculty
the' unresolved problems that
prevented the Committee from
making a recommendation on the
,
freshman curriculum, and
announced that President Howell
would 'call an open meeting in
which the committee could
consult college opinion. The
possibility of holding the meeting
this month was discussed by the
CEP on 19 May. It was
unanimously decided that a
meeting on a question of this
magnitude would better be held in
the fall when the policy of
student participation in
deliberations on curriculum and
educational policy will be in
effect.
(Continued from page 1)
probably was to give students an
opportunity to discuss the nature
of their disciplines with their
advisors, in order to obtain a more
general view of what it was they
were doing and why it has value.
But somewhere along the line,
possibly with the introduction of
grades in 1957, the major course
became a means of supplementing
regular course work. Thus, the
purposes it now serves are the
same that the addition of an extra
course would.
The great diversity in major
courses 9§ems to bear this out.
Despite the requirement that the
courses meet at least four times
per semester and include a
substantial amount of written
work? departments occasionally
require no writing or meet with
students to work on individual
projects rather than in group
seminars. r~~—~-i
Professor Daniel Levine claims
the major course serves no
purpose in history. "I don't
consider comprehensives in the
same way as the major course,
because comprehensives serve
some purpose and the major
program doesn't. Maybe it served
some purpose twenty years ago,
but it doesn't now. Drop it. It's
obsolete." Levine claims that
problem courses in history serve
the function .the major course
used to: They are for able majors
and give the training in methods
and writing that the major course
used to.
Professor Myrick Freeman of
the Economics department said he
saw two possible benefits in the
major course. They can be used to
deal with policy issues not
touched upon in regular courses
and they can also help develop the
fundamental precepts of
economics that tie all the courses
together. Freeman admitted,
though, that all this could also be
accomplished in regular courses.
In fact, the department has
decided to stop teaching
economic theory in the major
course and include more theory in
the regular theory courses.
Freeman found two serious faults
with the program and these echo
faults stated in the report on
major courses. Students do not
regard the major course as a
regular course, so they put less
work into it. And professors, with
regular course or and independent
study supervision find it easy to
neglect the major course.
He felt, its greatest value might
be in providing students an
opportunity to discuss what they
should gain from two years of
major study and how to best
accomplish the goals of the major
program.
There are other difficulties
concerning the major course. The
encouragement of Junior year
away programs weakens it.
Regular course work supplies an
abundance of practice in writing,
one of the purposes of the major
course. And problems courses,
and independent study usurp the
other functions the course may
have had. Finally, the
discontinuity of meeting every
two weeks makes it impossible to
do systematic work over the
course of a semester.
-The only
solution seems to be to make each
meeting a self-sufficient entity not
building on the work of previous
meetings.
Harvey Prager, a Senior history
major, explained that in his major
course with President Roger
Howell, each student of the small
group read a book for each
meeting. "We'dlsit and talk about
British History and things in
general. We discussed basic
concepts of history and inevitably
ended by talking about literature
and history of art and history."
Prager said no attempt was made
to build from week to week; they
simply discussed the larger
concepts of history implicit in
every history course.
It seems that the value of the
major course lies in exactly these
kinds of discussions. Any function
the course serves as a supplement
to course work could be more
easily and better performed in the
courses themselves. But there is
seldom time for discussions on the
nature of the discipline itself in
regular courses, and the major
courses could perform this




Referring to opinions seems to be
one major change which he and a
good number of the others
thought desirable: "we would like
to extend the Program back into
the summer period desirable' "We
would like to extend the Program
back into the summer period
program because, Walkling said,
"the preparatory work (inspection
of equipment, discovery of the
correct technique, establishing of
controls, etc.), should be done
during the summer, so that the
real investigation could be done
during the academic year." But, as
always, there is the problem of
finances.
Subchairman Walkling is not the
only one who has found the
Program rewarding. Surdna
Fellows and the faculty
researchers have been equally
excited by the experience. Most
of the Fellows have, for the first
time, discovered what true
research is really about; they have
found that real problems do not
present themselves in the clear-cut-
fashion of the text-book, and that
the solutions to the problems are
even more deftly hidden.
Surdna Fellows are expected to
work on an average of 10 to 12
hours per week on their research;
most have put in more time.
Charlie Whitten, for example,
working with Prof. Sheats of the
Chemistry Dept. on the
"Synthesis and Properties of 1,1*
Disubstituted Cobalticinium
Ions," has worked for two
summers in addition to this
academic year" on the project. In
recognition of his contribution,
Whitten was acknowledged in the
presentation of the paper to the
Northeast Regional meeting of the
American Chemical Society.
Other Fellows, too, have been
spending weeks at a time at work
on their projects, and finding the
results well worth the effort. The
reward of such special work to
these students cannot be
measured just in the money they
receive, though certainly that is
welcome; more importantly they
have been given the opportunity
to try their hand at real scholastic
labor — in effect to test their
professions in advance. This is the
real value of the program to them.
Next year nine seniors will be
working on Surdna Fellowships.
They are as follows:
In the Department of Art,
Richard H. Saunders III.
In the Department of Biology,
Edward H. Burtt, Jr., and Roger
A. Renfrew.
In the Department of
Chemistry, William M. Minihane.
In the Department of
Economics, Frederick R. Pekrul,
Jr.
In the Department of
Mathematics, Kenneth S. Lidman.
In the Department of
Philosophy, Alan Kolod.
In the Department of Physics,
Paul L. Sherman, Jr.
In the Department of
Sociology, Lawrence Putterman.
I
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Athletic Changes Coming




When viewed in the light east by the academic and
social reforms sweeping Bowdoin in recent weeks, one
might tend to think the athletic aspect of the college has
been left in the shadows. In particular, many students feel
strongly against the 'cal requirement' and feel it may be
the last bastion of 'the establishment' to fall. Director of
Athletics Daniel Stuckey disagrees and feels there
most definite need for revision of the program*.
If the students and the director of athletics feel there is
a rreed for change, then why is one not forthcoming? "I
came to this college two years ago and stepped into the
middle of a developing program left by former athletic
director Morrell, I needed a long and careful look before I
could start tinkering with it," said Stuckey. Also looking
hard and carefully at the present program is the Pierce
Committee on Student Life, due to report to the
governing boards this spring, and the Hodge Committee
on the Freshman Curriculum, a committee who's report
was so far-fetched that it was not even allowed to report
to the faculty.
The program all these people are examining entails the
vision of a more complete athletic facility as envisioned
by Morrell. The New Gymnasium and all its facilities were
erected to this end, but the second phase, an increase in
the staff, has never been achieved. Stuckey feels the
department needs four new men; a rackets coach, an
assistant trainer who would also coach gymnastics, a
sailing and skiing coach, and a 'fill in' man who would
&
HAIR — It all depends on how you look at it.
handle lacrosse, wrestling, and freshman soccer. The
racquets man looks highly probable for next year, and the
'fill-in' man has already been hired in the form of




















Concluding its 1969 season on
a gloomy note and missing a
chance to tie for the state
championship the varsity tennis
team lost a tight match to the
University of Maine, 5-4.
In the singles only Bill Paulson
and Bruce Brown won for the
Polar Bears and this made the
doubles crucial. Bob Woodman











9 Pleasant St., Brunswick
Constantines
212 Maine Street — Brunswick
Headquarters For KLH Components
KING'S BARBER SHOP
212 MAINE STREET - BRUNSWICK
Roffler Sculpture-Kut
Men's Razor Cut & Hair Styling
for FULL-CIRCLE BANKING SERVICES....
from MAINE'S LARGEST NATIONAL BANK...
there are now 25 offices across the state
from which to choose
lacrosse in New England. The Financial aspects in hiring
the two are not to be avoided, a problem -long plaguing
any departmental improvements. The two additional
coaches will cost an additional $20,000 in salaries at the
very minimum.
The largest cry from the students still comes against the
cal requirement. Most feel it should not be mandatory,
and certainly not a cause for not graduating should you
fail to complete it. Many wbulchwant to see it done away
with entirely, and here Stuckey disagrees. "Of course
there are a good deal of students involved in our
intercollegiate program, but these aren't the ones we are
concerned with, I feel each student should be at least
exposed to the athletic facilities and what they have to
offer, just as every student is taken around the library.
After he receives some sort of exposure, he should be free
to do as he pleases. However, he should be made aware1 of
the carry-over advantages of many of the sports one can
undertake at Bowdoin. Squash is a primary example."
In another light, Stuckey and several of his department
members would like to see the establishment of
credit-bearing courses interrelating science and athletics.
For example, swim and soccer coach Charlie Butt, who is
presently working on his Ph.D. in Kinesiology, would like
to offer a course in his field or physiology and relate body
function to movement. Interdepartmental cooperation
from the Biology Department would help bring such
courses on acceptable academic par with the college's
other departmental offerings last week. At Trinity the
faculty overwhelmingly approved a new athletic porgram
which offered two semesters
credit for work in the athletic
department. There is no cal
requirement any longer, but a
note of whether you took the
credit bearing courses is made on
your record. At Williams the
athletic aspect of the students' life
is also under examination.
Charles M. Jankey, Williams'
Director of Student Housing and
Assistant Lacross Coach observed,
"The source of this criticism
(against athletics) comes from the
reluctance of many people to
admit to values in anything so
physical (as athletics)." However,
the values of athletics in a liberal
arts college, and life for that
matter, can not be
underestimated. Williams'
President John E. Sawyer
commented on the merits of
participatory athletics, "This
broad participation is a very
healthy part of the balance of
athletics and academics. It is a
very healthy part of a college with
intense academic requirements."
Bowdoin President Roger Howell
has been seen on the Rugby field
with students and is helping the
teams in its foundling stages.
Stuckey would maintain two
years of mandatory cal is too
much, but sees the necessity for a
certain amount of introduction.
Freshness in thought and
practicality in implementation are
pre-requisites for a substitute for
the present cal requirement, but
this is not to serve as the basis for
delay if the department is to
maintain the vitality new
facilities, an imaginative director
and dedicated coaches have
brought with them.
win their match in three sets, 6-3,
6-8, 9-7, while Rob Brendler and
Paulson had little difficulty
winning 6-2, 6-2. Then, despite a
strong effort in their second set,
the third doubles succumbed 6-0,
11-9.
At the break-up dinner on
Wednesday night, Coach Ray
Bicknell expressed
disappointment that the team
missed the state title, but he
thought the prospects looked
good for next year. He then
presented the Samuel Ladd Cup
to senior Bob Woodman for being
the outstanding team member
Also at the dinner, junior Rob
Brendler was elected captain of
the team for next year.
M«mb«r F.D.I.C.
MAINE NATIONAL BANK
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Lacrosse Team Finishes At 8-4;
Down UConn 7-2 In Last Game
Playing in 90 degree temperatures, the varsity
lacrosse team defeated the University^ of
Connecticut, 7-2, at Stoors iast Saturday. The
game was a real trial for the Bears who successfully
'shattered the season win record of seven.
Hugh Fisher scored the only Bowdoin goal of
the first half with an assist from Sandy Ervin.
Although dominating play at both ends, weak
midfield control prevented much offense. U Conn
scored, and the game was deadlocked at 1-1.
Coach Lentz's pep talk encouraged the team to
_
think, positively and realize a momentary letdown
could be disastrous. During the third period an
inspired Bowdoin squad completely dominated
play. Despite the nearly unbearable temperatures,
the Bear determination could not be curbed. Bob
Ives turned in a hat trick and Fisher, Ervin, and
Snack Ban- each added one goal. The game was the
best team effort of the season.
A
In retrospect, the team was one of the best|
produced during eleven years of Bowdoin lacrosse.
Early season prospects were optimistic, but not
extremely bright. Early reservations were over a
new coach and how great an effect spring 'fever'
would have on the team. The southern trip proved'
a stimulus for sound play early in the season when
the squad was able to defeat several of the Long
Island powers they met.
Throughout the season, there were losses which
could easily have gone the other way. In several
instances, it was a matter of reputations 'psyching
out' the Bears before they even reached the field.
Coach Lentz had much to do with overcoming this
psychological factor. Commented one player
about the first year Bowdoin coach, "He was[
highly respected because he cared about what
happened to each player. A proponent of poise
and pride, he dealt with each player individually.
He recognized their capabilities, but at the same
time demanded a little more."
The success of next year's team will depend on
how well they compensate for the loss of many
good seniors.yThey will not have the scoring of
Hugh FishejYmost goals in a career, 89), the fight
of John Cooper, the desire of Bobby Ives, or the
versatility of Sandy Ervin. The frosh will supply
two good scorers in Nelson and Nadeau and two t
strong defensemen, Harrington and Kimball.
Alex Turner was the season's high scorer with
34 points, followed by Erwin (33) and Fisher (29).
BATTER UP — The diamondmen close their season against Springfield
Saturday.
Diamondmen Split Games
With U Maine; 4-3, 6-16
By JOHN BRADFORD
Orient Sports Writer
The Bowdoin Polar Bears and the University of Maine Black Bears
exchanged victories by scores of 4-3 and 16-6, respectively, in a
showdown doubleheader for the State Series Title here Wednesday.
However, the split leaves both teams with a 4-2 record in state series
















vs. Springfield, Saturday 1:00
Bowdoin Fr. 2$ Unity
Bowdoin Fr. 31 Maine
Bowdoin Fr. 8 Maine
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Bowdoin Fr. 4 Maine
Bowdoin Fr. 6 Brunswick
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Bowdoin Fr. 3 MCI
Bowdoin Fr. 6 Maine
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TRACK
Varsity: Third in Easterns
New Englands Saturday at Boston
Bear Thinclads Third In Easterns
Squad Accumulates 40 Points New Englands This Weekend
By JOHN ROBERTS
For the Orient
Supported by five first place finishes, the Coast Guard Academy won
team honors at the annual EICAA track meet held at Bowdoin last
weekend. Coast Guard placed first among the 15 competing college
teams with 66 points accumulated through wins in the Discus, High
Jump, High Hurdles, 880 Yard
Run, and 4 40 Intermediate
Hurdles. Coupled with scattered
points in other events, hhese were
enough to topple Amherst (55
points), Bowdoin (40), and
Southern Connecticut (38) for the
title.
There were two double winners
in the meet with Ben Wilson of
MIT successfully defending his
1968 crown in both the Mile and
Two Mile runs. John Pistel of
Amherst also defended two 1968
wins in this meet. They were in
the Long Jump and the Triple
Jump. Pistel also placed second in
the High Jump.
on a playoff game to be scheduled
for the near future.
Roll in Ives was the Polar Bear
hero in Bowdoin's eleventh inning
squeaker over Maine in the first
game. In the eighth, Ives.relieved a
tiring Mike Niekrash, who had
allowed only three runs on six hits
and had struck out five. Having
pitched four successive innings of
shut-out ball, Ives secured his own
win wiih a powerful smash to
left-center for a ciiltch double as
Chip Miller touched home With
the winning run. Miller had three
safeties in three trips, while
Maine's Cameron oia.st.ed a solo
homer tor the losers.
The 3iack Bears roared back in
the second, producing timely hits
to capitalize an twe lve walks xm
six errors by the Bowdoin
defense. Wilkes lor Bowdoin and
Hicks, Stafford, and O'Connell for
Maine hit triples. O'Connell had
five RBI'S for the Bears. Bowdoin
starter, Dick Downes, took the
loss; Curry picked up the visiting
squad's victory.
For Bowdoin's final game of
the season, they host one of the
top small college teams in the
East, Springield. The playing
begins on Pickard field at 1:00
this Saturday.
1 Coach Frank Sabasteanski's
Polar Bears finished a strong third
based only on two first places, but
with several significant other
point placings. Roger Best
successfully defended his 1968
EICAA title in the Hammer with a
throw of 187'1", and the Mile
Relay quartet of Dave Goodog,
Miles Coverdale, Neil Reilly, and
Captain Pete Hardy.
With over 200 eastern runners
competing, the 17-man Bowdoin
contingent finished stronger than
any Bowdoin team has done in
recent years. Bowdoin has been
the Eastern champions once,
carrying home the honors in
1948.
The varsity track team climaxes a very successful season this
weekend when eleven of their numbers travel to Boston to compete in
the New England Track Meet. The thinclads ended their season at 3-1,
the sole defeat being dealt by Amherst, 103V4-45V4.
The squad placed second in the
state meet and took a third in the
Easterns. The dual competition
record owes a great deal to the
contributions and consistent wins
by seniors David Goodof, Roger
Best, John Pierce, and captain
Pete Hardy.
The freshmen sported nearly as
well, breaking even in dual meet
competition at 2-2. Hurdler Mark
Lewis and distance man Bill
Talbot have been elected
honorary co-captains of the
squad.
pnoto by Dave Carries
LEAPING — is hurdler John Roberts (third runner on left side of
photo). Roberts placed fifth in the finals for the 120 High Hurdles.
Results of Eastern Track Meat
Tuh^" ~. i Peters <S - Conn.,; 2







Z lm Brown (Co"« G "•'<»>;2. Teichgraeber (Williams)- 3
Klingensmith (Colby); 156'9"







- *• p'*«»l (Amherst);
(New Whittle/
440 Yara Relay — 1. Amherst; 2.
Bowdoin; 3. MIT; T-43.0.
One Mile Run — 1. Wilson (MIT);
2. Jackson (Coast Guard) ;3. Gage
(Brandeis); T-4:17.4.
120 High Hurdles — 1. Magee
(Coast Guard); 2. Hungness (Coast
Guard); 3. Hyland (Tufts); T-14.6
(New EICAA and Whlttier Field
Records).
440 Dash — 1. Steinhart
(Amherst); 2. Stadeck (Tufts); 3.
Zepp (WPI);T-48.6.
100 Dash — 1. Carter (Boston
State); 2. Reed (Amherst); 3. Magee
(Coast Guard); T—9.7 (Tied EICAA
and Whlttier Field Records).
Overall standings — 1. Coast Guard
(66) 2. Amherst (55) 3. Bowdoin
Inter/rat Blat
j
As the intrafraternity vollyball
season nears its end, the overall
house standings are beginning to
shape up. With Kappa Sig tied for
first place with Delta Sig in the
volleyball playoffs, it -looks as if
the Kappa "Thugs" will retain
their hold on first place position
in the overall standings. Of the
seven sports played in the
interfraternity leagues, Kappa Sig
has managed to come out on top
in three (football, basketball, and
softball).
Point-wise, Kappa Sig has a big
lead on the two closest
contenders. Beta and Chi Psi. With
the standings still incomplete, it is
not yet possible to determine who






Led by a brilliant defense, the
freshman lacrosse team ran an
undefeated record this spring. It
was the second consecutive season
a frosh axman squad finished
with an unblemished record.
Goalie Steve Reid, Doc
Kimball. Steven Harrington, and
Ralph Furness held the seven
opposing earns to 13 goals while
the attack and midfield combined
to produce 76 Nook' Nadeau
and Steven Nelson set a new.
scoring
,
record with 20 goals
apiece. Nelson also had 15 assists,
becoming the all-time high
freshman scorer.
The closest game, against the
UNH frosh, topped the season as
the Bears won, 7-1. The first
period ran close and the only
Bowdoin scores were registered by
Nadeau. The frosh increased their
2-0 lead slowly, though, and were
ahead by five goals when UNH
finally scored. Most of the
season's other games were
runaways, with four producing
scores of 15-1, 14-2, 12-0, and
11-3. Most of the contingent
looks forward to moving up to
varsity play next season, adding
strength to that squad.
1
HONORARY DEGREE WINNERS —Men who received
honorary degrees today < from the College are, left to
right: former Supreme Court Justice and United Nations
Ambassador Arthur J. Goldberg, Bates College President
Thomas H. Reynolds, U.S. Senator Edward W. Brooke
of Massachusetts, retired businessman George B. Knox
'29, U.S. Circuit Court Judge Frank M. Coffin, retired
businessman Earle S. Thompson '14, local artist Stephen
M. Etnier and Bowdoin Professor and former Acting
President Athern P. Daggett '25.
Bowdoin Names 229 Alumni Today
The College has just created 229 new alumni — the
highest number in recent years — at its 164th
Commencement Exercises. A total of 212 students
received Bachelor of Arts degrees, nine Master of Arts
degrees under the special Academic Year Institute (AYI)
program in mathematics and eight received Honorary
degrees.
Of the men receiving Bachelor's degrees, 13 graduated
Summa Cum Laude and nine won Highest Honors in
their respective departments. (See story on academic
honors, page 3).
Here is a breakdown of the major fields of study for
the Class: Art 8, Biology 33, Chemistry 13, Classics 1,
Economics 21, English 26, French 3, German 1,
Government 32, History 18, Latin 5, Mathematics 9,
Music 2, Philosophy 9^ Physics 5, Psychology 12,'
Religion 4 and SociologylO.
Of the eight Honorary - degree recipients, seven
received Doctor of Laws degrees and one received a
Doctor of Fine Arts degree.
Awarded Honorary degrees were:
SEN. EDWARD W. BROOKE (R-Mass.), a former
Attorney General of Massachusetts, Doctor of Laws. In
reading the citation, President Howell described the
Senator as a distinguished "servant of both state and
nation" and "a man of learning and of humanity."
JUDGE FRANK M. COFFIN of South Portland,
Judge of the First District Federal Court of Appeals,
former Congressman and former Deputy Administrator
of the Agency for International Development, Doctor of
Laws. Dr. Howell paid tribute to Judge Coffin as "a
far-sighted prophet of America's responsibilities
abroad."
PROFESSOR ATHERN P. DAGGETT, former Acting
President of Bowdoin, the College's William Nelson
Cromwell Professor of Constitutional and International
Law and Government, and a member of its Class of
1925, Doctor of Laws. President Howell told his
predecessor "you gallantly assumed the helm of
leadership in a time of great difficulty and managed to
prove that administrators can be wise, patient, tolerant
and successful all at the same time."
STEPHEN M. ETNIER of South Harpswell,
internationally recognized artist famed for his portrayal
of the Maine seacoast and its people, Doctor of Fine
Arts. "You have managed to capture through the magic
of pigment and canvas the salty tang of the shore, the
quiet natural beauty of the land, the evocative imprint
of ships and the sea," President Howell told Mr. Etnier.
ARTHUR J. GOLDBERG, former U.S. Ambassador
to the United Nations and a former Justice of the
Supreme Court, Doctor of Laws. "You have combined
toughness with flexibility, determination with
understanding, commitment with compassion,"
President Howell declared. "Your cause has been a
better world; your battle has not been in vain."
GEORGE B. KNOX of Los Angeles, Calif., a former
financier and investment broker, member of Bowdoin's
Class of 1929 and an Overseer of the College, Doctor of
Laws. President Howell described Mr. Knox as "an
unselfish servant of your alma mater" and noted that his
career "has spanned extremes from the business of
selling ice cream to fellow students at Bowdoin College
to the lofty heights of aeronautics, accounting and
brokerage." Mr. Knox's degree was awarded in absentia.
DR. THOMAS H. REYNOLDS, President of Bates
College, Doctor of Laws. "A man of vision in the world
of Maine higher education, you have argued persuasively
and eloquently for the extension of cooperative efforts
among Maine institutions, and those beginnings that
have been made owe much to your inspiration,"
President Howell said.
EARLE S. THOMPSON, former Board Chairman of
Allegheny Power System, Inc., of New York, Trustee of
Bowdoin, and a member of its Class of 1914 who retired
in 1967 after a 44-year career in the public utilities field,
Doctor of Laws. "You have always emphasized the duty
of business to the public," said President Howell, who
also told Mr. Thompson "You epitomize the best in
quiet and generous service to higher education."
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Captain Shaw Answers
Critics Of Army, ROTC
A decorated veteran of the
Vietnam war said Friday that
much of the current academic
criticism of ROTC ignores "the
benefits derived by the student."
In a -speech at Bowdoin's
annual ROTC commissioning
exercises, Capt. Hubert S. Shaw,
Jr., a member of Bowdoin's Class
of 1965, said "the total impact of
the purely academic and military
training upon the college student
produces a young man who is
much better equipped to face the
rigors of the competitive world
than a student oriented only in
one field."
Of 17 Bowdoin students
receiving commissions, three were
commissioned in the Regular
Army, 11 in the Army Reserve
and three in the Marine Corps
Reserve. Four Bowdoin senior
ROTC graduates will be
commissioned in the Army
Reserve after completing six
weeks of military training this
summer.
Captain Shaw said a survey of
large U.S. business firms shows
"they seek the ROTC graduate
because he is a proven leader, has
academic credentials, and has
training which greatly enhances
job performance. Again ROTC is
Dinner Highlights
To Be Broadcast
Taped highlights of today's
Commencement Dinner will be
broadcast tonight at 8:05 over
WGAN (560) radio. Professor
Herbert Ross Brown will provide
the commentary, as he has done




The report of special Study
Committee on Underclass Campus
Environment (known as the
"Pierce Committee," since its
chairman is William C. Pierce) was
submitted to the Governing
Boards this week. The committee
was set up two years ago by the




and the value of coeducation.
Three Overseers Chosen;
Other Elections Are Held
helping to develop the young man
to cope with the highly
competitive society and to realize
his full potential."
President Roger Howell, Jr.,
who introduced Captain Shaw,
said "This has been at times' an
uneasy year in respect to the
relations between ROTC units and
college campuses. I want to
commend the Bowdoin unit for
the maintenance of high morale
and hard work in the course of all
this."
Mr Root, Gov. Baxter
Deaths Sadden Weekend
A note of sadness touched the otherwise festive Commencement
Weekend yesterday, as two dedicated sons of the College — former
Governor Percival P. Baxter '98 and retired Professor William C. Root
—
died.
Former Governor Baxter died during the night at his home in
Portland. Bowdoin President Roger Howell, Jr., issued the following
statement:
"Bowdoin mourns with the state and the nation the loss of a
distinguished son and elder statesman.
"Governor Baxter's concern for his native state and all his fellows has
distinguished his career from the time of his Bowdoin days throughout
his long life of public service."
Professor Root, 65, died in his sleep at his home early Friday
morning. Just hours earlier, he and four other retiring faculty members
had attended a reception at the Alumni House. Mr. Root retired, in
February after a distinguished 37-year teaching career.
The Memorial Flagpole on the campus was lowered to half-staff in
memory of Professor Root, who held the Charles Weston Pickard
Professorship of Chemistry at the College.
President Howell issued the following statement about Professor
Root:
"Professor Root has been a fine teacher and an inspirational friend to
countless undergraduates during his many years at Bowdoin. Cited as a
distinguished teacher of Chemistry, he was also internationally known
in the field of pre-Columbia America and for several years presented a
Senior Seminar on this subject
(Please turn to page 2)
Three new members of the
Board of Overseers, including the
youngest one in the College's
history, were named Friday
afternoon. They are Dr. Leonard
W. Cronkhite '41, James M.
Fawcett III '58 and Peter F.
Hayes '68. Hayes, at 22, is the
youngest man to ever serve on
Bowdoin's Governing Boards.
Cronkhite, who is a former
President of the Alumni Council,
is General Director of Children's
Hospital Medical Center in
DIES AT 65 - Professor William
C. Root, retiring Pickard Professor
of Chemistry, died early Friday
morning in his' home. Funeral
services will be Monday in the
Bowdoin Chapel.
Boston. He has lectured at
Harvard Medical School and is
ilso President of Baytron, Inc.
Fawcett, who is a Director of
the Alumni Fund, is President of
Fawcett Enterprises,. Inc., of New
York City and has been an active
alumni fund raiser for the College.
Hayes, who won a host of
academic honors at graduation
last June, is studying at Oxford
University in England on .a
Keasbey Memorial Foundation
Scholarship. He is studying for a
B.A. degree and hopes eventually
to enter the foreign service.
Cronkhite and Hayes were
named by the Board of Overseers
itself, while Fawcett was elected
by the Alumni Association. The
Alumni Association choses every
other new member of the
Overseers.
Two new officers of the Board
of Overseers were named Friday:
Louis Bernstein '22, President and
William P. Drake '36, Vice
President.'
Two other or elections were
held in conjunction
Commencement weekend,
members-at-large were elected to
the Alumni Council and the
Society of Bowdoin Women
' named several officers.
New members of the Alumni
Council are attorney Howard H.
Dana, Jr., '62 of Portland, Gordon
C. Knight '32 of Middlebury,
Conn., attorney Malcolm E.
Morrell, Jr. '49 of Bangor and
Geoffrey R. Stanwood '38 of
Boston, Mass. A new Alumni
Fund Director has been
appointed, Stephen F Leo '32 of
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. A. Plea For Civility
The Rev. Theodore M. Hesbergh, President of the Uni-
versity of Notre Dame, has been one of the most highly ac-
claimed college presidents in the country during the recent
Spring offensives.
It also appears that he is one of the most misunderstood.
The latest to misconstrue The Rev. Hesbergh is TIME
magazine, who we all know never really makes a mistake. The
Rev. Hesbergh. in a letter in this week's issue of TIME, points
out that he was quoted as saying "stability" when he really said
"civility." In the course of his letter, the Notre Dame President
made a timely and important plea:
".
. . Civility ... is much more important tor universities
today than stability. Civility becomes increasingly vital if uni-
versity people — faculty, students and administration — are to
discuss instead of demand, reason rather than shout, mutually
respect rather than mutually recriminate, depend on ideas for
persuasion rather than four-letter words, and confer with rathe/
than confront each other.
President Hesbergh's plea flies in the teeth of the ideologies
of many student — and adult — radicals. Nothing will purify
the corrupt university system — and society (i.e., "the Estab-
lishment") — short of destruction, at least the threat of destruc-
tion, according to the radicals.
Nothing could be farther from the trufh.
Even Bowdoin— in its own quiet, detached and unffenetic
way — is proving that sweeping changes can be accomplished
without rage and riot. For example:
— The abolition of unrealistic and ill-conceived "social
rules" in the Senior Center (and, if 75 per cent of the under-
classmen approve Monday, on the rest of campus).
— The introduction of students as voting members of
faculty committees, which is where the real power lies for ini-
tiating change in the.College.
--,
—
-—The (hopefully) impending removal- -of- academic
credit for R.O.T.C. classes.
All of these accomplishments are tremendously significant
and mean, along with other changes, a "new Bowdoin." If you
don't believe it. ask today's seniors what the College was like
four years ago.
The important point is that all these changes have been
made through persuasion — not force or threats. And per-
suasion will continue to be a tremendously useful tool for stu-
dents. It is not as easy to persuade as it is to demand, but the
long-range benefits are better-based and more-lasting. And
there are liable to be fewer losses along the way.
Open "confrontation" — including the "non-negotiable
package and violence — is a risky proposition: you usually
stand to win or lose everything. Victories in initial skirmishes
may be gratifying, but also deceptive — as the students ex-
pelled from Chicago are discovering.
President Hesbergh's plea for "civility" — both as a tactic
and as a standard of conduct —T is relevant not only to student
activism but also to any situation involving emotion-charged
circumstances.
Take two recent Bowdoin "happenings" for instance: the
S.D.S. presentation Tuesday night and the State Department
panel discussion Wednesday afternoon. In both cases, audience
heckling — of one form or another — was an obvious factor.
It needn t have been.
;\o matter what one s convictions are, it never hurts to
listen what the other side has to say — to listen with a degree
of "civility." If one disagrees with the presentation, a devastat-
ing rational argument is much more effective than a hot word.
Without "civility." such presentations disintegrate into a crude
and empty verbal "first night" that nobody wins.
"Civility is indeed a necessary element A— for everyone.
THE BOWDOIN ORIENT
,
Member of the United States Student Press Association
This special Commencement edition of the Orient, the first such
special issue since 1962, has been produced under the direction of
Dennis J. Hutchinson '69 - former Editor-in-Chief of the Orient - with
the help of Ed Born '57, the College Editor, and Joseph D. Kamin,
Director of News Services. This edition has been produced solely for
Commencement guests and will not be distributed to mail subscribers.
The Orient wishes to dedicate this issue to the memory of the late
Professor William C. Root, one of the College's great teachers.
COLLEGE PRESIDENT ON THE RUN . . . FOR FUN — Bowdoin President Roger Howell, Jr., passes off
while on the run (above) in a makeshift game of rugby football recently at Pickafd Field. President Howell
learned the sport while studying as a Rhodes Scholar at Oxford University ten years ago. There are evidently
no rugby footballs available in the athletic department, so President Howell and the undergraduates with
whom he was playing had to settle for an American football instead. Below, the President prepares to snare a





(Continued from page 1)
"His devotion to the College and hard work on its behalf have
contributed substantially to the strength of the College community and
are well known to generations of Bowdoin men." / *v->
Funeral services will be held at 1:30 p.m. Monday in the Bowdoin
Chapel. Officiating will be the Rev. Donald H. Lyons of Vineyard
Haven, Mass.; and the Rev. William D. White, Rector of St. Paul's
Episcopal Church in Brunswick. If desired, donations may be made to
the Regional Memorial Hospital Intensive Care Unit.
Professor Root was recently awarded the 1 968 James Flack Norris
Award for outstanding achievements in the teaching of chemistry. The
American Chemical Society, which presented the award, said in a
citation: "Especially noteworthy is his devotion to students at a time
when other scientists too often achieve professional distinction at the
expense of genuine interest in the careers of young men. He has. been
remarkably successful in the formidable task of making courses in
chemistry relevant to those whose chief interest is in the humanities
A native of Grass Valley, Calif., Professor Root joined the Bowdoin
Faculty in 1932. He was graduated from the University of California
and was awarded his M.A. and Ph.D. degrees at Harvard. He was a
Research Associate at Harvard for two years before coming to Bowdoin
as an Instructor. *
Raised to the rank of Assistant Professor in 1934 and Associate
Professor in 1939, he first became Chairman of the Chemistry
Department in 1941. Dr. Root was promoted to full Professor in 1946
and six years later was named Charles Weston Pickard Professor of
Chemistry. >
A member of Phi Beta Kappa and Sigma Xi, and a Fellow of the
Royal Anthropological Institute of Great Britain and Ireland, Professor
Root specialized in the use of metals by the Aztecs, Incas and other
inhabitants of pre-Columbian America.
New Overseers
(Continued from page 1)
Alexandria, Va.
Three officers of the Alumni
Council were also elected:
attorney Lawrence Dana '35 of
Boston as President, William D.
Ireland '49 of West Boylston,
Mass., as Vice President and Glenn
K. Richards '60 as Secretary and
Treasurer.
New officers of the Society of
Bowdoin Women include Mrs.
Albert E. Gibbons Jr. as Treasurer
and Mrs. Charles L. Sawyer as
Assistant Treasurer. Both are from
Yarmouth. Mrs Roger Howell,
Jr., wife of Bowdoin's President,
is Honorary President of the club.
Officers continuing in their
posts for the coming year include
President, Mrs. Vincent B. Welch
of Falls Church, Va.;* Vice
President, Mrs. Charles W. Allen
of Portland, Me.; Vice
President-at-Large, Mrs. Athern P.
Daggett of Brunswick, Me.;
Secretary, Mrs. Richard A. Morrell
of Brunswick, Me.; and Chairman
of Nominating Committee, "Mrs.
Daniel T. Drummond, Jr., of
Falmouth Foreside, Me.
I
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Commencement Parts
Speakers Examine Education* Arts
Changes of structure and attitude in education and
the arts were urged in addresses prepared by four
students chosen as speakers for Bqwdoin's 164th
Commencement Exercises today.
Selected to deliver Bowdoin's traditional student
Commencement speeches were Bradley A. Bernstein,
whose topic was "On Acquiring Attitudes: The Child in
Society"; Timothy 0. Devlin, "In Praise of Intolerance:
Or the Joyce Kilmer Incident"; Dennis J. Hutchinson,
"The Future of the Small College"; and Timothy A.
Sabin "Theater in an Aggressive Society".
BERNSTEIN branded as an "irresponsible
assumption" the notion that some children are born
more intelligent than others. "Psychologists and social
anthropologists agree," he said, "that environment and
development play a significant role in intellectual
growth".
Bernstein said the belief in superiority "ignores the
fact that most of us are born with a capacity for an
intellect that must be developed through our lives,
particularly our early lives, by a social and educational
environment. In many instances, however, American
education replaces that assumption with the belief that
children are simply unequal in intellectual capacity, and
unequal in their ability to learn, to develop, and indeed
to be a part of today's most competitive socie£y.
Because "education involves the transferral of adult
attitudes to the child," Bernstein asserted, "we must
separate our emotion from the reality" and display "a
great deal of love, patience and respect for all children,
so that they in turn will have the same approach to all
men."
DEVLIN said that in matters of art "We have become
dilettantes without style." He said, '.'We surround our
lives with the significant problems of the world — with
questions of justice, freedom, peace. And we surround
ourselves with trivialities. We listen to media full of
them, we buy books full of them, we subscribe to
journals full of them. I don't think we can afford to do
that."
"A benevolent social conscience is a very fine thing,"
he said, "and liberality, personal freedom, and the
unfettered expression of individual idiosyncracy are all
very well in their own way — but there are such things as
disciplines left in the world: scholarship is one of them,
art is another."
Devlin said triviality is also creeping into the academic
world and suggested that "scholarship should consider
human importance as well as technical accuracy."
"Art is not a luxury," Devlin said. "It is the vital and
articulate expression of human experience. As we limit
the expression of experience, we limit the understanding
of experience. As we diminish the greatness of art, we
diminish the possibility of our own greatness."
HUTCHINSON described the small liberal arts college
as "the last bastion against the, mass-production
approach to education" and said its size and structure
furnish "the potential for providing intellectual
stimulation and cultivation of mental powers that the
'multiversity' is inherently unable to supply."
But, Hutchinson warnedj Bowdoin and similar
colleges will realize their full potential only if they make
"drastic changes — especially in the context of the
classroom course, in the provision for independent work
and in the philosophy of evaluating performance (that is,
'grading')."
"Only the liberal arts college, with its inherent
advantages of size and flexibility, can truly act as an
instrument for stimulating intellectual development,"
Hutchinson said. "But to do so, it must change or else it,
too, will become a prisoner of the intellectually
anesthetic methods of the impersonal 'multiversity'."
SABIN said the theater provides protection from the
"unending, relentless conflict between the forces which
define the character of the world and the creatures that
must inhabit it," adding that "In play lies security; in
dramatic imitation is found the power to control a
.reality thatjs not completely understood."
"It is not altogether" inaccurate to observe that the
societies which by our standards we might call the most
successful are those in which the theater has been an
activity engaged in and considered important as a social
institution," Sabin said.
Such a' theater holds within it "the power to find
salvation from confusion," he said. "There is no such
sense of theater in the United States. In a society
plagued by fear, bewilderment, hatred, and doubt,
theater is unfortunately little more than an aristocratic
institution based largely upon either the often tawdry
spectacle of Broadway musical comedy or the
uncomfortably narrow, professionally intellectual world .
of university theater."
During today's dinner, prizes will be awarded for the
best speech (the Goodwin Prize of $200) and the






Large Number Of Seniors Garner
General, Dept'l And Other Honors
Robert E. Ives and Virgil H. Logan, two roommates who have been
active in recruiting black students and developing the new
Afro-American Studies program, have been honored with the College's
traditionally mdsf^prestigious leadership
i
"awards. Ives has won the
Roliston G. Woodbury Memorial Award for "scholarship, leadership
and extracurricular activities," while Logan has won the Lucien Howe
Prize for showing "the highest qualities of gentlemanly conduct and
character."
Ives, who is President of the class, has played soccer and lacrosse, and
has served as a member of the Committee on Bowdoin's
"Responsibilities to the Disadvantaged." Next year he will serve as
Assistant to Director of Admissions Richard W. Moll.
Logan, who has also served on the same committee, has been active
in drama, The Quill (Bowdoin's literary magazine) and has served as
President of both the Bowdoin Undergraduate Civil Rights Organization
(BUCRO) and the Bowdoin Afro-American Society. Last year he won
the Roosevelt Cup, which is annually awarded to the underclassman
"whose vision, humanity and courage most contribute to making
Bowdoin a better college." Next year he will be doing graduate work in
English and teaching at Harvard. After that, he will utilize a $6,000
traveling fellowship from the Watson Foundation to study black
consciousness in Africa.
Other seniors winning major Bowdoin prizes are Pete Matorin, who
won the Leonard A. Pierce Memorial Prize for the senior with the
highest scholastic average who is planning to attend law school; Bill
Moberg, who won the George Wood McArthur Prize for the senior who
has attained the highest academic standing of students holding
prematriculation scholarships; and Bernard Ruffin, who won the
Colonel William Henry Owen Premium for the senior "recognized by
his fellows as a humble, earnest and active Christian."
Individual students winning prizes of high monetary value include:
Ted Parsons, the-$380 Class of 1875 Prize in American History; Steve
Rustari '70, the $345 Bertram Louis Smith, Jr., Prize-; Terry Webb, the
$310 Donald and Harriet S. Macomber Prize in Biology; Ken Walton,
the $235 Sumner I. Kimball Prize for Excellence in Natural Sciences;
and Tim Devlin, the $220 Nathan Goold Classics Prize.
Three student prizes will be awarded during the luncheon: the A. A.
Haldane Cup for the senior with "outstanding qualities of leadership
and character" and the two Commencement speech prizes — the




The College's New Gymnasium
will be named the Malcolm E.
Morrell Gymnasium.
The College's Governing Boards
voted to name the gymnasium in
honor and in memory of the late
Mr. Morrell, Director of Athletics,
Emeritus, and a member of the
Bowdoin Class of 1924.
The announcement was made
at the annual meeting of the
Bowdoin Alumni Council, which
last Tall recommended the naming
of the gymnasium for Mr. MorrelL
Director of Athletics from
1927 until his retirement in 1967
after a distinguished 42-year
career at Bowdoin, Mr. Morrell
died last Oct. 18 at the age of 73.
More seniors than almost ever
before have won academic honors
this year. A total of 65 seniors
graduated with general honors, 49
graduated with departmental
honors and 22 graduated as
members of Phi Beta Kappa — the
national honorary- fraternity^ 4&h
the recognition and promotion of
scholarship.
Five seniors graduated with top
honors (i.e., Summa Cum Laude,
Phi Beta Kappa with Highest





(History) and Ken Walton
(Chemistry). Devlin, Moberg and
Walton were all elected to Phi
Beta Kappa in their junior year.
There are twelve more seniors
with general honors this year than
last, but two less . with
departmental honors. There ' are
three less seniors this year than
last in Phi Beta Kappa. Five of the
senior members of Phi Beta Kappa
were chosen Tuesday and
inducted Friday: Mark Block,
Hutchinson, Dick Ingerowski,
Prager and Benge-Arne
Wickstrom. A total of eight
juniors were also selected this
week: Bruce Cain, Charles Clapp,
Chris Crighton, Henry Day, Larry
Putterman, Steve Rustari, Wayne
Sanford and Wayne Strasbaugh.
Rustari was also named this
week as winner of the Almon
Goodwin Phi Beta Kappa Prize,
which is voted by the Trustees to
the member of the fraternity from
the junior class, who ranks top.
Last year's winner of the prize,
Kingsley Metz, is not graduating
this year — ironically, for
academic reasons.
Despite the high percentage of
academic honors garnered by the
senior~class, eight members of the
class—did—not graduate" for
-
academic reasons. Most of the





Seniors (22) - Mark Bisgrove, Mrak
Block, Louis Briasco, Mike Clark, Tim
Devlin*, Ralph Eddy, Bill Faraci, Steve
Ferguson, Paul * Gauron, Mike
Guignard, "Kip" Horsburgh, Dennis
Hutchinson, Dick Ingerowski, Pete
Matorin, Kingsley Metz*. Bill Moberg*,
Harvey Prager, Bernard Ruffin, Ken




Ashley Streetnian has been
appointed as special assistant to
the President of the College.
Streetnian, a member- of
Bowdoin's Class of 1964, will
have special' responsibilities for
helping develop the new
Afro-American Studies Program.
Today/ Streetnian, who has
served four years in the armed
services, received his Bachelor of
Arts degree.
Juniors (8) — Bruce Cain, Charles
Clapp, Chris Crighton, Henry Day,
Larry Putterman, Steve Rustari, Wayne
Sanford and Wayne Strasbaugh.
Elected as juniors.
gener'al HONORS
Summa Cum Laude (13) — Mark
Bisgrove, Mark Block, Louis Birasco,
Tim Deb! in, Gtueater Ejtanken berg
,
Seniors Eye Schooling, Teaching, Military
Despite the prospect of military service for
many of them, 61 per cent of the 209 rnembers of
the class of 1969 plan to continue their formal
education after today.
Results of a questionnaire distributed to
residents of the Senior Cenfer showed today that
23 per cent — twice as many as last year — expect
to enter military or naval service.
Education is attracting three times as many
Bowdoin graduates as last year, with 37 students,
or 18 per cent of the class, planning to accept
teaching posts in the fall or after they complete
their service obligations.
Figures used in the Senior Center compilation
include numerous dual references, especially Jn the
cases of those entering military service. Many of
these students also indicated their post-service
plans, with the result that tabulated totals are
higher than the actual number of graduates and
percentages cited here total more than 100.
Although advanced study, military service and
teaching topped the list, a variety of other plans
were mentioned by graduating seniors. These
include Peace Corps and, Vista positions, jobs in
business and government, and travel. In several
cases, post-graduate plans were either uncertain or
unknown.
Of those planning to do graduate work in the
professions, humanities and sciences, 69 per cent
will pursue studies in accounting, business,
divinity, dentistry, law, M.A.T. degree programs,
medicine and other professional fields. The other
31 per cent plan to study in English, history,
sociology, biology, biochemistry, chemistry,
mathematics, physics, psychology and other fields.
"Kip" Horsburg, Dennis Hutchinson,
Dick Ingerowski, Pete Matorin, Bill
Moberg, Harvey Prager, Ken Walton
and Benge-Arne Wickstrom.
Magna Cum Laude (14) — Mike
Clark, Ralph Eddy, Bill Faraci, Steve
Ferguson, Paul Gauron, Mike
Guignard, Tom Johnson, Jack Keene,
Rich Parmenter, John Day Parsons,
Bernard Ruffin, Tim Sabin, Terry
Webb and Charles Witten.
Cum Laude (38) - At Barron, Brad
Bernstein, Ralph Berry, Ned Brown,
Barry Chandler, Ken Cole, John
Fowler, Jim Garland, Bill Georgitis,
Owen Gilman, Pete Hardy, Bill Howes,
Bill Kelley, Steve Ketainek, John Krol,
Jack Lawlor, Glenn Libby, Caedmon
Liburd, Howie London, "Chick"
Marshall, George Martin, Ron
Mikulark, Peter Morris, Charles Musco,
Ted Parsons, John Pierce, Ben Pratt,
Ted Reed, Steve D-. Reed, Ken Rowe,
John Rutherford, Jay Simmons, Baldev
Singh, John Skill ings, Mike Taverna,
Steve Thompson, Barry Walsh and
Steve Zottoli.
DEPARTMENTAL HONORS
Highest Honors (9) — Peter
McCroskery (Biology), Terry Webb
(Biology), Steve Zottoli (Biology), Bill
Moberg (Chemistry), Ken Walton
(Chemistry), Tim Devlin (Classics),
Dennis Hutchinson (Government),
Jack Keene (History) and Harvey
Prager (History).
High Honors (15) John Foss
(Art), Barry Chandler (Biology), Bill
Georgitis (Chemistry)" Charles Whitten
(Chemistry), Paul Gauron
(t conomics), Bill Rhodes (Economics),
Eat I Cutter (French), Guenter
Fiankenberg (Government), Tom
Johnson (Government), Louis Briasco
(History), Ted Parsons (History),
Bernard Ruffin (History), Mark
Bisg»ove (Mathematics), Jack Lawlor
(Mathematics) and Howie London
(Sociology).
Honors (2b) — Bruce Blaisdell
(Biology), Al Barron (Biology), Winda
Siamwiza (Chemistry), Ted Reed
(Economics), Brad Bernstein (English),
Owen Gilman (English), Ron Mikulak
(English), Peter Morris (English), Rich








John Rutherford (History), Dick
Paulding (Mathematics), Benge-Arne
Wickstrom (Phyiics), Gerald Bereika
(Psychology), Phil Levine
(Psychology), Barry Sanford
(Psychology), Marc Block (Sociology),
Walter Abernathy (Sociology).
Number of honors students by
department (49) - Art 1, Biology 6,
Classics 1, Cherr.istry 5, Economics 3,
English 5, French 1, German none,
Government 9, History 8, Mathematics
3, Music none, Philosophy none,
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More Blacks Coming
(*ge Placing Back Studies It*.
And Black Cultural Center For 1969-70
r:®
The faculty has adopted a
proposal for the establishment of
an Afro -American Studies
Program"^ part of the College
curriculum beginning next fall.
The proposal and its
recommendations came from the
faculty's Curriculum and
Educational Policy Committee
(CEP) and its subcommittee on
Afro-American Studies.
The CEP subcommittee,
composed of five faculty members
and two students, was established
last spring shortly after the




In a preface to its list of
recommendations, the committee
said "We feel that there is a
fundamental blindness in the
college curriculum, as there is in
American society generally, to the
existence of black human beings .
. .
The curriculum gives very little
serious attention to things black,
black and white, black versus
white."
The committee said "We must
recognize the fundamental fact
that being black in the United
States, no matter what other
characteristics a person may have,
is a different experience from
being white. Thus when a black
student comes to college his
educational needs are different
from those of a white freshman.
We cannot either expect or desire
black students to leave behind
their experience."
The proposal, as
overwhelmingly accepted by the
faculty, provides for the
establishment of a joint
student-faculty Standing
Committee on Afro-American
Studies (CAAS) composed of five
faculty members and five
students. The Chairman of the
Committee will be the Program
Director.
CAAS and the Program
Director will work with
departments "to encourage the
offering during the academic year
1969-70 of several more courses
which deal with the black
experience." They will also have
the responsibility of initiating
discussions "Toward the creation
of m u 1 1 i -d is ciplinary
New Frosh More Diverse
Than Any Prior Classes
There is an increase in
"distinctive academic achievement
and extra-curricular
talent-in-depth" in the Bowdoin
Class of 1973, according to
Director of Admissions Richard
W. Moll.
The 256 freshmen who will
enter Bowdoin in the fall were
selected from 1,785 applicants, an
increase of 38 percent over last
year. Sixty-three percent of these
young men are from public
schools, and 37 percent from
private schools.
Moll reported that 43 percent
of the public high school students
were in the upper five percent of
their graduating classes and 70
percent were in the upper 10
percent. Among private school
students, 42 percent were in the
top fifth of their class.
"The class represents a decrease
in students with high ability who
haven't achieved," he said. "We
emphasized strong motivation and
performance rather than innate
intelligence."
"We were particularly "'won,"
Moll added, "by students who had
demonstrated genuine sensitivity
to the world and its problems, and
who had acted on their
commitments."
Despite the fact that the
combined median College Board
scores of the incoming class are
Bowdoin's highest ever, Moll said,
their importance in determining
acceptances was reduced this year.
The median Verbal and
Mathematical scores were 611 and
662, respectively.
Bowdoin Admissions officers
visited 410 schools during the
year, from Seattle to Oklahoma
City to Caribou. Students from
826 schools applied for admission
to the College.
The geographical distribution
of Bowdoin's incoming freshman
class has broadened again this
year. New England will be
represented by 124 students, 72
will come from the Atlantic
Coast, and 62 from the rest of the
nation and from the countries of
Australia, Congo, Ethiopia, and
Japan.
"Next year's freshman class is
different from previous Bowdoin
classes in several ways," Moll said.
"There is an increase in size (an
accident), in distinctive academic
achievement, in extra-curricular
talent-in-depth, in blacks, in
non-New Englanders, and in prep
school students."
"Athletically, the class looks
particularly promising in football,
basketball and swimming," he
said.
problem-centered courses related
to the black experience."
The CEP proposal emphasizes
multi-disciplinary courses because
"many phenomena, from poverty
to radical political thought, would
be seriously distorted if studied
from the perspective of only a
single discipline. This is
particularly true of the range of
problems to be studied in the
black curriculum."
Bowdoin's first
interdepartmental course on "The
Urban Crisis", begun earlier this
year, is a study of the social,
economic, political, and aesthetic
problems rising out of the growth
of American cities.
Among the approved
recommendations is the creation
of a Major program in
Afro-American Studies "quickly
enough so that current freshmen
can graduate with such a Major."
The committee said the
Afro-American program will give
students an opportunity to affect
directly the course of their own
education, will make it easier to
enlist the motivations and talents
of black students and "will give
white students an opportunity to
learn something of the black
stranger in their midst."
CAAS will also search actively
for black faculty members, "both
on a permanent and on a
temporary or exchange basis."
At the beginning of the
1969-70 academic year Bowdoin
will have some 43 black students
in residence. Of these,
approximately 23 will be
freshmen — almost double the
number in the present freshman
class.
Bowdoin's Governing Boards
were asked this week to consider
the establishment of an
Afro-American Center on the
campus to serve the cultural and
social needs of the College's black
students. If approved, the Center
would be ready for next fall and
would include a library, seminar
rooms, social rooms, an
audio-visual room and office space
for the Afro-American Society.









The Bowdoin faculty is
undergoing a host of changes for
the 1969-70 academic year.
Among the developments: three
professors have been named to
professorships (i.e., endowed
"chairs"), two have been
promoted, three have resigned and
19 new members of the faculty
have been appointed.
All of the changes have been
approved at this week's meeting
of the Governing Boards.
Named to "chairs" are
Professor William D. Shipman of
Economics, William B. Whiteside
of History and Myron A. Jeppesen
of Physics. Shipman will hold the
newly created Adams-Catlin
Professorship of Economics,
Whiteside will hold the Frank
Munsey .Professorship of
Economics, Whiteside will hold
the Frank Munsey Professorship
of History (which has not been
held by an active faculty member
since 1966) and Jeppesen will
hold the Josiah Little
Professorship of Natural Science.
Winning promotions are
-Herbert R. Coursen, who moves
up from assistant to associate
professor of English, and Rodney
J. Rothlisberger, who moves up
from instructor to assistant
professor of Music. The
promotion of seven other faculty
members was announced earlier
this year.
Resigning are Robert A.
Walking, who was assistant
professor of Physics; George F.
Kawash, who was assistant
professor of Psychology; and D.
Michael Bazar, who was an
instructor in Mathematics. Two
other resignations — that of Dean
of the Faculty James A. Storer
(who was also Daniel B.
Fayerweather Professor of
Economics and Sociology) and
Dean of Students Jerry Wayne
Brown (who was also assistant
professor of Religion) — were
announced earlier in the year.
Professor Albert Abrahamson is
replacing Storer as Dean of the
Faculty and Professor Paul L.
Nyhus is replacing Brown as Dean
of Students.
One faculty position has not
been filled to date, that of College
Counselor. The College is planning
to hire a trained psychologist with
experience in counseling to serve
as Counselor. The counselor will
work under the Dean of the
College, but will not be a member
Colerhan Farm College
Six Students To Try Experiment
Six Bowdoin undergraduates
will live on a farm a few jnjles
from the campus next year and
participate in an experimental
independent study program
designed for the creative student.
The six — all members of
Bowdoin's Class of 1972 -
proposed the idea in an attempt
to remove what they consider
barriers to achievement of their
educational goals under the
current structured college system.
Commencement Who's Who'
MARSHALS
Commencement Marshal — Richard C. Johnston "44
Marshal of the Old Guard — Alfred E. Gray '14
Marshal of the Governing Boards — George H. Quinby "23
Alumni Marshal — Theodore C. Sandquist '59
Marshal of the Faculty — James A. Storer, Dean of the Faculty
Class of '69 Marshal — David Anthony
OTHER PROMINENTS
Commencement Speakers — Brad Bernstein, Tim Devlin, Dennis Hutchinson,
and Tim Sabin.
Governor's Representative — State Senator Robert S. Stuart
Chaplain— The Rev. Francis R. Kelly *49
Dinner Chaplain — Prof. Jerry Wayne Brown, Dean of Students
R.O.T.C. Commissioning Exercises Speaker — Capt. Hubert S. Shaw, Jr. '65
Commencement Lecture Speaker — Dr. Leonard W. Cronkhite "41
Precentor — BUI Moberg
Page — Douglas Warren
The present curriculum, they
believe, often fails to deal
adequately with highly motivated
students and tends to frustrate the
educational process.
In the one-year program as
approved by the Bowdoin faculty,
the six students will take half
their courses in independent study
under faculty supervision while
living at the farm, and the other
half at the Brunswick campus.
Their independent work will
involve study to a greater depth
into the fields of their particular
interests than is usually possible
under traditional classroom
conditions.
Roger Howell, Jr., President of
Bowdoin, said the program "will
serve to test the possibility that
the creative student will function
better in an environment radically
different from that of college
dormitories and fraternities." The
program "will attempt to create
an environment conducive to the
creative arts," President Howell
said.
The students will live in the
of the Administration. Candidates
for the position are being
consulted.
Two staff appointments have
also been made. Harry K. Warren
will become Director of the
Moulton Union and Myron L.
Crowe will become Director of
the Centralized Dining Service.
Warren and Crowe replace the
retiring Donovan D. Lancaster,
who held both jobs.
Here is a complete summary of
the 19 new faculty appointments:
James E. Bland (A. B., Harvard,
Ph.D. expected this month) from
Harvard where he has been a teaching
fellow to Bowdoin as assistant
professor of History.
Thomas L. Bohan (B.S., Chicago;
M.S., Ph.D., Illinois) from University
of Illinois where he has been a
Research Associate to Bowdoin as
assistant professor of Physics.
Mrs. Gloria L. Duclos (A.B.,
Radcliffe; B.A., M.A., Oxford; M.A.,
Radcliffe) from University of Maine,
Portland where she has been a lecturer
to Bowdoin as visiting professor of
Classics for the second semester.
Irving D. Fisher (B.A., Connecticut;
M.A., Columbia) from University of
Maine, Portland where he is an
assistant professor of Political Science
to Bowdoin as visiting assistant
professor of Government.
David N. Holmes, Jr. (B.A., Harvard;
M.A., U.C.L.A., Ph.D. expected this
year) from University of California
where he has been on fellowship to
Bowdoin as assistant professor of
Economics.
Mortimer F. LaPointe (B.S., Trinity;
M.A.L.S., Wesleyan) comes from the
Lennox School where he has been
science teacher and coach to Bowdoin
as coach of lacrosse for one year.
A. A. Ikeler (B.A., Harvard; M.A.,
Pittsburgh; Ph.D. expected from King's
College, University of London, next
month) comes to Bowdoin as
instructor in English.
John McKee (A.B. Dartmouth;
M.A., Princeton) comes to Bowdoin as
lecturer in Art.
Karl P. Magyar (B.A., Michigan
State; candidate for Ph.D. at Johns
Hopkins) comes from the University of
Baltimore where he has been part-time
instructor to Bowdoin as assistant
professor of Government.
John 8. Mathis (B.S., Vale; Ph.D.
from M.I.T. expected this month)
comes to Bowdoin as assistant
professor of Chemistry.
Mrs. Kristina Minister (B.F.A., Ohio;
M.A., Teachers College, Columbia)
comes to Bowdoin as instructor of
Speech.
Richard E. Morgan (A. B., Bowdoin;
M. A., Ph.D., Columbia) comes from
Harvard Law School where he has been
a fellow in law and government to
Bowdoin as associate professor of
Government.
Edward T. Reed comes to Bowdoin
as coach of Squash and Tennis.
Carl T. Settlemire (B.S., M.S., Ohio
State; Ph.D., North Carolina State)
comes from Ohio State where he has
been a postdoctoral fellow to Bowdoin
as assistant professor of Biology and
Chemistry.
Mrs. Katherine S. Snider (A.B. Bryn
Mawr; M.A., Toronto, and Ph.D.
expected this month) comes to
Bowdoin as assistant professor of
Philosophy.
George B. Terrien (B.A., B. Arch.,
Columbia) comes to Bowdoin as
lecturer in Art for the second semester.
Howard Warshaw (studied at Arts
Students League, New York City),
comes from the University of
California where he has been a teacher
to Bowdoin as visiting professor in Art
for the first semester.
Robert I. Willman (B.A., Ph.D.,
Harvard) comes from Colorado State
University where he has been assistant
professor to Bowdoin as assistant
professor of History.
Gerald C. Young (B.A., California
State College at Fullerton, and M.A.
expected) comes from California State
College at Fullerton where he has been
a teaching assistant to Bowdoin as
instructor in Speech.
Coleman Farm House, located less
than five miles from the campus.
The farm was acquired by the
College last year and will be
rented to the students for the
duration of the experiment, f"
The students are John C.
Bradley, Jr., Anthony S. Bucci,
Jr., Marc J. Heinlein, Julian S.
Kaiser, Robert M. Friedland and
John L. Myers.
New Dep't Chairmen Named
Two new permanent department chairman have been named, four
acting chairman have been appointed, one chairman is returning and
one department has yet to have an acting chairman named.
James D. Redwine has been named Chairman of the Department of
English to replace Louis O. Coxe, and Daniel W. Rossides has been
named Chairman of the Department of Sociology to replace Burton W.
Taylor.
F
The four acting chairmen named for next year are Samuel S. Butcher
(Chemistry), William B. Whiteside (History), Richard L. Chittim
(Mathematics) and Elroy O. LaCasce, Jr. (Physics).
Professor Alfred H. Fuchs returns from sabbatical as Chairman of the
Department of Psychology.
The Department of Government is temporarily without an Acting
Chairman. Professor John C. Donovan, Chairman of the Department
wiU be on sabbatical for at least one semester next year - and no one
has yet been named to fill in for him.
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